
Conflict Cases Research Journal 
 
* Required 

 

1. Conflict identifiers 
 
Conflict ID * Which conflict from the list of Conflict Cases is this? Please provide ConYr. (Please note 
that ConYr may have to be adjusted based on new start dates: if you find that the actual start date of a 
conflict diverges from the one provided in the Conflict Cases list, please update this Conflict ID to reflect 
the correct start year. E.g. if the Afghanistan conflict 7001980 actually started in 1978, please provide 
7001978 as the ID.) 
5201982 
 
ConflictCountry * In which country did the conflict occur? 
Somalia 
 
Startdate * 01/02/1982 
 
Enddate * 05/25/1988 
 
Comments on start- and enddate. Insert comments on problems/ambiguities with the start- and 
enddates of the conflict here. 
The start date is coded with respect to the beginning of the SNM’s armed struggle against the Somali 
government in 1982 (following its formation in 1981), not with respect to the formation of the SSDF in 
1978 (EACD 2009, 254).  This is because the SSDF’s 1978 activities consisted of a one-day failed coup 
and flight into neighboring Ethiopia.  Only with SNM’s formation did anything resembling a sustained civil 
conflict begin.  Enddate is coded as the day before the beginning of the subsequent civil conflict in 
Somalia (see 5201988_Notes). 
 
IncGov * Provide the name of the incumbent government/regime (head of gov't/regime, party) 
President Mohammed Siad Barre 
 
Rebel1 * Provide the names of the opposition group(s), rebel group(s) and other actors that were 
identified as opposing the central government 
Somali Salvation Democratic Front  (SSDF) 
 
Rebel2 
Somali National Movement (SNM) 
 
Rebel3 
 
Rebel4 
 
Coup * Is this conflict best described as a coup? Is the government defending itself against or reversing a 
coup -- rather than a case in which there is an armed insurgent movement? If YES (=1), do not continue 
coding this case for now and mark the case’s status as “Coup” in the Conflict_Cases document. If NO 
coup (=0), and an insurgency is present, continue coding the variables below. 
0 
 
Region * Geographic region of the country in which the rebels and/or the fighting was concentrated. 
Depending on the conflict this could be the name of a province, state, or administrative district in the 
conflict country, a description (e.g., “primarily the southern half of the country, south of the capital to the 



border with Pakistan”), or a named region (e.g., the Darfur region of Sudan). If dispersed throughout the 
county, enter “entire country”.  
Mogadishu in the south and the northern urban areas (Sambanis 2006, 199) 
 
Concentration * Estimate the percentage of the geographic area of the country experiencing significant 
violence related to the conflict at any point during the conflict. Violence should be considered significant if 
battles/clashes between the rebels and government forces took place in a region, civilians were killed by 
government or rebel forces in a region, or government or rebel attacks occurred regularly in a region. 
Coding: 1 Less than 25% 2 25-50% 3 50-75% 4 More than 75% 
2 
 
IGO * Dummy variable set to 1 if an intergovernmental organization (NATO, UN, etc...) organized, 
participated in, sponsored, or sanctioned a military intervention to maintain the regime. 
0 
 
IGOname * Name of the IGO mission that organized, participated in, sponsored, or sanctioned the 
military intervention to maintain the regime (if any). 
NA 
 
 

2. Counterinsurgency characteristics 
Note: These variables should be coded in reference to the entire conflict, from Startdate to Enddate. Even 
in conflict in which the government began COIN operations with a light force model, if the majority of the 
conflict featured a heavy force model, this variable should be coded as 2. 
 
ForceModel * Primary type of force used by government troops. Coding: 1 Light force: Primary use of 
ground combat units that do not include large military equipment (may include close air support) 2 Heavy 
force: Primarily large-unit, concentrated firepower combat with mechanized units (may include strategic 
bombing) Close air support is defined as “air action by fixed-wing (FW) and rotary-wing (RW) aircraft 
against hostile targets that are in close proximity to friendly forces. […] It is planned and executed to 
support ground tactical units. CAS execution is tightly integrated at the tactical level with the fire and 
maneuver of supported ground forces.” (Joint Chiefs of Staff, Joint Publication 3-09.3). Close air support 
can be provided by any unit of the armed forces. Strategic bombing is defined as the massive, centrally 
coordinated bombing of military and civilian targets for strategic purposes, usually conducted by an air 
force. 
1 
 
StrategicAir * What role did strategic bombing play in the government’s military strategy? (see definition 
above). Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 

 
Resettle * What role did resettlement play in the government’s military strategy? Resettlement is defined 
as the forced relocation of civilian populations to deny guerillas access to resources, sanctuary, and other 
types of support; provide greater security for noncombatants; and/or separate combatants from 
noncombatants. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
3 
 
CivAction * What role did projects intended to improve the material well-being of play in the 
government’s military strategy? Examples: building schools, roads, bridges, hospitals; providing medical 
care, clean water or electricity; and creating jobs for local residents. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 
4 Extensive 
1 
 
CivSecure * What role did attempts to protect noncombatantfs from harm caused by the insurgents play 
in the government’s military strategy? Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 



1 
 
Decap * What role did attempts to capture and kill the top leader(s) of the insurgent movement play in the 
government’s military strategy? Compare this variable to Jenna Jordan’s decapitation data. Coding: 1 
None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 
 
CivKill * Did mass killing of civilians occur? Mass killing is defined as > 50,000 intentional civilian deaths 
in a campaign (within <6 years) (Valentino et al. 2004) Coding: 0 No 1 Yes 
0 
 
CivTarget * To what extent did the military forces of the government intentionally select civilians as direct 
objects of attack or consistently fail to discriminate between combatants and noncombatants in their 
military operations? Combatants are defined as individuals that engage in armed resistance against 
regime forces. Coding: 1 Rarely 2 Moderately 3 Extensively 
3 
 
ForceDescrip * A narrative description of the type of force used by the government. Describe the 
strategy (or strategies) that the government used to counter the domestic threat. Note changes in strategy 
over time and major differences between the strategies and tactics used by different military units, 
different governments, or in different regions. This space can also be used to provide clarification on the 
variables coded above. 
In this phase of the conflict, the government was mostly responding to small-scale, hit-and-run guerilla 
tactics from the rebel groups.  (This explains the lack of evidence about the use of strategic bombing, 
which became more important as a government strategy in the next phase of the conflict, 1988-1991.)  
Violence during this initial period of civil conflict was also more sporadic, and decidedly less intense than 
the later period (Sambanis 2006, 197).  Much of the fighting emanated from Ethiopia, from where SSDF 
and SNM based their operations, with the support of the Ethiopian government (Adams 1994, 28).  The 
types of force used in this phase of the conflict closely mirror the causes of the conflict:  Siad based is 
power around his own clan and a coalition of other clans, and encouraged clan-based violence in rural 
areas and conducted clan-based massacres in urban areas in order to sustain that power (Adams 1994, 
27).  Related, a key component of the government’s strategy was in terrorizing the civilian population in 
an attempt to undermine support for the rebels.  Government torture of political opponents since 1981, 
which coincides with the formation of the SNM (Brogan 1998, 100; EACD 2009, 254).  The Red Berets 
were created in the mid-1980s with the specific purpose of repressing the Somali clans associated with 
the rebel groups, and most of the Red Berets’ activities seemed to have been focused on the north, which 
was home to the Majeerteen clan associated with the SSDF.  The Red Berets were also used, however, 
to repress the Isaaq and Hawiye clans, which were also aligned against the government (Sambanis 2006, 
199). 
 
NumTrps * Number of government troops at height of conflict. Measured as maximum number of regular 
military personnel (air, ground, and sea) under central government authority during the conflict. When 
exact numbers cannot be located, coders may estimate from information about the military units. If even 
estimates are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, NumTrps 
is coded as missing (enter NA) and only TrpCat is coded. 
120000 
 
TrpCat * Categorical measure of the number of government troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 less 
than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 More than 
30,000 troops 
4 
 
GovCas * Number of government forces members killed during the conflict. Please enter numbers 
without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of ranges (750 instead of 
500-1000). If missing, enter NA. 
 



RebelNumTrps * Estimated number of total troops on rebel side at height of conflict. If even estimates 
are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, RebelNumTrps is 
coded as missing (enter NA) and only RebelTrpCat is coded. 
11000 
 
RebelTrpCat * Categorical measure of the total number of rebel troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 
less than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 More than 
30,000 troops 
3 
 
RebelCas * Number of rebels / opposition members killed during the conflict. Please enter numbers 
without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of ranges (750 instead of 
500-1000). If missing, enter NA. 
 
 
ThreatSource * Role of internal and external actors with regard to the rebels in the conflict. Coding: 1 
primarily internal conflict with minor to moderate level of support to rebels from external actors 2 primarily 
externally sponsored conflict with local insurgents 3 entirely domestic opposition (no external assistance). 
2 
 
TargHelp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state committed any military troops to assist or advise 
the rebels. 
0 
 
AsstCombat * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state engaged in combat to assist the rebels. 
0 
 
AsstArms * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided arms or other material aid to assist the 
rebels. 
1 
 
AsstEcon * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided economic support to the rebels. 
0 
 
AsstSanct * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided, on its territory, sanctuaries for the 
rebels. 
1 
 
TargSupp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided any type of support to assist the rebels. 
1 
 
ConflictEthnic * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ethnic conflict. Following a 
conventional definition, ethnic conflicts involve “groups that identify with a distinct ethnic or cultural 
heritage” (Regan 1996: 338). Ethnic wars have been defined as “wars among communities (ethnicities) 
who are in conflict over the power relationship that exists between those communities and the state” 
(Sambanis 2001: 261). Additionally, the groups in ethnic conflicts “hold irreconcilable visions of the 
identity, borders, and citizenship of the state. They do not seek to control a state whose identity all sides 
accept, but rather to redefine or divide the state itself” (Kaufman 1996: 138). 
1 
 
EthnicGroups * When applicable, name the primary ethnic group or groups contributing rebel fighters to 
the opposition movement. Separate group names with ;. Please try to use ethnic group names that are 
listed in http://www.icr.ethz.ch/research/greg/groups.xls. If not applicable, enter NA. 
Majeerteen clan (associated with SSDF); Isaaq clan (associated with the SNM) 
 



ConflictRelig * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a religious conflict. The primary feature 
of religious conflicts in this definition is that insurgent leaders frequently and systematically invoke religion 
as a motivation and justification for the conflict (cf. Juergensmeyer 2003: 57). 
0 
 
ConflictIdeol * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ideological conflict, with alignments 
across ethnic borders. Insurgents may strive for a different regime type and/or political order, but their 
primary aim does not contain the systematic exclusion of specific ethnic or religious groups. 
0 
 
ConflictSecess * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a secessionist conflict and the 
insurgents aim to create a separate state outside the current regime’s authority. 
0 
 
LastCW * Years since last civil war. Enter an integer number of years. If no civil war occurred before, 
enter NA. 
 
 

Conflict outcome variables 
 
Win * Who won the conflict? 1 Counterinsurgents (government and/or intervener) 2 
Insurgents/rebels/rebel affiliates 3 Undecided 
3 
 
ConflictOutcome * Categorical variable that describes how the government terminated its military 
conflict. 0 Conflict ongoing. 1 Government militarily defeated the rebels. 2 Government negotiated a 
settlement that resulted in a compromise with the insurgents over governance (e.g., a power-sharing 
agreement). 3 The country was partitioned into two or more separate countries at the end of the conflict 4 
Rebels militarily defeated the government. 
0 
 
GovComp * GovComp Who was in control of the central government at the end of the conflict (i.e. at 
Enddate)? 1 Insurgents (the previous opposition; groups associated with the insurgents; political wings of 
rebels; etc.) 2 Government (the previous incumbent government; politicians associated with the previous 
regime; etc.) 3 Foreign intervener 4 Power-sharing: both previous rebels and previous incumbents began 
sharing political power in a joint government at the end of the conflict 5 Unclear: failing or failed state 
2 
 
Maintain * The number of months the government remained in power after the termination of the conflict 
(Enddate). This variable varies from zero, when the regime was never stabilized, to 60, when the regime 
remained in power for at least five years post-conflict. 
32 
 
MNF * Dummy variable coded 1 if a multinational peacekeeping force was established and remained in 
the conflict region after the termination of the conflict. 
0 
 
Sources * Sources Abbreviated identifier for each source used to code a case. The full source citations 
are provided with their identifying code below. Use Chicaco 15th B citation style. 
Adams 1994:  Adams, Hussein. 1994. “Formation and Recognition of New States:  Somaliland in 
Contrast to Eritrea,” Review of African Political Economy 21: 21-38. 
 
Africa Watch Report 1991:  Africa Watch Report. 1991. Evil Days:  30 Years of War and Famine in 
Ethiopia. New York: Human Rights Watch. 



 
Brogan 1998:  Brogan, Patrick. 1998. World Conflicts. Lanham, MD: Scarecrow. 
 
Clodfelter 2002: Clodfelter, Micheal. 2002. Warfare and Armed Conflicts:  A Statistical Reference to 
Casualty and Other Figures, 1500-2000. Jefferson, NC & London: McFarland & Company. 
 
EACD 2009:  EACD. 2009. “Uppsala conflict data expansion:  Non-state actor information codebook.” 
 
Sambanis 2006:  Sambanis, Nicholas. 2006. “Civil War Coding Notes.” 
 
Somaliland Times 2007:  Somaliland Times. 2007. “Somali National Movement (SNM).” Issue 281. 
http://www.somalilandtimes.net/sl/2007/281/72.shtml 
 
Notes * 
It was determined that the SSDF and SNM fights against the government during this period should be 
treated as a single case, and not as separate cases, because the joint goal of the groups was the 
overthrow of the Siad regime (Sambanis 2006, 198).  Siad used clan ties to cement his hold on power; as 
a result out-of-power clans – especially those represented by the SSDF and SNM – mobilized to 
overthrow Siad.  At times the rebel groups worked together toward that end, and both were based along 
the border with neighboring Ethiopia.  Also, notably, there is much less information available for this 
period of the conflict (1982-1988) than for the second, much more intense period of fighting that followed 
and brought down the Siad government (1988-1991). 
 
Rebel1, Rebel2:  The SSDF was formed in 1978 and the SNM was formed in 1981 (EACD 2009, 254). 
 
Coup:  The SSDF did form as the result of a failed coup against Siad (EACD 2009, 254). 
 
ForceModel:  A light force model can be inferred given the somewhat sporadic, hit-and-run, guerilla-type 
rebel threat that the government faced during this period (Sambanis 2006, 197). 
 
Resettle:  Government strategies targeting civilian populations (specifically clans associated with the 
rebel groups) appear to have served the purpose of forcing migration of these populations, which began 
at this time. 
 
Decap:  There is likely no evidence of the government pursuing a decapitation against the rebel groups 
because these groups’ leaders were based abroad.  Only around 1987-88 did SNM leaders begin to 
move into the field (Adams 1994, 28). 
 
 



Conflict Cases Research Journal 
 
* Required 

 

1. Conflict identifiers 
 
Conflict ID * Which conflict from the list of Conflict Cases is this? Please provide ConYr. (Please note 
that ConYr may have to be adjusted based on new start dates: if you find that the actual start date of a 
conflict diverges from the one provided in the Conflict Cases list, please update this Conflict ID to reflect 
the correct start year. E.g. if the Afghanistan conflict 7001980 actually started in 1978, please provide 
7001978 as the ID.) 
5201988 
 
ConflictCountry * In which country did the conflict occur? 
Somalia 
 
Startdate * 05/26/1988 
 
Enddate * 01/27/1991 
 
Comments on start- and enddate. Insert comments on problems/ambiguities with the start- and 
enddates of the conflict here. 
The conflict could possibly be seen as starting earlier.  The Mengistu government of Ethiopia, Somalia’s 
regional rival, capitalized on clan divisions within Somalia to form the Somali National Movement (SNM) in 
1982.  SNM was organized around Somalia’s Isaaq clan, was supported by Ethiopia and heavily 
suppressed by the Somali government.  The real fighting began, however, on May 26, 1988, when SNM 
exiles returned to Somalia from Ethiopia as a condition of a Somali-Ethiopian peace treaty (Brogan 1988, 
99-100, Clodfelter 2002, 617-18).  In the earlier phase of the conflict (1980-1988), the Somali Salvation 
Democratic Front (SSDF) played the lead role in the insurgency; by 1988 SSDF was no longer a major 
player and SNM took center stage in the conflict, and helped to unite the various rebel factions against 
the government for the first time (RAND 2010, 49-50).  Furthermore, the earlier 1980-1988 phase was 
characterized by “simple hit-and-run tactics” where the rebels never “posed any form serious military 
threat” (RAND 2010, 49; see also Sambanis 2006, 197). 
 
IncGov * Provide the name of the incumbent government/regime (head of gov't/regime, party) 
President Mohammed Siad Barre 
 
Rebel1 * Provide the names of the opposition group(s), rebel group(s) and other actors that were 
identified as opposing the central government 
Somali National Movement (SNM) 
 
Rebel2 
Somali Patriotic Movement (SPM) 
 
Rebel3 
United Somali Congress (USC) 
 
Rebel4 
 
Coup * Is this conflict best described as a coup? Is the government defending itself against or reversing a 
coup -- rather than a case in which there is an armed insurgent movement? If YES (=1), do not continue 
coding this case for now and mark the case’s status as “Coup” in the Conflict_Cases document. If NO 
coup (=0), and an insurgency is present, continue coding the variables below. 



0 
 
Region * Geographic region of the country in which the rebels and/or the fighting was concentrated. 
Depending on the conflict this could be the name of a province, state, or administrative district in the 
conflict country, a description (e.g., “primarily the southern half of the country, south of the capital to the 
border with Pakistan”), or a named region (e.g., the Darfur region of Sudan). If dispersed throughout the 
county, enter “entire country”.  
entire country 
 
Concentration * Estimate the percentage of the geographic area of the country experiencing significant 
violence related to the conflict at any point during the conflict. Violence should be considered significant if 
battles/clashes between the rebels and government forces took place in a region, civilians were killed by 
government or rebel forces in a region, or government or rebel attacks occurred regularly in a region. 
Coding: 1 Less than 25% 2 25-50% 3 50-75% 4 More than 75% 
4 
 
IGO * Dummy variable set to 1 if an intergovernmental organization (NATO, UN, etc...) organized, 
participated in, sponsored, or sanctioned a military intervention to maintain the regime. 
0 
 
IGOname * Name of the IGO mission that organized, participated in, sponsored, or sanctioned the 
military intervention to maintain the regime (if any). 
NA 
 
 

2. Counterinsurgency characteristics 
Note: These variables should be coded in reference to the entire conflict, from Startdate to Enddate. Even 
in conflict in which the government began COIN operations with a light force model, if the majority of the 
conflict featured a heavy force model, this variable should be coded as 2. 
 
ForceModel * Primary type of force used by government troops. Coding: 1 Light force: Primary use of 
ground combat units that do not include large military equipment (may include close air support) 2 Heavy 
force: Primarily large-unit, concentrated firepower combat with mechanized units (may include strategic 
bombing) Close air support is defined as “air action by fixed-wing (FW) and rotary-wing (RW) aircraft 
against hostile targets that are in close proximity to friendly forces. […] It is planned and executed to 
support ground tactical units. CAS execution is tightly integrated at the tactical level with the fire and 
maneuver of supported ground forces.” (Joint Chiefs of Staff, Joint Publication 3-09.3). Close air support 
can be provided by any unit of the armed forces. Strategic bombing is defined as the massive, centrally 
coordinated bombing of military and civilian targets for strategic purposes, usually conducted by an air 
force. 
1 
 
StrategicAir * What role did strategic bombing play in the government’s military strategy? (see definition 
above). Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
3 

 
Resettle * What role did resettlement play in the government’s military strategy? Resettlement is defined 
as the forced relocation of civilian populations to deny guerillas access to resources, sanctuary, and other 
types of support; provide greater security for noncombatants; and/or separate combatants from 
noncombatants. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
4 
 
CivAction * What role did projects intended to improve the material well-being of play in the 
government’s military strategy? Examples: building schools, roads, bridges, hospitals; providing medical 



care, clean water or electricity; and creating jobs for local residents. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 
4 Extensive 
1 
 
CivSecure * What role did attempts to protect noncombatantfs from harm caused by the insurgents play 
in the government’s military strategy? Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 
 
Decap * What role did attempts to capture and kill the top leader(s) of the insurgent movement play in the 
government’s military strategy? Compare this variable to Jenna Jordan’s decapitation data. Coding: 1 
None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 
 
CivKill * Did mass killing of civilians occur? Mass killing is defined as > 50,000 intentional civilian deaths 
in a campaign (within <6 years) (Valentino et al. 2004) Coding: 0 No 1 Yes 
1 
 
CivTarget * To what extent did the military forces of the government intentionally select civilians as direct 
objects of attack or consistently fail to discriminate between combatants and noncombatants in their 
military operations? Combatants are defined as individuals that engage in armed resistance against 
regime forces. Coding: 1 Rarely 2 Moderately 3 Extensively 
3 
 
ForceDescrip * A narrative description of the type of force used by the government. Describe the 
strategy (or strategies) that the government used to counter the domestic threat. Note changes in strategy 
over time and major differences between the strategies and tactics used by different military units, 
different governments, or in different regions. This space can also be used to provide clarification on the 
variables coded above. 
A key component of the government’s strategy was in terrorizing the civilian population in an attempt to 
undermine support for the rebels.  Government violence was also directed against specific tribal groups 
living in specific cities or regions, reflecting the largely tribal breakdown of the conflicting parties (e.g., 
RAND 2010, 50; Brogan 1998, 100).  Brogan (1998, 100) notes the government forces engaged in mass 
executions, “shooting at least 5000 people in the northern cities it recaptured” in 1988-1989.  (See also 
Clodfelter (2002, 617).)  The use of air power and artillery also relate to the government’s civilian-terror 
tactic.  Special units, namely the Red Berets, were responsible for a disproportionate share of the 
government-sponsored massacres; indeed, this seems to have been there unique function (RAND 2010, 
50; Brogan 1998, 100).  Early in the conflict, Somali airpower and artillery killed some 35,000 civilians, 
who were specifically targeted.  As a result, Somali pilots defected to Ethiopia, making air power less of a 
factor for the remainder of the conflict.  As a result, the government contracted mercenary pilots from 
other African countries (RAND 2010, 50).  Violence against civilians characterized the conflict to such an 
extent that Somali scholar Hussein Adams (1994, 24, quoted in RAND 2010, 51-2), concludes that 
“Siyad’s oppressive military machine … used violence for war and for internal repression without any 
attempt to subordinate it to the overall objectives and operation of which it was a part.” 
 
NumTrps * Number of government troops at height of conflict. Measured as maximum number of regular 
military personnel (air, ground, and sea) under central government authority during the conflict. When 
exact numbers cannot be located, coders may estimate from information about the military units. If even 
estimates are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, NumTrps 
is coded as missing (enter NA) and only TrpCat is coded. 
65000 
 
TrpCat * Categorical measure of the number of government troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 less 
than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 More than 
30,000 troops 
4 
 



GovCas * Number of government forces members killed during the conflict. Please enter numbers 
without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of ranges (750 instead of 
500-1000). If missing, enter NA. 
 
RebelNumTrps * Estimated number of total troops on rebel side at height of conflict. If even estimates 
are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, RebelNumTrps is 
coded as missing (enter NA) and only RebelTrpCat is coded. 
 
RebelTrpCat * Categorical measure of the total number of rebel troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 
less than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 More than 
30,000 troops 
4 
 
RebelCas * Number of rebels / opposition members killed during the conflict. Please enter numbers 
without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of ranges (750 instead of 
500-1000). If missing, enter NA. 
 
ThreatSource * Role of internal and external actors with regard to the rebels in the conflict. Coding: 1 
primarily internal conflict with minor to moderate level of support to rebels from external actors 2 primarily 
externally sponsored conflict with local insurgents 3 entirely domestic opposition (no external assistance). 
2 
 
TargHelp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state committed any military troops to assist or advise 
the rebels. 
0 
 
AsstCombat * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state engaged in combat to assist the rebels. 
0 
 
AsstArms * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided arms or other material aid to assist the 
rebels. 
1 
 
AsstEcon * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided economic support to the rebels. 
0 
 
AsstSanct * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided, on its territory, sanctuaries for the 
rebels. 
1 
 
TargSupp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided any type of support to assist the rebels. 
1 
 
ConflictEthnic * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ethnic conflict. Following a 
conventional definition, ethnic conflicts involve “groups that identify with a distinct ethnic or cultural 
heritage” (Regan 1996: 338). Ethnic wars have been defined as “wars among communities (ethnicities) 
who are in conflict over the power relationship that exists between those communities and the state” 
(Sambanis 2001: 261). Additionally, the groups in ethnic conflicts “hold irreconcilable visions of the 
identity, borders, and citizenship of the state. They do not seek to control a state whose identity all sides 
accept, but rather to redefine or divide the state itself” (Kaufman 1996: 138). 
1 
 
EthnicGroups * When applicable, name the primary ethnic group or groups contributing rebel fighters to 
the opposition movement. Separate group names with ;. Please try to use ethnic group names that are 
listed in http://www.icr.ethz.ch/research/greg/groups.xls. If not applicable, enter NA. 



Isaaq clan (associated with the SNM); Ogaden/Aidid clan (associated with SPM); Hawiye clan (associated 
with USC) (Sambanis 2006, 197; RAND 2010, 48) 
 
ConflictRelig * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a religious conflict. The primary feature 
of religious conflicts in this definition is that insurgent leaders frequently and systematically invoke religion 
as a motivation and justification for the conflict (cf. Juergensmeyer 2003: 57). 
0 
 
ConflictIdeol * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ideological conflict, with alignments 
across ethnic borders. Insurgents may strive for a different regime type and/or political order, but their 
primary aim does not contain the systematic exclusion of specific ethnic or religious groups. 
0 
 
ConflictSecess * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a secessionist conflict and the 
insurgents aim to create a separate state outside the current regime’s authority. 
0 
 
LastCW * Years since last civil war. Enter an integer number of years. If no civil war occurred before, 
enter NA. 
 
 

Conflict outcome variables 
 
Win * Who won the conflict? 1 Counterinsurgents (government and/or intervener) 2 
Insurgents/rebels/rebel affiliates 3 Undecided 
2 
 
ConflictOutcome * Categorical variable that describes how the government terminated its military 
conflict. 0 Conflict ongoing. 1 Government militarily defeated the rebels. 2 Government negotiated a 
settlement that resulted in a compromise with the insurgents over governance (e.g., a power-sharing 
agreement). 3 The country was partitioned into two or more separate countries at the end of the conflict 4 
Rebels militarily defeated the government. 
1 
 
GovComp * GovComp Who was in control of the central government at the end of the conflict (i.e. at 
Enddate)? 1 Insurgents (the previous opposition; groups associated with the insurgents; political wings of 
rebels; etc.) 2 Government (the previous incumbent government; politicians associated with the previous 
regime; etc.) 3 Foreign intervener 4 Power-sharing: both previous rebels and previous incumbents began 
sharing political power in a joint government at the end of the conflict 5 Unclear: failing or failed state 
5 
 
Maintain * The number of months the government remained in power after the termination of the conflict 
(Enddate). This variable varies from zero, when the regime was never stabilized, to 60, when the regime 
remained in power for at least five years post-conflict. 
0 
 
MNF * Dummy variable coded 1 if a multinational peacekeeping force was established and remained in 
the conflict region after the termination of the conflict. 
1 
 
Sources * Sources Abbreviated identifier for each source used to code a case. The full source citations 
are provided with their identifying code below. Use Chicaco 15th B citation style. 
Adams 1994:  Adams, Hussein. 1994. “Formation and Recognition of New States:  Somaliland in 
Contrast to Eritrea,” Review of African Political Economy 21:21-38. 



 
Brogan 1998:  Brogan, Patrick. 1998. World Conflicts. Lanham, MD: Scarecrow. 
 
Clodfelter 2002: Clodfelter, Micheal. 2002. Warfare and Armed Conflicts:  A Statistical Reference to 
Casualty and Other Figures, 1500-2000. Jefferson, NC & London: McFarland & Company. 
 
Doornbos and Markakis 1994:  Doornbos, Martin and John Markakis. 1994. “Society and State in Crisis: 
What Went Wrong in Somalia?” Review of African Political Economy 21:82-88. 
 
EACD 2009:  EACD. 2009. “Uppsala conflict data expansion:  Non-state actor information codebook.” 
 
Prunier 1990-91:  Prunier, Gerard. 1990-91. “A Candid View of the Somali National Movement.” Horn of 
Africa 8(3-4) and 9(1-2). 
 
RAND 2010:  Paul, Christopher, Colin P. Clarke, and Beth Grill. 2010. Victory Has a Thousand Fathers:  
Detailed Counterinsurgency Case Studies. Santa Monica, CA: RAND. 
 
Sambanis 2006:  Sambanis, Nicholas. 2006. “Civil War Coding Notes.” 
 
World Factbook 2010:  World Factbook. 2010. “Somalia.” https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-
world-factbook/geos/so.html 
 
 
Notes * 
While the three rebel groups identified with this case subsequently turned on one another, following 
Siad’s overthrow in 1991, they nevertheless cooperated to that end during the period of time in view here, 
justifying the treatment of the 1988-1991 conflict as a single case of civil conflict (e.g., Clodfelter 2002, 
617). 
 
IGO:  IGO is coded ‘0’ because international peacekeeping forces did not enter Somalia until after Siad’s 
overthrow, and did not do so with the goal of restoring his government to power. 
 
ForceModel:  The government of Somalia was not capable of fielding a significant heavy force model 
following its devastating Ogaden War with Ethiopia, 1977-1978, and the accompanying suspension of 
Soviet military supplies (Clodfelter 2002, 616-17).  Clodfelter (2002, 617) notes, however, that 
“Government forces retaliated [against SNM aggression] with aerial, artillery, and infantry attacks on 
cities” in 1988 and 1989. 
 
StrategicAir:  Air power was initially important.  Early in the conflict, Somali airpower and artillery killed 
some 35,000 civilians, who were specifically targeted.  As a result, Somali pilots defected to Ethiopia, 
making air power less of a factor for the remainder of the conflict (RAND 2010, 50). 
 
Resettle:  Because the parties to the conflict were largely clan-based, and the clans tended to live in 
specific geographic areas of the country, it appears that terror tactics employed by the government 
against these clans served the dual role of forcing mass migrations.  This is evidenced by the 
approximately one-half million refugees displaced by the conflict by 1990 and 800,000 by 1992 (Brogan 
1998, 99-101; Adams 1994, 32). 
 
ThreatSource:  The initial 1988 SNM incursion into Somalia was made possible by heavy arming from 
Ethiopia. The Mengistu government of Ethiopia, Somalia’s regional rival, capitalized on clan divisions 
within Somalia to form the Somali National Movement (SNM) in 1982 (Brogan 1998, 99-100). 
 
NumTrps:  This number estimated from a known number (120,000) in an earlier phase of the Somali 
conflict (1980-1988), when Somali government forces were stronger (RAND 2010, 48). 
 



RebelTrpCat:  Inferred from the fact that combined rebel forces were sufficient to besiege the capital of 
Mogidishu in early 1991 (RAND 2010, 50).  Prunier (1990-91, 112-13) estimates that SNM alone had 
about 4,000 regulars during the conflict period, but that this “figure means little, since it can bring 
together, in about a week’s time, ten time that number of fighters.” 
 
ConflictSecess:  This variable is coded ‘0’ because each faction was primarily concerned with gaining 
control of the state as a whole.  Only after the overthrow of the Siad government (01/27/1991) did the 
rebel groups begin to declare secessionist states, beginning with the northern clans’ declaration of the 
Republic of Somaliland in May 1991, and the semi-autonomous Puntland, established in 1998 (CIA World 
Factbook, “Somalia”). 
 
LastCW:  While Somalia had not experienced a civil war previously, the incumbent Siad government did 
come to power through a coup in 1969 (CIA World Factbook, “Somalia”). 
 
 



Conflict Cases Research Journal 
 
* Required 

 

1. Conflict identifiers 
 
Conflict ID * Which conflict from the list of Conflict Cases is this? Please provide ConYr. (Please 
note that ConYr may have to be adjusted based on new start dates: if you find that the actual 
start date of a conflict diverges from the one provided in the Conflict Cases list, please update this 
Conflict ID to reflect the correct start year. E.g. if the Afghanistan conflict 7001980 actually started 
in 1978, please provide 7001978 as the ID.) 
5221991 
 
ConflictCountry * In which country did the conflict occur? 
Djibouti 
 
Startdate *  
11/12/1991 
 
Enddate *  
12/26/1994 
 
Comments on start- and enddate. Insert comments on problems/ambiguities with the start- and 
enddates of the conflict here. 
 
IncGov * Provide the name of the incumbent government/regime (head of gov't/regime, party) 
President Hassan Gouled Aptidon 
 
Rebel1 * Provide the names of the opposition group(s), rebel group(s) and other actors that were 
identified as opposing the central government 
Front for the Restoration of Unity (FRUD) 
 
Rebel2 
 
Rebel3 
 
Rebel4 
 
Coup * Is this conflict best described as a coup? Is the government defending itself against or 
reversing a coup -- rather than a case in which there is an armed insurgent movement? If YES 
(=1), do not continue coding this case for now and mark the case’s status as “Coup” in the 
Conflict_Cases document. If NO coup (=0), and an insurgency is present, continue coding the 
variables below. 
0 

 
Region * Geographic region of the country in which the rebels and/or the fighting was 
concentrated. Depending on the conflict this could be the name of a province, state, or 
administrative district in the conflict country, a description (e.g., “primarily the southern half of the 
country, south of the capital to the border with Pakistan”), or a named region (e.g., the Darfur 
region of Sudan). If dispersed throughout the county, enter “entire country”.  
Northern Djibouti 
 



Concentration * Estimate the percentage of the geographic area of the country experiencing 
significant violence related to the conflict at any point during the conflict. Violence should be 
considered significant if battles/clashes between the rebels and government forces took place in 
a region, civilians were killed by government or rebel forces in a region, or government or rebel 
attacks occurred regularly in a region. Coding: 1 Less than 25% 2 25-50% 3 50-75% 4 More than 
75% 
3 
 

2. Counterinsurgency characteristics 
Note: These variables should be coded in reference to the entire conflict, from Startdate to 
Enddate. Even in conflict in which the government began COIN operations with a light force 
model, if the majority of the conflict featured a heavy force model, this variable should be coded 
as 2. 
 
ForceModel * Primary type of force used by government troops. Coding: 1 Light force: Primary 
use of ground combat units that do not include large military equipment (may include close air 
support) 2 Heavy force: Primarily large-unit, concentrated firepower combat with mechanized 
units (may include strategic bombing) Close air support is defined as “air action by fixed-wing 
(FW) and rotary-wing (RW) aircraft against hostile targets that are in close proximity to friendly 
forces. […] It is planned and executed to support ground tactical units. CAS execution is tightly 
integrated at the tactical level with the fire and maneuver of supported ground forces.” (Joint 
Chiefs of Staff, Joint Publication 3-09.3). Close air support can be provided by any unit of the 
armed forces. Strategic bombing is defined as the massive, centrally coordinated bombing of 
military and civilian targets for strategic purposes, usually conducted by an air force. 
1 
 
StrategicAir * What role did strategic bombing play in the government’s military strategy? (see 
definition above). Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 
 
Resettle * What role did resettlement play in the government’s military strategy? Resettlement is 
defined as the forced relocation of civilian populations to deny guerillas access to resources, 
sanctuary, and other types of support; provide greater security for noncombatants; and/or 
separate combatants from noncombatants. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 
 
CivAction * What role did projects intended to improve the material well-being of play in the 
government’s military strategy? Examples: building schools, roads, bridges, hospitals; providing 
medical care, clean water or electricity; and creating jobs for local residents. Coding: 1 None 2 
Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 
 
CivSecure * What role did attempts to protect noncombatants from harm caused by the 
insurgents play in the government’s military strategy? Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 
Extensive 
1 
 
Decap * What role did attempts to capture and kill the top leader(s) of the insurgent movement 
play in the government’s military strategy? Compare this variable to Jenna Jordan’s decapitation 
data. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
2 
 
CivKill * Did mass killing of civilians occur? Mass killing is defined as > 50,000 intentional civilian 
deaths in a campaign (within <6 years) (Valentino et al. 2004) Coding: 0 No 1 Yes 
0 



 
CivTarget * To what extent did the military forces of the government intentionally select civilians 
as direct objects of attack or consistently fail to discriminate between combatants and 
noncombatants in their military operations? Combatants are defined as individuals that engage in 
armed resistance against regime forces. Coding: 1 Rarely 2 Moderately 3 Extensively 
1 
 
ForceDescrip * A narrative description of the type of force used by the government. Describe the 
strategy (or strategies) that the government used to counter the domestic threat. Note changes in 
strategy over time and major differences between the strategies and tactics used by different 
military units, different governments, or in different regions. This space can also be used to 
provide clarification on the variables coded above. 
The fighting was largely centralized in the Northern region of the country and government tactics 
and aggression were “low intensity”. French troops were stationed to support the Djibouti 
government, and the FRUD allegedly received weaponry from sympathizers in Eritrea and 
Somalia. 
 
NumTrps * Number of government troops at height of conflict. Measured as maximum number of 
regular military personnel (air, ground, and sea) under central government authority during the 
conflict. When exact numbers cannot be located, coders may estimate from information about the 
military units. If even estimates are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and 
ambiguous information, NumTrps is coded as missing (enter NA) and only TrpCat is coded. 
20000 
 
TrpCat * Categorical measure of the number of government troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 
less than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 
More than 30,000 troops 
3 
 
GovCas * Number of government forces members killed during the conflict. Please enter 
numbers without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of 
ranges (750 instead of 500-1000). If missing, enter NA. 
130 
 
RebelNumTrps * Estimated number of total troops on rebel side at height of conflict. If even 
estimates are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, 
RebelNumTrps is coded as missing (enter NA) and only RebelTrpCat is coded. 
4500 
 
RebelTrpCat * Categorical measure of the total number of rebel troops at height of conflict. 
Coding: 0 less than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 
troops 4 More than 30,000 troops 
2 
 
RebelCas * Number of rebels / opposition members killed during the conflict. Please enter 
numbers without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of 
ranges (750 instead of 500-1000). If missing, enter NA. 
130 
 
ThreatSource * Role of internal and external actors with regard to the rebels in the conflict. 
Coding: 1 primarily internal conflict with minor to moderate level of support to rebels from external 
actors 2 primarily externally sponsored conflict with local insurgents 3 entirely domestic 
opposition (no external assistance). 
3 
 



TargHelp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state committed any military troops to assist or 
advise the rebels. 
0 
 
AsstCombat * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state engaged in combat to assist the 
rebels. 
0 
 
AsstArms * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided arms or other material aid to 
assist the rebels. 
0 
 
AsstEcon * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided economic support to the rebels. 
0 
 
AsstSanct * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided, on its territory, sanctuaries for 
the rebels. 
0 
 
TargSupp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided any type of support to assist the 
rebels. 
0 
 
ConflictEthnic * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ethnic conflict. Following a 
conventional definition, ethnic conflicts involve “groups that identify with a distinct ethnic or 
cultural heritage” (Regan 1996: 338). Ethnic wars have been defined as “wars among 
communities (ethnicities) who are in conflict over the power relationship that exists between those 
communities and the state” (Sambanis 2001: 261). Additionally, the groups in ethnic conflicts 
“hold irreconcilable visions of the identity, borders, and citizenship of the state. They do not seek 
to control a state whose identity all sides accept, but rather to redefine or divide the state itself” 
(Kaufman 1996: 138). 
1 
 
EthnicGroups * When applicable, name the primary ethnic group or groups contributing rebel 
fighters to the opposition movement. Separate group names with ;. Please try to use ethnic group 
names that are listed in http://www.icr.ethz.ch/research/greg/groups.xls. If not applicable, enter 
NA. 
Issa; Afar 
 
ConflictRelig * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a religious conflict. The primary 
feature of religious conflicts in this definition is that insurgent leaders frequently and 
systematically invoke religion as a motivation and justification for the conflict (cf. Juergensmeyer 
2003: 57). 
0 
 
ConflictIdeol * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ideological conflict, with 
alignments across ethnic borders. Insurgents may strive for a different regime type and/or political 
order, but their primary aim does not contain the systematic exclusion of specific ethnic or 
religious groups. 
0 
 
ConflictSecess * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a secessionist conflict and 
the insurgents aim to create a separate state outside the current regime’s authority. 
0 
 



LastCW * Years since last civil war. Enter an integer number of years. If no civil war occurred 
before, enter NA. 
NA 
 

Conflict outcome variables 
 
Win * Who won the conflict? 1 Counterinsurgents (government and/or intervener) 2 
Insurgents/rebels/rebel affiliates 3 Undecided 
3 
 
ConflictOutcome * Categorical variable that describes how the government terminated its 
military conflict. 0 Conflict ongoing. 1 Government militarily defeated the rebels. 2 Government 
negotiated a settlement that resulted in a compromise with the insurgents over governance (e.g., 
a power-sharing agreement). 3 The country was partitioned into two or more separate countries 
at the end of the conflict 4 Rebels militarily defeated the government. 
2 
 
GovComp * GovComp Who was in control of the central government at the end of the conflict 
(i.e. at Enddate)? 1 Insurgents (the previous opposition; groups associated with the insurgents; 
political wings of rebels; etc.) 2 Government (the previous incumbent government; politicians 
associated with the previous regime; etc.) 3 Foreign intervener 4 Power-sharing: both previous 
rebels and previous incumbents began sharing political power in a joint government at the end of 
the conflict 5 Unclear: failing or failed state 
4 
 
Maintain * The number of months the government remained in power after the termination of the 
conflict (Enddate). This variable varies from zero, when the regime was never stabilized, to 60, 
when the regime remained in power for at least five years post-conflict. 
36 
 
MNF * Dummy variable coded 1 if a multinational peacekeeping force was established and 
remained in the conflict region after the termination of the conflict. 
0 
 
Sources * Sources Abbreviated identifier for each source used to code a case. The full source 
citations are provided with their identifying code below. Use Chicaco 15th B citation style. 
 
Bethany Lacina and Nils Petter Gleditsch, 2005. ―Monitoring Trends in Global Combat: A New
 Dataset of Battle Deaths.‖ European Journal of Population: 21(2–3): 145–166.
 http://www.prio.no/CSCW/Datasets/Armed-Conflict/Battle-Deaths/. 
 
EACD 2009 
 
Mullenbach 2010 
 
UCDP 2010 
 
Notes Use this space to provide any additional details, comments on ambiguous or contradictory 
information, etc…  
 
UCDP Database lists casualty figure total as 260, very different from the 50 total recorded by 
original coder (30 gov, 20 rebels) 
 
No evidence of international support for rebels 



Conflict Cases Research Journal 
 
* Required 

 

1. Conflict identifiers 
 
Conflict ID * Which conflict from the list of Conflict Cases is this? Please provide ConYr. (Please note 
that ConYr may have to be adjusted based on new start dates: if you find that the actual start date of a 
conflict diverges from the one provided in the Conflict Cases list, please update this Conflict ID to reflect 
the correct start year. E.g. if the Afghanistan conflict 7001980 actually started in 1978, please provide 
7001978 as the ID.) 
5301975 
 
ConflictCountry * In which country did the conflict occur? 
Ethiopia  
 
Startdate * 02/18/1975 
 
Enddate * 05/28/1991 
 
Comments on start- and enddate. Insert comments on problems/ambiguities with the start- and 
enddates of the conflict here. 
Start date corresponds with the decision to launch a people's war.  
 
IncGov * Provide the name of the incumbent government/regime (head of gov't/regime, party) 
Dergue, Mengistu Haille Mariam  
 
Rebel1 * Provide the names of the opposition group(s), rebel group(s) and other actors that were 
identified as opposing the central government 
Tigrai Liberation Front 
 
Rebel2 
Eritrean People's Liberation Front  
 
Rebel3 
 
Rebel4 
 
Coup * Is this conflict best described as a coup? Is the government defending itself against or reversing a 
coup -- rather than a case in which there is an armed insurgent movement? If YES (=1), do not continue 
coding this case for now and mark the case’s status as “Coup” in the Conflict_Cases document. If NO 
coup (=0), and an insurgency is present, continue coding the variables below. 
0 

 
Region * Geographic region of the country in which the rebels and/or the fighting was concentrated. 
Depending on the conflict this could be the name of a province, state, or administrative district in the 
conflict country, a description (e.g., “primarily the southern half of the country, south of the capital to the 
border with Pakistan”), or a named region (e.g., the Darfur region of Sudan). If dispersed throughout the 
county, enter “entire country”.  
Conflict took place in the northern region of Ethiopia and on both sides of the Eritrean border.  More 
specifically, the conflict took place between the plateau and Eritrea on the Red Sea.  The conflict 
originated in Asmara (the modern capital of Eritrea) and rural based movements in the Tigrean region.   
 



Concentration * Estimate the percentage of the geographic area of the country experiencing significant 
violence related to the conflict at any point during the conflict. Violence should be considered significant if 
battles/clashes between the rebels and government forces took place in a region, civilians were killed by 
government or rebel forces in a region, or government or rebel attacks occurred regularly in a region. 
Coding: 1 Less than 25% 2 25-50% 3 50-75% 4 More than 75% 
2 
 
IGO * Dummy variable set to 1 if an intergovernmental organization (NATO, UN, etc...) organized, 
participated in, sponsored, or sanctioned a military intervention to maintain the regime. 
0 
 
IGOname * Name of the IGO mission that organized, participated in, sponsored, or sanctioned the 
military intervention to maintain the regime (if any). 
NA 
 
 

2. Counterinsurgency characteristics 
Note: These variables should be coded in reference to the entire conflict, from Startdate to Enddate. Even 
in conflict in which the government began COIN operations with a light force model, if the majority of the 
conflict featured a heavy force model, this variable should be coded as 2. 
 
ForceModel * Primary type of force used by government troops. Coding: 1 Light force: Primary use of 
ground combat units that do not include large military equipment (may include close air support) 2 Heavy 
force: Primarily large-unit, concentrated firepower combat with mechanized units (may include strategic 
bombing) Close air support is defined as “air action by fixed-wing (FW) and rotary-wing (RW) aircraft 
against hostile targets that are in close proximity to friendly forces. […] It is planned and executed to 
support ground tactical units. CAS execution is tightly integrated at the tactical level with the fire and 
maneuver of supported ground forces.” (Joint Chiefs of Staff, Joint Publication 3-09.3). Close air support 
can be provided by any unit of the armed forces. Strategic bombing is defined as the massive, centrally 
coordinated bombing of military and civilian targets for strategic purposes, usually conducted by an air 
force. 
2 
 
StrategicAir * What role did strategic bombing play in the government’s military strategy? (see definition 
above). Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
2 

 
Resettle * What role did resettlement play in the government’s military strategy? Resettlement is defined 
as the forced relocation of civilian populations to deny guerillas access to resources, sanctuary, and other 
types of support; provide greater security for noncombatants; and/or separate combatants from 
noncombatants. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
3 
 
CivAction * What role did projects intended to improve the material well-being of play in the 
government’s military strategy? Examples: building schools, roads, bridges, hospitals; providing medical 
care, clean water or electricity; and creating jobs for local residents. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 
4 Extensive 
3 
 
CivSecure * What role did attempts to protect noncombatantfs from harm caused by the insurgents play 
in the government’s military strategy? Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
2 
 



Decap * What role did attempts to capture and kill the top leader(s) of the insurgent movement play in the 
government’s military strategy? Compare this variable to Jenna Jordan’s decapitation data. Coding: 1 
None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
2 
 
CivKill * Did mass killing of civilians occur? Mass killing is defined as > 50,000 intentional civilian deaths 
in a campaign (within <6 years) (Valentino et al. 2004) Coding: 0 No 1 Yes 
1 
 
CivTarget * To what extent did the military forces of the government intentionally select civilians as direct 
objects of attack or consistently fail to discriminate between combatants and noncombatants in their 
military operations? Combatants are defined as individuals that engage in armed resistance against 
regime forces. Coding: 1 Rarely 2 Moderately 3 Extensively 
2 
 
ForceDescrip * A narrative description of the type of force used by the government. Describe the 
strategy (or strategies) that the government used to counter the domestic threat. Note changes in strategy 
over time and major differences between the strategies and tactics used by different military units, 
different governments, or in different regions. This space can also be used to provide clarification on the 
variables coded above. 
The Ethiopian government used convoys of tanks and trucks against the rebels, but the rebels were well 
versed in Maoist concepts of guerilla warfare and used their knowledge of the landscape to their 
advantage.  The forces in Tigray were equipped with modern weaponry and supported by air cover, but 
the guerilla tactics of the Tigreans were extremely effective in making the Ethiopian troops retreat.  The 
Ethiopian government was forced to fight numerous of rebel groups, which diverted their attention and 
diminished the government’s ability to apply concentrated force on one rebel group.  Until the Gorbachev 
came to power in the Soviet Union, the Soviet Union aided the Ethiopian government.  However, 
relationships between the two countries soured after Gorbachev came to power.   
 
Note about above variables:   Resettle, CivSecure and CivKill were coded when trying to exclude the 
influence of the famine and resulting government action.  However, it should be noted that it is difficult to 
disaggregate the effects. 
 
NumTrps * Number of government troops at height of conflict. Measured as maximum number of regular 
military personnel (air, ground, and sea) under central government authority during the conflict. When 
exact numbers cannot be located, coders may estimate from information about the military units. If even 
estimates are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, NumTrps 
is coded as missing (enter NA) and only TrpCat is coded. 
300000 
 
TrpCat * Categorical measure of the number of government troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 less 
than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 More than 
30,000 troops 
4 
 
GovCas * Number of government forces members killed during the conflict. Please enter numbers 
without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of ranges (750 instead of 
500-1000). If missing, enter NA. 
15000 
 
RebelNumTrps * Estimated number of total troops on rebel side at height of conflict. If even estimates 
are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, RebelNumTrps is 
coded as missing (enter NA) and only RebelTrpCat is coded. 
100000 
 



RebelTrpCat * Categorical measure of the total number of rebel troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 
less than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 More than 
30,000 troops 
4 
 
RebelCas * Number of rebels / opposition members killed during the conflict. Please enter numbers 
without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of ranges (750 instead of 
500-1000). If missing, enter NA. 
NA 
 
ThreatSource * Role of internal and external actors with regard to the rebels in the conflict. Coding: 1 
primarily internal conflict with minor to moderate level of support to rebels from external actors 2 primarily 
externally sponsored conflict with local insurgents 3 entirely domestic opposition (no external assistance). 
1 
 
TargHelp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state committed any military troops to assist or advise 
the rebels. 
0 
 
AsstCombat * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state engaged in combat to assist the rebels. 
0 
 
AsstArms * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided arms or other material aid to assist the 
rebels. 
1 
 
AsstEcon * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided economic support to the rebels. 
1 
 
AsstSanct * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided, on its territory, sanctuaries for the 
rebels. 
0 
 
TargSupp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided any type of support to assist the rebels. 
1 
 
ConflictEthnic * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ethnic conflict. Following a 
conventional definition, ethnic conflicts involve “groups that identify with a distinct ethnic or cultural 
heritage” (Regan 1996: 338). Ethnic wars have been defined as “wars among communities (ethnicities) 
who are in conflict over the power relationship that exists between those communities and the state” 
(Sambanis 2001: 261). Additionally, the groups in ethnic conflicts “hold irreconcilable visions of the 
identity, borders, and citizenship of the state. They do not seek to control a state whose identity all sides 
accept, but rather to redefine or divide the state itself” (Kaufman 1996: 138). 
1 
 
EthnicGroups * When applicable, name the primary ethnic group or groups contributing rebel fighters to 
the opposition movement. Separate group names with ;. Please try to use ethnic group names that are 
listed in http://www.icr.ethz.ch/research/greg/groups.xls. If not applicable, enter NA. 
Amhara(primary ethnic group in control of central government), Tigrean, Eritrea 
 
ConflictRelig * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a religious conflict. The primary feature 
of religious conflicts in this definition is that insurgent leaders frequently and systematically invoke religion 
as a motivation and justification for the conflict (cf. Juergensmeyer 2003: 57). 
0 
 



ConflictIdeol * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ideological conflict, with alignments 
across ethnic borders. Insurgents may strive for a different regime type and/or political order, but their 
primary aim does not contain the systematic exclusion of specific ethnic or religious groups. 
1 
 
ConflictSecess * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a secessionist conflict and the 
insurgents aim to create a separate state outside the current regime’s authority. 
1 
 
LastCW * Years since last civil war. Enter an integer number of years. If no civil war occurred before, 
enter NA. 
 
 

Conflict outcome variables 
 
Win * Who won the conflict? 1 Counterinsurgents (government and/or intervener) 2 
Insurgents/rebels/rebel affiliates 3 Undecided 
1 
 
ConflictOutcome * Categorical variable that describes how the government terminated its military 
conflict. 0 Conflict ongoing. 1 Government militarily defeated the rebels. 2 Government negotiated a 
settlement that resulted in a compromise with the insurgents over governance (e.g., a power-sharing 
agreement). 3 The country was partitioned into two or more separate countries at the end of the conflict 4 
Rebels militarily defeated the government. 
4 
 
GovComp * GovComp Who was in control of the central government at the end of the conflict (i.e. at 
Enddate)? 1 Insurgents (the previous opposition; groups associated with the insurgents; political wings of 
rebels; etc.) 2 Government (the previous incumbent government; politicians associated with the previous 
regime; etc.) 3 Foreign intervener 4 Power-sharing: both previous rebels and previous incumbents began 
sharing political power in a joint government at the end of the conflict 5 Unclear: failing or failed state 
1 
 
Maintain * The number of months the government remained in power after the termination of the conflict 
(Enddate). This variable varies from zero, when the regime was never stabilized, to 60, when the regime 
remained in power for at least five years post-conflict. 
60 
 
MNF * Dummy variable coded 1 if a multinational peacekeeping force was established and remained in 
the conflict region after the termination of the conflict. 
0 
 
Sources * Sources Abbreviated identifier for each source used to code a case. The full source citations 
are provided with their identifying code below. Use Chicaco 15th B citation style. 
Hammond, Jenny. Fire from the Ashes: A chronicle of the Revolution in Tigray, Ethiopia, 1975-1991. 
Lawrenceville, NJ: The Red Sea Press, 1999.  
    Henze, Paul. Layers of Time: A History of Ethiopia. London: Hurst and Company, 2001.  
   Keller, Edmond. Revolutionary Ethiopia:From Empire to People’s Republic. Indianapolis: Indiana 
University Press, 1988.  
    Markakis, John. National and Class conflict in the Horn of Africa. Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 1987.  
    Tiruneh, Andargachew. The Ethiopian Revolution 1974-1987: A Transformation from an Aristocratic to 
a Totalitarian Autocracy. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1993.  



    Reid, Richard. Frontiers of Violence in North-East Africa: Genelogies of Conflict since C. 1800. New 
York: Oxford University Press Inc., 2011. 
 
 
Notes * 
Difficult to find information regarding rebel deaths.  We decided to merge the cases because of their 
common agenda.  There were several rebel factions during the time period (over two dozen), but most 
had similiar agendas and end goals. 
 
 



Conflict Cases Research Journal 
 
* Required 

 

1. Conflict identifiers 
 
Conflict ID * Which conflict from the list of Conflict Cases is this? Please provide ConYr. (Please note 
that ConYr may have to be adjusted based on new start dates: if you find that the actual start date of a 
conflict diverges from the one provided in the Conflict Cases list, please update this Conflict ID to reflect 
the correct start year. E.g. if the Afghanistan conflict 7001980 actually started in 1978, please provide 
7001978 as the ID.) 
5301989 
 
ConflictCountry * In which country did the conflict occur? 
Ethiopia 
 
Startdate * 1/1/1989 
 
Enddate * 5/28/1991 
 
Comments on start- and enddate. Insert comments on problems/ambiguities with the start- and 
enddates of the conflict here. 
The beginning date is seen as the date when the TPLF and EPDM formed the EPRDF. Since fighting has 
been ongoing before, and quickly reached 25 battledeaths, this seemed the most appropriate.  The end 
date is consistent in all sources. It is the date that rebel groups took control of the capital and were able to 
oust Mengistu from power. 
 
IncGov * Provide the name of the incumbent government/regime (head of gov't/regime, party) 
Dergue – Mengistu Haile Mariam 
 
Rebel1 * Provide the names of the opposition group(s), rebel group(s) and other actors that were 
identified as opposing the central government 
EPRDF (Ethiopian People's Revolutionary Democratic Front) – Merger b/w the TPLF (Tigre People’s 
Liberation Front) & EPDM (Ethiopian People’s Democratic Movement), later merged with OPDO (Oromo 
People’s Democratic Organization), and EPDM (Ethiopian People’s Democratic Movement) 
 
Rebel2 
EPLF (Eritrean People’s Liberation Front) 
 
Rebel3 
 
Rebel4 
 
Coup * Is this conflict best described as a coup? Is the government defending itself against or reversing a 
coup -- rather than a case in which there is an armed insurgent movement? If YES (=1), do not continue 
coding this case for now and mark the case’s status as “Coup” in the Conflict_Cases document. If NO 
coup (=0), and an insurgency is present, continue coding the variables below. 
0 
 
Region * Geographic region of the country in which the rebels and/or the fighting was concentrated. 
Depending on the conflict this could be the name of a province, state, or administrative district in the 
conflict country, a description (e.g., “primarily the southern half of the country, south of the capital to the 



border with Pakistan”), or a named region (e.g., the Darfur region of Sudan). If dispersed throughout the 
county, enter “entire country”.  
Northern Ethiopia, in Tigray and Amhara region. Reached into central Ethiopia (capital of Addis Ababa) 
where Mengistu was. 
 
Concentration * Estimate the percentage of the geographic area of the country experiencing significant 
violence related to the conflict at any point during the conflict. Violence should be considered significant if 
battles/clashes between the rebels and government forces took place in a region, civilians were killed by 
government or rebel forces in a region, or government or rebel attacks occurred regularly in a region. 
Coding: 1 Less than 25% 2 25-50% 3 50-75% 4 More than 75% 
2 
 
IGO * Dummy variable set to 1 if an intergovernmental organization (NATO, UN, etc...) organized, 
participated in, sponsored, or sanctioned a military intervention to maintain the regime. 
0 
 
IGOname * Name of the IGO mission that organized, participated in, sponsored, or sanctioned the 
military intervention to maintain the regime (if any). 
NA 
 
 

2. Counterinsurgency characteristics 
Note: These variables should be coded in reference to the entire conflict, from Startdate to Enddate. Even 
in conflict in which the government began COIN operations with a light force model, if the majority of the 
conflict featured a heavy force model, this variable should be coded as 2. 
 
ForceModel * Primary type of force used by government troops. Coding: 1 Light force: Primary use of 
ground combat units that do not include large military equipment (may include close air support) 2 Heavy 
force: Primarily large-unit, concentrated firepower combat with mechanized units (may include strategic 
bombing) Close air support is defined as “air action by fixed-wing (FW) and rotary-wing (RW) aircraft 
against hostile targets that are in close proximity to friendly forces. […] It is planned and executed to 
support ground tactical units. CAS execution is tightly integrated at the tactical level with the fire and 
maneuver of supported ground forces.” (Joint Chiefs of Staff, Joint Publication 3-09.3). Close air support 
can be provided by any unit of the armed forces. Strategic bombing is defined as the massive, centrally 
coordinated bombing of military and civilian targets for strategic purposes, usually conducted by an air 
force. 
2 
 
StrategicAir * What role did strategic bombing play in the government’s military strategy? (see definition 
above). Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
4 

 
Resettle * What role did resettlement play in the government’s military strategy? Resettlement is defined 
as the forced relocation of civilian populations to deny guerillas access to resources, sanctuary, and other 
types of support; provide greater security for noncombatants; and/or separate combatants from 
noncombatants. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
4 
 
CivAction * What role did projects intended to improve the material well-being of play in the 
government’s military strategy? Examples: building schools, roads, bridges, hospitals; providing medical 
care, clean water or electricity; and creating jobs for local residents. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 
4 Extensive 
1 
 



CivSecure * What role did attempts to protect noncombatantfs from harm caused by the insurgents play 
in the government’s military strategy? Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 
 
Decap * What role did attempts to capture and kill the top leader(s) of the insurgent movement play in the 
government’s military strategy? Compare this variable to Jenna Jordan’s decapitation data. Coding: 1 
None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 
 
CivKill * Did mass killing of civilians occur? Mass killing is defined as > 50,000 intentional civilian deaths 
in a campaign (within <6 years) (Valentino et al. 2004) Coding: 0 No 1 Yes 
0 
 
CivTarget * To what extent did the military forces of the government intentionally select civilians as direct 
objects of attack or consistently fail to discriminate between combatants and noncombatants in their 
military operations? Combatants are defined as individuals that engage in armed resistance against 
regime forces. Coding: 1 Rarely 2 Moderately 3 Extensively 
3 
 
ForceDescrip * A narrative description of the type of force used by the government. Describe the 
strategy (or strategies) that the government used to counter the domestic threat. Note changes in strategy 
over time and major differences between the strategies and tactics used by different military units, 
different governments, or in different regions. This space can also be used to provide clarification on the 
variables coded above. 
The attacks against civilians took place throughout the 25 year span of the war, but after the EPRDF 
formed, sources do not emphasize the tactics as much. I have noted them below however for reference 
purposes and because some of the tactics were briefly mentioned in the Human Rights Watch report. 
 
The govt. used forced relocation and controlled much of the rural population using protected villages. It 
forced resettlement from the insurgent zone and imposed restrictions on movement.  
 
Mengistu’s regime also used systematic restriction of food supplied (both commercial and relief) in 
insurgent areas by cutting key roads or by bombing marketplaces and transport links. The regime also 
used indiscriminate violence and terror against civilians who remained outside the controlled zones using 
ground and aerial bombardment. 
 
Govt. forces also fostered the divisions within the insurgent movements and the use of rebel forces 
opposed to neighboring governments to fight against insurgents in Ethiopia.   
 
According to Valentino, there was Mass Killings, but its time span for the conflict is 27 years. While there 
were well over 50,000 civilian deaths in the 27 year time span, in the 3 years that we have allotted for the 
conflict (and given the data from sources), it seems unlikely that there were 50,000 civilian deaths. 
 
The Mengistu govt. had its army spread out too much between all the many ongoing conflicts it had to 
face within Ethiopia. The lack of enough security forces to maintain the regime played a crucial role in 
Mengistu’s fall. 
 
NumTrps * Number of government troops at height of conflict. Measured as maximum number of regular 
military personnel (air, ground, and sea) under central government authority during the conflict. When 
exact numbers cannot be located, coders may estimate from information about the military units. If even 
estimates are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, NumTrps 
is coded as missing (enter NA) and only TrpCat is coded. 
438000 
 



TrpCat * Categorical measure of the number of government troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 less 
than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 More than 
30,000 troops 
4 
 
GovCas * Number of government forces members killed during the conflict. Please enter numbers 
without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of ranges (750 instead of 
500-1000). If missing, enter NA. 
20933 
 
RebelNumTrps * Estimated number of total troops on rebel side at height of conflict. If even estimates 
are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, RebelNumTrps is 
coded as missing (enter NA) and only RebelTrpCat is coded. 
125000 
 
RebelTrpCat * Categorical measure of the total number of rebel troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 
less than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 More than 
30,000 troops 
4 
 
RebelCas * Number of rebels / opposition members killed during the conflict. Please enter numbers 
without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of ranges (750 instead of 
500-1000). If missing, enter NA. 
20932 
 
ThreatSource * Role of internal and external actors with regard to the rebels in the conflict. Coding: 1 
primarily internal conflict with minor to moderate level of support to rebels from external actors 2 primarily 
externally sponsored conflict with local insurgents 3 entirely domestic opposition (no external assistance). 
1 
 
TargHelp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state committed any military troops to assist or advise 
the rebels. 
0 
 
AsstCombat * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state engaged in combat to assist the rebels. 
0 
 
AsstArms * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided arms or other material aid to assist the 
rebels. 
0 
 
AsstEcon * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided economic support to the rebels. 
0 
 
AsstSanct * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided, on its territory, sanctuaries for the 
rebels. 
0 
 
TargSupp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided any type of support to assist the rebels. 
0 
 
ConflictEthnic * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ethnic conflict. Following a 
conventional definition, ethnic conflicts involve “groups that identify with a distinct ethnic or cultural 
heritage” (Regan 1996: 338). Ethnic wars have been defined as “wars among communities (ethnicities) 
who are in conflict over the power relationship that exists between those communities and the state” 
(Sambanis 2001: 261). Additionally, the groups in ethnic conflicts “hold irreconcilable visions of the 



identity, borders, and citizenship of the state. They do not seek to control a state whose identity all sides 
accept, but rather to redefine or divide the state itself” (Kaufman 1996: 138). 
1 
 
EthnicGroups * When applicable, name the primary ethnic group or groups contributing rebel fighters to 
the opposition movement. Separate group names with ;. Please try to use ethnic group names that are 
listed in http://www.icr.ethz.ch/research/greg/groups.xls. If not applicable, enter NA. 
Tigray; Amhara; Oromo 
 
ConflictRelig * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a religious conflict. The primary feature 
of religious conflicts in this definition is that insurgent leaders frequently and systematically invoke religion 
as a motivation and justification for the conflict (cf. Juergensmeyer 2003: 57). 
0 
 
ConflictIdeol * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ideological conflict, with alignments 
across ethnic borders. Insurgents may strive for a different regime type and/or political order, but their 
primary aim does not contain the systematic exclusion of specific ethnic or religious groups. 
1 
 
ConflictSecess * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a secessionist conflict and the 
insurgents aim to create a separate state outside the current regime’s authority. 
0 
 
LastCW * Years since last civil war. Enter an integer number of years. If no civil war occurred before, 
enter NA. 
0 
 

Conflict outcome variables 
 
Win * Who won the conflict? 1 Counterinsurgents (government and/or intervener) 2 
Insurgents/rebels/rebel affiliates 3 Undecided 
2 
 
ConflictOutcome * Categorical variable that describes how the government terminated its military 
conflict. 0 Conflict ongoing. 1 Government militarily defeated the rebels. 2 Government negotiated a 
settlement that resulted in a compromise with the insurgents over governance (e.g., a power-sharing 
agreement). 3 The country was partitioned into two or more separate countries at the end of the conflict 4 
Rebels militarily defeated the government. 
4 
 
GovComp * GovComp Who was in control of the central government at the end of the conflict (i.e. at 
Enddate)? 1 Insurgents (the previous opposition; groups associated with the insurgents; political wings of 
rebels; etc.) 2 Government (the previous incumbent government; politicians associated with the previous 
regime; etc.) 3 Foreign intervener 4 Power-sharing: both previous rebels and previous incumbents began 
sharing political power in a joint government at the end of the conflict 5 Unclear: failing or failed state 
1 
 
Maintain * The number of months the government remained in power after the termination of the conflict 
(Enddate). This variable varies from zero, when the regime was never stabilized, to 60, when the regime 
remained in power for at least five years post-conflict. 
60 
 
MNF * Dummy variable coded 1 if a multinational peacekeeping force was established and remained in 
the conflict region after the termination of the conflict. 



0 
 
Sources * Sources Abbreviated identifier for each source used to code a case. The full source citations 
are provided with their identifying code below. Use Chicaco 15th B citation style. 
Clodfelter, Micheal. 1992. Warfare and Armed Conflicts. Jefferson, NC: McFarland & Company, Inc. 
 
Ciment, James. 1999. Encyclopedia of Conflicts Since World War II Vol. II. Chicago: Fitzroy Dearborn 
Publishers. 
 
Human Rights Watch. Evil Days: 30 Years of War and Famine in Ethiopia. New York, NY: 1991. 
 
The Military Balance (1990-91) 
 
Sambanis 2006 
 
UCDP 2010 

 
 
Notes * 
The conflict had been ongoing since 1976, however it was not until 1989 that the rebel groups had 
merged under the umbrella group EPRDF. 
 
Up until the merger, each group was made of a specific ethnicity and wanted independence for itself, 
however the formation of the EPRDF changed the goals of each group to revolution. 
 
The EPLF (Eritrean People’s Liberation Front) was the only major rebel group that had not joined the 
EPRDF but had worked with the group to bring down the Mengistu regime.  The total rebel troop number 
includes the EPLF. 
 
Mengistu’s regime had committed mass killings against the civilian population in the 25 years during the 
war which totaled over 150,000, however the death toll may not have exceeded 50,000 in the 3 years of 
1989-1991 during which the EPRDF had been formed. 
 
Govt. and Rebel casualties were difficult to discern since the conflict had been ongoing since the 1970s.  I 
was able to find estimated battle deaths from UCDP, and from there I divided the number by two, 
allocating a half for each side. 
 
 



Conflict Cases Research Journal 
 
* Required 

 

1. Conflict identifiers 
 
Conflict ID * Which conflict from the list of Conflict Cases is this? Please provide ConYr. (Please note 
that ConYr may have to be adjusted based on new start dates: if you find that the actual start date of a 
conflict diverges from the one provided in the Conflict Cases list, please update this Conflict ID to reflect 
the correct start year. E.g. if the Afghanistan conflict 7001980 actually started in 1978, please provide 
7001978 as the ID.) 
5301996 
 
ConflictCountry * In which country did the conflict occur? 
Ethiopia  
 
Startdate * 06/01/1996 
 
Enddate * 12/31/1996 
 
Comments on start- and enddate. Insert comments on problems/ambiguities with the start- and 
enddates of the conflict here. 
UCDP mentions that the exact date of when battle deaths reached 25 is difficult to verify, however many 
sources indicate that the month in which it most likely occurred was June of 1996.  The date of the last 
death related to battle in the conflict is not given, so the ending date can be Dec. 31, 1996 since the 
conflict only lasted one year.   
 
IncGov * Provide the name of the incumbent government/regime (head of gov't/regime, party) 
Prime Minister Meles Zenawi Asres, Ethiopian People's Revolutionary Democratic Front (EPRDF) 
 
Rebel1 * Provide the names of the opposition group(s), rebel group(s) and other actors that were 
identified as opposing the central government 
ARDUF (Afar Revolutionary Democratic Unity Front) 
 
Rebel2 
 
Rebel3 
 
Rebel4 
 
Coup * Is this conflict best described as a coup? Is the government defending itself against or reversing a 
coup -- rather than a case in which there is an armed insurgent movement? If YES (=1), do not continue 
coding this case for now and mark the case’s status as “Coup” in the Conflict_Cases document. If NO 
coup (=0), and an insurgency is present, continue coding the variables below. 
0 
 
Region * Geographic region of the country in which the rebels and/or the fighting was concentrated. 
Depending on the conflict this could be the name of a province, state, or administrative district in the 
conflict country, a description (e.g., “primarily the southern half of the country, south of the capital to the 
border with Pakistan”), or a named region (e.g., the Darfur region of Sudan). If dispersed throughout the 
county, enter “entire country”.  
Afar Region 
 



Concentration * Estimate the percentage of the geographic area of the country experiencing significant 
violence related to the conflict at any point during the conflict. Violence should be considered significant if 
battles/clashes between the rebels and government forces took place in a region, civilians were killed by 
government or rebel forces in a region, or government or rebel attacks occurred regularly in a region. 
Coding: 1 Less than 25% 2 25-50% 3 50-75% 4 More than 75% 
1 
 
IGO * Dummy variable set to 1 if an intergovernmental organization (NATO, UN, etc...) organized, 
participated in, sponsored, or sanctioned a military intervention to maintain the regime. 
0 
 
IGOname * Name of the IGO mission that organized, participated in, sponsored, or sanctioned the 
military intervention to maintain the regime (if any). 
NA 
 
 

2. Counterinsurgency characteristics 
Note: These variables should be coded in reference to the entire conflict, from Startdate to Enddate. Even 
in conflict in which the government began COIN operations with a light force model, if the majority of the 
conflict featured a heavy force model, this variable should be coded as 2. 
 
ForceModel * Primary type of force used by government troops. Coding: 1 Light force: Primary use of 
ground combat units that do not include large military equipment (may include close air support) 2 Heavy 
force: Primarily large-unit, concentrated firepower combat with mechanized units (may include strategic 
bombing) Close air support is defined as “air action by fixed-wing (FW) and rotary-wing (RW) aircraft 
against hostile targets that are in close proximity to friendly forces. […] It is planned and executed to 
support ground tactical units. CAS execution is tightly integrated at the tactical level with the fire and 
maneuver of supported ground forces.” (Joint Chiefs of Staff, Joint Publication 3-09.3). Close air support 
can be provided by any unit of the armed forces. Strategic bombing is defined as the massive, centrally 
coordinated bombing of military and civilian targets for strategic purposes, usually conducted by an air 
force. 
1 
 
StrategicAir * What role did strategic bombing play in the government’s military strategy? (see definition 
above). Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
2 

 
Resettle * What role did resettlement play in the government’s military strategy? Resettlement is defined 
as the forced relocation of civilian populations to deny guerillas access to resources, sanctuary, and other 
types of support; provide greater security for noncombatants; and/or separate combatants from 
noncombatants. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 
 
CivAction * What role did projects intended to improve the material well-being of play in the 
government’s military strategy? Examples: building schools, roads, bridges, hospitals; providing medical 
care, clean water or electricity; and creating jobs for local residents. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 
4 Extensive 
1 
 
CivSecure * What role did attempts to protect noncombatantfs from harm caused by the insurgents play 
in the government’s military strategy? Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 
 



Decap * What role did attempts to capture and kill the top leader(s) of the insurgent movement play in the 
government’s military strategy? Compare this variable to Jenna Jordan’s decapitation data. Coding: 1 
None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 
 
CivKill * Did mass killing of civilians occur? Mass killing is defined as > 50,000 intentional civilian deaths 
in a campaign (within <6 years) (Valentino et al. 2004) Coding: 0 No 1 Yes 
0 
 
CivTarget * To what extent did the military forces of the government intentionally select civilians as direct 
objects of attack or consistently fail to discriminate between combatants and noncombatants in their 
military operations? Combatants are defined as individuals that engage in armed resistance against 
regime forces. Coding: 1 Rarely 2 Moderately 3 Extensively 
2 
 
ForceDescrip * A narrative description of the type of force used by the government. Describe the 
strategy (or strategies) that the government used to counter the domestic threat. Note changes in strategy 
over time and major differences between the strategies and tactics used by different military units, 
different governments, or in different regions. This space can also be used to provide clarification on the 
variables coded above. 
While a definite description of COIN strategies was difficult to find from sources, UCDP states that 
government used air and ground forces to put down the rebels. COIN forces tried to deprive the rebels of 
their base of support received from the population, and in so doing, displaced numerous Afars from their 
homes. It was difficult for the armed forces to differentiate between the guerrillas and the civilian 
population, which lead to indiscriminate behavior from the COIN forces. 
 
Civilians and local authorities in the Afar region have described the government tactics as pattern of 
harassment and intimidation from air and ground forces. Their strategies included non-lethal helicopter 
bombing of villages, strafing of livestock, house-to-house sweeps, detention, interrogation and abuse of 
civilians, and looting and destruction of property. 
 
NumTrps * Number of government troops at height of conflict. Measured as maximum number of regular 
military personnel (air, ground, and sea) under central government authority during the conflict. When 
exact numbers cannot be located, coders may estimate from information about the military units. If even 
estimates are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, NumTrps 
is coded as missing (enter NA) and only TrpCat is coded. 
120000 
 
TrpCat * Categorical measure of the number of government troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 less 
than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 More than 
30,000 troops 
4 
 
GovCas * Number of government forces members killed during the conflict. Please enter numbers 
without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of ranges (750 instead of 
500-1000). If missing, enter NA. 
15* 
 
RebelNumTrps * Estimated number of total troops on rebel side at height of conflict. If even estimates 
are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, RebelNumTrps is 
coded as missing (enter NA) and only RebelTrpCat is coded. 
NA 
 
RebelTrpCat * Categorical measure of the total number of rebel troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 
less than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 More than 
30,000 troops 



1 
 
RebelCas * Number of rebels / opposition members killed during the conflict. Please enter numbers 
without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of ranges (750 instead of 
500-1000). If missing, enter NA. 
15* 
 
ThreatSource * Role of internal and external actors with regard to the rebels in the conflict. Coding: 1 
primarily internal conflict with minor to moderate level of support to rebels from external actors 2 primarily 
externally sponsored conflict with local insurgents 3 entirely domestic opposition (no external assistance). 
1 
 
TargHelp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state committed any military troops to assist or advise 
the rebels. 
0 
 
AsstCombat * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state engaged in combat to assist the rebels. 
0 
 
AsstArms * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided arms or other material aid to assist the 
rebels. 
0 
 
AsstEcon * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided economic support to the rebels. 
0 
 
AsstSanct * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided, on its territory, sanctuaries for the 
rebels. 
0 
 
TargSupp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided any type of support to assist the rebels. 
0 
 
ConflictEthnic * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ethnic conflict. Following a 
conventional definition, ethnic conflicts involve “groups that identify with a distinct ethnic or cultural 
heritage” (Regan 1996: 338). Ethnic wars have been defined as “wars among communities (ethnicities) 
who are in conflict over the power relationship that exists between those communities and the state” 
(Sambanis 2001: 261). Additionally, the groups in ethnic conflicts “hold irreconcilable visions of the 
identity, borders, and citizenship of the state. They do not seek to control a state whose identity all sides 
accept, but rather to redefine or divide the state itself” (Kaufman 1996: 138). 
1 
 
EthnicGroups * When applicable, name the primary ethnic group or groups contributing rebel fighters to 
the opposition movement. Separate group names with ;. Please try to use ethnic group names that are 
listed in http://www.icr.ethz.ch/research/greg/groups.xls. If not applicable, enter NA. 
Afars 
 
ConflictRelig * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a religious conflict. The primary feature 
of religious conflicts in this definition is that insurgent leaders frequently and systematically invoke religion 
as a motivation and justification for the conflict (cf. Juergensmeyer 2003: 57). 
0 
 
ConflictIdeol * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ideological conflict, with alignments 
across ethnic borders. Insurgents may strive for a different regime type and/or political order, but their 
primary aim does not contain the systematic exclusion of specific ethnic or religious groups. 
0 



 
ConflictSecess * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a secessionist conflict and the 
insurgents aim to create a separate state outside the current regime’s authority. 
0 
 
LastCW * Years since last civil war. Enter an integer number of years. If no civil war occurred before, 
enter NA. 
5 
 

Conflict outcome variables 
 
Win * Who won the conflict? 1 Counterinsurgents (government and/or intervener) 2 
Insurgents/rebels/rebel affiliates 3 Undecided 
1 
 
ConflictOutcome * Categorical variable that describes how the government terminated its military 
conflict. 0 Conflict ongoing. 1 Government militarily defeated the rebels. 2 Government negotiated a 
settlement that resulted in a compromise with the insurgents over governance (e.g., a power-sharing 
agreement). 3 The country was partitioned into two or more separate countries at the end of the conflict 4 
Rebels militarily defeated the government. 
1 
 
GovComp * GovComp Who was in control of the central government at the end of the conflict (i.e. at 
Enddate)? 1 Insurgents (the previous opposition; groups associated with the insurgents; political wings of 
rebels; etc.) 2 Government (the previous incumbent government; politicians associated with the previous 
regime; etc.) 3 Foreign intervener 4 Power-sharing: both previous rebels and previous incumbents began 
sharing political power in a joint government at the end of the conflict 5 Unclear: failing or failed state 
2 
 
Maintain * The number of months the government remained in power after the termination of the conflict 
(Enddate). This variable varies from zero, when the regime was never stabilized, to 60, when the regime 
remained in power for at least five years post-conflict. 
60 
 
MNF * Dummy variable coded 1 if a multinational peacekeeping force was established and remained in 
the conflict region after the termination of the conflict. 
0 
 
Sources * Sources Abbreviated identifier for each source used to code a case. The full source citations 
are provided with their identifying code below. Use Chicaco 15th B citation style. 
EACD 2009 
 
PRIO 2010 
 
Sambanis 2006 
 
UCDP 2010  
 
United Nations. United Nations Development Programme: Emergencies Unit for Ethiopia. Report on 
Mission to Zone 2  (Afar National Regional S tate).  J une 1996.  

 
 
Notes * 



There was a lack of information about the conflict involving the ARDUF and any found came mostly came 
from UCDP and EACD. 
 
*The exact death toll is difficult to discern, however according to UCDP and PRIO it can be estimated to 
be 30.  Because the total death count for either side is not given, I recommend the total deaths be divided 
equally between the two parties. This would give the total rebel deaths at 15 and the total government 
deaths as 15. 
 
There is no information about the troop size of the ARDUF so it is coded as NA and the RebelTrpCat as 
0. I did this because if there is no discernible data, it can be assumed that the rebel’s troop size is very 
small and less than 500. 
ARDUF’s ultimate goal is difficult to discern. According the an UN report, they stated they do not know 
whether they want a independent Afar state, the re-absorption of Eritrea by Ethiopia, or somehow unite all 
Afars in Djibouti, Eritrea, and Ethiopia. Their most clear aim is that they want the unity of the Afar people. 
 
There is thought to be support fpr the ARDUF from Afars from other states in Djibouti and Ertirea. 
 
 



1. Conflict identifiers  
  
Conflict ID * Which conflict from the list of Conflict Cases is this? Please provide ConYr. (Please note 
that ConYr may have to be adjusted based on new start dates: if you find that the actual start date of a 
conflict diverges from the one provided in the Conflict Cases list, please update this Conflict ID to reflect 
the correct start year. E.g. if the Afghanistan conflict 7001980 actually started in 1978, please provide 
7001978 as the ID.)  
5312003 
 
ConflictCountry * In which country did the conflict occur? 
Eritrea 
  
Startdate * 02/14/2003 
  
Enddate * 04/23/2003 
  
Comments on start- and enddate. Insert comments on problems/ambiguities with start-and enddates of 
the conflict here. 
 
Start date and end date reflect first and last known violence committed by EIJM in 2003 
 
IncGov * Provide the name of the incumbent government regime (head of gov’t/regime, party) 
President Isayas Afewerki 
 
Rebel1 * Provide the names of the opposition group(s), rebel group(s) and other actors that were 
identified as opposing the central government. 
Eritrean Islamic Jihad Movement 
 
Coup * Is this conflict best described as a coup? Is the government defending itself against or reversing a 
coup — rather than a case in which there is an armed insurgent movement? If YES (=1), do not continue 
coding this case for now and mark the case’s status as “Coup” in the Conflict Casese document. If NO 
coup (=0), and insurgency is present, continue coding the variables below. 
0 
  
Region * Geographic region of the country in which the rebels and/or the fighting was concentrated. 
Depending on the conflict this could be the name of a province, state, or administrative district in the 
conflict country, a description (e.g., “primarily the southern half of the country, south of the capital to the 
border with Pakistan”), or a named region (e.g., the Darfur region of Sudan). If dispersed throughout the 
county, enter “entire country”.  
Entire Country 
 
Concentration * Estimate the percentage of the geographic area of the country experiencing significant 
violence related to the conflict at any point during the conflict. Violence should be considered significant if 
battles/clashes between the rebels and government forces took place in a region, civilians were killed by 
government or rebel forces in a region, or government or rebel attacks occurred regularly in a region. 
Coding: 1 Less than 25% 2 25-50% 3 50-75% 4 More than 75%  
1 



 
IGO * Dummy variable set to 1 if an intergovernmental organization (NATO, UN, etc…) organized, 
participated in, sponsored, or sanctioned a military intervention to maintain the regime. 
0 
 
IGOname * Name of the IGO mission that organized, participated in, sponsored, or sanctioned the 
military intervention to maintain the regime (if any). 
NA 
  

2. Counterinsurgency characteristics  
Note: These variables should be coded in reference to the entire conflict, from Startdate to Enddate. Even 
in conflict in which the government began COIN operations with a light force model, if the majority of the 
conflict featured a heavy force model, this variable should be coded as 2.  
  
ForceModel * Primary type of force used by government troops. Coding: 1 Light force: Primary use of 
ground combat units that do not include large military equipment (may include close air support) 2 Heavy 
force: Primarily large-unit, concentrated firepower combat with mechanized units (may include strategic 
bombing) Close air support is defined as “air action by fixed-wing (FW) and rotary-wing (RW) aircraft 
against hostile targets that are in close proximity to friendly forces. […] It is planned and executed to 
support ground tactical units. CAS execution is tightly integrated at the tactical level with the fire and 
maneuver of supported ground forces.” (Joint Chiefs of Staff, Joint Publication 3-09.3). Close air support 
can be provided by any unit of the armed forces. Strategic bombing is defined as the massive, centrally 
coordinated bombing of military and civilian targets for strategic purposes, usually conducted by an air 
force.  
1 
 
StrategicAir * What role did strategic bombing play in the government’s military strategy? (see definition 
above). Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive  
1 
 
Resettle * What role did resettlement play in the government’s military strategy? Resettlement is defined 
as the forced relocation of civilian populations to deny guerillas access to resources, sanctuary, and other 
types of support; provide greater security for noncombatants; and/or separate combatants from 
noncombatants. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive  
1 
  
CivAction * What role did projects intended to improve the material well-being of play in the 
government’s military strategy? Examples: building schools, roads, bridges, hospitals; providing medical 
care, clean water or electricity; and creating jobs for local residents. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 
4 Extensive  
1 
  
CivSecure * What role did attempts to protect noncombatants from harm caused by the insurgents play 
in the government’s military strategy? Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive  
1 
 



Decap * What role did attempts to capture and kill the top leader(s) of the insurgent movement play in the 
government’s military strategy? Compare this variable to Jenna Jordan’s decapitation data. Coding: 1 
None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive  
1 
 
CivKill * Did mass killing of civilians occur? Mass killing is defined as > 50,000 intentional civilian deaths 
in a campaign (within <6 years) (Valentino et al. 2004) Coding: 0 No 1 Yes  
0 
 
CivTarget * To what extent did the military forces of the government intentionally select civilians as direct 
objects of attack or consistently fail to discriminate between combatants and noncombatants in their 
military operations? Combatants are defined as individuals that engage in armed resistance against 
regime forces. Coding: 1 Rarely 2 Moderately 3 Extensively  
1 
 
ForceDescrip * A narrative description of the type of force used by the government. Describe the 
strategy (or strategies) that the government used to counter the domestic threat. Note changes in strategy 
over time and major differences between the strategies and tactics used by different military units, 
different governments, or in different regions. This space can also be used to provide clarification on the 
variables coded above.  
 
Force of the government was based mostly on defense after unexpected violence done by the EIJM. Very 
little combat was involved in this conflict. 
 
NumTrps * Number of government troops at height of conflict. Measured as maximum number of regular 
military personnel (air, ground, and sea) under central government authority during the conflict. When 
exact numbers cannot be located, coders may estimate from information about the military units. If even 
estimates are uneliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, NumTrps 
is coded as missing (enter NA) and only TrpCat is coded.  
NA 
 
TrpCat * Categorical measure of the number of government troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 less 
than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 More than 
30,000 troops 
1 
 
GovCas * Number of government forces members killed during the conflict. Please enter numbers 
without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of ranges (750 instead of 
500-1000). If missing, enter NA.  
20 
 
RebelNumTrps * Estimated number of total troops on rebel side at height of conflict. If even estimates 
are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, RebelNumTrps is 
coded as missing (enter NA) and only RebelTrpCat is coded.  
500 
 
RebelTrpCat * Categorical measure of the total number of rebel troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 
less than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 More than 
30,000 troops 



0 
 
RebelCas * Number of rebels / opposition members killed during the conflict. Please enter numbers 
without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of ranges (750 instead of 
500-1000). If missing, enter NA.  
46 
 
ThreatSource * Role of internal and external actors with regard to the rebels in the conflict. Coding: 1 
primarily internal conflict with minor to moderate level of support to rebels from external actors 2 primarily 
externally sponsored conflict with local insurgents 3 entirely domestic opposition (no external assistance).  
3 
  
TargHelp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state committed any military troops to assist or advise 
the rebels. 
1 
 
AsstCombat * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state engaged in combat to assist the rebels.  
1 
 
AsstArms * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided arms or other material aid to assist the 
rebels.  
0 
 
AsstEcon * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided economic support to the rebels.  
0 
 
AsstSanct * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided, on its territory, sanctuaries for the 
rebels.  
0 
  
TargSupp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided any type of support to assist the rebels.  
0 
 
ConflictEthnic * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ethnic conflict. Following a 
conventional definition, ethnic conflicts involve “groups that identify with a distinct ethnic or cultural 
heritage” (Regan 1996: 338). Ethnic wars have been defined as “wars among communities (ethnicities) 
who are in conflict over the power relationship that exists between those communities and the state” 
(Sambanis 2001: 261). Additionally, the groups in ethnic conflicts “hold irreconcilable visions of the 
identity, borders, and citizenship of the state. They do not seek to control a state whose identity all sides 
accept, but rather to redefine or divide the state itself” (Kaufman 1996: 138).   
0  
 
EthnicGroups * When applicable, name the primary ethnic group or groups contributing rebel fighters to 
the opposition movement. Separate group names with ;. Please try to use ethnic group names that are 
listed in http://www.icr.ethz.ch/research/greg/groups.xls. If not applicable, enter NA. 
NA 
 



ConflictRelig * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a religious conflict. The primary feature 
of religious conflicts in this definition is that insurgent leaders frequently and systematically invoke religion 
as a motivation and justification for the conflict (cf. Juergensmeyer 2003: 57).  
1 
 
ConflictIdeol * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ideological conflict, with alignments 
across ethnic borders. Insurgents may strive for a different regime type and/or political order, but their 
primary aim does not contain the systematic exclusion of specific ethnic or religious groups.  
0 
  
ConflictSecess * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a secessionist conflict and the 
insurgents aim to create a separate state outside the current regime’s authority.  
0 
  
LastCW * Years since last civil war. Enter an integer number of years. If no civil war occurred before, 
enter NA.  
5 
 

 Conflict outcome variables  
 
Win * Who won the conflict? 1 Counterinsurgents (government and/or intervener) 2 
Insurgents/rebels/rebel affiliates 3 Undecided  
1 
 
ConflictOutcome * Categorical variable that describes how the government terminated its military 
conflict. 0 Conflict ongoing. 1 Government militarily defeated the rebels. 2 Government negotiated a 
settlement that resulted in a compromise with the insurgents over governance (e.g., a power-sharing 
agreement). 3 The country was partitioned into two or more separate countries at the end of the conflict 4 
Rebels militarily defeated the government.  
1 
  
GovComp * GovComp Who was in control of the central government at the end of the conflict (i.e. at 
Enddate)? 1 Insurgents (the previous opposition; groups associated with the insurgents; political wings of 
rebels; etc.) 2 Government (the previous incumbent government; politicians associated with the previous 
regime; etc.) 3 Foreign intervener 4 Power-sharing: both previous rebels and previous incumbents began 
sharing political power in a joint government at the end of the conflict 5 Unclear: failing or failed state  
2 
 
Maintain * The number of months the government remained in power after the termination of the conflict 
(Enddate). This variable varies from zero, when the regime was never stabilized, to 60, when the regime 
remained in power for at least five years post-conflict.  
60 
 
MNF * Dummy variable coded 1 if a multinational peacekeeping force was established and remained in 
the conflict region after the termination of the conflict.  
0 
 



Notes * 
 
Very little information available on the government troops and counts. Government was able to control the 
rebels so I would guess more than 500 but I have little information on how much more. 
 
Sources * Sources Abbreviated identifier for each source used to code a case. The full source citations 
are provided with their identifying code below. Use Chicago 15th B citation style 
 
Bethany Lacina & and Nils Petter Gleditsch, 2005. „Monitoring Trends in Global Combat: A New Dataset 
of Battle Deaths‟, European Journal of Population 21(2–3):145–116. 
 
UN Integrated Regional Information Networks. 2003. Ethiopia; Islamic Group Says It Planted Mines. 
Africa: All Africa, Inc.  
 
UN Integrated Regional Information Networks. 2003. Eritrea; 
Mining Company to Continue Work Despite Employee's Murder. Africa: All Africa, Inc. 



1. Conflict identifiers  
  
Conflict ID * Which conflict from the list of Conflict Cases is this? Please provide ConYr. (Please note 
that ConYr may have to be adjusted based on new start dates: if you find that the actual start date of a 
conflict diverges from the one provided in the Conflict Cases list, please update this Conflict ID to reflect 
the correct start year. E.g. if the Afghanistan conflict 7001980 actually started in 1978, please provide 
7001978 as the ID.)  
5401961 
 
ConflictCountry * In which country did the conflict occur? 
Angola 
  
Startdate * 04/02/1961 
  
Enddate * 07/31/1974 
  
Comments on start- and enddate. Insert comments on problems/ambiguities with start-and enddates of 
the conflict here. 
 
The start date is on the UPA's first attack which happened at Luanda's central prison  
 
IncGov * Provide the name of the incumbent government regime (head of gov’t/regime, party) 
Portugal 
 
Rebel1 * Provide the names of the opposition group(s), rebel group(s) and other actors that were 
identified as opposing the central government. 
National Front for the Liberation of Angola (FNLA) 
 
Rebel2 
Popular Liberation Movement of Angola (MPLA) 
 
Rebel3 
National Union for the Total Independence of Angola (UNITA) 
 
Coup * Is this conflict best described as a coup? Is the government defending itself against or reversing a 
coup — rather than a case in which there is an armed insurgent movement? If YES (=1), do not continue 
coding this case for now and mark the case’s status as “Coup” in the Conflict Casese document. If NO 
coup (=0), and insurgency is present, continue coding the variables below. 
0 
 
 
 
 
 
  
Region * Geographic region of the country in which the rebels and/or the fighting was concentrated. 
Depending on the conflict this could be the name of a province, state, or administrative district in the 



conflict country, a description (e.g., “primarily the southern half of the country, south of the capital to the 
border with Pakistan”), or a named region (e.g., the Darfur region of Sudan). If dispersed throughout the 
county, enter “entire country”.  
The MPLA was based in Brazzaville (present-day Congo) where they would launch guerilla attacks into 
Cabinda. In 1965, they moved their headquarters to Zambia.  
 
Concentration * Estimate the percentage of the geographic area of the country experiencing significant 
violence related to the conflict at any point during the conflict. Violence should be considered significant if 
battles/clashes between the rebels and government forces took place in a region, civilians were killed by 
government or rebel forces in a region, or government or rebel attacks occurred regularly in a region. 
Coding: 1 Less than 25% 2 25-50% 3 50-75% 4 More than 75%  
4 
 
IGO * Dummy variable set to 1 if an intergovernmental organization (NATO, UN, etc…) organized, 
participated in, sponsored, or sanctioned a military intervention to maintain the regime. 
0 
 
IGOname * Name of the IGO mission that organized, participated in, sponsored, or sanctioned the 
military intervention to maintain the regime (if any). 
NA 
  

2. Counterinsurgency characteristics  
Note: These variables should be coded in reference to the entire conflict, from Startdate to Enddate. Even 
in conflict in which the government began COIN operations with a light force model, if the majority of the 
conflict featured a heavy force model, this variable should be coded as 2.  
  
ForceModel * Primary type of force used by government troops. Coding: 1 Light force: Primary use of 
ground combat units that do not include large military equipment (may include close air support) 2 Heavy 
force: Primarily large-unit, concentrated firepower combat with mechanized units (may include strategic 
bombing) Close air support is defined as “air action by fixed-wing (FW) and rotary-wing (RW) aircraft 
against hostile targets that are in close proximity to friendly forces. […] It is planned and executed to 
support ground tactical units. CAS execution is tightly integrated at the tactical level with the fire and 
maneuver of supported ground forces.” (Joint Chiefs of Staff, Joint Publication 3-09.3). Close air support 
can be provided by any unit of the armed forces. Strategic bombing is defined as the massive, centrally 
coordinated bombing of military and civilian targets for strategic purposes, usually conducted by an air 
force.  
1 
 
StrategicAir * What role did strategic bombing play in the government’s military strategy? (see definition 
above). Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive  
2 
 
 
 
Resettle * What role did resettlement play in the government’s military strategy? Resettlement is defined 
as the forced relocation of civilian populations to deny guerillas access to resources, sanctuary, and other 
types of support; provide greater security for noncombatants; and/or separate combatants from 
noncombatants. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive  



3 
  
CivAction * What role did projects intended to improve the material well-being of play in the 
government’s military strategy? Examples: building schools, roads, bridges, hospitals; providing medical 
care, clean water or electricity; and creating jobs for local residents. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 
4 Extensive  
4 
  
CivSecure * What role did attempts to protect noncombatants from harm caused by the insurgents play 
in the government’s military strategy? Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive  
1 
 
Decap * What role did attempts to capture and kill the top leader(s) of the insurgent movement play in the 
government’s military strategy? Compare this variable to Jenna Jordan’s decapitation data. Coding: 1 
None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive  
Missing 
 
CivKill * Did mass killing of civilians occur? Mass killing is defined as > 50,000 intentional civilian deaths 
in a campaign (within <6 years) (Valentino et al. 2004) Coding: 0 No 1 Yes  
1 
 
CivTarget * To what extent did the military forces of the government intentionally select civilians as direct 
objects of attack or consistently fail to discriminate between combatants and noncombatants in their 
military operations? Combatants are defined as individuals that engage in armed resistance against 
regime forces. Coding: 1 Rarely 2 Moderately 3 Extensively  
2 
 
ForceDescrip * A narrative description of the type of force used by the government. Describe the 
strategy (or strategies) that the government used to counter the domestic threat. Note changes in strategy 
over time and major differences between the strategies and tactics used by different military units, 
different governments, or in different regions. This space can also be used to provide clarification on the 
variables coded above.  
 
In March 1962, the UPA and the PDA combined to form the FNLA which then proclaimed a revolutionary 
government of Angola in exile. Both insurgent groups used guerilla tactics, including mass killings of 
Europeans. Portugal's response to these killings was swift retributive action, killing 10,000-20,000 
Angolan civilians. Between 1963 and 1965, the FNLA and MPLA had serious differences that led to inter-
group struggles, and UNITA emerged in 1966 also heavily relying on guerilla attacks. FNLA received 
outside aid from the US and the OAU. MPLA recevied support from the USSR. UNITA was given aid and 
training from China.  
 
The Portuguese set up forced settlements of rural Angolans and encouraged Portuguese peasants to 
immigrate to Angola. They also used soft power tactics to gain the hearts and minds of the citizens: better 
social welfare and education programs coupled with greater economic growth.  
The conflict was ended because of a military coup in Portugal by the Armed Forces Movement on April 
25, 1974. It brought to power a new government that did not want to prolong war in Africa. If this had not 
happened the Portuguese government could have surpassed the rebel groups.  
 



NumTrps * Number of government troops at height of conflict. Measured as maximum number of regular 
military personnel (air, ground, and sea) under central government authority during the conflict. When 
exact numbers cannot be located, coders may estimate from information about the military units. If even 
estimates are uneliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, NumTrps 
is coded as missing (enter NA) and only TrpCat is coded.  
40000 
 
TrpCat * Categorical measure of the number of government troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 less 
than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 More than 
30,000 troops 
4 
 
GovCas * Number of government forces members killed during the conflict. Please enter numbers 
without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of ranges (750 instead of 
500-1000). If missing, enter NA.  
4000 
 
RebelNumTrps * Estimated number of total troops on rebel side at height of conflict. If even estimates 
are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, RebelNumTrps is 
coded as missing (enter NA) and only RebelTrpCat is coded.  
11500 
 
RebelTrpCat * Categorical measure of the total number of rebel troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 
less than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 More than 
30,000 troops 
3 
 
RebelCas * Number of rebels / opposition members killed during the conflict. Please enter numbers 
without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of ranges (750 instead of 
500-1000). If missing, enter NA.  
30000 
 
ThreatSource * Role of internal and external actors with regard to the rebels in the conflict. Coding: 1 
primarily internal conflict with minor to moderate level of support to rebels from external actors 2 primarily 
externally sponsored conflict with local insurgents 3 entirely domestic opposition (no external assistance).  
1 
  
TargHelp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state committed any military troops to assist or advise 
the rebels. 
1 
 
AsstCombat * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state engaged in combat to assist the rebels.  
0 
 
AsstArms * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided arms or other material aid to assist the 
rebels.  
1 
 
AsstEcon * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided economic support to the rebels.  



1 
 
AsstSanct * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided, on its territory, sanctuaries for the 
rebels.  
1 
  
TargSupp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided any type of support to assist the rebels.  
1 
 
ConflictEthnic * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ethnic conflict. Following a 
conventional definition, ethnic conflicts involve “groups that identify with a distinct ethnic or cultural 
heritage” (Regan 1996: 338). Ethnic wars have been defined as “wars among communities (ethnicities) 
who are in conflict over the power relationship that exists between those communities and the state” 
(Sambanis 2001: 261). Additionally, the groups in ethnic conflicts “hold irreconcilable visions of the 
identity, borders, and citizenship of the state. They do not seek to control a state whose identity all sides 
accept, but rather to redefine or divide the state itself” (Kaufman 1996: 138).   
0  
 
EthnicGroups * When applicable, name the primary ethnic group or groups contributing rebel fighters to 
the opposition movement. Separate group names with ;. Please try to use ethnic group names that are 
listed in http://www.icr.ethz.ch/research/greg/groups.xls. If not applicable, enter NA. 
NA 
 
ConflictRelig * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a religious conflict. The primary feature 
of religious conflicts in this definition is that insurgent leaders frequently and systematically invoke religion 
as a motivation and justification for the conflict (cf. Juergensmeyer 2003: 57).  
0 
 
ConflictIdeol * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ideological conflict, with alignments 
across ethnic borders. Insurgents may strive for a different regime type and/or political order, but their 
primary aim does not contain the systematic exclusion of specific ethnic or religious groups.  
1 
  
ConflictSecess * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a secessionist conflict and the 
insurgents aim to create a separate state outside the current regime’s authority.  
0 
  
LastCW * Years since last civil war. Enter an integer number of years. If no civil war occurred before, 
enter NA.  
59 
 

 Conflict outcome variables  
 
Win * Who won the conflict? 1 Counterinsurgents (government and/or intervener) 2 
Insurgents/rebels/rebel affiliates 3 Undecided  
2 
 



ConflictOutcome * Categorical variable that describes how the government terminated its military 
conflict. 0 Conflict ongoing. 1 Government militarily defeated the rebels. 2 Government negotiated a 
settlement that resulted in a compromise with the insurgents over governance (e.g., a power-sharing 
agreement). 3 The country was partitioned into two or more separate countries at the end of the conflict 4 
Rebels militarily defeated the government.  
2 
  
GovComp * GovComp Who was in control of the central government at the end of the conflict (i.e. at 
Enddate)? 1 Insurgents (the previous opposition; groups associated with the insurgents; political wings of 
rebels; etc.) 2 Government (the previous incumbent government; politicians associated with the previous 
regime; etc.) 3 Foreign intervener 4 Power-sharing: both previous rebels and previous incumbents began 
sharing political power in a joint government at the end of the conflict 5 Unclear: failing or failed state  
1 
 
Maintain * The number of months the government remained in power after the termination of the conflict 
(Enddate). This variable varies from zero, when the regime was never stabilized, to 60, when the regime 
remained in power for at least five years post-conflict.  
0 
 
MNF * Dummy variable coded 1 if a multinational peacekeeping force was established and remained in 
the conflict region after the termination of the conflict.  
0 
 
Notes * 
 
There were 25,000-30,000 rebel casualties with 50,000 civilian casualties. 
 
Sources * Sources Abbreviated identifier for each source used to code a case. The full source citations 
are provided with their identifying code below. Use Chicago 15th B citation style. 
 
ACED, EACD 
 
Brogan, Patrick. "Angola." In World Conflicts: A Comprehensive Guide to World Strife Since 1945. 3 ed. 
Lanham, Maryland: The Scarecrow Press, Inc., 1999. 13-25. 
 
Clodfelter, Micheal. "Wars of Independence in Portuguese Africa 1961-74." In Warfare and Armed 
Conflicts: A Statistical Reference to Casualty and Other Figures, 1618-1991. USA: Mcfarland & Co Inc 
Pub, 1992. 1014-1015. 
 
Tillema, Herbert K.. "Southern Africa ." In International Armed Conflict Since 1945: A Bibliographic 
Handbook of Wars and Military Interventions (Series on State Violence, State Terrorism, and). London, 
England: Westview Pr (Short Disc), 1991. 114-119. 



Conflict Cases Research Journal 
 
* Required 

 

1. Conflict identifiers 
 
Conflict ID * Which conflict from the list of Conflict Cases is this? Please provide ConYr. (Please note 
that ConYr may have to be adjusted based on new start dates: if you find that the actual start date of a 
conflict diverges from the one provided in the Conflict Cases list, please update this Conflict ID to reflect 
the correct start year. E.g. if the Afghanistan conflict 7001980 actually started in 1978, please provide 
7001978 as the ID.) 
5401975 
 
ConflictCountry * In which country did the conflict occur? 
Angola 
 
Startdate *  
11/11/1975 
 
Enddate *  
5/31/1991 
 New Enddate: 3/31/2002 
 
Comments on start- and enddate. Insert comments on problems/ambiguities with the start- and 
enddates of the conflict here. 
 
IncGov * Provide the name of the incumbent government/regime (head of gov't/regime, party) 
Popular Movement for the Liberation of Angola (MPLA) 
 
 
Rebel1 * Provide the names of the opposition group(s), rebel group(s) and other actors that were 
identified as opposing the central government 
National Union for the Total Independence of Angola (UNITA) 
 
Rebel2 
National Front for the Liberation of Angola (FNLA) 
 
Rebel3 
 
Rebel4 
 
Coup * Is this conflict best described as a coup? Is the government defending itself against or reversing a 
coup -- rather than a case in which there is an armed insurgent movement? If YES (=1), do not continue 
coding this case for now and mark the case’s status as “Coup” in the Conflict_Cases document. If NO 
coup (=0), and an insurgency is present, continue coding the variables below. 
0 

 
Region * Geographic region of the country in which the rebels and/or the fighting was concentrated. 
Depending on the conflict this could be the name of a province, state, or administrative district in the 
conflict country, a description (e.g., “primarily the southern half of the country, south of the capital to the 
border with Pakistan”), or a named region (e.g., the Darfur region of Sudan). If dispersed throughout the 
county, enter “entire country”.  



Entire Country 
At the beginning of the conflict MPLA held the east, UNITA the south, and FNLA the north. When FNLA 
disintegrated the conflict spread throughout the country. 
 
Concentration * Estimate the percentage of the geographic area of the country experiencing significant 
violence related to the conflict at any point during the conflict. Violence should be considered significant if 
battles/clashes between the rebels and government forces took place in a region, civilians were killed by 
government or rebel forces in a region, or government or rebel attacks occurred regularly in a region. 
Coding: 1 Less than 25% 2 25-50% 3 50-75% 4 More than 75% 
4 
 

2. Counterinsurgency characteristics 
Note: These variables should be coded in reference to the entire conflict, from Startdate to Enddate. Even 
in conflict in which the government began COIN operations with a light force model, if the majority of the 
conflict featured a heavy force model, this variable should be coded as 2. 
 
ForceModel * Primary type of force used by government troops. Coding: 1 Light force: Primary use of 
ground combat units that do not include large military equipment (may include close air support) 2 Heavy 
force: Primarily large-unit, concentrated firepower combat with mechanized units (may include strategic 
bombing) Close air support is defined as “air action by fixed-wing (FW) and rotary-wing (RW) aircraft 
against hostile targets that are in close proximity to friendly forces. […] It is planned and executed to 
support ground tactical units. CAS execution is tightly integrated at the tactical level with the fire and 
maneuver of supported ground forces.” (Joint Chiefs of Staff, Joint Publication 3-09.3). Close air support 
can be provided by any unit of the armed forces. Strategic bombing is defined as the massive, centrally 
coordinated bombing of military and civilian targets for strategic purposes, usually conducted by an air 
force. 
2 
 
StrategicAir * What role did strategic bombing play in the government’s military strategy? (see definition 
above). Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
2 
 
Resettle * What role did resettlement play in the government’s military strategy? Resettlement is defined 
as the forced relocation of civilian populations to deny guerillas access to resources, sanctuary, and other 
types of support; provide greater security for noncombatants; and/or separate combatants from 
noncombatants. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 
 NewCode: 3 
 
CivAction * What role did projects intended to improve the material well-being of play in the 
government’s military strategy? Examples: building schools, roads, bridges, hospitals; providing medical 
care, clean water or electricity; and creating jobs for local residents. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 
4 Extensive 
2 
 NewCode: 1 
 
CivSecure * What role did attempts to protect noncombatantfs from harm caused by the insurgents play 
in the government’s military strategy? Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 
 
Decap * What role did attempts to capture and kill the top leader(s) of the insurgent movement play in the 
government’s military strategy? Compare this variable to Jenna Jordan’s decapitation data. Coding: 1 
None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 
 



CivKill * Did mass killing of civilians occur? Mass killing is defined as > 50,000 intentional civilian deaths 
in a campaign (within <6 years) (Valentino et al. 2004) Coding: 0 No 1 Yes 
0 
 
CivTarget * To what extent did the military forces of the government intentionally select civilians as direct 
objects of attack or consistently fail to discriminate between combatants and noncombatants in their 
military operations? Combatants are defined as individuals that engage in armed resistance against 
regime forces. Coding: 1 Rarely 2 Moderately 3 Extensively 
4 
 NewCode: 2 
 
ForceDescrip * A narrative description of the type of force used by the government. Describe the 
strategy (or strategies) that the government used to counter the domestic threat. Note changes in strategy 
over time and major differences between the strategies and tactics used by different military units, 
different governments, or in different regions. This space can also be used to provide clarification on the 
variables coded above. 
At the beginning of the civil war, the MPLA drove out the FNLA and UNITA out of Luanda (the capitol in 
the NW region). FNLA decided to launch attack from N and E and UNITA (with the support of a South 
Africa armoured column) attacke fom the S. The MPLA (with 15,000 Cuban troops and Soviet 
commanders) quickly put down the threat with help from rocket launchers from the USSR. On Feb 11, 
1976, the MPLA overtook the FNLA capitol, Huambo. The FNLA disintegrated in 1976 after attacks by the 
MPLA-run government which was aided by Cuban troops. UNITA then continues through guerilla tactics. 
 
NumTrps * Number of government troops at height of conflict. Measured as maximum number of regular 
military personnel (air, ground, and sea) under central government authority during the conflict. When 
exact numbers cannot be located, coders may estimate from information about the military units. If even 
estimates are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, NumTrps 
is coded as missing (enter NA) and only TrpCat is coded. 
100000 
 
TrpCat * Categorical measure of the number of government troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 less 
than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 More than 
30,000 troops 
4 
 
GovCas * Number of government forces members killed during the conflict. Please enter numbers 
without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of ranges (750 instead of 
500-1000). If missing, enter NA. 
300000 for both GovCas and RebCas combined 
 
RebelNumTrps * Estimated number of total troops on rebel side at height of conflict. If even estimates 
are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, RebelNumTrps is 
coded as missing (enter NA) and only RebelTrpCat is coded. 
 
RebelTrpCat * Categorical measure of the total number of rebel troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 
less than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 More than 
30,000 troops 
3 
 
RebelCas * Number of rebels / opposition members killed during the conflict. Please enter numbers 
without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of ranges (750 instead of 
500-1000). If missing, enter NA. 
300000 for both GovCas and RebCas combined 
 



ThreatSource * Role of internal and external actors with regard to the rebels in the conflict. Coding: 1 
primarily internal conflict with minor to moderate level of support to rebels from external actors 2 primarily 
externally sponsored conflict with local insurgents 3 entirely domestic opposition (no external assistance). 
1 
 
TargHelp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state committed any military troops to assist or advise 
the rebels. 
1 
 
AsstCombat * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state engaged in combat to assist the rebels. 
0 
 
AsstArms * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided arms or other material aid to assist the 
rebels. 
1 
 
AsstEcon * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided economic support to the rebels. 
1 
 
AsstSanct * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided, on its territory, sanctuaries for the 
rebels. 
1 
 
TargSupp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided any type of support to assist the rebels. 
1 
 
ConflictEthnic * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ethnic conflict. Following a 
conventional definition, ethnic conflicts involve “groups that identify with a distinct ethnic or cultural 
heritage” (Regan 1996: 338). Ethnic wars have been defined as “wars among communities (ethnicities) 
who are in conflict over the power relationship that exists between those communities and the state” 
(Sambanis 2001: 261). Additionally, the groups in ethnic conflicts “hold irreconcilable visions of the 
identity, borders, and citizenship of the state. They do not seek to control a state whose identity all sides 
accept, but rather to redefine or divide the state itself” (Kaufman 1996: 138). 
0 
 
EthnicGroups * When applicable, name the primary ethnic group or groups contributing rebel fighters to 
the opposition movement. Separate group names with ;. Please try to use ethnic group names that are 
listed in http://www.icr.ethz.ch/research/greg/groups.xls. If not applicable, enter NA. 
NA 
 
ConflictRelig * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a religious conflict. The primary feature 
of religious conflicts in this definition is that insurgent leaders frequently and systematically invoke religion 
as a motivation and justification for the conflict (cf. Juergensmeyer 2003: 57). 
0 
 
ConflictIdeol * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ideological conflict, with alignments 
across ethnic borders. Insurgents may strive for a different regime type and/or political order, but their 
primary aim does not contain the systematic exclusion of specific ethnic or religious groups. 
1 
 
ConflictSecess * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a secessionist conflict and the 
insurgents aim to create a separate state outside the current regime’s authority. 
0 
 
LastCW * Years since last civil war. Enter an integer number of years. If no civil war occurred before, 
enter NA. 



59 
 

Conflict outcome variables 
 
Win * Who won the conflict? 1 Counterinsurgents (government and/or intervener) 2 
Insurgents/rebels/rebel affiliates 3 Undecided 
2 
 
ConflictOutcome * Categorical variable that describes how the government terminated its military 
conflict. 0 Conflict ongoing. 1 Government militarily defeated the rebels. 2 Government negotiated a 
settlement that resulted in a compromise with the insurgents over governance (e.g., a power-sharing 
agreement). 3 The country was partitioned into two or more separate countries at the end of the conflict 4 
Rebels militarily defeated the government. 
2 
 
GovComp * GovComp Who was in control of the central government at the end of the conflict (i.e. at 
Enddate)? 1 Insurgents (the previous opposition; groups associated with the insurgents; political wings of 
rebels; etc.) 2 Government (the previous incumbent government; politicians associated with the previous 
regime; etc.) 3 Foreign intervener 4 Power-sharing: both previous rebels and previous incumbents began 
sharing political power in a joint government at the end of the conflict 5 Unclear: failing or failed state 
1 
 
Maintain * The number of months the government remained in power after the termination of the conflict 
(Enddate). This variable varies from zero, when the regime was never stabilized, to 60, when the regime 
remained in power for at least five years post-conflict. 
0 
 
MNF * Dummy variable coded 1 if a multinational peacekeeping force was established and remained in 
the conflict region after the termination of the conflict. 
0 
 
Sources * Sources Abbreviated identifier for each source used to code a case. The full source citations 
are provided with their identifying code below. Use Chicaco 15th B citation style. 
Gorman, Robert . "Angolan Civil War." In Magill's Guide to Military History. Pasadena: Salem Press, 
2001. 96-97. 
 
Ciment. Encyclopedia of Conflicts Since World War II. Armonk, New York: M.E. Sharpe, 1999. 
 
Patrick Brogan, World Conflicts: A Comprehensive Guide to World Strife since 1945. Lanham, MD: The 
Scarecrow Press, Inc. 
 
"Angola: Profiles." Conciliation Resources. http://www.c-r.org/our-work/accord/angola/profiles.php#top 
(accessed September 14, 2010). 
 
Hitchings, Thomas E.. Facts on File Yearbook 1991. New York: Facts on File, 1992. 
 
"Angola Civil War 1975-1991." OnWar.com - Wars, Military History, International Relations. 
http://www.onwar.com/aced/nation/all/angola/fangola1975.htm (accessed September 10, 2010). 
  
 New Sources: 
Sambanis’ Confict Coding Notes 
 
Dixon, Jeffrey S., and Meredith Reid Sarkees. A Guide to Intra-state Wars: An Examination of Civil, 
Regional, and Intercommunal Wars, 1816-2014. CQ Press, 2015. 
 



Paul, Christopher, Colin P. Clarke, Beth Grill, and Molly Dunigan. Paths to victory: detailed insurgency 
case studies. Rand National Defense Research Inst Santa Monica CA, 2013. 
 
 
Notes * 
For more information on the interventions see FRM cases 3651975540 and 401975540 
 
New Notes: 
MPLA government tended to consider anyone of the Ovimbundu tribe to be a potential member of UNITA. 
As a result they systematically targeted and detained civilians of this tribal affiliation. However, not 
substantial evidence of systematic killing as the primary tactic used by the government. This more 
strongly appears to be a resettlement tactic for undermining UNITA support. No clear indication of a 
primary strategy for decapitating leadership, however the MPLA did successfully assassinate the leader 
of the movement, Jonas Savimbi in 2002.  
 



1. Conflict identifiers  
  
Conflict ID * Which conflict from the list of Conflict Cases is this? Please provide ConYr. (Please note 
that ConYr may have to be adjusted based on new start dates: if you find that the actual start date of a 
conflict diverges from the one provided in the Conflict Cases list, please update this Conflict ID to reflect 
the correct start year. E.g. if the Afghanistan conflict 7001980 actually started in 1978, please provide 
7001978 as the ID.)  
5411964 
 
ConflictCountry * In which country did the conflict occur? 
Mozambique 
  
Startdate * 09/25/1964 
  
Enddate * 10/31/1974 
  
Comments on start- and enddate. Insert comments on problems/ambiguities with start-and enddates of 
the conflict here. 
 
End date is the conclusion of negotiations between the rebels and Porugese government – conflict had 
decreased significantly before this date, though it remained above the 25-death threshold. Mozambique 
became independent in 1975. 
 
IncGov * Provide the name of the incumbent government regime (head of gov’t/regime, party) 
Portugal 
 
Rebel1 * Provide the names of the opposition group(s), rebel group(s) and other actors that were 
identified as opposing the central government. 
Movement for the Liberation of Mozambique (FRELIMO) 
 
Coup * Is this conflict best described as a coup? Is the government defending itself against or reversing a 
coup — rather than a case in which there is an armed insurgent movement? If YES (=1), do not continue 
coding this case for now and mark the case’s status as “Coup” in the Conflict Casese document. If NO 
coup (=0), and insurgency is present, continue coding the variables below. 
0 
  
Region * Geographic region of the country in which the rebels and/or the fighting was concentrated. 
Depending on the conflict this could be the name of a province, state, or administrative district in the 
conflict country, a description (e.g., “primarily the southern half of the country, south of the capital to the 
border with Pakistan”), or a named region (e.g., the Darfur region of Sudan). If dispersed throughout the 
county, enter “entire country”.  
 
FRELIMO initially concentrated its attacks in the north of the country, where it had support from the 
Makonde tribe. Later, rebels were able to operate successfully in the center-west of the country, near the 
Zambezi River Valley. Attempts to foment urban insurrection in the east and far south of the country were 
largely unsuccessful and conflict only occasionally occurred in these regions of the country.  
 



 
Concentration * Estimate the percentage of the geographic area of the country experiencing significant 
violence related to the conflict at any point during the conflict. Violence should be considered significant if 
battles/clashes between the rebels and government forces took place in a region, civilians were killed by 
government or rebel forces in a region, or government or rebel attacks occurred regularly in a region. 
Coding: 1 Less than 25% 2 25-50% 3 50-75% 4 More than 75%  
3 
 
IGO * Dummy variable set to 1 if an intergovernmental organization (NATO, UN, etc…) organized, 
participated in, sponsored, or sanctioned a military intervention to maintain the regime. 
0 
 
IGOname * Name of the IGO mission that organized, participated in, sponsored, or sanctioned the 
military intervention to maintain the regime (if any). 
NA 
  

2. Counterinsurgency characteristics  
Note: These variables should be coded in reference to the entire conflict, from Startdate to Enddate. Even 
in conflict in which the government began COIN operations with a light force model, if the majority of the 
conflict featured a heavy force model, this variable should be coded as 2.  
  
ForceModel * Primary type of force used by government troops. Coding: 1 Light force: Primary use of 
ground combat units that do not include large military equipment (may include close air support) 2 Heavy 
force: Primarily large-unit, concentrated firepower combat with mechanized units (may include strategic 
bombing) Close air support is defined as “air action by fixed-wing (FW) and rotary-wing (RW) aircraft 
against hostile targets that are in close proximity to friendly forces. […] It is planned and executed to 
support ground tactical units. CAS execution is tightly integrated at the tactical level with the fire and 
maneuver of supported ground forces.” (Joint Chiefs of Staff, Joint Publication 3-09.3). Close air support 
can be provided by any unit of the armed forces. Strategic bombing is defined as the massive, centrally 
coordinated bombing of military and civilian targets for strategic purposes, usually conducted by an air 
force.  
1 
 
StrategicAir * What role did strategic bombing play in the government’s military strategy? (see definition 
above). Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive  
2 
 
Resettle * What role did resettlement play in the government’s military strategy? Resettlement is defined 
as the forced relocation of civilian populations to deny guerillas access to resources, sanctuary, and other 
types of support; provide greater security for noncombatants; and/or separate combatants from 
noncombatants. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive  
4 
  
 
 
CivAction * What role did projects intended to improve the material well-being of play in the 
government’s military strategy? Examples: building schools, roads, bridges, hospitals; providing medical 



care, clean water or electricity; and creating jobs for local residents. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 
4 Extensive  
4 
  
CivSecure * What role did attempts to protect noncombatants from harm caused by the insurgents play 
in the government’s military strategy? Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive  
Missing 
 
Decap * What role did attempts to capture and kill the top leader(s) of the insurgent movement play in the 
government’s military strategy? Compare this variable to Jenna Jordan’s decapitation data. Coding: 1 
None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive  
2 
 
CivKill * Did mass killing of civilians occur? Mass killing is defined as > 50,000 intentional civilian deaths 
in a campaign (within <6 years) (Valentino et al. 2004) Coding: 0 No 1 Yes  
Missing 
 
CivTarget * To what extent did the military forces of the government intentionally select civilians as direct 
objects of attack or consistently fail to discriminate between combatants and noncombatants in their 
military operations? Combatants are defined as individuals that engage in armed resistance against 
regime forces. Coding: 1 Rarely 2 Moderately 3 Extensively  
2 
 
ForceDescrip * A narrative description of the type of force used by the government. Describe the 
strategy (or strategies) that the government used to counter the domestic threat. Note changes in strategy 
over time and major differences between the strategies and tactics used by different military units, 
different governments, or in different regions. This space can also be used to provide clarification on the 
variables coded above.  
 
Aldeamento program – 3 goals. Social and econ programs, protect population, psych operations. 
Included regoruping of civilians into new villages, Unevenly implemented, sometimes just transplated 
insurgents, sometimes caused more harm economically than helped. Militias established to protect these 
new villages sometimes defected to FRELIMO [QUOTE p 157 cann]. Armed militias in north of country – 
receptive b/c relocated village heads sometimes targeted by FREIMO. 230k in self-defense system by 
1972. South Africa and Rhodesia assisted in 1972 offensive, which failed due to rebel end-around. 
Internal divisions in 1968 combined w/ Portugese decision to launch major offensive lead to major gains, 
FRELIMO pinned into isolated northern and central parts of the country. Intelligence operations sought to 
cleave conservative factions of FRELIMO from the others and tried to exploit divisions in the nationalist 
movement, as FRELIMO was an umbrella group for nationalist organizations. 
 
NumTrps * Number of government troops at height of conflict. Measured as maximum number of regular 
military personnel (air, ground, and sea) under central government authority during the conflict. When 
exact numbers cannot be located, coders may estimate from information about the military units. If even 
estimates are uneliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, NumTrps 
is coded as missing (enter NA) and only TrpCat is coded.  
217000 
 



TrpCat * Categorical measure of the number of government troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 less 
than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 More than 
30,000 troops 
4 
 
GovCas * Number of government forces members killed during the conflict. Please enter numbers 
without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of ranges (750 instead of 
500-1000). If missing, enter NA.  
3500 
 
RebelNumTrps * Estimated number of total troops on rebel side at height of conflict. If even estimates 
are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, RebelNumTrps is 
coded as missing (enter NA) and only RebelTrpCat is coded.  
11400 
 
RebelTrpCat * Categorical measure of the total number of rebel troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 
less than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 More than 
30,000 troops 
3 
 
RebelCas * Number of rebels / opposition members killed during the conflict. Please enter numbers 
without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of ranges (750 instead of 
500-1000). If missing, enter NA.  
10000 
 
ThreatSource * Role of internal and external actors with regard to the rebels in the conflict. Coding: 1 
primarily internal conflict with minor to moderate level of support to rebels from external actors 2 primarily 
externally sponsored conflict with local insurgents 3 entirely domestic opposition (no external assistance).  
1 
  
TargHelp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state committed any military troops to assist or advise 
the rebels. 
0 
 
AsstCombat * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state engaged in combat to assist the rebels.  
0 
 
AsstArms * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided arms or other material aid to assist the 
rebels.  
1 
 
AsstEcon * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided economic support to the rebels.  
1 
 
AsstSanct * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided, on its territory, sanctuaries for the 
rebels.  
1 
  
TargSupp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided any type of support to assist the rebels.  



1 
 
ConflictEthnic * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ethnic conflict. Following a 
conventional definition, ethnic conflicts involve “groups that identify with a distinct ethnic or cultural 
heritage” (Regan 1996: 338). Ethnic wars have been defined as “wars among communities (ethnicities) 
who are in conflict over the power relationship that exists between those communities and the state” 
(Sambanis 2001: 261). Additionally, the groups in ethnic conflicts “hold irreconcilable visions of the 
identity, borders, and citizenship of the state. They do not seek to control a state whose identity all sides 
accept, but rather to redefine or divide the state itself” (Kaufman 1996: 138).   
0  
 
EthnicGroups * When applicable, name the primary ethnic group or groups contributing rebel fighters to 
the opposition movement. Separate group names with ;. Please try to use ethnic group names that are 
listed in http://www.icr.ethz.ch/research/greg/groups.xls. If not applicable, enter NA. 
NA 
 
ConflictRelig * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a religious conflict. The primary feature 
of religious conflicts in this definition is that insurgent leaders frequently and systematically invoke religion 
as a motivation and justification for the conflict (cf. Juergensmeyer 2003: 57).  
0 
 
ConflictIdeol * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ideological conflict, with alignments 
across ethnic borders. Insurgents may strive for a different regime type and/or political order, but their 
primary aim does not contain the systematic exclusion of specific ethnic or religious groups.  
0 
  
ConflictSecess * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a secessionist conflict and the 
insurgents aim to create a separate state outside the current regime’s authority.  
1 
  
LastCW * Years since last civil war. Enter an integer number of years. If no civil war occurred before, 
enter NA.  
NA 
 

 Conflict outcome variables  
 
Win * Who won the conflict? 1 Counterinsurgents (government and/or intervener) 2 
Insurgents/rebels/rebel affiliates 3 Undecided  
2 
 
 
 
 
ConflictOutcome * Categorical variable that describes how the government terminated its military 
conflict. 0 Conflict ongoing. 1 Government militarily defeated the rebels. 2 Government negotiated a 
settlement that resulted in a compromise with the insurgents over governance (e.g., a power-sharing 



agreement). 3 The country was partitioned into two or more separate countries at the end of the conflict 4 
Rebels militarily defeated the government.  
2 
  
GovComp * GovComp Who was in control of the central government at the end of the conflict (i.e. at 
Enddate)? 1 Insurgents (the previous opposition; groups associated with the insurgents; political wings of 
rebels; etc.) 2 Government (the previous incumbent government; politicians associated with the previous 
regime; etc.) 3 Foreign intervener 4 Power-sharing: both previous rebels and previous incumbents began 
sharing political power in a joint government at the end of the conflict 5 Unclear: failing or failed state  
1 
 
Maintain * The number of months the government remained in power after the termination of the conflict 
(Enddate). This variable varies from zero, when the regime was never stabilized, to 60, when the regime 
remained in power for at least five years post-conflict.  
60 
 
MNF * Dummy variable coded 1 if a multinational peacekeeping force was established and remained in 
the conflict region after the termination of the conflict.  
0 
 
Notes * 
 
Assistance for the rebels came from Tanzania and China. The Portugese government received aid from 
NATO, South Africa and white Rhodesian government  
 
Sources * Sources Abbreviated identifier for each source used to code a case. The full source citations 
are provided with their identifying code below. Use Chicago 15th B citation style. 
 
Birmingham, David. 1992. Frontline nationalism in Angola and Mozambique. Trenton, N.J.: Africa World 
Press. 
 
Brogan, Patrick. 1998 
 
Cann, John P. 1997. Counterinsurgency in Africa: the Portugese way of war, 1961-1974. London: 
Greenwood Press. 
 
Ciment, James. 1999. 
 
Ciment, James. 1997. Angola and Mozambique: postcolonial wars in Southern Africa. New York: Facts 
on File. 
 
Clodfelter, Michael. 2002. Warfare and armed conflicts. Jefferson, N.C.: McFarland and Company, Inc. 
  
 



Conflict Cases Research Journal 
 
* Required 

 

1. Conflict identifiers  
 
Conflict ID * Which conflict from the list of Conflict Cases is this? Please provide ConYr. (Please note 
that ConYr may have to be adjusted based on new start dates: if you find that the actual start date of a 
conflict diverges from the one provided in the Conflict Cases list, please update this Conflict ID to reflect 
the correct start year. E.g. if the Afghanistan conflict 7001980 actually started in 1978, please provide 
7001978 as the ID.) 
5521972 
 
ConflictCountry * In which country did the conflict occur? 
Zimbabwe (Rhodesia) 
 
Startdate * 12/01/1972 
 
Enddate * 12/28/1979 
 
Comments on start- and enddate. Insert comments on problems/ambiguities with the start- and 
enddates of the conflict here. 
The exact start date is unclear although several sources start the conflict in December 1972. 
 
IncGov * Provide the name of the incumbent government/regime (head of gov't/regime, party) 
Republic of Rhodesia (Ian Smith) 
 
Rebel1 * Provide the names of the opposition group(s), rebel group(s) and other actors that were 
identified as opposing the central government 
Zimbabwe African National Union (ZANU) 
 
Rebel2 
Zimbabwe African People’s Union (ZAPU) 
 
Rebel3 
 
Rebel4 
 
Coup * Is this conflict best described as a coup? Is the government defending itself against or reversing a 
coup -- rather than a case in which there is an armed insurgent movement? If YES (=1), do not continue 
coding this case for now and mark the case’s status as “Coup” in the Conflict_Cases document. If NO 
coup (=0), and an insurgency is present, continue coding the variables below. 
0 

 
Region * Geographic region of the country in which the rebels and/or the fighting was concentrated. 
Depending on the conflict this could be the name of a province, state, or administrative district in the 
conflict country, a description (e.g., “primarily the southern half of the country, south of the capital to the 
border with Pakistan”), or a named region (e.g., the Darfur region of Sudan). If dispersed throughout the 
county, enter “entire country”.  
Entire country  
 
Concentration * Estimate the percentage of the geographic area of the country experiencing significant 
violence related to the conflict at any point during the conflict. Violence should be considered significant if 



battles/clashes between the rebels and government forces took place in a region, civilians were killed by 
government or rebel forces in a region, or government or rebel attacks occurred regularly in a region. 
Coding: 1 Less than 25% 2 25-50% 3 50-75% 4 More than 75% 
4 
 
IGO * Dummy variable set to 1 if an intergovernmental organization (NATO, UN, etc...) organized, 
participated in, sponsored, or sanctioned a military intervention to maintain the regime. 
0 
 
IGOname * Name of the IGO mission that organized, participated in, sponsored, or sanctioned the 
military intervention to maintain the regime (if any). 
NA 
 
 

2. Counterinsurgency characteristics 
Note: These variables should be coded in reference to the entire conflict, from Startdate to Enddate. Even 
in conflict in which the government began COIN operations with a light force model, if the majority of the 
conflict featured a heavy force model, this variable should be coded as 2. 
 
ForceModel * Primary type of force used by government troops. Coding: 1 Light force: Primary use of 
ground combat units that do not include large military equipment (may include close air support) 2 Heavy 
force: Primarily large-unit, concentrated firepower combat with mechanized units (may include strategic 
bombing) Close air support is defined as “air action by fixed-wing (FW) and rotary-wing (RW) aircraft 
against hostile targets that are in close proximity to friendly forces. […] It is planned and executed to 
support ground tactical units. CAS execution is tightly integrated at the tactical level with the fire and 
maneuver of supported ground forces.” (Joint Chiefs of Staff, Joint Publication 3-09.3). Close air support 
can be provided by any unit of the armed forces. Strategic bombing is defined as the massive, centrally 
coordinated bombing of military and civilian targets for strategic purposes, usually conducted by an air 
force. 
1 
 
StrategicAir * What role did strategic bombing play in the government’s military strategy? (see definition 
above). Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
2 

 
Resettle * What role did resettlement play in the government’s military strategy? Resettlement is defined 
as the forced relocation of civilian populations to deny guerillas access to resources, sanctuary, and other 
types of support; provide greater security for noncombatants; and/or separate combatants from 
noncombatants. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 
 
CivAction * What role did projects intended to improve the material well-being of play in the 
government’s military strategy? Examples: building schools, roads, bridges, hospitals; providing medical 
care, clean water or electricity; and creating jobs for local residents. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 
4 Extensive 
1 
 
CivSecure * What role did attempts to protect noncombatantfs from harm caused by the insurgents play 
in the government’s military strategy? Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
3 
 
Decap * What role did attempts to capture and kill the top leader(s) of the insurgent movement play in the 
government’s military strategy? Compare this variable to Jenna Jordan’s decapitation data. Coding: 1 
None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
2 



 
CivKill * Did mass killing of civilians occur? Mass killing is defined as > 50,000 intentional civilian deaths 
in a campaign (within <6 years) (Valentino et al. 2004) Coding: 0 No 1 Yes 
0 
 
CivTarget * To what extent did the military forces of the government intentionally select civilians as direct 
objects of attack or consistently fail to discriminate between combatants and noncombatants in their 
military operations? Combatants are defined as individuals that engage in armed resistance against 
regime forces. Coding: 1 Rarely 2 Moderately 3 Extensively 
2 
 
ForceDescrip * A narrative description of the type of force used by the government. Describe the 
strategy (or strategies) that the government used to counter the domestic threat. Note changes in strategy 
over time and major differences between the strategies and tactics used by different military units, 
different governments, or in different regions. This space can also be used to provide clarification on the 
variables coded above. 
The Rhodesian military was comprised of an air force, army, and police force, all of which were involved 
extensively in the conflict. The Rhodesian military also activated around 15,000 reservists for the conflict. 
The Rhodesian military relied on its special forces unit, the Selous Scouts, for intelligence of rebel 
locations.The initial tactics of the government were to secure the borders with Zambia and Mozambique, 
inside of which the rebels had bases of operation and training grounds. However, after the number of 
deaths increased dramatically in 1976, the military switched to a search and destroy approach and 
conducted numerous cross border raids deep into neighboring territory. These raids involved close air 
support with helicopters and light aircraft and targeted training camps. Also, the government forces began 
to develop anti-mine vehicles as the number of landmines laid by rebels drastically increased.  
 
NumTrps * Number of government troops at height of conflict. Measured as maximum number of regular 
military personnel (air, ground, and sea) under central government authority during the conflict. When 
exact numbers cannot be located, coders may estimate from information about the military units. If even 
estimates are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, NumTrps 
is coded as missing (enter NA) and only TrpCat is coded. 
33,000 
 
TrpCat * Categorical measure of the number of government troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 less 
than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 More than 
30,000 troops 
4 
 
GovCas * Number of government forces members killed during the conflict. Please enter numbers 
without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of ranges (750 instead of 
500-1000). If missing, enter NA. 
2000 
 
RebelNumTrps * Estimated number of total troops on rebel side at height of conflict. If even estimates 
are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, RebelNumTrps is 
coded as missing (enter NA) and only RebelTrpCat is coded. 
22,500 
 
RebelTrpCat * Categorical measure of the total number of rebel troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 
less than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 More than 
30,000 troops 
3 
 
RebelCas * Number of rebels / opposition members killed during the conflict. Please enter numbers 
without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of ranges (750 instead of 
500-1000). If missing, enter NA. 



5800 
 
ThreatSource * Role of internal and external actors with regard to the rebels in the conflict. Coding: 1 
primarily internal conflict with minor to moderate level of support to rebels from external actors 2 primarily 
externally sponsored conflict with local insurgents 3 entirely domestic opposition (no external assistance). 
1 
 
TargHelp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state committed any military troops to assist or advise 
the rebels. 
1 
 
AsstCombat * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state engaged in combat to assist the rebels. 
1 
 
AsstArms * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided arms or other material aid to assist the 
rebels. 
1 
 
AsstEcon * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided economic support to the rebels. 
1 
 
AsstSanct * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided, on its territory, sanctuaries for the 
rebels. 
1 
 
TargSupp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided any type of support to assist the rebels. 
1 
 
ConflictEthnic * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ethnic conflict. Following a 
conventional definition, ethnic conflicts involve “groups that identify with a distinct ethnic or cultural 
heritage” (Regan 1996: 338). Ethnic wars have been defined as “wars among communities (ethnicities) 
who are in conflict over the power relationship that exists between those communities and the state” 
(Sambanis 2001: 261). Additionally, the groups in ethnic conflicts “hold irreconcilable visions of the 
identity, borders, and citizenship of the state. They do not seek to control a state whose identity all sides 
accept, but rather to redefine or divide the state itself” (Kaufman 1996: 138). 
0 
 
EthnicGroups * When applicable, name the primary ethnic group or groups contributing rebel fighters to 
the opposition movement. Separate group names with ;. Please try to use ethnic group names that are 
listed in http://www.icr.ethz.ch/research/greg/groups.xls. If not applicable, enter NA. 
NA 
 
ConflictRelig * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a religious conflict. The primary feature 
of religious conflicts in this definition is that insurgent leaders frequently and systematically invoke religion 
as a motivation and justification for the conflict (cf. Juergensmeyer 2003: 57). 
0 
 
ConflictIdeol * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ideological conflict, with alignments 
across ethnic borders. Insurgents may strive for a different regime type and/or political order, but their 
primary aim does not contain the systematic exclusion of specific ethnic or religious groups. 
1 
 
ConflictSecess * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a secessionist conflict and the 
insurgents aim to create a separate state outside the current regime’s authority. 
0 
 



LastCW * Years since last civil war. Enter an integer number of years. If no civil war occurred before, 
enter NA. 
NA 
 

Conflict outcome variables 
 
Win * Who won the conflict? 1 Counterinsurgents (government and/or intervener) 2 
Insurgents/rebels/rebel affiliates 3 Undecided 
2 
 
ConflictOutcome * Categorical variable that describes how the government terminated its military 
conflict. 0 Conflict ongoing. 1 Government militarily defeated the rebels. 2 Government negotiated a 
settlement that resulted in a compromise with the insurgents over governance (e.g., a power-sharing 
agreement). 3 The country was partitioned into two or more separate countries at the end of the conflict 4 
Rebels militarily defeated the government. 
2 
 
GovComp * GovComp Who was in control of the central government at the end of the conflict (i.e. at 
Enddate)? 1 Insurgents (the previous opposition; groups associated with the insurgents; political wings of 
rebels; etc.) 2 Government (the previous incumbent government; politicians associated with the previous 
regime; etc.) 3 Foreign intervener 4 Power-sharing: both previous rebels and previous incumbents began 
sharing political power in a joint government at the end of the conflict 5 Unclear: failing or failed state 
1 
 
Maintain * The number of months the government remained in power after the termination of the conflict 
(Enddate). This variable varies from zero, when the regime was never stabilized, to 60, when the regime 
remained in power for at least five years post-conflict. 
60 
 
MNF * Dummy variable coded 1 if a multinational peacekeeping force was established and remained in 
the conflict region after the termination of the conflict. 
0 
 
Sources * Sources Abbreviated identifier for each source used to code a case. The full source citations 
are provided with their identifying code below. Use Chicaco 15th B citation style. 
Clodfelter, Michael. Warfare and Armed Conflicts: A Statistical Reference to Casualty and Other Figures, 
1500-2000. 2 ed. London: McFarland & Company, Inc., Publishers, 2002. 
 
Lacina Bethany. The PRIO Battle Deaths Dataset, 1946-2008, Version 3.0 Documentation of Coding 
Decisions  
 
Nicholas, Sambanis. 2004. What is Civil War? Conceptual and Empirical Complexities of an Operational 
Definition. Journal of Conflict Resolution 48 (6): 814-858  
 
UCDP 2010    

 
 
Notes * 
The total number of rebel troops was somewhat ambiguous as there was a distinction made between 
those fighting inside of Zimbabwe and those who fought and died in neighboring countries. 

 
 



Conflict Cases Research Journal 
 
* Required 

  

1. Conflict identifiers 
 
Conflict ID * Which conflict from the list of Conflict Cases is this? Please provide ConYr. (Please note 
that ConYr may have to be adjusted based on new start dates: if you find that the actual start date of a 
conflict diverges from the one provided in the Conflict Cases list, please update this Conflict ID to reflect 
the correct start year. E.g. if the Afghanistan conflict 7001980 actually started in 1978, please provide 
7001978 as the ID.) 
5521983 
 
ConflictCountry * In which country did the conflict occur? 
Zimbabwe 
 
Startdate * 01/01/1983 
 
Enddate * 12/22/1987 
 
Comments on start- and enddate. Insert comments on problems/ambiguities with the start- and 
enddates of the conflict here. 
There is not a lot of general consensus on either the start date or the end date, though here the start date 
coincides with the arrival of the 5th Brigade in Matabeleland and the start of major violence. The end date 
marks the signing of the Unity Accord between ZAPU and ZANU to form ZANU-PF, and the end of major 
violence. 
 
IncGov * Provide the name of the incumbent government/regime (head of gov't/regime, party) 
Republic of Zimbabwe (ZANU - Robert Mugabe) 
 
Rebel1 * Provide the names of the opposition group(s), rebel group(s) and other actors that were 
identified as opposing the central government 
Ndebele guerrillas (ZAPU - Joshua Nkomo) 
 
Rebel2 
 
Rebel3 
 
Rebel4 
 
Coup * Is this conflict best described as a coup? Is the government defending itself against or reversing a 
coup -- rather than a case in which there is an armed insurgent movement? If YES (=1), do not continue 
coding this case for now and mark the case’s status as “Coup” in the Conflict_Cases document. If NO 
coup (=0), and an insurgency is present, continue coding the variables below. 
0 

 
Region * Geographic region of the country in which the rebels and/or the fighting was concentrated. 
Depending on the conflict this could be the name of a province, state, or administrative district in the 
conflict country, a description (e.g., “primarily the southern half of the country, south of the capital to the 
border with Pakistan”), or a named region (e.g., the Darfur region of Sudan). If dispersed throughout the 
county, enter “entire country”.  
The Matabeleland region of Zimbabwe in the southwest. 
 



Concentration * Estimate the percentage of the geographic area of the country experiencing significant 
violence related to the conflict at any point during the conflict. Violence should be considered significant if 
battles/clashes between the rebels and government forces took place in a region, civilians were killed by 
government or rebel forces in a region, or government or rebel attacks occurred regularly in a region. 
Coding: 1 Less than 25% 2 25-50% 3 50-75% 4 More than 75% 
2 
 
IGO * Dummy variable set to 1 if an intergovernmental organization (NATO, UN, etc...) organized, 
participated in, sponsored, or sanctioned a military intervention to maintain the regime. 
0 
 
IGOname * Name of the IGO mission that organized, participated in, sponsored, or sanctioned the 
military intervention to maintain the regime (if any). 
NA 
 
 

2. Counterinsurgency characteristics 
Note: These variables should be coded in reference to the entire conflict, from Startdate to Enddate. Even 
in conflict in which the government began COIN operations with a light force model, if the majority of the 
conflict featured a heavy force model, this variable should be coded as 2. 
 
ForceModel * Primary type of force used by government troops. Coding: 1 Light force: Primary use of 
ground combat units that do not include large military equipment (may include close air support) 2 Heavy 
force: Primarily large-unit, concentrated firepower combat with mechanized units (may include strategic 
bombing) Close air support is defined as “air action by fixed-wing (FW) and rotary-wing (RW) aircraft 
against hostile targets that are in close proximity to friendly forces. […] It is planned and executed to 
support ground tactical units. CAS execution is tightly integrated at the tactical level with the fire and 
maneuver of supported ground forces.” (Joint Chiefs of Staff, Joint Publication 3-09.3). Close air support 
can be provided by any unit of the armed forces. Strategic bombing is defined as the massive, centrally 
coordinated bombing of military and civilian targets for strategic purposes, usually conducted by an air 
force. 
1 
 
StrategicAir * What role did strategic bombing play in the government’s military strategy? (see definition 
above). Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 

 
Resettle * What role did resettlement play in the government’s military strategy? Resettlement is defined 
as the forced relocation of civilian populations to deny guerillas access to resources, sanctuary, and other 
types of support; provide greater security for noncombatants; and/or separate combatants from 
noncombatants. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 
 
CivAction * What role did projects intended to improve the material well-being of play in the 
government’s military strategy? Examples: building schools, roads, bridges, hospitals; providing medical 
care, clean water or electricity; and creating jobs for local residents. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 
4 Extensive 
1 
 
CivSecure * What role did attempts to protect noncombatantfs from harm caused by the insurgents play 
in the government’s military strategy? Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 
 



Decap * What role did attempts to capture and kill the top leader(s) of the insurgent movement play in the 
government’s military strategy? Compare this variable to Jenna Jordan’s decapitation data. Coding: 1 
None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
3 
 
CivKill * Did mass killing of civilians occur? Mass killing is defined as > 50,000 intentional civilian deaths 
in a campaign (within <6 years) (Valentino et al. 2004) Coding: 0 No 1 Yes 
0 
 
CivTarget * To what extent did the military forces of the government intentionally select civilians as direct 
objects of attack or consistently fail to discriminate between combatants and noncombatants in their 
military operations? Combatants are defined as individuals that engage in armed resistance against 
regime forces. Coding: 1 Rarely 2 Moderately 3 Extensively 
3 
 
ForceDescrip * A narrative description of the type of force used by the government. Describe the 
strategy (or strategies) that the government used to counter the domestic threat. Note changes in strategy 
over time and major differences between the strategies and tactics used by different military units, 
different governments, or in different regions. This space can also be used to provide clarification on the 
variables coded above. 
The main government force involved in the counter-insurgency operation known as Gukurahundi, was the 
North Korean trained 5th Brigade, which consisted of 5,000 soldiers and answered directly to the Prime 
Minister’s office. The 5th Brigade would often enter a village in Matabeleland and demand the surrender 
of any ZAPU guerrillas or information about their whereabouts, sometimes referring to “death lists” for 
specific names. They would then engage in mass beatings, rape, torture and executions of the local 
population. The government also imposed a curfew on the area and prevented food and other supplies 
from being delivered to villages in an attempt to starve out the insurgents. 
 
NumTrps * Number of government troops at height of conflict. Measured as maximum number of regular 
military personnel (air, ground, and sea) under central government authority during the conflict. When 
exact numbers cannot be located, coders may estimate from information about the military units. If even 
estimates are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, NumTrps 
is coded as missing (enter NA) and only TrpCat is coded. 
40,000 
 
TrpCat * Categorical measure of the number of government troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 less 
than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 More than 
30,000 troops 
4 
 
GovCas * Number of government forces members killed during the conflict. Please enter numbers 
without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of ranges (750 instead of 
500-1000). If missing, enter NA. 
NA 
 
RebelNumTrps * Estimated number of total troops on rebel side at height of conflict. If even estimates 
are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, RebelNumTrps is 
coded as missing (enter NA) and only RebelTrpCat is coded. 
4,300 
 
RebelTrpCat * Categorical measure of the total number of rebel troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 
less than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 More than 
30,000 troops 
2 
 



RebelCas * Number of rebels / opposition members killed during the conflict. Please enter numbers 
without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of ranges (750 instead of 
500-1000). If missing, enter NA. 
NA 
 
ThreatSource * Role of internal and external actors with regard to the rebels in the conflict. Coding: 1 
primarily internal conflict with minor to moderate level of support to rebels from external actors 2 primarily 
externally sponsored conflict with local insurgents 3 entirely domestic opposition (no external assistance). 
3 
 
TargHelp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state committed any military troops to assist or advise 
the rebels. 
0 
 
AsstCombat * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state engaged in combat to assist the rebels. 
0 
 
AsstArms * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided arms or other material aid to assist the 
rebels. 
0 
 
AsstEcon * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided economic support to the rebels. 
0 
 
AsstSanct * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided, on its territory, sanctuaries for the 
rebels. 
0 
 
TargSupp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided any type of support to assist the rebels. 
0 
 
ConflictEthnic * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ethnic conflict. Following a 
conventional definition, ethnic conflicts involve “groups that identify with a distinct ethnic or cultural 
heritage” (Regan 1996: 338). Ethnic wars have been defined as “wars among communities (ethnicities) 
who are in conflict over the power relationship that exists between those communities and the state” 
(Sambanis 2001: 261). Additionally, the groups in ethnic conflicts “hold irreconcilable visions of the 
identity, borders, and citizenship of the state. They do not seek to control a state whose identity all sides 
accept, but rather to redefine or divide the state itself” (Kaufman 1996: 138). 
1 
 
EthnicGroups * When applicable, name the primary ethnic group or groups contributing rebel fighters to 
the opposition movement. Separate group names with ;. Please try to use ethnic group names that are 
listed in http://www.icr.ethz.ch/research/greg/groups.xls. If not applicable, enter NA. 
Shona; Ndebele 
 
ConflictRelig * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a religious conflict. The primary feature 
of religious conflicts in this definition is that insurgent leaders frequently and systematically invoke religion 
as a motivation and justification for the conflict (cf. Juergensmeyer 2003: 57). 
0 
 
ConflictIdeol * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ideological conflict, with alignments 
across ethnic borders. Insurgents may strive for a different regime type and/or political order, but their 
primary aim does not contain the systematic exclusion of specific ethnic or religious groups. 
0 
 



ConflictSecess * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a secessionist conflict and the 
insurgents aim to create a separate state outside the current regime’s authority. 
0 
 
LastCW * Years since last civil war. Enter an integer number of years. If no civil war occurred before, 
enter NA. 
2 
 

Conflict outcome variables 
 
Win * Who won the conflict? 1 Counterinsurgents (government and/or intervener) 2 
Insurgents/rebels/rebel affiliates 3 Undecided 
1 
 
ConflictOutcome * Categorical variable that describes how the government terminated its military 
conflict. 0 Conflict ongoing. 1 Government militarily defeated the rebels. 2 Government negotiated a 
settlement that resulted in a compromise with the insurgents over governance (e.g., a power-sharing 
agreement). 3 The country was partitioned into two or more separate countries at the end of the conflict 4 
Rebels militarily defeated the government. 
2 
 
GovComp * GovComp Who was in control of the central government at the end of the conflict (i.e. at 
Enddate)? 1 Insurgents (the previous opposition; groups associated with the insurgents; political wings of 
rebels; etc.) 2 Government (the previous incumbent government; politicians associated with the previous 
regime; etc.) 3 Foreign intervener 4 Power-sharing: both previous rebels and previous incumbents began 
sharing political power in a joint government at the end of the conflict 5 Unclear: failing or failed state 
2 
 
Maintain * The number of months the government remained in power after the termination of the conflict 
(Enddate). This variable varies from zero, when the regime was never stabilized, to 60, when the regime 
remained in power for at least five years post-conflict. 
60 
 
MNF * Dummy variable coded 1 if a multinational peacekeeping force was established and remained in 
the conflict region after the termination of the conflict. 
0 
 
Sources * Sources Abbreviated identifier for each source used to code a case. The full source citations 
are provided with their identifying code below. Use Chicaco 15th B citation style. 
Fraser, Robert. 1983. Keesing’s Record of World Events 1983. Keesing’s Worldwide. 
 
Orlofsky, Stephen. 1983. Facts on File Yearbook 1983. Facts on File News Service. USA 
 
Nicholas, Sambanis. 2004. What is Civil War? Conceptual and Empirical Complexities of an Operational 
Definition. Journal of Conflict Resolution 48 (6): 814-858       
Sibanda, Eliakim M.. The Zimbabwe African People’s Union, 1961-87 : a political history of insurgency in 
Southern Rhodesia. Trenton, NJ: Africa World Press, 2005. 
 
 
Notes * 
Total casualties as a result of the 5th Brigade’s terror campaign in Matabeleland range from 1,000+ to 
20,000 with a more reasonable figure of 7,000 being cited by Sambanis. There was no mention of 
government troop casualties, despite reports of dozens of political assassinations. In addition, there was 



little information to separate out rebel troop casualties from civilian and political ZAPU members, and for 
these reasons, it has not been coded. 

There are reports of 250+ rebels being killed by government forces between 1984-1987. 

 
 



Conflict Cases Research Journal 
 
* Required 

 

1. Conflict identifiers  
 
Conflict ID * Which conflict from the list of Conflict Cases is this? Please provide ConYr. (Please note 
that ConYr may have to be adjusted based on new start dates: if you find that the actual start date of a 
conflict diverges from the one provided in the Conflict Cases list, please update this Conflict ID to reflect 
the correct start year. E.g. if the Afghanistan conflict 7001980 actually started in 1978, please provide 
7001978 as the ID.) 
5601983 
 
ConflictCountry * In which country did the conflict occur? 
South Africa 
 
Startdate * 8/7/1981 
 
Enddate * 4/21/1994 
 
Comments on start- and enddate. Insert comments on problems/ambiguities with the start- and 
enddates of the conflict here. 
Violence after 1989-1990 largely consisted of Inkatha attacks against the ANC and reprisals. Given 
government support of Inkatha, the conflict is coded as ongoing until Inkatha announced it would join the 
electoral process on April 21, 1994. 
 
IncGov * Provide the name of the incumbent government/regime (head of gov't/regime, party) 
South Africa 
 
Rebel1 * Provide the names of the opposition group(s), rebel group(s) and other actors that were 
identified as opposing the central government 
African National Congress 
 
Rebel2 
 
Rebel3 
 
Rebel4 
 
Coup * Is this conflict best described as a coup? Is the government defending itself against or reversing a 
coup -- rather than a case in which there is an armed insurgent movement? If YES (=1), do not continue 
coding this case for now and mark the case’s status as “Coup” in the Conflict_Cases document. If NO 
coup (=0), and an insurgency is present, continue coding the variables below. 
0 

 
Region * Geographic region of the country in which the rebels and/or the fighting was concentrated. 
Depending on the conflict this could be the name of a province, state, or administrative district in the 
conflict country, a description (e.g., “primarily the southern half of the country, south of the capital to the 
border with Pakistan”), or a named region (e.g., the Darfur region of Sudan). If dispersed throughout the 
county, enter “entire country”.  
Occured throughout the country. Initially violence was largely confined to areas with a majority black 
population, only later did fighting spread to larger cities. 
 



Concentration * Estimate the percentage of the geographic area of the country experiencing significant 
violence related to the conflict at any point during the conflict. Violence should be considered significant if 
battles/clashes between the rebels and government forces took place in a region, civilians were killed by 
government or rebel forces in a region, or government or rebel attacks occurred regularly in a region. 
Coding: 1 Less than 25% 2 25-50% 3 50-75% 4 More than 75% 
4 
 
IGO * Dummy variable set to 1 if an intergovernmental organization (NATO, UN, etc...) organized, 
participated in, sponsored, or sanctioned a military intervention to maintain the regime. 
0 
 
IGOname * Name of the IGO mission that organized, participated in, sponsored, or sanctioned the 
military intervention to maintain the regime (if any). 
NA 
 
 

2. Counterinsurgency characteristics 
Note: These variables should be coded in reference to the entire conflict, from Startdate to Enddate. Even 
in conflict in which the government began COIN operations with a light force model, if the majority of the 
conflict featured a heavy force model, this variable should be coded as 2. 
 
ForceModel * Primary type of force used by government troops. Coding: 1 Light force: Primary use of 
ground combat units that do not include large military equipment (may include close air support) 2 Heavy 
force: Primarily large-unit, concentrated firepower combat with mechanized units (may include strategic 
bombing) Close air support is defined as “air action by fixed-wing (FW) and rotary-wing (RW) aircraft 
against hostile targets that are in close proximity to friendly forces. […] It is planned and executed to 
support ground tactical units. CAS execution is tightly integrated at the tactical level with the fire and 
maneuver of supported ground forces.” (Joint Chiefs of Staff, Joint Publication 3-09.3). Close air support 
can be provided by any unit of the armed forces. Strategic bombing is defined as the massive, centrally 
coordinated bombing of military and civilian targets for strategic purposes, usually conducted by an air 
force. 
1 
 
StrategicAir * What role did strategic bombing play in the government’s military strategy? (see definition 
above). Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 

 
Resettle * What role did resettlement play in the government’s military strategy? Resettlement is defined 
as the forced relocation of civilian populations to deny guerillas access to resources, sanctuary, and other 
types of support; provide greater security for noncombatants; and/or separate combatants from 
noncombatants. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
2 
 
CivAction * What role did projects intended to improve the material well-being of play in the 
government’s military strategy? Examples: building schools, roads, bridges, hospitals; providing medical 
care, clean water or electricity; and creating jobs for local residents. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 
4 Extensive 
2 
 
CivSecure * What role did attempts to protect noncombatantfs from harm caused by the insurgents play 
in the government’s military strategy? Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 
 



Decap * What role did attempts to capture and kill the top leader(s) of the insurgent movement play in the 
government’s military strategy? Compare this variable to Jenna Jordan’s decapitation data. Coding: 1 
None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
3 
 New Code: 2 
CivKill * Did mass killing of civilians occur? Mass killing is defined as > 50,000 intentional civilian deaths 
in a campaign (within <6 years) (Valentino et al. 2004) Coding: 0 No 1 Yes 
0 
 
CivTarget * To what extent did the military forces of the government intentionally select civilians as direct 
objects of attack or consistently fail to discriminate between combatants and noncombatants in their 
military operations? Combatants are defined as individuals that engage in armed resistance against 
regime forces. Coding: 1 Rarely 2 Moderately 3 Extensively 
3 
 New Code: 2 
ForceDescrip * A narrative description of the type of force used by the government. Describe the 
strategy (or strategies) that the government used to counter the domestic threat. Note changes in strategy 
over time and major differences between the strategies and tactics used by different military units, 
different governments, or in different regions. This space can also be used to provide clarification on the 
variables coded above. 
State of emergency declared 1985-1986 (lifted briefly) maintained until 1988. Mass detentions (23,000). 
1990-1994 primarlily ANC inkatha violence, gov’t stand by not do anything in some cases fund as 
paramilitary force. Occasionally open fire on protesters. Gov’t frequently lost control of some townships. 
Massive army presence and housing and social services quiet violence by 1987. Broad arrest, detention 
and interrogation powers given to security forces in state of emergency; press freedom and freedom of 
assembly also severely restricted. Deploy 5,000-8,000 troops in townships. Random and targeted killing 
of political dissidents. 
 
NumTrps * Number of government troops at height of conflict. Measured as maximum number of regular 
military personnel (air, ground, and sea) under central government authority during the conflict. When 
exact numbers cannot be located, coders may estimate from information about the military units. If even 
estimates are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, NumTrps 
is coded as missing (enter NA) and only TrpCat is coded. 
220,000 
 
TrpCat * Categorical measure of the number of government troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 less 
than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 More than 
30,000 troops 
4 
 
GovCas * Number of government forces members killed during the conflict. Please enter numbers 
without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of ranges (750 instead of 
500-1000). If missing, enter NA. 
203 
 
RebelNumTrps * Estimated number of total troops on rebel side at height of conflict. If even estimates 
are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, RebelNumTrps is 
coded as missing (enter NA) and only RebelTrpCat is coded. 
10,000 
 
RebelTrpCat * Categorical measure of the total number of rebel troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 
less than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 More than 
30,000 troops 
3 
 



RebelCas * Number of rebels / opposition members killed during the conflict. Please enter numbers 
without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of ranges (750 instead of 
500-1000). If missing, enter NA. 
255 
 
ThreatSource * Role of internal and external actors with regard to the rebels in the conflict. Coding: 1 
primarily internal conflict with minor to moderate level of support to rebels from external actors 2 primarily 
externally sponsored conflict with local insurgents 3 entirely domestic opposition (no external assistance). 
1 
 
TargHelp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state committed any military troops to assist or advise 
the rebels. 
1 
 
AsstCombat * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state engaged in combat to assist the rebels. 
0 
 
AsstArms * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided arms or other material aid to assist the 
rebels. 
1 
 
AsstEcon * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided economic support to the rebels. 
1 
 
AsstSanct * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided, on its territory, sanctuaries for the 
rebels. 
1 
 
TargSupp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided any type of support to assist the rebels. 
1 
 
ConflictEthnic * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ethnic conflict. Following a 
conventional definition, ethnic conflicts involve “groups that identify with a distinct ethnic or cultural 
heritage” (Regan 1996: 338). Ethnic wars have been defined as “wars among communities (ethnicities) 
who are in conflict over the power relationship that exists between those communities and the state” 
(Sambanis 2001: 261). Additionally, the groups in ethnic conflicts “hold irreconcilable visions of the 
identity, borders, and citizenship of the state. They do not seek to control a state whose identity all sides 
accept, but rather to redefine or divide the state itself” (Kaufman 1996: 138). 
1 
 
EthnicGroups * When applicable, name the primary ethnic group or groups contributing rebel fighters to 
the opposition movement. Separate group names with ;. Please try to use ethnic group names that are 
listed in http://www.icr.ethz.ch/research/greg/groups.xls. If not applicable, enter NA. 
Afrikaner 
 
ConflictRelig * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a religious conflict. The primary feature 
of religious conflicts in this definition is that insurgent leaders frequently and systematically invoke religion 
as a motivation and justification for the conflict (cf. Juergensmeyer 2003: 57). 
0 
 
ConflictIdeol * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ideological conflict, with alignments 
across ethnic borders. Insurgents may strive for a different regime type and/or political order, but their 
primary aim does not contain the systematic exclusion of specific ethnic or religious groups. 
1 
 



ConflictSecess * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a secessionist conflict and the 
insurgents aim to create a separate state outside the current regime’s authority. 
0 
 
LastCW * Years since last civil war. Enter an integer number of years. If no civil war occurred before, 
enter NA. 
NA 
 

Conflict outcome variables 
 
Win * Who won the conflict? 1 Counterinsurgents (government and/or intervener) 2 
Insurgents/rebels/rebel affiliates 3 Undecided 
2 
 
ConflictOutcome * Categorical variable that describes how the government terminated its military 
conflict. 0 Conflict ongoing. 1 Government militarily defeated the rebels. 2 Government negotiated a 
settlement that resulted in a compromise with the insurgents over governance (e.g., a power-sharing 
agreement). 3 The country was partitioned into two or more separate countries at the end of the conflict 4 
Rebels militarily defeated the government. 
2 
 
GovComp * GovComp Who was in control of the central government at the end of the conflict (i.e. at 
Enddate)? 1 Insurgents (the previous opposition; groups associated with the insurgents; political wings of 
rebels; etc.) 2 Government (the previous incumbent government; politicians associated with the previous 
regime; etc.) 3 Foreign intervener 4 Power-sharing: both previous rebels and previous incumbents began 
sharing political power in a joint government at the end of the conflict 5 Unclear: failing or failed state 
1 
 
Maintain * The number of months the government remained in power after the termination of the conflict 
(Enddate). This variable varies from zero, when the regime was never stabilized, to 60, when the regime 
remained in power for at least five years post-conflict. 
60 
 
MNF * Dummy variable coded 1 if a multinational peacekeeping force was established and remained in 
the conflict region after the termination of the conflict. 
0 
 
Sources * Sources Abbreviated identifier for each source used to code a case. The full source citations 
are provided with their identifying code below. Use Chicaco 15th B citation style. 
Arnold, Guy. 2008. Civil wars in Africa. 2nd ed. Lanham, Maryland: Scarecrow Press. 
 
Thompson, Leonard. 2001. A History of South Africa. New Haven, Connecticut: Yale University Press 
 
Sishi, Enough. 1998. Small arms in Southern Africa. Peace Magazine, March-April. 
 
Clodfelter, Michael. 2002. Warfare and Armed Conflicts. 2nd ed. Jefferson, North Carolina: McFarland  
 
UCDP 2010 
 
Ciment, James. 1999. Encyclopedia of conflicts since World War II. Chicago: Fitzroy Dearborn 
 
EACD 2009 
 
 



Notes * 
Casualty figures are a very low estimate. Only government or rebel casualties incurred during direct 
conflict between the two – a rare occurence – are recorded. It is likely that casualties for both sides are 
much higher – on the government side because of frequent killing of police officers and lower-level 
government officials and on the rebel side because of the prevalence of targeted killing and deaths during 
riots and other disorganized violence. 
 
Civilian casualties, while short of the mass killing threshhold, were significant. Much of the casualties 
came from rioting and reprisal killings in townships where the government had largely lost control. Other 
civilian deaths resulted from ANC and Inkatha attacks and indiscriminate use of force by the government. 
 
 
New Notes: A state of emergency was declared in 1985, briefly lifted in 1986, and maintained through 
1988. The state of emergency gave broad arrest, detention and interrogation powers to security forces; 
press freedom and freedom of assembly were also severely restricted. Mass detentions (23,000 people 
by one estimate) took place. Targeted detention and killing of political dissidents took place. The 
government deployed between 5,000 and 8,000 troops in townships throughout the country. This 
deployment quiets violence by 1987-1988. The ANC was "unbanned" as a political party in 1990. After 
this, most anti-ANC violence was carried out by rival party Inkatha, a Zulu nationalist movement. Inkatha 
violence was largely ignored by the government and sometimes supported by elements of the defense 
and security establishment. 

Leaders were detained as the ANC was an illegal organization, but while some leaders were executed, 
the majority including the movement’s leader Nelson Mandela were not. Violence against civilians largely 
took the form of suppression of protests or crackdowns on populations for “crimes,” but most of the killing 
took place between the Inkatha and the ANC rather than by the government. Some attempts to force 
resettling and move populations as part of already-divided apartheid segregation, to the strategic benefit 
of the government. However, it is difficult to distinguish how much of this was related to this conflict 
specifically or the economic and social policies of the state.  

 



1. Conflict identifiers  
  
Conflict ID * Which conflict from the list of Conflict Cases is this? Please provide ConYr. (Please note 
that ConYr may have to be adjusted based on new start dates: if you find that the actual start date of a 
conflict diverges from the one provided in the Conflict Cases list, please update this Conflict ID to reflect 
the correct start year. E.g. if the Afghanistan conflict 7001980 actually started in 1978, please provide 
7001978 as the ID.)  
5701998 
 
ConflictCountry * In which country did the conflict occur? 
Lesotho 
  
Startdate * 09/22/1998 
  
Enddate * 10/02/1998 
  
Comments on start- and enddate. Insert comments on problems/ambiguities with start-and enddates of 
the conflict here. 
 
IncGov * Provide the name of the incumbent government regime (head of gov’t/regime, party) 
Lesotho Congress for Democracy 
 
Rebel1 * Provide the names of the opposition group(s), rebel group(s) and other actors that were 
identified as opposing the central government. 
Military Faction 
 
Coup * Is this conflict best described as a coup? Is the government defending itself against or reversing a 
coup — rather than a case in which there is an armed insurgent movement? If YES (=1), do not continue 
coding this case for now and mark the case’s status as “Coup” in the Conflict Casese document. If NO 
coup (=0), and insurgency is present, continue coding the variables below. 
0 
  
Region * Geographic region of the country in which the rebels and/or the fighting was concentrated. 
Depending on the conflict this could be the name of a province, state, or administrative district in the 
conflict country, a description (e.g., “primarily the southern half of the country, south of the capital to the 
border with Pakistan”), or a named region (e.g., the Darfur region of Sudan). If dispersed throughout the 
county, enter “entire country”.  
 
Primarily concentrated in the capital of Maseru, located in the western part of the country. 
 
Concentration * Estimate the percentage of the geographic area of the country experiencing significant 
violence related to the conflict at any point during the conflict. Violence should be considered significant if 
battles/clashes between the rebels and government forces took place in a region, civilians were killed by 
government or rebel forces in a region, or government or rebel attacks occurred regularly in a region. 
Coding: 1 Less than 25% 2 25-50% 3 50-75% 4 More than 75%  
1 
 



IGO * Dummy variable set to 1 if an intergovernmental organization (NATO, UN, etc…) organized, 
participated in, sponsored, or sanctioned a military intervention to maintain the regime. 
1 
 
IGOname * Name of the IGO mission that organized, participated in, sponsored, or sanctioned the 
military intervention to maintain the regime (if any). 
South African Development Community 
  

2. Counterinsurgency characteristics  
Note: These variables should be coded in reference to the entire conflict, from Startdate to Enddate. Even 
in conflict in which the government began COIN operations with a light force model, if the majority of the 
conflict featured a heavy force model, this variable should be coded as 2.  
  
ForceModel * Primary type of force used by government troops. Coding: 1 Light force: Primary use of 
ground combat units that do not include large military equipment (may include close air support) 2 Heavy 
force: Primarily large-unit, concentrated firepower combat with mechanized units (may include strategic 
bombing) Close air support is defined as “air action by fixed-wing (FW) and rotary-wing (RW) aircraft 
against hostile targets that are in close proximity to friendly forces. […] It is planned and executed to 
support ground tactical units. CAS execution is tightly integrated at the tactical level with the fire and 
maneuver of supported ground forces.” (Joint Chiefs of Staff, Joint Publication 3-09.3). Close air support 
can be provided by any unit of the armed forces. Strategic bombing is defined as the massive, centrally 
coordinated bombing of military and civilian targets for strategic purposes, usually conducted by an air 
force.  
2 
 
StrategicAir * What role did strategic bombing play in the government’s military strategy? (see definition 
above). Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive  
1 
 
Resettle * What role did resettlement play in the government’s military strategy? Resettlement is defined 
as the forced relocation of civilian populations to deny guerillas access to resources, sanctuary, and other 
types of support; provide greater security for noncombatants; and/or separate combatants from 
noncombatants. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive  
1 
  
CivAction * What role did projects intended to improve the material well-being of play in the 
government’s military strategy? Examples: building schools, roads, bridges, hospitals; providing medical 
care, clean water or electricity; and creating jobs for local residents. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 
4 Extensive  
1 
  
CivSecure * What role did attempts to protect noncombatants from harm caused by the insurgents play 
in the government’s military strategy? Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive  
1 
 
Decap * What role did attempts to capture and kill the top leader(s) of the insurgent movement play in the 
government’s military strategy? Compare this variable to Jenna Jordan’s decapitation data. Coding: 1 
None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive  



1 
 
CivKill * Did mass killing of civilians occur? Mass killing is defined as > 50,000 intentional civilian deaths 
in a campaign (within <6 years) (Valentino et al. 2004) Coding: 0 No 1 Yes  
0 
 
CivTarget * To what extent did the military forces of the government intentionally select civilians as direct 
objects of attack or consistently fail to discriminate between combatants and noncombatants in their 
military operations? Combatants are defined as individuals that engage in armed resistance against 
regime forces. Coding: 1 Rarely 2 Moderately 3 Extensively  
2 
 
ForceDescrip * A narrative description of the type of force used by the government. Describe the 
strategy (or strategies) that the government used to counter the domestic threat. Note changes in strategy 
over time and major differences between the strategies and tactics used by different military units, 
different governments, or in different regions. This space can also be used to provide clarification on the 
variables coded above.  
 
On September 22, Forces from South Africa and Botswana entered the capital of Maseru. They operated  
under extremely strict rules of engagement, which allowed many members of the LDF who had mutinied 
to escape. Troops from Botswana were slow to move in to place protecting businesses, private 
residences and government buildings. As a result, widespread looting took place and a fire destroyed 
much of the capital. Once positioned, the South African National Defense Force began to disarm LDF 
mutineers and arrest them. This quickly ended any fighting – by September 28 most of the 1800 rebels 
had surrendered.    
 
NumTrps * Number of government troops at height of conflict. Measured as maximum number of regular 
military personnel (air, ground, and sea) under central government authority during the conflict. When 
exact numbers cannot be located, coders may estimate from information about the military units. If even 
estimates are uneliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, NumTrps 
is coded as missing (enter NA) and only TrpCat is coded.  
200 
 
TrpCat * Categorical measure of the number of government troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 less 
than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 More than 
30,000 troops 
1 
 
GovCas * Number of government forces members killed during the conflict. Please enter numbers 
without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of ranges (750 instead of 
500-1000). If missing, enter NA.  
NA 
 
RebelNumTrps * Estimated number of total troops on rebel side at height of conflict. If even estimates 
are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, RebelNumTrps is 
coded as missing (enter NA) and only RebelTrpCat is coded.  
1800 
 



RebelTrpCat * Categorical measure of the total number of rebel troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 
less than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 More than 
30,000 troops 
1 
 
RebelCas * Number of rebels / opposition members killed during the conflict. Please enter numbers 
without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of ranges (750 instead of 
500-1000). If missing, enter NA.  
58 
 
ThreatSource * Role of internal and external actors with regard to the rebels in the conflict. Coding: 1 
primarily internal conflict with minor to moderate level of support to rebels from external actors 2 primarily 
externally sponsored conflict with local insurgents 3 entirely domestic opposition (no external assistance).  
2 
  
TargHelp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state committed any military troops to assist or advise 
the rebels. 
0 
 
AsstCombat * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state engaged in combat to assist the rebels.  
0 
 
AsstArms * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided arms or other material aid to assist the 
rebels.  
0 
 
AsstEcon * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided economic support to the rebels.  
0 
 
AsstSanct * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided, on its territory, sanctuaries for the 
rebels.  
0 
  
TargSupp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided any type of support to assist the rebels.  
0 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
ConflictEthnic * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ethnic conflict. Following a 
conventional definition, ethnic conflicts involve “groups that identify with a distinct ethnic or cultural 
heritage” (Regan 1996: 338). Ethnic wars have been defined as “wars among communities (ethnicities) 
who are in conflict over the power relationship that exists between those communities and the state” 
(Sambanis 2001: 261). Additionally, the groups in ethnic conflicts “hold irreconcilable visions of the 
identity, borders, and citizenship of the state. They do not seek to control a state whose identity all sides 
accept, but rather to redefine or divide the state itself” (Kaufman 1996: 138).   



0  
 
EthnicGroups * When applicable, name the primary ethnic group or groups contributing rebel fighters to 
the opposition movement. Separate group names with ;. Please try to use ethnic group names that are 
listed in http://www.icr.ethz.ch/research/greg/groups.xls. If not applicable, enter NA. 
NA 
 
ConflictRelig * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a religious conflict. The primary feature 
of religious conflicts in this definition is that insurgent leaders frequently and systematically invoke religion 
as a motivation and justification for the conflict (cf. Juergensmeyer 2003: 57).  
0 
 
ConflictIdeol * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ideological conflict, with alignments 
across ethnic borders. Insurgents may strive for a different regime type and/or political order, but their 
primary aim does not contain the systematic exclusion of specific ethnic or religious groups.  
0 
  
ConflictSecess * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a secessionist conflict and the 
insurgents aim to create a separate state outside the current regime’s authority.  
0 
  
LastCW * Years since last civil war. Enter an integer number of years. If no civil war occurred before, 
enter NA.  
NA 
 

 Conflict outcome variables  
 
Win * Who won the conflict? 1 Counterinsurgents (government and/or intervener) 2 
Insurgents/rebels/rebel affiliates 3 Undecided  
1 
 
ConflictOutcome * Categorical variable that describes how the government terminated its military 
conflict. 0 Conflict ongoing. 1 Government militarily defeated the rebels. 2 Government negotiated a 
settlement that resulted in a compromise with the insurgents over governance (e.g., a power-sharing 
agreement). 3 The country was partitioned into two or more separate countries at the end of the conflict 4 
Rebels militarily defeated the government.  
2 
  
GovComp * GovComp Who was in control of the central government at the end of the conflict (i.e. at 
Enddate)? 1 Insurgents (the previous opposition; groups associated with the insurgents; political wings of 
rebels; etc.) 2 Government (the previous incumbent government; politicians associated with the previous 
regime; etc.) 3 Foreign intervener 4 Power-sharing: both previous rebels and previous incumbents began 
sharing political power in a joint government at the end of the conflict 5 Unclear: failing or failed state  
2 
 



Maintain * The number of months the government remained in power after the termination of the conflict 
(Enddate). This variable varies from zero, when the regime was never stabilized, to 60, when the regime 
remained in power for at least five years post-conflict.  
60 
 
MNF * Dummy variable coded 1 if a multinational peacekeeping force was established and remained in 
the conflict region after the termination of the conflict.  
1 
 
Notes * 
 
Government casualties are missing because the Lesotho Defense Force was the rebel group – very few 
units stayed loyal to the government and I could find no evidence of government loyalists sustaining any 
casualties. Nine members of the South Africa military died. 
 
Sources * Sources Abbreviated identifier for each source used to code a case. The full source citations 
are provided with their identifying code below. Use Chicago 15th B citation style. 
 
EACD 2009 
 
Keesing's Record of World Events 1998 
 
Lacina 
 
Rosenberg, Scott and Richard S. Weisfelder, Michelle Fribie Fulton. 2004. Historical Dictionary of 
Lesotho. Lanham, M.D.: The Scarecrow Press 
 
UCDP 2010  
 



1. Conflict identifiers  
  
Conflict ID * Which conflict from the list of Conflict Cases is this? Please provide ConYr. (Please note 
that ConYr may have to be adjusted based on new start dates: if you find that the actual start date of a 
conflict diverges from the one provided in the Conflict Cases list, please update this Conflict ID to reflect 
the correct start year. E.g. if the Afghanistan conflict 7001980 actually started in 1978, please provide 
7001978 as the ID.)  
5801971 
 
ConflictCountry * In which country did the conflict occur? 
Madagascar 
  
Startdate * 01/01/1971 
  
Enddate * 04/03/1971 
  
Comments on start- and enddate. Insert comments on problems/ambiguities with start-and enddates of 
the conflict here. 
 
There was no specific start date for the conflict, so all sources had the conflict start at 1/1/1971. 
 
The end date is the day that the insurgent began their attack on the military bases, but it was instantly put 
down so only last for a day. 
 
IncGov * Provide the name of the incumbent government regime (head of gov’t/regime, party) 
President Philbert Tsiranana, Social Democratic Party (PSD) 
 
Rebel1 * Provide the names of the opposition group(s), rebel group(s) and other actors that were 
identified as opposing the central government. 
Monima National Independence Movement (MONIMA) 
 
Coup * Is this conflict best described as a coup? Is the government defending itself against or reversing a 
coup — rather than a case in which there is an armed insurgent movement? If YES (=1), do not continue 
coding this case for now and mark the case’s status as “Coup” in the Conflict Casese document. If NO 
coup (=0), and insurgency is present, continue coding the variables below. 
0 
  
Region * Geographic region of the country in which the rebels and/or the fighting was concentrated. 
Depending on the conflict this could be the name of a province, state, or administrative district in the 
conflict country, a description (e.g., “primarily the southern half of the country, south of the capital to the 
border with Pakistan”), or a named region (e.g., the Darfur region of Sudan). If dispersed throughout the 
county, enter “entire country”.  
 
Southern Madagascar (Tuléar province) 
 
 



Concentration * Estimate the percentage of the geographic area of the country experiencing significant 
violence related to the conflict at any point during the conflict. Violence should be considered significant if 
battles/clashes between the rebels and government forces took place in a region, civilians were killed by 
government or rebel forces in a region, or government or rebel attacks occurred regularly in a region. 
Coding: 1 Less than 25% 2 25-50% 3 50-75% 4 More than 75%  
1 
 
IGO * Dummy variable set to 1 if an intergovernmental organization (NATO, UN, etc…) organized, 
participated in, sponsored, or sanctioned a military intervention to maintain the regime. 
0 
 
IGOname * Name of the IGO mission that organized, participated in, sponsored, or sanctioned the 
military intervention to maintain the regime (if any). 
NA 
  

2. Counterinsurgency characteristics  
Note: These variables should be coded in reference to the entire conflict, from Startdate to Enddate. Even 
in conflict in which the government began COIN operations with a light force model, if the majority of the 
conflict featured a heavy force model, this variable should be coded as 2.  
  
ForceModel * Primary type of force used by government troops. Coding: 1 Light force: Primary use of 
ground combat units that do not include large military equipment (may include close air support) 2 Heavy 
force: Primarily large-unit, concentrated firepower combat with mechanized units (may include strategic 
bombing) Close air support is defined as “air action by fixed-wing (FW) and rotary-wing (RW) aircraft 
against hostile targets that are in close proximity to friendly forces. […] It is planned and executed to 
support ground tactical units. CAS execution is tightly integrated at the tactical level with the fire and 
maneuver of supported ground forces.” (Joint Chiefs of Staff, Joint Publication 3-09.3). Close air support 
can be provided by any unit of the armed forces. Strategic bombing is defined as the massive, centrally 
coordinated bombing of military and civilian targets for strategic purposes, usually conducted by an air 
force.  
1 
 
StrategicAir * What role did strategic bombing play in the government’s military strategy? (see definition 
above). Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive  
1 
 
Resettle * What role did resettlement play in the government’s military strategy? Resettlement is defined 
as the forced relocation of civilian populations to deny guerillas access to resources, sanctuary, and other 
types of support; provide greater security for noncombatants; and/or separate combatants from 
noncombatants. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive  
2 
  
CivAction * What role did projects intended to improve the material well-being of play in the 
government’s military strategy? Examples: building schools, roads, bridges, hospitals; providing medical 
care, clean water or electricity; and creating jobs for local residents. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 
4 Extensive  
1 
  



CivSecure * What role did attempts to protect noncombatants from harm caused by the insurgents play 
in the government’s military strategy? Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive  
1 
 
Decap * What role did attempts to capture and kill the top leader(s) of the insurgent movement play in the 
government’s military strategy? Compare this variable to Jenna Jordan’s decapitation data. Coding: 1 
None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive  
3 
 
CivKill * Did mass killing of civilians occur? Mass killing is defined as > 50,000 intentional civilian deaths 
in a campaign (within <6 years) (Valentino et al. 2004) Coding: 0 No 1 Yes  
0 
 
CivTarget * To what extent did the military forces of the government intentionally select civilians as direct 
objects of attack or consistently fail to discriminate between combatants and noncombatants in their 
military operations? Combatants are defined as individuals that engage in armed resistance against 
regime forces. Coding: 1 Rarely 2 Moderately 3 Extensively  
1 
 
ForceDescrip * A narrative description of the type of force used by the government. Describe the 
strategy (or strategies) that the government used to counter the domestic threat. Note changes in strategy 
over time and major differences between the strategies and tactics used by different military units, 
different governments, or in different regions. This space can also be used to provide clarification on the 
variables coded above.  
 
Due to a lack of information, a detailed description of the force used during the conflict is not available. 
Facts on File did say that the uprising took the form of an attack on a military post by the followers of 
Monja Jaona (the leader of MONINA).  The insurgents were only armed with guns, slings, and spears and 
had been told by Jaona that the Chinese would assist them in the uprising.  The government quickly put 
down the rebellion and executed two of its leaders. 
  
The government of Madagascar captured the leader Monja Jaona and 500 other insurgents and relocated 
them to the island of Nosy-Lava to keep them under government surveillance. 
  
NumTrps * Number of government troops at height of conflict. Measured as maximum number of regular 
military personnel (air, ground, and sea) under central government authority during the conflict. When 
exact numbers cannot be located, coders may estimate from information about the military units. If even 
estimates are uneliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, NumTrps 
is coded as missing (enter NA) and only TrpCat is coded.  
4100 
 
TrpCat * Categorical measure of the number of government troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 less 
than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 More than 
30,000 troops 
2 
 
GovCas * Number of government forces members killed during the conflict. Please enter numbers 
without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of ranges (750 instead of 
500-1000). If missing, enter NA.  



NA 
 
RebelNumTrps * Estimated number of total troops on rebel side at height of conflict. If even estimates 
are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, RebelNumTrps is 
coded as missing (enter NA) and only RebelTrpCat is coded.  
2500 
 
RebelTrpCat * Categorical measure of the total number of rebel troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 
less than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 More than 
30,000 troops 
1 
 
RebelCas * Number of rebels / opposition members killed during the conflict. Please enter numbers 
without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of ranges (750 instead of 
500-1000). If missing, enter NA.  
NA 
 
ThreatSource * Role of internal and external actors with regard to the rebels in the conflict. Coding: 1 
primarily internal conflict with minor to moderate level of support to rebels from external actors 2 primarily 
externally sponsored conflict with local insurgents 3 entirely domestic opposition (no external assistance).  
3 
  
TargHelp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state committed any military troops to assist or advise 
the rebels. 
0 
 
AsstCombat * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state engaged in combat to assist the rebels.  
0 
 
AsstArms * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided arms or other material aid to assist the 
rebels.  
0 
 
AsstEcon * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided economic support to the rebels.  
0 
 
AsstSanct * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided, on its territory, sanctuaries for the 
rebels.  
0 
  
TargSupp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided any type of support to assist the rebels.  
0 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



ConflictEthnic * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ethnic conflict. Following a 
conventional definition, ethnic conflicts involve “groups that identify with a distinct ethnic or cultural 
heritage” (Regan 1996: 338). Ethnic wars have been defined as “wars among communities (ethnicities) 
who are in conflict over the power relationship that exists between those communities and the state” 
(Sambanis 2001: 261). Additionally, the groups in ethnic conflicts “hold irreconcilable visions of the 
identity, borders, and citizenship of the state. They do not seek to control a state whose identity all sides 
accept, but rather to redefine or divide the state itself” (Kaufman 1996: 138).   
0  
 
EthnicGroups * When applicable, name the primary ethnic group or groups contributing rebel fighters to 
the opposition movement. Separate group names with ;. Please try to use ethnic group names that are 
listed in http://www.icr.ethz.ch/research/greg/groups.xls. If not applicable, enter NA. 
NA 
 
ConflictRelig * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a religious conflict. The primary feature 
of religious conflicts in this definition is that insurgent leaders frequently and systematically invoke religion 
as a motivation and justification for the conflict (cf. Juergensmeyer 2003: 57).  
0 
 
ConflictIdeol * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ideological conflict, with alignments 
across ethnic borders. Insurgents may strive for a different regime type and/or political order, but their 
primary aim does not contain the systematic exclusion of specific ethnic or religious groups.  
1 
  
ConflictSecess * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a secessionist conflict and the 
insurgents aim to create a separate state outside the current regime’s authority.  
0 
  
LastCW * Years since last civil war. Enter an integer number of years. If no civil war occurred before, 
enter NA.  
NA 
 

 Conflict outcome variables  
 
Win * Who won the conflict? 1 Counterinsurgents (government and/or intervener) 2 
Insurgents/rebels/rebel affiliates 3 Undecided  
1 
 
 
 
 
ConflictOutcome * Categorical variable that describes how the government terminated its military 
conflict. 0 Conflict ongoing. 1 Government militarily defeated the rebels. 2 Government negotiated a 
settlement that resulted in a compromise with the insurgents over governance (e.g., a power-sharing 
agreement). 3 The country was partitioned into two or more separate countries at the end of the conflict 4 
Rebels militarily defeated the government.  
1 



  
GovComp * GovComp Who was in control of the central government at the end of the conflict (i.e. at 
Enddate)? 1 Insurgents (the previous opposition; groups associated with the insurgents; political wings of 
rebels; etc.) 2 Government (the previous incumbent government; politicians associated with the previous 
regime; etc.) 3 Foreign intervener 4 Power-sharing: both previous rebels and previous incumbents began 
sharing political power in a joint government at the end of the conflict 5 Unclear: failing or failed state  
2 
 
Maintain * The number of months the government remained in power after the termination of the conflict 
(Enddate). This variable varies from zero, when the regime was never stabilized, to 60, when the regime 
remained in power for at least five years post-conflict.  
12 
 
MNF * Dummy variable coded 1 if a multinational peacekeeping force was established and remained in 
the conflict region after the termination of the conflict.  
0 
 
Notes * 
 
There is a lack of information on how many deaths there were for each side, however the best total battle 
deaths figure estimate for the entire conflict is 130. 

Tsiranana’s government lasted through the MONIMA insurgency, however a year later Tsiranana 
dissolved the government and handed over power to a military commission after meeting the demands of 
protesters who called for his ouster from power. 

 
Sources * Sources Abbreviated identifier for each source used to code a case. The full source citations 
are provided with their identifying code below. Use Chicago 15th B citation style. 
 
Facts on File Inc., 1971.  Encyclopedia of World History.  Facts on File Library of World History.  New 
York: Facts on File. 
  
Keesing’s Record of World Events. 1971-1972. Ed. Roger East. Cambridge: Longman. 
  
The Military Balance 1971/1972 
  
PRIO 2010 
  
UCDP 2010 
  
US Library of Congress. Federal Research Division. Country Studies. Washington: The Service, 2010. 
http://countrystudies.us/madagascar/4.htm (accessed May 21, 2011). 
 

http://countrystudies.us/madagascar/4.htm
http://countrystudies.us/madagascar/4.htm
http://countrystudies.us/madagascar/4.htm


Conflict Cases Research Journal 
 
* Required 

 

1. Conflict identifiers  
 
Conflict ID * Which conflict from the list of Conflict Cases is this? Please provide ConYr. (Please note 
that ConYr may have to be adjusted based on new start dates: if you find that the actual start date of a 
conflict diverges from the one provided in the Conflict Cases list, please update this Conflict ID to reflect 
the correct start year. E.g. if the Afghanistan conflict 7001980 actually started in 1978, please provide 
7001978 as the ID.) 
6001952 
 
ConflictCountry * In which country did the conflict occur? 
Morocco 
 
Startdate * 12/08/1952 
 
Enddate * 4/02/1956 
 
Comments on start- and enddate. Insert comments on problems/ambiguities with the start- and 
enddates of the conflict here. 
 
IncGov * Provide the name of the incumbent government/regime (head of gov't/regime, party) 
France 
 
Rebel1 * Provide the names of the opposition group(s), rebel group(s) and other actors that were 
identified as opposing the central government 
Isitqlal 
 
Rebel2 
Liberation Army of the Arab Maghrib 
 
Rebel3 
 
Rebel4 
 
Coup * Is this conflict best described as a coup? Is the government defending itself against or reversing a 
coup -- rather than a case in which there is an armed insurgent movement? If YES (=1), do not continue 
coding this case for now and mark the case’s status as “Coup” in the Conflict_Cases document. If NO 
coup (=0), and an insurgency is present, continue coding the variables below. 
0 

 
Region * Geographic region of the country in which the rebels and/or the fighting was concentrated. 
Depending on the conflict this could be the name of a province, state, or administrative district in the 
conflict country, a description (e.g., “primarily the southern half of the country, south of the capital to the 
border with Pakistan”), or a named region (e.g., the Darfur region of Sudan). If dispersed throughout the 
county, enter “entire country”.  
Most fighting was concentrated in areas from the center to the west of he country, along the coast. Some 
fighting also occurred along the border with Spanish Morocco, in the north.  Marrakesh in the center of 
the country) and Casablanca (on the western coast) both saw significant fighting.  
 



Concentration * Estimate the percentage of the geographic area of the country experiencing significant 
violence related to the conflict at any point during the conflict. Violence should be considered significant if 
battles/clashes between the rebels and government forces took place in a region, civilians were killed by 
government or rebel forces in a region, or government or rebel attacks occurred regularly in a region. 
Coding: 1 Less than 25% 2 25-50% 3 50-75% 4 More than 75% 
4 
 
IGO * Dummy variable set to 1 if an intergovernmental organization (NATO, UN, etc...) organized, 
participated in, sponsored, or sanctioned a military intervention to maintain the regime. 
0 
 
IGOname * Name of the IGO mission that organized, participated in, sponsored, or sanctioned the 
military intervention to maintain the regime (if any). 
NA 
 
 

2. Counterinsurgency characteristics 
Note: These variables should be coded in reference to the entire conflict, from Startdate to Enddate. Even 
in conflict in which the government began COIN operations with a light force model, if the majority of the 
conflict featured a heavy force model, this variable should be coded as 2. 
 
ForceModel * Primary type of force used by government troops. Coding: 1 Light force: Primary use of 
ground combat units that do not include large military equipment (may include close air support) 2 Heavy 
force: Primarily large-unit, concentrated firepower combat with mechanized units (may include strategic 
bombing) Close air support is defined as “air action by fixed-wing (FW) and rotary-wing (RW) aircraft 
against hostile targets that are in close proximity to friendly forces. […] It is planned and executed to 
support ground tactical units. CAS execution is tightly integrated at the tactical level with the fire and 
maneuver of supported ground forces.” (Joint Chiefs of Staff, Joint Publication 3-09.3). Close air support 
can be provided by any unit of the armed forces. Strategic bombing is defined as the massive, centrally 
coordinated bombing of military and civilian targets for strategic purposes, usually conducted by an air 
force. 
1 
 
StrategicAir * What role did strategic bombing play in the government’s military strategy? (see definition 
above). Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 

 
Resettle * What role did resettlement play in the government’s military strategy? Resettlement is defined 
as the forced relocation of civilian populations to deny guerillas access to resources, sanctuary, and other 
types of support; provide greater security for noncombatants; and/or separate combatants from 
noncombatants. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
3 
 
CivAction * What role did projects intended to improve the material well-being of play in the 
government’s military strategy? Examples: building schools, roads, bridges, hospitals; providing medical 
care, clean water or electricity; and creating jobs for local residents. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 
4 Extensive 
2 
 
CivSecure * What role did attempts to protect noncombatantfs from harm caused by the insurgents play 
in the government’s military strategy? Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 
 



Decap * What role did attempts to capture and kill the top leader(s) of the insurgent movement play in the 
government’s military strategy? Compare this variable to Jenna Jordan’s decapitation data. Coding: 1 
None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
2 
 
CivKill * Did mass killing of civilians occur? Mass killing is defined as > 50,000 intentional civilian deaths 
in a campaign (within <6 years) (Valentino et al. 2004) Coding: 0 No 1 Yes 
0 
 
CivTarget * To what extent did the military forces of the government intentionally select civilians as direct 
objects of attack or consistently fail to discriminate between combatants and noncombatants in their 
military operations? Combatants are defined as individuals that engage in armed resistance against 
regime forces. Coding: 1 Rarely 2 Moderately 3 Extensively 
3 
 
ForceDescrip * A narrative description of the type of force used by the government. Describe the 
strategy (or strategies) that the government used to counter the domestic threat. Note changes in strategy 
over time and major differences between the strategies and tactics used by different military units, 
different governments, or in different regions. This space can also be used to provide clarification on the 
variables coded above. 
French units in Morocco initially consisted primarily of French Foreign Legion units, later parachute units 
and French African forces were added. French troops in the country numbered 105,000 at their height in 
1955. After a round of bombings in 1954 and 1955, French forces responded indisrcimately and killed 
nearyly 700 Moroccans. Colon (French settler) and Berber militias were also formed – around 40 such 
groups were in existence by the end of the conflict. French forces did little to prevent their attacks on 
Moroccans. Police forces, primarily staffed by Corsicans, also detained and tortured suspected members 
of the Moroccan resistance. In an attempt to break insurgent ties with Algerian counterparts, French 
forces evacuated all Moroccans within 30 kilometers of the border along 150 kilometers of the border. 
The French consistently had problems fielding indigenous Moroccan forces, who frequently deserted in 
battle.  
 
NumTrps * Number of government troops at height of conflict. Measured as maximum number of regular 
military personnel (air, ground, and sea) under central government authority during the conflict. When 
exact numbers cannot be located, coders may estimate from information about the military units. If even 
estimates are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, NumTrps 
is coded as missing (enter NA) and only TrpCat is coded. 
655,000 
 
TrpCat * Categorical measure of the number of government troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 less 
than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 More than 
30,000 troops 
4 
 
GovCas * Number of government forces members killed during the conflict. Please enter numbers 
without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of ranges (750 instead of 
500-1000). If missing, enter NA. 
NA 
 
RebelNumTrps * Estimated number of total troops on rebel side at height of conflict. If even estimates 
are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, RebelNumTrps is 
coded as missing (enter NA) and only RebelTrpCat is coded. 
1,000 
 
RebelTrpCat * Categorical measure of the total number of rebel troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 
less than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 More than 
30,000 troops 



1 
 
RebelCas * Number of rebels / opposition members killed during the conflict. Please enter numbers 
without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of ranges (750 instead of 
500-1000). If missing, enter NA. 
900 
 
ThreatSource * Role of internal and external actors with regard to the rebels in the conflict. Coding: 1 
primarily internal conflict with minor to moderate level of support to rebels from external actors 2 primarily 
externally sponsored conflict with local insurgents 3 entirely domestic opposition (no external assistance). 
1 
 
TargHelp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state committed any military troops to assist or advise 
the rebels. 
0 
 
AsstCombat * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state engaged in combat to assist the rebels. 
0 
 
AsstArms * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided arms or other material aid to assist the 
rebels. 
1 
 
AsstEcon * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided economic support to the rebels. 
0 
 
AsstSanct * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided, on its territory, sanctuaries for the 
rebels. 
1 
 
TargSupp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided any type of support to assist the rebels. 
1 
 
ConflictEthnic * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ethnic conflict. Following a 
conventional definition, ethnic conflicts involve “groups that identify with a distinct ethnic or cultural 
heritage” (Regan 1996: 338). Ethnic wars have been defined as “wars among communities (ethnicities) 
who are in conflict over the power relationship that exists between those communities and the state” 
(Sambanis 2001: 261). Additionally, the groups in ethnic conflicts “hold irreconcilable visions of the 
identity, borders, and citizenship of the state. They do not seek to control a state whose identity all sides 
accept, but rather to redefine or divide the state itself” (Kaufman 1996: 138). 
0 
 
EthnicGroups * When applicable, name the primary ethnic group or groups contributing rebel fighters to 
the opposition movement. Separate group names with ;. Please try to use ethnic group names that are 
listed in http://www.icr.ethz.ch/research/greg/groups.xls. If not applicable, enter NA. 
NA 
 
ConflictRelig * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a religious conflict. The primary feature 
of religious conflicts in this definition is that insurgent leaders frequently and systematically invoke religion 
as a motivation and justification for the conflict (cf. Juergensmeyer 2003: 57). 
0 
 
ConflictIdeol * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ideological conflict, with alignments 
across ethnic borders. Insurgents may strive for a different regime type and/or political order, but their 
primary aim does not contain the systematic exclusion of specific ethnic or religious groups. 
0 



 
ConflictSecess * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a secessionist conflict and the 
insurgents aim to create a separate state outside the current regime’s authority. 
1 
 
LastCW * Years since last civil war. Enter an integer number of years. If no civil war occurred before, 
enter NA. 
NA 
 

Conflict outcome variables 
 
Win * Who won the conflict? 1 Counterinsurgents (government and/or intervener) 2 
Insurgents/rebels/rebel affiliates 3 Undecided 
2 
 
ConflictOutcome * Categorical variable that describes how the government terminated its military 
conflict. 0 Conflict ongoing. 1 Government militarily defeated the rebels. 2 Government negotiated a 
settlement that resulted in a compromise with the insurgents over governance (e.g., a power-sharing 
agreement). 3 The country was partitioned into two or more separate countries at the end of the conflict 4 
Rebels militarily defeated the government. 
2 
 
GovComp * GovComp Who was in control of the central government at the end of the conflict (i.e. at 
Enddate)? 1 Insurgents (the previous opposition; groups associated with the insurgents; political wings of 
rebels; etc.) 2 Government (the previous incumbent government; politicians associated with the previous 
regime; etc.) 3 Foreign intervener 4 Power-sharing: both previous rebels and previous incumbents began 
sharing political power in a joint government at the end of the conflict 5 Unclear: failing or failed state 
1 
 
Maintain * The number of months the government remained in power after the termination of the conflict 
(Enddate). This variable varies from zero, when the regime was never stabilized, to 60, when the regime 
remained in power for at least five years post-conflict. 
60 
 
MNF * Dummy variable coded 1 if a multinational peacekeeping force was established and remained in 
the conflict region after the termination of the conflict. 
0 
 
Sources * Sources Abbreviated identifier for each source used to code a case. The full source citations 
are provided with their identifying code below. Use Chicaco 15th B citation style. 
Clayton, Anthony. 1999. Frontiersmen: warfare in Africa since 1950. London: UCL Press 
Clayton, Anthony. 1994. The wars of French decolonization. London: Longman Group 
Penell, C.R. 2000. Morocco since 1830: a history. New York: New York University Press 
Penell, C.R. 2003. Morocco: from empire to independence. Oxford: Oneworld Publications 
UCDP 2010 
Lyall/Wilson 
 
Notes * 
French casualties couldn’t be found, likely because there was little fighting between insurgents and the 
government. Violence primarily took the form of bombings and reprisal attacks. 
 



Conflict Cases Research Journal 
 
* Required 

 

1. Conflict identifiers 
  
Conflict ID * Which conflict from the list of Conflict Cases is this? Please provide ConYr. (Please note 
that ConYr may have to be adjusted based on new start dates: if you find that the actual start date of a 
conflict diverges from the one provided in the Conflict Cases list, please update this Conflict ID to reflect 
the correct start year. E.g. if the Afghanistan conflict 7001980 actually started in 1978, please provide 
7001978 as the ID.) 
6001975 
 
ConflictCountry * In which country did the conflict occur? 
Morocco 
 
Startdate * 12/11/1975 
 
Enddate * 11/10/1989 
 
Comments on start- and enddate. Insert comments on problems/ambiguities with the start- and 
enddates of the conflict here. 
It took a little while for the resistance against Moroccan and Mauritanian forces to become coordinated, 
but I have put the start date as the date that Moroccan authorities declared the annexation of the Western 
Sahara. This is also the first date where Moroccan troops began invading the Western Sahara and were 
opposed by the Polisario.  The enddate is ambiguous because the conflict was not officially ended until 
1991, but after November 1989 there was only very sporadic, insignificant fighting. August 4, 1991 was 
the last date I could find of any hostilities that involved deaths. 
 
IncGov * Provide the name of the incumbent government/regime (head of gov't/regime, party) 
King Hassan II 
 
Rebel1 * Provide the names of the opposition group(s), rebel group(s) and other actors that were 
identified as opposing the central government 
Polisario/SADR 
 
Rebel2 
 
Rebel3 
 
Rebel4 
 
Coup * Is this conflict best described as a coup? Is the government defending itself against or reversing a 
coup -- rather than a case in which there is an armed insurgent movement? If YES (=1), do not continue 
coding this case for now and mark the case’s status as “Coup” in the Conflict_Cases document. If NO 
coup (=0), and an insurgency is present, continue coding the variables below. 
0 

 
Region * Geographic region of the country in which the rebels and/or the fighting was concentrated. 
Depending on the conflict this could be the name of a province, state, or administrative district in the 
conflict country, a description (e.g., “primarily the southern half of the country, south of the capital to the 
border with Pakistan”), or a named region (e.g., the Darfur region of Sudan). If dispersed throughout the 
county, enter “entire country”.  



The Western Sahara and southern Morocco 
 
Concentration * Estimate the percentage of the geographic area of the country experiencing significant 
violence related to the conflict at any point during the conflict. Violence should be considered significant if 
battles/clashes between the rebels and government forces took place in a region, civilians were killed by 
government or rebel forces in a region, or government or rebel attacks occurred regularly in a region. 
Coding: 1 Less than 25% 2 25-50% 3 50-75% 4 More than 75% 
2 
 
IGO * Dummy variable set to 1 if an intergovernmental organization (NATO, UN, etc...) organized, 
participated in, sponsored, or sanctioned a military intervention to maintain the regime. 
0 
 
IGOname * Name of the IGO mission that organized, participated in, sponsored, or sanctioned the 
military intervention to maintain the regime (if any). 
NA 
 
 

2. Counterinsurgency characteristics 
Note: These variables should be coded in reference to the entire conflict, from Startdate to Enddate. Even 
in conflict in which the government began COIN operations with a light force model, if the majority of the 
conflict featured a heavy force model, this variable should be coded as 2. 
 
ForceModel * Primary type of force used by government troops. Coding: 1 Light force: Primary use of 
ground combat units that do not include large military equipment (may include close air support) 2 Heavy 
force: Primarily large-unit, concentrated firepower combat with mechanized units (may include strategic 
bombing) Close air support is defined as “air action by fixed-wing (FW) and rotary-wing (RW) aircraft 
against hostile targets that are in close proximity to friendly forces. […] It is planned and executed to 
support ground tactical units. CAS execution is tightly integrated at the tactical level with the fire and 
maneuver of supported ground forces.” (Joint Chiefs of Staff, Joint Publication 3-09.3). Close air support 
can be provided by any unit of the armed forces. Strategic bombing is defined as the massive, centrally 
coordinated bombing of military and civilian targets for strategic purposes, usually conducted by an air 
force. 
2 
 
StrategicAir * What role did strategic bombing play in the government’s military strategy? (see definition 
above). Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
2 

 
Resettle * What role did resettlement play in the government’s military strategy? Resettlement is defined 
as the forced relocation of civilian populations to deny guerillas access to resources, sanctuary, and other 
types of support; provide greater security for noncombatants; and/or separate combatants from 
noncombatants. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
2 
 
CivAction * What role did projects intended to improve the material well-being of play in the 
government’s military strategy? Examples: building schools, roads, bridges, hospitals; providing medical 
care, clean water or electricity; and creating jobs for local residents. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 
4 Extensive 
1 
 
CivSecure * What role did attempts to protect noncombatantfs from harm caused by the insurgents play 
in the government’s military strategy? Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
4 
 



Decap * What role did attempts to capture and kill the top leader(s) of the insurgent movement play in the 
government’s military strategy? Compare this variable to Jenna Jordan’s decapitation data. Coding: 1 
None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
2 
 
CivKill * Did mass killing of civilians occur? Mass killing is defined as > 50,000 intentional civilian deaths 
in a campaign (within <6 years) (Valentino et al. 2004) Coding: 0 No 1 Yes 
0 
 
CivTarget * To what extent did the military forces of the government intentionally select civilians as direct 
objects of attack or consistently fail to discriminate between combatants and noncombatants in their 
military operations? Combatants are defined as individuals that engage in armed resistance against 
regime forces. Coding: 1 Rarely 2 Moderately 3 Extensively 
1 
 
ForceDescrip * A narrative description of the type of force used by the government. Describe the 
strategy (or strategies) that the government used to counter the domestic threat. Note changes in strategy 
over time and major differences between the strategies and tactics used by different military units, 
different governments, or in different regions. This space can also be used to provide clarification on the 
variables coded above. 
A large part of the governments military strategy was to defend larger cities and economically important 
areas. Often, the open desert was left to the rebels. Polisario troops were fairly free to move as they 
pleased in columns throughout the desert, especially at night. The Moroccan army avoided several 
defeats due to the use of close air support. French air support also was used to strafe Polisario columns 
traveling across the desert, in an effort to reduce mobility in the desert. Around 1980, the Moroccan army 
realized that it was useless to attempt to control all of the Western Sahara, and began the build "the 
berm." It is a wall that effectively splits the Western Sahara into two halves; the Moroccan controlled side 
contained all of the economically significant coastal areas, while the Polisario controls the inland and the 
desert areas. The berm extends into southern Morocco. After the construction of the berm, fighting 
decreased in frequency, but not necessarily in severity; Polisario still managed to win several battles 
against substantial Moroccan forces that ventured south of the wall.  
 
 
NumTrps * Number of government troops at height of conflict. Measured as maximum number of regular 
military personnel (air, ground, and sea) under central government authority during the conflict. When 
exact numbers cannot be located, coders may estimate from information about the military units. If even 
estimates are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, NumTrps 
is coded as missing (enter NA) and only TrpCat is coded. 
150000 
 
TrpCat * Categorical measure of the number of government troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 less 
than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 More than 
30,000 troops 
4 
 
GovCas * Number of government forces members killed during the conflict. Please enter numbers 
without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of ranges (750 instead of 
500-1000). If missing, enter NA. 
10000 
 
RebelNumTrps * Estimated number of total troops on rebel side at height of conflict. If even estimates 
are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, RebelNumTrps is 
coded as missing (enter NA) and only RebelTrpCat is coded. 
12500 



RebelTrpCat * Categorical measure of the total number of rebel troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 
less than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 More than 
30,000 troops 
3 
 
RebelCas * Number of rebels / opposition members killed during the conflict. Please enter numbers 
without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of ranges (750 instead of 
500-1000). If missing, enter NA. 
4000 
 
ThreatSource * Role of internal and external actors with regard to the rebels in the conflict. Coding: 1 
primarily internal conflict with minor to moderate level of support to rebels from external actors 2 primarily 
externally sponsored conflict with local insurgents 3 entirely domestic opposition (no external assistance). 
1 
 
TargHelp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state committed any military troops to assist or advise 
the rebels. 
1 
 
AsstCombat * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state engaged in combat to assist the rebels. 
1 
 
AsstArms * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided arms or other material aid to assist the 
rebels. 
1 
 
AsstEcon * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided economic support to the rebels. 
1 
 
AsstSanct * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided, on its territory, sanctuaries for the 
rebels. 
1 
 
TargSupp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided any type of support to assist the rebels. 
1 
 
ConflictEthnic * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ethnic conflict. Following a 
conventional definition, ethnic conflicts involve “groups that identify with a distinct ethnic or cultural 
heritage” (Regan 1996: 338). Ethnic wars have been defined as “wars among communities (ethnicities) 
who are in conflict over the power relationship that exists between those communities and the state” 
(Sambanis 2001: 261). Additionally, the groups in ethnic conflicts “hold irreconcilable visions of the 
identity, borders, and citizenship of the state. They do not seek to control a state whose identity all sides 
accept, but rather to redefine or divide the state itself” (Kaufman 1996: 138). 
1 
 
EthnicGroups * When applicable, name the primary ethnic group or groups contributing rebel fighters to 
the opposition movement. Separate group names with ;. Please try to use ethnic group names that are 
listed in http://www.icr.ethz.ch/research/greg/groups.xls. If not applicable, enter NA. 
Sahrawi 
 
ConflictRelig * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a religious conflict. The primary feature 
of religious conflicts in this definition is that insurgent leaders frequently and systematically invoke religion 
as a motivation and justification for the conflict (cf. Juergensmeyer 2003: 57). 
0 
 



ConflictIdeol * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ideological conflict, with alignments 
across ethnic borders. Insurgents may strive for a different regime type and/or political order, but their 
primary aim does not contain the systematic exclusion of specific ethnic or religious groups. 
0 
 
ConflictSecess * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a secessionist conflict and the 
insurgents aim to create a separate state outside the current regime’s authority. 
1 
 
LastCW * Years since last civil war. Enter an integer number of years. If no civil war occurred before, 
enter NA. 
18 
 

Conflict outcome variables 
 
Win * Who won the conflict? 1 Counterinsurgents (government and/or intervener) 2 
Insurgents/rebels/rebel affiliates 3 Undecided 
3 
 
ConflictOutcome * Categorical variable that describes how the government terminated its military 
conflict. 0 Conflict ongoing. 1 Government militarily defeated the rebels. 2 Government negotiated a 
settlement that resulted in a compromise with the insurgents over governance (e.g., a power-sharing 
agreement). 3 The country was partitioned into two or more separate countries at the end of the conflict 4 
Rebels militarily defeated the government. 
2 
 
GovComp * GovComp Who was in control of the central government at the end of the conflict (i.e. at 
Enddate)? 1 Insurgents (the previous opposition; groups associated with the insurgents; political wings of 
rebels; etc.) 2 Government (the previous incumbent government; politicians associated with the previous 
regime; etc.) 3 Foreign intervener 4 Power-sharing: both previous rebels and previous incumbents began 
sharing political power in a joint government at the end of the conflict 5 Unclear: failing or failed state 
1 
 
Maintain * The number of months the government remained in power after the termination of the conflict 
(Enddate). This variable varies from zero, when the regime was never stabilized, to 60, when the regime 
remained in power for at least five years post-conflict. 
60 
 
MNF * Dummy variable coded 1 if a multinational peacekeeping force was established and remained in 
the conflict region after the termination of the conflict. 
1 
 
Sources * Sources Abbreviated identifier for each source used to code a case. The full source citations 
are provided with their identifying code below. Use Chicaco 15th B citation style. 
EACD data 
Battle Deaths 3-3.0 
 
Tillema, J.K. 1991. International armed conflict since 1945: A bibliographic handbook of wars and military 
interventions. Boulder, CO: Westview Press, Inc. 
 
Clodfelter, M. 1992. Warfare and armed conflicts: A statistical reference. Jefferson, NC: McFarland and 
Company, Inc. 
 
Brogan, P. 1998. World Conflicts: A comprehensive guide to world strife since 1945. Lanham, MD: The 



Scarecrow Press, Inc. 
 
Lacina, B. and Gleditsh, N.P. 2005. Monitering trends in global combat: A new dataset of battle deaths. 
European Journal of Population 21(2-3): 145-166. 
 
Minahan, J. 2002. Encyclopedia of the stateless nations: Ethnic and national groups around the world. 
Westport, CT: Greenwood Press. 

 
 
Notes * 
Ceasefire was made based on promise to hold referendum on secession. Referendum has not been held 
yet. Hostilities may resume, as peacekeeping forces are being withdrawn due to failure of mission. 
 
CivTarget is coded as rarely because although Morocco targeted refugee camps, it was often in an effort 
to eliminate Polisario troops imbedded in the camps. I have seen no mentions of outright military attacks 
specifically on civilians. 
 
CivSecure is coded as extensive due to the building of the wall during the conflict. However, this was 
meant more to defend the economic interests of Morocco and it's companies, rather than as a protection 
for the Moroccan people. 
 
Resettle is coded as minor because, although Morocco gave large incentives to it's citizens to move to 
Western Sahara and participate in mining operations there, this relocation was never forced. It was more 
economically and politically motivated, rather than a military strategy. They did, however, expel many 
Sahrawi's from Morocco when the war began, but most were already leaving voluntarily. 



Conflict Cases Research Journal 
 
* Required 

 

1. Conflict identifiers 
 
Conflict ID * Which conflict from the list of Conflict Cases is this? Please provide ConYr. (Please note 
that ConYr may have to be adjusted based on new start dates: if you find that the actual start date of a 
conflict diverges from the one provided in the Conflict Cases list, please update this Conflict ID to reflect 
the correct start year. E.g. if the Afghanistan conflict 7001980 actually started in 1978, please provide 
7001978 as the ID.) 
6151954 
 
ConflictCountry * In which country did the conflict occur? 
Algeria 
 
Startdate * 11/01/1954 
 
Enddate * 7/01/1962 
 
Comments on start- and enddate. Insert comments on problems/ambiguities with the start- and 
enddates of the conflict here. 
 
IncGov * Provide the name of the incumbent government/regime (head of gov't/regime, party) 
France 
 
Rebel1 * Provide the names of the opposition group(s), rebel group(s) and other actors that were 
identified as opposing the central government 
National Liberation Front - FLN 
 
Rebel2 
 
Rebel3 
 
Rebel4 
 
Coup * Is this conflict best described as a coup? Is the government defending itself against or reversing a 
coup -- rather than a case in which there is an armed insurgent movement? If YES (=1), do not continue 
coding this case for now and mark the case’s status as “Coup” in the Conflict_Cases document. If NO 
coup (=0), and an insurgency is present, continue coding the variables below. 
0 

 
Region * Geographic region of the country in which the rebels and/or the fighting was concentrated. 
Depending on the conflict this could be the name of a province, state, or administrative district in the 
conflict country, a description (e.g., “primarily the southern half of the country, south of the capital to the 
border with Pakistan”), or a named region (e.g., the Darfur region of Sudan). If dispersed throughout the 
county, enter “entire country”.  
Entire country 
 
Concentration * Estimate the percentage of the geographic area of the country experiencing significant 
violence related to the conflict at any point during the conflict. Violence should be considered significant if 
battles/clashes between the rebels and government forces took place in a region, civilians were killed by 



government or rebel forces in a region, or government or rebel attacks occurred regularly in a region. 
Coding: 1 Less than 25% 2 25-50% 3 50-75% 4 More than 75% 
4 
 
IGO * Dummy variable set to 1 if an intergovernmental organization (NATO, UN, etc...) organized, 
participated in, sponsored, or sanctioned a military intervention to maintain the regime. 
0 
 
IGOname * Name of the IGO mission that organized, participated in, sponsored, or sanctioned the 
military intervention to maintain the regime (if any). 
NA 
 
 

2. Counterinsurgency characteristics 
Note: These variables should be coded in reference to the entire conflict, from Startdate to Enddate. Even 
in conflict in which the government began COIN operations with a light force model, if the majority of the 
conflict featured a heavy force model, this variable should be coded as 2. 
 
ForceModel * Primary type of force used by government troops. Coding: 1 Light force: Primary use of 
ground combat units that do not include large military equipment (may include close air support) 2 Heavy 
force: Primarily large-unit, concentrated firepower combat with mechanized units (may include strategic 
bombing) Close air support is defined as “air action by fixed-wing (FW) and rotary-wing (RW) aircraft 
against hostile targets that are in close proximity to friendly forces. […] It is planned and executed to 
support ground tactical units. CAS execution is tightly integrated at the tactical level with the fire and 
maneuver of supported ground forces.” (Joint Chiefs of Staff, Joint Publication 3-09.3). Close air support 
can be provided by any unit of the armed forces. Strategic bombing is defined as the massive, centrally 
coordinated bombing of military and civilian targets for strategic purposes, usually conducted by an air 
force. 
1 
 
StrategicAir * What role did strategic bombing play in the government’s military strategy? (see definition 
above). Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 

 
Resettle * What role did resettlement play in the government’s military strategy? Resettlement is defined 
as the forced relocation of civilian populations to deny guerillas access to resources, sanctuary, and other 
types of support; provide greater security for noncombatants; and/or separate combatants from 
noncombatants. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
2 
 
CivAction * What role did projects intended to improve the material well-being of play in the 
government’s military strategy? Examples: building schools, roads, bridges, hospitals; providing medical 
care, clean water or electricity; and creating jobs for local residents. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 
4 Extensive 
3 
 
CivSecure * What role did attempts to protect noncombatantfs from harm caused by the insurgents play 
in the government’s military strategy? Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
3 
 
Decap * What role did attempts to capture and kill the top leader(s) of the insurgent movement play in the 
government’s military strategy? Compare this variable to Jenna Jordan’s decapitation data. Coding: 1 
None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
4 
 



CivKill * Did mass killing of civilians occur? Mass killing is defined as > 50,000 intentional civilian deaths 
in a campaign (within <6 years) (Valentino et al. 2004) Coding: 0 No 1 Yes 
 
 
CivTarget * To what extent did the military forces of the government intentionally select civilians as direct 
objects of attack or consistently fail to discriminate between combatants and noncombatants in their 
military operations? Combatants are defined as individuals that engage in armed resistance against 
regime forces. Coding: 1 Rarely 2 Moderately 3 Extensively 
3 
 
ForceDescrip * A narrative description of the type of force used by the government. Describe the 
strategy (or strategies) that the government used to counter the domestic threat. Note changes in strategy 
over time and major differences between the strategies and tactics used by different military units, 
different governments, or in different regions. This space can also be used to provide clarification on the 
variables coded above. 
Initially followed strategy of “limited repression” with restraint towards civilian population. Later embraced 
strategy of collective punishment, including incidents of firing randomly into crowds of Algerian protestors. 
Adopted strategy of controlling certain areas of territory from which patrols into the countryside were 
launched, in an effort ot increase total area under government control. Also set up defensive perimieters 
at Tunisian and Moroccan borders – including electrified fences, barbed wire and mines -  to prevent FLN 
forces from moving into sanctuaries in those countries. In last stages of French offensive operations 
(1959-1960), troops actively try to break up FLN stronghold territory (the “Challe Plan”). Also try to 
integrate Arab Algerians as regulars in French Army (Harkis).  
 
NumTrps * Number of government troops at height of conflict. Measured as maximum number of regular 
military personnel (air, ground, and sea) under central government authority during the conflict. When 
exact numbers cannot be located, coders may estimate from information about the military units. If even 
estimates are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, NumTrps 
is coded as missing (enter NA) and only TrpCat is coded. 
400000 
 
TrpCat * Categorical measure of the number of government troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 less 
than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 More than 
30,000 troops 
4 
 
GovCas * Number of government forces members killed during the conflict. Please enter numbers 
without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of ranges (750 instead of 
500-1000). If missing, enter NA. 
17456 
 
RebelNumTrps * Estimated number of total troops on rebel side at height of conflict. If even estimates 
are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, RebelNumTrps is 
coded as missing (enter NA) and only RebelTrpCat is coded. 
38000 
 
RebelTrpCat * Categorical measure of the total number of rebel troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 
less than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 More than 
30,000 troops 
4 
 
RebelCas * Number of rebels / opposition members killed during the conflict. Please enter numbers 
without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of ranges (750 instead of 
500-1000). If missing, enter NA. 
141000 



ThreatSource * Role of internal and external actors with regard to the rebels in the conflict. Coding: 1 
primarily internal conflict with minor to moderate level of support to rebels from external actors 2 primarily 
externally sponsored conflict with local insurgents 3 entirely domestic opposition (no external assistance). 
1 
 
TargHelp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state committed any military troops to assist or advise 
the rebels. 
1 
 
AsstCombat * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state engaged in combat to assist the rebels. 
0 
 
AsstArms * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided arms or other material aid to assist the 
rebels. 
1 
 
AsstEcon * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided economic support to the rebels. 
0 
 
AsstSanct * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided, on its territory, sanctuaries for the 
rebels. 
1 
 
TargSupp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided any type of support to assist the rebels. 
1 
 
ConflictEthnic * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ethnic conflict. Following a 
conventional definition, ethnic conflicts involve “groups that identify with a distinct ethnic or cultural 
heritage” (Regan 1996: 338). Ethnic wars have been defined as “wars among communities (ethnicities) 
who are in conflict over the power relationship that exists between those communities and the state” 
(Sambanis 2001: 261). Additionally, the groups in ethnic conflicts “hold irreconcilable visions of the 
identity, borders, and citizenship of the state. They do not seek to control a state whose identity all sides 
accept, but rather to redefine or divide the state itself” (Kaufman 1996: 138). 
0 
 
EthnicGroups * When applicable, name the primary ethnic group or groups contributing rebel fighters to 
the opposition movement. Separate group names with ;. Please try to use ethnic group names that are 
listed in http://www.icr.ethz.ch/research/greg/groups.xls. If not applicable, enter NA. 
NA 
 
ConflictRelig * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a religious conflict. The primary feature 
of religious conflicts in this definition is that insurgent leaders frequently and systematically invoke religion 
as a motivation and justification for the conflict (cf. Juergensmeyer 2003: 57). 
0 
 
ConflictIdeol * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ideological conflict, with alignments 
across ethnic borders. Insurgents may strive for a different regime type and/or political order, but their 
primary aim does not contain the systematic exclusion of specific ethnic or religious groups. 
0 
 
ConflictSecess * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a secessionist conflict and the 
insurgents aim to create a separate state outside the current regime’s authority. 
1 
 
LastCW * Years since last civil war. Enter an integer number of years. If no civil war occurred before, 
enter NA. 



 

Conflict outcome variables 
 
Win * Who won the conflict? 1 Counterinsurgents (government and/or intervener) 2 
Insurgents/rebels/rebel affiliates 3 Undecided 
2 
 
ConflictOutcome * Categorical variable that describes how the government terminated its military 
conflict. 0 Conflict ongoing. 1 Government militarily defeated the rebels. 2 Government negotiated a 
settlement that resulted in a compromise with the insurgents over governance (e.g., a power-sharing 
agreement). 3 The country was partitioned into two or more separate countries at the end of the conflict 4 
Rebels militarily defeated the government. 
1 
 
GovComp * GovComp Who was in control of the central government at the end of the conflict (i.e. at 
Enddate)? 1 Insurgents (the previous opposition; groups associated with the insurgents; political wings of 
rebels; etc.) 2 Government (the previous incumbent government; politicians associated with the previous 
regime; etc.) 3 Foreign intervener 4 Power-sharing: both previous rebels and previous incumbents began 
sharing political power in a joint government at the end of the conflict 5 Unclear: failing or failed state 
1 
 
Maintain * The number of months the government remained in power after the termination of the conflict 
(Enddate). This variable varies from zero, when the regime was never stabilized, to 60, when the regime 
remained in power for at least five years post-conflict. 
39 
 
MNF * Dummy variable coded 1 if a multinational peacekeeping force was established and remained in 
the conflict region after the termination of the conflict. 
0 
 
Sources * Sources Abbreviated identifier for each source used to code a case. The full source citations 
are provided with their identifying code below. Use Chicaco 15th B citation style. 
Ageron, Charles Robert 1989. Modern Algeria : a history from 1830 to the present. Trans. Michael Brett. 
London: Hurst  
 
Alexander, Martin and J.F.V. Krieger 2002. France and the Algerian War: strategy, operations and 
diplomacy. Journal of Strategic Studies 25 (2): 1 - 32 
 
Ciment, James ed. 1999. Encyclopedia of conflicts since World War II. Chicago; London: Fitzroy 
Dearborn  
 
Clodfelter, Michael 2002. Warfare and armed conflicts : a statistical reference to casualty and other 
figures, 1500-2000. 2nd ed. Jefferson, N.C.: McFarland. 
 
Gortzaka, Yaov 2009. Using indigenous forces in counterinsurgency operations: the French in Algeria, 
1954-1962. Journal of Strategic Studies 32 (2): 307-333     
 
Horne, Alistair 2006. A savage war of peace: Algeria 1954-1962. 4th ed. New York: New York Review of 
Books. 
 
Valentino, Benjamin et. al. 2004. "Draining the sea": mass killing and geurilla warfare. International 
Organization no. 58: 375-407  

 
 



Notes * 
Start date listed as 1 November 1954 by most all sources and datasets – this is the day when the FLN 
launched coordinated attacks against French targets across Algeria. Anything before this was sporadic 
violence.  
 
 



Conflict Cases Research Journal 
 
* Required 

 

1. Conflict identifiers 
 
Conflict ID * Which conflict from the list of Conflict Cases is this? Please provide ConYr. (Please note 
that ConYr may have to be adjusted based on new start dates: if you find that the actual start date of a 
conflict diverges from the one provided in the Conflict Cases list, please update this Conflict ID to reflect 
the correct start year. E.g. if the Afghanistan conflict 7001980 actually started in 1978, please provide 
7001978 as the ID.) 
6151992 
 
ConflictCountry * In which country did the conflict occur? 
Algeria 
 
Startdate * 02/07/1992 
 
Enddate * 01/01/2006 
 
Comments on start- and enddate. Insert comments on problems/ambiguities with the start- and 
enddates of the conflict here. 
Second amnesty offered to insurgents in 2005, primary remaining rebel group splits into Al Qaeda 
affiliated group by 2006 
 
IncGov * Provide the name of the incumbent government/regime (head of gov't/regime, party) 
Algeria, FLN 
 
Rebel1 * Provide the names of the opposition group(s), rebel group(s) and other actors that were 
identified as opposing the central government 
GIA 
 
Rebel2 
FIS/MIA/AIS 
 
Rebel3 
GSPC 
 
Rebel4 
 
Coup * Is this conflict best described as a coup? Is the government defending itself against or reversing a 
coup -- rather than a case in which there is an armed insurgent movement? If YES (=1), do not continue 
coding this case for now and mark the case’s status as “Coup” in the Conflict_Cases document. If NO 
coup (=0), and an insurgency is present, continue coding the variables below. 
0 

 
Region * Geographic region of the country in which the rebels and/or the fighting was concentrated. 
Depending on the conflict this could be the name of a province, state, or administrative district in the 
conflict country, a description (e.g., “primarily the southern half of the country, south of the capital to the 
border with Pakistan”), or a named region (e.g., the Darfur region of Sudan). If dispersed throughout the 
county, enter “entire country”.  
Initially primarily in the northern, central part of the country (Algiers, Blida, Medea). Later spread west and 
northeast, primarly remaining in the northern portion of the country 



 
Concentration * Estimate the percentage of the geographic area of the country experiencing significant 
violence related to the conflict at any point during the conflict. Violence should be considered significant if 
battles/clashes between the rebels and government forces took place in a region, civilians were killed by 
government or rebel forces in a region, or government or rebel attacks occurred regularly in a region. 
Coding: 1 Less than 25% 2 25-50% 3 50-75% 4 More than 75% 
2 
 
IGO * Dummy variable set to 1 if an intergovernmental organization (NATO, UN, etc...) organized, 
participated in, sponsored, or sanctioned a military intervention to maintain the regime. 
0 
 
IGOname * Name of the IGO mission that organized, participated in, sponsored, or sanctioned the 
military intervention to maintain the regime (if any). 
NA 
 
 

2. Counterinsurgency characteristics 
Note: These variables should be coded in reference to the entire conflict, from Startdate to Enddate. Even 
in conflict in which the government began COIN operations with a light force model, if the majority of the 
conflict featured a heavy force model, this variable should be coded as 2. 
 
ForceModel * Primary type of force used by government troops. Coding: 1 Light force: Primary use of 
ground combat units that do not include large military equipment (may include close air support) 2 Heavy 
force: Primarily large-unit, concentrated firepower combat with mechanized units (may include strategic 
bombing) Close air support is defined as “air action by fixed-wing (FW) and rotary-wing (RW) aircraft 
against hostile targets that are in close proximity to friendly forces. […] It is planned and executed to 
support ground tactical units. CAS execution is tightly integrated at the tactical level with the fire and 
maneuver of supported ground forces.” (Joint Chiefs of Staff, Joint Publication 3-09.3). Close air support 
can be provided by any unit of the armed forces. Strategic bombing is defined as the massive, centrally 
coordinated bombing of military and civilian targets for strategic purposes, usually conducted by an air 
force. 
1 
 
StrategicAir * What role did strategic bombing play in the government’s military strategy? (see definition 
above). Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 

 
Resettle * What role did resettlement play in the government’s military strategy? Resettlement is defined 
as the forced relocation of civilian populations to deny guerillas access to resources, sanctuary, and other 
types of support; provide greater security for noncombatants; and/or separate combatants from 
noncombatants. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 
 
CivAction * What role did projects intended to improve the material well-being of play in the 
government’s military strategy? Examples: building schools, roads, bridges, hospitals; providing medical 
care, clean water or electricity; and creating jobs for local residents. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 
4 Extensive 
1 
 
CivSecure * What role did attempts to protect noncombatantfs from harm caused by the insurgents play 
in the government’s military strategy? Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
3 
 



Decap * What role did attempts to capture and kill the top leader(s) of the insurgent movement play in the 
government’s military strategy? Compare this variable to Jenna Jordan’s decapitation data. Coding: 1 
None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
4 
 
CivKill * Did mass killing of civilians occur? Mass killing is defined as > 50,000 intentional civilian deaths 
in a campaign (within <6 years) (Valentino et al. 2004) Coding: 0 No 1 Yes 
0 
 
CivTarget * To what extent did the military forces of the government intentionally select civilians as direct 
objects of attack or consistently fail to discriminate between combatants and noncombatants in their 
military operations? Combatants are defined as individuals that engage in armed resistance against 
regime forces. Coding: 1 Rarely 2 Moderately 3 Extensively 
2 
 
ForceDescrip * A narrative description of the type of force used by the government. Describe the 
strategy (or strategies) that the government used to counter the domestic threat. Note changes in strategy 
over time and major differences between the strategies and tactics used by different military units, 
different governments, or in different regions. This space can also be used to provide clarification on the 
variables coded above. 
In the initial phase of the conflict (1992-1994), Algerian security forces sought to repress Islamist groups 
with military force. Security forces formed civilian militias in an attempt to get citizens to defend 
themselves from insurgents. Whether state security forces massacred civilians and attributed the deaths 
to insurgents is a subject of great controversy, as several sources cite evidence for this fact while others 
take great pains to dismiss the idea. By 1997, negotiations with insurgent groups began. The FIS, one of 
the primary rebel groups, negotiated a settlement with the government In 1999 the government offered 
conditional amnesty to insurgents. Further amnesty was offered in 2005. 
 
NumTrps * Number of government troops at height of conflict. Measured as maximum number of regular 
military personnel (air, ground, and sea) under central government authority during the conflict. When 
exact numbers cannot be located, coders may estimate from information about the military units. If even 
estimates are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, NumTrps 
is coded as missing (enter NA) and only TrpCat is coded. 
450000 
 
TrpCat * Categorical measure of the number of government troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 less 
than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 More than 
30,000 troops 
4 
 
GovCas * Number of government forces members killed during the conflict. Please enter numbers 
without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of ranges (750 instead of 
500-1000). If missing, enter NA. 
 
RebelNumTrps * Estimated number of total troops on rebel side at height of conflict. If even estimates 
are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, RebelNumTrps is 
coded as missing (enter NA) and only RebelTrpCat is coded. 
40000 
 
RebelTrpCat * Categorical measure of the total number of rebel troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 
less than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 More than 
30,000 troops 
4 
 
 



RebelCas * Number of rebels / opposition members killed during the conflict. Please enter numbers 
without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of ranges (750 instead of 
500-1000). If missing, enter NA. 
15000 
 
ThreatSource * Role of internal and external actors with regard to the rebels in the conflict. Coding: 1 
primarily internal conflict with minor to moderate level of support to rebels from external actors 2 primarily 
externally sponsored conflict with local insurgents 3 entirely domestic opposition (no external assistance). 
1 
 
TargHelp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state committed any military troops to assist or advise 
the rebels. 
0 
 
AsstCombat * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state engaged in combat to assist the rebels. 
0 
 
AsstArms * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided arms or other material aid to assist the 
rebels. 
0 
 
AsstEcon * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided economic support to the rebels. 
1 
 
AsstSanct * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided, on its territory, sanctuaries for the 
rebels. 
0 
 
TargSupp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided any type of support to assist the rebels. 
1 
 
ConflictEthnic * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ethnic conflict. Following a 
conventional definition, ethnic conflicts involve “groups that identify with a distinct ethnic or cultural 
heritage” (Regan 1996: 338). Ethnic wars have been defined as “wars among communities (ethnicities) 
who are in conflict over the power relationship that exists between those communities and the state” 
(Sambanis 2001: 261). Additionally, the groups in ethnic conflicts “hold irreconcilable visions of the 
identity, borders, and citizenship of the state. They do not seek to control a state whose identity all sides 
accept, but rather to redefine or divide the state itself” (Kaufman 1996: 138). 
0 
 
EthnicGroups * When applicable, name the primary ethnic group or groups contributing rebel fighters to 
the opposition movement. Separate group names with ;. Please try to use ethnic group names that are 
listed in http://www.icr.ethz.ch/research/greg/groups.xls. If not applicable, enter NA. 
NA 
 
ConflictRelig * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a religious conflict. The primary feature 
of religious conflicts in this definition is that insurgent leaders frequently and systematically invoke religion 
as a motivation and justification for the conflict (cf. Juergensmeyer 2003: 57). 
0 
 
ConflictIdeol * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ideological conflict, with alignments 
across ethnic borders. Insurgents may strive for a different regime type and/or political order, but their 
primary aim does not contain the systematic exclusion of specific ethnic or religious groups. 
1 
 



ConflictSecess * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a secessionist conflict and the 
insurgents aim to create a separate state outside the current regime’s authority. 
0 
 
LastCW * Years since last civil war. Enter an integer number of years. If no civil war occurred before, 
enter NA. 
 
 

Conflict outcome variables 
 
Win * Who won the conflict? 1 Counterinsurgents (government and/or intervener) 2 
Insurgents/rebels/rebel affiliates 3 Undecided 
1 
 
ConflictOutcome * Categorical variable that describes how the government terminated its military 
conflict. 0 Conflict ongoing. 1 Government militarily defeated the rebels. 2 Government negotiated a 
settlement that resulted in a compromise with the insurgents over governance (e.g., a power-sharing 
agreement). 3 The country was partitioned into two or more separate countries at the end of the conflict 4 
Rebels militarily defeated the government. 
1 
 
GovComp * GovComp Who was in control of the central government at the end of the conflict (i.e. at 
Enddate)? 1 Insurgents (the previous opposition; groups associated with the insurgents; political wings of 
rebels; etc.) 2 Government (the previous incumbent government; politicians associated with the previous 
regime; etc.) 3 Foreign intervener 4 Power-sharing: both previous rebels and previous incumbents began 
sharing political power in a joint government at the end of the conflict 5 Unclear: failing or failed state 
2 
 
Maintain * The number of months the government remained in power after the termination of the conflict 
(Enddate). This variable varies from zero, when the regime was never stabilized, to 60, when the regime 
remained in power for at least five years post-conflict. 
58 
 
MNF * Dummy variable coded 1 if a multinational peacekeeping force was established and remained in 
the conflict region after the termination of the conflict. 
0 
 
Sources * Sources Abbreviated identifier for each source used to code a case. The full source citations 
are provided with their identifying code below. Use Chicaco 15th B citation style. 
Chenoweth, Erica and Maria J. Stephan. 2008. Why Civil Resistance Works: The Strategic Logic of 
Nonviolent Conflict. International Security, 33(1): 7-44 
 
Clodfelter, Michael. 2002. Warfare and armed conflicts : a statistical reference to casualty and other 
figures, 1500-2000. Jefferson, N.C. : McFarland. 
 
Lowi, Miriam. 2005. Algeria, 1992-2002: anatomy of a civil war. In Understanding civil war: evidence and 
analysis. ed. Paul Collier and Nicholas Sambanis. Washington, D.C.: The World Bank 
 
Martinez, Luis. 2005. Why the violence in Algeria? In Islam, democracy and the state in Algeria, ed. 
Michael Bonner, Megan Reif and Mark Tessler.New York: Routledge. 
 
Naylor, Phillip C. 2009. North Africa: a history from antiquity to the present. Austin: University of Texas 
Press   
 



Paul, Christopher, Colin P. Clarke and Beth Grill. 2010. Victory has a thousand fathers: sources of 
success in counterinsurgency. Santa Monica, CA: RAND.     
 
Sarkees, Meredith Reid. 2000. "The Correlates of War Data on War: An 
Update to 1997," Conflict Management and Peace Science, 18(1): 123-144. 

 
 
Notes * 
Unable to find any information on government casualties - possibly because by the middle of the conflict 
violence had become primarily communal. The government armed militias that then acted independently 
of government authority, and a large number of casualties resulted. 
 New Notes: 
 Coding verified from prior research. 
 



Conflict Cases Research Journal 
 
* Required 

 

1. Conflict identifiers 
 
Conflict ID * Which conflict from the list of Conflict Cases is this? Please provide ConYr. (Please note 
that ConYr may have to be adjusted based on new start dates: if you find that the actual start date of a 
conflict diverges from the one provided in the Conflict Cases list, please update this Conflict ID to reflect 
the correct start year. E.g. if the Afghanistan conflict 7001980 actually started in 1978, please provide 
7001978 as the ID.) 
6161980 
 
ConflictCountry * In which country did the conflict occur? 
Tunisia 
 
Startdate * 1/28/1980 
 
Enddate * 1/28/1980 
 
Comments on start- and enddate. Insert comments on problems/ambiguities with the start- and 
enddates of the conflict here. 
While some sources indicate that the conflict began on 01/27/1980, UCDP states that the conflict didn’t 
reach 25 battle deaths until the 28th.  Some sources mention that the conflict ended on the same day 
while others state that minor fighting went on into the mountainous area around the city, but because this 
is difficult to verify, I’ve simply coded the end date according to official figures. 
 
IncGov * Provide the name of the incumbent government/regime (head of gov't/regime, party) 
President Habib Bourguiba, Socialist Destourian Party 
 
Rebel1 * Provide the names of the opposition group(s), rebel group(s) and other actors that were 
identified as opposing the central government 
Tunisian Armed Resistance (Résistance Armée Tunisienne) 
 
Rebel2 
 
Rebel3 
 
Rebel4 
 
Coup * Is this conflict best described as a coup? Is the government defending itself against or reversing a 
coup -- rather than a case in which there is an armed insurgent movement? If YES (=1), do not continue 
coding this case for now and mark the case’s status as “Coup” in the Conflict_Cases document. If NO 
coup (=0), and an insurgency is present, continue coding the variables below. 
0 

 
Region * Geographic region of the country in which the rebels and/or the fighting was concentrated. 
Depending on the conflict this could be the name of a province, state, or administrative district in the 
conflict country, a description (e.g., “primarily the southern half of the country, south of the capital to the 
border with Pakistan”), or a named region (e.g., the Darfur region of Sudan). If dispersed throughout the 
county, enter “entire country”.  
The conflict occurred in the city of Gafsa. 
 



Concentration * Estimate the percentage of the geographic area of the country experiencing significant 
violence related to the conflict at any point during the conflict. Violence should be considered significant if 
battles/clashes between the rebels and government forces took place in a region, civilians were killed by 
government or rebel forces in a region, or government or rebel attacks occurred regularly in a region. 
Coding: 1 Less than 25% 2 25-50% 3 50-75% 4 More than 75% 
1 
 
IGO * Dummy variable set to 1 if an intergovernmental organization (NATO, UN, etc...) organized, 
participated in, sponsored, or sanctioned a military intervention to maintain the regime. 
0 
 
IGOname * Name of the IGO mission that organized, participated in, sponsored, or sanctioned the 
military intervention to maintain the regime (if any). 
NA 
 
 

2. Counterinsurgency characteristics 
Note: These variables should be coded in reference to the entire conflict, from Startdate to Enddate. Even 
in conflict in which the government began COIN operations with a light force model, if the majority of the 
conflict featured a heavy force model, this variable should be coded as 2. 
 
ForceModel * Primary type of force used by government troops. Coding: 1 Light force: Primary use of 
ground combat units that do not include large military equipment (may include close air support) 2 Heavy 
force: Primarily large-unit, concentrated firepower combat with mechanized units (may include strategic 
bombing) Close air support is defined as “air action by fixed-wing (FW) and rotary-wing (RW) aircraft 
against hostile targets that are in close proximity to friendly forces. […] It is planned and executed to 
support ground tactical units. CAS execution is tightly integrated at the tactical level with the fire and 
maneuver of supported ground forces.” (Joint Chiefs of Staff, Joint Publication 3-09.3). Close air support 
can be provided by any unit of the armed forces. Strategic bombing is defined as the massive, centrally 
coordinated bombing of military and civilian targets for strategic purposes, usually conducted by an air 
force. 
1 
 
StrategicAir * What role did strategic bombing play in the government’s military strategy? (see definition 
above). Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 

 
Resettle * What role did resettlement play in the government’s military strategy? Resettlement is defined 
as the forced relocation of civilian populations to deny guerillas access to resources, sanctuary, and other 
types of support; provide greater security for noncombatants; and/or separate combatants from 
noncombatants. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 
 
CivAction * What role did projects intended to improve the material well-being of play in the 
government’s military strategy? Examples: building schools, roads, bridges, hospitals; providing medical 
care, clean water or electricity; and creating jobs for local residents. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 
4 Extensive 
1 
 
CivSecure * What role did attempts to protect noncombatantfs from harm caused by the insurgents play 
in the government’s military strategy? Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 
 



Decap * What role did attempts to capture and kill the top leader(s) of the insurgent movement play in the 
government’s military strategy? Compare this variable to Jenna Jordan’s decapitation data. Coding: 1 
None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
2 
 
CivKill * Did mass killing of civilians occur? Mass killing is defined as > 50,000 intentional civilian deaths 
in a campaign (within <6 years) (Valentino et al. 2004) Coding: 0 No 1 Yes 
0 
 
CivTarget * To what extent did the military forces of the government intentionally select civilians as direct 
objects of attack or consistently fail to discriminate between combatants and noncombatants in their 
military operations? Combatants are defined as individuals that engage in armed resistance against 
regime forces. Coding: 1 Rarely 2 Moderately 3 Extensively 
1 
 
ForceDescrip * A narrative description of the type of force used by the government. Describe the 
strategy (or strategies) that the government used to counter the domestic threat. Note changes in strategy 
over time and major differences between the strategies and tactics used by different military units, 
different governments, or in different regions. This space can also be used to provide clarification on the 
variables coded above. 
While a detailed description of the force used by COIN forces could not be found, it seems that the rebel 
attack focused on a military and police headquarters in the town of Gafsa. The government’s 
counterinsurgency tactics consisted of retaking the barracks and police station through ground forces and 
the subsequent capture of some of the rebels. During the retaking, most of the casualties were taken on 
the Govt. side.  Some sources state that the fighting continued into the the mountainous region and that 
the casualty numbers were actually much higher, but this is difficult to verify accurately. 
 
NumTrps * Number of government troops at height of conflict. Measured as maximum number of regular 
military personnel (air, ground, and sea) under central government authority during the conflict. When 
exact numbers cannot be located, coders may estimate from information about the military units. If even 
estimates are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, NumTrps 
is coded as missing (enter NA) and only TrpCat is coded. 
28600 
 
TrpCat * Categorical measure of the number of government troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 less 
than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 More than 
30,000 troops 
3 
 
GovCas * Number of government forces members killed during the conflict. Please enter numbers 
without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of ranges (750 instead of 
500-1000). If missing, enter NA. 
22 
 
RebelNumTrps * Estimated number of total troops on rebel side at height of conflict. If even estimates 
are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, RebelNumTrps is 
coded as missing (enter NA) and only RebelTrpCat is coded. 
100 
 
RebelTrpCat * Categorical measure of the total number of rebel troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 
less than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 More than 
30,000 troops 
0 
 



RebelCas * Number of rebels / opposition members killed during the conflict. Please enter numbers 
without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of ranges (750 instead of 
500-1000). If missing, enter NA. 
6 
 
ThreatSource * Role of internal and external actors with regard to the rebels in the conflict. Coding: 1 
primarily internal conflict with minor to moderate level of support to rebels from external actors 2 primarily 
externally sponsored conflict with local insurgents 3 entirely domestic opposition (no external assistance). 
1 
 
TargHelp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state committed any military troops to assist or advise 
the rebels. 
1 
 
AsstCombat * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state engaged in combat to assist the rebels. 
0 
 
AsstArms * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided arms or other material aid to assist the 
rebels. 
1 
 
AsstEcon * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided economic support to the rebels. 
1 
 
AsstSanct * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided, on its territory, sanctuaries for the 
rebels. 
1 
 
TargSupp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided any type of support to assist the rebels. 
1 
 
ConflictEthnic * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ethnic conflict. Following a 
conventional definition, ethnic conflicts involve “groups that identify with a distinct ethnic or cultural 
heritage” (Regan 1996: 338). Ethnic wars have been defined as “wars among communities (ethnicities) 
who are in conflict over the power relationship that exists between those communities and the state” 
(Sambanis 2001: 261). Additionally, the groups in ethnic conflicts “hold irreconcilable visions of the 
identity, borders, and citizenship of the state. They do not seek to control a state whose identity all sides 
accept, but rather to redefine or divide the state itself” (Kaufman 1996: 138). 
0 
 
EthnicGroups * When applicable, name the primary ethnic group or groups contributing rebel fighters to 
the opposition movement. Separate group names with ;. Please try to use ethnic group names that are 
listed in http://www.icr.ethz.ch/research/greg/groups.xls. If not applicable, enter NA. 
NA 
 
ConflictRelig * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a religious conflict. The primary feature 
of religious conflicts in this definition is that insurgent leaders frequently and systematically invoke religion 
as a motivation and justification for the conflict (cf. Juergensmeyer 2003: 57). 
0 
 
ConflictIdeol * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ideological conflict, with alignments 
across ethnic borders. Insurgents may strive for a different regime type and/or political order, but their 
primary aim does not contain the systematic exclusion of specific ethnic or religious groups. 
1 
 



ConflictSecess * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a secessionist conflict and the 
insurgents aim to create a separate state outside the current regime’s authority. 
0 
 
LastCW * Years since last civil war. Enter an integer number of years. If no civil war occurred before, 
enter NA. 
 
 

Conflict outcome variables 
 
Win * Who won the conflict? 1 Counterinsurgents (government and/or intervener) 2 
Insurgents/rebels/rebel affiliates 3 Undecided 
1 
 
ConflictOutcome * Categorical variable that describes how the government terminated its military 
conflict. 0 Conflict ongoing. 1 Government militarily defeated the rebels. 2 Government negotiated a 
settlement that resulted in a compromise with the insurgents over governance (e.g., a power-sharing 
agreement). 3 The country was partitioned into two or more separate countries at the end of the conflict 4 
Rebels militarily defeated the government. 
1 
 
GovComp * GovComp Who was in control of the central government at the end of the conflict (i.e. at 
Enddate)? 1 Insurgents (the previous opposition; groups associated with the insurgents; political wings of 
rebels; etc.) 2 Government (the previous incumbent government; politicians associated with the previous 
regime; etc.) 3 Foreign intervener 4 Power-sharing: both previous rebels and previous incumbents began 
sharing political power in a joint government at the end of the conflict 5 Unclear: failing or failed state 
2 
 
Maintain * The number of months the government remained in power after the termination of the conflict 
(Enddate). This variable varies from zero, when the regime was never stabilized, to 60, when the regime 
remained in power for at least five years post-conflict. 
60 
 
MNF * Dummy variable coded 1 if a multinational peacekeeping force was established and remained in 
the conflict region after the termination of the conflict. 
0 
 
Sources * Sources Abbreviated identifier for each source used to code a case. The full source citations 
are provided with their identifying code below. Use Chicaco 15th B citation style. 
Brogan, Patrick.  1998. World Conflicts.  Lanham, MD: Scarecrow Press, Inc. 
 
Clodfelter, Micheal. 1992. Warfare and Armed Conflicts. Jefferson, NC: McFarland & Company, Inc. 
 
EACD 2009 
 
Facts on File Inc., 1980.  Encyclopedia of World History.  Facts on File Library of World History.  New 
York: Facts on File. 
 
Keesing’s Record of World Events. 1980. Ed. Roger East. Cambridge: Longman. 
 
The Military Balance 1979/1980 (1980) 
 
PRIO 2010 



 
UCDP 2010 

 
 
Notes * 
There seems to be conflicting evidence stating whether or not the rebel group were Tunisian workers 
trained by the Libyan governement, actual Libyan commandos, or if Libya has any involvement 
whatsoever. UCDP states that there is no evidence to corroborate the claims that Libya was involved, 
however Brogan, Tillema, Keesing’s, and Facts on File suggests that there was some involvement by 
Libya.  As most of the sources stated that Libya was involved, I have coded the case under those 
conditions. Keesing’s explains that government. 
 
According to Keesing’s, the total deaths involved with the conflict was 41, 22 being on the government 
side, 6 on the rebel side, and 13 being civilians. For our purposes, the conflict only involved 28 battle 
related deaths. 
 
Keesing’s and other sources mention while official reports state only 41 total deaths were involved with 
the conflict, the actual figure may be much higher as some sources say fighting went on into the 
mountainous terrain in the area near Gafsa. However, none of these details are verfiable, so for our 
purposes I’ve used the official figures. 
 



1. Conflict identifiers  
  
Conflict ID * Which conflict from the list of Conflict Cases is this? Please provide ConYr. (Please note 
that ConYr may have to be adjusted based on new start dates: if you find that the actual start date of a 
conflict diverges from the one provided in the Conflict Cases list, please update this Conflict ID to reflect 
the correct start year. E.g. if the Afghanistan conflict 7001980 actually started in 1978, please provide 
7001978 as the ID.)  
6251963 
 
ConflictCountry * In which country did the conflict occur? 
Sudan 
  
Startdate * 09/01/1963 
  
Enddate * 11/14/1964 
  
Comments on start- and enddate. Insert comments on problems/ambiguities with start-and enddates of 
the conflict here. 
 
Whereas the conflict between the north and south continued, on November 14, 1964 a civilian regime 
replaced General Ibrahim Abboud’s military regime. The new regime was led by Khatim Khalifa 
(O’Balance 2000, 27). 
 
IncGov * Provide the name of the incumbent government regime (head of gov’t/regime, party) 
Government of Sudan/General Ibrahim Abboud 
 
Rebel1 * Provide the names of the opposition group(s), rebel group(s) and other actors that were 
identified as opposing the central government. 
Anya-Nya 
 
Coup * Is this conflict best described as a coup? Is the government defending itself against or reversing a 
coup — rather than a case in which there is an armed insurgent movement? If YES (=1), do not continue 
coding this case for now and mark the case’s status as “Coup” in the Conflict Casese document. If NO 
coup (=0), and insurgency is present, continue coding the variables below. 
0 
  
Region * Geographic region of the country in which the rebels and/or the fighting was concentrated. 
Depending on the conflict this could be the name of a province, state, or administrative district in the 
conflict country, a description (e.g., “primarily the southern half of the country, south of the capital to the 
border with Pakistan”), or a named region (e.g., the Darfur region of Sudan). If dispersed throughout the 
county, enter “entire country”.  
 
Southern Sudan 
 
 
Concentration * Estimate the percentage of the geographic area of the country experiencing significant 
violence related to the conflict at any point during the conflict. Violence should be considered significant if 



battles/clashes between the rebels and government forces took place in a region, civilians were killed by 
government or rebel forces in a region, or government or rebel attacks occurred regularly in a region. 
Coding: 1 Less than 25% 2 25-50% 3 50-75% 4 More than 75%  
1 
 
IGO * Dummy variable set to 1 if an intergovernmental organization (NATO, UN, etc…) organized, 
participated in, sponsored, or sanctioned a military intervention to maintain the regime. 
0 
 
IGOname * Name of the IGO mission that organized, participated in, sponsored, or sanctioned the 
military intervention to maintain the regime (if any). 
NA 
  

2. Counterinsurgency characteristics  
Note: These variables should be coded in reference to the entire conflict, from Startdate to Enddate. Even 
in conflict in which the government began COIN operations with a light force model, if the majority of the 
conflict featured a heavy force model, this variable should be coded as 2.  
  
ForceModel * Primary type of force used by government troops. Coding: 1 Light force: Primary use of 
ground combat units that do not include large military equipment (may include close air support) 2 Heavy 
force: Primarily large-unit, concentrated firepower combat with mechanized units (may include strategic 
bombing) Close air support is defined as “air action by fixed-wing (FW) and rotary-wing (RW) aircraft 
against hostile targets that are in close proximity to friendly forces. […] It is planned and executed to 
support ground tactical units. CAS execution is tightly integrated at the tactical level with the fire and 
maneuver of supported ground forces.” (Joint Chiefs of Staff, Joint Publication 3-09.3). Close air support 
can be provided by any unit of the armed forces. Strategic bombing is defined as the massive, centrally 
coordinated bombing of military and civilian targets for strategic purposes, usually conducted by an air 
force.  
1 
 
StrategicAir * What role did strategic bombing play in the government’s military strategy? (see definition 
above). Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive  
1 
 
Resettle * What role did resettlement play in the government’s military strategy? Resettlement is defined 
as the forced relocation of civilian populations to deny guerillas access to resources, sanctuary, and other 
types of support; provide greater security for noncombatants; and/or separate combatants from 
noncombatants. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive  
1 
  
CivAction * What role did projects intended to improve the material well-being of play in the 
government’s military strategy? Examples: building schools, roads, bridges, hospitals; providing medical 
care, clean water or electricity; and creating jobs for local residents. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 
4 Extensive  
1 
  
CivSecure * What role did attempts to protect noncombatants from harm caused by the insurgents play 
in the government’s military strategy? Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive  



1 
 
Decap * What role did attempts to capture and kill the top leader(s) of the insurgent movement play in the 
government’s military strategy? Compare this variable to Jenna Jordan’s decapitation data. Coding: 1 
None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive  
1 
 
CivKill * Did mass killing of civilians occur? Mass killing is defined as > 50,000 intentional civilian deaths 
in a campaign (within <6 years) (Valentino et al. 2004) Coding: 0 No 1 Yes  
0 
 
CivTarget * To what extent did the military forces of the government intentionally select civilians as direct 
objects of attack or consistently fail to discriminate between combatants and noncombatants in their 
military operations? Combatants are defined as individuals that engage in armed resistance against 
regime forces. Coding: 1 Rarely 2 Moderately 3 Extensively  
2 
 
ForceDescrip * A narrative description of the type of force used by the government. Describe the 
strategy (or strategies) that the government used to counter the domestic threat. Note changes in strategy 
over time and major differences between the strategies and tactics used by different military units, 
different governments, or in different regions. This space can also be used to provide clarification on the 
variables coded above.  
 
“[The Anya-Nya] had only made tentative steps towards gaining the confidence of the people. On the 
other hand the army continued its heavy handed ruthless operations, causing southern tribes and 
villagers to think that the freedom fighters might be the best of a bad lot. (O’Balance 2000, 23.) 
 
The war in the south was characterized by massacre and counter-massacre….outside journalists and aid 
workers confirmed that the army’s attacks were carried out with great brutality. Even when there were no 
orders to attack southern villages, it was clear that northern troops, often unable to find the enemy who 
hid in the rough countryside, took out their frustrations on the civilian population…[the Anya-Nya] troops 
dominated the countryside of the south, while the government held the major towns. (Ciment 1991, Vol II, 
1205.) 
 
NumTrps * Number of government troops at height of conflict. Measured as maximum number of regular 
military personnel (air, ground, and sea) under central government authority during the conflict. When 
exact numbers cannot be located, coders may estimate from information about the military units. If even 
estimates are uneliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, NumTrps 
is coded as missing (enter NA) and only TrpCat is coded.  
NA 
 
TrpCat * Categorical measure of the number of government troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 less 
than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 More than 
30,000 troops 
3 
 
GovCas * Number of government forces members killed during the conflict. Please enter numbers 
without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of ranges (750 instead of 
500-1000). If missing, enter NA.  



NA 
 
RebelNumTrps * Estimated number of total troops on rebel side at height of conflict. If even estimates 
are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, RebelNumTrps is 
coded as missing (enter NA) and only RebelTrpCat is coded.  
NA 
 
RebelTrpCat * Categorical measure of the total number of rebel troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 
less than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 More than 
30,000 troops 
3 
 
RebelCas * Number of rebels / opposition members killed during the conflict. Please enter numbers 
without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of ranges (750 instead of 
500-1000). If missing, enter NA.  
NA 
 
ThreatSource * Role of internal and external actors with regard to the rebels in the conflict. Coding: 1 
primarily internal conflict with minor to moderate level of support to rebels from external actors 2 primarily 
externally sponsored conflict with local insurgents 3 entirely domestic opposition (no external assistance).  
1 
  
TargHelp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state committed any military troops to assist or advise 
the rebels. 
1 
 
AsstCombat * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state engaged in combat to assist the rebels.  
0 
 
AsstArms * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided arms or other material aid to assist the 
rebels.  
1 
 
AsstEcon * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided economic support to the rebels.  
1 
 
AsstSanct * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided, on its territory, sanctuaries for the 
rebels.  
1 
  
TargSupp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided any type of support to assist the rebels.  
1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



ConflictEthnic * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ethnic conflict. Following a 
conventional definition, ethnic conflicts involve “groups that identify with a distinct ethnic or cultural 
heritage” (Regan 1996: 338). Ethnic wars have been defined as “wars among communities (ethnicities) 
who are in conflict over the power relationship that exists between those communities and the state” 
(Sambanis 2001: 261). Additionally, the groups in ethnic conflicts “hold irreconcilable visions of the 
identity, borders, and citizenship of the state. They do not seek to control a state whose identity all sides 
accept, but rather to redefine or divide the state itself” (Kaufman 1996: 138).   
0  
 
EthnicGroups * When applicable, name the primary ethnic group or groups contributing rebel fighters to 
the opposition movement. Separate group names with ;. Please try to use ethnic group names that are 
listed in http://www.icr.ethz.ch/research/greg/groups.xls. If not applicable, enter NA. 
NA 
 
ConflictRelig * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a religious conflict. The primary feature 
of religious conflicts in this definition is that insurgent leaders frequently and systematically invoke religion 
as a motivation and justification for the conflict (cf. Juergensmeyer 2003: 57).  
0 
 
ConflictIdeol * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ideological conflict, with alignments 
across ethnic borders. Insurgents may strive for a different regime type and/or political order, but their 
primary aim does not contain the systematic exclusion of specific ethnic or religious groups.  
0 
  
ConflictSecess * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a secessionist conflict and the 
insurgents aim to create a separate state outside the current regime’s authority.  
1 
  
LastCW * Years since last civil war. Enter an integer number of years. If no civil war occurred before, 
enter NA.  
7 
 

 Conflict outcome variables  
 
Win * Who won the conflict? 1 Counterinsurgents (government and/or intervener) 2 
Insurgents/rebels/rebel affiliates 3 Undecided  
3 
 
 
 
 
ConflictOutcome * Categorical variable that describes how the government terminated its military 
conflict. 0 Conflict ongoing. 1 Government militarily defeated the rebels. 2 Government negotiated a 
settlement that resulted in a compromise with the insurgents over governance (e.g., a power-sharing 
agreement). 3 The country was partitioned into two or more separate countries at the end of the conflict 4 
Rebels militarily defeated the government.  
0 



  
GovComp * GovComp Who was in control of the central government at the end of the conflict (i.e. at 
Enddate)? 1 Insurgents (the previous opposition; groups associated with the insurgents; political wings of 
rebels; etc.) 2 Government (the previous incumbent government; politicians associated with the previous 
regime; etc.) 3 Foreign intervener 4 Power-sharing: both previous rebels and previous incumbents began 
sharing political power in a joint government at the end of the conflict 5 Unclear: failing or failed state  
2 
 
Maintain * The number of months the government remained in power after the termination of the conflict 
(Enddate). This variable varies from zero, when the regime was never stabilized, to 60, when the regime 
remained in power for at least five years post-conflict.  
54 
 
MNF * Dummy variable coded 1 if a multinational peacekeeping force was established and remained in 
the conflict region after the termination of the conflict.  
0 
 
Notes * 
 
NumTrps and TrpCat 

Though Clodfelter states that, “Sudanese government forces in the south increased from 10,000 to 
17,000 and finally to over 20,000” (2002, 610), he does not mention the dates in which the changes in 
number of troops occurred. Thus for NumTrps, I coded it NA, but I coded TrpCat 3. 

Clodfelter 2002, 610. 

RebNumTrps and RebTrpCat 

Similair to the troop numbers, when it comes to rebel numbers Clodfelter states that, “their guerilla 
opponents never numbered more than 10,000…with maybe 15,000 locally recruited auxiliaries” (2002, 
610). Thus for RebNumTrps, I coded it NA, but I coded RebTrpCat 3. 

GovCas and RebelCas 

There was no information available for either GovCas or RebelCas. 

Maintain 

The civilian regime lasted from Nov 14th, 1964 to May 25th , 1969, or 54 months. 

 

LastCW 

The country became formally independent in 1956 (Brogan 1998, 105). 

ThreatSource, 

“The movement won support of the Dinka tribes and was armed by rebels in the Congo, by the 
Ethiopians…, and by Israel…”( Brogan 1998, 106). 



TargHelp & AsstArms 

“Israel supplied the Anya-Nya with weapons and also hired European mercenaries who could train the 
southerners in their use” (Ciment 1999 Vol II, 1205). 

AsstAid 

After mentioning that Israel and other states provided the southern rebels with arms and mercenaries, he 
mentions “Israel provided aid…”. I am assuming he is referencing economic aid in this quotation and is 
distinguishing it from military aid he mentions earlier (Tillema 1991, 108). 

AsstSanct 

“Anya-nya began organized attacks upon central government installations within the south in September 
1963, relying in part upon bases within neighboring Uganda and Zaire” (Tillemma 1991, 105). 

Sources * Sources Abbreviated identifier for each source used to code a case. The full source citations 
are provided with their identifying code below. Use Chicago 15th B citation style. 
 
Brogan 1998, 106. 
 
Ciment 1999, Vol II 1204-1206. 
 
Clodfelter 2002, 611. 
 
Jendia, Catherine. 2002. The Sudanese Civil Conflict: 1969-1985. New York, New York: Peter Lang 
Publishing. 
 
O’Balance, Edgar. 2000. Sudan, Civil War and Terrorism. New York, New York: St. Martin’s Press, 57. 
 
 
 
  
 



1. Conflict identifiers  
  
Conflict ID * Which conflict from the list of Conflict Cases is this? Please provide ConYr. (Please note 
that ConYr may have to be adjusted based on new start dates: if you find that the actual start date of a 
conflict diverges from the one provided in the Conflict Cases list, please update this Conflict ID to reflect 
the correct start year. E.g. if the Afghanistan conflict 7001980 actually started in 1978, please provide 
7001978 as the ID.)  
6251983 
 
ConflictCountry * In which country did the conflict occur? 
Sudan 
  
Startdate * 05/17/1983 
  
Enddate * 12/31/2004 
  
Comments on start- and enddate. Insert comments on problems/ambiguities with start-and enddates of 
the conflict here. 
 
The start date is constant among various sources while the end date is the date of a signed peace 
agreement between the rebels and COIN forces. 
  
The end date is the date of a ceasefire agreement signed between the SPLM/A and government forces. 
There was a more formal agreement that was signed on January 8, 2005, however the Dec. 31st date is a 
more accurate point of when the conflict ended. 
  
There were clashes that broke out between Southern Sudanese and Northern Sudanese after the death 
of SPLM/A leader John Garang in a plane crash in 2005. This did not involve the SPLM/A itself as they 
officially stated that the death was an accident and they maintained the ceasefire agreement. 
 
 
IncGov * Provide the name of the incumbent government regime (head of gov’t/regime, party) 
General Omar Hassan al-Bashir (Revolutionary Command Council) 
 
Rebel1 * Provide the names of the opposition group(s), rebel group(s) and other actors that were 
identified as opposing the central government. 
Sudan People’s Liberation Movement/Army (SPLM/A) 
 
Rebel2 
National Democratic Alliance 
 
Coup * Is this conflict best described as a coup? Is the government defending itself against or reversing a 
coup — rather than a case in which there is an armed insurgent movement? If YES (=1), do not continue 
coding this case for now and mark the case’s status as “Coup” in the Conflict Casese document. If NO 
coup (=0), and insurgency is present, continue coding the variables below. 
0 
  



Region * Geographic region of the country in which the rebels and/or the fighting was concentrated. 
Depending on the conflict this could be the name of a province, state, or administrative district in the 
conflict country, a description (e.g., “primarily the southern half of the country, south of the capital to the 
border with Pakistan”), or a named region (e.g., the Darfur region of Sudan). If dispersed throughout the 
county, enter “entire country”.  
 
Much of the fight took placing the southern region of Sudan, however fighting eventually reached the Blue 
Nile region as well as the Nuba Mountains. 
 
Concentration * Estimate the percentage of the geographic area of the country experiencing significant 
violence related to the conflict at any point during the conflict. Violence should be considered significant if 
battles/clashes between the rebels and government forces took place in a region, civilians were killed by 
government or rebel forces in a region, or government or rebel attacks occurred regularly in a region. 
Coding: 1 Less than 25% 2 25-50% 3 50-75% 4 More than 75%  
3 
 
IGO * Dummy variable set to 1 if an intergovernmental organization (NATO, UN, etc…) organized, 
participated in, sponsored, or sanctioned a military intervention to maintain the regime. 
0 
 
IGOname * Name of the IGO mission that organized, participated in, sponsored, or sanctioned the 
military intervention to maintain the regime (if any). 
NA 
  

2. Counterinsurgency characteristics  
Note: These variables should be coded in reference to the entire conflict, from Startdate to Enddate. Even 
in conflict in which the government began COIN operations with a light force model, if the majority of the 
conflict featured a heavy force model, this variable should be coded as 2.  
  
ForceModel * Primary type of force used by government troops. Coding: 1 Light force: Primary use of 
ground combat units that do not include large military equipment (may include close air support) 2 Heavy 
force: Primarily large-unit, concentrated firepower combat with mechanized units (may include strategic 
bombing) Close air support is defined as “air action by fixed-wing (FW) and rotary-wing (RW) aircraft 
against hostile targets that are in close proximity to friendly forces. […] It is planned and executed to 
support ground tactical units. CAS execution is tightly integrated at the tactical level with the fire and 
maneuver of supported ground forces.” (Joint Chiefs of Staff, Joint Publication 3-09.3). Close air support 
can be provided by any unit of the armed forces. Strategic bombing is defined as the massive, centrally 
coordinated bombing of military and civilian targets for strategic purposes, usually conducted by an air 
force.  
2 
 
StrategicAir * What role did strategic bombing play in the government’s military strategy? (see definition 
above). Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive  
4 
 
Resettle * What role did resettlement play in the government’s military strategy? Resettlement is defined 
as the forced relocation of civilian populations to deny guerillas access to resources, sanctuary, and other 



types of support; provide greater security for noncombatants; and/or separate combatants from 
noncombatants. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive  
3 
  
CivAction * What role did projects intended to improve the material well-being of play in the 
government’s military strategy? Examples: building schools, roads, bridges, hospitals; providing medical 
care, clean water or electricity; and creating jobs for local residents. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 
4 Extensive  
1 
  
CivSecure * What role did attempts to protect noncombatants from harm caused by the insurgents play 
in the government’s military strategy? Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive  
1 
 
Decap * What role did attempts to capture and kill the top leader(s) of the insurgent movement play in the 
government’s military strategy? Compare this variable to Jenna Jordan’s decapitation data. Coding: 1 
None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive  
1 
 
CivKill * Did mass killing of civilians occur? Mass killing is defined as > 50,000 intentional civilian deaths 
in a campaign (within <6 years) (Valentino et al. 2004) Coding: 0 No 1 Yes  
2 
Updated Case Notes: 1 
 
CivTarget * To what extent did the military forces of the government intentionally select civilians as direct 
objects of attack or consistently fail to discriminate between combatants and noncombatants in their 
military operations? Combatants are defined as individuals that engage in armed resistance against 
regime forces. Coding: 1 Rarely 2 Moderately 3 Extensively  
4 
Updated Case Notes: 3 
 
ForceDescrip * A narrative description of the type of force used by the government. Describe the 
strategy (or strategies) that the government used to counter the domestic threat. Note changes in strategy 
over time and major differences between the strategies and tactics used by different military units, 
different governments, or in different regions. This space can also be used to provide clarification on the 
variables coded above.  
 
The conflict was characterized by heavy offenses and battles of important cities.  
  
Initially SPLM/A was the stronger side because of lack of morale in the government's army. In the early 
1990s however, the government forces had the upper hand since SPLM/A was severely weakened by the 
loss of support from Ethiopia and was also wrecked by internal fighting. By the mid-1990s, the rebel 
group as able to recover most of their losses because the government face a new threat in the East from 
the NDA and was stretching their capabilities too thin.  
  
The tide turned again the late 1990s, when SPLM/A lost external support from countries such as Ethiopia, 
whereas the government managed to both mend fences with many of its neighbors and to start collecting 
oil revenues. 
  



In terms of attacking civilians, the government used tactics such as bombing civilians, burning villages, 
and forced resettlement all in order to depopulate the South after oil was discovered. 
 
NumTrps * Number of government troops at height of conflict. Measured as maximum number of regular 
military personnel (air, ground, and sea) under central government authority during the conflict. When 
exact numbers cannot be located, coders may estimate from information about the military units. If even 
estimates are uneliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, NumTrps 
is coded as missing (enter NA) and only TrpCat is coded.  
115000 
 
TrpCat * Categorical measure of the number of government troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 less 
than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 More than 
30,000 troops 
4 
 
GovCas * Number of government forces members killed during the conflict. Please enter numbers 
without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of ranges (750 instead of 
500-1000). If missing, enter NA.  
NA 
 
RebelNumTrps * Estimated number of total troops on rebel side at height of conflict. If even estimates 
are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, RebelNumTrps is 
coded as missing (enter NA) and only RebelTrpCat is coded.  
60000 
 
RebelTrpCat * Categorical measure of the total number of rebel troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 
less than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 More than 
30,000 troops 
4 
 
RebelCas * Number of rebels / opposition members killed during the conflict. Please enter numbers 
without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of ranges (750 instead of 
500-1000). If missing, enter NA.  
NA 
 
ThreatSource * Role of internal and external actors with regard to the rebels in the conflict. Coding: 1 
primarily internal conflict with minor to moderate level of support to rebels from external actors 2 primarily 
externally sponsored conflict with local insurgents 3 entirely domestic opposition (no external assistance).  
1 
  
TargHelp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state committed any military troops to assist or advise 
the rebels. 
1 
 
AsstCombat * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state engaged in combat to assist the rebels.  
1 
 
AsstArms * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided arms or other material aid to assist the 
rebels.  



1 
 
AsstEcon * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided economic support to the rebels.  
1 
 
AsstSanct * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided, on its territory, sanctuaries for the 
rebels.  
1 
  
TargSupp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided any type of support to assist the rebels.  
1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
ConflictEthnic * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ethnic conflict. Following a 
conventional definition, ethnic conflicts involve “groups that identify with a distinct ethnic or cultural 
heritage” (Regan 1996: 338). Ethnic wars have been defined as “wars among communities (ethnicities) 
who are in conflict over the power relationship that exists between those communities and the state” 
(Sambanis 2001: 261). Additionally, the groups in ethnic conflicts “hold irreconcilable visions of the 
identity, borders, and citizenship of the state. They do not seek to control a state whose identity all sides 
accept, but rather to redefine or divide the state itself” (Kaufman 1996: 138).   
0  
 
EthnicGroups * When applicable, name the primary ethnic group or groups contributing rebel fighters to 
the opposition movement. Separate group names with ;. Please try to use ethnic group names that are 
listed in http://www.icr.ethz.ch/research/greg/groups.xls. If not applicable, enter NA. 
NA 
 
ConflictRelig * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a religious conflict. The primary feature 
of religious conflicts in this definition is that insurgent leaders frequently and systematically invoke religion 
as a motivation and justification for the conflict (cf. Juergensmeyer 2003: 57).  
0 
 
ConflictIdeol * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ideological conflict, with alignments 
across ethnic borders. Insurgents may strive for a different regime type and/or political order, but their 
primary aim does not contain the systematic exclusion of specific ethnic or religious groups.  
1 
  
ConflictSecess * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a secessionist conflict and the 
insurgents aim to create a separate state outside the current regime’s authority.  
1 
  
LastCW * Years since last civil war. Enter an integer number of years. If no civil war occurred before, 
enter NA.  
11 



 

 Conflict outcome variables  
 
Win * Who won the conflict? 1 Counterinsurgents (government and/or intervener) 2 
Insurgents/rebels/rebel affiliates 3 Undecided  
2 
 
ConflictOutcome * Categorical variable that describes how the government terminated its military 
conflict. 0 Conflict ongoing. 1 Government militarily defeated the rebels. 2 Government negotiated a 
settlement that resulted in a compromise with the insurgents over governance (e.g., a power-sharing 
agreement). 3 The country was partitioned into two or more separate countries at the end of the conflict 4 
Rebels militarily defeated the government.  
2 
  
GovComp * GovComp Who was in control of the central government at the end of the conflict (i.e. at 
Enddate)? 1 Insurgents (the previous opposition; groups associated with the insurgents; political wings of 
rebels; etc.) 2 Government (the previous incumbent government; politicians associated with the previous 
regime; etc.) 3 Foreign intervener 4 Power-sharing: both previous rebels and previous incumbents began 
sharing political power in a joint government at the end of the conflict 5 Unclear: failing or failed state  
2 
 
Maintain * The number of months the government remained in power after the termination of the conflict 
(Enddate). This variable varies from zero, when the regime was never stabilized, to 60, when the regime 
remained in power for at least five years post-conflict.  
60 
 
MNF * Dummy variable coded 1 if a multinational peacekeeping force was established and remained in 
the conflict region after the termination of the conflict.  
1 
 
Notes * 
 
There were 2 military coups during the conflict, one that displaced the constitutionally elected President, 
and a few years later another that replaced a civilian govt. that was put into place by the military transition 
government. The actions of the government to the rebels did not change throughout these coups. 

In the 1990s, there some factions that split from the SPLM/A after having problems with the leader 
Garang, this caused a lot of infighting between the groups in South Sudan and was said to have cost as 
many lives as the war with the government. 

While the conflict was not based on ethnicity, within the SPLM/A the leader, John Garang, was said to 
have shown favoritism to members of his own tribe (the Dinka).  This favoritism was a reason for the 
factions that developed within the SPLM/A. Some of these smaller factions were often tribe based (while 
others were ideologically centered) 

Govt. did not win militarily and fighting ceased due to a negotiated agreement between the two parties. 
The peace agreements signed by the COIN forces and the rebel group allowed for a referendum vote to 
be conducted in Southern Sudan to determine if most wanted to secede and form their own state. The 



vote was to be conducted 6 years from the signing. The vote took place in January 2011 and with 98% of 
the South Sudanese voting in favor of secession. 

The total battle deaths figure was difficult to estimate because many sources do not differentiate between 
the deaths of civilians and/or the deaths that were caused indirectly by the war (famine, disease).  My 
estimated total battle deaths for the conflict was 58,000, and because there was not source that gave the 
estimate total deaths for each side, I believe the most accurate way to give this data is by dividing the 
total number by two. This would give the total number of battle deaths for the government forces as 
29,000 and the total number for the rebel troops as 29,000. 

Sources * Sources Abbreviated identifier for each source used to code a case. The full source citations 
are provided with their identifying code below. Use Chicago 15th B citation style. 
 
Arnold. Guy 2008. Historical Dictionary of Civil Wars in Africa. Lanham, MD: The Scarecrow Press, Inc. 
  
Brogan, Patrick.  1998. World Conflicts.  Lanham, MD: Scarecrow Press, Inc. 
  
Ciment, James. 1999. Encyclopedia of Conflicts Since World War II Vol. II. Chicago: Fitzroy Dearborn 
Publishers. 
  
EACD 2009 
  
Gladys Mjoroge. "Sudan peace deal signed," CNN.com. Last modified May 27, 2004. 
Accessed March 23, 2011. 
http://edition.cnn.com/2004/WORLD/africa/05/26/sudan.peace.accord/index.html       
  
“John Garang,” The Times, August 2, 2005. http:///www.timesonline.co.uk 
http://www.timesonline.co.uk/tol/comment/obituaries/article550465.ece 
  
PRIO 
  
RAND 2010 
  
Sambanis 2006 
  
“Sudan Second Civil War,” GlobalSecurity.org. Last modified April 27, 2005. Accessed March 23, 2011. 
http://www.globalsecurity.org/military/world/war/sudan-civil-war2.htm 
  
“South Sudan Votes 98 Percent to Secede,” Leadership (Abuja), February 9, 2011. 
http://www.lexisnexis.com/hottopics/lnacademic/. 
  
UCDP 2010 
  
Valentino 
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Conflict Cases Research Journal 
 
* Required 
 
1. Conflict identifiers 
 
Conflict ID * Which conflict from the list of Conflict Cases is this? Please provide ConYr. 
(Please note that ConYr may have to be adjusted based on new start dates: if you find that the 
actual start date of a conflict diverges from the one provided in the Conflict Cases list, please 
update this Conflict ID to reflect the correct start year. E.g. if the Afghanistan conflict 7001980 
actually started in 1978, please provide 7001978 as the ID.) 
6252003 
 
ConflictCountry * In which country did the conflict occur? 
Sudan 
 
Startdate *  
3/14/2003 
Enddate *  
5/05/2006 
 
Comments on start- and enddate. Insert comments on problems/ambiguities with the start- and 
enddates of the conflict here. 
A coordinated attack against the government occurred on February 26, 2003 under the name 
Darfur Liberation Front. On March 14, 2003, a statement was released changing the DLF’s name 
to the Sudanese Liberation Movement and Sudanese Liberation Army (SLM/A). The first 
noteworthy attack as SLM/A was on April 25, 2003. 
A democratic peace agreement was signed on May 5, 2006 between a faction of the SLM/A 
(SLM-MM) and the Sudanese government. Fighting continued as 5 rebel groups joined together 
(3 of which were factions of the original SLM/A) under the name United Resistance Front. On 
July 27, 2008, three rebel groups then split from this group. In 2016, chemical weapons were 
used by the government in an operation against the SLA. The rebel group is listed as active today 
but battle-related deaths have not surpassed 100 since 2006. 
IncGov * Provide the name of the incumbent government/regime (head of gov't/regime, party) 
Government of Sudan (Omar al-Bashir) + Janjaweed- Government backed militia 
 
Rebel1 * Provide the names of the opposition group(s), rebel group(s) and other actors that were 
identified as opposing the central government 
Darfur Liberation Force/ Sudanese Liberation Movement 
 



Rebel2 
Sudanese Liberation Movement (MM) 
Rebel3 
SLM- al- Nur 
 
Rebel4 
SLM- historic leadership 
 
Rebel 5 
SLM- General Command 
 
Rebel 6 
SLM- Mainstream 
 
Rebel 7 
SLM- Unity 
 
Rebel 8 
JEM 
 
Coup * Is this conflict best described as a coup? Is the government defending itself against or 
reversing a coup -- rather than a case in which there is an armed insurgent movement? If YES 
(=1), do not continue coding this case for now and mark the case’s status as “Coup” in the 
Conflict_Cases document. If NO coup (=0), and an insurgency is present, continue coding the 
variables below. 
0 
 
Region * Geographic region of the country in which the rebels and/or the fighting was 
concentrated. Depending on the conflict this could be the name of a province, state, or 
administrative district in the conflict country, a description (e.g., “primarily the southern half of 
the country, south of the capital to the border with Pakistan”), or a named region (e.g., the Darfur 
region of Sudan). If dispersed throughout the county, enter “entire country”.  
Darfur region of Sudan 
 
Concentration * Estimate the percentage of the geographic area of the country experiencing 
significant violence related to the conflict at any point during the conflict. Violence should be 
considered significant if battles/clashes between the rebels and government forces took place in a 
region, civilians were killed by government or rebel forces in a region, or government or rebel 
attacks occurred regularly in a region. Coding: 1 Less than 25% 2 25-50% 3 50-75% 4 More than 
75% 



1 
 
2. Counterinsurgency characteristics 
Note: These variables should be coded in reference to the entire conflict, from Startdate to 
Enddate. Even in conflict in which the government began COIN operations with a light force 
model, if the majority of the conflict featured a heavy force model, this variable should be coded 
as 2. 
 
ForceModel * Primary type of force used by government troops. Coding: 1 Light force: Primary 
use of ground combat units that do not include large military equipment (may include close air 
support) 2 Heavy force: Primarily large-unit, concentrated firepower combat with mechanized 
units (may include strategic bombing) Close air support is defined as “air action by fixed-wing 
(FW) and rotary-wing (RW) aircraft against hostile targets that are in close proximity to friendly 
forces. […] It is planned and executed to support ground tactical units. CAS execution is tightly 
integrated at the tactical level with the fire and maneuver of supported ground forces.” (Joint 
Chiefs of Staff, Joint Publication 3-09.3). Close air support can be provided by any unit of the 
armed forces. Strategic bombing is defined as the massive, centrally coordinated bombing of 
military and civilian targets for strategic purposes, usually conducted by an air force. 
Need some direction on this. Employed janjaweed on ground but then had a few strategic air 
bombing . 
The majority of the conflict should be coded as a 1 with ground troops, but there have definitely 
been air raids with bombing and chemical warfare by the government military rather than the 
janjaweed. 
StrategicAir * What role did strategic bombing play in the government’s military strategy? (see 
definition above). Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
3 
 
Resettle * What role did resettlement play in the government’s military strategy? Resettlement is 
defined as the forced relocation of civilian populations to deny guerillas access to resources, 
sanctuary, and other types of support; provide greater security for noncombatants; and/or 
separate combatants from noncombatants. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
3 
 
CivAction * What role did projects intended to improve the material well-being of play in the 
government’s military strategy? Examples: building schools, roads, bridges, hospitals; providing 
medical care, clean water or electricity; and creating jobs for local residents. Coding: 1 None 2 
Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 
 



CivSecure * What role did attempts to protect noncombatants from harm caused by the 
insurgents play in the government’s military strategy? Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 
Extensive 
1 
 
Decap * What role did attempts to capture and kill the top leader(s) of the insurgent movement 
play in the government’s military strategy? Compare this variable to Jenna Jordan’s decapitation 
data. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 
 
CivKill * Did mass killing of civilians occur? Mass killing is defined as > 50,000 intentional 
civilian deaths in a campaign (within <6 years) (Valentino et al. 2004) Coding: 0 No 1 Yes 
1 
 
CivTarget * To what extent did the military forces of the government intentionally select 
civilians as direct objects of attack or consistently fail to discriminate between combatants and 
noncombatants in their military operations? Combatants are defined as individuals that engage in 
armed resistance against regime forces. Coding: 1 Rarely 2 Moderately 3 Extensively 
4 
 
ForceDescrip * A narrative description of the type of force used by the government. Describe 
the strategy (or strategies) that the government used to counter the domestic threat. Note changes 
in strategy over time and major differences between the strategies and tactics used by different 
military units, different governments, or in different regions. This space can also be used to 
provide clarification on the variables coded above. 
The predominantly Arab Janjaweed was supported by the Sudanese government in its extensive 
use of group troops supplemented by occasional air raids by the Sudanese government troops. 
 
NumTrps * Number of government troops at height of conflict. Measured as maximum number 
of regular military personnel (air, ground, and sea) under central government authority during the 
conflict. When exact numbers cannot be located, coders may estimate from information about 
the military units. If even estimates are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and 
ambiguous information, NumTrps is coded as missing (enter NA) and only TrpCat is coded. 
105,000  
 
TrpCat * Categorical measure of the number of government troops at height of conflict. Coding: 
0 less than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 
More than 30,000 troops 
4 
 



GovCas * Number of government forces members killed during the conflict. Please enter 
numbers without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of ranges 
(750 instead of 500-1000). If missing, enter NA. 
10,000 
 
RebelNumTrps * Estimated number of total troops on rebel side at height of conflict. If even 
estimates are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, 
RebelNumTrps is coded as missing (enter NA) and only RebelTrpCat is coded. 
27,000 
 
RebelTrpCat * Categorical measure of the total number of rebel troops at height of conflict. 
Coding: 0 less than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 
troops 4 More than 30,000 troops 
3 
 
RebelCas * Number of rebels / opposition members killed during the conflict. Please enter 
numbers without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of ranges 
(750 instead of 500-1000). If missing, enter NA. 
 
ThreatSource * Role of internal and external actors with regard to the rebels in the conflict. 
Coding: 1 primarily internal conflict with minor to moderate level of support to rebels from 
external actors 2 primarily externally sponsored conflict with local insurgents 3 entirely domestic 
opposition (no external assistance). 
1 
TargHelp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state committed any military troops to assist 
or advise the rebels. 
1  
 
AsstCombat * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state engaged in combat to assist the rebels. 
1 
 
 
AsstArms * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided arms or other material aid to 
assist the rebels. 
0 
 
AsstEcon * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided economic support to the rebels. 
0 
 



AsstSanct * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided, on its territory, sanctuaries for 
the rebels. 
1 
 
TargSupp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided any type of support to assist 
the rebels. 
1 
 
ConflictEthnic * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ethnic conflict. 
Following a conventional definition, ethnic conflicts involve “groups that identify with a distinct 
ethnic or cultural heritage” (Regan 1996: 338). Ethnic wars have been defined as “wars among 
communities (ethnicities) who are in conflict over the power relationship that exists between 
those communities and the state” (Sambanis 2001: 261). Additionally, the groups in ethnic 
conflicts “hold irreconcilable visions of the identity, borders, and citizenship of the state. They 
do not seek to control a state whose identity all sides accept, but rather to redefine or divide the 
state itself” (Kaufman 1996: 138). 
1 
 
EthnicGroups * When applicable, name the primary ethnic group or groups contributing rebel 
fighters to the opposition movement. Separate group names with ;. Please try to use ethnic group 
names that are listed in http://www.icr.ethz.ch/research/greg/groups.xls. If not applicable, enter 
NA.   
Fur; Zaghawa; and Masalit 
 
ConflictRelig * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a religious conflict. The 
primary feature of religious conflicts in this definition is that insurgent leaders frequently and 
systematically invoke religion as a motivation and justification for the conflict (cf. 
Juergensmeyer 2003: 57). 
0 
 
ConflictIdeol * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ideological conflict, with 
alignments across ethnic borders. Insurgents may strive for a different regime type and/or 
political order, but their primary aim does not contain the systematic exclusion of specific ethnic 
or religious groups. 
0 
 
ConflictSecess * Dumlmaiy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a secessionist conflict 
and the insurgents aim to create a separate state outside the current regime’s authority. 
0 
 



LastCW * Years since the last civil war. Enter an integer number of years. If no civil war 
occurred before, enter NA. 
0 
 
Conflict outcome variables 
 
Win * Who won the conflict? 1 Counterinsurgents (government and/or intervener) 2 
Insurgents/rebels/rebel affiliates 3 Undecided 
1 
 
ConflictOutcome * Categorical variable that describes how the government terminated its 
military conflict. 0 Conflict ongoing. 1 Government militarily defeated the rebels. 2 Government 
negotiated a settlement that resulted in a compromise with the insurgents over governance (e.g., 
a power-sharing agreement). 3 The country was partitioned into two or more separate countries 
at the end of the conflict 4 Rebels militarily defeated the government. 
0 
 
GovComp * GovComp Who was in control of the central government at the end of the conflict 
(i.e. at Enddate)? 1 Insurgents (the previous opposition; groups associated with the insurgents; 
political wings of rebels; etc.) 2 Government (the previous incumbent government; politicians 
associated with the previous regime; etc.) 3 Foreign intervener 4 Power-sharing: both previous 
rebels and previous incumbents began sharing political power in a joint government at the end of 
the conflict 5 Unclear: failing or failed state 
2 
 
Maintain * The number of months the government remained in power after the termination of 
the conflict (Enddate). This variable varies from zero, when the regime was never stabilized, to 
60, when the regime remained in power for at least five years post-conflict. 
0 
 
MNF * Dummy variable coded 1 if a multinational peacekeeping force was established and 
remained in the conflict region after the termination of the conflict. 
 
1 
Sources * Sources Abbreviated identifier for each source used to code a case. The full source 
citations are provided with their identifying code below. Use Chicaco 15th B citation style. 
 
McCutchen, Andrew. “The Sudan Revolutionary Front: Its Formation and Development.” 
Working Paper 10/2014, Small Arms Survey, 2014. 



http://www.smallarmssurveysudan.org/fileadmin/docs/working-papers/HSBA-WP33-SRF.pdf 
(accessed July 19, 2019). 
 
Human Rights Watch, Failing Darfur. Entrenching Impunity Government Responsibility for 
International Crimes in Darfur. New York: Human Rights Watch, 2008. 
  
Sudan Tribune. “Three Darfur rebel groups splint from a UN sponsored front.” July 28, 2008. 
 
The New Humanitarian. “Special report II: Chad and the Darfur conflict.” February 16, 2004.  
 
The Telegraph, “Darfur conflict: 'Hundreds of children gassed to death since January by 
government in Sudan.” September 29, 2016. 
UN News, “UN officials urge support as Darfur attempts to ‘turn the page’ from conflict to 
peace.” September 28, 2018. 
 
Office of the Spokesperson. U.S. Department of State. Darfur Peace Agreement, 2006. 
Washington D.C,. 2006. 
 
Dixon, Jeffrey and Meredith R. Sarkees. 2016. A Guide to Intra-State Wars: An Examination of 
Civil, Regional, and Intercommunal Wars, 1816-2014.SAGE 
 
 
 
 
Tanner, Victor. “Divided They Fall: The Fragmentation of Darfur’s Rebel Groups.” Small Arms 
Assessment.  
 
 
 
 
Notes Use this space to provide any additional details, comments on ambiguous or contradictory 
information, etc…  
 
In 2006, when the Minni Minnawi faction signed a democratic peace accord with the Sudanese 
government, four other factions were created with new leaders that did not want to sign onto the 
peace accord. Violence still continues today and in 2010 the same faction backed out of the 
peace agreement, but there haven’t been enough battle deaths each year to consider this war to be 
ongoing. The conflict is therefore only coded through the three year period between when 
violence began and when the peace agreement was signed. 

http://www.smallarmssurveysudan.org/fileadmin/docs/working-papers/HSBA-WP33-SRF.pdf


Conflict Cases Research Journal 
 
* Required 

 

1. Conflict identifiers 
 
Conflict ID * Which conflict from the list of Conflict Cases is this? Please provide ConYr. (Please note 
that ConYr may have to be adjusted based on new start dates: if you find that the actual start date of a 
conflict diverges from the one provided in the Conflict Cases list, please update this Conflict ID to reflect 
the correct start year. E.g. if the Afghanistan conflict 7001980 actually started in 1978, please provide 
7001978 as the ID.) 
6301979 
 
ConflictCountry * In which country did the conflict occur? 
Iran 
 
Startdate * 03/18/1979 
 
Enddate * 09/01/1985 
 
Comments on start- and enddate. Insert comments on problems/ambiguities with the start- and 
enddates of the conflict here. 
The enddate is ambiguous, owing to the fact that after this time, the Kurdish resistance within Iran ceases 
to be mentioned and does not reappear as a major internal security matter for many year. August of 1985 
was the last mention of any KDPI activity against the government. 
 
IncGov * Provide the name of the incumbent government/regime (head of gov't/regime, party) 
Islamic Republic of Iran (Ayatollah Khomeini and Ayatollah Khamenei) 
 
Rebel1 * Provide the names of the opposition group(s), rebel group(s) and other actors that were 
identified as opposing the central government 
Kurdish Resistance: Democratic Party of Iranian Kurdistan (KDPI) and Komala 
 
Rebel2 
 
Rebel3 
 
Rebel4 
 
Coup * Is this conflict best described as a coup? Is the government defending itself against or reversing a 
coup -- rather than a case in which there is an armed insurgent movement? If YES (=1), do not continue 
coding this case for now and mark the case’s status as “Coup” in the Conflict_Cases document. If NO 
coup (=0), and an insurgency is present, continue coding the variables below. 
0 

 
Region * Geographic region of the country in which the rebels and/or the fighting was concentrated. 
Depending on the conflict this could be the name of a province, state, or administrative district in the 
conflict country, a description (e.g., “primarily the southern half of the country, south of the capital to the 
border with Pakistan”), or a named region (e.g., the Darfur region of Sudan). If dispersed throughout the 
county, enter “entire country”.  
The Kurdistan, Ilam, Kermanshah, and Western Azerbaijan provinces of Iran (North West) 
 



Concentration * Estimate the percentage of the geographic area of the country experiencing significant 
violence related to the conflict at any point during the conflict. Violence should be considered significant if 
battles/clashes between the rebels and government forces took place in a region, civilians were killed by 
government or rebel forces in a region, or government or rebel attacks occurred regularly in a region. 
Coding: 1 Less than 25% 2 25-50% 3 50-75% 4 More than 75% 
1 
 
IGO * Dummy variable set to 1 if an intergovernmental organization (NATO, UN, etc...) organized, 
participated in, sponsored, or sanctioned a military intervention to maintain the regime. 
0 
 
IGOname * Name of the IGO mission that organized, participated in, sponsored, or sanctioned the 
military intervention to maintain the regime (if any). 
NA 
 
 

2. Counterinsurgency characteristics 
Note: These variables should be coded in reference to the entire conflict, from Startdate to Enddate. Even 
in conflict in which the government began COIN operations with a light force model, if the majority of the 
conflict featured a heavy force model, this variable should be coded as 2. 
 
ForceModel * Primary type of force used by government troops. Coding: 1 Light force: Primary use of 
ground combat units that do not include large military equipment (may include close air support) 2 Heavy 
force: Primarily large-unit, concentrated firepower combat with mechanized units (may include strategic 
bombing) Close air support is defined as “air action by fixed-wing (FW) and rotary-wing (RW) aircraft 
against hostile targets that are in close proximity to friendly forces. […] It is planned and executed to 
support ground tactical units. CAS execution is tightly integrated at the tactical level with the fire and 
maneuver of supported ground forces.” (Joint Chiefs of Staff, Joint Publication 3-09.3). Close air support 
can be provided by any unit of the armed forces. Strategic bombing is defined as the massive, centrally 
coordinated bombing of military and civilian targets for strategic purposes, usually conducted by an air 
force. 
2 
 
StrategicAir * What role did strategic bombing play in the government’s military strategy? (see definition 
above). Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
3 

 
Resettle * What role did resettlement play in the government’s military strategy? Resettlement is defined 
as the forced relocation of civilian populations to deny guerillas access to resources, sanctuary, and other 
types of support; provide greater security for noncombatants; and/or separate combatants from 
noncombatants. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
2 
 
CivAction * What role did projects intended to improve the material well-being of play in the 
government’s military strategy? Examples: building schools, roads, bridges, hospitals; providing medical 
care, clean water or electricity; and creating jobs for local residents. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 
4 Extensive 
2 
 
CivSecure * What role did attempts to protect noncombatantfs from harm caused by the insurgents play 
in the government’s military strategy? Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 
 



Decap * What role did attempts to capture and kill the top leader(s) of the insurgent movement play in the 
government’s military strategy? Compare this variable to Jenna Jordan’s decapitation data. Coding: 1 
None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
3 
 
CivKill * Did mass killing of civilians occur? Mass killing is defined as > 50,000 intentional civilian deaths 
in a campaign (within <6 years) (Valentino et al. 2004) Coding: 0 No 1 Yes 
0 
 
CivTarget * To what extent did the military forces of the government intentionally select civilians as direct 
objects of attack or consistently fail to discriminate between combatants and noncombatants in their 
military operations? Combatants are defined as individuals that engage in armed resistance against 
regime forces. Coding: 1 Rarely 2 Moderately 3 Extensively 
2 
 
ForceDescrip * A narrative description of the type of force used by the government. Describe the 
strategy (or strategies) that the government used to counter the domestic threat. Note changes in strategy 
over time and major differences between the strategies and tactics used by different military units, 
different governments, or in different regions. This space can also be used to provide clarification on the 
variables coded above. 
The Iranian Army and Revolutionary Guard initially waged a limited conventional war against the Kurdish 
resistance, fighting is concentrated armored columns, including helicopter support, that would drive into 
the center of major Kurdish strongholds and take up semi-permanent positions. Often, Revolutionary 
Guard units would remain behind in barracks located outside the cities to keep order. They also engaged 
in strategic bombing of the mountainous areas near the border with Iraq where Kurdish rebels would 
retreat to and later launch guerrilla attacks from.  
 
NumTrps * Number of government troops at height of conflict. Measured as maximum number of regular 
military personnel (air, ground, and sea) under central government authority during the conflict. When 
exact numbers cannot be located, coders may estimate from information about the military units. If even 
estimates are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, NumTrps 
is coded as missing (enter NA) and only TrpCat is coded. 
150,000 (Revolutionary Guards) 600,000 (Regular Troops) 
 
TrpCat * Categorical measure of the number of government troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 less 
than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 More than 
30,000 troops 
4 
 
GovCas * Number of government forces members killed during the conflict. Please enter numbers 
without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of ranges (750 instead of 
500-1000). If missing, enter NA. 
5000 
 
RebelNumTrps * Estimated number of total troops on rebel side at height of conflict. If even estimates 
are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, RebelNumTrps is 
coded as missing (enter NA) and only RebelTrpCat is coded. 
NA 
 
RebelTrpCat * Categorical measure of the total number of rebel troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 
less than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 More than 
30,000 troops 
3 
 



RebelCas * Number of rebels / opposition members killed during the conflict. Please enter numbers 
without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of ranges (750 instead of 
500-1000). If missing, enter NA. 
3500 
 
ThreatSource * Role of internal and external actors with regard to the rebels in the conflict. Coding: 1 
primarily internal conflict with minor to moderate level of support to rebels from external actors 2 primarily 
externally sponsored conflict with local insurgents 3 entirely domestic opposition (no external assistance). 
1 
 
TargHelp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state committed any military troops to assist or advise 
the rebels. 
0 
 
AsstCombat * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state engaged in combat to assist the rebels. 
0 
 
AsstArms * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided arms or other material aid to assist the 
rebels. 
1 
 
AsstEcon * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided economic support to the rebels. 
1 
 
AsstSanct * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided, on its territory, sanctuaries for the 
rebels. 
0 
 
TargSupp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided any type of support to assist the rebels. 
1 
 
ConflictEthnic * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ethnic conflict. Following a 
conventional definition, ethnic conflicts involve “groups that identify with a distinct ethnic or cultural 
heritage” (Regan 1996: 338). Ethnic wars have been defined as “wars among communities (ethnicities) 
who are in conflict over the power relationship that exists between those communities and the state” 
(Sambanis 2001: 261). Additionally, the groups in ethnic conflicts “hold irreconcilable visions of the 
identity, borders, and citizenship of the state. They do not seek to control a state whose identity all sides 
accept, but rather to redefine or divide the state itself” (Kaufman 1996: 138). 
1 
 
EthnicGroups * When applicable, name the primary ethnic group or groups contributing rebel fighters to 
the opposition movement. Separate group names with ;. Please try to use ethnic group names that are 
listed in http://www.icr.ethz.ch/research/greg/groups.xls. If not applicable, enter NA. 
Kurds 
 
ConflictRelig * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a religious conflict. The primary feature 
of religious conflicts in this definition is that insurgent leaders frequently and systematically invoke religion 
as a motivation and justification for the conflict (cf. Juergensmeyer 2003: 57). 
0 
 
ConflictIdeol * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ideological conflict, with alignments 
across ethnic borders. Insurgents may strive for a different regime type and/or political order, but their 
primary aim does not contain the systematic exclusion of specific ethnic or religious groups. 
0 
 



ConflictSecess * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a secessionist conflict and the 
insurgents aim to create a separate state outside the current regime’s authority. 
1 
 
LastCW * Years since last civil war. Enter an integer number of years. If no civil war occurred before, 
enter NA. 
1 
 

Conflict outcome variables 
 
Win * Who won the conflict? 1 Counterinsurgents (government and/or intervener) 2 
Insurgents/rebels/rebel affiliates 3 Undecided 
1 
 
ConflictOutcome * Categorical variable that describes how the government terminated its military 
conflict. 0 Conflict ongoing. 1 Government militarily defeated the rebels. 2 Government negotiated a 
settlement that resulted in a compromise with the insurgents over governance (e.g., a power-sharing 
agreement). 3 The country was partitioned into two or more separate countries at the end of the conflict 4 
Rebels militarily defeated the government. 
1 
 
GovComp * GovComp Who was in control of the central government at the end of the conflict (i.e. at 
Enddate)? 1 Insurgents (the previous opposition; groups associated with the insurgents; political wings of 
rebels; etc.) 2 Government (the previous incumbent government; politicians associated with the previous 
regime; etc.) 3 Foreign intervener 4 Power-sharing: both previous rebels and previous incumbents began 
sharing political power in a joint government at the end of the conflict 5 Unclear: failing or failed state 
2 
 
Maintain * The number of months the government remained in power after the termination of the conflict 
(Enddate). This variable varies from zero, when the regime was never stabilized, to 60, when the regime 
remained in power for at least five years post-conflict. 
60 
 
MNF * Dummy variable coded 1 if a multinational peacekeeping force was established and remained in 
the conflict region after the termination of the conflict. 
0 
 
Sources * Sources Abbreviated identifier for each source used to code a case. The full source citations 
are provided with their identifying code below. Use Chicaco 15th B citation style. 
Clodfelter, Michael. Warfare and Armed Conflicts: A Statistical Reference to Casualty and Other Figures, 
1500-2000. 2 ed. London: McFarland & Company, Inc., Publishers, 2002. 
 
Fraser Robert. 1980-85. Keesing’s Record of World Events 1980-85. Keesing’s Worldwide. 
 
Orlofsky Stephen. 1983. Facts on File Yearbook 1982. Facts on File News Service. USA 
 
Orlofsky Stephen. 1981. Facts on File Yearbook 1983. Facts on File News Service. USA 
 
Nicholas Sambanis. 2004. What is Civil War? Conceptual and Empirical Complexities of an Operational 
Definition. Journal of Conflict Resolution 48 (6): 814-858 

 
 
Notes * 



It should be noted the the Kurdish resistance primarily engaged in combat against the Revolutionary 
Guards, while at the same time largely avoided conflict with the regular Iranian Army, except in cases of 
self-defense. This was because element within the Army were sympathetic to the Kurdish cause and as a 
result the Government avoided using the Army in these engagements. However, the deployment of the 
Army towards the Iraqi border led to more frequent clashes between the two. 

 
 



Conflict Cases Research Journal 
 
* Required 

 

1. Conflict identifiers 
 
Conflict ID * Which conflict from the list of Conflict Cases is this? Please provide ConYr. (Please note 
that ConYr may have to be adjusted based on new start dates: if you find that the actual start date of a 
conflict diverges from the one provided in the Conflict Cases list, please update this Conflict ID to reflect 
the correct start year. E.g. if the Afghanistan conflict 7001980 actually started in 1978, please provide 
7001978 as the ID.) 
6301981 
 
ConflictCountry * In which country did the conflict occur? 
Iran 
 
Startdate * 06/18/1981 
 
Enddate * 01/04/1983 
 
Comments on start- and enddate. Insert comments on problems/ambiguities with the start- and 
enddates of the conflict here. 
 
IncGov * Provide the name of the incumbent government/regime (head of gov't/regime, party) 
Islamic Republic of Iran (Ayatollah Khomeini) 
 
Rebel1 * Provide the names of the opposition group(s), rebel group(s) and other actors that were 
identified as opposing the central government 
Mujaheddin (MEK) 
 
Rebel2 
 
Rebel3 
 
Rebel4 
 
Coup * Is this conflict best described as a coup? Is the government defending itself against or reversing a 
coup -- rather than a case in which there is an armed insurgent movement? If YES (=1), do not continue 
coding this case for now and mark the case’s status as “Coup” in the Conflict_Cases document. If NO 
coup (=0), and an insurgency is present, continue coding the variables below. 
0 
 

 
Region * Geographic region of the country in which the rebels and/or the fighting was concentrated. 
Depending on the conflict this could be the name of a province, state, or administrative district in the 
conflict country, a description (e.g., “primarily the southern half of the country, south of the capital to the 
border with Pakistan”), or a named region (e.g., the Darfur region of Sudan). If dispersed throughout the 
county, enter “entire country”.  
Entire country 
 
Concentration * Estimate the percentage of the geographic area of the country experiencing significant 
violence related to the conflict at any point during the conflict. Violence should be considered significant if 
battles/clashes between the rebels and government forces took place in a region, civilians were killed by 



government or rebel forces in a region, or government or rebel attacks occurred regularly in a region. 
Coding: 1 Less than 25% 2 25-50% 3 50-75% 4 More than 75% 
4 
 
IGO * Dummy variable set to 1 if an intergovernmental organization (NATO, UN, etc...) organized, 
participated in, sponsored, or sanctioned a military intervention to maintain the regime. 
0 
 
IGOname * Name of the IGO mission that organized, participated in, sponsored, or sanctioned the 
military intervention to maintain the regime (if any). 
NA 
 
 

2. Counterinsurgency characteristics 
Note: These variables should be coded in reference to the entire conflict, from Startdate to Enddate. Even 
in conflict in which the government began COIN operations with a light force model, if the majority of the 
conflict featured a heavy force model, this variable should be coded as 2. 
 
ForceModel * Primary type of force used by government troops. Coding: 1 Light force: Primary use of 
ground combat units that do not include large military equipment (may include close air support) 2 Heavy 
force: Primarily large-unit, concentrated firepower combat with mechanized units (may include strategic 
bombing) Close air support is defined as “air action by fixed-wing (FW) and rotary-wing (RW) aircraft 
against hostile targets that are in close proximity to friendly forces. […] It is planned and executed to 
support ground tactical units. CAS execution is tightly integrated at the tactical level with the fire and 
maneuver of supported ground forces.” (Joint Chiefs of Staff, Joint Publication 3-09.3). Close air support 
can be provided by any unit of the armed forces. Strategic bombing is defined as the massive, centrally 
coordinated bombing of military and civilian targets for strategic purposes, usually conducted by an air 
force. 
1 
 
StrategicAir * What role did strategic bombing play in the government’s military strategy? (see definition 
above). Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
2 

 
Resettle * What role did resettlement play in the government’s military strategy? Resettlement is defined 
as the forced relocation of civilian populations to deny guerillas access to resources, sanctuary, and other 
types of support; provide greater security for noncombatants; and/or separate combatants from 
noncombatants. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 
 
CivAction * What role did projects intended to improve the material well-being of play in the 
government’s military strategy? Examples: building schools, roads, bridges, hospitals; providing medical 
care, clean water or electricity; and creating jobs for local residents. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 
4 Extensive 
2 
 
CivSecure * What role did attempts to protect noncombatantfs from harm caused by the insurgents play 
in the government’s military strategy? Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
2 
 
Decap * What role did attempts to capture and kill the top leader(s) of the insurgent movement play in the 
government’s military strategy? Compare this variable to Jenna Jordan’s decapitation data. Coding: 1 
None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
3 
 



CivKill * Did mass killing of civilians occur? Mass killing is defined as > 50,000 intentional civilian deaths 
in a campaign (within <6 years) (Valentino et al. 2004) Coding: 0 No 1 Yes 
0 
 
CivTarget * To what extent did the military forces of the government intentionally select civilians as direct 
objects of attack or consistently fail to discriminate between combatants and noncombatants in their 
military operations? Combatants are defined as individuals that engage in armed resistance against 
regime forces. Coding: 1 Rarely 2 Moderately 3 Extensively 
1 
 
ForceDescrip * A narrative description of the type of force used by the government. Describe the 
strategy (or strategies) that the government used to counter the domestic threat. Note changes in strategy 
over time and major differences between the strategies and tactics used by different military units, 
different governments, or in different regions. This space can also be used to provide clarification on the 
variables coded above. 
The main branches of the Iranian military used to confront the MEK were the Basij and the Revolutionary 
Guards, the former being a people’s militia given authority to disrupt opposition activities through thuggish 
violence and the latter being a formal branch of the military, equipped with military hardware and with its 
own support forces, including an air force. Both conducted frequent raids on MEK hideouts and homes of 
supporters and the Revolutionary guards fought small arms street battles with the MEK in urban centers. 
Eventually the large number of arrests and key captures of leading members of the MEK helped to 
diminish the organization’s threat potential. 
 
NumTrps * Number of government troops at height of conflict. Measured as maximum number of regular 
military personnel (air, ground, and sea) under central government authority during the conflict. When 
exact numbers cannot be located, coders may estimate from information about the military units. If even 
estimates are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, NumTrps 
is coded as missing (enter NA) and only TrpCat is coded. 
150,000 (Revolutionary Guards) 600,000 (Regular Troops) 
 
TrpCat * Categorical measure of the number of government troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 less 
than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 More than 
30,000 troops 
4 
 
GovCas * Number of government forces members killed during the conflict. Please enter numbers 
without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of ranges (750 instead of 
500-1000). If missing, enter NA. 
215 (+300 government officials) 
 
RebelNumTrps * Estimated number of total troops on rebel side at height of conflict. If even estimates 
are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, RebelNumTrps is 
coded as missing (enter NA) and only RebelTrpCat is coded. 
150,000 members (15,000 soldiers) 
 
RebelTrpCat * Categorical measure of the total number of rebel troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 
less than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 More than 
30,000 troops 
3 
 
RebelCas * Number of rebels / opposition members killed during the conflict. Please enter numbers 
without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of ranges (750 instead of 
500-1000). If missing, enter NA. 
410 (5,000 members executed) 



ThreatSource * Role of internal and external actors with regard to the rebels in the conflict. Coding: 1 
primarily internal conflict with minor to moderate level of support to rebels from external actors 2 primarily 
externally sponsored conflict with local insurgents 3 entirely domestic opposition (no external assistance). 
1 
 
TargHelp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state committed any military troops to assist or advise 
the rebels. 
0 
 
AsstCombat * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state engaged in combat to assist the rebels. 
0 
 
AsstArms * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided arms or other material aid to assist the 
rebels. 
0 
 
AsstEcon * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided economic support to the rebels. 
1 
 
AsstSanct * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided, on its territory, sanctuaries for the 
rebels. 
1 
 
TargSupp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided any type of support to assist the rebels. 
1 
 
ConflictEthnic * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ethnic conflict. Following a 
conventional definition, ethnic conflicts involve “groups that identify with a distinct ethnic or cultural 
heritage” (Regan 1996: 338). Ethnic wars have been defined as “wars among communities (ethnicities) 
who are in conflict over the power relationship that exists between those communities and the state” 
(Sambanis 2001: 261). Additionally, the groups in ethnic conflicts “hold irreconcilable visions of the 
identity, borders, and citizenship of the state. They do not seek to control a state whose identity all sides 
accept, but rather to redefine or divide the state itself” (Kaufman 1996: 138). 
0 
 
EthnicGroups * When applicable, name the primary ethnic group or groups contributing rebel fighters to 
the opposition movement. Separate group names with ;. Please try to use ethnic group names that are 
listed in http://www.icr.ethz.ch/research/greg/groups.xls. If not applicable, enter NA. 
NA 
 
ConflictRelig * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a religious conflict. The primary feature 
of religious conflicts in this definition is that insurgent leaders frequently and systematically invoke religion 
as a motivation and justification for the conflict (cf. Juergensmeyer 2003: 57). 
0 
 
ConflictIdeol * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ideological conflict, with alignments 
across ethnic borders. Insurgents may strive for a different regime type and/or political order, but their 
primary aim does not contain the systematic exclusion of specific ethnic or religious groups. 
1 
 
ConflictSecess * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a secessionist conflict and the 
insurgents aim to create a separate state outside the current regime’s authority. 
0 
 
LastCW * Years since last civil war. Enter an integer number of years. If no civil war occurred before, 
enter NA. 



2 
 
 

Conflict outcome variables 
 
Win * Who won the conflict? 1 Counterinsurgents (government and/or intervener) 2 
Insurgents/rebels/rebel affiliates 3 Undecided 
1 
 
ConflictOutcome * Categorical variable that describes how the government terminated its military 
conflict. 0 Conflict ongoing. 1 Government militarily defeated the rebels. 2 Government negotiated a 
settlement that resulted in a compromise with the insurgents over governance (e.g., a power-sharing 
agreement). 3 The country was partitioned into two or more separate countries at the end of the conflict 4 
Rebels militarily defeated the government. 
1 
 
GovComp * GovComp Who was in control of the central government at the end of the conflict (i.e. at 
Enddate)? 1 Insurgents (the previous opposition; groups associated with the insurgents; political wings of 
rebels; etc.) 2 Government (the previous incumbent government; politicians associated with the previous 
regime; etc.) 3 Foreign intervener 4 Power-sharing: both previous rebels and previous incumbents began 
sharing political power in a joint government at the end of the conflict 5 Unclear: failing or failed state 
2 
 
Maintain * The number of months the government remained in power after the termination of the conflict 
(Enddate). This variable varies from zero, when the regime was never stabilized, to 60, when the regime 
remained in power for at least five years post-conflict. 
60 
 
MNF * Dummy variable coded 1 if a multinational peacekeeping force was established and remained in 
the conflict region after the termination of the conflict. 
0 
 
Sources * Sources Abbreviated identifier for each source used to code a case. The full source citations 
are provided with their identifying code below. Use Chicaco 15th B citation style. 
Clodfelter, Michael. Warfare and Armed Conflicts: A Statistical Reference to Casualty and Other Figures, 
1500-2000. 2 ed. London: McFarland & Company, Inc., Publishers, 2002. 
 
Fraser Robert. 1982. Keesing’s Record of World Events 1982. Keesing’s Worldwide. 
 
Katzman, Kenneth. "Iran: People’s Mojahedin Organization of Iran." CRS Report for Congress August 
(1994): 4-14.  
 
Orlofsky Stephen. 1982. Facts on File Yearbook 1982. Facts on File News Service. USA 
 
Orlofsky Stephen. 1983. Facts on File Yearbook 1983. Facts on File News Service. USA 

 
 
Notes * 
The MEK was estimated to have over 150,000 members and sympathizes within Iran during the time of 
the Iranian Revolution, though the number of actual combatants is unknown, the number is estimated to 
be in the low tens of thousands (CRS report) 



The MEK claimed that some 5,000 of its members had been arrested by the government during protests 
and raids on their homes and later executed. Amnesty international supports this claim (FoF). These 
deaths are included in the overall Rebel Casualty figure. 

There was no decisive victory over the MEK, though the government did succeed in  reducing their 
operational capacity such that they were unable to stage major offensives against the government for at 
least 1 two year period. 

 
 



Conflict Cases Research Journal 
 
* Required 

 

1. Conflict identifiers 
 
Conflict ID * Which conflict from the list of Conflict Cases is this? Please provide ConYr. (Please note 
that ConYr may have to be adjusted based on new start dates: if you find that the actual start date of a 
conflict diverges from the one provided in the Conflict Cases list, please update this Conflict ID to reflect 
the correct start year. E.g. if the Afghanistan conflict 7001980 actually started in 1978, please provide 
7001978 as the ID.) 
6301988 
 
ConflictCountry * In which country did the conflict occur? 
Iran 
 
Startdate * 03/28/1988 
 
Enddate * 08/06/1988 
 
Comments on start- and enddate. Insert comments on problems/ambiguities with the start- and 
enddates of the conflict here. 
 
IncGov * Provide the name of the incumbent government/regime (head of gov't/regime, party) 
Islamic Republic of Iran (Ayatollah Khomeini) 
 
Rebel1 * Provide the names of the opposition group(s), rebel group(s) and other actors that were 
identified as opposing the central government 
People’s Mujaheddin of Iran (MEK) 
 
Rebel2 
 
Rebel3 
 
Rebel4 
 
Coup * Is this conflict best described as a coup? Is the government defending itself against or reversing a 
coup -- rather than a case in which there is an armed insurgent movement? If YES (=1), do not continue 
coding this case for now and mark the case’s status as “Coup” in the Conflict_Cases document. If NO 
coup (=0), and an insurgency is present, continue coding the variables below. 
0 

 
Region * Geographic region of the country in which the rebels and/or the fighting was concentrated. 
Depending on the conflict this could be the name of a province, state, or administrative district in the 
conflict country, a description (e.g., “primarily the southern half of the country, south of the capital to the 
border with Pakistan”), or a named region (e.g., the Darfur region of Sudan). If dispersed throughout the 
county, enter “entire country”.  
Near the western border with Iraq and the town of Islamabad-e-Gharb 
 
Concentration * Estimate the percentage of the geographic area of the country experiencing significant 
violence related to the conflict at any point during the conflict. Violence should be considered significant if 
battles/clashes between the rebels and government forces took place in a region, civilians were killed by 



government or rebel forces in a region, or government or rebel attacks occurred regularly in a region. 
Coding: 1 Less than 25% 2 25-50% 3 50-75% 4 More than 75% 
1 
 
IGO * Dummy variable set to 1 if an intergovernmental organization (NATO, UN, etc...) organized, 
participated in, sponsored, or sanctioned a military intervention to maintain the regime. 
0 
 
IGOname * Name of the IGO mission that organized, participated in, sponsored, or sanctioned the 
military intervention to maintain the regime (if any). 
NA 
 
 

2. Counterinsurgency characteristics 
Note: These variables should be coded in reference to the entire conflict, from Startdate to Enddate. Even 
in conflict in which the government began COIN operations with a light force model, if the majority of the 
conflict featured a heavy force model, this variable should be coded as 2. 
 
ForceModel * Primary type of force used by government troops. Coding: 1 Light force: Primary use of 
ground combat units that do not include large military equipment (may include close air support) 2 Heavy 
force: Primarily large-unit, concentrated firepower combat with mechanized units (may include strategic 
bombing) Close air support is defined as “air action by fixed-wing (FW) and rotary-wing (RW) aircraft 
against hostile targets that are in close proximity to friendly forces. […] It is planned and executed to 
support ground tactical units. CAS execution is tightly integrated at the tactical level with the fire and 
maneuver of supported ground forces.” (Joint Chiefs of Staff, Joint Publication 3-09.3). Close air support 
can be provided by any unit of the armed forces. Strategic bombing is defined as the massive, centrally 
coordinated bombing of military and civilian targets for strategic purposes, usually conducted by an air 
force. 
2 
 
StrategicAir * What role did strategic bombing play in the government’s military strategy? (see definition 
above). Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 

 
Resettle * What role did resettlement play in the government’s military strategy? Resettlement is defined 
as the forced relocation of civilian populations to deny guerillas access to resources, sanctuary, and other 
types of support; provide greater security for noncombatants; and/or separate combatants from 
noncombatants. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 
 
CivAction * What role did projects intended to improve the material well-being of play in the 
government’s military strategy? Examples: building schools, roads, bridges, hospitals; providing medical 
care, clean water or electricity; and creating jobs for local residents. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 
4 Extensive 
1 
 
CivSecure * What role did attempts to protect noncombatantfs from harm caused by the insurgents play 
in the government’s military strategy? Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 
 
Decap * What role did attempts to capture and kill the top leader(s) of the insurgent movement play in the 
government’s military strategy? Compare this variable to Jenna Jordan’s decapitation data. Coding: 1 
None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
2 
 



CivKill * Did mass killing of civilians occur? Mass killing is defined as > 50,000 intentional civilian deaths 
in a campaign (within <6 years) (Valentino et al. 2004) Coding: 0 No 1 Yes 
0 
 
CivTarget * To what extent did the military forces of the government intentionally select civilians as direct 
objects of attack or consistently fail to discriminate between combatants and noncombatants in their 
military operations? Combatants are defined as individuals that engage in armed resistance against 
regime forces. Coding: 1 Rarely 2 Moderately 3 Extensively 
1 
 
ForceDescrip * A narrative description of the type of force used by the government. Describe the 
strategy (or strategies) that the government used to counter the domestic threat. Note changes in strategy 
over time and major differences between the strategies and tactics used by different military units, 
different governments, or in different regions. This space can also be used to provide clarification on the 
variables coded above. 
The Iranian Army waited until the Iraqi close air support being provided for the MEK was withdrawn, then 
it deployed paratroopers behind the supply lines of the NLA (National Liberation Army of Iran), the military 
wing of the MEK. After cutting off the main avenue of retreat, the Iranian Airforce used helicopters and 
low altitude bombing to destroy most of the NLA’s tanks and transports, while armored columns drove the 
NLA back into Iraq. 
 
NumTrps * Number of government troops at height of conflict. Measured as maximum number of regular 
military personnel (air, ground, and sea) under central government authority during the conflict. When 
exact numbers cannot be located, coders may estimate from information about the military units. If even 
estimates are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, NumTrps 
is coded as missing (enter NA) and only TrpCat is coded. 
150,000 (Revolutionary Guards) 600,000 (Regular Troops) 
 
TrpCat * Categorical measure of the number of government troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 less 
than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 More than 
30,000 troops 
4 
 
GovCas * Number of government forces members killed during the conflict. Please enter numbers 
without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of ranges (750 instead of 
500-1000). If missing, enter NA. 
400 
 
RebelNumTrps * Estimated number of total troops on rebel side at height of conflict. If even estimates 
are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, RebelNumTrps is 
coded as missing (enter NA) and only RebelTrpCat is coded. 
10,000 
 
RebelTrpCat * Categorical measure of the total number of rebel troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 
less than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 More than 
30,000 troops 
3 
 
RebelCas * Number of rebels / opposition members killed during the conflict. Please enter numbers 
without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of ranges (750 instead of 
500-1000). If missing, enter NA. 
1400 
 
ThreatSource * Role of internal and external actors with regard to the rebels in the conflict. Coding: 1 
primarily internal conflict with minor to moderate level of support to rebels from external actors 2 primarily 
externally sponsored conflict with local insurgents 3 entirely domestic opposition (no external assistance). 



1 
 
TargHelp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state committed any military troops to assist or advise 
the rebels. 
1 
 
AsstCombat * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state engaged in combat to assist the rebels. 
1 
 
AsstArms * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided arms or other material aid to assist the 
rebels. 
1 
 
AsstEcon * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided economic support to the rebels. 
1 
 
AsstSanct * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided, on its territory, sanctuaries for the 
rebels. 
1 
 
TargSupp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided any type of support to assist the rebels. 
1 
 
ConflictEthnic * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ethnic conflict. Following a 
conventional definition, ethnic conflicts involve “groups that identify with a distinct ethnic or cultural 
heritage” (Regan 1996: 338). Ethnic wars have been defined as “wars among communities (ethnicities) 
who are in conflict over the power relationship that exists between those communities and the state” 
(Sambanis 2001: 261). Additionally, the groups in ethnic conflicts “hold irreconcilable visions of the 
identity, borders, and citizenship of the state. They do not seek to control a state whose identity all sides 
accept, but rather to redefine or divide the state itself” (Kaufman 1996: 138). 
0 
 
EthnicGroups * When applicable, name the primary ethnic group or groups contributing rebel fighters to 
the opposition movement. Separate group names with ;. Please try to use ethnic group names that are 
listed in http://www.icr.ethz.ch/research/greg/groups.xls. If not applicable, enter NA. 
NA 
 
ConflictRelig * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a religious conflict. The primary feature 
of religious conflicts in this definition is that insurgent leaders frequently and systematically invoke religion 
as a motivation and justification for the conflict (cf. Juergensmeyer 2003: 57). 
0 
 
ConflictIdeol * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ideological conflict, with alignments 
across ethnic borders. Insurgents may strive for a different regime type and/or political order, but their 
primary aim does not contain the systematic exclusion of specific ethnic or religious groups. 
1 
 
ConflictSecess * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a secessionist conflict and the 
insurgents aim to create a separate state outside the current regime’s authority. 
0 
 
LastCW * Years since last civil war. Enter an integer number of years. If no civil war occurred before, 
enter NA. 
3 
 



Conflict outcome variables 
 
Win * Who won the conflict? 1 Counterinsurgents (government and/or intervener) 2 
Insurgents/rebels/rebel affiliates 3 Undecided 
1 
 
ConflictOutcome * Categorical variable that describes how the government terminated its military 
conflict. 0 Conflict ongoing. 1 Government militarily defeated the rebels. 2 Government negotiated a 
settlement that resulted in a compromise with the insurgents over governance (e.g., a power-sharing 
agreement). 3 The country was partitioned into two or more separate countries at the end of the conflict 4 
Rebels militarily defeated the government. 
1 
 
GovComp * GovComp Who was in control of the central government at the end of the conflict (i.e. at 
Enddate)? 1 Insurgents (the previous opposition; groups associated with the insurgents; political wings of 
rebels; etc.) 2 Government (the previous incumbent government; politicians associated with the previous 
regime; etc.) 3 Foreign intervener 4 Power-sharing: both previous rebels and previous incumbents began 
sharing political power in a joint government at the end of the conflict 5 Unclear: failing or failed state 
2 
 
Maintain * The number of months the government remained in power after the termination of the conflict 
(Enddate). This variable varies from zero, when the regime was never stabilized, to 60, when the regime 
remained in power for at least five years post-conflict. 
60 
 
MNF * Dummy variable coded 1 if a multinational peacekeeping force was established and remained in 
the conflict region after the termination of the conflict. 
0 
 
Sources * Sources Abbreviated identifier for each source used to code a case. The full source citations 
are provided with their identifying code below. Use Chicaco 15th B citation style. 
Clodfelter, Michael. Warfare and Armed Conflicts: A Statistical Reference to Casualty and Other Figures, 
1500-2000. 2 ed. London: McFarland & Company, Inc., Publishers, 2002. 
 
Fraser Robert. 1988. Keesing’s Record of World Events 1988. Keesing’s Worldwide. 
 
Katzman, Kenneth. "Iran: People’s Mojahedin Organization of Iran." CRS Report for Congress August 
(1994): 4-14.  
 
Orlofsky Stephen. 1988. Facts on File Yearbook 1988. Facts on File News Service. USA 

 
 
Notes * 
The casualty figures reported are those admitted by their respective sides, though both the MEK and the 
Iranian military claimed to have killed at least double the reported number. These claims are regarded as 
doubtful by most observers. 

 
Menevis Conflicting Cases Notes: 
Not in Sarkees, Brogan, Clodfelter. UCDP: Codes this as having ended in 2001. Drawing on outside knowledge of 
the case for coding here. 
 



Conflict Cases Research Journal 
 
* Required 

 

1. Conflict identifiers 
 
Conflict ID * Which conflict from the list of Conflict Cases is this? Please provide ConYr. (Please note 
that ConYr may have to be adjusted based on new start dates: if you find that the actual start date of a 
conflict diverges from the one provided in the Conflict Cases list, please update this Conflict ID to reflect 
the correct start year. E.g. if the Afghanistan conflict 7001980 actually started in 1978, please provide 
7001978 as the ID.) 
6302008 
 
ConflictCountry * In which country did the conflict occur? 
Iran 
 
Startdate * 1/1/2003 
 
Enddate * 12/31/2010 
 
Comments on start- and enddate. Insert comments on problems/ambiguities with the start- and 
enddates of the conflict here. 
The group is still active, but their leader was captured in 2010. They have not successfully killed >25 
people in a given year since then. It is said that they formed in 2003, and the Rigi (the leader) was 
captured and executed in 2010 
 
IncGov * Provide the name of the incumbent government/regime (head of gov't/regime, party) 
Ali Khamenei   
 
Rebel1 * Provide the names of the opposition group(s), rebel group(s) and other actors that were 
identified as opposing the central government 
Jundallah  
 
Rebel2 
 
Rebel3 
 
Rebel4 
 
Coup * Is this conflict best described as a coup? Is the government defending itself against or reversing a 
coup -- rather than a case in which there is an armed insurgent movement? If YES (=1), do not continue 
coding this case for now and mark the case’s status as “Coup” in the Conflict_Cases document. If NO 
coup (=0), and an insurgency is present, continue coding the variables below. 
0 
 
Region * Geographic region of the country in which the rebels and/or the fighting was concentrated. 
Depending on the conflict this could be the name of a province, state, or administrative district in the 
conflict country, a description (e.g., “primarily the southern half of the country, south of the capital to the 
border with Pakistan”), or a named region (e.g., the Darfur region of Sudan). If dispersed throughout the 
county, enter “entire country”.  
Balochistan and the Southern region of Iran that borders Afghanistan and Pakistan  
 



Concentration * Estimate the percentage of the geographic area of the country experiencing significant 
violence related to the conflict at any point during the conflict. Violence should be considered significant if 
battles/clashes between the rebels and government forces took place in a region, civilians were killed by 
government or rebel forces in a region, or government or rebel attacks occurred regularly in a region. 
Coding: 1 Less than 25% 2 25-50% 3 50-75% 4 More than 75% 
2 
 
IGO * Dummy variable set to 1 if an intergovernmental organization (NATO, UN, etc...) organized, 
participated in, sponsored, or sanctioned a military intervention to maintain the regime. 
0 
 
IGOname * Name of the IGO mission that organized, participated in, sponsored, or sanctioned the 
military intervention to maintain the regime (if any). 
NA 
 
 

2. Counterinsurgency characteristics 
Note: These variables should be coded in reference to the entire conflict, from Startdate to Enddate. Even 
in conflict in which the government began COIN operations with a light force model, if the majority of the 
conflict featured a heavy force model, this variable should be coded as 2. 
 
ForceModel * Primary type of force used by government troops. Coding: 1 Light force: Primary use of 
ground combat units that do not include large military equipment (may include close air support) 2 Heavy 
force: Primarily large-unit, concentrated firepower combat with mechanized units (may include strategic 
bombing) Close air support is defined as “air action by fixed-wing (FW) and rotary-wing (RW) aircraft 
against hostile targets that are in close proximity to friendly forces. […] It is planned and executed to 
support ground tactical units. CAS execution is tightly integrated at the tactical level with the fire and 
maneuver of supported ground forces.” (Joint Chiefs of Staff, Joint Publication 3-09.3). Close air support 
can be provided by any unit of the armed forces. Strategic bombing is defined as the massive, centrally 
coordinated bombing of military and civilian targets for strategic purposes, usually conducted by an air 
force. 
1 
 
StrategicAir * What role did strategic bombing play in the government’s military strategy? (see definition 
above). Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 

 
Resettle * What role did resettlement play in the government’s military strategy? Resettlement is defined 
as the forced relocation of civilian populations to deny guerillas access to resources, sanctuary, and other 
types of support; provide greater security for noncombatants; and/or separate combatants from 
noncombatants. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 
 
CivAction * What role did projects intended to improve the material well-being of play in the 
government’s military strategy? Examples: building schools, roads, bridges, hospitals; providing medical 
care, clean water or electricity; and creating jobs for local residents. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 
4 Extensive 
1 
 
CivSecure * What role did attempts to protect noncombatantfs from harm caused by the insurgents play 
in the government’s military strategy? Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 
 



Decap * What role did attempts to capture and kill the top leader(s) of the insurgent movement play in the 
government’s military strategy? Compare this variable to Jenna Jordan’s decapitation data. Coding: 1 
None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
4 
 
CivKill * Did mass killing of civilians occur? Mass killing is defined as > 50,000 intentional civilian deaths 
in a campaign (within <6 years) (Valentino et al. 2004) Coding: 0 No 1 Yes 
0 
 
CivTarget * To what extent did the military forces of the government intentionally select civilians as direct 
objects of attack or consistently fail to discriminate between combatants and noncombatants in their 
military operations? Combatants are defined as individuals that engage in armed resistance against 
regime forces. Coding: 1 Rarely 2 Moderately 3 Extensively 
1 
 
ForceDescrip * A narrative description of the type of force used by the government. Describe the 
strategy (or strategies) that the government used to counter the domestic threat. Note changes in strategy 
over time and major differences between the strategies and tactics used by different military units, 
different governments, or in different regions. This space can also be used to provide clarification on the 
variables coded above. 
The government very much directed their efforts towards locating and capturing the leaders of the 
movement. The group is labeled as a terrorist organization and engages in terrorist activity. There are not 
many examples of the government opening fire against the group. Rather, the government directed 
efforts towards finding the leader responsible for the deaths of the Iranian soldiers.  
 
NumTrps * Number of government troops at height of conflict. Measured as maximum number of regular 
military personnel (air, ground, and sea) under central government authority during the conflict. When 
exact numbers cannot be located, coders may estimate from information about the military units. If even 
estimates are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, NumTrps 
is coded as missing (enter NA) and only TrpCat is coded. 
 
TrpCat * Categorical measure of the number of government troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 less 
than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 More than 
30,000 troops 
 
 
GovCas * Number of government forces members killed during the conflict. Please enter numbers 
without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of ranges (750 instead of 
500-1000). If missing, enter NA. 
400 
 
RebelNumTrps * Estimated number of total troops on rebel side at height of conflict. If even estimates 
are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, RebelNumTrps is 
coded as missing (enter NA) and only RebelTrpCat is coded. 
700-2000 
 
RebelTrpCat * Categorical measure of the total number of rebel troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 
less than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 More than 
30,000 troops 
1 
 
RebelCas * Number of rebels / opposition members killed during the conflict. Please enter numbers 
without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of ranges (750 instead of 
500-1000). If missing, enter NA. 
 



ThreatSource * Role of internal and external actors with regard to the rebels in the conflict. Coding: 1 
primarily internal conflict with minor to moderate level of support to rebels from external actors 2 primarily 
externally sponsored conflict with local insurgents 3 entirely domestic opposition (no external assistance). 
1 
 
TargHelp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state committed any military troops to assist or advise 
the rebels. 
0 
 
AsstCombat * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state engaged in combat to assist the rebels. 
0 
 
AsstArms * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided arms or other material aid to assist the 
rebels. 
1 
 
AsstEcon * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided economic support to the rebels. 
1 
 
AsstSanct * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided, on its territory, sanctuaries for the 
rebels. 
0 
 
TargSupp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided any type of support to assist the rebels. 
1 
 
ConflictEthnic * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ethnic conflict. Following a 
conventional definition, ethnic conflicts involve “groups that identify with a distinct ethnic or cultural 
heritage” (Regan 1996: 338). Ethnic wars have been defined as “wars among communities (ethnicities) 
who are in conflict over the power relationship that exists between those communities and the state” 
(Sambanis 2001: 261). Additionally, the groups in ethnic conflicts “hold irreconcilable visions of the 
identity, borders, and citizenship of the state. They do not seek to control a state whose identity all sides 
accept, but rather to redefine or divide the state itself” (Kaufman 1996: 138). 
1 
 
EthnicGroups * When applicable, name the primary ethnic group or groups contributing rebel fighters to 
the opposition movement. Separate group names with ;. Please try to use ethnic group names that are 
listed in http://www.icr.ethz.ch/research/greg/groups.xls. If not applicable, enter NA. 
Sunni 
 
ConflictRelig * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a religious conflict. The primary feature 
of religious conflicts in this definition is that insurgent leaders frequently and systematically invoke religion 
as a motivation and justification for the conflict (cf. Juergensmeyer 2003: 57). 
0 
 
ConflictIdeol * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ideological conflict, with alignments 
across ethnic borders. Insurgents may strive for a different regime type and/or political order, but their 
primary aim does not contain the systematic exclusion of specific ethnic or religious groups. 
1 
 
ConflictSecess * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a secessionist conflict and the 
insurgents aim to create a separate state outside the current regime’s authority. 
0 
 
LastCW * Years since last civil war. Enter an integer number of years. If no civil war occurred before, 
enter NA. 



24 
 

Conflict outcome variables 
 
Win * Who won the conflict? 1 Counterinsurgents (government and/or intervener) 2 
Insurgents/rebels/rebel affiliates 3 Undecided 
1 
 
ConflictOutcome * Categorical variable that describes how the government terminated its military 
conflict. 0 Conflict ongoing. 1 Government militarily defeated the rebels. 2 Government negotiated a 
settlement that resulted in a compromise with the insurgents over governance (e.g., a power-sharing 
agreement). 3 The country was partitioned into two or more separate countries at the end of the conflict 4 
Rebels militarily defeated the government. 
1 
 
GovComp * GovComp Who was in control of the central government at the end of the conflict (i.e. at 
Enddate)? 1 Insurgents (the previous opposition; groups associated with the insurgents; political wings of 
rebels; etc.) 2 Government (the previous incumbent government; politicians associated with the previous 
regime; etc.) 3 Foreign intervener 4 Power-sharing: both previous rebels and previous incumbents began 
sharing political power in a joint government at the end of the conflict 5 Unclear: failing or failed state 
1 
 
Maintain * The number of months the government remained in power after the termination of the conflict 
(Enddate). This variable varies from zero, when the regime was never stabilized, to 60, when the regime 
remained in power for at least five years post-conflict. 
20 (and counting) 
 
MNF * Dummy variable coded 1 if a multinational peacekeeping force was established and remained in 
the conflict region after the termination of the conflict. 
0 
 
Sources * Sources Abbreviated identifier for each source used to code a case. The full source citations 
are provided with their identifying code below. Use Chicaco 15th B citation style. 
Not many printed sources were available for this case since it is relatively new.  However, there is a 
significant amount of online material.  
 
Massoud, Ansari (January 16, 2006). "Sunni Muslim group vows to behead Iranians". Washington Times. 
http://www.washtimes.com/world/20060116-124019-6619r.htm. Retrieved 2007-04-05. 
 
http://www.atimes.com/atimes/South_Asia/LB25Df02.html  
US lists Iran group Jundullah as terrorists". BBC News. 2010-11-03. http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-
middle-east-11686571. 
 
Hersh, Seymour. “Preparing the Battlefield.” The New York. Annual of National Security. Published July 
7th, 2008. 
<http://www.newyorker.com/reporting/2008/07/07/080707fa_fact_hersh?printable=trueAccessed 
11/18/11>Accessed 11/18/11 
 
Schmid, Alex Peter., and Albert J. Jongman. Political Terrorism: a New Guide to Actors, Authors, 
Concepts, Data Bases, Theories, & Literature. New Brunswick [u.a.: Transaction Publ., 2008. Print. 
 
Secretary of State's Terrorist Designation of Jundallah. 
http://www.state.gov/r/pa/prs/ps/2010/11/150332.htm. November 3, 2010.  
 



 
Black, Ian. The Guardian. “Iran captures Sunni insurgent leader Abdolmalek Rigi.” 23 February 2010. 
http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2010/feb/23/iran-abdolmalek-rigi-arrest (accessed November 12, 2011) 

 
 
Notes * 
The movement has named a successor after the capture and execution of Rigi (in 2010). However, it is 
hard to tell if this group has been responsible for additional deaths since the previous leaders capture. 
Many news sources are blocked, but it doesn't appear that much comes up about the group after 2010.  
 
Also, the origin of the group is not clear.  Some believe it is a splinter movement of the Baluchi 
Autonomist Movement (BAM) from the 1980s. However, others claim it formed in 2003. The Jundallahs 
are responsible for assassination attempts, and armed hostilities directed against the Iranian government, 
and they advocate equal rights for the sunni religious minority in Iran.  
 
 



1. Conflict identifiers  
  
Conflict ID * Which conflict from the list of Conflict Cases is this? Please provide ConYr. (Please note 
that ConYr may have to be adjusted based on new start dates: if you find that the actual start date of a 
conflict diverges from the one provided in the Conflict Cases list, please update this Conflict ID to reflect 
the correct start year. E.g. if the Afghanistan conflict 7001980 actually started in 1978, please provide 
7001978 as the ID.)  
6401984 
 
ConflictCountry * In which country did the conflict occur? 
Turkey 
  
Startdate * 05/15/1984 
  
Enddate * 09/01/1999 
  
Comments on start- and enddate. Insert comments on problems/ambiguities with start-and enddates of 
the conflict here. 
 
RAND COIN report extension to August 1999 when captured PKK leader Abdullah Ocalan ordered his 
followers to withdraw from attacks in Turkey (MARC, RAND). 
 
IncGov * Provide the name of the incumbent government regime (head of gov’t/regime, party) 
Turkish Government - spans 12 Prime Ministers, but Turgut Ozal was the first in 1984, and Suleyman 
Demirel served 1991-1993 when the PKK was considered to be at its height. 
 
Rebel1 * Provide the names of the opposition group(s), rebel group(s) and other actors that were 
identified as opposing the central government. 
Worker’s Party of Kurdistan (PKK) 
 
Coup * Is this conflict best described as a coup? Is the government defending itself against or reversing a 
coup — rather than a case in which there is an armed insurgent movement? If YES (=1), do not continue 
coding this case for now and mark the case’s status as “Coup” in the Conflict Casese document. If NO 
coup (=0), and insurgency is present, continue coding the variables below. 
0 
  
Region * Geographic region of the country in which the rebels and/or the fighting was concentrated. 
Depending on the conflict this could be the name of a province, state, or administrative district in the 
conflict country, a description (e.g., “primarily the southern half of the country, south of the capital to the 
border with Pakistan”), or a named region (e.g., the Darfur region of Sudan). If dispersed throughout the 
county, enter “entire country”.  
 
Concentrated in eastern and southeastern Turkey 
 
Concentration * Estimate the percentage of the geographic area of the country experiencing significant 
violence related to the conflict at any point during the conflict. Violence should be considered significant if 



battles/clashes between the rebels and government forces took place in a region, civilians were killed by 
government or rebel forces in a region, or government or rebel attacks occurred regularly in a region. 
Coding: 1 Less than 25% 2 25-50% 3 50-75% 4 More than 75%  
2 
 
IGO * Dummy variable set to 1 if an intergovernmental organization (NATO, UN, etc…) organized, 
participated in, sponsored, or sanctioned a military intervention to maintain the regime. 
0 
 
IGOname * Name of the IGO mission that organized, participated in, sponsored, or sanctioned the 
military intervention to maintain the regime (if any). 
NA 
  

2. Counterinsurgency characteristics  
Note: These variables should be coded in reference to the entire conflict, from Startdate to Enddate. Even 
in conflict in which the government began COIN operations with a light force model, if the majority of the 
conflict featured a heavy force model, this variable should be coded as 2.  
  
ForceModel * Primary type of force used by government troops. Coding: 1 Light force: Primary use of 
ground combat units that do not include large military equipment (may include close air support) 2 Heavy 
force: Primarily large-unit, concentrated firepower combat with mechanized units (may include strategic 
bombing) Close air support is defined as “air action by fixed-wing (FW) and rotary-wing (RW) aircraft 
against hostile targets that are in close proximity to friendly forces. […] It is planned and executed to 
support ground tactical units. CAS execution is tightly integrated at the tactical level with the fire and 
maneuver of supported ground forces.” (Joint Chiefs of Staff, Joint Publication 3-09.3). Close air support 
can be provided by any unit of the armed forces. Strategic bombing is defined as the massive, centrally 
coordinated bombing of military and civilian targets for strategic purposes, usually conducted by an air 
force.  
2 
 
StrategicAir * What role did strategic bombing play in the government’s military strategy? (see definition 
above). Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive  
2 
 
Resettle * What role did resettlement play in the government’s military strategy? Resettlement is defined 
as the forced relocation of civilian populations to deny guerillas access to resources, sanctuary, and other 
types of support; provide greater security for noncombatants; and/or separate combatants from 
noncombatants. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive  
4 
  
CivAction * What role did projects intended to improve the material well-being of play in the 
government’s military strategy? Examples: building schools, roads, bridges, hospitals; providing medical 
care, clean water or electricity; and creating jobs for local residents. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 
4 Extensive  
3 
  
CivSecure * What role did attempts to protect noncombatants from harm caused by the insurgents play 
in the government’s military strategy? Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive  



2 
 
Decap * What role did attempts to capture and kill the top leader(s) of the insurgent movement play in the 
government’s military strategy? Compare this variable to Jenna Jordan’s decapitation data. Coding: 1 
None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive  
3 
 New Code: 4 
 
CivKill * Did mass killing of civilians occur? Mass killing is defined as > 50,000 intentional civilian deaths 
in a campaign (within <6 years) (Valentino et al. 2004) Coding: 0 No 1 Yes  
0 
 
CivTarget * To what extent did the military forces of the government intentionally select civilians as direct 
objects of attack or consistently fail to discriminate between combatants and noncombatants in their 
military operations? Combatants are defined as individuals that engage in armed resistance against 
regime forces. Coding: 1 Rarely 2 Moderately 3 Extensively  
3 
 
ForceDescrip * A narrative description of the type of force used by the government. Describe the 
strategy (or strategies) that the government used to counter the domestic threat. Note changes in strategy 
over time and major differences between the strategies and tactics used by different military units, 
different governments, or in different regions. This space can also be used to provide clarification on the 
variables coded above.  
 
The PKK insurgency in Turkey is often considered the prototypical example of a COIN operation.  In 
response to PKK guerilla strategies, Turkey devoted many resources (manpower, money, etc.) to 
combating the PKK both in Turkish-controlled regions and in joint-ventures across the border with Iraq, 
where the PKK was also highly active.  Turkey employed a number of COIN strategies including: denying 
guerilla support to Kurdish populations through relocation in camps or western cities, deploying a massive 
troop presence in villages around the southeast and east regions, actively pursuing PKK insurgents in 
mountain hideouts, intelligence operations, and pursuing top PKK leaders (such as Abdulla Ocalan).  
Many have criticized the harshness of Turkey’s tactics, describing them as “systematic suppression” 
which failed to distinguish between civilians and insurgents (Barkey and Fuller; RAND; KIRI).  There are 
also accusations of the Turkish army carrying out secret killings or “disappearances” (MARC).  It should 
also be noted that some sources acknowledge Turkish attempts at infrastructure building and lessened 
cultural restrictions, but these did not occur until several years into the conflict. 
 
NumTrps * Number of government troops at height of conflict. Measured as maximum number of regular 
military personnel (air, ground, and sea) under central government authority during the conflict. When 
exact numbers cannot be located, coders may estimate from information about the military units. If even 
estimates are uneliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, NumTrps 
is coded as missing (enter NA) and only TrpCat is coded.  
500000 
 
 
TrpCat * Categorical measure of the number of government troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 less 
than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 More than 
30,000 troops 
4 



 
GovCas * Number of government forces members killed during the conflict. Please enter numbers 
without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of ranges (750 instead of 
500-1000). If missing, enter NA.  
4000 (KIRI) 
 
RebelNumTrps * Estimated number of total troops on rebel side at height of conflict. If even estimates 
are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, RebelNumTrps is 
coded as missing (enter NA) and only RebelTrpCat is coded.  
12500 
 
RebelTrpCat * Categorical measure of the total number of rebel troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 
less than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 More than 
30,000 troops 
3 
 
RebelCas * Number of rebels / opposition members killed during the conflict. Please enter numbers 
without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of ranges (750 instead of 
500-1000). If missing, enter NA.  
12000 (KIRI) 
 
ThreatSource * Role of internal and external actors with regard to the rebels in the conflict. Coding: 1 
primarily internal conflict with minor to moderate level of support to rebels from external actors 2 primarily 
externally sponsored conflict with local insurgents 3 entirely domestic opposition (no external assistance).  
1 
  
TargHelp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state committed any military troops to assist or advise 
the rebels. 
1 
 
AsstCombat * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state engaged in combat to assist the rebels.  
0 
 
AsstArms * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided arms or other material aid to assist the 
rebels.  
1 
 
AsstEcon * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided economic support to the rebels.  
0 
 
AsstSanct * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided, on its territory, sanctuaries for the 
rebels.  
1 
  
TargSupp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided any type of support to assist the rebels.  
1 
 
ConflictEthnic * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ethnic conflict. Following a 
conventional definition, ethnic conflicts involve “groups that identify with a distinct ethnic or cultural 



heritage” (Regan 1996: 338). Ethnic wars have been defined as “wars among communities (ethnicities) 
who are in conflict over the power relationship that exists between those communities and the state” 
(Sambanis 2001: 261). Additionally, the groups in ethnic conflicts “hold irreconcilable visions of the 
identity, borders, and citizenship of the state. They do not seek to control a state whose identity all sides 
accept, but rather to redefine or divide the state itself” (Kaufman 1996: 138).   
1  
 
EthnicGroups * When applicable, name the primary ethnic group or groups contributing rebel fighters to 
the opposition movement. Separate group names with ;. Please try to use ethnic group names that are 
listed in http://www.icr.ethz.ch/research/greg/groups.xls. If not applicable, enter NA. 
Kurds 
 
ConflictRelig * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a religious conflict. The primary feature 
of religious conflicts in this definition is that insurgent leaders frequently and systematically invoke religion 
as a motivation and justification for the conflict (cf. Juergensmeyer 2003: 57).  
0 
 
ConflictIdeol * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ideological conflict, with alignments 
across ethnic borders. Insurgents may strive for a different regime type and/or political order, but their 
primary aim does not contain the systematic exclusion of specific ethnic or religious groups.  
0 
  
ConflictSecess * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a secessionist conflict and the 
insurgents aim to create a separate state outside the current regime’s authority.  
1 
  
LastCW * Years since last civil war. Enter an integer number of years. If no civil war occurred before, 
enter NA.  
NA 
 

 Conflict outcome variables  
 
Win * Who won the conflict? 1 Counterinsurgents (government and/or intervener) 2 
Insurgents/rebels/rebel affiliates 3 Undecided  
1 
 
 
 
 
 
ConflictOutcome * Categorical variable that describes how the government terminated its military 
conflict. 0 Conflict ongoing. 1 Government militarily defeated the rebels. 2 Government negotiated a 
settlement that resulted in a compromise with the insurgents over governance (e.g., a power-sharing 
agreement). 3 The country was partitioned into two or more separate countries at the end of the conflict 4 
Rebels militarily defeated the government.  
1 
  



GovComp * GovComp Who was in control of the central government at the end of the conflict (i.e. at 
Enddate)? 1 Insurgents (the previous opposition; groups associated with the insurgents; political wings of 
rebels; etc.) 2 Government (the previous incumbent government; politicians associated with the previous 
regime; etc.) 3 Foreign intervener 4 Power-sharing: both previous rebels and previous incumbents began 
sharing political power in a joint government at the end of the conflict 5 Unclear: failing or failed state  
2 
 
Maintain * The number of months the government remained in power after the termination of the conflict 
(Enddate). This variable varies from zero, when the regime was never stabilized, to 60, when the regime 
remained in power for at least five years post-conflict.  
57 
 
MNF * Dummy variable coded 1 if a multinational peacekeeping force was established and remained in 
the conflict region after the termination of the conflict.  
0 
 
Notes * 
 
The government troop numbers are an estimate - most sources only note the number of troops deployed 
to the conflict.  At the height of the insurgency Turkey had devoted approximately 300000 troops to the 
region to combat the threat (KIRI; CIMT), though some sources suggest the overall commitment to be 
slightly lower (220000 - BARK). 
  
10000-15000 fulltime and 60000-70000 parttime guerillas CRS - I estimate at 12500 
 
Sources * Sources Abbreviated identifier for each source used to code a case. The full source citations 
are provided with their identifying code below. Use Chicago 15th B citation style. 
 
Barkey, Henri J. and Graham E. Fuller. 1998. Turkey’s Kurdish Question. New York: Rowman & Littlefield 
Publishers, Inc. 
  
BROG - Brogan, Patrick. 1998. World Conflicts. Lanham, MD: The Scarecrow Press, Inc. 
  
CIMT - Ciment, James, Ed. 1999. Encyclopedia of Conflicts since World War II, Vol. 1. Chicago, Fitzroy 
Dearborn Publishers. 
  
CRS - Katzman, Kenneth. 1998. “Terrorism: Middle Eastern Groups and State Sponsors.” Congressional 
Research Service Reports for Congress.  Washington D.C. 
 
Dixon, Jeffrey S., and Meredith Reid Sarkees. A Guide to Intra-state Wars: An Examination of Civil, 
Regional, and Intercommunal Wars, 1816-2014. CQ Press, 2015. 
  
EACD - Non-state Actor Data. Data on Armed Conflict from the Uppsala Conflict Data Research Program 
(UCDP) and CSCW. 
  
KIRI - Kirisci, Kemal and Gareth M. Winrow. 1997. The Kurdish Question and Turkey. Portland, OR: 
Frank Cass. 
  



MARC - Marcus, Aliza. 2007. Blood and Belief: The PKK and the Kurdish Fight for Independence.  New 
York: New York University Press. 
  
RAND - Paul, Christopher, Colin P. Clarke and Beth Grill. 2010. “Victory Has a Thousand Fathers: 
Detailed Counterinsurgency Case Studies.” RAND Corporation National Defense Research Institute.  
 
Unal, M. C. (2012). Counterterrorism in Turkey: Policy choices and policy effects toward the Kurdistan 
workers’ party (PKK). Routledge. 
  
 



Conflict Cases Research Journal 
 
* Required 

 

1. Conflict identifiers 
  
Conflict ID * Which conflict from the list of Conflict Cases is this? Please provide ConYr. (Please note 
that ConYr may have to be adjusted based on new start dates: if you find that the actual start date of a 
conflict diverges from the one provided in the Conflict Cases list, please update this Conflict ID to reflect 
the correct start year. E.g. if the Afghanistan conflict 7001980 actually started in 1978, please provide 
7001978 as the ID.) 
6451959 
 
ConflictCountry * In which country did the conflict occur? 
Iraq 
 
Startdate * 3/7/1959 
 
Enddate * 3/9/1959 
 
Comments on start- and enddate. Insert comments on problems/ambiguities with the start- and 
enddates of the conflict here. 
taken from EACD 2009 
 
IncGov * Provide the name of the incumbent government/regime (head of gov't/regime, party) 
Abdul Karim Kassem 
 
Rebel1 * Provide the names of the opposition group(s), rebel group(s) and other actors that were 
identified as opposing the central government 
military units commanded by Col. Abdel Wahab Shawaf 
 
Rebel2 
 
Rebel3 
 
Rebel4 
 
Coup * Is this conflict best described as a coup? Is the government defending itself against or reversing a 
coup -- rather than a case in which there is an armed insurgent movement? If YES (=1), do not continue 
coding this case for now and mark the case’s status as “Coup” in the Conflict_Cases document. If NO 
coup (=0), and an insurgency is present, continue coding the variables below. 
0 

 
Region * Geographic region of the country in which the rebels and/or the fighting was concentrated. 
Depending on the conflict this could be the name of a province, state, or administrative district in the 
conflict country, a description (e.g., “primarily the southern half of the country, south of the capital to the 
border with Pakistan”), or a named region (e.g., the Darfur region of Sudan). If dispersed throughout the 
county, enter “entire country”.  
It was centered in Mosul, a city in northern Iraq. 
 
Concentration * Estimate the percentage of the geographic area of the country experiencing significant 
violence related to the conflict at any point during the conflict. Violence should be considered significant if 
battles/clashes between the rebels and government forces took place in a region, civilians were killed by 



government or rebel forces in a region, or government or rebel attacks occurred regularly in a region. 
Coding: 1 Less than 25% 2 25-50% 3 50-75% 4 More than 75% 
1 
 
IGO * Dummy variable set to 1 if an intergovernmental organization (NATO, UN, etc...) organized, 
participated in, sponsored, or sanctioned a military intervention to maintain the regime. 
0 
 
IGOname * Name of the IGO mission that organized, participated in, sponsored, or sanctioned the 
military intervention to maintain the regime (if any). 
NA 
 
 

2. Counterinsurgency characteristics 
Note: These variables should be coded in reference to the entire conflict, from Startdate to Enddate. Even 
in conflict in which the government began COIN operations with a light force model, if the majority of the 
conflict featured a heavy force model, this variable should be coded as 2. 
 
ForceModel * Primary type of force used by government troops. Coding: 1 Light force: Primary use of 
ground combat units that do not include large military equipment (may include close air support) 2 Heavy 
force: Primarily large-unit, concentrated firepower combat with mechanized units (may include strategic 
bombing) Close air support is defined as “air action by fixed-wing (FW) and rotary-wing (RW) aircraft 
against hostile targets that are in close proximity to friendly forces. […] It is planned and executed to 
support ground tactical units. CAS execution is tightly integrated at the tactical level with the fire and 
maneuver of supported ground forces.” (Joint Chiefs of Staff, Joint Publication 3-09.3). Close air support 
can be provided by any unit of the armed forces. Strategic bombing is defined as the massive, centrally 
coordinated bombing of military and civilian targets for strategic purposes, usually conducted by an air 
force. 
2 
 
StrategicAir * What role did strategic bombing play in the government’s military strategy? (see definition 
above). Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
4 

 
Resettle * What role did resettlement play in the government’s military strategy? Resettlement is defined 
as the forced relocation of civilian populations to deny guerillas access to resources, sanctuary, and other 
types of support; provide greater security for noncombatants; and/or separate combatants from 
noncombatants. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 
 
CivAction * What role did projects intended to improve the material well-being of play in the 
government’s military strategy? Examples: building schools, roads, bridges, hospitals; providing medical 
care, clean water or electricity; and creating jobs for local residents. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 
4 Extensive 
1 
 
CivSecure * What role did attempts to protect noncombatantfs from harm caused by the insurgents play 
in the government’s military strategy? Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 
 
Decap * What role did attempts to capture and kill the top leader(s) of the insurgent movement play in the 
government’s military strategy? Compare this variable to Jenna Jordan’s decapitation data. Coding: 1 
None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 
 



CivKill * Did mass killing of civilians occur? Mass killing is defined as > 50,000 intentional civilian deaths 
in a campaign (within <6 years) (Valentino et al. 2004) Coding: 0 No 1 Yes 
0 
 
CivTarget * To what extent did the military forces of the government intentionally select civilians as direct 
objects of attack or consistently fail to discriminate between combatants and noncombatants in their 
military operations? Combatants are defined as individuals that engage in armed resistance against 
regime forces. Coding: 1 Rarely 2 Moderately 3 Extensively 
2 
 
ForceDescrip * A narrative description of the type of force used by the government. Describe the 
strategy (or strategies) that the government used to counter the domestic threat. Note changes in strategy 
over time and major differences between the strategies and tactics used by different military units, 
different governments, or in different regions. This space can also be used to provide clarification on the 
variables coded above. 
The Iraqi government primarily attacked with air strikes on the rebel headquarters in Mosul, which killed 
Shawaf and effectively ended the rebellion. 
 
NumTrps * Number of government troops at height of conflict. Measured as maximum number of regular 
military personnel (air, ground, and sea) under central government authority during the conflict. When 
exact numbers cannot be located, coders may estimate from information about the military units. If even 
estimates are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, NumTrps 
is coded as missing (enter NA) and only TrpCat is coded. 
 
TrpCat * Categorical measure of the number of government troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 less 
than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 More than 
30,000 troops 
 
 
GovCas * Number of government forces members killed during the conflict. Please enter numbers 
without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of ranges (750 instead of 
500-1000). If missing, enter NA. 
 
RebelNumTrps * Estimated number of total troops on rebel side at height of conflict. If even estimates 
are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, RebelNumTrps is 
coded as missing (enter NA) and only RebelTrpCat is coded. 
 
RebelTrpCat * Categorical measure of the total number of rebel troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 
less than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 More than 
30,000 troops 
 
 
RebelCas * Number of rebels / opposition members killed during the conflict. Please enter numbers 
without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of ranges (750 instead of 
500-1000). If missing, enter NA. 
 
ThreatSource * Role of internal and external actors with regard to the rebels in the conflict. Coding: 1 
primarily internal conflict with minor to moderate level of support to rebels from external actors 2 primarily 
externally sponsored conflict with local insurgents 3 entirely domestic opposition (no external assistance). 
1 
 
TargHelp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state committed any military troops to assist or advise 
the rebels. 
1 
 
AsstCombat * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state engaged in combat to assist the rebels. 



1 
 
AsstArms * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided arms or other material aid to assist the 
rebels. 
1 
 
AsstEcon * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided economic support to the rebels. 
1 
 
AsstSanct * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided, on its territory, sanctuaries for the 
rebels. 
1 
 
TargSupp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided any type of support to assist the rebels. 
1 
 
ConflictEthnic * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ethnic conflict. Following a 
conventional definition, ethnic conflicts involve “groups that identify with a distinct ethnic or cultural 
heritage” (Regan 1996: 338). Ethnic wars have been defined as “wars among communities (ethnicities) 
who are in conflict over the power relationship that exists between those communities and the state” 
(Sambanis 2001: 261). Additionally, the groups in ethnic conflicts “hold irreconcilable visions of the 
identity, borders, and citizenship of the state. They do not seek to control a state whose identity all sides 
accept, but rather to redefine or divide the state itself” (Kaufman 1996: 138). 
0 
 
EthnicGroups * When applicable, name the primary ethnic group or groups contributing rebel fighters to 
the opposition movement. Separate group names with ;. Please try to use ethnic group names that are 
listed in http://www.icr.ethz.ch/research/greg/groups.xls. If not applicable, enter NA. 
NA 
 
ConflictRelig * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a religious conflict. The primary feature 
of religious conflicts in this definition is that insurgent leaders frequently and systematically invoke religion 
as a motivation and justification for the conflict (cf. Juergensmeyer 2003: 57). 
0 
 
ConflictIdeol * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ideological conflict, with alignments 
across ethnic borders. Insurgents may strive for a different regime type and/or political order, but their 
primary aim does not contain the systematic exclusion of specific ethnic or religious groups. 
1 
 
ConflictSecess * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a secessionist conflict and the 
insurgents aim to create a separate state outside the current regime’s authority. 
0 
 
LastCW * Years since last civil war. Enter an integer number of years. If no civil war occurred before, 
enter NA. 
 
 

Conflict outcome variables 
 
Win * Who won the conflict? 1 Counterinsurgents (government and/or intervener) 2 
Insurgents/rebels/rebel affiliates 3 Undecided 
1 
 



ConflictOutcome * Categorical variable that describes how the government terminated its military 
conflict. 0 Conflict ongoing. 1 Government militarily defeated the rebels. 2 Government negotiated a 
settlement that resulted in a compromise with the insurgents over governance (e.g., a power-sharing 
agreement). 3 The country was partitioned into two or more separate countries at the end of the conflict 4 
Rebels militarily defeated the government. 
1 
 
GovComp * GovComp Who was in control of the central government at the end of the conflict (i.e. at 
Enddate)? 1 Insurgents (the previous opposition; groups associated with the insurgents; political wings of 
rebels; etc.) 2 Government (the previous incumbent government; politicians associated with the previous 
regime; etc.) 3 Foreign intervener 4 Power-sharing: both previous rebels and previous incumbents began 
sharing political power in a joint government at the end of the conflict 5 Unclear: failing or failed state 
2 
 
Maintain * The number of months the government remained in power after the termination of the conflict 
(Enddate). This variable varies from zero, when the regime was never stabilized, to 60, when the regime 
remained in power for at least five years post-conflict. 
49 
 
MNF * Dummy variable coded 1 if a multinational peacekeeping force was established and remained in 
the conflict region after the termination of the conflict. 
0 
 
Sources * Sources Abbreviated identifier for each source used to code a case. The full source citations 
are provided with their identifying code below. Use Chicaco 15th B citation style. 
EACD 2009 
 
Facts on File Inc., 1993-1997. Encyclopedia of World History. Facts on File Library of World History. New 
York: Facts on File. 
 
Lacina 2009 
 
Walter Rosenberger and Herbert Tobin, Keesing’s Contemporary Archives: Weekly Diary of World 
Events. Bristol: Keesing’s Publications Limited. 1959-1960. 

 
 
Notes * 
I could not find information on the troop or casualty counts of either side, but Lacina 2009 lists the best 
total casualty estimate as 2000. 
 
 



Conflict Cases Research Journal 
 
* Required 

 

1. Conflict identifiers 
 
Conflict ID * Which conflict from the list of Conflict Cases is this? Please provide ConYr. (Please 
note that ConYr may have to be adjusted based on new start dates: if you find that the actual 
start date of a conflict diverges from the one provided in the Conflict Cases list, please update this 
Conflict ID to reflect the correct start year. E.g. if the Afghanistan conflict 7001980 actually started 
in 1978, please provide 7001978 as the ID.) 
6451974 
 
ConflictCountry * In which country did the conflict occur? 
Iraq 
 
Startdate *  
4/1/1974 
 
Enddate *  
3/15/1975 
 
Comments on start- and enddate. Insert comments on problems/ambiguities with the start- and 
enddates of the conflict here. 
 
IncGov * Provide the name of the incumbent government/regime (head of gov't/regime, party) 
Saddam Hussein 
 
Rebel1 * Provide the names of the opposition group(s), rebel group(s) and other actors that were 
identified as opposing the central government 
Kurdistan Democratic Party (KDP) 
 
Rebel2 
 
Rebel3 
 
Rebel4 
 
Coup * Is this conflict best described as a coup? Is the government defending itself against or 
reversing a coup -- rather than a case in which there is an armed insurgent movement? If YES 
(=1), do not continue coding this case for now and mark the case’s status as “Coup” in the 
Conflict_Cases document. If NO coup (=0), and an insurgency is present, continue coding the 
variables below. 
0 

 
Region * Geographic region of the country in which the rebels and/or the fighting was 
concentrated. Depending on the conflict this could be the name of a province, state, or 
administrative district in the conflict country, a description (e.g., “primarily the southern half of the 
country, south of the capital to the border with Pakistan”), or a named region (e.g., the Darfur 
region of Sudan). If dispersed throughout the county, enter “entire country”.  
Northern Iraq 
 



Concentration * Estimate the percentage of the geographic area of the country experiencing 
significant violence related to the conflict at any point during the conflict. Violence should be 
considered significant if battles/clashes between the rebels and government forces took place in 
a region, civilians were killed by government or rebel forces in a region, or government or rebel 
attacks occurred regularly in a region. Coding: 1 Less than 25% 2 25-50% 3 50-75% 4 More than 
75% 
1 
 

2. Counterinsurgency characteristics 
Note: These variables should be coded in reference to the entire conflict, from Startdate to 
Enddate. Even in conflict in which the government began COIN operations with a light force 
model, if the majority of the conflict featured a heavy force model, this variable should be coded 
as 2. 
 
ForceModel * Primary type of force used by government troops. Coding: 1 Light force: Primary 
use of ground combat units that do not include large military equipment (may include close air 
support) 2 Heavy force: Primarily large-unit, concentrated firepower combat with mechanized 
units (may include strategic bombing) Close air support is defined as “air action by fixed-wing 
(FW) and rotary-wing (RW) aircraft against hostile targets that are in close proximity to friendly 
forces. […] It is planned and executed to support ground tactical units. CAS execution is tightly 
integrated at the tactical level with the fire and maneuver of supported ground forces.” (Joint 
Chiefs of Staff, Joint Publication 3-09.3). Close air support can be provided by any unit of the 
armed forces. Strategic bombing is defined as the massive, centrally coordinated bombing of 
military and civilian targets for strategic purposes, usually conducted by an air force. 
2 
 
StrategicAir * What role did strategic bombing play in the government’s military strategy? (see 
definition above). Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
4 
 
Resettle * What role did resettlement play in the government’s military strategy? Resettlement is 
defined as the forced relocation of civilian populations to deny guerillas access to resources, 
sanctuary, and other types of support; provide greater security for noncombatants; and/or 
separate combatants from noncombatants. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
3 
 
CivAction * What role did projects intended to improve the material well-being of play in the 
government’s military strategy? Examples: building schools, roads, bridges, hospitals; providing 
medical care, clean water or electricity; and creating jobs for local residents. Coding: 1 None 2 
Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 
 
CivSecure * What role did attempts to protect noncombatantfs from harm caused by the 
insurgents play in the government’s military strategy? Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 
Extensive 
1 
 
Decap * What role did attempts to capture and kill the top leader(s) of the insurgent movement 
play in the government’s military strategy? Compare this variable to Jenna Jordan’s decapitation 
data. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 
 
CivKill * Did mass killing of civilians occur? Mass killing is defined as > 50,000 intentional civilian 
deaths in a campaign (within <6 years) (Valentino et al. 2004) Coding: 0 No 1 Yes 
0 



 
CivTarget * To what extent did the military forces of the government intentionally select civilians 
as direct objects of attack or consistently fail to discriminate between combatants and 
noncombatants in their military operations? Combatants are defined as individuals that engage in 
armed resistance against regime forces. Coding: 1 Rarely 2 Moderately 3 Extensively 
3 
 
ForceDescrip * A narrative description of the type of force used by the government. Describe the 
strategy (or strategies) that the government used to counter the domestic threat. Note changes in 
strategy over time and major differences between the strategies and tactics used by different 
military units, different governments, or in different regions. This space can also be used to 
provide clarification on the variables coded above. 
The government forces pushed Kurdish rebels, who had Iranian and Israeli support, close to the 
border with Iran. The Iraqi government ended Iranian support for the Kurdish rebels by brokering 
the Algiers Accord between the two states which gave Iran valuable Iraqi territory in exchange for 
ending their support. Rebel forces quickly crumbled after the accord. Iraq’s victory was aided by 
their use of superior, heavy weaponry. 
 
NumTrps * Number of government troops at height of conflict. Measured as maximum number of 
regular military personnel (air, ground, and sea) under central government authority during the 
conflict. When exact numbers cannot be located, coders may estimate from information about the 
military units. If even estimates are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and 
ambiguous information, NumTrps is coded as missing (enter NA) and only TrpCat is coded. 
112500 
 
TrpCat * Categorical measure of the number of government troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 
less than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 
More than 30,000 troops 
4 
 
GovCas * Number of government forces members killed during the conflict. Please enter 
numbers without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of 
ranges (750 instead of 500-1000). If missing, enter NA. 
7000 
 
RebelNumTrps * Estimated number of total troops on rebel side at height of conflict. If even 
estimates are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, 
RebelNumTrps is coded as missing (enter NA) and only RebelTrpCat is coded. 
60000 
 
RebelTrpCat * Categorical measure of the total number of rebel troops at height of conflict. 
Coding: 0 less than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 
troops 4 More than 30,000 troops 
4 
 
RebelCas * Number of rebels / opposition members killed during the conflict. Please enter 
numbers without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of 
ranges (750 instead of 500-1000). If missing, enter NA. 
15000 
 
ThreatSource * Role of internal and external actors with regard to the rebels in the conflict. 
Coding: 1 primarily internal conflict with minor to moderate level of support to rebels from external 
actors 2 primarily externally sponsored conflict with local insurgents 3 entirely domestic 
opposition (no external assistance). 
1 
 



TargHelp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state committed any military troops to assist or 
advise the rebels. 
1 
 
AsstCombat * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state engaged in combat to assist the 
rebels. 
1 
 
AsstArms * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided arms or other material aid to 
assist the rebels. 
1 
 
AsstEcon * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided economic support to the rebels. 
1 
 
AsstSanct * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided, on its territory, sanctuaries for 
the rebels. 
0 
 
TargSupp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided any type of support to assist the 
rebels. 
1 
 
ConflictEthnic * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ethnic conflict. Following a 
conventional definition, ethnic conflicts involve “groups that identify with a distinct ethnic or 
cultural heritage” (Regan 1996: 338). Ethnic wars have been defined as “wars among 
communities (ethnicities) who are in conflict over the power relationship that exists between those 
communities and the state” (Sambanis 2001: 261). Additionally, the groups in ethnic conflicts 
“hold irreconcilable visions of the identity, borders, and citizenship of the state. They do not seek 
to control a state whose identity all sides accept, but rather to redefine or divide the state itself” 
(Kaufman 1996: 138). 
1 
 
EthnicGroups * When applicable, name the primary ethnic group or groups contributing rebel 
fighters to the opposition movement. Separate group names with ;. Please try to use ethnic group 
names that are listed in http://www.icr.ethz.ch/research/greg/groups.xls. If not applicable, enter 
NA. 
Kurds 
 
ConflictRelig * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a religious conflict. The primary 
feature of religious conflicts in this definition is that insurgent leaders frequently and 
systematically invoke religion as a motivation and justification for the conflict (cf. Juergensmeyer 
2003: 57). 
0 
 
ConflictIdeol * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ideological conflict, with 
alignments across ethnic borders. Insurgents may strive for a different regime type and/or political 
order, but their primary aim does not contain the systematic exclusion of specific ethnic or 
religious groups. 
0 
 
ConflictSecess * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a secessionist conflict and 
the insurgents aim to create a separate state outside the current regime’s authority. 
1 
 



LastCW * Years since last civil war. Enter an integer number of years. If no civil war occurred 
before, enter NA. 
4 
 

Conflict outcome variables 
 
Win * Who won the conflict? 1 Counterinsurgents (government and/or intervener) 2 
Insurgents/rebels/rebel affiliates 3 Undecided 
1 
 
ConflictOutcome * Categorical variable that describes how the government terminated its 
military conflict. 0 Conflict ongoing. 1 Government militarily defeated the rebels. 2 Government 
negotiated a settlement that resulted in a compromise with the insurgents over governance (e.g., 
a power-sharing agreement). 3 The country was partitioned into two or more separate countries 
at the end of the conflict 4 Rebels militarily defeated the government. 
1 
 
GovComp * GovComp Who was in control of the central government at the end of the conflict 
(i.e. at Enddate)? 1 Insurgents (the previous opposition; groups associated with the insurgents; 
political wings of rebels; etc.) 2 Government (the previous incumbent government; politicians 
associated with the previous regime; etc.) 3 Foreign intervener 4 Power-sharing: both previous 
rebels and previous incumbents began sharing political power in a joint government at the end of 
the conflict 5 Unclear: failing or failed state 
2 
 
Maintain * The number of months the government remained in power after the termination of the 
conflict (Enddate). This variable varies from zero, when the regime was never stabilized, to 60, 
when the regime remained in power for at least five years post-conflict. 
60 
 
MNF * Dummy variable coded 1 if a multinational peacekeeping force was established and 
remained in the conflict region after the termination of the conflict. 
0 
 
Sources * Sources Abbreviated identifier for each source used to code a case. The full source 
citations are provided with their identifying code below. Use Chicaco 15th B citation style. 
 
Dixon, Jeffrey S., and Meredith Reid Sarkees. A Guide to Intra-state Wars: An Examination of 
Civil, Regional, and Intercommunal Wars, 1816-2014. CQ Press, 2015. 
 
Kelly, Michael J. Ghosts of Halabja: Saddam Hussein and the Kurdish Genocide: Saddam 
Hussein and the Kurdish Genocide. ABC-CLIO, 2008. 
 
Stansfield, Gareth RV. Iraqi Kurdistan: Political development and emergent democracy. 
Routledge, 2003. 
 
Mufti, Hania. Iraq, claims in conflict: Reversing ethnic cleansing in northern Iraq. Vol. 16, no. 4. 
Human Rights Watch, 2004. 
 
Sassoon, Joseph. The Iraqi refugees: The new crisis in the Middle-East. Vol. 3. IB Tauris, 2008. 
 



Middle East Watch (Organization). (1992). Hidden Death: Land Mines and Civilian Casualties in 
Iraqi Kurdistan. Human Rights Watch. 
 
Notes Use this space to provide any additional details, comments on ambiguous or contradictory 
information, etc…  



Conflict Cases Research Journal 
 
* Required 

 

1. Conflict identifiers 
  
Conflict ID * Which conflict from the list of Conflict Cases is this? Please provide ConYr. (Please note 
that ConYr may have to be adjusted based on new start dates: if you find that the actual start date of a 
conflict diverges from the one provided in the Conflict Cases list, please update this Conflict ID to reflect 
the correct start year. E.g. if the Afghanistan conflict 7001980 actually started in 1978, please provide 
7001978 as the ID.) 
6451980 
 
ConflictCountry * In which country did the conflict occur? 
Iraq 
 
Startdate * 10/1/1980 
 
Enddate * 9/6/1988 
 
Comments on start- and enddate. Insert comments on problems/ambiguities with the start- and 
enddates of the conflict here. 
The start date is the date on which a repesentative of the Kurds announced that they had recently begun 
fighting. The end date is the date on which Saddam issued a general amnesty to Kurds after the Anfal 
campaigns. 
 
IncGov * Provide the name of the incumbent government/regime (head of gov't/regime, party) 
Saddam Hussein 
 
Rebel1 * Provide the names of the opposition group(s), rebel group(s) and other actors that were 
identified as opposing the central government 
PUK 
 
Rebel2  
KDP 
 
Rebel3 
 
Rebel4 
 
Coup * Is this conflict best described as a coup? Is the government defending itself against or reversing a 
coup -- rather than a case in which there is an armed insurgent movement? If YES (=1), do not continue 
coding this case for now and mark the case’s status as “Coup” in the Conflict_Cases document. If NO 
coup (=0), and an insurgency is present, continue coding the variables below. 
0 

 
Region * Geographic region of the country in which the rebels and/or the fighting was concentrated. 
Depending on the conflict this could be the name of a province, state, or administrative district in the 
conflict country, a description (e.g., “primarily the southern half of the country, south of the capital to the 
border with Pakistan”), or a named region (e.g., the Darfur region of Sudan). If dispersed throughout the 
county, enter “entire country”.  
northern Iraq  



 
Concentration * Estimate the percentage of the geographic area of the country experiencing significant 
violence related to the conflict at any point during the conflict. Violence should be considered significant if 
battles/clashes between the rebels and government forces took place in a region, civilians were killed by 
government or rebel forces in a region, or government or rebel attacks occurred regularly in a region. 
Coding: 1 Less than 25% 2 25-50% 3 50-75% 4 More than 75% 
1 
 
IGO * Dummy variable set to 1 if an intergovernmental organization (NATO, UN, etc...) organized, 
participated in, sponsored, or sanctioned a military intervention to maintain the regime. 
0 
 
IGOname * Name of the IGO mission that organized, participated in, sponsored, or sanctioned the 
military intervention to maintain the regime (if any). 
NA 
 
 

2. Counterinsurgency characteristics 
Note: These variables should be coded in reference to the entire conflict, from Startdate to Enddate. Even 
in conflict in which the government began COIN operations with a light force model, if the majority of the 
conflict featured a heavy force model, this variable should be coded as 2. 
 
ForceModel * Primary type of force used by government troops. Coding: 1 Light force: Primary use of 
ground combat units that do not include large military equipment (may include close air support) 2 Heavy 
force: Primarily large-unit, concentrated firepower combat with mechanized units (may include strategic 
bombing) Close air support is defined as “air action by fixed-wing (FW) and rotary-wing (RW) aircraft 
against hostile targets that are in close proximity to friendly forces. […] It is planned and executed to 
support ground tactical units. CAS execution is tightly integrated at the tactical level with the fire and 
maneuver of supported ground forces.” (Joint Chiefs of Staff, Joint Publication 3-09.3). Close air support 
can be provided by any unit of the armed forces. Strategic bombing is defined as the massive, centrally 
coordinated bombing of military and civilian targets for strategic purposes, usually conducted by an air 
force. 
1 
 
StrategicAir * What role did strategic bombing play in the government’s military strategy? (see definition 
above). Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
2 

 
Resettle * What role did resettlement play in the government’s military strategy? Resettlement is defined 
as the forced relocation of civilian populations to deny guerillas access to resources, sanctuary, and other 
types of support; provide greater security for noncombatants; and/or separate combatants from 
noncombatants. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
4 
 
CivAction * What role did projects intended to improve the material well-being of play in the 
government’s military strategy? Examples: building schools, roads, bridges, hospitals; providing medical 
care, clean water or electricity; and creating jobs for local residents. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 
4 Extensive 
1 
 
CivSecure * What role did attempts to protect noncombatantfs from harm caused by the insurgents play 
in the government’s military strategy? Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 
 



Decap * What role did attempts to capture and kill the top leader(s) of the insurgent movement play in the 
government’s military strategy? Compare this variable to Jenna Jordan’s decapitation data. Coding: 1 
None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 
 
CivKill * Did mass killing of civilians occur? Mass killing is defined as > 50,000 intentional civilian deaths 
in a campaign (within <6 years) (Valentino et al. 2004) Coding: 0 No 1 Yes 
1 
 
CivTarget * To what extent did the military forces of the government intentionally select civilians as direct 
objects of attack or consistently fail to discriminate between combatants and noncombatants in their 
military operations? Combatants are defined as individuals that engage in armed resistance against 
regime forces. Coding: 1 Rarely 2 Moderately 3 Extensively 
3 
 
ForceDescrip * A narrative description of the type of force used by the government. Describe the 
strategy (or strategies) that the government used to counter the domestic threat. Note changes in strategy 
over time and major differences between the strategies and tactics used by different military units, 
different governments, or in different regions. This space can also be used to provide clarification on the 
variables coded above. 
The government used light infantry supplemented by air force and artillery, and later resorted to using 
chemical weapons.  
 
NumTrps * Number of government troops at height of conflict. Measured as maximum number of regular 
military personnel (air, ground, and sea) under central government authority during the conflict. When 
exact numbers cannot be located, coders may estimate from information about the military units. If even 
estimates are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, NumTrps 
is coded as missing (enter NA) and only TrpCat is coded. 
1570000 
 
TrpCat * Categorical measure of the number of government troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 less 
than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 More than 
30,000 troops 
4 
 
GovCas * Number of government forces members killed during the conflict. Please enter numbers 
without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of ranges (750 instead of 
500-1000). If missing, enter NA. 
 
RebelNumTrps * Estimated number of total troops on rebel side at height of conflict. If even estimates 
are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, RebelNumTrps is 
coded as missing (enter NA) and only RebelTrpCat is coded. 
 
RebelTrpCat * Categorical measure of the total number of rebel troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 
less than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 More than 
30,000 troops 
2 
 
RebelCas * Number of rebels / opposition members killed during the conflict. Please enter numbers 
without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of ranges (750 instead of 
500-1000). If missing, enter NA. 
 
ThreatSource * Role of internal and external actors with regard to the rebels in the conflict. Coding: 1 
primarily internal conflict with minor to moderate level of support to rebels from external actors 2 primarily 
externally sponsored conflict with local insurgents 3 entirely domestic opposition (no external assistance). 
1 



 
TargHelp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state committed any military troops to assist or advise 
the rebels. 
0 
 
AsstCombat * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state engaged in combat to assist the rebels. 
0 
 
AsstArms * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided arms or other material aid to assist the 
rebels. 
1 
 
AsstEcon * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided economic support to the rebels. 
0 
 
AsstSanct * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided, on its territory, sanctuaries for the 
rebels. 
1 
 
TargSupp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided any type of support to assist the rebels. 
1 
 
ConflictEthnic * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ethnic conflict. Following a 
conventional definition, ethnic conflicts involve “groups that identify with a distinct ethnic or cultural 
heritage” (Regan 1996: 338). Ethnic wars have been defined as “wars among communities (ethnicities) 
who are in conflict over the power relationship that exists between those communities and the state” 
(Sambanis 2001: 261). Additionally, the groups in ethnic conflicts “hold irreconcilable visions of the 
identity, borders, and citizenship of the state. They do not seek to control a state whose identity all sides 
accept, but rather to redefine or divide the state itself” (Kaufman 1996: 138). 
1 
 
EthnicGroups * When applicable, name the primary ethnic group or groups contributing rebel fighters to 
the opposition movement. Separate group names with ;. Please try to use ethnic group names that are 
listed in http://www.icr.ethz.ch/research/greg/groups.xls. If not applicable, enter NA. 
Kurds 
 
ConflictRelig * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a religious conflict. The primary feature 
of religious conflicts in this definition is that insurgent leaders frequently and systematically invoke religion 
as a motivation and justification for the conflict (cf. Juergensmeyer 2003: 57). 
0 
 
ConflictIdeol * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ideological conflict, with alignments 
across ethnic borders. Insurgents may strive for a different regime type and/or political order, but their 
primary aim does not contain the systematic exclusion of specific ethnic or religious groups. 
0 
 
ConflictSecess * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a secessionist conflict and the 
insurgents aim to create a separate state outside the current regime’s authority. 
1 
 
LastCW * Years since last civil war. Enter an integer number of years. If no civil war occurred before, 
enter NA. 
5 
 

Conflict outcome variables 



 
Win * Who won the conflict? 1 Counterinsurgents (government and/or intervener) 2 
Insurgents/rebels/rebel affiliates 3 Undecided 
1 
 
ConflictOutcome * Categorical variable that describes how the government terminated its military 
conflict. 0 Conflict ongoing. 1 Government militarily defeated the rebels. 2 Government negotiated a 
settlement that resulted in a compromise with the insurgents over governance (e.g., a power-sharing 
agreement). 3 The country was partitioned into two or more separate countries at the end of the conflict 4 
Rebels militarily defeated the government. 
1 
 
GovComp * GovComp Who was in control of the central government at the end of the conflict (i.e. at 
Enddate)? 1 Insurgents (the previous opposition; groups associated with the insurgents; political wings of 
rebels; etc.) 2 Government (the previous incumbent government; politicians associated with the previous 
regime; etc.) 3 Foreign intervener 4 Power-sharing: both previous rebels and previous incumbents began 
sharing political power in a joint government at the end of the conflict 5 Unclear: failing or failed state 
2 
 
Maintain * The number of months the government remained in power after the termination of the conflict 
(Enddate). This variable varies from zero, when the regime was never stabilized, to 60, when the regime 
remained in power for at least five years post-conflict. 
60 
 
MNF * Dummy variable coded 1 if a multinational peacekeeping force was established and remained in 
the conflict region after the termination of the conflict. 
0 
 
Sources * Sources Abbreviated identifier for each source used to code a case. The full source citations 
are provided with their identifying code below. Use Chicaco 15th B citation style. 
New York Times, “A Tear for the Kurds.” Accessed 15 November, 2010. 
http://www.nytimes.com/1989/04/10/opinion/a-tear-for-the-
kurds.html?scp=5&sq=Kurds+Iraq+troops&st=nyt.  
 
Brogan, Patrick. World Conflicts: A Comprehensive Guide to World Strife Since 1945. Lanham, Maryland: 
The Scarecrow Press Inc, 1998.   
 
Yildiz, Kerim. The Kurds in Iraq: The Past, Present, and Future. Ann Arbor, Michigan: Pluto Press, 2004. 
 
Facts on File Inc., 1980-1988. Encyclopedia of World History. Facts on File Library of World History. New 
York: Facts on File. 
 
Keesing’s Record of World Events. 1980-1988. Ed. Roger East.  
Cambridge: Longman.    
 
James Ciment and Kenneth Hill, Encyclopedia of Conflicts Since World War II, Chicago, Illinois: 1999. 

 
 
Notes * 
I was not able to find information regarding the troop count of the Kurds, or the casualties on either side. 
However, Talabani, the leader of one of the Kurd factions, had a personal army of around 4,000 when he 
was in exile in Turkey. This, plus the relative ease with which the rebellion was put down made a 
RebelTrpCat score of 2 seemed most reasonable to me. 
 
 



 



Conflict Cases Research Journal 
 
* Required 

 

1. Conflict identifiers 
  
Conflict ID * Which conflict from the list of Conflict Cases is this? Please provide ConYr. (Please note 
that ConYr may have to be adjusted based on new start dates: if you find that the actual start date of a 
conflict diverges from the one provided in the Conflict Cases list, please update this Conflict ID to reflect 
the correct start year. E.g. if the Afghanistan conflict 7001980 actually started in 1978, please provide 
7001978 as the ID.) 
6451991 
 
ConflictCountry * In which country did the conflict occur? 
SAIRI 
 
Startdate * 3/4/1991 
 
Enddate * 3/21/1991 
 
Comments on start- and enddate. Insert comments on problems/ambiguities with the start- and 
enddates of the conflict here. 
The end date of 3/21/1991 was chosen because it was the date on which foreign journalists were taken to 
Karbala by Iraqi authorities to see the desolated city after its pacification. Also, 3/21/1991 fits nicely into 
the range established by Keesing’s: “most media sources were reporting by mid- and late-March that the 
southern rebellion had been effectively subdued by Saddam’s forces.” (Keesing’s 1991, p. 38082) 
 
IncGov * Provide the name of the incumbent government/regime (head of gov't/regime, party) 
Saddam Hussein 
 
Rebel1 * Provide the names of the opposition group(s), rebel group(s) and other actors that were 
identified as opposing the central government 
Supreme Assembly for the Islamic Revolution in Iraq (SAIRI)  
 
Rebel2 
 
Rebel3 
 
Rebel4 
 
Coup * Is this conflict best described as a coup? Is the government defending itself against or reversing a 
coup -- rather than a case in which there is an armed insurgent movement? If YES (=1), do not continue 
coding this case for now and mark the case’s status as “Coup” in the Conflict_Cases document. If NO 
coup (=0), and an insurgency is present, continue coding the variables below. 
0 

 
Region * Geographic region of the country in which the rebels and/or the fighting was concentrated. 
Depending on the conflict this could be the name of a province, state, or administrative district in the 
conflict country, a description (e.g., “primarily the southern half of the country, south of the capital to the 
border with Pakistan”), or a named region (e.g., the Darfur region of Sudan). If dispersed throughout the 
county, enter “entire country”.  
southern Iraq 
 



Concentration * Estimate the percentage of the geographic area of the country experiencing significant 
violence related to the conflict at any point during the conflict. Violence should be considered significant if 
battles/clashes between the rebels and government forces took place in a region, civilians were killed by 
government or rebel forces in a region, or government or rebel attacks occurred regularly in a region. 
Coding: 1 Less than 25% 2 25-50% 3 50-75% 4 More than 75% 
2 
 
IGO * Dummy variable set to 1 if an intergovernmental organization (NATO, UN, etc...) organized, 
participated in, sponsored, or sanctioned a military intervention to maintain the regime. 
 
 
IGOname * Name of the IGO mission that organized, participated in, sponsored, or sanctioned the 
military intervention to maintain the regime (if any). 
 
 
 

2. Counterinsurgency characteristics 
Note: These variables should be coded in reference to the entire conflict, from Startdate to Enddate. Even 
in conflict in which the government began COIN operations with a light force model, if the majority of the 
conflict featured a heavy force model, this variable should be coded as 2. 
 
ForceModel * Primary type of force used by government troops. Coding: 1 Light force: Primary use of 
ground combat units that do not include large military equipment (may include close air support) 2 Heavy 
force: Primarily large-unit, concentrated firepower combat with mechanized units (may include strategic 
bombing) Close air support is defined as “air action by fixed-wing (FW) and rotary-wing (RW) aircraft 
against hostile targets that are in close proximity to friendly forces. […] It is planned and executed to 
support ground tactical units. CAS execution is tightly integrated at the tactical level with the fire and 
maneuver of supported ground forces.” (Joint Chiefs of Staff, Joint Publication 3-09.3). Close air support 
can be provided by any unit of the armed forces. Strategic bombing is defined as the massive, centrally 
coordinated bombing of military and civilian targets for strategic purposes, usually conducted by an air 
force. 
1 
 
StrategicAir * What role did strategic bombing play in the government’s military strategy? (see definition 
above). Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 

 
Resettle * What role did resettlement play in the government’s military strategy? Resettlement is defined 
as the forced relocation of civilian populations to deny guerillas access to resources, sanctuary, and other 
types of support; provide greater security for noncombatants; and/or separate combatants from 
noncombatants. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 
 
CivAction * What role did projects intended to improve the material well-being of play in the 
government’s military strategy? Examples: building schools, roads, bridges, hospitals; providing medical 
care, clean water or electricity; and creating jobs for local residents. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 
4 Extensive 
1 
 
CivSecure * What role did attempts to protect noncombatantfs from harm caused by the insurgents play 
in the government’s military strategy? Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 
 



Decap * What role did attempts to capture and kill the top leader(s) of the insurgent movement play in the 
government’s military strategy? Compare this variable to Jenna Jordan’s decapitation data. Coding: 1 
None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 
 
CivKill * Did mass killing of civilians occur? Mass killing is defined as > 50,000 intentional civilian deaths 
in a campaign (within <6 years) (Valentino et al. 2004) Coding: 0 No 1 Yes 
1 
 
CivTarget * To what extent did the military forces of the government intentionally select civilians as direct 
objects of attack or consistently fail to discriminate between combatants and noncombatants in their 
military operations? Combatants are defined as individuals that engage in armed resistance against 
regime forces. Coding: 1 Rarely 2 Moderately 3 Extensively 
3 
 
ForceDescrip * A narrative description of the type of force used by the government. Describe the 
strategy (or strategies) that the government used to counter the domestic threat. Note changes in strategy 
over time and major differences between the strategies and tactics used by different military units, 
different governments, or in different regions. This space can also be used to provide clarification on the 
variables coded above. 
The government moved its troops from city to city as soon as rebellions began to take form. This strategy 
enabled insurgents in the previously occupied cities to continue revolting as soon as the government 
troops left. The government troops were light infantry, supported by tanks and heavy artillery.  
 
NumTrps * Number of government troops at height of conflict. Measured as maximum number of regular 
military personnel (air, ground, and sea) under central government authority during the conflict. When 
exact numbers cannot be located, coders may estimate from information about the military units. If even 
estimates are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, NumTrps 
is coded as missing (enter NA) and only TrpCat is coded. 
300000 
 
TrpCat * Categorical measure of the number of government troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 less 
than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 More than 
30,000 troops 
4 
 
GovCas * Number of government forces members killed during the conflict. Please enter numbers 
without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of ranges (750 instead of 
500-1000). If missing, enter NA. 
 
RebelNumTrps * Estimated number of total troops on rebel side at height of conflict. If even estimates 
are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, RebelNumTrps is 
coded as missing (enter NA) and only RebelTrpCat is coded. 
8000 
 
RebelTrpCat * Categorical measure of the total number of rebel troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 
less than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 More than 
30,000 troops 
2 
 
RebelCas * Number of rebels / opposition members killed during the conflict. Please enter numbers 
without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of ranges (750 instead of 
500-1000). If missing, enter NA. 
 



ThreatSource * Role of internal and external actors with regard to the rebels in the conflict. Coding: 1 
primarily internal conflict with minor to moderate level of support to rebels from external actors 2 primarily 
externally sponsored conflict with local insurgents 3 entirely domestic opposition (no external assistance). 
1 
 
TargHelp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state committed any military troops to assist or advise 
the rebels. 
0 
 
AsstCombat * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state engaged in combat to assist the rebels. 
0 
 
AsstArms * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided arms or other material aid to assist the 
rebels. 
0 
 
AsstEcon * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided economic support to the rebels. 
0 
 
AsstSanct * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided, on its territory, sanctuaries for the 
rebels. 
0 
 
TargSupp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided any type of support to assist the rebels. 
1 
 
ConflictEthnic * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ethnic conflict. Following a 
conventional definition, ethnic conflicts involve “groups that identify with a distinct ethnic or cultural 
heritage” (Regan 1996: 338). Ethnic wars have been defined as “wars among communities (ethnicities) 
who are in conflict over the power relationship that exists between those communities and the state” 
(Sambanis 2001: 261). Additionally, the groups in ethnic conflicts “hold irreconcilable visions of the 
identity, borders, and citizenship of the state. They do not seek to control a state whose identity all sides 
accept, but rather to redefine or divide the state itself” (Kaufman 1996: 138). 
0 
 
EthnicGroups * When applicable, name the primary ethnic group or groups contributing rebel fighters to 
the opposition movement. Separate group names with ;. Please try to use ethnic group names that are 
listed in http://www.icr.ethz.ch/research/greg/groups.xls. If not applicable, enter NA. 
NA 
 
ConflictRelig * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a religious conflict. The primary feature 
of religious conflicts in this definition is that insurgent leaders frequently and systematically invoke religion 
as a motivation and justification for the conflict (cf. Juergensmeyer 2003: 57). 
1 
 
ConflictIdeol * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ideological conflict, with alignments 
across ethnic borders. Insurgents may strive for a different regime type and/or political order, but their 
primary aim does not contain the systematic exclusion of specific ethnic or religious groups. 
0 
 
ConflictSecess * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a secessionist conflict and the 
insurgents aim to create a separate state outside the current regime’s authority. 
0 
 
LastCW * Years since last civil war. Enter an integer number of years. If no civil war occurred before, 
enter NA. 



3 
 

Conflict outcome variables 
 
Win * Who won the conflict? 1 Counterinsurgents (government and/or intervener) 2 
Insurgents/rebels/rebel affiliates 3 Undecided 
1 
 
ConflictOutcome * Categorical variable that describes how the government terminated its military 
conflict. 0 Conflict ongoing. 1 Government militarily defeated the rebels. 2 Government negotiated a 
settlement that resulted in a compromise with the insurgents over governance (e.g., a power-sharing 
agreement). 3 The country was partitioned into two or more separate countries at the end of the conflict 4 
Rebels militarily defeated the government. 
1 
 
GovComp * GovComp Who was in control of the central government at the end of the conflict (i.e. at 
Enddate)? 1 Insurgents (the previous opposition; groups associated with the insurgents; political wings of 
rebels; etc.) 2 Government (the previous incumbent government; politicians associated with the previous 
regime; etc.) 3 Foreign intervener 4 Power-sharing: both previous rebels and previous incumbents began 
sharing political power in a joint government at the end of the conflict 5 Unclear: failing or failed state 
2 
 
Maintain * The number of months the government remained in power after the termination of the conflict 
(Enddate). This variable varies from zero, when the regime was never stabilized, to 60, when the regime 
remained in power for at least five years post-conflict. 
60 
 
MNF * Dummy variable coded 1 if a multinational peacekeeping force was established and remained in 
the conflict region after the termination of the conflict. 
0 
 
Sources * Sources Abbreviated identifier for each source used to code a case. The full source citations 
are provided with their identifying code below. Use Chicaco 15th B citation style. 
EACD 2009 
 
Facts on File Inc., 1978-1995. Encyclopedia of World History. Facts on File Library of World History. New 
York: Facts on File. 
 
Keesing’s Record of World Events: 1991. Ed. Roger East. Cambridge: Longman, 1991.    
 
Brogan, Patrick. World Conflicts: A Comprehensive Guide to World Strife Since 1945. Lanham, Maryland: 
The Scarecrow Press Inc, 1998. 

 
 
Notes * 
Iran’s government outright supported the rebellion, but denied Iraq’s accusations that it was supporting 
the rebels (Keesing’s 38082). Finding no other sources that dealt with the matter, I chose to code all of 
the support variables except for Targsupp as 0. I coded Targsupp as 1 because Iran supported the 
rebellion diplomatically, in the sense that it “fully supported ‘the uprising of the Iraqi Moslem nation’” 
(Keesing’s 38082). 
 
 



1. Conflict identifiers  
  
Conflict ID * Which conflict from the list of Conflict Cases is this? Please provide ConYr. (Please note 
that ConYr may have to be adjusted based on new start dates: if you find that the actual start date of a 
conflict diverges from the one provided in the Conflict Cases list, please update this Conflict ID to reflect 
the correct start year. E.g. if the Afghanistan conflict 7001980 actually started in 1978, please provide 
7001978 as the ID.)  
6511993 
 
ConflictCountry * In which country did the conflict occur? 
Egypt 
  
Startdate * 03/10/1993 
  
Enddate * 12/31/1997 
  
Comments on start- and enddate. Insert comments on problems/ambiguities with start-and enddates of 
the conflict here. 
 
There was a discrepancy in the start years for some of the sources. UCDP and PRIO listed the years as 
1993, however I was able to find information from Facts on File of a government crackdown against 
Islamic groups in 1992 which caused 34 Govt. deaths. The crackdown was related to killings of tourists in 
Egypt, however no attack resulted in deaths over 25, so those dates were not used as starting points. 
  
The end date was difficult to determine because there was no definite date of ending.  After the rebel 
group committed the Luxor attack in Õ97 that killed approximately 62 civilians, no other large attacks 
were committed.  Some of the datasets went to 1998, however I could not find data to suggest that those 
casualty numbers were relevant to our research.  Because there was a lack of information, I coded the 
end date of the conflict as 12/31/1997. 
 
IncGov * Provide the name of the incumbent government regime (head of gov’t/regime, party) 
President Hosni Mubarak, National Democratic Party (NDP) 
 
Rebel1 * Provide the names of the opposition group(s), rebel group(s) and other actors that were 
identified as opposing the central government. 
al-Gama’a a;-Islamiyya 
 
Rebel2  
Al-Jihad 
 
Rebel3 
Tala i al-Fath 
 
 
 
Coup * Is this conflict best described as a coup? Is the government defending itself against or reversing a 
coup — rather than a case in which there is an armed insurgent movement? If YES (=1), do not continue 



coding this case for now and mark the case’s status as “Coup” in the Conflict Casese document. If NO 
coup (=0), and insurgency is present, continue coding the variables below. 
0 
  
Region * Geographic region of the country in which the rebels and/or the fighting was concentrated. 
Depending on the conflict this could be the name of a province, state, or administrative district in the 
conflict country, a description (e.g., “primarily the southern half of the country, south of the capital to the 
border with Pakistan”), or a named region (e.g., the Darfur region of Sudan). If dispersed throughout the 
county, enter “entire country”.  
Near Capital, and by Upper Nile Region (specifically close to governorates of Al-Minya, Asyout, Qina and 
Sohaj) near Southern Egypt 
 
Concentration * Estimate the percentage of the geographic area of the country experiencing significant 
violence related to the conflict at any point during the conflict. Violence should be considered significant if 
battles/clashes between the rebels and government forces took place in a region, civilians were killed by 
government or rebel forces in a region, or government or rebel attacks occurred regularly in a region. 
Coding: 1 Less than 25% 2 25-50% 3 50-75% 4 More than 75%  
1 
 
IGO * Dummy variable set to 1 if an intergovernmental organization (NATO, UN, etc…) organized, 
participated in, sponsored, or sanctioned a military intervention to maintain the regime. 
0 
 
IGOname * Name of the IGO mission that organized, participated in, sponsored, or sanctioned the 
military intervention to maintain the regime (if any). 
NA 
  

2. Counterinsurgency characteristics  
Note: These variables should be coded in reference to the entire conflict, from Startdate to Enddate. Even 
in conflict in which the government began COIN operations with a light force model, if the majority of the 
conflict featured a heavy force model, this variable should be coded as 2.  
  
ForceModel * Primary type of force used by government troops. Coding: 1 Light force: Primary use of 
ground combat units that do not include large military equipment (may include close air support) 2 Heavy 
force: Primarily large-unit, concentrated firepower combat with mechanized units (may include strategic 
bombing) Close air support is defined as “air action by fixed-wing (FW) and rotary-wing (RW) aircraft 
against hostile targets that are in close proximity to friendly forces. […] It is planned and executed to 
support ground tactical units. CAS execution is tightly integrated at the tactical level with the fire and 
maneuver of supported ground forces.” (Joint Chiefs of Staff, Joint Publication 3-09.3). Close air support 
can be provided by any unit of the armed forces. Strategic bombing is defined as the massive, centrally 
coordinated bombing of military and civilian targets for strategic purposes, usually conducted by an air 
force.  
1 
 
StrategicAir * What role did strategic bombing play in the government’s military strategy? (see definition 
above). Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive  
1 
 



Resettle * What role did resettlement play in the government’s military strategy? Resettlement is defined 
as the forced relocation of civilian populations to deny guerillas access to resources, sanctuary, and other 
types of support; provide greater security for noncombatants; and/or separate combatants from 
noncombatants. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive  
1 
  
CivAction * What role did projects intended to improve the material well-being of play in the 
government’s military strategy? Examples: building schools, roads, bridges, hospitals; providing medical 
care, clean water or electricity; and creating jobs for local residents. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 
4 Extensive  
1 
  
CivSecure * What role did attempts to protect noncombatants from harm caused by the insurgents play 
in the government’s military strategy? Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive  
2 
 
Decap * What role did attempts to capture and kill the top leader(s) of the insurgent movement play in the 
government’s military strategy? Compare this variable to Jenna Jordan’s decapitation data. Coding: 1 
None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive  
2 
 
CivKill * Did mass killing of civilians occur? Mass killing is defined as > 50,000 intentional civilian deaths 
in a campaign (within <6 years) (Valentino et al. 2004) Coding: 0 No 1 Yes  
0 
 
CivTarget * To what extent did the military forces of the government intentionally select civilians as direct 
objects of attack or consistently fail to discriminate between combatants and noncombatants in their 
military operations? Combatants are defined as individuals that engage in armed resistance against 
regime forces. Coding: 1 Rarely 2 Moderately 3 Extensively  
1 
 
ForceDescrip * A narrative description of the type of force used by the government. Describe the 
strategy (or strategies) that the government used to counter the domestic threat. Note changes in strategy 
over time and major differences between the strategies and tactics used by different military units, 
different governments, or in different regions. This space can also be used to provide clarification on the 
variables coded above.  
 
Martial law was implemented and there were many police/security force crackdowns against the terrorist 
groups.  No heavy military force was used. The govt. was never able to completely bring down terrorist 
activities, however many arrests related to the attacks were reported. 
  
Al- Gama mainly attacked civilian targets, with no high casualties inflicted on govt. troops unless there 
were clashes/crackdowns that were started by the govt. 
  
 
NumTrps * Number of government troops at height of conflict. Measured as maximum number of regular 
military personnel (air, ground, and sea) under central government authority during the conflict. When 
exact numbers cannot be located, coders may estimate from information about the military units. If even 



estimates are uneliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, NumTrps 
is coded as missing (enter NA) and only TrpCat is coded.  
450000 
 
TrpCat * Categorical measure of the number of government troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 less 
than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 More than 
30,000 troops 
4 
 
GovCas * Number of government forces members killed during the conflict. Please enter numbers 
without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of ranges (750 instead of 
500-1000). If missing, enter NA.  
293 (UCDP) 
 
RebelNumTrps * Estimated number of total troops on rebel side at height of conflict. If even estimates 
are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, RebelNumTrps is 
coded as missing (enter NA) and only RebelTrpCat is coded.  
6000 
 
RebelTrpCat * Categorical measure of the total number of rebel troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 
less than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 More than 
30,000 troops 
3 
 
RebelCas * Number of rebels / opposition members killed during the conflict. Please enter numbers 
without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of ranges (750 instead of 
500-1000). If missing, enter NA.  
292 (UCDP) 
 
ThreatSource * Role of internal and external actors with regard to the rebels in the conflict. Coding: 1 
primarily internal conflict with minor to moderate level of support to rebels from external actors 2 primarily 
externally sponsored conflict with local insurgents 3 entirely domestic opposition (no external assistance).  
1 
  
TargHelp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state committed any military troops to assist or advise 
the rebels. 
0 
 
AsstCombat * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state engaged in combat to assist the rebels.  
0 
 
AsstArms * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided arms or other material aid to assist the 
rebels.  
1  
 
AsstEcon * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided economic support to the rebels.  
0 
 



AsstSanct * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided, on its territory, sanctuaries for the 
rebels.  
1 
  
TargSupp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided any type of support to assist the rebels.  
1 (UCDP;PRIO) 
 
ConflictEthnic * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ethnic conflict. Following a 
conventional definition, ethnic conflicts involve “groups that identify with a distinct ethnic or cultural 
heritage” (Regan 1996: 338). Ethnic wars have been defined as “wars among communities (ethnicities) 
who are in conflict over the power relationship that exists between those communities and the state” 
(Sambanis 2001: 261). Additionally, the groups in ethnic conflicts “hold irreconcilable visions of the 
identity, borders, and citizenship of the state. They do not seek to control a state whose identity all sides 
accept, but rather to redefine or divide the state itself” (Kaufman 1996: 138).   
0  
 
EthnicGroups * When applicable, name the primary ethnic group or groups contributing rebel fighters to 
the opposition movement. Separate group names with ;. Please try to use ethnic group names that are 
listed in http://www.icr.ethz.ch/research/greg/groups.xls. If not applicable, enter NA. 
NA 
 
ConflictRelig * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a religious conflict. The primary feature 
of religious conflicts in this definition is that insurgent leaders frequently and systematically invoke religion 
as a motivation and justification for the conflict (cf. Juergensmeyer 2003: 57).  
1 
 
ConflictIdeol * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ideological conflict, with alignments 
across ethnic borders. Insurgents may strive for a different regime type and/or political order, but their 
primary aim does not contain the systematic exclusion of specific ethnic or religious groups.  
0 
  
ConflictSecess * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a secessionist conflict and the 
insurgents aim to create a separate state outside the current regime’s authority.  
0 
  
LastCW * Years since last civil war. Enter an integer number of years. If no civil war occurred before, 
enter NA.  
NA 
 
 

 Conflict outcome variables  
 
Win * Who won the conflict? 1 Counterinsurgents (government and/or intervener) 2 
Insurgents/rebels/rebel affiliates 3 Undecided  
1 
 



ConflictOutcome * Categorical variable that describes how the government terminated its military 
conflict. 0 Conflict ongoing. 1 Government militarily defeated the rebels. 2 Government negotiated a 
settlement that resulted in a compromise with the insurgents over governance (e.g., a power-sharing 
agreement). 3 The country was partitioned into two or more separate countries at the end of the conflict 4 
Rebels militarily defeated the government.  
1 
  
GovComp * GovComp Who was in control of the central government at the end of the conflict (i.e. at 
Enddate)? 1 Insurgents (the previous opposition; groups associated with the insurgents; political wings of 
rebels; etc.) 2 Government (the previous incumbent government; politicians associated with the previous 
regime; etc.) 3 Foreign intervener 4 Power-sharing: both previous rebels and previous incumbents began 
sharing political power in a joint government at the end of the conflict 5 Unclear: failing or failed state  
2 
 
Maintain * The number of months the government remained in power after the termination of the conflict 
(Enddate). This variable varies from zero, when the regime was never stabilized, to 60, when the regime 
remained in power for at least five years post-conflict.  
60 
 
MNF * Dummy variable coded 1 if a multinational peacekeeping force was established and remained in 
the conflict region after the termination of the conflict.  
0 
 
Notes * 
 
Could not find any sources that explicitly stated casualty numbers between rebels and government troops 
nor any that did not include civilians.  Because of this, we totaled the casualty numbers found from the 
UCDP data (which seemed the most reliable, however this dataset may have also included civilians) and 
divided that in two to estimate rebel deaths and government deaths. 
 
Sources * Sources Abbreviated identifier for each source used to code a case. The full source citations 
are provided with their identifying code below. Use Chicago 15th B citation style. 
 
Bethany Lacina and Nils Petter Gleditsch, 2005. ?Monitoring Trends in Global Combat: A New Dataset of 
Battle Deaths.? European Journal ofÊPopulation: 21(2Ð3): 145Ð166. The data are available at 
http://www.prio.no/CSCW/Datasets/Armed-Conflict/Battle-Deaths/ 
  
Dean, Lucy. 2008. The Middle East and North Africa 2008. London, United Kingdom: Routledge 
Publishers. 
  
  
Facts on File Inc., 1993, 1994, 1995, 1996, 1997.  Encyclopedia of World History.  Facts on File Library of 
World History.  New York: Facts on File. 
  
Kepel, Gilles. Jihad: The Trail of Political Islam. Translated by Anthony F. Roberts. The Belknap Press of 
Harvard University Press: Cambridge, Massachusetts, 2002. 
  
The Military Balance 1998/1999 (1998) 



 
Sambanis - ÒCivil War Coding Notes.Ó 2004. Nicholas Sambanis. Yale University. 
  
UCDP 2010  
http://www.pcr.uu.se/research/ucdp/ 
  
  
 



1. Conflict identifiers  
  
Conflict ID * Which conflict from the list of Conflict Cases is this? Please provide ConYr. (Please note 
that ConYr may have to be adjusted based on new start dates: if you find that the actual start date of a 
conflict diverges from the one provided in the Conflict Cases list, please update this Conflict ID to reflect 
the correct start year. E.g. if the Afghanistan conflict 7001980 actually started in 1978, please provide 
7001978 as the ID.)  
6521979 
 
ConflictCountry * In which country did the conflict occur? 
Syria 
  
Startdate * 06/16/1979 
  
Enddate * 02/15/1982 
  
Comments on start- and enddate. Insert comments on problems/ambiguities with start-and enddates of 
the conflict here. 
 
The startdate and enddate for the conflict is consistent throughout various sources.  
  
IncGov * Provide the name of the incumbent government regime (head of gov’t/regime, party) 
President Hafez al-Assad, Baath Party 
 
Rebel1 * Provide the names of the opposition group(s), rebel group(s) and other actors that were 
identified as opposing the central government. 
Muslim Brotherhood 
 
Coup * Is this conflict best described as a coup? Is the government defending itself against or reversing a 
coup — rather than a case in which there is an armed insurgent movement? If YES (=1), do not continue 
coding this case for now and mark the case’s status as “Coup” in the Conflict Casese document. If NO 
coup (=0), and insurgency is present, continue coding the variables below. 
0 
  
Region * Geographic region of the country in which the rebels and/or the fighting was concentrated. 
Depending on the conflict this could be the name of a province, state, or administrative district in the 
conflict country, a description (e.g., “primarily the southern half of the country, south of the capital to the 
border with Pakistan”), or a named region (e.g., the Darfur region of Sudan). If dispersed throughout the 
county, enter “entire country”.  
While terrorist attacks committed by the Muslim Brotherhood occurred in various cities throughout Syria 
(specifically mentioned were Hama, Aleppo, and Damascus), the most violent and high-casualty area was 
the city of Hama. 
 
 
 
Concentration * Estimate the percentage of the geographic area of the country experiencing significant 
violence related to the conflict at any point during the conflict. Violence should be considered significant if 



battles/clashes between the rebels and government forces took place in a region, civilians were killed by 
government or rebel forces in a region, or government or rebel attacks occurred regularly in a region. 
Coding: 1 Less than 25% 2 25-50% 3 50-75% 4 More than 75%  
1 
 
IGO * Dummy variable set to 1 if an intergovernmental organization (NATO, UN, etc…) organized, 
participated in, sponsored, or sanctioned a military intervention to maintain the regime. 
0 
 
IGOname * Name of the IGO mission that organized, participated in, sponsored, or sanctioned the 
military intervention to maintain the regime (if any). 
NA 
  

2. Counterinsurgency characteristics  
Note: These variables should be coded in reference to the entire conflict, from Startdate to Enddate. Even 
in conflict in which the government began COIN operations with a light force model, if the majority of the 
conflict featured a heavy force model, this variable should be coded as 2.  
  
ForceModel * Primary type of force used by government troops. Coding: 1 Light force: Primary use of 
ground combat units that do not include large military equipment (may include close air support) 2 Heavy 
force: Primarily large-unit, concentrated firepower combat with mechanized units (may include strategic 
bombing) Close air support is defined as “air action by fixed-wing (FW) and rotary-wing (RW) aircraft 
against hostile targets that are in close proximity to friendly forces. […] It is planned and executed to 
support ground tactical units. CAS execution is tightly integrated at the tactical level with the fire and 
maneuver of supported ground forces.” (Joint Chiefs of Staff, Joint Publication 3-09.3). Close air support 
can be provided by any unit of the armed forces. Strategic bombing is defined as the massive, centrally 
coordinated bombing of military and civilian targets for strategic purposes, usually conducted by an air 
force.  
2 
 
StrategicAir * What role did strategic bombing play in the government’s military strategy? (see definition 
above). Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive  
3 
 
Resettle * What role did resettlement play in the government’s military strategy? Resettlement is defined 
as the forced relocation of civilian populations to deny guerillas access to resources, sanctuary, and other 
types of support; provide greater security for noncombatants; and/or separate combatants from 
noncombatants. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive  
1 
  
CivAction * What role did projects intended to improve the material well-being of play in the 
government’s military strategy? Examples: building schools, roads, bridges, hospitals; providing medical 
care, clean water or electricity; and creating jobs for local residents. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 
4 Extensive  
1 
  
CivSecure * What role did attempts to protect noncombatants from harm caused by the insurgents play 
in the government’s military strategy? Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive  



1 
 
Decap * What role did attempts to capture and kill the top leader(s) of the insurgent movement play in the 
government’s military strategy? Compare this variable to Jenna Jordan’s decapitation data. Coding: 1 
None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive  
3 
 
CivKill * Did mass killing of civilians occur? Mass killing is defined as > 50,000 intentional civilian deaths 
in a campaign (within <6 years) (Valentino et al. 2004) Coding: 0 No 1 Yes  
0 
 
CivTarget * To what extent did the military forces of the government intentionally select civilians as direct 
objects of attack or consistently fail to discriminate between combatants and noncombatants in their 
military operations? Combatants are defined as individuals that engage in armed resistance against 
regime forces. Coding: 1 Rarely 2 Moderately 3 Extensively  
4 
 
ForceDescrip * A narrative description of the type of force used by the government. Describe the 
strategy (or strategies) that the government used to counter the domestic threat. Note changes in strategy 
over time and major differences between the strategies and tactics used by different military units, 
different governments, or in different regions. This space can also be used to provide clarification on the 
variables coded above.  
 
The government reverted to extreme repression to put down the revolt led by the Muslim Brotherhood.  
Brogan states that COIN forces conducted sweeps through Hama and Aleppo, arresting thousands and 
shooting anyone suspected of being a part of the Brotherhood.  After an assassination attempt on Assad, 
the government is said to have killed hundreds of Islamist prisoners in their cells. 
  
The most violent act the COIN forces participated in was in the city of Hama. After the Brotherhood was 
said to have taken control of the city, COIN forces bombarded the city with artillery and tanks in what was 
a full-scale assault. Seale describes the attack on Hama to have lasted 3 weeks. During the first week 
was used to regain control of the city while the other two was used to hunt insurgents.  Civilians and 
rebels were not differentiated and possibly as many as 10,000 civilians were killed during the raids to kill 
the insurgents.  The attack on Hama, for our purposes, was the last relevant date of battle-deaths for the 
conflict and ended the insurgency led by the Muslim Brotherhood. 
 
NumTrps * Number of government troops at height of conflict. Measured as maximum number of regular 
military personnel (air, ground, and sea) under central government authority during the conflict. When 
exact numbers cannot be located, coders may estimate from information about the military units. If even 
estimates are uneliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, NumTrps 
is coded as missing (enter NA) and only TrpCat is coded.  
247500 
 
TrpCat * Categorical measure of the number of government troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 less 
than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 More than 
30,000 troops 
4 
 



GovCas * Number of government forces members killed during the conflict. Please enter numbers 
without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of ranges (750 instead of 
500-1000). If missing, enter NA.  
NA 
 
RebelNumTrps * Estimated number of total troops on rebel side at height of conflict. If even estimates 
are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, RebelNumTrps is 
coded as missing (enter NA) and only RebelTrpCat is coded.  
30000 
 
RebelTrpCat * Categorical measure of the total number of rebel troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 
less than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 More than 
30,000 troops 
4 
 
RebelCas * Number of rebels / opposition members killed during the conflict. Please enter numbers 
without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of ranges (750 instead of 
500-1000). If missing, enter NA.  
NA 
 
ThreatSource * Role of internal and external actors with regard to the rebels in the conflict. Coding: 1 
primarily internal conflict with minor to moderate level of support to rebels from external actors 2 primarily 
externally sponsored conflict with local insurgents 3 entirely domestic opposition (no external assistance).  
3 
  
TargHelp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state committed any military troops to assist or advise 
the rebels. 
0 
 
AsstCombat * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state engaged in combat to assist the rebels.  
0 
 
AsstArms * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided arms or other material aid to assist the 
rebels.  
0 
 
AsstEcon * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided economic support to the rebels.  
0 
 
AsstSanct * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided, on its territory, sanctuaries for the 
rebels.  
0 
  
TargSupp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided any type of support to assist the rebels.  
0 
 
ConflictEthnic * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ethnic conflict. Following a 
conventional definition, ethnic conflicts involve “groups that identify with a distinct ethnic or cultural 
heritage” (Regan 1996: 338). Ethnic wars have been defined as “wars among communities (ethnicities) 



who are in conflict over the power relationship that exists between those communities and the state” 
(Sambanis 2001: 261). Additionally, the groups in ethnic conflicts “hold irreconcilable visions of the 
identity, borders, and citizenship of the state. They do not seek to control a state whose identity all sides 
accept, but rather to redefine or divide the state itself” (Kaufman 1996: 138).   
0  
 
EthnicGroups * When applicable, name the primary ethnic group or groups contributing rebel fighters to 
the opposition movement. Separate group names with ;. Please try to use ethnic group names that are 
listed in http://www.icr.ethz.ch/research/greg/groups.xls. If not applicable, enter NA. 
NA 
 
ConflictRelig * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a religious conflict. The primary feature 
of religious conflicts in this definition is that insurgent leaders frequently and systematically invoke religion 
as a motivation and justification for the conflict (cf. Juergensmeyer 2003: 57).  
1 
 
ConflictIdeol * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ideological conflict, with alignments 
across ethnic borders. Insurgents may strive for a different regime type and/or political order, but their 
primary aim does not contain the systematic exclusion of specific ethnic or religious groups.  
1 
  
ConflictSecess * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a secessionist conflict and the 
insurgents aim to create a separate state outside the current regime’s authority.  
0 
  
LastCW * Years since last civil war. Enter an integer number of years. If no civil war occurred before, 
enter NA.  
NA 
 
 

 Conflict outcome variables  
 
Win * Who won the conflict? 1 Counterinsurgents (government and/or intervener) 2 
Insurgents/rebels/rebel affiliates 3 Undecided  
1 
 
 
 
 
ConflictOutcome * Categorical variable that describes how the government terminated its military 
conflict. 0 Conflict ongoing. 1 Government militarily defeated the rebels. 2 Government negotiated a 
settlement that resulted in a compromise with the insurgents over governance (e.g., a power-sharing 
agreement). 3 The country was partitioned into two or more separate countries at the end of the conflict 4 
Rebels militarily defeated the government.  
1 
  



GovComp * GovComp Who was in control of the central government at the end of the conflict (i.e. at 
Enddate)? 1 Insurgents (the previous opposition; groups associated with the insurgents; political wings of 
rebels; etc.) 2 Government (the previous incumbent government; politicians associated with the previous 
regime; etc.) 3 Foreign intervener 4 Power-sharing: both previous rebels and previous incumbents began 
sharing political power in a joint government at the end of the conflict 5 Unclear: failing or failed state  
2 
 
Maintain * The number of months the government remained in power after the termination of the conflict 
(Enddate). This variable varies from zero, when the regime was never stabilized, to 60, when the regime 
remained in power for at least five years post-conflict.  
60 
 
MNF * Dummy variable coded 1 if a multinational peacekeeping force was established and remained in 
the conflict region after the termination of the conflict.  
0 
 
Notes * 
 
PRIO data states that the rebels were allegedly supported by Iraq and Jordan militarily, however I could 
not verify that data. 

The total battle death figures for each side were difficult to determine, but the aggregate battle deaths 
figure was 7,700 based on UCDP.  Most of the casualties were inflicted on the rebel side. 

According to Dr. Abd-Allah, while the Muslim Brotherhood doesn’t receive support from external states, 
they did obtain funds from private actors within other states such as the International Muslim 
Brotherhood. 

 
Sources * Sources Abbreviated identifier for each source used to code a case. The full source citations 
are provided with their identifying code below. Use Chicago 15th B citation style. 
 
Abd-Allah, Umar. The Islamic Struggle in Syria. Berkeley: Mizan Press, 1983. 
 
Brogan, Patrick.  1998. World Conflicts.  Lanham, MD: Scarecrow Press, Inc. 
 
Clodfelter, Micheal. 1992. Warfare and Armed Conflicts. Jefferson, NC: McFarland & Company, Inc. 
 
EACD 2009 
 
Fisk, Robert. Pity The Nation. London: Touchstone, 1990. 
 
The Military Balance 1980-81 (1980) 
 
PRIO 2010 
 
Sambanis 2006 
 



Seale, Patrick.  Assad of Syria: The Struggle for the Middle East.  Berkeley, CA: University of California 
Press, 1989. 
 
UCDP 2010 
 



Conflict Cases Research Journal 
 
* Required 

 

1. Conflict identifiers 
 
Conflict ID * Which conflict from the list of Conflict Cases is this? Please provide ConYr. (Please note 
that ConYr may have to be adjusted based on new start dates: if you find that the actual start date of a 
conflict diverges from the one provided in the Conflict Cases list, please update this Conflict ID to reflect 
the correct start year. E.g. if the Afghanistan conflict 7001980 actually started in 1978, please provide 
7001978 as the ID.) 
6601958 
 
ConflictCountry * In which country did the conflict occur? 
Lebanon 
 
Startdate * 05/09/1958 
 
Enddate * 07/31/1958 
 
Comments on start- and enddate. Insert comments on problems/ambiguities with the start- and 
enddates of the conflict here. 
 
IncGov * Provide the name of the incumbent government/regime (head of gov't/regime, party) 
President Camille Chamoun 
 
Rebel1 * Provide the names of the opposition group(s), rebel group(s) and other actors that were 
identified as opposing the central government 
Nasserites (supported by UAR) 
 
Rebel2 
Druse Militia 
 
Rebel3 
 
Rebel4 
 
Coup * Is this conflict best described as a coup? Is the government defending itself against or reversing a 
coup -- rather than a case in which there is an armed insurgent movement? If YES (=1), do not continue 
coding this case for now and mark the case’s status as “Coup” in the Conflict_Cases document. If NO 
coup (=0), and an insurgency is present, continue coding the variables below. 
0 

 
Region * Geographic region of the country in which the rebels and/or the fighting was concentrated. 
Depending on the conflict this could be the name of a province, state, or administrative district in the 
conflict country, a description (e.g., “primarily the southern half of the country, south of the capital to the 
border with Pakistan”), or a named region (e.g., the Darfur region of Sudan). If dispersed throughout the 
county, enter “entire country”.  
Entire country 
 
Concentration * Estimate the percentage of the geographic area of the country experiencing significant 
violence related to the conflict at any point during the conflict. Violence should be considered significant if 
battles/clashes between the rebels and government forces took place in a region, civilians were killed by 



government or rebel forces in a region, or government or rebel attacks occurred regularly in a region. 
Coding: 1 Less than 25% 2 25-50% 3 50-75% 4 More than 75% 
4 
 
IGO * Dummy variable set to 1 if an intergovernmental organization (NATO, UN, etc...) organized, 
participated in, sponsored, or sanctioned a military intervention to maintain the regime. 
0 
 
IGOname * Name of the IGO mission that organized, participated in, sponsored, or sanctioned the 
military intervention to maintain the regime (if any). 
NA 
 
 

2. Counterinsurgency characteristics 
Note: These variables should be coded in reference to the entire conflict, from Startdate to Enddate. Even 
in conflict in which the government began COIN operations with a light force model, if the majority of the 
conflict featured a heavy force model, this variable should be coded as 2. 
 
ForceModel * Primary type of force used by government troops. Coding: 1 Light force: Primary use of 
ground combat units that do not include large military equipment (may include close air support) 2 Heavy 
force: Primarily large-unit, concentrated firepower combat with mechanized units (may include strategic 
bombing) Close air support is defined as “air action by fixed-wing (FW) and rotary-wing (RW) aircraft 
against hostile targets that are in close proximity to friendly forces. […] It is planned and executed to 
support ground tactical units. CAS execution is tightly integrated at the tactical level with the fire and 
maneuver of supported ground forces.” (Joint Chiefs of Staff, Joint Publication 3-09.3). Close air support 
can be provided by any unit of the armed forces. Strategic bombing is defined as the massive, centrally 
coordinated bombing of military and civilian targets for strategic purposes, usually conducted by an air 
force. 
2 
 
StrategicAir * What role did strategic bombing play in the government’s military strategy? (see definition 
above). Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
3 

 
Resettle * What role did resettlement play in the government’s military strategy? Resettlement is defined 
as the forced relocation of civilian populations to deny guerillas access to resources, sanctuary, and other 
types of support; provide greater security for noncombatants; and/or separate combatants from 
noncombatants. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 
 
CivAction * What role did projects intended to improve the material well-being of play in the 
government’s military strategy? Examples: building schools, roads, bridges, hospitals; providing medical 
care, clean water or electricity; and creating jobs for local residents. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 
4 Extensive 
1 
 
CivSecure * What role did attempts to protect noncombatantfs from harm caused by the insurgents play 
in the government’s military strategy? Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
2 
 
Decap * What role did attempts to capture and kill the top leader(s) of the insurgent movement play in the 
government’s military strategy? Compare this variable to Jenna Jordan’s decapitation data. Coding: 1 
None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 
 



CivKill * Did mass killing of civilians occur? Mass killing is defined as > 50,000 intentional civilian deaths 
in a campaign (within <6 years) (Valentino et al. 2004) Coding: 0 No 1 Yes 
0 
 
CivTarget * To what extent did the military forces of the government intentionally select civilians as direct 
objects of attack or consistently fail to discriminate between combatants and noncombatants in their 
military operations? Combatants are defined as individuals that engage in armed resistance against 
regime forces. Coding: 1 Rarely 2 Moderately 3 Extensively 
1 
 
ForceDescrip * A narrative description of the type of force used by the government. Describe the 
strategy (or strategies) that the government used to counter the domestic threat. Note changes in strategy 
over time and major differences between the strategies and tactics used by different military units, 
different governments, or in different regions. This space can also be used to provide clarification on the 
variables coded above. 
The Lebanese Army was western trained and supported, having received both small arms and tanks from 
the U.S. The primary strategy was to maintain control of Beirut and the major highways, as well as to 
slowly close the border with the UAR (Syria). The intervention of some 15,000 U.S. Marines to help 
secure Beirut allowed the Army to push out and make successful attacks against the rebels. Artillery 
strikes and air strikes by the Lebanese Air Force were also commonly used tactics against the rebels. 
 
NumTrps * Number of government troops at height of conflict. Measured as maximum number of regular 
military personnel (air, ground, and sea) under central government authority during the conflict. When 
exact numbers cannot be located, coders may estimate from information about the military units. If even 
estimates are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, NumTrps 
is coded as missing (enter NA) and only TrpCat is coded. 
 
TrpCat * Categorical measure of the number of government troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 less 
than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 More than 
30,000 troops 
3 
 
GovCas * Number of government forces members killed during the conflict. Please enter numbers 
without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of ranges (750 instead of 
500-1000). If missing, enter NA. 
100 
 
RebelNumTrps * Estimated number of total troops on rebel side at height of conflict. If even estimates 
are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, RebelNumTrps is 
coded as missing (enter NA) and only RebelTrpCat is coded. 
4000 
 
RebelTrpCat * Categorical measure of the total number of rebel troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 
less than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 More than 
30,000 troops 
2 
 
RebelCas * Number of rebels / opposition members killed during the conflict. Please enter numbers 
without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of ranges (750 instead of 
500-1000). If missing, enter NA. 
275 
 
ThreatSource * Role of internal and external actors with regard to the rebels in the conflict. Coding: 1 
primarily internal conflict with minor to moderate level of support to rebels from external actors 2 primarily 
externally sponsored conflict with local insurgents 3 entirely domestic opposition (no external assistance). 
1 



 
TargHelp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state committed any military troops to assist or advise 
the rebels. 
1 
 
AsstCombat * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state engaged in combat to assist the rebels. 
1 
 
AsstArms * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided arms or other material aid to assist the 
rebels. 
1 
 
AsstEcon * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided economic support to the rebels. 
1 
 
AsstSanct * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided, on its territory, sanctuaries for the 
rebels. 
0 
 
TargSupp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided any type of support to assist the rebels. 
1 
 
ConflictEthnic * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ethnic conflict. Following a 
conventional definition, ethnic conflicts involve “groups that identify with a distinct ethnic or cultural 
heritage” (Regan 1996: 338). Ethnic wars have been defined as “wars among communities (ethnicities) 
who are in conflict over the power relationship that exists between those communities and the state” 
(Sambanis 2001: 261). Additionally, the groups in ethnic conflicts “hold irreconcilable visions of the 
identity, borders, and citizenship of the state. They do not seek to control a state whose identity all sides 
accept, but rather to redefine or divide the state itself” (Kaufman 1996: 138). 
0 
 
EthnicGroups * When applicable, name the primary ethnic group or groups contributing rebel fighters to 
the opposition movement. Separate group names with ;. Please try to use ethnic group names that are 
listed in http://www.icr.ethz.ch/research/greg/groups.xls. If not applicable, enter NA. 
NA 
 
ConflictRelig * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a religious conflict. The primary feature 
of religious conflicts in this definition is that insurgent leaders frequently and systematically invoke religion 
as a motivation and justification for the conflict (cf. Juergensmeyer 2003: 57). 
0 
 
ConflictIdeol * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ideological conflict, with alignments 
across ethnic borders. Insurgents may strive for a different regime type and/or political order, but their 
primary aim does not contain the systematic exclusion of specific ethnic or religious groups. 
1 
 
ConflictSecess * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a secessionist conflict and the 
insurgents aim to create a separate state outside the current regime’s authority. 
0 
 
LastCW * Years since last civil war. Enter an integer number of years. If no civil war occurred before, 
enter NA. 
 
 

Conflict outcome variables 



 
Win * Who won the conflict? 1 Counterinsurgents (government and/or intervener) 2 
Insurgents/rebels/rebel affiliates 3 Undecided 
1 
 
ConflictOutcome * Categorical variable that describes how the government terminated its military 
conflict. 0 Conflict ongoing. 1 Government militarily defeated the rebels. 2 Government negotiated a 
settlement that resulted in a compromise with the insurgents over governance (e.g., a power-sharing 
agreement). 3 The country was partitioned into two or more separate countries at the end of the conflict 4 
Rebels militarily defeated the government. 
1 
 
GovComp * GovComp Who was in control of the central government at the end of the conflict (i.e. at 
Enddate)? 1 Insurgents (the previous opposition; groups associated with the insurgents; political wings of 
rebels; etc.) 2 Government (the previous incumbent government; politicians associated with the previous 
regime; etc.) 3 Foreign intervener 4 Power-sharing: both previous rebels and previous incumbents began 
sharing political power in a joint government at the end of the conflict 5 Unclear: failing or failed state 
2 
 
Maintain * The number of months the government remained in power after the termination of the conflict 
(Enddate). This variable varies from zero, when the regime was never stabilized, to 60, when the regime 
remained in power for at least five years post-conflict. 
60 
 
MNF * Dummy variable coded 1 if a multinational peacekeeping force was established and remained in 
the conflict region after the termination of the conflict. 
0 
 
Sources * Sources Abbreviated identifier for each source used to code a case. The full source citations 
are provided with their identifying code below. Use Chicaco 15th B citation style. 
Clodfelter, Michael. Warfare and Armed Conflicts: A Statistical Reference to Casualty and Other Figures, 
1500-2000. 2 ed. London: McFarland & Company, Inc., Publishers, 2002. 
 
Erika G. Alin, The United States and the 1958 Lebanon Crisis, American Intervention in the Middle East, 
1994. 
 
McGhee Fred. 1958. Facts on File Yearbook 1958. Facts on File News Service. USA 

 
 
Notes * 
There was no data on the size of the Lebanese Army, though it is safe to assume a number above 10,000 
based on the historical precedent.  
 



Conflict Cases Research Journal 
 
* Required 

 

1. Conflict identifiers 
 
Conflict ID * Which conflict from the list of Conflict Cases is this? Please provide ConYr. (Please note 
that ConYr may have to be adjusted based on new start dates: if you find that the actual start date of a 
conflict diverges from the one provided in the Conflict Cases list, please update this Conflict ID to reflect 
the correct start year. E.g. if the Afghanistan conflict 7001980 actually started in 1978, please provide 
7001978 as the ID.) 
Lebanon 
 
ConflictCountry * In which country did the conflict occur? 
6601975 
 
Startdate * 4/13/1975 
 
Enddate * 11/15/1976 
 
Comments on start- and enddate. Insert comments on problems/ambiguities with the start- and 
enddates of the conflict here. 
 
IncGov * Provide the name of the incumbent government/regime (head of gov't/regime, party) 
Phalange Party (Maronites) 
 
Rebel1 * Provide the names of the opposition group(s), rebel group(s) and other actors that were 
identified as opposing the central government 
Lebanese National Movement 
 
Rebel2 
PLO 
 
Rebel3 
 
Rebel4 
 
Coup * Is this conflict best described as a coup? Is the government defending itself against or reversing a 
coup -- rather than a case in which there is an armed insurgent movement? If YES (=1), do not continue 
coding this case for now and mark the case’s status as “Coup” in the Conflict_Cases document. If NO 
coup (=0), and an insurgency is present, continue coding the variables below. 
0 

 
Region * Geographic region of the country in which the rebels and/or the fighting was concentrated. 
Depending on the conflict this could be the name of a province, state, or administrative district in the 
conflict country, a description (e.g., “primarily the southern half of the country, south of the capital to the 
border with Pakistan”), or a named region (e.g., the Darfur region of Sudan). If dispersed throughout the 
county, enter “entire country”.  
Entire country 
 
Concentration * Estimate the percentage of the geographic area of the country experiencing significant 
violence related to the conflict at any point during the conflict. Violence should be considered significant if 
battles/clashes between the rebels and government forces took place in a region, civilians were killed by 



government or rebel forces in a region, or government or rebel attacks occurred regularly in a region. 
Coding: 1 Less than 25% 2 25-50% 3 50-75% 4 More than 75% 
4 
 
IGO * Dummy variable set to 1 if an intergovernmental organization (NATO, UN, etc...) organized, 
participated in, sponsored, or sanctioned a military intervention to maintain the regime. 
0 
 
IGOname * Name of the IGO mission that organized, participated in, sponsored, or sanctioned the 
military intervention to maintain the regime (if any). 
NA 
 
 

2. Counterinsurgency characteristics 
Note: These variables should be coded in reference to the entire conflict, from Startdate to Enddate. Even 
in conflict in which the government began COIN operations with a light force model, if the majority of the 
conflict featured a heavy force model, this variable should be coded as 2. 
 
ForceModel * Primary type of force used by government troops. Coding: 1 Light force: Primary use of 
ground combat units that do not include large military equipment (may include close air support) 2 Heavy 
force: Primarily large-unit, concentrated firepower combat with mechanized units (may include strategic 
bombing) Close air support is defined as “air action by fixed-wing (FW) and rotary-wing (RW) aircraft 
against hostile targets that are in close proximity to friendly forces. […] It is planned and executed to 
support ground tactical units. CAS execution is tightly integrated at the tactical level with the fire and 
maneuver of supported ground forces.” (Joint Chiefs of Staff, Joint Publication 3-09.3). Close air support 
can be provided by any unit of the armed forces. Strategic bombing is defined as the massive, centrally 
coordinated bombing of military and civilian targets for strategic purposes, usually conducted by an air 
force. 
1 
 
StrategicAir * What role did strategic bombing play in the government’s military strategy? (see definition 
above). Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 

 
Resettle * What role did resettlement play in the government’s military strategy? Resettlement is defined 
as the forced relocation of civilian populations to deny guerillas access to resources, sanctuary, and other 
types of support; provide greater security for noncombatants; and/or separate combatants from 
noncombatants. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 
 
CivAction * What role did projects intended to improve the material well-being of play in the 
government’s military strategy? Examples: building schools, roads, bridges, hospitals; providing medical 
care, clean water or electricity; and creating jobs for local residents. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 
4 Extensive 
1 
 
CivSecure * What role did attempts to protect noncombatantfs from harm caused by the insurgents play 
in the government’s military strategy? Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 
 
Decap * What role did attempts to capture and kill the top leader(s) of the insurgent movement play in the 
government’s military strategy? Compare this variable to Jenna Jordan’s decapitation data. Coding: 1 
None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 
 



CivKill * Did mass killing of civilians occur? Mass killing is defined as > 50,000 intentional civilian deaths 
in a campaign (within <6 years) (Valentino et al. 2004) Coding: 0 No 1 Yes 
0 
 
CivTarget * To what extent did the military forces of the government intentionally select civilians as direct 
objects of attack or consistently fail to discriminate between combatants and noncombatants in their 
military operations? Combatants are defined as individuals that engage in armed resistance against 
regime forces. Coding: 1 Rarely 2 Moderately 3 Extensively 
3 
 
ForceDescrip * A narrative description of the type of force used by the government. Describe the 
strategy (or strategies) that the government used to counter the domestic threat. Note changes in strategy 
over time and major differences between the strategies and tactics used by different military units, 
different governments, or in different regions. This space can also be used to provide clarification on the 
variables coded above. 
The Maronite Falangist militia was centered around a core of 6,000 well-trained, well-armed men 
employing mostly small arms, rockets, and artillery batteries. Early in the conflict, kiddnapping and 
associated torture and excecution was a common occurance. The Christian (pro status-quo) militias tried 
to capture and hold strategic territory such as Mount Lebanon and Beirut by besieging Lebanese-Muslim 
and PLO positions, which were often inside refugee camps, and then sending in infantry to clear out the 
area. This resulted in high civilian casualties and hardened the ethnic/religious divide within Lebanese 
society. 
 
NumTrps * Number of government troops at height of conflict. Measured as maximum number of regular 
military personnel (air, ground, and sea) under central government authority during the conflict. When 
exact numbers cannot be located, coders may estimate from information about the military units. If even 
estimates are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, NumTrps 
is coded as missing (enter NA) and only TrpCat is coded. 
25000 
 
TrpCat * Categorical measure of the number of government troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 less 
than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 More than 
30,000 troops 
3 
 
GovCas * Number of government forces members killed during the conflict. Please enter numbers 
without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of ranges (750 instead of 
500-1000). If missing, enter NA. 
5000 
 
RebelNumTrps * Estimated number of total troops on rebel side at height of conflict. If even estimates 
are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, RebelNumTrps is 
coded as missing (enter NA) and only RebelTrpCat is coded. 
28000 
 
RebelTrpCat * Categorical measure of the total number of rebel troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 
less than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 More than 
30,000 troops 
3 
 
RebelCas * Number of rebels / opposition members killed during the conflict. Please enter numbers 
without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of ranges (750 instead of 
500-1000). If missing, enter NA. 
4000 



ThreatSource * Role of internal and external actors with regard to the rebels in the conflict. Coding: 1 
primarily internal conflict with minor to moderate level of support to rebels from external actors 2 primarily 
externally sponsored conflict with local insurgents 3 entirely domestic opposition (no external assistance). 
1 
 
TargHelp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state committed any military troops to assist or advise 
the rebels. 
1 
 
AsstCombat * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state engaged in combat to assist the rebels. 
0 
 
AsstArms * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided arms or other material aid to assist the 
rebels. 
1 
 
AsstEcon * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided economic support to the rebels. 
1 
 
AsstSanct * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided, on its territory, sanctuaries for the 
rebels. 
0 
 
TargSupp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided any type of support to assist the rebels. 
0 
 
ConflictEthnic * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ethnic conflict. Following a 
conventional definition, ethnic conflicts involve “groups that identify with a distinct ethnic or cultural 
heritage” (Regan 1996: 338). Ethnic wars have been defined as “wars among communities (ethnicities) 
who are in conflict over the power relationship that exists between those communities and the state” 
(Sambanis 2001: 261). Additionally, the groups in ethnic conflicts “hold irreconcilable visions of the 
identity, borders, and citizenship of the state. They do not seek to control a state whose identity all sides 
accept, but rather to redefine or divide the state itself” (Kaufman 1996: 138). 
0 
 
EthnicGroups * When applicable, name the primary ethnic group or groups contributing rebel fighters to 
the opposition movement. Separate group names with ;. Please try to use ethnic group names that are 
listed in http://www.icr.ethz.ch/research/greg/groups.xls. If not applicable, enter NA. 
NA 
 
ConflictRelig * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a religious conflict. The primary feature 
of religious conflicts in this definition is that insurgent leaders frequently and systematically invoke religion 
as a motivation and justification for the conflict (cf. Juergensmeyer 2003: 57). 
1 
 
ConflictIdeol * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ideological conflict, with alignments 
across ethnic borders. Insurgents may strive for a different regime type and/or political order, but their 
primary aim does not contain the systematic exclusion of specific ethnic or religious groups. 
1 
 
ConflictSecess * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a secessionist conflict and the 
insurgents aim to create a separate state outside the current regime’s authority. 
0 
 
LastCW * Years since last civil war. Enter an integer number of years. If no civil war occurred before, 
enter NA. 
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Conflict outcome variables 
 
Win * Who won the conflict? 1 Counterinsurgents (government and/or intervener) 2 
Insurgents/rebels/rebel affiliates 3 Undecided 
1 
 
ConflictOutcome * Categorical variable that describes how the government terminated its military 
conflict. 0 Conflict ongoing. 1 Government militarily defeated the rebels. 2 Government negotiated a 
settlement that resulted in a compromise with the insurgents over governance (e.g., a power-sharing 
agreement). 3 The country was partitioned into two or more separate countries at the end of the conflict 4 
Rebels militarily defeated the government. 
2 
 
GovComp * GovComp Who was in control of the central government at the end of the conflict (i.e. at 
Enddate)? 1 Insurgents (the previous opposition; groups associated with the insurgents; political wings of 
rebels; etc.) 2 Government (the previous incumbent government; politicians associated with the previous 
regime; etc.) 3 Foreign intervener 4 Power-sharing: both previous rebels and previous incumbents began 
sharing political power in a joint government at the end of the conflict 5 Unclear: failing or failed state 
5 
 
Maintain * The number of months the government remained in power after the termination of the conflict 
(Enddate). This variable varies from zero, when the regime was never stabilized, to 60, when the regime 
remained in power for at least five years post-conflict. 
0 
 
MNF * Dummy variable coded 1 if a multinational peacekeeping force was established and remained in 
the conflict region after the termination of the conflict. 
0 
 
Sources * Sources Abbreviated identifier for each source used to code a case. The full source citations 
are provided with their identifying code below. Use Chicaco 15th B citation style. 
O' Ballance,Edgar. Civil War in Lebanon, 1975-92. New York, N.Y.: St. Martin's Press, Inc., 1998.  
 
Clodfelter, Michael. Warfare and Armed Conflicts: A Statistical Reference to Casualty and Other Figures, 
1500-2000. 2 ed. London: McFarland & Company, Inc., Publishers, 2002.  
 
Choureiri, Youssef M. 2007. “Explaining Civil War in Lebanon” in Breaking the Cycle: Civil Wars in 
Lebanon edited by Youssef Choureiri, Stacy International, London, Englnd.  
 
Sarkees & Wayman 

 
 
Notes * 
In this conflict the Lebanese Government, which has historically been a coalition power-sharing 
arrangement between Christians, Sunnis and Shia’s, remained largely inactive and did not enter the 
fighting on either side for fears of a revolt within the Army, which was split between Christians and 
Muslims at a 6:5 ratio. Thus, the conflict has been coded in pro status-quo vs. anti status-quo terms, with 
the Christians fighting to keep the existing power sharing arrangement (favorable to them) and the 
Muslims (including the PLO) fighting for a new system of governance. 
 
Also, there are several strong arguments for whether this conflict is an ethnic conflict, a religious conflict, 



an ideological/political conflict, or one that combines attributes from more than one of these. In my 
opinion, the conflict was drawn along ethnic and religious lines and there was some effort to divide 
Lebanon into separate territories mirroring these divisions, but was primarily motivated by political goals / 
differences. 
 
 



Conflict Cases Research Journal 
 
* Required 

 

1. Conflict identifiers 
 
Conflict ID * Which conflict from the list of Conflict Cases is this? Please provide ConYr. (Please note 
that ConYr may have to be adjusted based on new start dates: if you find that the actual start date of a 
conflict diverges from the one provided in the Conflict Cases list, please update this Conflict ID to reflect 
the correct start year. E.g. if the Afghanistan conflict 7001980 actually started in 1978, please provide 
7001978 as the ID.) 
6601983 
 
ConflictCountry * In which country did the conflict occur? 
Lebanon 
 
Startdate * 10/18/1982 
 
Enddate * 03/12/1984 
 
Comments on start- and enddate. Insert comments on problems/ambiguities with the start- and 
enddates of the conflict here. 
 
IncGov * Provide the name of the incumbent government/regime (head of gov't/regime, party) 
Amin Gyammal (President) 
 
Rebel1 * Provide the names of the opposition group(s), rebel group(s) and other actors that were 
identified as opposing the central government 
PSP (Progressive Socialist Party) 
 
Rebel2 
Amal 
 
Rebel3 
 
Rebel4 
 
Coup * Is this conflict best described as a coup? Is the government defending itself against or reversing a 
coup -- rather than a case in which there is an armed insurgent movement? If YES (=1), do not continue 
coding this case for now and mark the case’s status as “Coup” in the Conflict_Cases document. If NO 
coup (=0), and an insurgency is present, continue coding the variables below. 
0 

 
Region * Geographic region of the country in which the rebels and/or the fighting was concentrated. 
Depending on the conflict this could be the name of a province, state, or administrative district in the 
conflict country, a description (e.g., “primarily the southern half of the country, south of the capital to the 
border with Pakistan”), or a named region (e.g., the Darfur region of Sudan). If dispersed throughout the 
county, enter “entire country”.  
Primarily Beirut and the Chouf Mountain area, as well as fighting along the coast up to Tripoli 
 
Concentration * Estimate the percentage of the geographic area of the country experiencing significant 
violence related to the conflict at any point during the conflict. Violence should be considered significant if 
battles/clashes between the rebels and government forces took place in a region, civilians were killed by 



government or rebel forces in a region, or government or rebel attacks occurred regularly in a region. 
Coding: 1 Less than 25% 2 25-50% 3 50-75% 4 More than 75% 
2 
 
IGO * Dummy variable set to 1 if an intergovernmental organization (NATO, UN, etc...) organized, 
participated in, sponsored, or sanctioned a military intervention to maintain the regime. 
1 
 
IGOname * Name of the IGO mission that organized, participated in, sponsored, or sanctioned the 
military intervention to maintain the regime (if any). 
MNF (Multinational Force) comprised of US Marines, French soldiers, and Italian soldiers 
 
 

2. Counterinsurgency characteristics 
Note: These variables should be coded in reference to the entire conflict, from Startdate to Enddate. Even 
in conflict in which the government began COIN operations with a light force model, if the majority of the 
conflict featured a heavy force model, this variable should be coded as 2. 
 
ForceModel * Primary type of force used by government troops. Coding: 1 Light force: Primary use of 
ground combat units that do not include large military equipment (may include close air support) 2 Heavy 
force: Primarily large-unit, concentrated firepower combat with mechanized units (may include strategic 
bombing) Close air support is defined as “air action by fixed-wing (FW) and rotary-wing (RW) aircraft 
against hostile targets that are in close proximity to friendly forces. […] It is planned and executed to 
support ground tactical units. CAS execution is tightly integrated at the tactical level with the fire and 
maneuver of supported ground forces.” (Joint Chiefs of Staff, Joint Publication 3-09.3). Close air support 
can be provided by any unit of the armed forces. Strategic bombing is defined as the massive, centrally 
coordinated bombing of military and civilian targets for strategic purposes, usually conducted by an air 
force. 
1 
 
StrategicAir * What role did strategic bombing play in the government’s military strategy? (see definition 
above). Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
2 

 
Resettle * What role did resettlement play in the government’s military strategy? Resettlement is defined 
as the forced relocation of civilian populations to deny guerillas access to resources, sanctuary, and other 
types of support; provide greater security for noncombatants; and/or separate combatants from 
noncombatants. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 
 
CivAction * What role did projects intended to improve the material well-being of play in the 
government’s military strategy? Examples: building schools, roads, bridges, hospitals; providing medical 
care, clean water or electricity; and creating jobs for local residents. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 
4 Extensive 
1 
 
CivSecure * What role did attempts to protect noncombatantfs from harm caused by the insurgents play 
in the government’s military strategy? Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
3 
 
Decap * What role did attempts to capture and kill the top leader(s) of the insurgent movement play in the 
government’s military strategy? Compare this variable to Jenna Jordan’s decapitation data. Coding: 1 
None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 
 



CivKill * Did mass killing of civilians occur? Mass killing is defined as > 50,000 intentional civilian deaths 
in a campaign (within <6 years) (Valentino et al. 2004) Coding: 0 No 1 Yes 
0 
 
CivTarget * To what extent did the military forces of the government intentionally select civilians as direct 
objects of attack or consistently fail to discriminate between combatants and noncombatants in their 
military operations? Combatants are defined as individuals that engage in armed resistance against 
regime forces. Coding: 1 Rarely 2 Moderately 3 Extensively 
1 
 
ForceDescrip * A narrative description of the type of force used by the government. Describe the 
strategy (or strategies) that the government used to counter the domestic threat. Note changes in strategy 
over time and major differences between the strategies and tactics used by different military units, 
different governments, or in different regions. This space can also be used to provide clarification on the 
variables coded above. 
The Lebanese Army consisted mainly of infantry units, backed by APCs and tanks, and was segregated 
according to religion, numbering in total about 9 brigades. The army sought to hold major highways and 
strategic locations within urban areas and was often supported by U.S. naval ships via artillery fire as well 
as the occasional U.S. air support. Often Muslim members of the Army would refrain from fighting against 
the PSP and Amal militias and as such the effective fighting force of the Army is quoted at 24,000 even 
though it numbered around 33,000. 
 
NumTrps * Number of government troops at height of conflict. Measured as maximum number of regular 
military personnel (air, ground, and sea) under central government authority during the conflict. When 
exact numbers cannot be located, coders may estimate from information about the military units. If even 
estimates are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, NumTrps 
is coded as missing (enter NA) and only TrpCat is coded. 
24000 
 
TrpCat * Categorical measure of the number of government troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 less 
than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 More than 
30,000 troops 
3 
 
GovCas * Number of government forces members killed during the conflict. Please enter numbers 
without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of ranges (750 instead of 
500-1000). If missing, enter NA. 
250 
 
RebelNumTrps * Estimated number of total troops on rebel side at height of conflict. If even estimates 
are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, RebelNumTrps is 
coded as missing (enter NA) and only RebelTrpCat is coded. 
14000 
 
RebelTrpCat * Categorical measure of the total number of rebel troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 
less than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 More than 
30,000 troops 
3 
 
RebelCas * Number of rebels / opposition members killed during the conflict. Please enter numbers 
without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of ranges (750 instead of 
500-1000). If missing, enter NA. 
 
ThreatSource * Role of internal and external actors with regard to the rebels in the conflict. Coding: 1 
primarily internal conflict with minor to moderate level of support to rebels from external actors 2 primarily 
externally sponsored conflict with local insurgents 3 entirely domestic opposition (no external assistance). 



1 
 
TargHelp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state committed any military troops to assist or advise 
the rebels. 
1 
 
AsstCombat * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state engaged in combat to assist the rebels. 
1 
 
AsstArms * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided arms or other material aid to assist the 
rebels. 
1 
 
AsstEcon * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided economic support to the rebels. 
1 
 
AsstSanct * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided, on its territory, sanctuaries for the 
rebels. 
1 
 
TargSupp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided any type of support to assist the rebels. 
1 
 
ConflictEthnic * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ethnic conflict. Following a 
conventional definition, ethnic conflicts involve “groups that identify with a distinct ethnic or cultural 
heritage” (Regan 1996: 338). Ethnic wars have been defined as “wars among communities (ethnicities) 
who are in conflict over the power relationship that exists between those communities and the state” 
(Sambanis 2001: 261). Additionally, the groups in ethnic conflicts “hold irreconcilable visions of the 
identity, borders, and citizenship of the state. They do not seek to control a state whose identity all sides 
accept, but rather to redefine or divide the state itself” (Kaufman 1996: 138). 
0 
 
EthnicGroups * When applicable, name the primary ethnic group or groups contributing rebel fighters to 
the opposition movement. Separate group names with ;. Please try to use ethnic group names that are 
listed in http://www.icr.ethz.ch/research/greg/groups.xls. If not applicable, enter NA. 
NA 
 
ConflictRelig * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a religious conflict. The primary feature 
of religious conflicts in this definition is that insurgent leaders frequently and systematically invoke religion 
as a motivation and justification for the conflict (cf. Juergensmeyer 2003: 57). 
1 
 
ConflictIdeol * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ideological conflict, with alignments 
across ethnic borders. Insurgents may strive for a different regime type and/or political order, but their 
primary aim does not contain the systematic exclusion of specific ethnic or religious groups. 
1 
 
ConflictSecess * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a secessionist conflict and the 
insurgents aim to create a separate state outside the current regime’s authority. 
0 
 
LastCW * Years since last civil war. Enter an integer number of years. If no civil war occurred before, 
enter NA. 
5 
 



Conflict outcome variables 
 
Win * Who won the conflict? 1 Counterinsurgents (government and/or intervener) 2 
Insurgents/rebels/rebel affiliates 3 Undecided 
2 
 
ConflictOutcome * Categorical variable that describes how the government terminated its military 
conflict. 0 Conflict ongoing. 1 Government militarily defeated the rebels. 2 Government negotiated a 
settlement that resulted in a compromise with the insurgents over governance (e.g., a power-sharing 
agreement). 3 The country was partitioned into two or more separate countries at the end of the conflict 4 
Rebels militarily defeated the government. 
4 
 
GovComp * GovComp Who was in control of the central government at the end of the conflict (i.e. at 
Enddate)? 1 Insurgents (the previous opposition; groups associated with the insurgents; political wings of 
rebels; etc.) 2 Government (the previous incumbent government; politicians associated with the previous 
regime; etc.) 3 Foreign intervener 4 Power-sharing: both previous rebels and previous incumbents began 
sharing political power in a joint government at the end of the conflict 5 Unclear: failing or failed state 
2 
 
Maintain * The number of months the government remained in power after the termination of the conflict 
(Enddate). This variable varies from zero, when the regime was never stabilized, to 60, when the regime 
remained in power for at least five years post-conflict. 
47 
 
MNF * Dummy variable coded 1 if a multinational peacekeeping force was established and remained in 
the conflict region after the termination of the conflict. 
0 
 
Sources * Sources Abbreviated identifier for each source used to code a case. The full source citations 
are provided with their identifying code below. Use Chicaco 15th B citation style. 
O' Ballance, Edgar. Civil War in Lebanon, 1975-92. New York, N.Y.: St. Martin's Press, Inc., 1998. 
 
Clodfelter, Michael. Warfare and Armed Conflicts: A Statistical Reference to Casualty and Other Figures, 
1500-2000. 2 ed. London: McFarland & Company, Inc., Publishers, 2002. 
 
Foreign Military Intervention: The Dynamics of Protracted Conflict. Ariel E. Levite, Bruce W. Jentleson, 
Larry Berman. New York: Columbia University Press, 1992. 
 
Orlofsky Stephen. 1983. Facts on File Yearbook 1983. Facts on File News Service. USA     

 
 
Notes * 
Unfortunately, there was little to no data concerning rebel casualties and so no attempt was made to 
estimate a figure, though given the nature of the rebel’s victory over government forces, it is likely that 
rebel casualties were below that of the Lebanese Army. 
 
The Lebanese government accused Syrian ADF forces of supporting and even fighting alongside the 
PSP, which would mean an additional 30,000 troops assisting the rebels in addition to their own 14,000 
which brakes down into 4,000 PSP fighters and 10,000 Amal fighters. 
 
 



Conflict Cases Research Journal 
 
* Required 

 

1. Conflict identifiers 
 
Conflict ID * Which conflict from the list of Conflict Cases is this? Please provide ConYr. (Please note 
that ConYr may have to be adjusted based on new start dates: if you find that the actual start date of a 
conflict diverges from the one provided in the Conflict Cases list, please update this Conflict ID to reflect 
the correct start year. E.g. if the Afghanistan conflict 7001980 actually started in 1978, please provide 
7001978 as the ID.) 
6601989 
 
ConflictCountry * In which country did the conflict occur? 
Lebanon 
 
Startdate * 02/01/1989 
 
Enddate * 10/13/1990 
 
Comments on start- and enddate. Insert comments on problems/ambiguities with the start- and 
enddates of the conflict here. 
 
IncGov * Provide the name of the incumbent government/regime (head of gov't/regime, party) 
Syrian backed Lebanese Gov’t (President Hrawi and PM Hoss)  
 
Rebel1 * Provide the names of the opposition group(s), rebel group(s) and other actors that were 
identified as opposing the central government 
Renegade Lebanese Army (General Aoun) 
 
Rebel2 
 
Rebel3 
 
Rebel4 
 
Coup * Is this conflict best described as a coup? Is the government defending itself against or reversing a 
coup -- rather than a case in which there is an armed insurgent movement? If YES (=1), do not continue 
coding this case for now and mark the case’s status as “Coup” in the Conflict_Cases document. If NO 
coup (=0), and an insurgency is present, continue coding the variables below. 
0 

 
Region * Geographic region of the country in which the rebels and/or the fighting was concentrated. 
Depending on the conflict this could be the name of a province, state, or administrative district in the 
conflict country, a description (e.g., “primarily the southern half of the country, south of the capital to the 
border with Pakistan”), or a named region (e.g., the Darfur region of Sudan). If dispersed throughout the 
county, enter “entire country”.  
Northern Lebanon / Beirut 
 
Concentration * Estimate the percentage of the geographic area of the country experiencing significant 
violence related to the conflict at any point during the conflict. Violence should be considered significant if 
battles/clashes between the rebels and government forces took place in a region, civilians were killed by 



government or rebel forces in a region, or government or rebel attacks occurred regularly in a region. 
Coding: 1 Less than 25% 2 25-50% 3 50-75% 4 More than 75% 
2 
 
IGO * Dummy variable set to 1 if an intergovernmental organization (NATO, UN, etc...) organized, 
participated in, sponsored, or sanctioned a military intervention to maintain the regime. 
0 
 
IGOname * Name of the IGO mission that organized, participated in, sponsored, or sanctioned the 
military intervention to maintain the regime (if any). 
NA 
 
 

2. Counterinsurgency characteristics 
Note: These variables should be coded in reference to the entire conflict, from Startdate to Enddate. Even 
in conflict in which the government began COIN operations with a light force model, if the majority of the 
conflict featured a heavy force model, this variable should be coded as 2. 
 
ForceModel * Primary type of force used by government troops. Coding: 1 Light force: Primary use of 
ground combat units that do not include large military equipment (may include close air support) 2 Heavy 
force: Primarily large-unit, concentrated firepower combat with mechanized units (may include strategic 
bombing) Close air support is defined as “air action by fixed-wing (FW) and rotary-wing (RW) aircraft 
against hostile targets that are in close proximity to friendly forces. […] It is planned and executed to 
support ground tactical units. CAS execution is tightly integrated at the tactical level with the fire and 
maneuver of supported ground forces.” (Joint Chiefs of Staff, Joint Publication 3-09.3). Close air support 
can be provided by any unit of the armed forces. Strategic bombing is defined as the massive, centrally 
coordinated bombing of military and civilian targets for strategic purposes, usually conducted by an air 
force. 
2 
 
StrategicAir * What role did strategic bombing play in the government’s military strategy? (see definition 
above). Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
2 

 
Resettle * What role did resettlement play in the government’s military strategy? Resettlement is defined 
as the forced relocation of civilian populations to deny guerillas access to resources, sanctuary, and other 
types of support; provide greater security for noncombatants; and/or separate combatants from 
noncombatants. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 
 
CivAction * What role did projects intended to improve the material well-being of play in the 
government’s military strategy? Examples: building schools, roads, bridges, hospitals; providing medical 
care, clean water or electricity; and creating jobs for local residents. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 
4 Extensive 
1 
 
CivSecure * What role did attempts to protect noncombatantfs from harm caused by the insurgents play 
in the government’s military strategy? Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
2 
 
Decap * What role did attempts to capture and kill the top leader(s) of the insurgent movement play in the 
government’s military strategy? Compare this variable to Jenna Jordan’s decapitation data. Coding: 1 
None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
2 
 



CivKill * Did mass killing of civilians occur? Mass killing is defined as > 50,000 intentional civilian deaths 
in a campaign (within <6 years) (Valentino et al. 2004) Coding: 0 No 1 Yes 
0 
 
CivTarget * To what extent did the military forces of the government intentionally select civilians as direct 
objects of attack or consistently fail to discriminate between combatants and noncombatants in their 
military operations? Combatants are defined as individuals that engage in armed resistance against 
regime forces. Coding: 1 Rarely 2 Moderately 3 Extensively 
2 
 
ForceDescrip * A narrative description of the type of force used by the government. Describe the 
strategy (or strategies) that the government used to counter the domestic threat. Note changes in strategy 
over time and major differences between the strategies and tactics used by different military units, 
different governments, or in different regions. This space can also be used to provide clarification on the 
variables coded above. 
The Lebanese Army (loyal to Hrawi) consisted of infantry supported by a few hundred tanks and artillery 
batteries and was assisted by the Syrian force in Lebanon, which itself had hundreds of tanks, artillery 
units, and thousands of infantry. The combined Lebanese Army and Syrian force used strategic bombing 
and artillery fire to pin down and soften up Aoun’s defensive positions before sending in tanks with 
infantry in the rear from five different points of attack.  
 
NumTrps * Number of government troops at height of conflict. Measured as maximum number of regular 
military personnel (air, ground, and sea) under central government authority during the conflict. When 
exact numbers cannot be located, coders may estimate from information about the military units. If even 
estimates are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, NumTrps 
is coded as missing (enter NA) and only TrpCat is coded. 
20000 
 
TrpCat * Categorical measure of the number of government troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 less 
than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 More than 
30,000 troops 
3 
 
GovCas * Number of government forces members killed during the conflict. Please enter numbers 
without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of ranges (750 instead of 
500-1000). If missing, enter NA. 
750 
 
RebelNumTrps * Estimated number of total troops on rebel side at height of conflict. If even estimates 
are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, RebelNumTrps is 
coded as missing (enter NA) and only RebelTrpCat is coded. 
15000 
 
RebelTrpCat * Categorical measure of the total number of rebel troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 
less than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 More than 
30,000 troops 
3 
 
RebelCas * Number of rebels / opposition members killed during the conflict. Please enter numbers 
without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of ranges (750 instead of 
500-1000). If missing, enter NA. 
500 
 
ThreatSource * Role of internal and external actors with regard to the rebels in the conflict. Coding: 1 
primarily internal conflict with minor to moderate level of support to rebels from external actors 2 primarily 
externally sponsored conflict with local insurgents 3 entirely domestic opposition (no external assistance). 



1 
 
TargHelp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state committed any military troops to assist or advise 
the rebels. 
0 
 
AsstCombat * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state engaged in combat to assist the rebels. 
0 
 
AsstArms * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided arms or other material aid to assist the 
rebels. 
1 
 
AsstEcon * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided economic support to the rebels. 
1 
 
AsstSanct * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided, on its territory, sanctuaries for the 
rebels. 
0 
 
TargSupp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided any type of support to assist the rebels. 
0 
 
ConflictEthnic * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ethnic conflict. Following a 
conventional definition, ethnic conflicts involve “groups that identify with a distinct ethnic or cultural 
heritage” (Regan 1996: 338). Ethnic wars have been defined as “wars among communities (ethnicities) 
who are in conflict over the power relationship that exists between those communities and the state” 
(Sambanis 2001: 261). Additionally, the groups in ethnic conflicts “hold irreconcilable visions of the 
identity, borders, and citizenship of the state. They do not seek to control a state whose identity all sides 
accept, but rather to redefine or divide the state itself” (Kaufman 1996: 138). 
0 
 
EthnicGroups * When applicable, name the primary ethnic group or groups contributing rebel fighters to 
the opposition movement. Separate group names with ;. Please try to use ethnic group names that are 
listed in http://www.icr.ethz.ch/research/greg/groups.xls. If not applicable, enter NA. 
NA 
 
ConflictRelig * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a religious conflict. The primary feature 
of religious conflicts in this definition is that insurgent leaders frequently and systematically invoke religion 
as a motivation and justification for the conflict (cf. Juergensmeyer 2003: 57). 
0 
 
ConflictIdeol * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ideological conflict, with alignments 
across ethnic borders. Insurgents may strive for a different regime type and/or political order, but their 
primary aim does not contain the systematic exclusion of specific ethnic or religious groups. 
1 
 
ConflictSecess * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a secessionist conflict and the 
insurgents aim to create a separate state outside the current regime’s authority. 
0 
 
LastCW * Years since last civil war. Enter an integer number of years. If no civil war occurred before, 
enter NA. 
5 
 



Conflict outcome variables 
 
Win * Who won the conflict? 1 Counterinsurgents (government and/or intervener) 2 
Insurgents/rebels/rebel affiliates 3 Undecided 
1 
 
ConflictOutcome * Categorical variable that describes how the government terminated its military 
conflict. 0 Conflict ongoing. 1 Government militarily defeated the rebels. 2 Government negotiated a 
settlement that resulted in a compromise with the insurgents over governance (e.g., a power-sharing 
agreement). 3 The country was partitioned into two or more separate countries at the end of the conflict 4 
Rebels militarily defeated the government. 
1 
 
GovComp * GovComp Who was in control of the central government at the end of the conflict (i.e. at 
Enddate)? 1 Insurgents (the previous opposition; groups associated with the insurgents; political wings of 
rebels; etc.) 2 Government (the previous incumbent government; politicians associated with the previous 
regime; etc.) 3 Foreign intervener 4 Power-sharing: both previous rebels and previous incumbents began 
sharing political power in a joint government at the end of the conflict 5 Unclear: failing or failed state 
2 
 
Maintain * The number of months the government remained in power after the termination of the conflict 
(Enddate). This variable varies from zero, when the regime was never stabilized, to 60, when the regime 
remained in power for at least five years post-conflict. 
60 
 
MNF * Dummy variable coded 1 if a multinational peacekeeping force was established and remained in 
the conflict region after the termination of the conflict. 
0 
 
Sources * Sources Abbreviated identifier for each source used to code a case. The full source citations 
are provided with their identifying code below. Use Chicaco 15th B citation style. 
O' Ballance,Edgar. Civil War in Lebanon, 1975-92. New York, N.Y.: St. Martin's Press, Inc., 1998.  
 
Clodfelter, Michael. Warfare and Armed Conflicts: A Statistical Reference to Casualty and Other Figures, 
1500-2000. 2 ed. London: McFarland & Company, Inc., Publishers, 2002.  
 
Hitchings Thomas E. 1990. Facts on File Yearbook 1990. Facts on File News Service. USA 
 
Sarkees & Wayman 

 
 
Notes * 
Though there is some question as to who was the legitimate government of Lebanon, I decided to code 
General Aoun as the rebel because most news sources at the time recognized the government under 
President Hrawi, because of its support from Syria. 
 
Some 40,000 Syrian troops also helped in the fighting and provided major arieal support to the 
government. 
 
 



1. Conflict identifiers  
  
Conflict ID * Which conflict from the list of Conflict Cases is this? Please provide ConYr. (Please note 
that ConYr may have to be adjusted based on new start dates: if you find that the actual start date of a 
conflict diverges from the one provided in the Conflict Cases list, please update this Conflict ID to reflect 
the correct start year. E.g. if the Afghanistan conflict 7001980 actually started in 1978, please provide 
7001978 as the ID.)  
6631970 
 
ConflictCountry * In which country did the conflict occur? 
Jordan 
  
Startdate * 09/15/1970 
  
Enddate * 09/26/1970 
  
Comments on start- and enddate. Insert comments on problems/ambiguities with start-and enddates of 
the conflict here. 
 
Cease-fire signed on 25/9/1970 (Ciment). PLO did not adhere to the agreement for an entire year, and 
throughout the decade continued to skirmish with the Jordanian government (Jessup).  The movement of 
Palestinian Fedayeen forces into Jordan was sparked by the 1967 War with Israel in which the West 
Bank became occupied by Israeli forces. After preliminary peace agreements failed to quwell the tension, 
Fedayeen forces began to push for mass civil disobedience and a general strike. The Fedayeen 
controlled several strategically significant locations including oil refineries.    
  
IncGov * Provide the name of the incumbent government regime (head of gov’t/regime, party) 
King Hussein bin Talal, Royal Jordanian Government 
 
Rebel1 * Provide the names of the opposition group(s), rebel group(s) and other actors that were 
identified as opposing the central government. 
Fedayeen (Palestinian militant groups) 
 
Rebel2 
Marxist Popular Front for the Liberation of Palestine (PFLP) 
 
Rebel3 
Palestinian Liberation Organization (PLO) 
 
Coup * Is this conflict best described as a coup? Is the government defending itself against or reversing a 
coup — rather than a case in which there is an armed insurgent movement? If YES (=1), do not continue 
coding this case for now and mark the case’s status as “Coup” in the Conflict Casese document. If NO 
coup (=0), and insurgency is present, continue coding the variables below. 
0 
  
Region * Geographic region of the country in which the rebels and/or the fighting was concentrated. 
Depending on the conflict this could be the name of a province, state, or administrative district in the 



conflict country, a description (e.g., “primarily the southern half of the country, south of the capital to the 
border with Pakistan”), or a named region (e.g., the Darfur region of Sudan). If dispersed throughout the 
county, enter “entire country”.  
Entire Country 
 
Concentration * Estimate the percentage of the geographic area of the country experiencing significant 
violence related to the conflict at any point during the conflict. Violence should be considered significant if 
battles/clashes between the rebels and government forces took place in a region, civilians were killed by 
government or rebel forces in a region, or government or rebel attacks occurred regularly in a region. 
Coding: 1 Less than 25% 2 25-50% 3 50-75% 4 More than 75%  
1 
 
IGO * Dummy variable set to 1 if an intergovernmental organization (NATO, UN, etc…) organized, 
participated in, sponsored, or sanctioned a military intervention to maintain the regime. 
0 
 
IGOname * Name of the IGO mission that organized, participated in, sponsored, or sanctioned the 
military intervention to maintain the regime (if any). 
NA 
  

2. Counterinsurgency characteristics  
Note: These variables should be coded in reference to the entire conflict, from Startdate to Enddate. Even 
in conflict in which the government began COIN operations with a light force model, if the majority of the 
conflict featured a heavy force model, this variable should be coded as 2.  
  
ForceModel * Primary type of force used by government troops. Coding: 1 Light force: Primary use of 
ground combat units that do not include large military equipment (may include close air support) 2 Heavy 
force: Primarily large-unit, concentrated firepower combat with mechanized units (may include strategic 
bombing) Close air support is defined as “air action by fixed-wing (FW) and rotary-wing (RW) aircraft 
against hostile targets that are in close proximity to friendly forces. […] It is planned and executed to 
support ground tactical units. CAS execution is tightly integrated at the tactical level with the fire and 
maneuver of supported ground forces.” (Joint Chiefs of Staff, Joint Publication 3-09.3). Close air support 
can be provided by any unit of the armed forces. Strategic bombing is defined as the massive, centrally 
coordinated bombing of military and civilian targets for strategic purposes, usually conducted by an air 
force.  
2 
 
StrategicAir * What role did strategic bombing play in the government’s military strategy? (see definition 
above). Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive  
1 
 
Resettle * What role did resettlement play in the government’s military strategy? Resettlement is defined 
as the forced relocation of civilian populations to deny guerillas access to resources, sanctuary, and other 
types of support; provide greater security for noncombatants; and/or separate combatants from 
noncombatants. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive  
1 
  



CivAction * What role did projects intended to improve the material well-being of play in the 
government’s military strategy? Examples: building schools, roads, bridges, hospitals; providing medical 
care, clean water or electricity; and creating jobs for local residents. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 
4 Extensive  
1 
  
CivSecure * What role did attempts to protect noncombatants from harm caused by the insurgents play 
in the government’s military strategy? Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive  
1 
 
Decap * What role did attempts to capture and kill the top leader(s) of the insurgent movement play in the 
government’s military strategy? Compare this variable to Jenna Jordan’s decapitation data. Coding: 1 
None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive  
2 
 
CivKill * Did mass killing of civilians occur? Mass killing is defined as > 50,000 intentional civilian deaths 
in a campaign (within <6 years) (Valentino et al. 2004) Coding: 0 No 1 Yes  
0 
 
CivTarget * To what extent did the military forces of the government intentionally select civilians as direct 
objects of attack or consistently fail to discriminate between combatants and noncombatants in their 
military operations? Combatants are defined as individuals that engage in armed resistance against 
regime forces. Coding: 1 Rarely 2 Moderately 3 Extensively  
2 
 
ForceDescrip * A narrative description of the type of force used by the government. Describe the 
strategy (or strategies) that the government used to counter the domestic threat. Note changes in strategy 
over time and major differences between the strategies and tactics used by different military units, 
different governments, or in different regions. This space can also be used to provide clarification on the 
variables coded above.  
 
Street to street combat in large population centers such as Amman. Mechanized units engaging infantry 
fighters and snipers. Fighting in and around large and dense refugee camps. After securing Amman, the 
fighting was pushed to the refugee camps and to the Northern border where Syrian troops and Fedayeen 
fighters were amassing and entering Jordan (Time 1970 “Jordan: The King takes on the Guerrillas”) 
 
The government began the hostilities of the civil war on Sept 17, with intense fighting in Amman and Irbid. 
In preparation for the war, on Sept 15 King Hussein reorganized the government to give the military more 
authority and established martial law (Jessup, Climent, Clodfelter). 
  
NumTrps * Number of government troops at height of conflict. Measured as maximum number of regular 
military personnel (air, ground, and sea) under central government authority during the conflict. When 
exact numbers cannot be located, coders may estimate from information about the military units. If even 
estimates are uneliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, NumTrps 
is coded as missing (enter NA) and only TrpCat is coded.  
60250 
 



TrpCat * Categorical measure of the number of government troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 less 
than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 More than 
30,000 troops 
4 
 
GovCas * Number of government forces members killed during the conflict. Please enter numbers 
without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of ranges (750 instead of 
500-1000). If missing, enter NA.  
750 
 
RebelNumTrps * Estimated number of total troops on rebel side at height of conflict. If even estimates 
are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, RebelNumTrps is 
coded as missing (enter NA) and only RebelTrpCat is coded.  
20000 
 
RebelTrpCat * Categorical measure of the total number of rebel troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 
less than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 More than 
30,000 troops 
3 
 
RebelCas * Number of rebels / opposition members killed during the conflict. Please enter numbers 
without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of ranges (750 instead of 
500-1000). If missing, enter NA.  
2690 
 
ThreatSource * Role of internal and external actors with regard to the rebels in the conflict. Coding: 1 
primarily internal conflict with minor to moderate level of support to rebels from external actors 2 primarily 
externally sponsored conflict with local insurgents 3 entirely domestic opposition (no external assistance).  
2 
  
TargHelp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state committed any military troops to assist or advise 
the rebels. 
1 
 
AsstCombat * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state engaged in combat to assist the rebels.  
1 
 
AsstArms * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided arms or other material aid to assist the 
rebels.  
1 
 
AsstEcon * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided economic support to the rebels.  
1 
 
AsstSanct * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided, on its territory, sanctuaries for the 
rebels.  
1 
  
TargSupp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided any type of support to assist the rebels.  



1 
 
ConflictEthnic * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ethnic conflict. Following a 
conventional definition, ethnic conflicts involve “groups that identify with a distinct ethnic or cultural 
heritage” (Regan 1996: 338). Ethnic wars have been defined as “wars among communities (ethnicities) 
who are in conflict over the power relationship that exists between those communities and the state” 
(Sambanis 2001: 261). Additionally, the groups in ethnic conflicts “hold irreconcilable visions of the 
identity, borders, and citizenship of the state. They do not seek to control a state whose identity all sides 
accept, but rather to redefine or divide the state itself” (Kaufman 1996: 138).   
1  
 
EthnicGroups * When applicable, name the primary ethnic group or groups contributing rebel fighters to 
the opposition movement. Separate group names with ;. Please try to use ethnic group names that are 
listed in http://www.icr.ethz.ch/research/greg/groups.xls. If not applicable, enter NA. 
Palestinian 
 
ConflictRelig * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a religious conflict. The primary feature 
of religious conflicts in this definition is that insurgent leaders frequently and systematically invoke religion 
as a motivation and justification for the conflict (cf. Juergensmeyer 2003: 57).  
0 
 
ConflictIdeol * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ideological conflict, with alignments 
across ethnic borders. Insurgents may strive for a different regime type and/or political order, but their 
primary aim does not contain the systematic exclusion of specific ethnic or religious groups.  
0 
  
ConflictSecess * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a secessionist conflict and the 
insurgents aim to create a separate state outside the current regime’s authority.  
0 
  
LastCW * Years since last civil war. Enter an integer number of years. If no civil war occurred before, 
enter NA.  
2 
 
 

 Conflict outcome variables  
 
Win * Who won the conflict? 1 Counterinsurgents (government and/or intervener) 2 
Insurgents/rebels/rebel affiliates 3 Undecided  
3 
 
 
 
 
ConflictOutcome * Categorical variable that describes how the government terminated its military 
conflict. 0 Conflict ongoing. 1 Government militarily defeated the rebels. 2 Government negotiated a 
settlement that resulted in a compromise with the insurgents over governance (e.g., a power-sharing 



agreement). 3 The country was partitioned into two or more separate countries at the end of the conflict 4 
Rebels militarily defeated the government.  
2 
  
GovComp * GovComp Who was in control of the central government at the end of the conflict (i.e. at 
Enddate)? 1 Insurgents (the previous opposition; groups associated with the insurgents; political wings of 
rebels; etc.) 2 Government (the previous incumbent government; politicians associated with the previous 
regime; etc.) 3 Foreign intervener 4 Power-sharing: both previous rebels and previous incumbents began 
sharing political power in a joint government at the end of the conflict 5 Unclear: failing or failed state  
2 
 
Maintain * The number of months the government remained in power after the termination of the conflict 
(Enddate). This variable varies from zero, when the regime was never stabilized, to 60, when the regime 
remained in power for at least five years post-conflict.  
60 
 
MNF * Dummy variable coded 1 if a multinational peacekeeping force was established and remained in 
the conflict region after the termination of the conflict.  
0 
 
Notes * 
 
CivTarget 2—  

Varying claims over targeting of civilians but seems to be clear that many civilians lost their homes and 
casualties were not uncommon. (Globalsecurity.org) 

RebelCas 2690—  

Clodfelter writes that there were 3,440 total deaths estimated by the Red Crescent (Muslim Red Cross) 
and 750 Jordanian troops KIA so it can be stipulated that under 2690 rebel troops were killed. Although, 
this number does not differentiate between civilians and combatants on the rebel side.  

ConflictEthnic 1—  

Ethnic tensions existed between Palestinian and Jordanian populations. Although the war was not fought 
strictly over these divisions Jordan’s Kind used it as a means of recruitment among native Jordanian 
Bedouins. A better description may be a nationalistic conflict rather than ethnic. (Global Security.org)  

Win 3- 

Peace agreement reached that allowed the Fedayeen to stay in Jordan and operate, but only in agreed 
upon locations.  

Had the PLO upheld the peace agreement, it would have been considered a win for Hussein because the 
PLO forces were told to evacuate Amman and relocate to the Israeli borders (Climent). 

 
Sources * Sources Abbreviated identifier for each source used to code a case. The full source citations 
are provided with their identifying code below. Use Chicago 15th B citation style. 
 



"Jordanian Removal of the PLO" last modified 11/7/2011, 
http://www.globalsecurity.org/military/world/war/jordan-civil.htm 
 
Ciment, "Encyclopedia of conflict since World War II"  
 
“Jordan: The King takes on the Guerrillas” Time Magazine 9/28/1970, 
http://www.time.com/time/magazine/article/0,9171,909620-5,00.html 
S478 
 



1. Conflict identifiers  
  
Conflict ID * Which conflict from the list of Conflict Cases is this? Please provide ConYr. (Please note 
that ConYr may have to be adjusted based on new start dates: if you find that the actual start date of a 
conflict diverges from the one provided in the Conflict Cases list, please update this Conflict ID to reflect 
the correct start year. E.g. if the Afghanistan conflict 7001980 actually started in 1978, please provide 
7001978 as the ID.)  
6651946 
 
ConflictCountry * In which country did the conflict occur? 
Palestinian Mandate (British Empire) 
  
Startdate * 07/22/1946 
  
Enddate * 05/15/1948 
  
Comments on start- and enddate. Insert comments on problems/ambiguities with start-and enddates of 
the conflict here. 
 
Start date is the bombing of the King David Hotel in Jerusalem. Violence existed throughout 1945 and 
1946 prior to this, but was below the 25 death count threshold. British control formally ends May 15th 
when the state of Israel is created and British forces leave the country.  
  
IncGov * Provide the name of the incumbent government regime (head of gov’t/regime, party) 
Clement Richard Attlee (Labor Party) 
 
Rebel1 * Provide the names of the opposition group(s), rebel group(s) and other actors that were 
identified as opposing the central government. 
Irgun 
 
Rebel2 
LEHI (Stern Gang)) 
 
Rebel3 
Haganah 
 
Coup * Is this conflict best described as a coup? Is the government defending itself against or reversing a 
coup — rather than a case in which there is an armed insurgent movement? If YES (=1), do not continue 
coding this case for now and mark the case’s status as “Coup” in the Conflict Casese document. If NO 
coup (=0), and insurgency is present, continue coding the variables below. 
0 
 
 
 
  
Region * Geographic region of the country in which the rebels and/or the fighting was concentrated. 
Depending on the conflict this could be the name of a province, state, or administrative district in the 



conflict country, a description (e.g., “primarily the southern half of the country, south of the capital to the 
border with Pakistan”), or a named region (e.g., the Darfur region of Sudan). If dispersed throughout the 
county, enter “entire country”.  
Spread throughout the country, but mainly in the central Jerusalem and Tel Aviv areas. 
 
Concentration * Estimate the percentage of the geographic area of the country experiencing significant 
violence related to the conflict at any point during the conflict. Violence should be considered significant if 
battles/clashes between the rebels and government forces took place in a region, civilians were killed by 
government or rebel forces in a region, or government or rebel attacks occurred regularly in a region. 
Coding: 1 Less than 25% 2 25-50% 3 50-75% 4 More than 75%  
1 
 
IGO * Dummy variable set to 1 if an intergovernmental organization (NATO, UN, etc…) organized, 
participated in, sponsored, or sanctioned a military intervention to maintain the regime. 
0 
 
IGOname * Name of the IGO mission that organized, participated in, sponsored, or sanctioned the 
military intervention to maintain the regime (if any). 
NA 
  

2. Counterinsurgency characteristics  
Note: These variables should be coded in reference to the entire conflict, from Startdate to Enddate. Even 
in conflict in which the government began COIN operations with a light force model, if the majority of the 
conflict featured a heavy force model, this variable should be coded as 2.  
  
ForceModel * Primary type of force used by government troops. Coding: 1 Light force: Primary use of 
ground combat units that do not include large military equipment (may include close air support) 2 Heavy 
force: Primarily large-unit, concentrated firepower combat with mechanized units (may include strategic 
bombing) Close air support is defined as “air action by fixed-wing (FW) and rotary-wing (RW) aircraft 
against hostile targets that are in close proximity to friendly forces. […] It is planned and executed to 
support ground tactical units. CAS execution is tightly integrated at the tactical level with the fire and 
maneuver of supported ground forces.” (Joint Chiefs of Staff, Joint Publication 3-09.3). Close air support 
can be provided by any unit of the armed forces. Strategic bombing is defined as the massive, centrally 
coordinated bombing of military and civilian targets for strategic purposes, usually conducted by an air 
force.  
1 
 
StrategicAir * What role did strategic bombing play in the government’s military strategy? (see definition 
above). Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive  
1 
 
 
 
 
Resettle * What role did resettlement play in the government’s military strategy? Resettlement is defined 
as the forced relocation of civilian populations to deny guerillas access to resources, sanctuary, and other 
types of support; provide greater security for noncombatants; and/or separate combatants from 
noncombatants. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive  



1 
  
CivAction * What role did projects intended to improve the material well-being of play in the 
government’s military strategy? Examples: building schools, roads, bridges, hospitals; providing medical 
care, clean water or electricity; and creating jobs for local residents. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 
4 Extensive  
1 
  
CivSecure * What role did attempts to protect noncombatants from harm caused by the insurgents play 
in the government’s military strategy? Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive  
1 
 
Decap * What role did attempts to capture and kill the top leader(s) of the insurgent movement play in the 
government’s military strategy? Compare this variable to Jenna Jordan’s decapitation data. Coding: 1 
None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive  
3 
 
CivKill * Did mass killing of civilians occur? Mass killing is defined as > 50,000 intentional civilian deaths 
in a campaign (within <6 years) (Valentino et al. 2004) Coding: 0 No 1 Yes  
0 
 
CivTarget * To what extent did the military forces of the government intentionally select civilians as direct 
objects of attack or consistently fail to discriminate between combatants and noncombatants in their 
military operations? Combatants are defined as individuals that engage in armed resistance against 
regime forces. Coding: 1 Rarely 2 Moderately 3 Extensively  
1 
 
ForceDescrip * A narrative description of the type of force used by the government. Describe the 
strategy (or strategies) that the government used to counter the domestic threat. Note changes in strategy 
over time and major differences between the strategies and tactics used by different military units, 
different governments, or in different regions. This space can also be used to provide clarification on the 
variables coded above.  
 
100,000 troops stationed in bases and outposts, but mainly in defensive positions. Most miliatry action 
against Jewish resistance groups comprised of search teams looking for rebels in the wake of attacks. 
British security operations can be divided into 3 main sections.  
 
1) Pre bombing of the King David - forces were in defensive positions, patrolled cities, check points, 
played a peacekeeping role, and carried out searches.  
 
2) Post bombing of the King David - forces conduct mass arrests of suspected militants, intensive patrols 
and search operations. March of 1947 - Martial Law imposed on the Tel Aviv area due to rise in attacks. 
 
3) September 1947 - British announce they will leave Palestine Mandate. Army retains more hand off 
peace keeping approach.  
 
Note - Of the 100,000 only 25,000 were combat troops who were trained and capable of combating the 
insurgency. They composed 29 infantry battalions, 4 armored regiments, 8 artillery regiments, plus 
divisional arms and services and 2 imperial formations.  



 
In addition, there were some 20,000 Palestine Police forces under the control of the British Crown. 
  
NumTrps * Number of government troops at height of conflict. Measured as maximum number of regular 
military personnel (air, ground, and sea) under central government authority during the conflict. When 
exact numbers cannot be located, coders may estimate from information about the military units. If even 
estimates are uneliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, NumTrps 
is coded as missing (enter NA) and only TrpCat is coded.  
100000 
 
TrpCat * Categorical measure of the number of government troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 less 
than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 More than 
30,000 troops 
4 
 
GovCas * Number of government forces members killed during the conflict. Please enter numbers 
without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of ranges (750 instead of 
500-1000). If missing, enter NA.  
223 
 
RebelNumTrps * Estimated number of total troops on rebel side at height of conflict. If even estimates 
are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, RebelNumTrps is 
coded as missing (enter NA) and only RebelTrpCat is coded.  
50300 
 
RebelTrpCat * Categorical measure of the total number of rebel troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 
less than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 More than 
30,000 troops 
4 
 
RebelCas * Number of rebels / opposition members killed during the conflict. Please enter numbers 
without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of ranges (750 instead of 
500-1000). If missing, enter NA.  
40 
 
ThreatSource * Role of internal and external actors with regard to the rebels in the conflict. Coding: 1 
primarily internal conflict with minor to moderate level of support to rebels from external actors 2 primarily 
externally sponsored conflict with local insurgents 3 entirely domestic opposition (no external assistance).  
1 
  
 
TargHelp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state committed any military troops to assist or advise 
the rebels. 
0 
 
AsstCombat * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state engaged in combat to assist the rebels.  
0 
 



AsstArms * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided arms or other material aid to assist the 
rebels.  
0 
 
AsstEcon * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided economic support to the rebels.  
0 
 
AsstSanct * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided, on its territory, sanctuaries for the 
rebels.  
0 
  
TargSupp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided any type of support to assist the rebels.  
0 
 
ConflictEthnic * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ethnic conflict. Following a 
conventional definition, ethnic conflicts involve “groups that identify with a distinct ethnic or cultural 
heritage” (Regan 1996: 338). Ethnic wars have been defined as “wars among communities (ethnicities) 
who are in conflict over the power relationship that exists between those communities and the state” 
(Sambanis 2001: 261). Additionally, the groups in ethnic conflicts “hold irreconcilable visions of the 
identity, borders, and citizenship of the state. They do not seek to control a state whose identity all sides 
accept, but rather to redefine or divide the state itself” (Kaufman 1996: 138).   
0 
 
EthnicGroups * When applicable, name the primary ethnic group or groups contributing rebel fighters to 
the opposition movement. Separate group names with ;. Please try to use ethnic group names that are 
listed in http://www.icr.ethz.ch/research/greg/groups.xls. If not applicable, enter NA. 
Jews of Israel 
 
ConflictRelig * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a religious conflict. The primary feature 
of religious conflicts in this definition is that insurgent leaders frequently and systematically invoke religion 
as a motivation and justification for the conflict (cf. Juergensmeyer 2003: 57).  
1 
 
ConflictIdeol * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ideological conflict, with alignments 
across ethnic borders. Insurgents may strive for a different regime type and/or political order, but their 
primary aim does not contain the systematic exclusion of specific ethnic or religious groups.  
0 
  
ConflictSecess * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a secessionist conflict and the 
insurgents aim to create a separate state outside the current regime’s authority.  
0 
  
LastCW * Years since last civil war. Enter an integer number of years. If no civil war occurred before, 
enter NA.  
0 
 
 

 Conflict outcome variables  



 
Win * Who won the conflict? 1 Counterinsurgents (government and/or intervener) 2 
Insurgents/rebels/rebel affiliates 3 Undecided  
2 
 
ConflictOutcome * Categorical variable that describes how the government terminated its military 
conflict. 0 Conflict ongoing. 1 Government militarily defeated the rebels. 2 Government negotiated a 
settlement that resulted in a compromise with the insurgents over governance (e.g., a power-sharing 
agreement). 3 The country was partitioned into two or more separate countries at the end of the conflict 4 
Rebels militarily defeated the government.  
2 
  
GovComp * GovComp Who was in control of the central government at the end of the conflict (i.e. at 
Enddate)? 1 Insurgents (the previous opposition; groups associated with the insurgents; political wings of 
rebels; etc.) 2 Government (the previous incumbent government; politicians associated with the previous 
regime; etc.) 3 Foreign intervener 4 Power-sharing: both previous rebels and previous incumbents began 
sharing political power in a joint government at the end of the conflict 5 Unclear: failing or failed state  
1 
 
Maintain * The number of months the government remained in power after the termination of the conflict 
(Enddate). This variable varies from zero, when the regime was never stabilized, to 60, when the regime 
remained in power for at least five years post-conflict.  
0 
 
MNF * Dummy variable coded 1 if a multinational peacekeeping force was established and remained in 
the conflict region after the termination of the conflict.  
0 
 
Notes * 
 
The rebel troop numbers break down into 45,000 Haganah troops, 5,000 Irgun, and 300 LEHI.  

Sources * Sources Abbreviated identifier for each source used to code a case. The full source citations 
are provided with their identifying code below. Use Chicago 15th B citation style. 
 
 NSA 
 
Global Security 
Charters, David A. The British Army and Jewish Insurgency in Palestine, 1945-7. Basingstoke: Macmillan, 
1989. 
 
Ciment, James. Encyclopedia of Conflicts since WWII. New York: Sharpe Reference, c1999. 
 
Clodfelter, Michael. Warfare and Armed Conflicts: A Statistical Encyclopedia of Casualty and Other 
Figures, 1494-2007. Jefferson, N.C. : McFarland, c2008. 



Conflict Cases Research Journal 
 
* Required 

 

1. Conflict identifiers 
 
Conflict ID * Which conflict from the list of Conflict Cases is this? Please provide ConYr. (Please note 
that ConYr may have to be adjusted based on new start dates: if you find that the actual start date of a 
conflict diverges from the one provided in the Conflict Cases list, please update this Conflict ID to reflect 
the correct start year. E.g. if the Afghanistan conflict 7001980 actually started in 1978, please provide 
7001978 as the ID.) 
6661987 
 
ConflictCountry * In which country did the conflict occur? 
Israel 
 
Startdate * 12/9/1987 
 
Enddate * 9/13/1993 
 
Comments on start- and enddate. Insert comments on problems/ambiguities with the start- and 
enddates of the conflict here. 
Startdate was coded as the day on which the first Palestinian demonstrations began. Enddate is coded as 
the day on which the Declaration of Principles (essentially the Oslo Accords) was signed. 
 
IncGov * Provide the name of the incumbent government/regime (head of gov't/regime, party) 
Yitzhak Shamir (NPR), then Yitzhak Rabin starting in 1992 
 
Rebel1 * Provide the names of the opposition group(s), rebel group(s) and other actors that were 
identified as opposing the central government 
Palestinian Liberation Organization (Ciment and Hill, p. 1060) 
 
Rebel2 
 
Rebel3 
 
Rebel4 
 
Coup * Is this conflict best described as a coup? Is the government defending itself against or reversing a 
coup -- rather than a case in which there is an armed insurgent movement? If YES (=1), do not continue 
coding this case for now and mark the case’s status as “Coup” in the Conflict_Cases document. If NO 
coup (=0), and an insurgency is present, continue coding the variables below. 
0 

 
Region * Geographic region of the country in which the rebels and/or the fighting was concentrated. 
Depending on the conflict this could be the name of a province, state, or administrative district in the 
conflict country, a description (e.g., “primarily the southern half of the country, south of the capital to the 
border with Pakistan”), or a named region (e.g., the Darfur region of Sudan). If dispersed throughout the 
county, enter “entire country”.  
Most of the violence occurred “on the other side of the green line,” that is, in the West Bank, Gaza Strip, 
and settlement areas (Ciment and Hill, p. 1061). In addition, some sporadic violence occurred in Israel 
proper (Brogan, p. 321). 
 



Concentration * Estimate the percentage of the geographic area of the country experiencing significant 
violence related to the conflict at any point during the conflict. Violence should be considered significant if 
battles/clashes between the rebels and government forces took place in a region, civilians were killed by 
government or rebel forces in a region, or government or rebel attacks occurred regularly in a region. 
Coding: 1 Less than 25% 2 25-50% 3 50-75% 4 More than 75% 
2 
 
IGO * Dummy variable set to 1 if an intergovernmental organization (NATO, UN, etc...) organized, 
participated in, sponsored, or sanctioned a military intervention to maintain the regime. 
0 
 
IGOname * Name of the IGO mission that organized, participated in, sponsored, or sanctioned the 
military intervention to maintain the regime (if any). 
NA 
 
 

2. Counterinsurgency characteristics 
Note: These variables should be coded in reference to the entire conflict, from Startdate to Enddate. Even 
in conflict in which the government began COIN operations with a light force model, if the majority of the 
conflict featured a heavy force model, this variable should be coded as 2. 
 
ForceModel * Primary type of force used by government troops. Coding: 1 Light force: Primary use of 
ground combat units that do not include large military equipment (may include close air support) 2 Heavy 
force: Primarily large-unit, concentrated firepower combat with mechanized units (may include strategic 
bombing) Close air support is defined as “air action by fixed-wing (FW) and rotary-wing (RW) aircraft 
against hostile targets that are in close proximity to friendly forces. […] It is planned and executed to 
support ground tactical units. CAS execution is tightly integrated at the tactical level with the fire and 
maneuver of supported ground forces.” (Joint Chiefs of Staff, Joint Publication 3-09.3). Close air support 
can be provided by any unit of the armed forces. Strategic bombing is defined as the massive, centrally 
coordinated bombing of military and civilian targets for strategic purposes, usually conducted by an air 
force. 
1 
 
StrategicAir * What role did strategic bombing play in the government’s military strategy? (see definition 
above). Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 

 
Resettle * What role did resettlement play in the government’s military strategy? Resettlement is defined 
as the forced relocation of civilian populations to deny guerillas access to resources, sanctuary, and other 
types of support; provide greater security for noncombatants; and/or separate combatants from 
noncombatants. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 
 
CivAction * What role did projects intended to improve the material well-being of play in the 
government’s military strategy? Examples: building schools, roads, bridges, hospitals; providing medical 
care, clean water or electricity; and creating jobs for local residents. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 
4 Extensive 
1 
 
CivSecure * What role did attempts to protect noncombatantfs from harm caused by the insurgents play 
in the government’s military strategy? Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 
 



Decap * What role did attempts to capture and kill the top leader(s) of the insurgent movement play in the 
government’s military strategy? Compare this variable to Jenna Jordan’s decapitation data. Coding: 1 
None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
2 
 
CivKill * Did mass killing of civilians occur? Mass killing is defined as > 50,000 intentional civilian deaths 
in a campaign (within <6 years) (Valentino et al. 2004) Coding: 0 No 1 Yes 
0 
 
CivTarget * To what extent did the military forces of the government intentionally select civilians as direct 
objects of attack or consistently fail to discriminate between combatants and noncombatants in their 
military operations? Combatants are defined as individuals that engage in armed resistance against 
regime forces. Coding: 1 Rarely 2 Moderately 3 Extensively 
3 
 
ForceDescrip * A narrative description of the type of force used by the government. Describe the 
strategy (or strategies) that the government used to counter the domestic threat. Note changes in strategy 
over time and major differences between the strategies and tactics used by different military units, 
different governments, or in different regions. This space can also be used to provide clarification on the 
variables coded above. 
The government initially responded by shooting protesters, then used rubber bullets, then resorted to 
clubs. Eventually, they began using more subtle tactics like arrests and detentions. (Ciment and Hill, p. 
1060-1061) 
 
NumTrps * Number of government troops at height of conflict. Measured as maximum number of regular 
military personnel (air, ground, and sea) under central government authority during the conflict. When 
exact numbers cannot be located, coders may estimate from information about the military units. If even 
estimates are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, NumTrps 
is coded as missing (enter NA) and only TrpCat is coded. 
149000 
 
TrpCat * Categorical measure of the number of government troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 less 
than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 More than 
30,000 troops 
4 
 
GovCas * Number of government forces members killed during the conflict. Please enter numbers 
without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of ranges (750 instead of 
500-1000). If missing, enter NA. 
50 
 
RebelNumTrps * Estimated number of total troops on rebel side at height of conflict. If even estimates 
are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, RebelNumTrps is 
coded as missing (enter NA) and only RebelTrpCat is coded. 
 
RebelTrpCat * Categorical measure of the total number of rebel troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 
less than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 More than 
30,000 troops 
2 
 
RebelCas * Number of rebels / opposition members killed during the conflict. Please enter numbers 
without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of ranges (750 instead of 
500-1000). If missing, enter NA. 
1000 
 



ThreatSource * Role of internal and external actors with regard to the rebels in the conflict. Coding: 1 
primarily internal conflict with minor to moderate level of support to rebels from external actors 2 primarily 
externally sponsored conflict with local insurgents 3 entirely domestic opposition (no external assistance). 
1 
 
TargHelp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state committed any military troops to assist or advise 
the rebels. 
1 
 
AsstCombat * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state engaged in combat to assist the rebels. 
1 
 
AsstArms * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided arms or other material aid to assist the 
rebels. 
1 
 
AsstEcon * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided economic support to the rebels. 
1 
 
AsstSanct * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided, on its territory, sanctuaries for the 
rebels. 
0 
 
TargSupp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided any type of support to assist the rebels. 
1 
 
ConflictEthnic * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ethnic conflict. Following a 
conventional definition, ethnic conflicts involve “groups that identify with a distinct ethnic or cultural 
heritage” (Regan 1996: 338). Ethnic wars have been defined as “wars among communities (ethnicities) 
who are in conflict over the power relationship that exists between those communities and the state” 
(Sambanis 2001: 261). Additionally, the groups in ethnic conflicts “hold irreconcilable visions of the 
identity, borders, and citizenship of the state. They do not seek to control a state whose identity all sides 
accept, but rather to redefine or divide the state itself” (Kaufman 1996: 138). 
0 
 
EthnicGroups * When applicable, name the primary ethnic group or groups contributing rebel fighters to 
the opposition movement. Separate group names with ;. Please try to use ethnic group names that are 
listed in http://www.icr.ethz.ch/research/greg/groups.xls. If not applicable, enter NA. 
NA 
 
ConflictRelig * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a religious conflict. The primary feature 
of religious conflicts in this definition is that insurgent leaders frequently and systematically invoke religion 
as a motivation and justification for the conflict (cf. Juergensmeyer 2003: 57). 
0 
 
ConflictIdeol * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ideological conflict, with alignments 
across ethnic borders. Insurgents may strive for a different regime type and/or political order, but their 
primary aim does not contain the systematic exclusion of specific ethnic or religious groups. 
0 
 
ConflictSecess * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a secessionist conflict and the 
insurgents aim to create a separate state outside the current regime’s authority. 
1 
 
LastCW * Years since last civil war. Enter an integer number of years. If no civil war occurred before, 
enter NA. 



0 
 

Conflict outcome variables 
 
Win * Who won the conflict? 1 Counterinsurgents (government and/or intervener) 2 
Insurgents/rebels/rebel affiliates 3 Undecided 
3 
 
ConflictOutcome * Categorical variable that describes how the government terminated its military 
conflict. 0 Conflict ongoing. 1 Government militarily defeated the rebels. 2 Government negotiated a 
settlement that resulted in a compromise with the insurgents over governance (e.g., a power-sharing 
agreement). 3 The country was partitioned into two or more separate countries at the end of the conflict 4 
Rebels militarily defeated the government. 
2 
 
GovComp * GovComp Who was in control of the central government at the end of the conflict (i.e. at 
Enddate)? 1 Insurgents (the previous opposition; groups associated with the insurgents; political wings of 
rebels; etc.) 2 Government (the previous incumbent government; politicians associated with the previous 
regime; etc.) 3 Foreign intervener 4 Power-sharing: both previous rebels and previous incumbents began 
sharing political power in a joint government at the end of the conflict 5 Unclear: failing or failed state 
2 
 
Maintain * The number of months the government remained in power after the termination of the conflict 
(Enddate). This variable varies from zero, when the regime was never stabilized, to 60, when the regime 
remained in power for at least five years post-conflict. 
60 
 
MNF * Dummy variable coded 1 if a multinational peacekeeping force was established and remained in 
the conflict region after the termination of the conflict. 
0 
 
Sources * Sources Abbreviated identifier for each source used to code a case. The full source citations 
are provided with their identifying code below. Use Chicaco 15th B citation style. 
Facts on File Inc., 1987. Encyclopedia of World History. Facts on File Library of World History. New York: 
Facts on File.   
O’Neill, Robert, Dir. The Military Balance 1986-1987. The Garden City Press Ltd: Letchworth. 1986. 
National Public Radio. The Mideast: A Century of Conflict. 
http://www.npr.org/news/specials/mideast/history/history6.html 
“Oslo Accords”. The Knesset, accessed march 15, 2011. 
http://www.knesset.gov.il/lexicon/eng/oslo_eng.htm. 
The Israeli Information Center for Human Rights in the Occupied Territories. 
http://www.btselem.org/english/statistics/first_intifada_tables.asp 
James Ciment and Kenneth Hill, Encyclopedia of Conflicts Since World War II, Chicago, Illinois: 1999. 

 
 
Notes * 
As with most cases involving Palestinian groups, it is hard to distinguish between organized rebels and 
civilians when assessing rebel strength.  
 
 



Conflict Cases Research Journal 
 
* Required 

 

1. Conflict identifiers 
 
Conflict ID * Which conflict from the list of Conflict Cases is this? Please provide ConYr. (Please note 
that ConYr may have to be adjusted based on new start dates: if you find that the actual start date of a 
conflict diverges from the one provided in the Conflict Cases list, please update this Conflict ID to reflect 
the correct start year. E.g. if the Afghanistan conflict 7001980 actually started in 1978, please provide 
7001978 as the ID.) 
6662000 
 
ConflictCountry * In which country did the conflict occur? 
Israel 
 
Startdate * 9/28/2000 
 
Enddate * 3/16/2005 
 
Comments on start- and enddate. Insert comments on problems/ambiguities with the start- and 
enddates of the conflict here. 
Start date coincides with Arial Sharon’s visit to the Temple Mount in Jerusalem, which sparked mass 
unrest in the city and across the West Bank.   End date: Militant groups agreed to a tahideyah (lull in the 
fighting) at a conference in Cairo. While not a full truce, this was considered major progress and some 
have argued that it marked the end of the Al-Aqsa Intifada. Global Security.org “Al Aqsa Intifada”   
 
IncGov * Provide the name of the incumbent government/regime (head of gov't/regime, party) 
Prime Minister Ariel Sharon (Likud and Kadima party) 
 
Rebel1 * Provide the names of the opposition group(s), rebel group(s) and other actors that were 
identified as opposing the central government 
Fatah (Al Aqsa Martyrs Brigade)  
 
Rebel2 
Hamas 
 
Rebel3 
Palestinian Islamic Jihad (PIJ) 
 
Rebel4 
 
Coup * Is this conflict best described as a coup? Is the government defending itself against or reversing a 
coup -- rather than a case in which there is an armed insurgent movement? If YES (=1), do not continue 
coding this case for now and mark the case’s status as “Coup” in the Conflict_Cases document. If NO 
coup (=0), and an insurgency is present, continue coding the variables below. 
0 

 
Region * Geographic region of the country in which the rebels and/or the fighting was concentrated. 
Depending on the conflict this could be the name of a province, state, or administrative district in the 
conflict country, a description (e.g., “primarily the southern half of the country, south of the capital to the 
border with Pakistan”), or a named region (e.g., the Darfur region of Sudan). If dispersed throughout the 
county, enter “entire country”.  



Entire Country with concentrations in Jerusalem and Tel Aviv central area.  
 
Concentration * Estimate the percentage of the geographic area of the country experiencing significant 
violence related to the conflict at any point during the conflict. Violence should be considered significant if 
battles/clashes between the rebels and government forces took place in a region, civilians were killed by 
government or rebel forces in a region, or government or rebel attacks occurred regularly in a region. 
Coding: 1 Less than 25% 2 25-50% 3 50-75% 4 More than 75% 
2 
 
IGO * Dummy variable set to 1 if an intergovernmental organization (NATO, UN, etc...) organized, 
participated in, sponsored, or sanctioned a military intervention to maintain the regime. 
0 
 
IGOname * Name of the IGO mission that organized, participated in, sponsored, or sanctioned the 
military intervention to maintain the regime (if any). 
NA 
 
 

2. Counterinsurgency characteristics 
Note: These variables should be coded in reference to the entire conflict, from Startdate to Enddate. Even 
in conflict in which the government began COIN operations with a light force model, if the majority of the 
conflict featured a heavy force model, this variable should be coded as 2. 
 
ForceModel * Primary type of force used by government troops. Coding: 1 Light force: Primary use of 
ground combat units that do not include large military equipment (may include close air support) 2 Heavy 
force: Primarily large-unit, concentrated firepower combat with mechanized units (may include strategic 
bombing) Close air support is defined as “air action by fixed-wing (FW) and rotary-wing (RW) aircraft 
against hostile targets that are in close proximity to friendly forces. […] It is planned and executed to 
support ground tactical units. CAS execution is tightly integrated at the tactical level with the fire and 
maneuver of supported ground forces.” (Joint Chiefs of Staff, Joint Publication 3-09.3). Close air support 
can be provided by any unit of the armed forces. Strategic bombing is defined as the massive, centrally 
coordinated bombing of military and civilian targets for strategic purposes, usually conducted by an air 
force. 
2 
 
StrategicAir * What role did strategic bombing play in the government’s military strategy? (see definition 
above). Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
3 

 
Resettle * What role did resettlement play in the government’s military strategy? Resettlement is defined 
as the forced relocation of civilian populations to deny guerillas access to resources, sanctuary, and other 
types of support; provide greater security for noncombatants; and/or separate combatants from 
noncombatants. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 
 
CivAction * What role did projects intended to improve the material well-being of play in the 
government’s military strategy? Examples: building schools, roads, bridges, hospitals; providing medical 
care, clean water or electricity; and creating jobs for local residents. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 
4 Extensive 
1 
 
CivSecure * What role did attempts to protect noncombatantfs from harm caused by the insurgents play 
in the government’s military strategy? Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 
 



Decap * What role did attempts to capture and kill the top leader(s) of the insurgent movement play in the 
government’s military strategy? Compare this variable to Jenna Jordan’s decapitation data. Coding: 1 
None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
4 
 
CivKill * Did mass killing of civilians occur? Mass killing is defined as > 50,000 intentional civilian deaths 
in a campaign (within <6 years) (Valentino et al. 2004) Coding: 0 No 1 Yes 
0 
 
CivTarget * To what extent did the military forces of the government intentionally select civilians as direct 
objects of attack or consistently fail to discriminate between combatants and noncombatants in their 
military operations? Combatants are defined as individuals that engage in armed resistance against 
regime forces. Coding: 1 Rarely 2 Moderately 3 Extensively 
1 
 
ForceDescrip * A narrative description of the type of force used by the government. Describe the 
strategy (or strategies) that the government used to counter the domestic threat. Note changes in strategy 
over time and major differences between the strategies and tactics used by different military units, 
different governments, or in different regions. This space can also be used to provide clarification on the 
variables coded above. 
Targeted military assassinations of leaders combined with use of strategic bombing, military incursions 
into cities via mechanized units, and routine ground troop patrols.  
 
NumTrps * Number of government troops at height of conflict. Measured as maximum number of regular 
military personnel (air, ground, and sea) under central government authority during the conflict. When 
exact numbers cannot be located, coders may estimate from information about the military units. If even 
estimates are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, NumTrps 
is coded as missing (enter NA) and only TrpCat is coded. 
168000 
 
TrpCat * Categorical measure of the number of government troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 less 
than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 More than 
30,000 troops 
4 
 
GovCas * Number of government forces members killed during the conflict. Please enter numbers 
without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of ranges (750 instead of 
500-1000). If missing, enter NA. 
332 
 
RebelNumTrps * Estimated number of total troops on rebel side at height of conflict. If even estimates 
are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, RebelNumTrps is 
coded as missing (enter NA) and only RebelTrpCat is coded. 
6000 
 
RebelTrpCat * Categorical measure of the total number of rebel troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 
less than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 More than 
30,000 troops 
2 
 
RebelCas * Number of rebels / opposition members killed during the conflict. Please enter numbers 
without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of ranges (750 instead of 
500-1000). If missing, enter NA. 
1671 
 



ThreatSource * Role of internal and external actors with regard to the rebels in the conflict. Coding: 1 
primarily internal conflict with minor to moderate level of support to rebels from external actors 2 primarily 
externally sponsored conflict with local insurgents 3 entirely domestic opposition (no external assistance). 
 
 
TargHelp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state committed any military troops to assist or advise 
the rebels. 
1 
 
AsstCombat * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state engaged in combat to assist the rebels. 
0 
 
AsstArms * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided arms or other material aid to assist the 
rebels. 
0 
 
AsstEcon * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided economic support to the rebels. 
0 
 
AsstSanct * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided, on its territory, sanctuaries for the 
rebels. 
0 
 
TargSupp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided any type of support to assist the rebels. 
0 
 
ConflictEthnic * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ethnic conflict. Following a 
conventional definition, ethnic conflicts involve “groups that identify with a distinct ethnic or cultural 
heritage” (Regan 1996: 338). Ethnic wars have been defined as “wars among communities (ethnicities) 
who are in conflict over the power relationship that exists between those communities and the state” 
(Sambanis 2001: 261). Additionally, the groups in ethnic conflicts “hold irreconcilable visions of the 
identity, borders, and citizenship of the state. They do not seek to control a state whose identity all sides 
accept, but rather to redefine or divide the state itself” (Kaufman 1996: 138). 
1 
 
EthnicGroups * When applicable, name the primary ethnic group or groups contributing rebel fighters to 
the opposition movement. Separate group names with ;. Please try to use ethnic group names that are 
listed in http://www.icr.ethz.ch/research/greg/groups.xls. If not applicable, enter NA. 
Palestinian (not listed)  
 
ConflictRelig * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a religious conflict. The primary feature 
of religious conflicts in this definition is that insurgent leaders frequently and systematically invoke religion 
as a motivation and justification for the conflict (cf. Juergensmeyer 2003: 57). 
1 
 
ConflictIdeol * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ideological conflict, with alignments 
across ethnic borders. Insurgents may strive for a different regime type and/or political order, but their 
primary aim does not contain the systematic exclusion of specific ethnic or religious groups. 
0 
 
ConflictSecess * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a secessionist conflict and the 
insurgents aim to create a separate state outside the current regime’s authority. 
0 
 
LastCW * Years since last civil war. Enter an integer number of years. If no civil war occurred before, 
enter NA. 



5 
 

Conflict outcome variables 
 
Win * Who won the conflict? 1 Counterinsurgents (government and/or intervener) 2 
Insurgents/rebels/rebel affiliates 3 Undecided 
1 
 
ConflictOutcome * Categorical variable that describes how the government terminated its military 
conflict. 0 Conflict ongoing. 1 Government militarily defeated the rebels. 2 Government negotiated a 
settlement that resulted in a compromise with the insurgents over governance (e.g., a power-sharing 
agreement). 3 The country was partitioned into two or more separate countries at the end of the conflict 4 
Rebels militarily defeated the government. 
2 
 
GovComp * GovComp Who was in control of the central government at the end of the conflict (i.e. at 
Enddate)? 1 Insurgents (the previous opposition; groups associated with the insurgents; political wings of 
rebels; etc.) 2 Government (the previous incumbent government; politicians associated with the previous 
regime; etc.) 3 Foreign intervener 4 Power-sharing: both previous rebels and previous incumbents began 
sharing political power in a joint government at the end of the conflict 5 Unclear: failing or failed state 
2 
 
Maintain * The number of months the government remained in power after the termination of the conflict 
(Enddate). This variable varies from zero, when the regime was never stabilized, to 60, when the regime 
remained in power for at least five years post-conflict. 
60 
 
MNF * Dummy variable coded 1 if a multinational peacekeeping force was established and remained in 
the conflict region after the termination of the conflict. 
0 
 
Sources * Sources Abbreviated identifier for each source used to code a case. The full source citations 
are provided with their identifying code below. Use Chicaco 15th B citation style. 
 
Al Aqsa Intifada Timeline. BBC, 29 Sep. 2004. Web. 26 Oct. 2011   
<http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/middle_east/3677206.stm>. 
 
Fatalities Since the Outbreak of the Second Intifada and until Operation "Cast Lead". B'tselem, 26 Dec. 
2008. Web. 26 Oct. 2011 
http://old.btselem.org/statistics/english/Casualties.asp?sD=29&sM=09&sY=2000&eD=26&eM=12&eY=20
08&filterby=event&oferet_stat=before.  
 
Isreal 2002. The Military Balance  Vol. 102, Iss. 1, 2010  
 
Israel. Uppsala Universitet, Jan. 2011. Web. 26 Oct. 2011 
<http://www.ucdp.uu.se/gpdatabase/gpcountry.php?id=79&regionSelect=10-Middle_East>. 
 
Pike, John Al Aqsa Intifada. Global Security, Nov. 2011. Web. 1 Nov. 2011 
<http://www.globalsecurity.org/military/world/war/intifada2.htm>. 
 
Schiff, Ze'ev Israeli Death Toll in Intifada Higher than Last Two Wars. Haaretz, 28 04. 2008. Web. 26 Oct. 
2011 <http://www.haaretz.com/print-edition/news/israeli-death-toll-in-intifada-higher-than-last-two-wars-
1.132555>. 

 
 



Notes * 



Conflict Cases Research Journal 
 
* Required 

 

1. Conflict identifiers 
 
Conflict ID * Which conflict from the list of Conflict Cases is this? Please provide ConYr. (Please note 
that ConYr may have to be adjusted based on new start dates: if you find that the actual start date of a 
conflict diverges from the one provided in the Conflict Cases list, please update this Conflict ID to reflect 
the correct start year. E.g. if the Afghanistan conflict 7001980 actually started in 1978, please provide 
7001978 as the ID.) 
6781948 
 
ConflictCountry * In which country did the conflict occur? 
North Yemen 
 
Startdate * 2/22/1948 
 
Enddate * 3/15/1948 
 
Comments on start- and enddate. Insert comments on problems/ambiguities with the start- and 
enddates of the conflict here. 
Start date in the spreadsheet based on Imam Yahya's assassination, this start date submitted based on 
the day the Secretary General of Arab League confirmed "a state of civil war" in Yemen. 
 
IncGov * Provide the name of the incumbent government/regime (head of gov't/regime, party) 
Abdullah ibn Ahmed al-Wazir 
 
Rebel1 * Provide the names of the opposition group(s), rebel group(s) and other actors that were 
identified as opposing the central government 
Yahya family 
 
Rebel2 
 
Rebel3 
 
Rebel4 
 
Coup * Is this conflict best described as a coup? Is the government defending itself against or reversing a 
coup -- rather than a case in which there is an armed insurgent movement? If YES (=1), do not continue 
coding this case for now and mark the case’s status as “Coup” in the Conflict_Cases document. If NO 
coup (=0), and an insurgency is present, continue coding the variables below. 
0 

 
Region * Geographic region of the country in which the rebels and/or the fighting was concentrated. 
Depending on the conflict this could be the name of a province, state, or administrative district in the 
conflict country, a description (e.g., “primarily the southern half of the country, south of the capital to the 
border with Pakistan”), or a named region (e.g., the Darfur region of Sudan). If dispersed throughout the 
county, enter “entire country”.  
The deposed imam gathered tribal support in the mountain highlands and Hajja in the northwest. Fighting 
primarily in the capital city of San’a. 
 



Concentration * Estimate the percentage of the geographic area of the country experiencing significant 
violence related to the conflict at any point during the conflict. Violence should be considered significant if 
battles/clashes between the rebels and government forces took place in a region, civilians were killed by 
government or rebel forces in a region, or government or rebel attacks occurred regularly in a region. 
Coding: 1 Less than 25% 2 25-50% 3 50-75% 4 More than 75% 
1 
 
IGO * Dummy variable set to 1 if an intergovernmental organization (NATO, UN, etc...) organized, 
participated in, sponsored, or sanctioned a military intervention to maintain the regime. 
0 
 
IGOname * Name of the IGO mission that organized, participated in, sponsored, or sanctioned the 
military intervention to maintain the regime (if any). 
NA 
 
 

2. Counterinsurgency characteristics 
Note: These variables should be coded in reference to the entire conflict, from Startdate to Enddate. Even 
in conflict in which the government began COIN operations with a light force model, if the majority of the 
conflict featured a heavy force model, this variable should be coded as 2. 
 
ForceModel * Primary type of force used by government troops. Coding: 1 Light force: Primary use of 
ground combat units that do not include large military equipment (may include close air support) 2 Heavy 
force: Primarily large-unit, concentrated firepower combat with mechanized units (may include strategic 
bombing) Close air support is defined as “air action by fixed-wing (FW) and rotary-wing (RW) aircraft 
against hostile targets that are in close proximity to friendly forces. […] It is planned and executed to 
support ground tactical units. CAS execution is tightly integrated at the tactical level with the fire and 
maneuver of supported ground forces.” (Joint Chiefs of Staff, Joint Publication 3-09.3). Close air support 
can be provided by any unit of the armed forces. Strategic bombing is defined as the massive, centrally 
coordinated bombing of military and civilian targets for strategic purposes, usually conducted by an air 
force. 
1 
 
StrategicAir * What role did strategic bombing play in the government’s military strategy? (see definition 
above). Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 

 
Resettle * What role did resettlement play in the government’s military strategy? Resettlement is defined 
as the forced relocation of civilian populations to deny guerillas access to resources, sanctuary, and other 
types of support; provide greater security for noncombatants; and/or separate combatants from 
noncombatants. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 
 
CivAction * What role did projects intended to improve the material well-being of play in the 
government’s military strategy? Examples: building schools, roads, bridges, hospitals; providing medical 
care, clean water or electricity; and creating jobs for local residents. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 
4 Extensive 
1 
 
CivSecure * What role did attempts to protect noncombatantfs from harm caused by the insurgents play 
in the government’s military strategy? Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 
 



Decap * What role did attempts to capture and kill the top leader(s) of the insurgent movement play in the 
government’s military strategy? Compare this variable to Jenna Jordan’s decapitation data. Coding: 1 
None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 
 
CivKill * Did mass killing of civilians occur? Mass killing is defined as > 50,000 intentional civilian deaths 
in a campaign (within <6 years) (Valentino et al. 2004) Coding: 0 No 1 Yes 
0 
 
CivTarget * To what extent did the military forces of the government intentionally select civilians as direct 
objects of attack or consistently fail to discriminate between combatants and noncombatants in their 
military operations? Combatants are defined as individuals that engage in armed resistance against 
regime forces. Coding: 1 Rarely 2 Moderately 3 Extensively 
2 
 
ForceDescrip * A narrative description of the type of force used by the government. Describe the 
strategy (or strategies) that the government used to counter the domestic threat. Note changes in strategy 
over time and major differences between the strategies and tactics used by different military units, 
different governments, or in different regions. This space can also be used to provide clarification on the 
variables coded above. 
The insurgency was an armed response to the government’s recent coup d’etat, indicating that the 
military forces of the regime were relatively weak and unstable. The first military campaign was a fsilrf to 
occupy the “twin strategic townships” of Shibam and Kawkaban, and the second was a failed effort to 
secure the road to Taiz. Much of the regular army of the capital city San’a defected, with their arms, to the 
deposed Imam’s son. 
 
NumTrps * Number of government troops at height of conflict. Measured as maximum number of regular 
military personnel (air, ground, and sea) under central government authority during the conflict. When 
exact numbers cannot be located, coders may estimate from information about the military units. If even 
estimates are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, NumTrps 
is coded as missing (enter NA) and only TrpCat is coded. 
 
TrpCat * Categorical measure of the number of government troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 less 
than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 More than 
30,000 troops 
3 
 
GovCas * Number of government forces members killed during the conflict. Please enter numbers 
without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of ranges (750 instead of 
500-1000). If missing, enter NA. 
4000 
 
RebelNumTrps * Estimated number of total troops on rebel side at height of conflict. If even estimates 
are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, RebelNumTrps is 
coded as missing (enter NA) and only RebelTrpCat is coded. 
 
RebelTrpCat * Categorical measure of the total number of rebel troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 
less than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 More than 
30,000 troops 
4 
 
RebelCas * Number of rebels / opposition members killed during the conflict. Please enter numbers 
without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of ranges (750 instead of 
500-1000). If missing, enter NA. 
 



ThreatSource * Role of internal and external actors with regard to the rebels in the conflict. Coding: 1 
primarily internal conflict with minor to moderate level of support to rebels from external actors 2 primarily 
externally sponsored conflict with local insurgents 3 entirely domestic opposition (no external assistance). 
1 
 
TargHelp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state committed any military troops to assist or advise 
the rebels. 
0 
 
AsstCombat * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state engaged in combat to assist the rebels. 
0 
 
AsstArms * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided arms or other material aid to assist the 
rebels. 
0 
 
AsstEcon * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided economic support to the rebels. 
0 
 
AsstSanct * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided, on its territory, sanctuaries for the 
rebels. 
0 
 
TargSupp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided any type of support to assist the rebels. 
0 
 
ConflictEthnic * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ethnic conflict. Following a 
conventional definition, ethnic conflicts involve “groups that identify with a distinct ethnic or cultural 
heritage” (Regan 1996: 338). Ethnic wars have been defined as “wars among communities (ethnicities) 
who are in conflict over the power relationship that exists between those communities and the state” 
(Sambanis 2001: 261). Additionally, the groups in ethnic conflicts “hold irreconcilable visions of the 
identity, borders, and citizenship of the state. They do not seek to control a state whose identity all sides 
accept, but rather to redefine or divide the state itself” (Kaufman 1996: 138). 
0 
 
EthnicGroups * When applicable, name the primary ethnic group or groups contributing rebel fighters to 
the opposition movement. Separate group names with ;. Please try to use ethnic group names that are 
listed in http://www.icr.ethz.ch/research/greg/groups.xls. If not applicable, enter NA. 
NA 
 
ConflictRelig * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a religious conflict. The primary feature 
of religious conflicts in this definition is that insurgent leaders frequently and systematically invoke religion 
as a motivation and justification for the conflict (cf. Juergensmeyer 2003: 57). 
0 
 
ConflictIdeol * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ideological conflict, with alignments 
across ethnic borders. Insurgents may strive for a different regime type and/or political order, but their 
primary aim does not contain the systematic exclusion of specific ethnic or religious groups. 
1 
 
ConflictSecess * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a secessionist conflict and the 
insurgents aim to create a separate state outside the current regime’s authority. 
0 
 
LastCW * Years since last civil war. Enter an integer number of years. If no civil war occurred before, 
enter NA. 



 
 

Conflict outcome variables 
 
Win * Who won the conflict? 1 Counterinsurgents (government and/or intervener) 2 
Insurgents/rebels/rebel affiliates 3 Undecided 
2 
 
ConflictOutcome * Categorical variable that describes how the government terminated its military 
conflict. 0 Conflict ongoing. 1 Government militarily defeated the rebels. 2 Government negotiated a 
settlement that resulted in a compromise with the insurgents over governance (e.g., a power-sharing 
agreement). 3 The country was partitioned into two or more separate countries at the end of the conflict 4 
Rebels militarily defeated the government. 
4 
 
GovComp * GovComp Who was in control of the central government at the end of the conflict (i.e. at 
Enddate)? 1 Insurgents (the previous opposition; groups associated with the insurgents; political wings of 
rebels; etc.) 2 Government (the previous incumbent government; politicians associated with the previous 
regime; etc.) 3 Foreign intervener 4 Power-sharing: both previous rebels and previous incumbents began 
sharing political power in a joint government at the end of the conflict 5 Unclear: failing or failed state 
1 
 
Maintain * The number of months the government remained in power after the termination of the conflict 
(Enddate). This variable varies from zero, when the regime was never stabilized, to 60, when the regime 
remained in power for at least five years post-conflict. 
60 
 
MNF * Dummy variable coded 1 if a multinational peacekeeping force was established and remained in 
the conflict region after the termination of the conflict. 
0 
 
Sources * Sources Abbreviated identifier for each source used to code a case. The full source citations 
are provided with their identifying code below. Use Chicaco 15th B citation style. 
- Clark, Victoria. Yemen : Dancing on the Heads of Snakes. New Haven: Yale UP, c2010. Print. 
- Douglas, J. Leigh., and Giovanni Chimienti. The Free Yemeni Movement, 1935-1962. Beirut, Lebanon: 
American U of Beirut, c1987. Print. 
- Global Security 
- NSA Uppsala Coding 

 
 
Notes * 
On government forces: Limited, but they were able to mobilize tribal support from 7000 individuals in 
Dhamar, 5000 Shafi’i from Ibb and Taiz, and 2000 more from al-Luhayya. 
*On rebel forces: Victoria Clark estimates that Imam Yahya mobilized as many as 250,000 tribesmen to 
seize the capital city San'a.  
 
Updated Notes: 
The insurgency was an armed response to the government’s recent coup d’etat, indicating that the 
military forces of the regime were relatively weak and unstable. The first military campaign was a fsilrf to 
occupy the “twin strategic townships” of Shibam and Kawkaban, and the second was a failed effort to 
secure the road to Taiz. Much of the regular army of the capital city San’a defected, with their arms, to the 
deposed Imam’s son. Fighting primarily in the capital city of San’a. On government forces: Limited, but 
they were able to mobilize tribal support from 7000 individuals in Dhamar, 5000 Shafi’i from Ibb and Taiz, 



and 2000 more from al-Luhayya. Many participants and civilians captured and beheaded or imprisoned.  

 



Conflict Cases Research Journal 
 
* Required 

 

1. Conflict identifiers 
 
Conflict ID * Which conflict from the list of Conflict Cases is this? Please provide ConYr. (Please note 
that ConYr may have to be adjusted based on new start dates: if you find that the actual start date of a 
conflict diverges from the one provided in the Conflict Cases list, please update this Conflict ID to reflect 
the correct start year. E.g. if the Afghanistan conflict 7001980 actually started in 1978, please provide 
7001978 as the ID.) 
6781962 
 
ConflictCountry * In which country did the conflict occur? 
Yemen Arab Republic 
 
Startdate * 10/10/1962 
 
Enddate * 4/14/1970 
 
Comments on start- and enddate. Insert comments on problems/ambiguities with the start- and 
enddates of the conflict here. 
10/10/1962 based on Yemeni reports of serious fighting erupted between the groups. End date based on 
Compromise of 1970. 
 
IncGov * Provide the name of the incumbent government/regime (head of gov't/regime, party) 
Republicans 
 
Rebel1 * Provide the names of the opposition group(s), rebel group(s) and other actors that were 
identified as opposing the central government 
Royalists 
 
Rebel2 
 
Rebel3 
 
Rebel4 
 
Coup * Is this conflict best described as a coup? Is the government defending itself against or reversing a 
coup -- rather than a case in which there is an armed insurgent movement? If YES (=1), do not continue 
coding this case for now and mark the case’s status as “Coup” in the Conflict_Cases document. If NO 
coup (=0), and an insurgency is present, continue coding the variables below. 
0 

 
Region * Geographic region of the country in which the rebels and/or the fighting was concentrated. 
Depending on the conflict this could be the name of a province, state, or administrative district in the 
conflict country, a description (e.g., “primarily the southern half of the country, south of the capital to the 
border with Pakistan”), or a named region (e.g., the Darfur region of Sudan). If dispersed throughout the 
county, enter “entire country”.  
Entire Country 
 
Concentration * Estimate the percentage of the geographic area of the country experiencing significant 
violence related to the conflict at any point during the conflict. Violence should be considered significant if 



battles/clashes between the rebels and government forces took place in a region, civilians were killed by 
government or rebel forces in a region, or government or rebel attacks occurred regularly in a region. 
Coding: 1 Less than 25% 2 25-50% 3 50-75% 4 More than 75% 
4 
 
IGO * Dummy variable set to 1 if an intergovernmental organization (NATO, UN, etc...) organized, 
participated in, sponsored, or sanctioned a military intervention to maintain the regime. 
0 
 
IGOname * Name of the IGO mission that organized, participated in, sponsored, or sanctioned the 
military intervention to maintain the regime (if any). 
NA 
 
 

2. Counterinsurgency characteristics 
Note: These variables should be coded in reference to the entire conflict, from Startdate to Enddate. Even 
in conflict in which the government began COIN operations with a light force model, if the majority of the 
conflict featured a heavy force model, this variable should be coded as 2. 
 
ForceModel * Primary type of force used by government troops. Coding: 1 Light force: Primary use of 
ground combat units that do not include large military equipment (may include close air support) 2 Heavy 
force: Primarily large-unit, concentrated firepower combat with mechanized units (may include strategic 
bombing) Close air support is defined as “air action by fixed-wing (FW) and rotary-wing (RW) aircraft 
against hostile targets that are in close proximity to friendly forces. […] It is planned and executed to 
support ground tactical units. CAS execution is tightly integrated at the tactical level with the fire and 
maneuver of supported ground forces.” (Joint Chiefs of Staff, Joint Publication 3-09.3). Close air support 
can be provided by any unit of the armed forces. Strategic bombing is defined as the massive, centrally 
coordinated bombing of military and civilian targets for strategic purposes, usually conducted by an air 
force. 
1 
 
StrategicAir * What role did strategic bombing play in the government’s military strategy? (see definition 
above). Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 

 
Resettle * What role did resettlement play in the government’s military strategy? Resettlement is defined 
as the forced relocation of civilian populations to deny guerillas access to resources, sanctuary, and other 
types of support; provide greater security for noncombatants; and/or separate combatants from 
noncombatants. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 
 
CivAction * What role did projects intended to improve the material well-being of play in the 
government’s military strategy? Examples: building schools, roads, bridges, hospitals; providing medical 
care, clean water or electricity; and creating jobs for local residents. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 
4 Extensive 
1 
 
CivSecure * What role did attempts to protect noncombatantfs from harm caused by the insurgents play 
in the government’s military strategy? Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 
 
Decap * What role did attempts to capture and kill the top leader(s) of the insurgent movement play in the 
government’s military strategy? Compare this variable to Jenna Jordan’s decapitation data. Coding: 1 
None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 



 
CivKill * Did mass killing of civilians occur? Mass killing is defined as > 50,000 intentional civilian deaths 
in a campaign (within <6 years) (Valentino et al. 2004) Coding: 0 No 1 Yes 
0 
 
CivTarget * To what extent did the military forces of the government intentionally select civilians as direct 
objects of attack or consistently fail to discriminate between combatants and noncombatants in their 
military operations? Combatants are defined as individuals that engage in armed resistance against 
regime forces. Coding: 1 Rarely 2 Moderately 3 Extensively 
3 
 
ForceDescrip * A narrative description of the type of force used by the government. Describe the 
strategy (or strategies) that the government used to counter the domestic threat. Note changes in strategy 
over time and major differences between the strategies and tactics used by different military units, 
different governments, or in different regions. This space can also be used to provide clarification on the 
variables coded above. 
The republican government had recently seized power from Imam Muhammad al-Badr. Its forces were 
limited to three brigades of 7,000 troops until 1967. When San’a was on the brink of seizure and it 
organized and trained 10,000 members as a part of a special “Popular Resistance Front.” Unable to 
stretch its forces throughout the countryside, the government itself maintained control of major cities. 
Throughout the majority of the civil conflict, the republican government relied heavily on the forces of 
other states to demobilize the Royalist campaign. 
 
NumTrps * Number of government troops at height of conflict. Measured as maximum number of regular 
military personnel (air, ground, and sea) under central government authority during the conflict. When 
exact numbers cannot be located, coders may estimate from information about the military units. If even 
estimates are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, NumTrps 
is coded as missing (enter NA) and only TrpCat is coded. 
7000 
 
TrpCat * Categorical measure of the number of government troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 less 
than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 More than 
30,000 troops 
2 
 
GovCas * Number of government forces members killed during the conflict. Please enter numbers 
without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of ranges (750 instead of 
500-1000). If missing, enter NA. 
 
RebelNumTrps * Estimated number of total troops on rebel side at height of conflict. If even estimates 
are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, RebelNumTrps is 
coded as missing (enter NA) and only RebelTrpCat is coded. 
55000 
 
RebelTrpCat * Categorical measure of the total number of rebel troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 
less than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 More than 
30,000 troops 
4 
 
RebelCas * Number of rebels / opposition members killed during the conflict. Please enter numbers 
without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of ranges (750 instead of 
500-1000). If missing, enter NA. 
 
ThreatSource * Role of internal and external actors with regard to the rebels in the conflict. Coding: 1 
primarily internal conflict with minor to moderate level of support to rebels from external actors 2 primarily 
externally sponsored conflict with local insurgents 3 entirely domestic opposition (no external assistance). 



2 
 
TargHelp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state committed any military troops to assist or advise 
the rebels. 
1 
 
AsstCombat * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state engaged in combat to assist the rebels. 
1 
 
AsstArms * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided arms or other material aid to assist the 
rebels. 
1 
 
AsstEcon * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided economic support to the rebels. 
1 
 
AsstSanct * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided, on its territory, sanctuaries for the 
rebels. 
1 
 
TargSupp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided any type of support to assist the rebels. 
1 
 
ConflictEthnic * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ethnic conflict. Following a 
conventional definition, ethnic conflicts involve “groups that identify with a distinct ethnic or cultural 
heritage” (Regan 1996: 338). Ethnic wars have been defined as “wars among communities (ethnicities) 
who are in conflict over the power relationship that exists between those communities and the state” 
(Sambanis 2001: 261). Additionally, the groups in ethnic conflicts “hold irreconcilable visions of the 
identity, borders, and citizenship of the state. They do not seek to control a state whose identity all sides 
accept, but rather to redefine or divide the state itself” (Kaufman 1996: 138). 
0 
 
EthnicGroups * When applicable, name the primary ethnic group or groups contributing rebel fighters to 
the opposition movement. Separate group names with ;. Please try to use ethnic group names that are 
listed in http://www.icr.ethz.ch/research/greg/groups.xls. If not applicable, enter NA. 
NA 
 
ConflictRelig * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a religious conflict. The primary feature 
of religious conflicts in this definition is that insurgent leaders frequently and systematically invoke religion 
as a motivation and justification for the conflict (cf. Juergensmeyer 2003: 57). 
0 
 
ConflictIdeol * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ideological conflict, with alignments 
across ethnic borders. Insurgents may strive for a different regime type and/or political order, but their 
primary aim does not contain the systematic exclusion of specific ethnic or religious groups. 
1 
 
ConflictSecess * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a secessionist conflict and the 
insurgents aim to create a separate state outside the current regime’s authority. 
0 
 
LastCW * Years since last civil war. Enter an integer number of years. If no civil war occurred before, 
enter NA. 
0 
 



Conflict outcome variables 
 
Win * Who won the conflict? 1 Counterinsurgents (government and/or intervener) 2 
Insurgents/rebels/rebel affiliates 3 Undecided 
1 
 
ConflictOutcome * Categorical variable that describes how the government terminated its military 
conflict. 0 Conflict ongoing. 1 Government militarily defeated the rebels. 2 Government negotiated a 
settlement that resulted in a compromise with the insurgents over governance (e.g., a power-sharing 
agreement). 3 The country was partitioned into two or more separate countries at the end of the conflict 4 
Rebels militarily defeated the government. 
2 
 
GovComp * GovComp Who was in control of the central government at the end of the conflict (i.e. at 
Enddate)? 1 Insurgents (the previous opposition; groups associated with the insurgents; political wings of 
rebels; etc.) 2 Government (the previous incumbent government; politicians associated with the previous 
regime; etc.) 3 Foreign intervener 4 Power-sharing: both previous rebels and previous incumbents began 
sharing political power in a joint government at the end of the conflict 5 Unclear: failing or failed state 
2 
 
Maintain * The number of months the government remained in power after the termination of the conflict 
(Enddate). This variable varies from zero, when the regime was never stabilized, to 60, when the regime 
remained in power for at least five years post-conflict. 
48 
 
MNF * Dummy variable coded 1 if a multinational peacekeeping force was established and remained in 
the conflict region after the termination of the conflict. 
0 
 
Sources * Sources Abbreviated identifier for each source used to code a case. The full source citations 
are provided with their identifying code below. Use Chicaco 15th B citation style. 
- Bercovitch, Jacob, Judith Fretter, and Jacob Bercovitch. Regional Guide to International Conflict and 
Management from 1945 to 2003. Washington, D.C.: CQ Press, c2004. 
- Ciment, James, Kenneth L. Hill, and David MacMichael. Encyclopedia of Conflicts Since World War II. 
Armonk, NY: Sharpe Reference, c1999. Print. 
- Clodfelter, Micheal. Warfare and Armed Conflicts : A Statistical Encyclopedia of Casualty and Other 
Figures, 1494-2007.Jefferson, N.C.: McFarland, c2008. 
- Global Security 
- NSA Uppsala Coding 
- Parker, Thomas, and Douglas Nelson. Day by Day, the Sixties. New York, NY: Facts on File, c1983. 

 
 
Notes * 
On government forces: The government was aided by 35,000 UAR troops and 600 of South Yemen’s 
National Liberation Front. Crucial assistance came from Egyptian air power and artillery, not only in 
defense of major cities but also in chemical weapons attacks in rural areas.  
On rebel numbers: 50,000 of those counted as regular troops were rallied tribesmen  
On casualties: Estimated that over 100,000 people killed in the war, mostly civilians but no exact 
numbers. 
On the republican government: A change of leadership in 1967 which ousted Colonel  al-Sallal in favor of 
a more moderate nominal leader greatly influenced the decision to reach a peace agreement in April 
1970.  
On international action: A failed multilateral UN observer mission (UNYOM) was sent July 1932 to 
Septermber 1964 to oversee the withdrawal of UAR and Saudi forces. 
 



Updated Case Notes: 
Throughout the majority of the civil conflict, the republican government relied heavily on the forces of 
other states to demobilize the Royalist campaign. 
The government was aided by 35,000 UAR troops and 600 of South Yemen’s National Liberation Front. 
Crucial assistance came from Egyptian air power and artillery, not only in defense of major cities but also 
in chemical weapons attacks in rural areas. 
On casualties: Estimated that over 100,000 people killed in the war, mostly civilians but no exact 
numbers. 
On the republican government: A change of leadership in 1967 which ousted Colonel  al-Sallal in favor of 
a more moderate nominal leader greatly influenced the decision to reach a peace agreement in April 
1970. 
 



Conflict Cases Research Journal 
 
* Required 

 

1. Conflict identifiers 
 
Conflict ID * Which conflict from the list of Conflict Cases is this? Please provide ConYr. (Please note 
that ConYr may have to be adjusted based on new start dates: if you find that the actual start date of a 
conflict diverges from the one provided in the Conflict Cases list, please update this Conflict ID to reflect 
the correct start year. E.g. if the Afghanistan conflict 7001980 actually started in 1978, please provide 
7001978 as the ID.) 
6791982 
 
ConflictCountry * In which country did the conflict occur? 
North Yemen 
 
Startdate * 2/1/1980 
 
Enddate * 5/2/1983 
 
Comments on start- and enddate. Insert comments on problems/ambiguities with the start- and 
enddates of the conflict here. 
The start date is the first day of the month in which North Yemen and South Yemen signed an agreement 
which limited South Yemen’s backing for the National Democratic Front, effectively making them an 
internal threat. The end date was the day on which North Yemen issued a communiqué detailing its arrest 
of 4,000 NDF members, effectively ending the conflict. 
 
IncGov * Provide the name of the incumbent government/regime (head of gov't/regime, party) 
President Ali Abdullah Saleh 
 
Rebel1 * Provide the names of the opposition group(s), rebel group(s) and other actors that were 
identified as opposing the central government 
National Democratic Front 
 
Rebel2 
 
Rebel3 
 
Rebel4 
 
Coup * Is this conflict best described as a coup? Is the government defending itself against or reversing a 
coup -- rather than a case in which there is an armed insurgent movement? If YES (=1), do not continue 
coding this case for now and mark the case’s status as “Coup” in the Conflict_Cases document. If NO 
coup (=0), and an insurgency is present, continue coding the variables below. 
0 

 
Region * Geographic region of the country in which the rebels and/or the fighting was concentrated. 
Depending on the conflict this could be the name of a province, state, or administrative district in the 
conflict country, a description (e.g., “primarily the southern half of the country, south of the capital to the 
border with Pakistan”), or a named region (e.g., the Darfur region of Sudan). If dispersed throughout the 
county, enter “entire country”.  
Primarily in the southern region of North Yemen 
 



Concentration * Estimate the percentage of the geographic area of the country experiencing significant 
violence related to the conflict at any point during the conflict. Violence should be considered significant if 
battles/clashes between the rebels and government forces took place in a region, civilians were killed by 
government or rebel forces in a region, or government or rebel attacks occurred regularly in a region. 
Coding: 1 Less than 25% 2 25-50% 3 50-75% 4 More than 75% 
2 
 
IGO * Dummy variable set to 1 if an intergovernmental organization (NATO, UN, etc...) organized, 
participated in, sponsored, or sanctioned a military intervention to maintain the regime. 
0 
 
IGOname * Name of the IGO mission that organized, participated in, sponsored, or sanctioned the 
military intervention to maintain the regime (if any). 
NA 
 
 

2. Counterinsurgency characteristics 
Note: These variables should be coded in reference to the entire conflict, from Startdate to Enddate. Even 
in conflict in which the government began COIN operations with a light force model, if the majority of the 
conflict featured a heavy force model, this variable should be coded as 2. 
 
ForceModel * Primary type of force used by government troops. Coding: 1 Light force: Primary use of 
ground combat units that do not include large military equipment (may include close air support) 2 Heavy 
force: Primarily large-unit, concentrated firepower combat with mechanized units (may include strategic 
bombing) Close air support is defined as “air action by fixed-wing (FW) and rotary-wing (RW) aircraft 
against hostile targets that are in close proximity to friendly forces. […] It is planned and executed to 
support ground tactical units. CAS execution is tightly integrated at the tactical level with the fire and 
maneuver of supported ground forces.” (Joint Chiefs of Staff, Joint Publication 3-09.3). Close air support 
can be provided by any unit of the armed forces. Strategic bombing is defined as the massive, centrally 
coordinated bombing of military and civilian targets for strategic purposes, usually conducted by an air 
force. 
1 
 
StrategicAir * What role did strategic bombing play in the government’s military strategy? (see definition 
above). Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 

 
Resettle * What role did resettlement play in the government’s military strategy? Resettlement is defined 
as the forced relocation of civilian populations to deny guerillas access to resources, sanctuary, and other 
types of support; provide greater security for noncombatants; and/or separate combatants from 
noncombatants. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 
 
CivAction * What role did projects intended to improve the material well-being of play in the 
government’s military strategy? Examples: building schools, roads, bridges, hospitals; providing medical 
care, clean water or electricity; and creating jobs for local residents. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 
4 Extensive 
1 
 
CivSecure * What role did attempts to protect noncombatantfs from harm caused by the insurgents play 
in the government’s military strategy? Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
3 
 



Decap * What role did attempts to capture and kill the top leader(s) of the insurgent movement play in the 
government’s military strategy? Compare this variable to Jenna Jordan’s decapitation data. Coding: 1 
None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 
 
CivKill * Did mass killing of civilians occur? Mass killing is defined as > 50,000 intentional civilian deaths 
in a campaign (within <6 years) (Valentino et al. 2004) Coding: 0 No 1 Yes 
0 
 
CivTarget * To what extent did the military forces of the government intentionally select civilians as direct 
objects of attack or consistently fail to discriminate between combatants and noncombatants in their 
military operations? Combatants are defined as individuals that engage in armed resistance against 
regime forces. Coding: 1 Rarely 2 Moderately 3 Extensively 
1 
 
ForceDescrip * A narrative description of the type of force used by the government. Describe the 
strategy (or strategies) that the government used to counter the domestic threat. Note changes in strategy 
over time and major differences between the strategies and tactics used by different military units, 
different governments, or in different regions. This space can also be used to provide clarification on the 
variables coded above. 
The government’s strategy consisted largely of sending infantry with light weaponry to the border regions 
to combat the members of the NDF who were concentrated in that region.  
 
NumTrps * Number of government troops at height of conflict. Measured as maximum number of regular 
military personnel (air, ground, and sea) under central government authority during the conflict. When 
exact numbers cannot be located, coders may estimate from information about the military units. If even 
estimates are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, NumTrps 
is coded as missing (enter NA) and only TrpCat is coded. 
35000 
 
TrpCat * Categorical measure of the number of government troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 less 
than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 More than 
30,000 troops 
4 
 
GovCas * Number of government forces members killed during the conflict. Please enter numbers 
without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of ranges (750 instead of 
500-1000). If missing, enter NA. 
 
RebelNumTrps * Estimated number of total troops on rebel side at height of conflict. If even estimates 
are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, RebelNumTrps is 
coded as missing (enter NA) and only RebelTrpCat is coded. 
 
RebelTrpCat * Categorical measure of the total number of rebel troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 
less than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 More than 
30,000 troops 
 
 
RebelCas * Number of rebels / opposition members killed during the conflict. Please enter numbers 
without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of ranges (750 instead of 
500-1000). If missing, enter NA. 
 
ThreatSource * Role of internal and external actors with regard to the rebels in the conflict. Coding: 1 
primarily internal conflict with minor to moderate level of support to rebels from external actors 2 primarily 
externally sponsored conflict with local insurgents 3 entirely domestic opposition (no external assistance). 
1 



 
TargHelp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state committed any military troops to assist or advise 
the rebels. 
1 
 
AsstCombat * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state engaged in combat to assist the rebels. 
0 
 
AsstArms * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided arms or other material aid to assist the 
rebels. 
1 
 
AsstEcon * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided economic support to the rebels. 
1 
 
AsstSanct * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided, on its territory, sanctuaries for the 
rebels. 
0 
 
TargSupp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided any type of support to assist the rebels. 
1 
 
ConflictEthnic * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ethnic conflict. Following a 
conventional definition, ethnic conflicts involve “groups that identify with a distinct ethnic or cultural 
heritage” (Regan 1996: 338). Ethnic wars have been defined as “wars among communities (ethnicities) 
who are in conflict over the power relationship that exists between those communities and the state” 
(Sambanis 2001: 261). Additionally, the groups in ethnic conflicts “hold irreconcilable visions of the 
identity, borders, and citizenship of the state. They do not seek to control a state whose identity all sides 
accept, but rather to redefine or divide the state itself” (Kaufman 1996: 138). 
0 
 
EthnicGroups * When applicable, name the primary ethnic group or groups contributing rebel fighters to 
the opposition movement. Separate group names with ;. Please try to use ethnic group names that are 
listed in http://www.icr.ethz.ch/research/greg/groups.xls. If not applicable, enter NA. 
NA 
 
ConflictRelig * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a religious conflict. The primary feature 
of religious conflicts in this definition is that insurgent leaders frequently and systematically invoke religion 
as a motivation and justification for the conflict (cf. Juergensmeyer 2003: 57). 
0 
 
ConflictIdeol * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ideological conflict, with alignments 
across ethnic borders. Insurgents may strive for a different regime type and/or political order, but their 
primary aim does not contain the systematic exclusion of specific ethnic or religious groups. 
1 
 
ConflictSecess * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a secessionist conflict and the 
insurgents aim to create a separate state outside the current regime’s authority. 
0 
 
LastCW * Years since last civil war. Enter an integer number of years. If no civil war occurred before, 
enter NA. 
10 
 

 



Conflict outcome variables 
 
Win * Who won the conflict? 1 Counterinsurgents (government and/or intervener) 2 
Insurgents/rebels/rebel affiliates 3 Undecided 
1 
 
ConflictOutcome * Categorical variable that describes how the government terminated its military 
conflict. 0 Conflict ongoing. 1 Government militarily defeated the rebels. 2 Government negotiated a 
settlement that resulted in a compromise with the insurgents over governance (e.g., a power-sharing 
agreement). 3 The country was partitioned into two or more separate countries at the end of the conflict 4 
Rebels militarily defeated the government. 
1 
 
GovComp * GovComp Who was in control of the central government at the end of the conflict (i.e. at 
Enddate)? 1 Insurgents (the previous opposition; groups associated with the insurgents; political wings of 
rebels; etc.) 2 Government (the previous incumbent government; politicians associated with the previous 
regime; etc.) 3 Foreign intervener 4 Power-sharing: both previous rebels and previous incumbents began 
sharing political power in a joint government at the end of the conflict 5 Unclear: failing or failed state 
2 
 
Maintain * The number of months the government remained in power after the termination of the conflict 
(Enddate). This variable varies from zero, when the regime was never stabilized, to 60, when the regime 
remained in power for at least five years post-conflict. 
60 
 
MNF * Dummy variable coded 1 if a multinational peacekeeping force was established and remained in 
the conflict region after the termination of the conflict. 
0 
 
Sources * Sources Abbreviated identifier for each source used to code a case. The full source citations 
are provided with their identifying code below. Use Chicaco 15th B citation style. 
Keesing’s Contemporary Archives 1981-1983. Ed. Robert Fraser. Keesing’s Publications, 1983. London.  
 
Notes * 
The NDF was originally part of an invasion of North Yemen by South Yemen, and it received some aid 
from South Yemen throughout the conflict, so the exact start date for the conflict is somewhat arbitrary. 
 
 



Conflict Cases Research Journal 
 
* Required 

 

1. Conflict identifiers 
 
Conflict ID * Which conflict from the list of Conflict Cases is this? Please provide ConYr. (Please note 
that ConYr may have to be adjusted based on new start dates: if you find that the actual start date of a 
conflict diverges from the one provided in the Conflict Cases list, please update this Conflict ID to reflect 
the correct start year. E.g. if the Afghanistan conflict 7001980 actually started in 1978, please provide 
7001978 as the ID.) 
6981962 
 
ConflictCountry * In which country did the conflict occur? 
Oman 
 
Startdate * 1/12/1962 
 
Enddate * 12/11/1976 
 
Comments on start- and enddate. Insert comments on problems/ambiguities with the start- and 
enddates of the conflict here. 
Exact start day and month unknown. 
 
IncGov * Provide the name of the incumbent government/regime (head of gov't/regime, party) 
Government of Oman/Sultan Said and his son Qaboos 
 
Rebel1 * Provide the names of the opposition group(s), rebel group(s) and other actors that were 
identified as opposing the central government 
Dhofar Liberation Front (DLF)/Dhofar Soldiers’ Organization 
 
Rebel2 
National Democratic Front for the Liberation of the Occupied Arabian Gulf (NDF) 
 
Rebel3 
Popular Front for the Liberation of the Occupied Arab Gulf (PFLOAG) 
 
Rebel4 
 
Coup * Is this conflict best described as a coup? Is the government defending itself against or reversing a 
coup -- rather than a case in which there is an armed insurgent movement? If YES (=1), do not continue 
coding this case for now and mark the case’s status as “Coup” in the Conflict_Cases document. If NO 
coup (=0), and an insurgency is present, continue coding the variables below. 
0 

 
Region * Geographic region of the country in which the rebels and/or the fighting was concentrated. 
Depending on the conflict this could be the name of a province, state, or administrative district in the 
conflict country, a description (e.g., “primarily the southern half of the country, south of the capital to the 
border with Pakistan”), or a named region (e.g., the Darfur region of Sudan). If dispersed throughout the 
county, enter “entire country”.  
Dhofar Province (in the west). 
 



Concentration * Estimate the percentage of the geographic area of the country experiencing significant 
violence related to the conflict at any point during the conflict. Violence should be considered significant if 
battles/clashes between the rebels and government forces took place in a region, civilians were killed by 
government or rebel forces in a region, or government or rebel attacks occurred regularly in a region. 
Coding: 1 Less than 25% 2 25-50% 3 50-75% 4 More than 75% 
1 
 
IGO * Dummy variable set to 1 if an intergovernmental organization (NATO, UN, etc...) organized, 
participated in, sponsored, or sanctioned a military intervention to maintain the regime. 
0 
 
IGOname * Name of the IGO mission that organized, participated in, sponsored, or sanctioned the 
military intervention to maintain the regime (if any). 
NA 
 
 

2. Counterinsurgency characteristics 
Note: These variables should be coded in reference to the entire conflict, from Startdate to Enddate. Even 
in conflict in which the government began COIN operations with a light force model, if the majority of the 
conflict featured a heavy force model, this variable should be coded as 2. 
 
ForceModel * Primary type of force used by government troops. Coding: 1 Light force: Primary use of 
ground combat units that do not include large military equipment (may include close air support) 2 Heavy 
force: Primarily large-unit, concentrated firepower combat with mechanized units (may include strategic 
bombing) Close air support is defined as “air action by fixed-wing (FW) and rotary-wing (RW) aircraft 
against hostile targets that are in close proximity to friendly forces. […] It is planned and executed to 
support ground tactical units. CAS execution is tightly integrated at the tactical level with the fire and 
maneuver of supported ground forces.” (Joint Chiefs of Staff, Joint Publication 3-09.3). Close air support 
can be provided by any unit of the armed forces. Strategic bombing is defined as the massive, centrally 
coordinated bombing of military and civilian targets for strategic purposes, usually conducted by an air 
force. 
1 
 
StrategicAir * What role did strategic bombing play in the government’s military strategy? (see definition 
above). Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 

 
Resettle * What role did resettlement play in the government’s military strategy? Resettlement is defined 
as the forced relocation of civilian populations to deny guerillas access to resources, sanctuary, and other 
types of support; provide greater security for noncombatants; and/or separate combatants from 
noncombatants. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 
 
CivAction * What role did projects intended to improve the material well-being of play in the 
government’s military strategy? Examples: building schools, roads, bridges, hospitals; providing medical 
care, clean water or electricity; and creating jobs for local residents. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 
4 Extensive 
1 
 
CivSecure * What role did attempts to protect noncombatantfs from harm caused by the insurgents play 
in the government’s military strategy? Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 
 



Decap * What role did attempts to capture and kill the top leader(s) of the insurgent movement play in the 
government’s military strategy? Compare this variable to Jenna Jordan’s decapitation data. Coding: 1 
None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
3 
 
CivKill * Did mass killing of civilians occur? Mass killing is defined as > 50,000 intentional civilian deaths 
in a campaign (within <6 years) (Valentino et al. 2004) Coding: 0 No 1 Yes 
0 
 
CivTarget * To what extent did the military forces of the government intentionally select civilians as direct 
objects of attack or consistently fail to discriminate between combatants and noncombatants in their 
military operations? Combatants are defined as individuals that engage in armed resistance against 
regime forces. Coding: 1 Rarely 2 Moderately 3 Extensively 
1 
 
ForceDescrip * A narrative description of the type of force used by the government. Describe the 
strategy (or strategies) that the government used to counter the domestic threat. Note changes in strategy 
over time and major differences between the strategies and tactics used by different military units, 
different governments, or in different regions. This space can also be used to provide clarification on the 
variables coded above. 
Both Allen & Rigsbee (2000) and Nyrop (2008) divide the conflict into four general phases. In the first 
phase, from 1963 to 1967, the general strategy of the Sultan’s Armed Forces (SAF) against the guerillas 
was to isolate them from supplies and from the population… [specifically by] keeping the guerillas out of 
the towns, and later developing an administration for the mountain area that could preempt the insurgent” 
(Nyrop 2008, 389). In the second phase, from 1967 to 1970, though the Sultan received the “first 
substantial oil revenues”, he “failed to capitalize on his new advantage by intensive and sustained 
offensive operations” (389). In the third phase, from 1970 to 1973, the government effectively prevented 
the conflict from expanding outside of Dhofar. Further, in a battle in the town of Miribat, the government 
effectively killed nearly twenty percent of the insurgents and the remaining retreated to the mountains 
(289). In the fourth and final phase, from 1973 to 1975, the government gained footholds as the 
insurgents lost Yemen as their main ally due to internal conflicts in Yemen. In the final push, Allen and 
Rigbee (2000) write that the conflict looked most like traditional warfare (72). 
 
NumTrps * Number of government troops at height of conflict. Measured as maximum number of regular 
military personnel (air, ground, and sea) under central government authority during the conflict. When 
exact numbers cannot be located, coders may estimate from information about the military units. If even 
estimates are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, NumTrps 
is coded as missing (enter NA) and only TrpCat is coded. 
1800 
 
TrpCat * Categorical measure of the number of government troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 less 
than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 More than 
30,000 troops 
1 
 
GovCas * Number of government forces members killed during the conflict. Please enter numbers 
without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of ranges (750 instead of 
500-1000). If missing, enter NA. 
 
RebelNumTrps * Estimated number of total troops on rebel side at height of conflict. If even estimates 
are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, RebelNumTrps is 
coded as missing (enter NA) and only RebelTrpCat is coded. 
 
RebelTrpCat * Categorical measure of the total number of rebel troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 
less than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 More than 
30,000 troops 



 
 
RebelCas * Number of rebels / opposition members killed during the conflict. Please enter numbers 
without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of ranges (750 instead of 
500-1000). If missing, enter NA. 
 
ThreatSource * Role of internal and external actors with regard to the rebels in the conflict. Coding: 1 
primarily internal conflict with minor to moderate level of support to rebels from external actors 2 primarily 
externally sponsored conflict with local insurgents 3 entirely domestic opposition (no external assistance). 
1 
 
TargHelp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state committed any military troops to assist or advise 
the rebels. 
1 
 
AsstCombat * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state engaged in combat to assist the rebels. 
0 
 
AsstArms * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided arms or other material aid to assist the 
rebels. 
1 
 
AsstEcon * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided economic support to the rebels. 
0 
 
AsstSanct * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided, on its territory, sanctuaries for the 
rebels. 
1 
 
TargSupp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided any type of support to assist the rebels. 
1 
 
ConflictEthnic * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ethnic conflict. Following a 
conventional definition, ethnic conflicts involve “groups that identify with a distinct ethnic or cultural 
heritage” (Regan 1996: 338). Ethnic wars have been defined as “wars among communities (ethnicities) 
who are in conflict over the power relationship that exists between those communities and the state” 
(Sambanis 2001: 261). Additionally, the groups in ethnic conflicts “hold irreconcilable visions of the 
identity, borders, and citizenship of the state. They do not seek to control a state whose identity all sides 
accept, but rather to redefine or divide the state itself” (Kaufman 1996: 138). 
0 
 
EthnicGroups * When applicable, name the primary ethnic group or groups contributing rebel fighters to 
the opposition movement. Separate group names with ;. Please try to use ethnic group names that are 
listed in http://www.icr.ethz.ch/research/greg/groups.xls. If not applicable, enter NA. 
NA 
 
ConflictRelig * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a religious conflict. The primary feature 
of religious conflicts in this definition is that insurgent leaders frequently and systematically invoke religion 
as a motivation and justification for the conflict (cf. Juergensmeyer 2003: 57). 
0 
 
ConflictIdeol * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ideological conflict, with alignments 
across ethnic borders. Insurgents may strive for a different regime type and/or political order, but their 
primary aim does not contain the systematic exclusion of specific ethnic or religious groups. 
1 
 



ConflictSecess * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a secessionist conflict and the 
insurgents aim to create a separate state outside the current regime’s authority. 
0 
 
LastCW * Years since last civil war. Enter an integer number of years. If no civil war occurred before, 
enter NA. 
 
 

Conflict outcome variables 
 
Win * Who won the conflict? 1 Counterinsurgents (government and/or intervener) 2 
Insurgents/rebels/rebel affiliates 3 Undecided 
1 
 
ConflictOutcome * Categorical variable that describes how the government terminated its military 
conflict. 0 Conflict ongoing. 1 Government militarily defeated the rebels. 2 Government negotiated a 
settlement that resulted in a compromise with the insurgents over governance (e.g., a power-sharing 
agreement). 3 The country was partitioned into two or more separate countries at the end of the conflict 4 
Rebels militarily defeated the government. 
2 
 
GovComp * GovComp Who was in control of the central government at the end of the conflict (i.e. at 
Enddate)? 1 Insurgents (the previous opposition; groups associated with the insurgents; political wings of 
rebels; etc.) 2 Government (the previous incumbent government; politicians associated with the previous 
regime; etc.) 3 Foreign intervener 4 Power-sharing: both previous rebels and previous incumbents began 
sharing political power in a joint government at the end of the conflict 5 Unclear: failing or failed state 
2 
 
Maintain * The number of months the government remained in power after the termination of the conflict 
(Enddate). This variable varies from zero, when the regime was never stabilized, to 60, when the regime 
remained in power for at least five years post-conflict. 
60 
 
MNF * Dummy variable coded 1 if a multinational peacekeeping force was established and remained in 
the conflict region after the termination of the conflict. 
0 
 
Sources * Sources Abbreviated identifier for each source used to code a case. The full source citations 
are provided with their identifying code below. Use Chicaco 15th B citation style. 
- Tilemma 1991, 195-196.  
- Nyrope, Richard F. 2008. Area Handbook for the Persian Gulf States. Rockville, MD: Wildside Press 
LLC. 
- Allen, Calvin H. and W. Lynn Rigsbee. 2000. Oman under Qaboos: From Coup to Constitution, 1970-
1996. London, UK: Frank Cass Publishers. 

 
 
Notes * 
Rebels (Nyrop 2008) 
By 1964 the Dhofar Liberation Front (DLF) included a smaller, clandestine group called the Dhofar 
Soldiers’ Organization (DSO). 1965 the DLF began to be infiltrated by Marxist-Leninist organization from 
Bahrain called the Popular Liberation Front of the Occupied Arab Gulf (PLFLOAG).In 1968 the DLF 
became the PLFLOAG. In 1970s National Democratic Front for the Liberation of Oman and the Arab Gulf 
(NDFLOAG) formed. In 1971 the PLFLOAG absorbed what was left of a decapitated NDFLOAG and 
renamed itself Popular Liberation Front of Oman and the Arab Gulf (changing the “O” from representing 



Occupied to representing Oman). In 1973, the organization changed its name once again to the Popular 
Front for the Liberation of Oman (PFLO). 
 
 



Conflict Cases Research Journal 
 
* Required 

 

1. Conflict identifiers 
 
Conflict ID * Which conflict from the list of Conflict Cases is this? Please provide ConYr. (Please note 
that ConYr may have to be adjusted based on new start dates: if you find that the actual start date of a 
conflict diverges from the one provided in the Conflict Cases list, please update this Conflict ID to reflect 
the correct start year. E.g. if the Afghanistan conflict 7001980 actually started in 1978, please provide 
7001978 as the ID.) 
7001992 
 
ConflictCountry * In which country did the conflict occur? 
Afghanistan 
 
Startdate *  
6/1/1992 
 
Enddate *  
12/31/1995 
 
Comments on start- and enddate. Insert comments on problems/ambiguities with the start- and 
enddates of the conflict here. 
 
IncGov * Provide the name of the incumbent government/regime (head of gov't/regime, party) 
Jamiat-i-Islami 
 
Rebel1 * Provide the names of the opposition group(s), rebel group(s) and other actors that were 
identified as opposing the central government 
Hezb-i-Islami 
 
Rebel2 
 
Rebel3 
 
Rebel4 
 
Coup * Is this conflict best described as a coup? Is the government defending itself against or reversing a 
coup -- rather than a case in which there is an armed insurgent movement? If YES (=1), do not continue 
coding this case for now and mark the case’s status as “Coup” in the Conflict_Cases document. If NO 
coup (=0), and an insurgency is present, continue coding the variables below. 
0 
 
Region * Geographic region of the country in which the rebels and/or the fighting was concentrated. 
Depending on the conflict this could be the name of a province, state, or administrative district in the 
conflict country, a description (e.g., “primarily the southern half of the country, south of the capital to the 
border with Pakistan”), or a named region (e.g., the Darfur region of Sudan). If dispersed throughout the 
county, enter “entire country”.  
Entire country 
 
Concentration * Estimate the percentage of the geographic area of the country experiencing significant 
violence related to the conflict at any point during the conflict. Violence should be considered significant if 
battles/clashes between the rebels and government forces took place in a region, civilians were killed by 



government or rebel forces in a region, or government or rebel attacks occurred regularly in a region. 
Coding: 1 Less than 25% 2 25-50% 3 50-75% 4 More than 75% 
4 
 

2. Counterinsurgency characteristics 
Note: These variables should be coded in reference to the entire conflict, from Startdate to Enddate. Even 
in conflict in which the government began COIN operations with a light force model, if the majority of the 
conflict featured a heavy force model, this variable should be coded as 2. 
 
ForceModel * Primary type of force used by government troops. Coding: 1 Light force: Primary use of 
ground combat units that do not include large military equipment (may include close air support) 2 Heavy 
force: Primarily large-unit, concentrated firepower combat with mechanized units (may include strategic 
bombing) Close air support is defined as “air action by fixed-wing (FW) and rotary-wing (RW) aircraft 
against hostile targets that are in close proximity to friendly forces. […] It is planned and executed to 
support ground tactical units. CAS execution is tightly integrated at the tactical level with the fire and 
maneuver of supported ground forces.” (Joint Chiefs of Staff, Joint Publication 3-09.3). Close air support 
can be provided by any unit of the armed forces. Strategic bombing is defined as the massive, centrally 
coordinated bombing of military and civilian targets for strategic purposes, usually conducted by an air 
force. 
1 
 
StrategicAir * What role did strategic bombing play in the government’s military strategy? (see definition 
above). Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
3 
 
Resettle * What role did resettlement play in the government’s military strategy? Resettlement is defined 
as the forced relocation of civilian populations to deny guerillas access to resources, sanctuary, and other 
types of support; provide greater security for noncombatants; and/or separate combatants from 
noncombatants. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 
 
CivAction * What role did projects intended to improve the material well-being of play in the 
government’s military strategy? Examples: building schools, roads, bridges, hospitals; providing medical 
care, clean water or electricity; and creating jobs for local residents. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 
4 Extensive 
1 
 
CivSecure * What role did attempts to protect noncombatantfs from harm caused by the insurgents play 
in the government’s military strategy? Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 
 
Decap * What role did attempts to capture and kill the top leader(s) of the insurgent movement play in the 
government’s military strategy? Compare this variable to Jenna Jordan’s decapitation data. Coding: 1 
None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 
 
CivKill * Did mass killing of civilians occur? Mass killing is defined as > 50,000 intentional civilian deaths 
in a campaign (within <6 years) (Valentino et al. 2004) Coding: 0 No 1 Yes 
0 
 
CivTarget * To what extent did the military forces of the government intentionally select civilians as direct 
objects of attack or consistently fail to discriminate between combatants and noncombatants in their 
military operations? Combatants are defined as individuals that engage in armed resistance against 
regime forces. Coding: 1 Rarely 2 Moderately 3 Extensively 
1 



 
ForceDescrip * A narrative description of the type of force used by the government. Describe the 
strategy (or strategies) that the government used to counter the domestic threat. Note changes in strategy 
over time and major differences between the strategies and tactics used by different military units, 
different governments, or in different regions. This space can also be used to provide clarification on the 
variables coded above. 
The government primarily used light infantry forces, as well as rockets, artillery, tanks and anti-air 
missiles. The government also used aerial bombing to achieve its objectives. Many of its weapons, 
especially the tanks and planes, were likely originally leftovers from the Soviet presence in Afghanistan. 
 
 New ForceDescrip: 

All of the fighting occurred in Kabul as controlling the capital was the primary military and political 
objective. Most other provinces actually experienced a decrease in military activity. Bombing and 
shelling occurred between rival mujahideen groups, especially hezb-i-islami and jamiat-i-islami, 
the governing political party. However, specific incidences of government attacks are rarely 
documented, and most bombing appears to be in response to attacks by the rebel group and 
targeted at the rebel strongholds surround Kabul, not within it. Sources refer to “regular shelling” 
between the two groups and “heavy shelling and some aerial bombing of Hekatyar’s position” 
(Angstrom, 849/Coll). Other sources refer to the situation vaguely as the government “continuing 
to strike at Hekmayar’s forces” and a “bloody and vicious inter-Mujahideen battle” (Maley, 
388/Saikal, 22-23). Hezb-i-islami’s power in the long run was not curtailed by government action 
but rather by the emergence of the Taliban, who ousted them from Kabul and became the interim 
government’s new military and political rival in 1995 (Saikal, 22-23). 

 
NumTrps * Number of government troops at height of conflict. Measured as maximum number of regular 
military personnel (air, ground, and sea) under central government authority during the conflict. When 
exact numbers cannot be located, coders may estimate from information about the military units. If even 
estimates are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, NumTrps 
is coded as missing (enter NA) and only TrpCat is coded. 
I would estimate around 50,000 troops 
 
TrpCat * Categorical measure of the number of government troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 less 
than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 More than 
30,000 troops 
4 
 
GovCas * Number of government forces members killed during the conflict. Please enter numbers 
without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of ranges (750 instead of 
500-1000). If missing, enter NA. 
 
RebelNumTrps * Estimated number of total troops on rebel side at height of conflict. If even estimates 
are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, RebelNumTrps is 
coded as missing (enter NA) and only RebelTrpCat is coded. 
50000 
 
RebelTrpCat * Categorical measure of the total number of rebel troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 
less than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 More than 
30,000 troops 
4 
 
RebelCas * Number of rebels / opposition members killed during the conflict. Please enter numbers 
without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of ranges (750 instead of 
500-1000). If missing, enter NA. 
 



ThreatSource * Role of internal and external actors with regard to the rebels in the conflict. Coding: 1 
primarily internal conflict with minor to moderate level of support to rebels from external actors 2 primarily 
externally sponsored conflict with local insurgents 3 entirely domestic opposition (no external assistance). 
3 
 
TargHelp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state committed any military troops to assist or advise 
the rebels. 
0 
 
AsstCombat * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state engaged in combat to assist the rebels. 
0 
 
AsstArms * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided arms or other material aid to assist the 
rebels. 
0 
 
AsstEcon * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided economic support to the rebels. 
0 
 
AsstSanct * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided, on its territory, sanctuaries for the 
rebels. 
0 
 
TargSupp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided any type of support to assist the rebels. 
0 
 
ConflictEthnic * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ethnic conflict. Following a 
conventional definition, ethnic conflicts involve “groups that identify with a distinct ethnic or cultural 
heritage” (Regan 1996: 338). Ethnic wars have been defined as “wars among communities (ethnicities) 
who are in conflict over the power relationship that exists between those communities and the state” 
(Sambanis 2001: 261). Additionally, the groups in ethnic conflicts “hold irreconcilable visions of the 
identity, borders, and citizenship of the state. They do not seek to control a state whose identity all sides 
accept, but rather to redefine or divide the state itself” (Kaufman 1996: 138). 
0 
 
EthnicGroups * When applicable, name the primary ethnic group or groups contributing rebel fighters to 
the opposition movement. Separate group names with ;. Please try to use ethnic group names that are 
listed in http://www.icr.ethz.ch/research/greg/groups.xls. If not applicable, enter NA. 
Mostly Pathan 
 
ConflictRelig * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a religious conflict. The primary feature 
of religious conflicts in this definition is that insurgent leaders frequently and systematically invoke religion 
as a motivation and justification for the conflict (cf. Juergensmeyer 2003: 57). 
1 
 
ConflictIdeol * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ideological conflict, with alignments 
across ethnic borders. Insurgents may strive for a different regime type and/or political order, but their 
primary aim does not contain the systematic exclusion of specific ethnic or religious groups. 
0 
 
ConflictSecess * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a secessionist conflict and the 
insurgents aim to create a separate state outside the current regime’s authority. 
0 
 
LastCW * Years since last civil war. Enter an integer number of years. If no civil war occurred before, 
enter NA. 



<1 
 

Conflict outcome variables 
 
Win * Who won the conflict? 1 Counterinsurgents (government and/or intervener) 2 
Insurgents/rebels/rebel affiliates 3 Undecided 
3 
 
ConflictOutcome * Categorical variable that describes how the government terminated its military 
conflict. 0 Conflict ongoing. 1 Government militarily defeated the rebels. 2 Government negotiated a 
settlement that resulted in a compromise with the insurgents over governance (e.g., a power-sharing 
agreement). 3 The country was partitioned into two or more separate countries at the end of the conflict 4 
Rebels militarily defeated the government. 
2 
 
GovComp * GovComp Who was in control of the central government at the end of the conflict (i.e. at 
Enddate)? 1 Insurgents (the previous opposition; groups associated with the insurgents; political wings of 
rebels; etc.) 2 Government (the previous incumbent government; politicians associated with the previous 
regime; etc.) 3 Foreign intervener 4 Power-sharing: both previous rebels and previous incumbents began 
sharing political power in a joint government at the end of the conflict 5 Unclear: failing or failed state 
4 
 
Maintain * The number of months the government remained in power after the termination of the conflict 
(Enddate). This variable varies from zero, when the regime was never stabilized, to 60, when the regime 
remained in power for at least five years post-conflict. 
9 
 
MNF * Dummy variable coded 1 if a multinational peacekeeping force was established and remained in 
the conflict region after the termination of the conflict. 
0 
 
Sources * Sources Abbreviated identifier for each source used to code a case. The full source citations 
are provided with their identifying code below. Use Chicaco 15th B citation style. 
EACD 2009 
 
Facts on File Inc., 1992-1997. Encyclopedia of World History. Facts on File Library of World History. New 
York: Facts on File. 
 
New York Times, “New Afghan Force Takes Hold, Turning to Peace”. Accessed October 1, 2010. 
http://www.nytimes.com/1995/02/16/world/new-afghan-force-takes-hold-turning-to-
peace.html?scp=4&sq=afghanistan%20civil%20war&st=nyt&pagewanted=2. 
 
New York Times, “2 Afghan Guerilla Rivals Agree to Peace Plan.” Accessed October 1, 2010. 
http://www.nytimes.com/1995/02/16/world/new-afghan-force-takes-hold-turning-to-
peace.html?scp=4&sq=afghanistan%20civil%20war&st=nyt&pagewanted=2 
 
 New Sources: 
Coll, S. (1992) “Civilians Bear Brunt of Kabul Battle; New Afghan Government’s Forces Gaining Control of 
Capital.” The Washington Post, April 10, ProQuest. 
 
Angstrom, Jan. 2017. “Escalation, Emulation, and the Failure of Hybrid War in Afghanistan.” Studies in 
Conflict and Terrorism 40(10): 838-856, https://doi.org/10.1080/1057610X.2016.1248665 
 

http://www.nytimes.com/1995/02/16/world/new-afghan-force-takes-hold-turning-to-peace.html?scp=4&sq=afghanistan%20civil%20war&st=nyt&pagewanted=2
http://www.nytimes.com/1995/02/16/world/new-afghan-force-takes-hold-turning-to-peace.html?scp=4&sq=afghanistan%20civil%20war&st=nyt&pagewanted=2


Maley, William. 1993. “The Future of Islamic Afghanistan.” Security Dialogue 24(4): 383-396, Sage 
Journals. 
 
Saikal, Amin. 1996. “The UN and Afghanistan: A Case of Failed Peacemaking Intervention?” International 
Peacekeeping 3(1): 19-34,  https://doi.org/10.1080/13533319608413592 
 
Notes * 
It was difficult to discover the motivation behind the factions’ conflict. The conflict appeared to cut across 
ethnic lines to some extent, but failed to meet the criteria for the ethnic conflict variable. It was coded as a 
religious conflict, because religious questions appear to have been at the heart of the conflict, specifically 
insofar as Jamiat-i-Islami adopted a more loose interpretation of the Quran, in contrast to the stricter 
interpretation adopted by Hezb-i-Islami. 
 
New Notes: 
-Aerial bombing and shelling occurred at hands of government but primarily as defense mechanism rather 
than counterinsurgency method/instances are unspecified, often referred to broadly 
--many civilians killed, but considered mostly to be at the hands of the Hezb-i-Islami who fired long-range 
rockets blindly into Kabul 
 



1. Conflict identifiers  
  
Conflict ID * Which conflict from the list of Conflict Cases is this? Please provide ConYr. (Please note 
that ConYr may have to be adjusted based on new start dates: if you find that the actual start date of a 
conflict diverges from the one provided in the Conflict Cases list, please update this Conflict ID to reflect 
the correct start year. E.g. if the Afghanistan conflict 7001980 actually started in 1978, please provide 
7001978 as the ID.)  
7001995 
 
ConflictCountry * In which country did the conflict occur? 
Afghanistan 
  
Startdate * 02/01/1995 
  
Enddate * 09/28/1996 
  
Comments on start- and enddate. Insert comments on problems/ambiguities with start-and enddates of 
the conflict here. 
  
Taken from EACD 2009 
 
IncGov * Provide the name of the incumbent government regime (head of gov’t/regime, party) 
Jamiat-i-Islami, then a coalition govenment (the United Islamic Front for the Salvation of Afghanistan) 
 
Rebel1 * Provide the names of the opposition group(s), rebel group(s) and other actors that were 
identified as opposing the central government. 
Taliban 
 
Coup * Is this conflict best described as a coup? Is the government defending itself against or reversing a 
coup — rather than a case in which there is an armed insurgent movement? If YES (=1), do not continue 
coding this case for now and mark the case’s status as “Coup” in the Conflict Casese document. If NO 
coup (=0), and insurgency is present, continue coding the variables below. 
0 
 
Region * Geographic region of the country in which the rebels and/or the fighting was concentrated. 
Depending on the conflict this could be the name of a province, state, or administrative district in the 
conflict country, a description (e.g., “primarily the southern half of the country, south of the capital to the 
border with Pakistan”), or a named region (e.g., the Darfur region of Sudan). If dispersed throughout the 
county, enter “entire country”.  
Entire country 
 
 
 
 
 
Concentration * Estimate the percentage of the geographic area of the country experiencing significant 
violence related to the conflict at any point during the conflict. Violence should be considered significant if 



battles/clashes between the rebels and government forces took place in a region, civilians were killed by 
government or rebel forces in a region, or government or rebel attacks occurred regularly in a region. 
Coding: 1 Less than 25% 2 25-50% 3 50-75% 4 More than 75%  
4 
 
IGO * Dummy variable set to 1 if an intergovernmental organization (NATO, UN, etc…) organized, 
participated in, sponsored, or sanctioned a military intervention to maintain the regime. 
0 
 
IGOname * Name of the IGO mission that organized, participated in, sponsored, or sanctioned the 
military intervention to maintain the regime (if any). 
NA 
  

2. Counterinsurgency characteristics  
Note: These variables should be coded in reference to the entire conflict, from Startdate to Enddate. Even 
in conflict in which the government began COIN operations with a light force model, if the majority of the 
conflict featured a heavy force model, this variable should be coded as 2.  
  
ForceModel * Primary type of force used by government troops. Coding: 1 Light force: Primary use of 
ground combat units that do not include large military equipment (may include close air support) 2 Heavy 
force: Primarily large-unit, concentrated firepower combat with mechanized units (may include strategic 
bombing) Close air support is defined as “air action by fixed-wing (FW) and rotary-wing (RW) aircraft 
against hostile targets that are in close proximity to friendly forces. […] It is planned and executed to 
support ground tactical units. CAS execution is tightly integrated at the tactical level with the fire and 
maneuver of supported ground forces.” (Joint Chiefs of Staff, Joint Publication 3-09.3). Close air support 
can be provided by any unit of the armed forces. Strategic bombing is defined as the massive, centrally 
coordinated bombing of military and civilian targets for strategic purposes, usually conducted by an air 
force.  
1 
 
StrategicAir * What role did strategic bombing play in the government’s military strategy? (see definition 
above). Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive  
3 
 
Resettle * What role did resettlement play in the government’s military strategy? Resettlement is defined 
as the forced relocation of civilian populations to deny guerillas access to resources, sanctuary, and other 
types of support; provide greater security for noncombatants; and/or separate combatants from 
noncombatants. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive  
1 
  
CivAction * What role did projects intended to improve the material well-being of play in the 
government’s military strategy? Examples: building schools, roads, bridges, hospitals; providing medical 
care, clean water or electricity; and creating jobs for local residents. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 
4 Extensive  
1 
  
CivSecure * What role did attempts to protect noncombatants from harm caused by the insurgents play 
in the government’s military strategy? Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive  



1 
 
Decap * What role did attempts to capture and kill the top leader(s) of the insurgent movement play in the 
government’s military strategy? Compare this variable to Jenna Jordan’s decapitation data. Coding: 1 
None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive  
1 
 
CivKill * Did mass killing of civilians occur? Mass killing is defined as > 50,000 intentional civilian deaths 
in a campaign (within <6 years) (Valentino et al. 2004) Coding: 0 No 1 Yes  
0 
 
CivTarget * To what extent did the military forces of the government intentionally select civilians as direct 
objects of attack or consistently fail to discriminate between combatants and noncombatants in their 
military operations? Combatants are defined as individuals that engage in armed resistance against 
regime forces. Coding: 1 Rarely 2 Moderately 3 Extensively  
1 
 
ForceDescrip * A narrative description of the type of force used by the government. Describe the 
strategy (or strategies) that the government used to counter the domestic threat. Note changes in strategy 
over time and major differences between the strategies and tactics used by different military units, 
different governments, or in different regions. This space can also be used to provide clarification on the 
variables coded above.  
 
The Government’s forces consisted primarily of light infantry, supplemented by heavy artillery and air 
strikes. The Government’s strategy seemed to revolve around holding Kabul, as well as other major cities. 
It was able to maintain control in the cities for quite some time, but the Taliban gained control of vast 
swathes of Afghanistan, and eventually took Kabul on 09/28/1996. 
 
 
NumTrps * Number of government troops at height of conflict. Measured as maximum number of regular 
military personnel (air, ground, and sea) under central government authority during the conflict. When 
exact numbers cannot be located, coders may estimate from information about the military units. If even 
estimates are uneliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, NumTrps 
is coded as missing (enter NA) and only TrpCat is coded.  
60000 
 
TrpCat * Categorical measure of the number of government troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 less 
than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 More than 
30,000 troops 
4 
 
GovCas * Number of government forces members killed during the conflict. Please enter numbers 
without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of ranges (750 instead of 
500-1000). If missing, enter NA.  
NA 
 
RebelNumTrps * Estimated number of total troops on rebel side at height of conflict. If even estimates 
are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, RebelNumTrps is 
coded as missing (enter NA) and only RebelTrpCat is coded.  



25000 
 
RebelTrpCat * Categorical measure of the total number of rebel troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 
less than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 More than 
30,000 troops 
3 
 
RebelCas * Number of rebels / opposition members killed during the conflict. Please enter numbers 
without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of ranges (750 instead of 
500-1000). If missing, enter NA.  
NA 
 
ThreatSource * Role of internal and external actors with regard to the rebels in the conflict. Coding: 1 
primarily internal conflict with minor to moderate level of support to rebels from external actors 2 primarily 
externally sponsored conflict with local insurgents 3 entirely domestic opposition (no external assistance).  
1 
  
TargHelp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state committed any military troops to assist or advise 
the rebels. 
1 
 
AsstCombat * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state engaged in combat to assist the rebels.  
1 
 
AsstArms * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided arms or other material aid to assist the 
rebels.  
1 
 
AsstEcon * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided economic support to the rebels.  
1 
 
AsstSanct * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided, on its territory, sanctuaries for the 
rebels.  
1 
  
TargSupp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided any type of support to assist the rebels.  
1 
 
ConflictEthnic * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ethnic conflict. Following a 
conventional definition, ethnic conflicts involve “groups that identify with a distinct ethnic or cultural 
heritage” (Regan 1996: 338). Ethnic wars have been defined as “wars among communities (ethnicities) 
who are in conflict over the power relationship that exists between those communities and the state” 
(Sambanis 2001: 261). Additionally, the groups in ethnic conflicts “hold irreconcilable visions of the 
identity, borders, and citizenship of the state. They do not seek to control a state whose identity all sides 
accept, but rather to redefine or divide the state itself” (Kaufman 1996: 138).   
0 
 



EthnicGroups * When applicable, name the primary ethnic group or groups contributing rebel fighters to 
the opposition movement. Separate group names with ;. Please try to use ethnic group names that are 
listed in http://www.icr.ethz.ch/research/greg/groups.xls. If not applicable, enter NA. 
Pathan 
 
ConflictRelig * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a religious conflict. The primary feature 
of religious conflicts in this definition is that insurgent leaders frequently and systematically invoke religion 
as a motivation and justification for the conflict (cf. Juergensmeyer 2003: 57).  
1 
 
ConflictIdeol * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ideological conflict, with alignments 
across ethnic borders. Insurgents may strive for a different regime type and/or political order, but their 
primary aim does not contain the systematic exclusion of specific ethnic or religious groups.  
0 
  
ConflictSecess * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a secessionist conflict and the 
insurgents aim to create a separate state outside the current regime’s authority.  
0 
  
LastCW * Years since last civil war. Enter an integer number of years. If no civil war occurred before, 
enter NA.  
0 
 
 

 Conflict outcome variables  
 
Win * Who won the conflict? 1 Counterinsurgents (government and/or intervener) 2 
Insurgents/rebels/rebel affiliates 3 Undecided  
2 
 
ConflictOutcome * Categorical variable that describes how the government terminated its military 
conflict. 0 Conflict ongoing. 1 Government militarily defeated the rebels. 2 Government negotiated a 
settlement that resulted in a compromise with the insurgents over governance (e.g., a power-sharing 
agreement). 3 The country was partitioned into two or more separate countries at the end of the conflict 4 
Rebels militarily defeated the government.  
4 
  
 
 
 
 
GovComp * GovComp Who was in control of the central government at the end of the conflict (i.e. at 
Enddate)? 1 Insurgents (the previous opposition; groups associated with the insurgents; political wings of 
rebels; etc.) 2 Government (the previous incumbent government; politicians associated with the previous 
regime; etc.) 3 Foreign intervener 4 Power-sharing: both previous rebels and previous incumbents began 
sharing political power in a joint government at the end of the conflict 5 Unclear: failing or failed state  
1 



 
Maintain * The number of months the government remained in power after the termination of the conflict 
(Enddate). This variable varies from zero, when the regime was never stabilized, to 60, when the regime 
remained in power for at least five years post-conflict.  
60 
 
MNF * Dummy variable coded 1 if a multinational peacekeeping force was established and remained in 
the conflict region after the termination of the conflict.  
0 
 
Notes * 
 
I was not able to find casualty counts for either Jamiat-i-Islami or the Taliban.  

Also, the Taliban was formed in late 1994, but I decided to list the start_date as 02/01/1995 because that 
was the date that eacd_notes claims that the conflict reached 25 battle deaths. This claim was given 
credibility by Facts on Files, which claimed that the Taliban won some of their early victories without firing 
a shot, due to their perceived religious authority. 

Sources * Sources Abbreviated identifier for each source used to code a case. The full source citations 
are provided with their identifying code below. Use Chicago 15th B citation style. 
 
EACD 2009 
 
Facts on File Inc., 1992-1997. Encyclopedia of World History. Facts on File Library of World History. New 
York: Facts on File. 
 
New York Times, “New Afghan Force Takes Hold, Turning to Peace”. Accessed October 1, 2010. 
http://www.nytimes.com/1995/02/16/world/new-afghan-force-takes-hold-turning-to-
peace.html?scp=4&sq=afghanistan%20civil%20war&st=nyt&pagewanted=2. 
 
New York Times, “2 Afghan Guerilla Rivals Agree to Peace Plan.” Accessed October 1, 2010. 
http://www.nytimes.com/1995/02/16/world/new-afghan-force-takes-hold-turning-to-
peace.html?scp=4&sq=afghanistan%20civil%20war&st=nyt&pagewanted=2 



1. Conflict identifiers  
  
Conflict ID * Which conflict from the list of Conflict Cases is this? Please provide ConYr. (Please note 
that ConYr may have to be adjusted based on new start dates: if you find that the actual start date of a 
conflict diverges from the one provided in the Conflict Cases list, please update this Conflict ID to reflect 
the correct start year. E.g. if the Afghanistan conflict 7001980 actually started in 1978, please provide 
7001978 as the ID.)  
7021992 
 
ConflictCountry * In which country did the conflict occur? 
Tajikistan 
  
Startdate * 05/06/1992 
  
Enddate * 12/31/1997 
  
Comments on start- and enddate. Insert comments on problems/ambiguities with start-and enddates of 
the conflict here. 
  
While the power-sharing agreement was signed in December 1997, violence sporadically continued for 
another two years according to FOF - into November 1999. 
 
IncGov * Provide the name of the incumbent government regime (head of gov’t/regime, party) 
President Rahmon Nabiev, followed by Imamali Rakhmonov 
 
Rebel1 * Provide the names of the opposition group(s), rebel group(s) and other actors that were 
identified as opposing the central government. 
UTO - United Tajik Opposition - anti-government forces - combination of democrats, Tajik nationalists and 
advocates of Islamic renewal  (CIMT) 
 
Coup * Is this conflict best described as a coup? Is the government defending itself against or reversing a 
coup — rather than a case in which there is an armed insurgent movement? If YES (=1), do not continue 
coding this case for now and mark the case’s status as “Coup” in the Conflict Casese document. If NO 
coup (=0), and insurgency is present, continue coding the variables below. 
0 
 
Region * Geographic region of the country in which the rebels and/or the fighting was concentrated. 
Depending on the conflict this could be the name of a province, state, or administrative district in the 
conflict country, a description (e.g., “primarily the southern half of the country, south of the capital to the 
border with Pakistan”), or a named region (e.g., the Darfur region of Sudan). If dispersed throughout the 
county, enter “entire country”.  
Fighting was concentrated around capital city of Dushanbe and in the south and south-western parts of 
the country 
 
 
 
 



 
Concentration * Estimate the percentage of the geographic area of the country experiencing significant 
violence related to the conflict at any point during the conflict. Violence should be considered significant if 
battles/clashes between the rebels and government forces took place in a region, civilians were killed by 
government or rebel forces in a region, or government or rebel attacks occurred regularly in a region. 
Coding: 1 Less than 25% 2 25-50% 3 50-75% 4 More than 75%  
3 
 
IGO * Dummy variable set to 1 if an intergovernmental organization (NATO, UN, etc…) organized, 
participated in, sponsored, or sanctioned a military intervention to maintain the regime. 
1 
 
IGOname * Name of the IGO mission that organized, participated in, sponsored, or sanctioned the 
military intervention to maintain the regime (if any). 
Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS) sponsored a 25000 man intervention (mostly Russian, but 
did include other Central Asian republic troops) 
  

2. Counterinsurgency characteristics  
Note: These variables should be coded in reference to the entire conflict, from Startdate to Enddate. Even 
in conflict in which the government began COIN operations with a light force model, if the majority of the 
conflict featured a heavy force model, this variable should be coded as 2.  
  
ForceModel * Primary type of force used by government troops. Coding: 1 Light force: Primary use of 
ground combat units that do not include large military equipment (may include close air support) 2 Heavy 
force: Primarily large-unit, concentrated firepower combat with mechanized units (may include strategic 
bombing) Close air support is defined as “air action by fixed-wing (FW) and rotary-wing (RW) aircraft 
against hostile targets that are in close proximity to friendly forces. […] It is planned and executed to 
support ground tactical units. CAS execution is tightly integrated at the tactical level with the fire and 
maneuver of supported ground forces.” (Joint Chiefs of Staff, Joint Publication 3-09.3). Close air support 
can be provided by any unit of the armed forces. Strategic bombing is defined as the massive, centrally 
coordinated bombing of military and civilian targets for strategic purposes, usually conducted by an air 
force.  
2 
 
StrategicAir * What role did strategic bombing play in the government’s military strategy? (see definition 
above). Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive  
1 
 
Resettle * What role did resettlement play in the government’s military strategy? Resettlement is defined 
as the forced relocation of civilian populations to deny guerillas access to resources, sanctuary, and other 
types of support; provide greater security for noncombatants; and/or separate combatants from 
noncombatants. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive  
1 
  
 
CivAction * What role did projects intended to improve the material well-being of play in the 
government’s military strategy? Examples: building schools, roads, bridges, hospitals; providing medical 



care, clean water or electricity; and creating jobs for local residents. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 
4 Extensive  
1 
  
CivSecure * What role did attempts to protect noncombatants from harm caused by the insurgents play 
in the government’s military strategy? Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive  
1 
 
Decap * What role did attempts to capture and kill the top leader(s) of the insurgent movement play in the 
government’s military strategy? Compare this variable to Jenna Jordan’s decapitation data. Coding: 1 
None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive  
1 
 
CivKill * Did mass killing of civilians occur? Mass killing is defined as > 50,000 intentional civilian deaths 
in a campaign (within <6 years) (Valentino et al. 2004) Coding: 0 No 1 Yes  
0 
 
CivTarget * To what extent did the military forces of the government intentionally select civilians as direct 
objects of attack or consistently fail to discriminate between combatants and noncombatants in their 
military operations? Combatants are defined as individuals that engage in armed resistance against 
regime forces. Coding: 1 Rarely 2 Moderately 3 Extensively  
2 
 
ForceDescrip * A narrative description of the type of force used by the government. Describe the 
strategy (or strategies) that the government used to counter the domestic threat. Note changes in strategy 
over time and major differences between the strategies and tactics used by different military units, 
different governments, or in different regions. This space can also be used to provide clarification on the 
variables coded above.  
 
“It was a war of ambush and assassination rather than set-piece battles.” - CIMT  Early in the conflict 
(May 1992 to December 1992) the government forces were not well organized.  Nabiev had attempted to 
pull together an organized national guard but much of the fighting was done by north-Tajikistan irregulars 
against rebel bases in the south.  Rakhmonov was better able to organize government forces, gaining 
control of Dushanbe in 1993 with the help of a Russian intervention of motorized rifle divisions.  
Government forces then took the offensive against the rebel opposition into the south.  Strategy included 
maximum violence against towns and villages, including heavy artillery, bombings, and tanks (according 
to CIMT and BROG), while other sources (JONS, FRM) do not note that level of violence. The success of 
the government (northern and central Tajikistan) was due in large part to the aid from the 25000-man CIS 
intervention force (mostly Russian, but including other Central Asian Republics).  The rebels were forced 
to sanctuary in Afghanistan, where they continued to carry out raids against the government.  The rebels 
also held onto the Pamir mountains.  Fighting continued through 1995 and 1996.  When Russian and CIS 
interest in maintaining the intervention began to fade due to other regional distractions, the government 
realized it would not hold the capital and agreed to a power-sharing agreement in June 1997 with 
elections scheduled in July 1998.  (CIMT, BROG) 
 
NumTrps * Number of government troops at height of conflict. Measured as maximum number of regular 
military personnel (air, ground, and sea) under central government authority during the conflict. When 
exact numbers cannot be located, coders may estimate from information about the military units. If even 



estimates are uneliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, NumTrps 
is coded as missing (enter NA) and only TrpCat is coded.  
NA 
 
TrpCat * Categorical measure of the number of government troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 less 
than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 More than 
30,000 troops 
NA 
 
GovCas * Number of government forces members killed during the conflict. Please enter numbers 
without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of ranges (750 instead of 
500-1000). If missing, enter NA.  
20000 (FRM) 
 
RebelNumTrps * Estimated number of total troops on rebel side at height of conflict. If even estimates 
are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, RebelNumTrps is 
coded as missing (enter NA) and only RebelTrpCat is coded.  
12000  
 
RebelTrpCat * Categorical measure of the total number of rebel troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 
less than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 More than 
30,000 troops 
3 
 
RebelCas * Number of rebels / opposition members killed during the conflict. Please enter numbers 
without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of ranges (750 instead of 
500-1000). If missing, enter NA.  
500 
 
ThreatSource * Role of internal and external actors with regard to the rebels in the conflict. Coding: 1 
primarily internal conflict with minor to moderate level of support to rebels from external actors 2 primarily 
externally sponsored conflict with local insurgents 3 entirely domestic opposition (no external assistance).  
Missing 
  
TargHelp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state committed any military troops to assist or advise 
the rebels. 
0 
 
AsstCombat * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state engaged in combat to assist the rebels.  
0 
 
AsstArms * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided arms or other material aid to assist the 
rebels.  
1 
 
AsstEcon * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided economic support to the rebels.  
0 
 



AsstSanct * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided, on its territory, sanctuaries for the 
rebels.  
1 
  
TargSupp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided any type of support to assist the rebels.  
1 
 
ConflictEthnic * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ethnic conflict. Following a 
conventional definition, ethnic conflicts involve “groups that identify with a distinct ethnic or cultural 
heritage” (Regan 1996: 338). Ethnic wars have been defined as “wars among communities (ethnicities) 
who are in conflict over the power relationship that exists between those communities and the state” 
(Sambanis 2001: 261). Additionally, the groups in ethnic conflicts “hold irreconcilable visions of the 
identity, borders, and citizenship of the state. They do not seek to control a state whose identity all sides 
accept, but rather to redefine or divide the state itself” (Kaufman 1996: 138).   
0 
 
EthnicGroups * When applicable, name the primary ethnic group or groups contributing rebel fighters to 
the opposition movement. Separate group names with ;. Please try to use ethnic group names that are 
listed in http://www.icr.ethz.ch/research/greg/groups.xls. If not applicable, enter NA. 
NA 
 
ConflictRelig * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a religious conflict. The primary feature 
of religious conflicts in this definition is that insurgent leaders frequently and systematically invoke religion 
as a motivation and justification for the conflict (cf. Juergensmeyer 2003: 57).  
0 
 
ConflictIdeol * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ideological conflict, with alignments 
across ethnic borders. Insurgents may strive for a different regime type and/or political order, but their 
primary aim does not contain the systematic exclusion of specific ethnic or religious groups.  
1 
  
ConflictSecess * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a secessionist conflict and the 
insurgents aim to create a separate state outside the current regime’s authority.  
0 
  
LastCW * Years since last civil war. Enter an integer number of years. If no civil war occurred before, 
enter NA.  
NA 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Conflict outcome variables  
 



Win * Who won the conflict? 1 Counterinsurgents (government and/or intervener) 2 
Insurgents/rebels/rebel affiliates 3 Undecided  
2 
 
ConflictOutcome * Categorical variable that describes how the government terminated its military 
conflict. 0 Conflict ongoing. 1 Government militarily defeated the rebels. 2 Government negotiated a 
settlement that resulted in a compromise with the insurgents over governance (e.g., a power-sharing 
agreement). 3 The country was partitioned into two or more separate countries at the end of the conflict 4 
Rebels militarily defeated the government.  
2 
  
GovComp * GovComp Who was in control of the central government at the end of the conflict (i.e. at 
Enddate)? 1 Insurgents (the previous opposition; groups associated with the insurgents; political wings of 
rebels; etc.) 2 Government (the previous incumbent government; politicians associated with the previous 
regime; etc.) 3 Foreign intervener 4 Power-sharing: both previous rebels and previous incumbents began 
sharing political power in a joint government at the end of the conflict 5 Unclear: failing or failed state  
4 
 
Maintain * The number of months the government remained in power after the termination of the conflict 
(Enddate). This variable varies from zero, when the regime was never stabilized, to 60, when the regime 
remained in power for at least five years post-conflict.  
60 
 
MNF * Dummy variable coded 1 if a multinational peacekeeping force was established and remained in 
the conflict region after the termination of the conflict.  
1 
 
Notes * 
 
RebelNumTrps is an estimate from EACD and FRM. 

There is some discrepancy in the literature over the force model for the conflict.  Both BROG and CIMT 
note heavy violence, including artillery and bombing, while others note less heavy hardware (JOHN, 
FRM). I coded the case as a Force Type of 1, following the team’s earlier work.  There was also some 
discrepancy regarding the enddate for the conflict.  The literature consistently supports using 1997 as the 
end-year, but FOF does not sporadic violence into 1999.  I code as 1997 following prior work.  Data on 
troop numbers for Tajik government forces was unavailable. 

Sources * Sources Abbreviated identifier for each source used to code a case. The full source citations 
are provided with their identifying code below. Use Chicago 15th B citation style. 
 
AKIN - Akiner, Shirin. 2001. Tajikistan: Disintegration or Reconciliation? London: The Royal Institute of 
International Affairs. 
  
BROG - Brogan, Patrick, 1998. World Conflicts. Lanham, MD: Scarecrow Press. 
  
CIMT - Ciment, James and Kenneth Hill. 1999. Encyclopedia of Conflicts Since World War II, Vol. 1. 
Chicago: Fitzroy Dearborn Publishers. 
  



FOF - Facts on File Inc., 1992-1999.  Encyclopedia of World History.  Facts on File Library of World 
History.  New York: Facts on File. 
  
EACD - Non-state Actor Data. Data on Armed Conflict from the Uppsala Conflict Data Research Program 
(UCDP) and CSCW. 
  
FRM - Foreign Regime Maintenance DataSet. 2010. Mapping the Trajectories of Military Intervention and 
Occupation. 
  
JONS - Johnson, Lena. 2006. Tajikistan in the New Central Asia. New York: IB Tauris. 
  
 
 



Conflict Cases Research Journal 
 
* Required 

 

1. Conflict identifiers 
 
Conflict ID * Which conflict from the list of Conflict Cases is this? Please provide ConYr. (Please note 
that ConYr may have to be adjusted based on new start dates: if you find that the actual start date of a 
conflict diverges from the one provided in the Conflict Cases list, please update this Conflict ID to reflect 
the correct start year. E.g. if the Afghanistan conflict 7001980 actually started in 1978, please provide 
7001978 as the ID.) 
7041999 
 
ConflictCountry * In which country did the conflict occur? 
Uzbekistan 
 
Startdate * 2/16/1999 
 
Enddate * 12/31/2000 
 
Comments on start- and enddate. Insert comments on problems/ambiguities with the start- and 
enddates of the conflict here. 
Dates for this conflict are very vague, so I follow PRIO’s coding here. 
 
IncGov * Provide the name of the incumbent government/regime (head of gov't/regime, party) 
Islam Karimov 
 
Rebel1 * Provide the names of the opposition group(s), rebel group(s) and other actors that were 
identified as opposing the central government 
Islamic Movement of Uzbekistan (IMU) 
 
Rebel2 
 
Rebel3 
 
Rebel4 
 
Coup * Is this conflict best described as a coup? Is the government defending itself against or reversing a 
coup -- rather than a case in which there is an armed insurgent movement? If YES (=1), do not continue 
coding this case for now and mark the case’s status as “Coup” in the Conflict_Cases document. If NO 
coup (=0), and an insurgency is present, continue coding the variables below. 
0 

 
Region * Geographic region of the country in which the rebels and/or the fighting was concentrated. 
Depending on the conflict this could be the name of a province, state, or administrative district in the 
conflict country, a description (e.g., “primarily the southern half of the country, south of the capital to the 
border with Pakistan”), or a named region (e.g., the Darfur region of Sudan). If dispersed throughout the 
county, enter “entire country”.  
Mostly along the Tajikistan and Kyrgyzstan borders in the Ferghana Valley 
 
Concentration * Estimate the percentage of the geographic area of the country experiencing significant 
violence related to the conflict at any point during the conflict. Violence should be considered significant if 
battles/clashes between the rebels and government forces took place in a region, civilians were killed by 



government or rebel forces in a region, or government or rebel attacks occurred regularly in a region. 
Coding: 1 Less than 25% 2 25-50% 3 50-75% 4 More than 75% 
2 
 
IGO * Dummy variable set to 1 if an intergovernmental organization (NATO, UN, etc...) organized, 
participated in, sponsored, or sanctioned a military intervention to maintain the regime. 
0 
 
IGOname * Name of the IGO mission that organized, participated in, sponsored, or sanctioned the 
military intervention to maintain the regime (if any). 
NA 
 
 

2. Counterinsurgency characteristics 
Note: These variables should be coded in reference to the entire conflict, from Startdate to Enddate. Even 
in conflict in which the government began COIN operations with a light force model, if the majority of the 
conflict featured a heavy force model, this variable should be coded as 2. 
 
ForceModel * Primary type of force used by government troops. Coding: 1 Light force: Primary use of 
ground combat units that do not include large military equipment (may include close air support) 2 Heavy 
force: Primarily large-unit, concentrated firepower combat with mechanized units (may include strategic 
bombing) Close air support is defined as “air action by fixed-wing (FW) and rotary-wing (RW) aircraft 
against hostile targets that are in close proximity to friendly forces. […] It is planned and executed to 
support ground tactical units. CAS execution is tightly integrated at the tactical level with the fire and 
maneuver of supported ground forces.” (Joint Chiefs of Staff, Joint Publication 3-09.3). Close air support 
can be provided by any unit of the armed forces. Strategic bombing is defined as the massive, centrally 
coordinated bombing of military and civilian targets for strategic purposes, usually conducted by an air 
force. 
1 
 
StrategicAir * What role did strategic bombing play in the government’s military strategy? (see definition 
above). Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 

New Code: 2 
 

Resettle * What role did resettlement play in the government’s military strategy? Resettlement is defined 
as the forced relocation of civilian populations to deny guerillas access to resources, sanctuary, and other 
types of support; provide greater security for noncombatants; and/or separate combatants from 
noncombatants. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 
 
CivAction * What role did projects intended to improve the material well-being of play in the 
government’s military strategy? Examples: building schools, roads, bridges, hospitals; providing medical 
care, clean water or electricity; and creating jobs for local residents. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 
4 Extensive 
1 
 
CivSecure * What role did attempts to protect noncombatantfs from harm caused by the insurgents play 
in the government’s military strategy? Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
3 
 New Code: 1 
 
Decap * What role did attempts to capture and kill the top leader(s) of the insurgent movement play in the 
government’s military strategy? Compare this variable to Jenna Jordan’s decapitation data. Coding: 1 
None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 



NA- no evidence 
 New Code: 3 
 
CivKill * Did mass killing of civilians occur? Mass killing is defined as > 50,000 intentional civilian deaths 
in a campaign (within <6 years) (Valentino et al. 2004) Coding: 0 No 1 Yes 
0 
 
CivTarget * To what extent did the military forces of the government intentionally select civilians as direct 
objects of attack or consistently fail to discriminate between combatants and noncombatants in their 
military operations? Combatants are defined as individuals that engage in armed resistance against 
regime forces. Coding: 1 Rarely 2 Moderately 3 Extensively 
1 
 
ForceDescrip * A narrative description of the type of force used by the government. Describe the 
strategy (or strategies) that the government used to counter the domestic threat. Note changes in strategy 
over time and major differences between the strategies and tactics used by different military units, 
different governments, or in different regions. This space can also be used to provide clarification on the 
variables coded above. 
Government strategy against the IMU terrorists focused heavily on policing efforts, such as special 
customs and border regulations.  The government did move 2 brigades to key areas on the borders 
(approximately 5000 men per brigade), but there is no discussion of specific military engagements 
between groups of IMU actors and government soldiers. This case might best be described not as a 
traditional counter-insurgency, but as counter-terrorism given the nature and scope of government 
policies. 
 New ForceDescrip: 

The conflict occurred when the IMU set off a series of car bombs in opposition to the Uzbek 
government on February 16, 1999. Sixteen people were killed and 125 injured in this attempt to 
assassinate President Karimov and destabilize the government by targeting ministry buildings. In 
August, the group conducted a series of kidnappings and village occupations on the Kyrgyzstan 
and Uzbekistan border. In response, the Uzbek Air Force retaliated by bombing the IMU-held 
villages. IMU leaders Namangani and Yuldeashev then relocated to Afghanistan where they allied 
with the Taliban. The IMU guerrillas launched another series of attacks in July 
2000, simultaneously attacking in three places and penetrating deep into Uzbekistan towards the 
capital of Tashkent. After fighting for two months, they were forced to retreat back to Afghanistan. 
During both of the IMU’s terms in Afghanistan, the Uzbek government demanded extradition of 
the two leaders and were denied by the Afghan government. In November 2000, Namangani, 
Yuldeashev, and ten other IMU members were put on trial, and Namangani and Yuldeashev were 
sentenced to death in absentia. 

 
NumTrps * Number of government troops at height of conflict. Measured as maximum number of regular 
military personnel (air, ground, and sea) under central government authority during the conflict. When 
exact numbers cannot be located, coders may estimate from information about the military units. If even 
estimates are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, NumTrps 
is coded as missing (enter NA) and only TrpCat is coded. 
80000 - MB 
 
TrpCat * Categorical measure of the number of government troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 less 
than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 More than 
30,000 troops 
4 
 
GovCas * Number of government forces members killed during the conflict. Please enter numbers 
without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of ranges (750 instead of 
500-1000). If missing, enter NA. 
125 - estimate of half of 250 total casualties in UCDP Battledeaths data 
 



RebelNumTrps * Estimated number of total troops on rebel side at height of conflict. If even estimates 
are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, RebelNumTrps is 
coded as missing (enter NA) and only RebelTrpCat is coded. 
500-USD 
 
RebelTrpCat * Categorical measure of the total number of rebel troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 
less than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 More than 
30,000 troops 
1 
 
RebelCas * Number of rebels / opposition members killed during the conflict. Please enter numbers 
without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of ranges (750 instead of 
500-1000). If missing, enter NA. 
125 - estimate of half of 250 total casualties in UCDP Battledeaths data 
 
ThreatSource * Role of internal and external actors with regard to the rebels in the conflict. Coding: 1 
primarily internal conflict with minor to moderate level of support to rebels from external actors 2 primarily 
externally sponsored conflict with local insurgents 3 entirely domestic opposition (no external assistance). 
1 - support from Uzbek diaspora and other sympathethic revolutionary/insurgency groups in the region 
 
TargHelp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state committed any military troops to assist or advise 
the rebels. 
0 
 
AsstCombat * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state engaged in combat to assist the rebels. 
0 
 
AsstArms * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided arms or other material aid to assist the 
rebels. 
0 
 
AsstEcon * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided economic support to the rebels. 
0 
 
AsstSanct * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided, on its territory, sanctuaries for the 
rebels. 
0 
 
TargSupp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided any type of support to assist the rebels. 
0 
 
ConflictEthnic * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ethnic conflict. Following a 
conventional definition, ethnic conflicts involve “groups that identify with a distinct ethnic or cultural 
heritage” (Regan 1996: 338). Ethnic wars have been defined as “wars among communities (ethnicities) 
who are in conflict over the power relationship that exists between those communities and the state” 
(Sambanis 2001: 261). Additionally, the groups in ethnic conflicts “hold irreconcilable visions of the 
identity, borders, and citizenship of the state. They do not seek to control a state whose identity all sides 
accept, but rather to redefine or divide the state itself” (Kaufman 1996: 138). 
0 
 
EthnicGroups * When applicable, name the primary ethnic group or groups contributing rebel fighters to 
the opposition movement. Separate group names with ;. Please try to use ethnic group names that are 
listed in http://www.icr.ethz.ch/research/greg/groups.xls. If not applicable, enter NA. 
0 
 



ConflictRelig * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a religious conflict. The primary feature 
of religious conflicts in this definition is that insurgent leaders frequently and systematically invoke religion 
as a motivation and justification for the conflict (cf. Juergensmeyer 2003: 57). 
1 - sought religious regime change in favor of an Islamist/Sharia government 
 
ConflictIdeol * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ideological conflict, with alignments 
across ethnic borders. Insurgents may strive for a different regime type and/or political order, but their 
primary aim does not contain the systematic exclusion of specific ethnic or religious groups. 
0 
 
ConflictSecess * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a secessionist conflict and the 
insurgents aim to create a separate state outside the current regime’s authority. 
0 
 
LastCW * Years since last civil war. Enter an integer number of years. If no civil war occurred before, 
enter NA. 
0 
 
 

Conflict outcome variables 
 
Win * Who won the conflict? 1 Counterinsurgents (government and/or intervener) 2 
Insurgents/rebels/rebel affiliates 3 Undecided 
3 - government did not military defeat the rebels - the rebels migrated to Afghanistan to begin operations 
there and the movement died out due to US actions in Afghanistan against the Taliban 
 
ConflictOutcome * Categorical variable that describes how the government terminated its military 
conflict. 0 Conflict ongoing. 1 Government militarily defeated the rebels. 2 Government negotiated a 
settlement that resulted in a compromise with the insurgents over governance (e.g., a power-sharing 
agreement). 3 The country was partitioned into two or more separate countries at the end of the conflict 4 
Rebels militarily defeated the government. 
0 - The government did not “defeat” the rebels so much as the conflict ended when the rebels shifted 
focus away from Uzbekistan 
 
GovComp * GovComp Who was in control of the central government at the end of the conflict (i.e. at 
Enddate)? 1 Insurgents (the previous opposition; groups associated with the insurgents; political wings of 
rebels; etc.) 2 Government (the previous incumbent government; politicians associated with the previous 
regime; etc.) 3 Foreign intervener 4 Power-sharing: both previous rebels and previous incumbents began 
sharing political power in a joint government at the end of the conflict 5 Unclear: failing or failed state 
2 
 
Maintain * The number of months the government remained in power after the termination of the conflict 
(Enddate). This variable varies from zero, when the regime was never stabilized, to 60, when the regime 
remained in power for at least five years post-conflict. 
60 
 
MNF * Dummy variable coded 1 if a multinational peacekeeping force was established and remained in 
the conflict region after the termination of the conflict. 
0 
 
Sources * Sources Abbreviated identifier for each source used to code a case. The full source citations 
are provided with their identifying code below. Use Chicaco 15th B citation style. 
“Armed Uzbek Opposition Threatens Whole of Central Asia.” 2000. Kabar News Agency, Biskek. 29 
February. 



 
Australian Government, National Security. 2009. “Islamic Movement of Uzbekistan.” Available at: 
http://www.ag.gov.au/agd/WWW/nationalsecurity.nsf/Page/What_Governments_are_doing_Listing_of_Te
rrorism_Organisations_Islamic_Movement_of_Uzbekistan. 
 
2009. “Here Comes Trouble: The Regional Dimension to the Insurgencies in Afghanistan and Pakistan.” 
The Economist. 11 June. 
 
MB - International Institute for Strategic Studies. The Military Balance 1998-1999. London: Oxford  
University Press. 
 
Office of the Coordinator for Counterterrorism. 2006. “Country Reports on Terrorism.”  U.S. Department of 
State. Available at http://www.state.gov/s/ct/rls/crt/index.htm.  
 
Sundberg, Ralph. 2008. "Collective Violence 2002 - 2007: Global and Regional Trends." In Harbom, Lotta 
and Ralph Sundberg (eds.). States in Armed Conflict 2007. Uppsala: Universitetstryckeriet. 
 
“Uzbek President Interviewd on Visit to Ukraine Aboard Aircraft.” 1999. Uzbek Television First Channel, 
Tashkent. 12 October. 
 

New Sources: 
1) Ciment, James. 2006. Encyclopedia of Conflicts Since World War II. 2nd Ed. New York: 
Routledge. 

 
2) Nichol, Jim. 2011. “Central Asia: Regional Developments and Implications for U.S. Interests.” 
Current Politics and Economics of South, Southeastern, and Central Asia 20(2): 183-245, 
ProQuest (1713725179). 

 
3) Gunaratna, Rohan. 2002. “Asia: Al Qaeda’s New Theater.” Inside Al Qaeda. New York: 
Colombia UP. 

 
4) Koolaee, Elaheh. 2014. “Iran and Islamic Fundamentalism in Central Asia.” Hemispheres 
29(4): 33-51, ProQuest (1673823799) 

 
5) Karatnycky, Adrian. 2002. Freedom in the World: The Annual Survey of Political Rights and 
Civil Liberties, 2000-2001. New Brunswick, NJ: Freedom House. 

 
New Notes: 
-decap: multiple attempts to extradite Namangani and Yuldeashev from Afghanistan; death sentences 
given in absentia in November 2000 
 
Ciment 
--pg. 915 
(Strategicair) 
 
Nichol 
--pg. 197 
strategicair/decap 
 
Gunaratna 
--pg. 170 (decap) 
 

http://www.ag.gov.au/agd/WWW/nationalsecurity.nsf/Page/What_Governments_are_doing_Listing_of_Terrorism_Organisations_Islamic_Movement_of_Uzbekistan
http://www.ag.gov.au/agd/WWW/nationalsecurity.nsf/Page/What_Governments_are_doing_Listing_of_Terrorism_Organisations_Islamic_Movement_of_Uzbekistan
http://www.state.gov/s/ct/rls/crt/index.htm


Koolaee 
--pg. 41 (decap)  
 
Karatnycky 
--pg. 574 (decap) 
 
Conflicting Case Notes: 
Not in clodfelter, Brogan, Sarkees. UCDP: Uzbek government forced movement into Afghanistan, where 
it fought alongside Taleban. Now primarily in Pakistan 
 



Conflict Cases Research Journal 
 
* Required 

 

1. Conflict identifiers   
 
Conflict ID * Which conflict from the list of Conflict Cases is this? Please provide ConYr. (Please note 
that ConYr may have to be adjusted based on new start dates: if you find that the actual start date of a 
conflict diverges from the one provided in the Conflict Cases list, please update this Conflict ID to reflect 
the correct start year. E.g. if the Afghanistan conflict 7001980 actually started in 1978, please provide 
7001978 as the ID.) 
7101946 
 
ConflictCountry * In which country did the conflict occur? 
China 
 
Startdate * 1/6/1946 
 
Enddate * 1/10/1949 
 
Comments on start- and enddate. Insert comments on problems/ambiguities with the start- and 
enddates of the conflict here. 
conflict between the Nationalists and the Communists began in April 1927, but these dates reflect a 
higher level of conflict  
 
IncGov * Provide the name of the incumbent government/regime (head of gov't/regime, party) 
Nationalists Kuomintang (KMT) led by Chaing Kai-Shek 
 
Rebel1 * Provide the names of the opposition group(s), rebel group(s) and other actors that were 
identified as opposing the central government 
Chinese Communist Party's (CCP) People's Liberation Army (PLA) led by Mao Zedong 
 
Rebel2 
 
Rebel3 
 
Rebel4 
 
Coup * Is this conflict best described as a coup? Is the government defending itself against or reversing a 
coup -- rather than a case in which there is an armed insurgent movement? If YES (=1), do not continue 
coding this case for now and mark the case’s status as “Coup” in the Conflict_Cases document. If NO 
coup (=0), and an insurgency is present, continue coding the variables below. 
0 

 
Region * Geographic region of the country in which the rebels and/or the fighting was concentrated. 
Depending on the conflict this could be the name of a province, state, or administrative district in the 
conflict country, a description (e.g., “primarily the southern half of the country, south of the capital to the 
border with Pakistan”), or a named region (e.g., the Darfur region of Sudan). If dispersed throughout the 
county, enter “entire country”.  
CCP began in the rural countryside.  Violence was concentrated in South West Manchuria.   
 
Concentration * Estimate the percentage of the geographic area of the country experiencing significant 
violence related to the conflict at any point during the conflict. Violence should be considered significant if 



battles/clashes between the rebels and government forces took place in a region, civilians were killed by 
government or rebel forces in a region, or government or rebel attacks occurred regularly in a region. 
Coding: 1 Less than 25% 2 25-50% 3 50-75% 4 More than 75% 
2 
 
IGO * Dummy variable set to 1 if an intergovernmental organization (NATO, UN, etc...) organized, 
participated in, sponsored, or sanctioned a military intervention to maintain the regime. 
0 
 
IGOname * Name of the IGO mission that organized, participated in, sponsored, or sanctioned the 
military intervention to maintain the regime (if any). 
NA 
 
 

2. Counterinsurgency characteristics 
Note: These variables should be coded in reference to the entire conflict, from Startdate to Enddate. Even 
in conflict in which the government began COIN operations with a light force model, if the majority of the 
conflict featured a heavy force model, this variable should be coded as 2. 
 
ForceModel * Primary type of force used by government troops. Coding: 1 Light force: Primary use of 
ground combat units that do not include large military equipment (may include close air support) 2 Heavy 
force: Primarily large-unit, concentrated firepower combat with mechanized units (may include strategic 
bombing) Close air support is defined as “air action by fixed-wing (FW) and rotary-wing (RW) aircraft 
against hostile targets that are in close proximity to friendly forces. […] It is planned and executed to 
support ground tactical units. CAS execution is tightly integrated at the tactical level with the fire and 
maneuver of supported ground forces.” (Joint Chiefs of Staff, Joint Publication 3-09.3). Close air support 
can be provided by any unit of the armed forces. Strategic bombing is defined as the massive, centrally 
coordinated bombing of military and civilian targets for strategic purposes, usually conducted by an air 
force. 
1 
 
StrategicAir * What role did strategic bombing play in the government’s military strategy? (see definition 
above). Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
2 

 
Resettle * What role did resettlement play in the government’s military strategy? Resettlement is defined 
as the forced relocation of civilian populations to deny guerillas access to resources, sanctuary, and other 
types of support; provide greater security for noncombatants; and/or separate combatants from 
noncombatants. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
 
 
CivAction * What role did projects intended to improve the material well-being of play in the 
government’s military strategy? Examples: building schools, roads, bridges, hospitals; providing medical 
care, clean water or electricity; and creating jobs for local residents. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 
4 Extensive 
1 
 
CivSecure * What role did attempts to protect noncombatantfs from harm caused by the insurgents play 
in the government’s military strategy? Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 
 
Decap * What role did attempts to capture and kill the top leader(s) of the insurgent movement play in the 
government’s military strategy? Compare this variable to Jenna Jordan’s decapitation data. Coding: 1 
None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
2 



 
CivKill * Did mass killing of civilians occur? Mass killing is defined as > 50,000 intentional civilian deaths 
in a campaign (within <6 years) (Valentino et al. 2004) Coding: 0 No 1 Yes 
0 
 
CivTarget * To what extent did the military forces of the government intentionally select civilians as direct 
objects of attack or consistently fail to discriminate between combatants and noncombatants in their 
military operations? Combatants are defined as individuals that engage in armed resistance against 
regime forces. Coding: 1 Rarely 2 Moderately 3 Extensively 
1 
 
ForceDescrip * A narrative description of the type of force used by the government. Describe the 
strategy (or strategies) that the government used to counter the domestic threat. Note changes in strategy 
over time and major differences between the strategies and tactics used by different military units, 
different governments, or in different regions. This space can also be used to provide clarification on the 
variables coded above. 
The Nationalists were trying to get rid of the CCP since 1927.  The Nationalists conducted purges, 
“annihilation campaigns,” and the “long march” in an attempt to rid themselves from the CCP.  CCP won 
in part because many people joined their cause and CCP was able to capture rail and communication 
lines. 
 
NumTrps * Number of government troops at height of conflict. Measured as maximum number of regular 
military personnel (air, ground, and sea) under central government authority during the conflict. When 
exact numbers cannot be located, coders may estimate from information about the military units. If even 
estimates are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, NumTrps 
is coded as missing (enter NA) and only TrpCat is coded. 
2600000 
 
TrpCat * Categorical measure of the number of government troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 less 
than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 More than 
30,000 troops 
4 
 
GovCas * Number of government forces members killed during the conflict. Please enter numbers 
without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of ranges (750 instead of 
500-1000). If missing, enter NA. 
1000000 
 
RebelNumTrps * Estimated number of total troops on rebel side at height of conflict. If even estimates 
are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, RebelNumTrps is 
coded as missing (enter NA) and only RebelTrpCat is coded. 
5000000 
 
RebelTrpCat * Categorical measure of the total number of rebel troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 
less than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 More than 
30,000 troops 
4 
 
RebelCas * Number of rebels / opposition members killed during the conflict. Please enter numbers 
without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of ranges (750 instead of 
500-1000). If missing, enter NA. 
700000 
 
ThreatSource * Role of internal and external actors with regard to the rebels in the conflict. Coding: 1 
primarily internal conflict with minor to moderate level of support to rebels from external actors 2 primarily 
externally sponsored conflict with local insurgents 3 entirely domestic opposition (no external assistance). 



1 
 
TargHelp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state committed any military troops to assist or advise 
the rebels. 
1 
 
AsstCombat * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state engaged in combat to assist the rebels. 
1 
 
AsstArms * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided arms or other material aid to assist the 
rebels. 
1 
 
AsstEcon * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided economic support to the rebels. 
1 
 
AsstSanct * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided, on its territory, sanctuaries for the 
rebels. 
0 
 
TargSupp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided any type of support to assist the rebels. 
1 
 
ConflictEthnic * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ethnic conflict. Following a 
conventional definition, ethnic conflicts involve “groups that identify with a distinct ethnic or cultural 
heritage” (Regan 1996: 338). Ethnic wars have been defined as “wars among communities (ethnicities) 
who are in conflict over the power relationship that exists between those communities and the state” 
(Sambanis 2001: 261). Additionally, the groups in ethnic conflicts “hold irreconcilable visions of the 
identity, borders, and citizenship of the state. They do not seek to control a state whose identity all sides 
accept, but rather to redefine or divide the state itself” (Kaufman 1996: 138). 
0 
 
EthnicGroups * When applicable, name the primary ethnic group or groups contributing rebel fighters to 
the opposition movement. Separate group names with ;. Please try to use ethnic group names that are 
listed in http://www.icr.ethz.ch/research/greg/groups.xls. If not applicable, enter NA. 
NA 
 
ConflictRelig * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a religious conflict. The primary feature 
of religious conflicts in this definition is that insurgent leaders frequently and systematically invoke religion 
as a motivation and justification for the conflict (cf. Juergensmeyer 2003: 57). 
0 
 
ConflictIdeol * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ideological conflict, with alignments 
across ethnic borders. Insurgents may strive for a different regime type and/or political order, but their 
primary aim does not contain the systematic exclusion of specific ethnic or religious groups. 
1 
 
ConflictSecess * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a secessionist conflict and the 
insurgents aim to create a separate state outside the current regime’s authority. 
0 
 
LastCW * Years since last civil war. Enter an integer number of years. If no civil war occurred before, 
enter NA. 
19 
 



Conflict outcome variables 
 
Win * Who won the conflict? 1 Counterinsurgents (government and/or intervener) 2 
Insurgents/rebels/rebel affiliates 3 Undecided 
2 
 
ConflictOutcome * Categorical variable that describes how the government terminated its military 
conflict. 0 Conflict ongoing. 1 Government militarily defeated the rebels. 2 Government negotiated a 
settlement that resulted in a compromise with the insurgents over governance (e.g., a power-sharing 
agreement). 3 The country was partitioned into two or more separate countries at the end of the conflict 4 
Rebels militarily defeated the government. 
4 
 
GovComp * GovComp Who was in control of the central government at the end of the conflict (i.e. at 
Enddate)? 1 Insurgents (the previous opposition; groups associated with the insurgents; political wings of 
rebels; etc.) 2 Government (the previous incumbent government; politicians associated with the previous 
regime; etc.) 3 Foreign intervener 4 Power-sharing: both previous rebels and previous incumbents began 
sharing political power in a joint government at the end of the conflict 5 Unclear: failing or failed state 
1 
 
Maintain * The number of months the government remained in power after the termination of the conflict 
(Enddate). This variable varies from zero, when the regime was never stabilized, to 60, when the regime 
remained in power for at least five years post-conflict. 
60 
 
MNF * Dummy variable coded 1 if a multinational peacekeeping force was established and remained in 
the conflict region after the termination of the conflict. 
0 
 
Sources * Sources Abbreviated identifier for each source used to code a case. The full source citations 
are provided with their identifying code below. Use Chicaco 15th B citation style. 
Clodfelter 
Sambanis 2006 
EACD 2009 
 
Notes * 
note the troop count for rebels is high in part because there were many irregular troops who joined the 
PLA.   
 
 



Conflict Cases Research Journal 
 
* Required 

 

1. Conflict identifiers  
  
Conflict ID * Which conflict from the list of Conflict Cases is this? Please provide ConYr. (Please note 
that ConYr may have to be adjusted based on new start dates: if you find that the actual start date of a 
conflict diverges from the one provided in the Conflict Cases list, please update this Conflict ID to reflect 
the correct start year. E.g. if the Afghanistan conflict 7001980 actually started in 1978, please provide 
7001978 as the ID.) 
7101947 
 
ConflictCountry * In which country did the conflict occur? 
China 
 
Startdate * 2/27/1947 
 
Enddate * 3/31/1947 
 
Comments on start- and enddate. Insert comments on problems/ambiguities with the start- and 
enddates of the conflict here. 
 
IncGov * Provide the name of the incumbent government/regime (head of gov't/regime, party) 
Nationalists Kuomintang (KMT) led by Chaing Kai-Shek 
 
Rebel1 * Provide the names of the opposition group(s), rebel group(s) and other actors that were 
identified as opposing the central government 
Taiwanese insurgents  
 
Rebel2 
 
Rebel3 
 
Rebel4 
 
Coup * Is this conflict best described as a coup? Is the government defending itself against or reversing a 
coup -- rather than a case in which there is an armed insurgent movement? If YES (=1), do not continue 
coding this case for now and mark the case’s status as “Coup” in the Conflict_Cases document. If NO 
coup (=0), and an insurgency is present, continue coding the variables below. 
0 

 
Region * Geographic region of the country in which the rebels and/or the fighting was concentrated. 
Depending on the conflict this could be the name of a province, state, or administrative district in the 
conflict country, a description (e.g., “primarily the southern half of the country, south of the capital to the 
border with Pakistan”), or a named region (e.g., the Darfur region of Sudan). If dispersed throughout the 
county, enter “entire country”.  
began in Taipei and spread to a few surrounding areas.   
 
Concentration * Estimate the percentage of the geographic area of the country experiencing significant 
violence related to the conflict at any point during the conflict. Violence should be considered significant if 
battles/clashes between the rebels and government forces took place in a region, civilians were killed by 



government or rebel forces in a region, or government or rebel attacks occurred regularly in a region. 
Coding: 1 Less than 25% 2 25-50% 3 50-75% 4 More than 75% 
1 
 
IGO * Dummy variable set to 1 if an intergovernmental organization (NATO, UN, etc...) organized, 
participated in, sponsored, or sanctioned a military intervention to maintain the regime. 
0 
 
IGOname * Name of the IGO mission that organized, participated in, sponsored, or sanctioned the 
military intervention to maintain the regime (if any). 
NA 
 
 

2. Counterinsurgency characteristics 
Note: These variables should be coded in reference to the entire conflict, from Startdate to Enddate. Even 
in conflict in which the government began COIN operations with a light force model, if the majority of the 
conflict featured a heavy force model, this variable should be coded as 2. 
 
ForceModel * Primary type of force used by government troops. Coding: 1 Light force: Primary use of 
ground combat units that do not include large military equipment (may include close air support) 2 Heavy 
force: Primarily large-unit, concentrated firepower combat with mechanized units (may include strategic 
bombing) Close air support is defined as “air action by fixed-wing (FW) and rotary-wing (RW) aircraft 
against hostile targets that are in close proximity to friendly forces. […] It is planned and executed to 
support ground tactical units. CAS execution is tightly integrated at the tactical level with the fire and 
maneuver of supported ground forces.” (Joint Chiefs of Staff, Joint Publication 3-09.3). Close air support 
can be provided by any unit of the armed forces. Strategic bombing is defined as the massive, centrally 
coordinated bombing of military and civilian targets for strategic purposes, usually conducted by an air 
force. 
1 
 
StrategicAir * What role did strategic bombing play in the government’s military strategy? (see definition 
above). Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 

 
Resettle * What role did resettlement play in the government’s military strategy? Resettlement is defined 
as the forced relocation of civilian populations to deny guerillas access to resources, sanctuary, and other 
types of support; provide greater security for noncombatants; and/or separate combatants from 
noncombatants. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 
 
CivAction * What role did projects intended to improve the material well-being of play in the 
government’s military strategy? Examples: building schools, roads, bridges, hospitals; providing medical 
care, clean water or electricity; and creating jobs for local residents. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 
4 Extensive 
1 
 
CivSecure * What role did attempts to protect noncombatantfs from harm caused by the insurgents play 
in the government’s military strategy? Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 
 
Decap * What role did attempts to capture and kill the top leader(s) of the insurgent movement play in the 
government’s military strategy? Compare this variable to Jenna Jordan’s decapitation data. Coding: 1 
None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
2 
 



CivKill * Did mass killing of civilians occur? Mass killing is defined as > 50,000 intentional civilian deaths 
in a campaign (within <6 years) (Valentino et al. 2004) Coding: 0 No 1 Yes 
0 
 
CivTarget * To what extent did the military forces of the government intentionally select civilians as direct 
objects of attack or consistently fail to discriminate between combatants and noncombatants in their 
military operations? Combatants are defined as individuals that engage in armed resistance against 
regime forces. Coding: 1 Rarely 2 Moderately 3 Extensively 
1 
 
ForceDescrip * A narrative description of the type of force used by the government. Describe the 
strategy (or strategies) that the government used to counter the domestic threat. Note changes in strategy 
over time and major differences between the strategies and tactics used by different military units, 
different governments, or in different regions. This space can also be used to provide clarification on the 
variables coded above. 
This conflict began with rioting in Taipei.  There were already 30K troops in Formosa.  The Nationalists 
sent 50K additional troops to Formosa in order to crush the revolt.  The rebels were poorly armed and 
supplied.  Note that two years later, Chiang Kai-shek fled to the island and continued to rule from there.   
 
NumTrps * Number of government troops at height of conflict. Measured as maximum number of regular 
military personnel (air, ground, and sea) under central government authority during the conflict. When 
exact numbers cannot be located, coders may estimate from information about the military units. If even 
estimates are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, NumTrps 
is coded as missing (enter NA) and only TrpCat is coded. 
80000 
 
TrpCat * Categorical measure of the number of government troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 less 
than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 More than 
30,000 troops 
4 
 
GovCas * Number of government forces members killed during the conflict. Please enter numbers 
without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of ranges (750 instead of 
500-1000). If missing, enter NA. 
540 
 
RebelNumTrps * Estimated number of total troops on rebel side at height of conflict. If even estimates 
are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, RebelNumTrps is 
coded as missing (enter NA) and only RebelTrpCat is coded. 
NA 
 
RebelTrpCat * Categorical measure of the total number of rebel troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 
less than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 More than 
30,000 troops 
1 
 
RebelCas * Number of rebels / opposition members killed during the conflict. Please enter numbers 
without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of ranges (750 instead of 
500-1000). If missing, enter NA. 
18000 
 
ThreatSource * Role of internal and external actors with regard to the rebels in the conflict. Coding: 1 
primarily internal conflict with minor to moderate level of support to rebels from external actors 2 primarily 
externally sponsored conflict with local insurgents 3 entirely domestic opposition (no external assistance). 
1 
 



TargHelp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state committed any military troops to assist or advise 
the rebels. 
0 
 
AsstCombat * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state engaged in combat to assist the rebels. 
0 
 
AsstArms * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided arms or other material aid to assist the 
rebels. 
0 
 
AsstEcon * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided economic support to the rebels. 
0 
 
AsstSanct * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided, on its territory, sanctuaries for the 
rebels. 
0 
 
TargSupp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided any type of support to assist the rebels. 
0 
 
ConflictEthnic * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ethnic conflict. Following a 
conventional definition, ethnic conflicts involve “groups that identify with a distinct ethnic or cultural 
heritage” (Regan 1996: 338). Ethnic wars have been defined as “wars among communities (ethnicities) 
who are in conflict over the power relationship that exists between those communities and the state” 
(Sambanis 2001: 261). Additionally, the groups in ethnic conflicts “hold irreconcilable visions of the 
identity, borders, and citizenship of the state. They do not seek to control a state whose identity all sides 
accept, but rather to redefine or divide the state itself” (Kaufman 1996: 138). 
0 
 
EthnicGroups * When applicable, name the primary ethnic group or groups contributing rebel fighters to 
the opposition movement. Separate group names with ;. Please try to use ethnic group names that are 
listed in http://www.icr.ethz.ch/research/greg/groups.xls. If not applicable, enter NA. 
NA 
 
ConflictRelig * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a religious conflict. The primary feature 
of religious conflicts in this definition is that insurgent leaders frequently and systematically invoke religion 
as a motivation and justification for the conflict (cf. Juergensmeyer 2003: 57). 
0 
 
ConflictIdeol * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ideological conflict, with alignments 
across ethnic borders. Insurgents may strive for a different regime type and/or political order, but their 
primary aim does not contain the systematic exclusion of specific ethnic or religious groups. 
1 
 
ConflictSecess * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a secessionist conflict and the 
insurgents aim to create a separate state outside the current regime’s authority. 
0 
 
LastCW * Years since last civil war. Enter an integer number of years. If no civil war occurred before, 
enter NA. 
0 
 

Conflict outcome variables 



 
Win * Who won the conflict? 1 Counterinsurgents (government and/or intervener) 2 
Insurgents/rebels/rebel affiliates 3 Undecided 
1 
 
ConflictOutcome * Categorical variable that describes how the government terminated its military 
conflict. 0 Conflict ongoing. 1 Government militarily defeated the rebels. 2 Government negotiated a 
settlement that resulted in a compromise with the insurgents over governance (e.g., a power-sharing 
agreement). 3 The country was partitioned into two or more separate countries at the end of the conflict 4 
Rebels militarily defeated the government. 
1 
 
GovComp * GovComp Who was in control of the central government at the end of the conflict (i.e. at 
Enddate)? 1 Insurgents (the previous opposition; groups associated with the insurgents; political wings of 
rebels; etc.) 2 Government (the previous incumbent government; politicians associated with the previous 
regime; etc.) 3 Foreign intervener 4 Power-sharing: both previous rebels and previous incumbents began 
sharing political power in a joint government at the end of the conflict 5 Unclear: failing or failed state 
2 
 
Maintain * The number of months the government remained in power after the termination of the conflict 
(Enddate). This variable varies from zero, when the regime was never stabilized, to 60, when the regime 
remained in power for at least five years post-conflict. 
60 
 
MNF * Dummy variable coded 1 if a multinational peacekeeping force was established and remained in 
the conflict region after the termination of the conflict. 
0 
 
Sources * Sources Abbreviated identifier for each source used to code a case. The full source citations 
are provided with their identifying code below. Use Chicaco 15th B citation style. 
Clodfelter 
Sambanis 2006 
 
Notes * 
For the years since last civil war, China was in the midst of a civil war during this conflict.   
 
I was not able to find the exact rebel troop count, but my best estimate was somewhere between 10K and 
29K.   
 
 



Conflict Cases Research Journal 
If you have any questions or suggestions, please email Johannes at jkarreth@uga.edu. 
 
* Required 

 

1. Conflict identifiers 
 
Conflict ID * Which conflict from the list of Conflict Cases is this? Please provide ConYr. (Please note 
that ConYr may have to be adjusted based on new start dates: if you find that the actual start date of a 
conflict diverges from the one provided in the Conflict Cases list, please update this Conflict ID to reflect 
the correct start year. E.g. if the Afghanistan conflict 7001980 actually started in 1978, please provide 
7001978 as the ID.) 
7101956 
 
ConflictCountry * In which country did the conflict occur? 
China 
 
Startdate * TBD. Please provide this startdate of the conflict only in the format MM/DD/YYYY. If the date 
in the Conflict Cases list is wrong, please use the correct date here, based on your research. 
01/01/1956 
 
Enddate * TBD. Please provide this end date of the conflict only in the format MM/DD/YYYY. If the date 
in the Conflict Cases list is wrong, please use the correct date here, based on your research. If regimes 
change substantially (i.e., rebels win and gain control of government), the present conflict ends and a new 
conflict begins. If there is no fighting for at least one year, the conflict is over. 
04/01/1959 
 
Comments on start- and enddate. Insert comments on problems/ambiguities with the start- and 
enddates of the conflict here. 
There is some uncertainty as to definitive start and end dates.  Most sources suggest that there may have 
been conflict as early as 1952 (GRUN), but are unable to provide data confirming.  Most sources agree 
that by 1956 the rebellion had taken a recognizable, organized form.  As for enddates, again there is 
some uncertainty, but most sources confirm that the Chinese response to the 1959 uprisings in Lhasa 
was so strong as to eliminate any organized resistance after April 1959. 
 
IncGov * Provide the name of the incumbent government/regime (head of gov't/regime, party) 
Mao Zedong - People’s Republic of China; People’s Liberation Army 
 
Rebel1 * Provide the names of the opposition group(s), rebel group(s) and other actors that were 
identified as opposing the central government 
Tibetan insurgents 
 
Rebel2 
 
Rebel3 
 
Rebel4 
 
Coup * Is this conflict best described as a coup? Is the government defending itself against or reversing a 
coup -- rather than a case in which there is an armed insurgent movement? If YES (=1), do not continue 
coding this case for now. If NO coup (=0), and an insurgency is present, continue coding the variables 
below. 
0 
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Region * Geographic region of the country in which the rebels and/or the fighting was concentrated. 
Depending on the conflict this could be the name of a province, state, or administrative district in the 
conflict country, a description (e.g., “primarily the southern half of the country, south of the capital to the 
border with Pakistan”), or a named region (e.g., the Darfur region of Sudan). If dispersed throughout the 
county, enter “entire country”. 
eastern, central Tibet     
 
Concentration * Estimate the percentage of the geographic area of the country experiencing significant 
violence related to the conflict at any point during the conflict. Violence should be considered significant if 
battles/clashes between the rebels and government forces took place in a region, civilians were killed by 
government or rebel forces in a region, or government or rebel attacks occurred regularly in a region. 
Coding: 1 Less than 25% 2 25-50% 3 50-75% 4 More than 75% 
3 
 
IGO * Dummy variable set to 1 if an intergovernmental organization (NATO, UN, etc...) organized, 
participated in, sponsored, or sanctioned a military intervention to maintain the regime. 
0 
 
IGOname * Name of the IGO mission that organized, participated in, sponsored, or sanctioned the 
military intervention to maintain the regime (if any). 
NA 
 

2. Counterinsurgency characteristics 
Note: These variables should be coded in reference to the entire conflict, from Startdate to Enddate. Even 
in conflict in which the government began COIN operations with a light force model, if the majority of the 
conflict featured a heavy force model, this variable should be coded as 2. 
 
ForceModel * Primary type of force used by government troops. Coding: 1 Light force: Primary use of 
ground combat units that do not include large military equipment (may include close air support) 2 Heavy 
force: Primarily large-unit, concentrated firepower combat with mechanized units (may include strategic 
bombing) Close air support is defined as “air action by fixed-wing (FW) and rotary-wing (RW) aircraft 
against hostile targets that are in close proximity to friendly forces. […] It is planned and executed to 
support ground tactical units. CAS execution is tightly integrated at the tactical level with the fire and 
maneuver of supported ground forces.” (Joint Chiefs of Staff, Joint Publication 3-09.3). Close air support 
can be provided by any unit of the armed forces. Strategic bombing is defined as the massive, centrally 
coordinated bombing of military and civilian targets for strategic purposes, usually conducted by an air 
force. 
2 
 
StrategicAir * What role did strategic bombing play in the government’s military strategy? (see definition 
above). Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
3 
 
Resettle * What role did resettlement play in the government’s military strategy? Resettlement is defined 
as the forced relocation of civilian populations to deny guerillas access to resources, sanctuary, and other 
types of support; provide greater security for noncombatants; and/or separate combatants from 
noncombatants. 
0  
 New Code: 1 
 
CivAction * What role did projects intended to improve the material well-being of play in the 
government’s military strategy? Examples: building schools, roads, bridges, hospitals; providing medical 
care, clean water or electricity; and creating jobs for local residents. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 
4 Extensive 



3  
 New Code: 2 
 
CivSecure * What role did attempts to protect noncombatants from harm caused by the insurgents play 
in the government’s military strategy? Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 
 
Decap * What role did attempts to capture and kill the top leader(s) of the insurgent movement play in the 
government’s military strategy? Compare this variable to Jenna Jordan’s decapitation data. Coding: 1 
None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 
 
CivKill * Did mass killing of civilians occur? Mass killing is defined as > 50,000 intentional civilian deaths 
in a campaign (within <6 years) (Valentino et al. 2004) Coding: 0 No 1 Yes 
1 
 
CivTarget * To what extent did the military forces of the government intentionally select civilians as direct 
objects of attack or consistently fail to discriminate between combatants and noncombatants in their 
military operations? Combatants are defined as individuals that engage in armed resistance against 
regime forces. Coding: 1 Rarely 2 Moderately 3 Extensively 
3 
 
ForceDescrip * A narrative description of the type of force used by the government. Describe the 
strategy (or strategies) that the government used to counter the domestic threat. Note changes in strategy 
over time and major differences between the strategies and tactics used by different military units, 
different governments, or in different regions. This space can also be used to provide clarification on the 
variables coded above. 
While post-occupation China did engage in infrastructure-building (roads, etc.), these reforms were 
heavy-handed, aimed at forcing compliance with Chinese modernization policies, and not well received 
by the Tibetan population.  Once the insurgency began, Chinese troops engaged in widespread brutality, 
including shelling villages and executing thousands of Tibetans (CIMT).  The insurgency had started in 
the mountainous Kham region, but by 1958 was closing on Lhasa.  The culmination occured in March 
1959, as thousands gathered in Lhasa.  Chinese response was brutal - opening fire on rebel crowds and 
harshly suppressing the rebellion. 
 
 New ForceDescrip: 

There are reports of rebellious activity against the Chinese government from as early as 1951 in 
Tibet, but the resistance movement did not take an organized shape until 1956. Though a number 
of civilian projects, such as education programs and infrastructure construction, were 
implemented by the Chinese government in Tibet, the majority occurred before the outbreak of 
organized resistance in 1956. However, some programs continued—particularly the education 
program—which the Chinese sought to use to indoctrinated the Tibetan people. Highway 
construction also continued under central government administration. However, these programs 
ended due to extreme Tibetan resistance as the conflict came to a head in 1957 and did not 
resume until after the fall of the resistance movement in April 1959 (Ginsbergs 258). Throughout 
the conflict, the Chinese government devoted nearly 150,000 troops to putting down the guerrilla 
uprising, and these troops “operated with great brutality, shelling villages and executing 
hundreds, perhaps thousands” (Encyclopedia). Chinese forces used artillery and bomber aircraft 
against “civilians and monasteries whom they suspected of helping insurgents” (RAND). This 
fighting culminated in March 1959 when thousands of insurgents and citizens alike gathered in 
Lhasa to protect the Dalai Lama based on suspicions that he was being targeted by the Chinese 
army. After several days of the crowd being gathered, the Chinese army opened fire on the crowd 
using mortars and machine guns, killing thousands. With the suppression of this revolt, China 
maintained control of the region. 

NumTrps * Number of government troops at height of conflict. Measured as maximum number of regular 
military personnel (air, ground, and sea) under central government authority during the conflict. When 



exact numbers cannot be located, coders may estimate from information about the military units. If even 
estimates are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, NumTrps 
is coded as missing (enter NA) and only TrpCat is coded. 
150,000 for this specific uprising - CIMT; BROG notes 200,000 
2500000  
 
TrpCat * Categorical measure of the number of government troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 less 
than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 More than 
30,000 troops 
4 
 
GovCas * Number of government forces members killed during the conflict. Please enter numbers 
without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of ranges (750 instead of 
500-1000). If missing, enter NA. 
40000 overall - GRUN 
3000 killed in one garrison attack in 1958 - BROG 
2000 ambushed by rebel tribesmen - CLOD 
 
 
RebelNumTrps * Estimated number of total troops on rebel side at height of conflict. If even estimates 
are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, RebelNumTrps is 
coded as missing (enter NA) and only RebelTrpCat is coded. 
15000 
 
RebelTrpCat * Categorical measure of the total number of rebel troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 
less than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 More than 
30,000 troops 
3 
 
RebelCas * Number of rebels / opposition members killed during the conflict. Please enter numbers 
without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of ranges (750 instead of 
500-1000). If missing, enter NA. 
30000 
 
ThreatSource * Role of internal and external actors with regard to the rebels in the conflict. Coding: 1 
primarily internal conflict with minor to moderate level of support to rebels from external actors 2 primarily 
externally sponsored conflict with local insurgents 3 entirely domestic opposition (no external assistance). 
1 
 
TargHelp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state committed any military troops to assist or advise 
the rebels. 
0 
 
AsstCombat * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state engaged in combat to assist the rebels. 
0 
 
AsstArms * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided arms or other material aid to assist the 
rebels. 
1 - US CIA secretly airdropped weapons into Tibet and helped smuggle Tibetans out to train them (CIMT) 
 
AsstEcon * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided economic support to the rebels. 
0 
 
AsstSanct * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided, on its territory, sanctuaries for the 
rebels. 
1 - India (FOF) 



 
TargSupp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided any type of support to assist the rebels. 
1 
 
ConflictEthnic * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ethnic conflict. Following a 
conventional definition, ethnic conflicts involve “groups that identify with a distinct ethnic or cultural 
heritage” (Regan 1996: 338). Ethnic wars have been defined as “wars among communities (ethnicities) 
who are in conflict over the power relationship that exists between those communities and the state” 
(Sambanis 2001: 261). Additionally, the groups in ethnic conflicts “hold irreconcilable visions of the 
identity, borders, and citizenship of the state. They do not seek to control a state whose identity all sides 
accept, but rather to redefine or divide the state itself” (Kaufman 1996: 138). 
1 
 
EthnicGroups * When applicable, name the primary ethnic group or groups contributing rebel fighters to 
the opposition movement. Separate group names with ;. Please try to use ethnic group names that are 
listed in http://www.icr.ethz.ch/research/greg/groups.xls. If not applicable, enter NA. 
Tibetan 
 
ConflictRelig * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a religious conflict. The primary feature 
of religious conflicts in this definition is that insurgent leaders frequently and systematically invoke religion 
as a motivation and justification for the conflict (cf. Juergensmeyer 2003: 57). 
0 
 
ConflictIdeol * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ideological conflict, with alignments 
across ethnic borders. Insurgents may strive for a different regime type and/or political order, but their 
primary aim does not contain the systematic exclusion of specific ethnic or religious groups. 
0 
 
ConflictSecess * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a secessionist conflict and the 
insurgents aim to create a separate state outside the current regime’s authority. 
1 - seeking autonomous region 
 
LastCW * Years since last civil war. Enter an integer number of years. If no civil war occurred before, 
enter NA. 
6 - Chinese Civil War 
 

Conflict outcome variables 
 
Win * Who won the conflict? 1 Counterinsurgents (government and/or intervener) 2 
Insurgents/rebels/rebel affiliates 3 Undecided 
1 
 
ConflictOutcome * Categorical variable that describes how the government terminated its military 
conflict. 0 Conflict ongoing. 1 Government militarily defeated the rebels. 2 Government negotiated a 
settlement that resulted in a compromise with the insurgents over governance (e.g., a power-sharing 
agreement). 3 The country was partitioned into two or more separate countries at the end of the conflict 4 
Rebels militarily defeated the government. 
1 
 
GovComp * GovComp Who was in control of the central government at the end of the conflict (i.e. at 
Enddate)? 1 Insurgents (the previous opposition; groups associated with the insurgents; political wings of 
rebels; etc.) 2 Government (the previous incumbent government; politicians associated with the previous 
regime; etc.) 3 Foreign intervener 4 Power-sharing: both previous rebels and previous incumbents began 
sharing political power in a joint government at the end of the conflict 5 Unclear: failing or failed state 



2 
 
Maintain * The number of months the government remained in power after the termination of the conflict 
(Enddate). This variable varies from zero, when the regime was never stabilized, to 60, when the regime 
remained in power for at least five years post-conflict. 
60 
 
MNF * Dummy variable coded 1 if a multinational peacekeeping force was established and remained in 
the conflict region after the termination of the conflict. 
0 
 
Sources * Sources Abbreviated identifier for each source used to code a case. The full source citations 
are provided with their identifying code below. Use Chicaco 15th B citation style. 
 
BROG - Brogan, Patrick. 1998. World Conflicts. Lanham, MD: The Scarecrow Press, Inc. 
 
CIMT - Ciment, James, Ed. 1999. Encyclopedia of Conflicts since World War II, Vol. 1. Chicago, Fitzroy 
Dearborn Publishers. 
 
CLOD - Clodfelter, Michael. 1992. Warfare and Armed Conflicts. Jefferson, NC: McFarland & Company, 
Inc. Publishers 
 
FOF - Facts on File Yearbook. 1954, 1958, 1959, 1960.   
 
GRUN - Grunfeld, A. Tom. 1996. The Making of Modern Tibet. Armonk, NY: M.E. Sharpe 
 
NYT - Baldwin, Hanson W. 1951. “If Mao Seeks Conquest He Has The Manpower.” New York Times.  
January 14. E4. 
 
RICH - Richardson, Hugh E. 1962. A Short History of Tibet. New York: E. P. Dutton & Co., Inc.  
 
SMITH - Smith, Jr. Warren W. 1996. Tibetan Nation. Boulder, CO: Westview Press. 
 
 New Sources: 
RAND 2013: Paul, Christopher, et al. 2013. Paths to Victory: Detailed Counterinsurgency Case Studies. 
Santa Monica, CA: RAND. 
 
Dixon, Jeffrey and Meredith R. Sarkees. 2016. A Guide to Intra-State Wars: An Examination of Civil, 
Regional, and Intercommunal Wars, 1816-2014. SAGE 
Publications, http://dx.doi.org.libproxy.lib.unc.edu/10.4135/9781452234205 
 
Ciment, James. 2006. Encyclopedia of Conflicts Since World War II. 2nd Ed. New York: Routledge. 
 
Ginsburgs, George and Michael Mathos. 1959. “Tibet’s Administration During the Interregnum, 1954-
1959.” Pacific Affairs 32(3): 249-267. http://www.jstor.org/stable/3035114 
 
Notes * Brief coder notes on ambiguous, contradictory, and missing data for each case. 
 
The rebel casualty variable is coded as a best estimate.  CLOD notes 65000 Tibetan casualties, but 
doesn’t specify combatants vs. noncombatants.  Other sources indicate higher non-combatant casualties 
through the course of the conflict, but don’t include combatant casualties.  GRUN comes closes to 
specifically suggesting combatant casualties, but includes a very high range (50000 to 200000) - he 
acknowledges it to be high.  I estimate slightly lower than that range, though this may still include some 
non-combatant casualties.   
 



Rebel troop numbers are unreliable and the estimates range widely.  RICH and EACD note low 
combatant numbers (10000 and 15000 respectively), while CLOD and GRUN suggest that support was 
higher (40000 and 35000-300000 respectively).  I follow EACD’s estimate at 15000. 
 
Resettle: though waves of Chinese were moved into areas (RICH) 
Civaction: These efforts were not aimed at appeasing Tibetans though, but integrating them into Chinese 
policies (Great Leap Forward, etc.).  They were not well received and may have contributed to revolt. 
Civkill: though exact figures are uncertain, most sources estimate well above 50000 civilians died during 
the conflict 
 
New Notes: 
-RAND: pg. 127strategicair, civtarget 
-Dixon/Reid pg. 512, strategicair 
-Encyclopediapg. 559, Strategicair/civtarget 
-Ginsburgs and Mathoscivaction pg. 255 (education programs, indoctrination attempt) 
-Hasmathcivaction (pgs. 130-131) 
 



Conflict Cases Research Journal 
 
* Required 

 

1. Conflict identifiers 
 

Conflict ID * Which conflict from the list of Conflict Cases is this? Please provide ConYr. (Please 
note that ConYr may have to be adjusted based on new start dates: if you find that the actual 
start date of a conflict diverges from the one provided in the Conflict Cases list, please update this 
Conflict ID to reflect the correct start year. E.g. if the Afghanistan conflict 7001980 actually started 
in 1978, please provide 7001978 as the ID.) 
7101991 
 
ConflictCountry * In which country did the conflict occur? China 
 
Startdate * 4/5/1991 
 
Enddate * 8/10/2008  
 
Comments on start- and enddate. Insert comments on problems/ambiguities with the start- and 
enddates of the conflict here. 
*Start date – coincides with Baren Uprising (movement by Uighur groups to renew push for 
autonomy which was previously crushed by the government)  *previous coder  
-Study of Terrorism & Responses to Terrorism (2015) – claims the first reported attack was in 
1998  
 
*End date – “UCDP/PRIO Armed Conflict Dataset Version 19.1” database says that the conflict 
ends 08/10/2008 (likely due to not reaching a minimum casualty threshold)  
 
IncGov * Provide the name of the incumbent government/regime (head of gov't/regime, party) 
Presidents of China (all members of ruling Communist Party) – Yang Shangkun (1988-1993), 
Jiang Zemin (1993-2003), Hu Jintao (2003-2012)  
 
Rebel1 * Provide the names of the opposition group(s), rebel group(s) and other actors that were 
identified as opposing the central government 
Islamic Party of East Turkmenistan (IPET) 
 
Rebel2 
 
Rebel3 
 
Rebel4 
 
Coup * Is this conflict best described as a coup? Is the government defending itself against or 
reversing a coup -- rather than a case in which there is an armed insurgent movement? If YES 
(=1), do not continue coding this case for now and mark the case’s status as “Coup” in the 
Conflict_Cases document. If NO coup (=0), and an insurgency is present, continue coding the 
variables below. 
0 
*previous coder  
 
Region * Geographic region of the country in which the rebels and/or the fighting was 
concentrated. Depending on the conflict this could be the name of a province, state, or 



administrative district in the conflict country, a description (e.g., “primarily the southern half of the 
country, south of the capital to the border with Pakistan”), or a named region (e.g., the Darfur 
region of Sudan). If dispersed throughout the county, enter “entire country”.  
Xinjiang – the western most area of Chinese mainland 
*previous coder  
 
Concentration * Estimate the percentage of the geographic area of the country experiencing 
significant violence related to the conflict at any point during the conflict. Violence should be 
considered significant if battles/clashes between the rebels and government forces took place in 
a region, civilians were killed by government or rebel forces in a region, or government or rebel 
attacks occurred regularly in a region. Coding: 1 Less than 25% 2 25-50% 3 50-75% 4 More than 
75% 
1 
*previous coder  
 

2. Counterinsurgency characteristics 
Note: These variables should be coded in reference to the entire conflict, from Startdate to 
Enddate. Even in conflict in which the government began COIN operations with a light force 
model, if the majority of the conflict featured a heavy force model, this variable should be coded 
as 2. 
 
ForceModel * Primary type of force used by government troops. Coding: 1 Light force: Primary 
use of ground combat units that do not include large military equipment (may include close air 
support) 2 Heavy force: Primarily large-unit, concentrated firepower combat with mechanized 
units (may include strategic bombing) Close air support is defined as “air action by fixed-wing 
(FW) and rotary-wing (RW) aircraft against hostile targets that are in close proximity to friendly 
forces. […] It is planned and executed to support ground tactical units. CAS execution is tightly 
integrated at the tactical level with the fire and maneuver of supported ground forces.” (Joint 
Chiefs of Staff, Joint Publication 3-09.3). Close air support can be provided by any unit of the 
armed forces. Strategic bombing is defined as the massive, centrally coordinated bombing of 
military and civilian targets for strategic purposes, usually conducted by an air force. 
1 
*previous coder – primarily large numbers of ground troops in the major cities of the province to 
enforce government presence and protect Han nationals  
 
StrategicAir * What role did strategic bombing play in the government’s military strategy? (see 
definition above). Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 
*previous coder  
 
Resettle * What role did resettlement play in the government’s military strategy? Resettlement is 
defined as the forced relocation of civilian populations to deny guerillas access to resources, 
sanctuary, and other types of support; provide greater security for noncombatants; and/or 
separate combatants from noncombatants. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 
*previous coder  
 
CivAction * What role did projects intended to improve the material well-being of play in the 
government’s military strategy? Examples: building schools, roads, bridges, hospitals; providing 
medical care, clean water or electricity; and creating jobs for local residents. Coding: 1 None 2 
Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
2 
*previous coder  
 



CivSecure * What role did attempts to protect noncombatants from harm caused by the 
insurgents play in the government’s military strategy? Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 
Extensive 
2 
*previous coder  
 
Decap * What role did attempts to capture and kill the top leader(s) of the insurgent movement 
play in the government’s military strategy? Compare this variable to Jenna Jordan’s decapitation 
data. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
2 
*previous coder  
 
CivKill * Did mass killing of civilians occur? Mass killing is defined as > 50,000 intentional civilian 
deaths in a campaign (within <6 years) (Valentino et al. 2004) Coding: 0 No 1 Yes 
0 
*previous coder  
 
CivTarget * To what extent did the military forces of the government intentionally select civilians 
as direct objects of attack or consistently fail to discriminate between combatants and 
noncombatants in their military operations? Combatants are defined as individuals that engage in 
armed resistance against regime forces. Coding: 1 Rarely 2 Moderately 3 Extensively 
1 
*previous coder  
 
ForceDescrip * A narrative description of the type of force used by the government. Describe the 
strategy (or strategies) that the government used to counter the domestic threat. Note changes in 
strategy over time and major differences between the strategies and tactics used by different 
military units, different governments, or in different regions. This space can also be used to 
provide clarification on the variables coded above. 
Chinese government forces implemented the “Strike Hard” campaign in response to mobilization 
and attacks from the Uighur separatist movement. These campaigns involved militarized police or 
fully armed soldiers and some use of tanks and helicopter gunships patrolling streets. Troops in 
the region which ranged around 30,000 used live ammunition on protestors and suspected 
militants.  
*previous coder  
 
NumTrps * Number of government troops at height of conflict. Measured as maximum number of 
regular military personnel (air, ground, and sea) under central government authority during the 
conflict. When exact numbers cannot be located, coders may estimate from information about the 
military units. If even estimates are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and 
ambiguous information, NumTrps is coded as missing (enter NA) and only TrpCat is coded. 
2.8 million 
*previous coder 
 
TrpCat * Categorical measure of the number of government troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 
less than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 
More than 30,000 troops 
4 
*previous coder  
 
GovCas * Number of government forces members killed during the conflict. Please enter 
numbers without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of 
ranges (750 instead of 500-1000). If missing, enter NA. 
100 
*previous coder  
 



RebelNumTrps * Estimated number of total troops on rebel side at height of conflict. If even 
estimates are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, 
RebelNumTrps is coded as missing (enter NA) and only RebelTrpCat is coded. 
2000 
*previous coder  
 
RebelTrpCat * Categorical measure of the total number of rebel troops at height of conflict. 
Coding: 0 less than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 
troops 4 More than 30,000 troops 
1 
*previous coder  
 
RebelCas * Number of rebels / opposition members killed during the conflict. Please enter 
numbers without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of 
ranges (750 instead of 500-1000). If missing, enter NA. 
100 
*previous coder  
 
ThreatSource * Role of internal and external actors with regard to the rebels in the conflict. 
Coding: 1 primarily internal conflict with minor to moderate level of support to rebels from external 
actors 2 primarily externally sponsored conflict with local insurgents 3 entirely domestic 
opposition (no external assistance). 
1 
*previous coder  
 
TargHelp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state committed any military troops to assist or 
advise the rebels. 
0 
*previous coder  
 
AsstCombat * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state engaged in combat to assist the 
rebels. 
0 
*previous coder  
 
AsstArms * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided arms or other material aid to 
assist the rebels. 
0 
*previous coder  
 
AsstEcon * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided economic support to the rebels. 
0 
*previous coder  
 
AsstSanct * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided, on its territory, sanctuaries for 
the rebels. 
0 
*previous coder  
 
TargSupp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided any type of support to assist the 
rebels. 
0 
*previous coder  
 
ConflictEthnic * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ethnic conflict. Following a 
conventional definition, ethnic conflicts involve “groups that identify with a distinct ethnic or 



cultural heritage” (Regan 1996: 338). Ethnic wars have been defined as “wars among 
communities (ethnicities) who are in conflict over the power relationship that exists between those 
communities and the state” (Sambanis 2001: 261). Additionally, the groups in ethnic conflicts 
“hold irreconcilable visions of the identity, borders, and citizenship of the state. They do not seek 
to control a state whose identity all sides accept, but rather to redefine or divide the state itself” 
(Kaufman 1996: 138). 
1 
*previous coder  
 
EthnicGroups * When applicable, name the primary ethnic group or groups contributing rebel 
fighters to the opposition movement. Separate group names with ;. Please try to use ethnic group 
names that are listed in http://www.icr.ethz.ch/research/greg/groups.xls. If not applicable, enter 
NA. 
Uighur  
*previous coder  
 
ConflictRelig * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a religious conflict. The primary 
feature of religious conflicts in this definition is that insurgent leaders frequently and 
systematically invoke religion as a motivation and justification for the conflict (cf. Juergensmeyer 
2003: 57). 
1 
*previous coder  
 
ConflictIdeol * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ideological conflict, with 
alignments across ethnic borders. Insurgents may strive for a different regime type and/or political 
order, but their primary aim does not contain the systematic exclusion of specific ethnic or 
religious groups. 
0 
*previous coder  
 
ConflictSecess * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a secessionist conflict and 
the insurgents aim to create a separate state outside the current regime’s authority. 
1 
*previous coder  
 
LastCW * Years since last civil war. Enter an integer number of years. If no civil war occurred 
before, enter NA. 
23 
*previous coder  
 
 

Conflict outcome variables 
 
Win * Who won the conflict? 1 Counterinsurgents (government and/or intervener) 2 
Insurgents/rebels/rebel affiliates 3 Undecided 
1 
*The previous coder had 3 coded, but they also said the conflict was ongoing. The conflict ended 
in 2008 so 1 should be coded.  
 
ConflictOutcome * Categorical variable that describes how the government terminated its 
military conflict. 0 Conflict ongoing. 1 Government militarily defeated the rebels. 2 Government 
negotiated a settlement that resulted in a compromise with the insurgents over governance (e.g., 
a power-sharing agreement). 3 The country was partitioned into two or more separate countries 
at the end of the conflict 4 Rebels militarily defeated the government. 



1 
*The previous coder had 0 written, but the conflict ended in 2008. It should be coded as 1, as the 
Chinese government withstood the efforts of the ETIM.  
 
GovComp * GovComp Who was in control of the central government at the end of the conflict 
(i.e. at Enddate)? 1 Insurgents (the previous opposition; groups associated with the insurgents; 
political wings of rebels; etc.) 2 Government (the previous incumbent government; politicians 
associated with the previous regime; etc.) 3 Foreign intervener 4 Power-sharing: both previous 
rebels and previous incumbents began sharing political power in a joint government at the end of 
the conflict 5 Unclear: failing or failed state 
2 
*previous coder  
 
Maintain * The number of months the government remained in power after the termination of the 
conflict (Enddate). This variable varies from zero, when the regime was never stabilized, to 60, 
when the regime remained in power for at least five years post-conflict. 
60 
*The previous coder had 0, but they also said that the conflict was ongoing. The Chinese 
government is still in power so Maintain is coded as 60.  
 
MNF * Dummy variable coded 1 if a multinational peacekeeping force was established and 
remained in the conflict region after the termination of the conflict. 
0 
*previous coder  
 
Notes Use this space to provide any additional details, comments on ambiguous or contradictory 
information, etc…  
 
Council on Foreign Relations (2014)  
-Militant separatist group founded by Uighurs  
-Perform acts of terrorism in addition to some small-scale fighting  
-Riot in 2009 when Han Chinese workers accused of racial violence prompted a demonstration  
- “Information about ETIM’s activities is tightly controlled by China, which has blamed the group 
for more than two hundred terrorist incidents in Xinjiang between 1990 and 2001” (2/3 of the way 
down the article)  
-Chinese government’s strategies include threatening military force, arresting suspected ETIM 
members, and economic tools to address socioeconomic gaps  
  
Sources * Sources Abbreviated identifier for each source used to code a case. The full source 
citations are provided with their identifying code below. Use Chicago 15th B citation style. 
 
China 1995. The Military Balance Vol. 102, Iss. 1, 2010 
 
China. Uppsala Universitet, Jan. 2011. Web. 10 Nov. 2011 
http://www.ucdp.uu.se/gpdatabase/gpcountry.php?id=34&regionSelect=7-Eastern_Asia# 
 
Ide, William What Is the East Turkestan Islamic Movement? Voice of America, 4 Aug. 2011. Web. 
13 Nov. 2011 http://www.voanews.com/english/news/asia/pan/What-Is-the-East-Turkestan-
Islamic-Movement-126763973.html 
 
Pike, John Eastern Turkestan Islamic Movement. Global Security, Nov. 2011. Web. 1 Nov. 2011 
http://www.globalsecurity.org/military/world/para/etip.htm 
 
Sambanis, Nicholas Civil War Coding Notes. Yale University, 30 Nov. 2004. Web. 13 Nov. 2011 
<http://https://docs.google.com/viewer?a=v&pid=explorer&chrome=true&srcid=0B7iEDkH4LytXY



TU2YzFkMDUtYTAzNy00ZDZhLTg4ZTEtMDc2YzNhYzQxYWUz&authkey=CN-
92PUN&hl=en_US>. 
 
Xu, Beina, Holly Fletcher, and Jayshree Bajoria. The East Turkestan Islamic Movement (ETIM). 
Council on Foreign Relations, Sept. 2014. Web. 2 Jul 2019. 
https://www.cfr.org/backgrounder/east-turkestan-islamic-movement-etim 
 
Study of Terrorism and Responses to Terrorism. “Eastern Turkistan Islamic Movement (ETIM).” 
START.com. Jan. 2015. Web. 17 Jul 2019. https://www.start.umd.edu/baad/narratives/eastern-
turkistan-islamic-movement-etim.  
 
Pettersson, Therese; Stina Högbladh & Magnus Öberg, 2019. Organized violence, 1989-2018 
and peace agreements, Journal of Peace Research 56(4) 
 
Gleditsch, Nils Petter, Peter Wallensteen, Mikael Eriksson, Margareta Sollenberg, and Håvard 
Strand (2002) Armed Conflict 1946-2001: A New Dataset. Journal of Peace Research 39(5). 
 

https://www.cfr.org/backgrounder/east-turkestan-islamic-movement-etim


Conflict Cases Research Journal 
 
* Required 

 

1. Conflict identifiers   
 
Conflict ID * Which conflict from the list of Conflict Cases is this? Please provide ConYr. (Please note 
that ConYr may have to be adjusted based on new start dates: if you find that the actual start date of a 
conflict diverges from the one provided in the Conflict Cases list, please update this Conflict ID to reflect 
the correct start year. E.g. if the Afghanistan conflict 7001980 actually started in 1978, please provide 
7001978 as the ID.) 
7131947 
 
ConflictCountry * In which country did the conflict occur? 
Taiwan 
 
Startdate * 2/28/1947 
 
Enddate * 12/31/1949 
 
Comments on start- and enddate. Insert comments on problems/ambiguities with the start- and 
enddates of the conflict here. 
There is consensus in the literature on these dates 
 
IncGov * Provide the name of the incumbent government/regime (head of gov't/regime, party) 
Chiang Kai-shek regime in China 
 
Rebel1 * Provide the names of the opposition group(s), rebel group(s) and other actors that were 
identified as opposing the central government 
Taiwanese insurgents 
 
Rebel2 
 
Rebel3 
 
Rebel4 
 
Coup * Is this conflict best described as a coup? Is the government defending itself against or reversing a 
coup -- rather than a case in which there is an armed insurgent movement? If YES (=1), do not continue 
coding this case for now and mark the case’s status as “Coup” in the Conflict_Cases document. If NO 
coup (=0), and an insurgency is present, continue coding the variables below. 
0 

 
Region * Geographic region of the country in which the rebels and/or the fighting was concentrated. 
Depending on the conflict this could be the name of a province, state, or administrative district in the 
conflict country, a description (e.g., “primarily the southern half of the country, south of the capital to the 
border with Pakistan”), or a named region (e.g., the Darfur region of Sudan). If dispersed throughout the 
county, enter “entire country”.  
Entire country 
 
Concentration * Estimate the percentage of the geographic area of the country experiencing significant 
violence related to the conflict at any point during the conflict. Violence should be considered significant if 
battles/clashes between the rebels and government forces took place in a region, civilians were killed by 



government or rebel forces in a region, or government or rebel attacks occurred regularly in a region. 
Coding: 1 Less than 25% 2 25-50% 3 50-75% 4 More than 75% 
4 
 
IGO * Dummy variable set to 1 if an intergovernmental organization (NATO, UN, etc...) organized, 
participated in, sponsored, or sanctioned a military intervention to maintain the regime. 
0 
 
IGOname * Name of the IGO mission that organized, participated in, sponsored, or sanctioned the 
military intervention to maintain the regime (if any). 
NA 
 
 

2. Counterinsurgency characteristics 
Note: These variables should be coded in reference to the entire conflict, from Startdate to Enddate. Even 
in conflict in which the government began COIN operations with a light force model, if the majority of the 
conflict featured a heavy force model, this variable should be coded as 2. 
 
ForceModel * Primary type of force used by government troops. Coding: 1 Light force: Primary use of 
ground combat units that do not include large military equipment (may include close air support) 2 Heavy 
force: Primarily large-unit, concentrated firepower combat with mechanized units (may include strategic 
bombing) Close air support is defined as “air action by fixed-wing (FW) and rotary-wing (RW) aircraft 
against hostile targets that are in close proximity to friendly forces. […] It is planned and executed to 
support ground tactical units. CAS execution is tightly integrated at the tactical level with the fire and 
maneuver of supported ground forces.” (Joint Chiefs of Staff, Joint Publication 3-09.3). Close air support 
can be provided by any unit of the armed forces. Strategic bombing is defined as the massive, centrally 
coordinated bombing of military and civilian targets for strategic purposes, usually conducted by an air 
force. 
1 
 
StrategicAir * What role did strategic bombing play in the government’s military strategy? (see definition 
above). Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 

 
Resettle * What role did resettlement play in the government’s military strategy? Resettlement is defined 
as the forced relocation of civilian populations to deny guerillas access to resources, sanctuary, and other 
types of support; provide greater security for noncombatants; and/or separate combatants from 
noncombatants. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 
 
CivAction * What role did projects intended to improve the material well-being of play in the 
government’s military strategy? Examples: building schools, roads, bridges, hospitals; providing medical 
care, clean water or electricity; and creating jobs for local residents. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 
4 Extensive 
1 
 
CivSecure * What role did attempts to protect noncombatantfs from harm caused by the insurgents play 
in the government’s military strategy? Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 
 
Decap * What role did attempts to capture and kill the top leader(s) of the insurgent movement play in the 
government’s military strategy? Compare this variable to Jenna Jordan’s decapitation data. Coding: 1 
None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
3 
 



CivKill * Did mass killing of civilians occur? Mass killing is defined as > 50,000 intentional civilian deaths 
in a campaign (within <6 years) (Valentino et al. 2004) Coding: 0 No 1 Yes 
0 
 
CivTarget * To what extent did the military forces of the government intentionally select civilians as direct 
objects of attack or consistently fail to discriminate between combatants and noncombatants in their 
military operations? Combatants are defined as individuals that engage in armed resistance against 
regime forces. Coding: 1 Rarely 2 Moderately 3 Extensively 
3 
 
ForceDescrip * A narrative description of the type of force used by the government. Describe the 
strategy (or strategies) that the government used to counter the domestic threat. Note changes in strategy 
over time and major differences between the strategies and tactics used by different military units, 
different governments, or in different regions. This space can also be used to provide clarification on the 
variables coded above. 
Taiwanese were “poorly armed” and “quickly crushed” (CLOD).  Chinese strategy was described as a 
“massacre” in which brutality, rape, random shooting of anyone in the streets, burglaries, and 
assassinations were the norm, with particular focus on educated organizers and leaders - FOF.  Other 
sources describe the violence as being less atrocious (HAN), but bloodly nonetheless.  The sources are 
consistent that Chinese strategy involved overwhelming force and brutality against the much weaker 
Taiwanese.  Further, because the insurgency was not localized to only troops, but involved mass 
motivation, Chinese response was doubly broad in terms of targeting civilians. 
 
NumTrps * Number of government troops at height of conflict. Measured as maximum number of regular 
military personnel (air, ground, and sea) under central government authority during the conflict. When 
exact numbers cannot be located, coders may estimate from information about the military units. If even 
estimates are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, NumTrps 
is coded as missing (enter NA) and only TrpCat is coded. 
80000 
 
TrpCat * Categorical measure of the number of government troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 less 
than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 More than 
30,000 troops 
4 
 
GovCas * Number of government forces members killed during the conflict. Please enter numbers 
without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of ranges (750 instead of 
500-1000). If missing, enter NA. 
300 
 
RebelNumTrps * Estimated number of total troops on rebel side at height of conflict. If even estimates 
are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, RebelNumTrps is 
coded as missing (enter NA) and only RebelTrpCat is coded. 
 
RebelTrpCat * Categorical measure of the total number of rebel troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 
less than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 More than 
30,000 troops 
 
 
RebelCas * Number of rebels / opposition members killed during the conflict. Please enter numbers 
without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of ranges (750 instead of 
500-1000). If missing, enter NA. 
18000 
 



ThreatSource * Role of internal and external actors with regard to the rebels in the conflict. Coding: 1 
primarily internal conflict with minor to moderate level of support to rebels from external actors 2 primarily 
externally sponsored conflict with local insurgents 3 entirely domestic opposition (no external assistance). 
3 
 
TargHelp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state committed any military troops to assist or advise 
the rebels. 
0 
 
AsstCombat * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state engaged in combat to assist the rebels. 
0 
 
AsstArms * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided arms or other material aid to assist the 
rebels. 
0 
 
AsstEcon * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided economic support to the rebels. 
0 
 
AsstSanct * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided, on its territory, sanctuaries for the 
rebels. 
0 
 
TargSupp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided any type of support to assist the rebels. 
0 
 
ConflictEthnic * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ethnic conflict. Following a 
conventional definition, ethnic conflicts involve “groups that identify with a distinct ethnic or cultural 
heritage” (Regan 1996: 338). Ethnic wars have been defined as “wars among communities (ethnicities) 
who are in conflict over the power relationship that exists between those communities and the state” 
(Sambanis 2001: 261). Additionally, the groups in ethnic conflicts “hold irreconcilable visions of the 
identity, borders, and citizenship of the state. They do not seek to control a state whose identity all sides 
accept, but rather to redefine or divide the state itself” (Kaufman 1996: 138). 
0 
 
EthnicGroups * When applicable, name the primary ethnic group or groups contributing rebel fighters to 
the opposition movement. Separate group names with ;. Please try to use ethnic group names that are 
listed in http://www.icr.ethz.ch/research/greg/groups.xls. If not applicable, enter NA. 
NA 
 
ConflictRelig * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a religious conflict. The primary feature 
of religious conflicts in this definition is that insurgent leaders frequently and systematically invoke religion 
as a motivation and justification for the conflict (cf. Juergensmeyer 2003: 57). 
0 
 
ConflictIdeol * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ideological conflict, with alignments 
across ethnic borders. Insurgents may strive for a different regime type and/or political order, but their 
primary aim does not contain the systematic exclusion of specific ethnic or religious groups. 
0 
 
ConflictSecess * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a secessionist conflict and the 
insurgents aim to create a separate state outside the current regime’s authority. 
1 
 
LastCW * Years since last civil war. Enter an integer number of years. If no civil war occurred before, 
enter NA. 



NA 
 
 

Conflict outcome variables 
 
Win * Who won the conflict? 1 Counterinsurgents (government and/or intervener) 2 
Insurgents/rebels/rebel affiliates 3 Undecided 
1 
 
ConflictOutcome * Categorical variable that describes how the government terminated its military 
conflict. 0 Conflict ongoing. 1 Government militarily defeated the rebels. 2 Government negotiated a 
settlement that resulted in a compromise with the insurgents over governance (e.g., a power-sharing 
agreement). 3 The country was partitioned into two or more separate countries at the end of the conflict 4 
Rebels militarily defeated the government. 
1 
 
GovComp * GovComp Who was in control of the central government at the end of the conflict (i.e. at 
Enddate)? 1 Insurgents (the previous opposition; groups associated with the insurgents; political wings of 
rebels; etc.) 2 Government (the previous incumbent government; politicians associated with the previous 
regime; etc.) 3 Foreign intervener 4 Power-sharing: both previous rebels and previous incumbents began 
sharing political power in a joint government at the end of the conflict 5 Unclear: failing or failed state 
2 
 
Maintain * The number of months the government remained in power after the termination of the conflict 
(Enddate). This variable varies from zero, when the regime was never stabilized, to 60, when the regime 
remained in power for at least five years post-conflict. 
60 
 
MNF * Dummy variable coded 1 if a multinational peacekeeping force was established and remained in 
the conflict region after the termination of the conflict. 
0 
 
Sources * Sources Abbreviated identifier for each source used to code a case. The full source citations 
are provided with their identifying code below. Use Chicaco 15th B citation style. 
CLOD - Clodfelter, Micheal. 1992. Warfare and Armed Conflicts. Jefferson, NC: McFarland & Company, 
Inc. 
 
COPP - Copper, John F. 2003. Taiwan: Nation-State or Province? 4th Ed. Boulder, CO: Westview Press. 
 
FOF - Facts on File Inc., 1947.  Encyclopedia of World History.  Facts on File Library of World History.  
New York: Facts on File. 
 
HAN - Tse-Han, Lai, Ramon H. Myers, and Wei Wou. 1991. A Tragic Beginning: The Taiwan Uprising of 
February 28, 1947. Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press. 

 
 
Notes * 
Regarding rebel casualties, CLOD notes 18000 (which is what I coded).  However, HAN notes the 
number to be much lower at 7000.  Copper cites a 1992 report which put the number between 18000 and 
28000. 
 
 



Conflict Cases Research Journal 
 
* Required 

 

1. Conflict identifiers 
 
Conflict ID * Which conflict from the list of Conflict Cases is this? Please provide ConYr. (Please note 
that ConYr may have to be adjusted based on new start dates: if you find that the actual start date of a 
conflict diverges from the one provided in the Conflict Cases list, please update this Conflict ID to reflect 
the correct start year. E.g. if the Afghanistan conflict 7001980 actually started in 1978, please provide 
7001978 as the ID.) 
7501947 
 
ConflictCountry * In which country did the conflict occur? 
India 
 
Startdate * 6/1/1947 
 
Enddate * 9/18/1948 
 
Comments on start- and enddate. Insert comments on problems/ambiguities with the start- and 
enddates of the conflict here. 
 
IncGov * Provide the name of the incumbent government/regime (head of gov't/regime, party) 
Indian Government 
 
Rebel1 * Provide the names of the opposition group(s), rebel group(s) and other actors that were 
identified as opposing the central government 
Nizam of Hyderabad  
 
Rebel2 
CPI (Communist Party of India) 
 
Rebel3 
 
Rebel4 
 
Coup * Is this conflict best described as a coup? Is the government defending itself against or reversing a 
coup -- rather than a case in which there is an armed insurgent movement? If YES (=1), do not continue 
coding this case for now and mark the case’s status as “Coup” in the Conflict_Cases document. If NO 
coup (=0), and an insurgency is present, continue coding the variables below. 
0 

 
Region * Geographic region of the country in which the rebels and/or the fighting was concentrated. 
Depending on the conflict this could be the name of a province, state, or administrative district in the 
conflict country, a description (e.g., “primarily the southern half of the country, south of the capital to the 
border with Pakistan”), or a named region (e.g., the Darfur region of Sudan). If dispersed throughout the 
county, enter “entire country”.  
Hyderabad, central India 
 
Concentration * Estimate the percentage of the geographic area of the country experiencing significant 
violence related to the conflict at any point during the conflict. Violence should be considered significant if 
battles/clashes between the rebels and government forces took place in a region, civilians were killed by 



government or rebel forces in a region, or government or rebel attacks occurred regularly in a region. 
Coding: 1 Less than 25% 2 25-50% 3 50-75% 4 More than 75% 
1 
 
IGO * Dummy variable set to 1 if an intergovernmental organization (NATO, UN, etc...) organized, 
participated in, sponsored, or sanctioned a military intervention to maintain the regime. 
0 
 
IGOname * Name of the IGO mission that organized, participated in, sponsored, or sanctioned the 
military intervention to maintain the regime (if any). 
NA 
 
 

2. Counterinsurgency characteristics 
Note: These variables should be coded in reference to the entire conflict, from Startdate to Enddate. Even 
in conflict in which the government began COIN operations with a light force model, if the majority of the 
conflict featured a heavy force model, this variable should be coded as 2. 
 
ForceModel * Primary type of force used by government troops. Coding: 1 Light force: Primary use of 
ground combat units that do not include large military equipment (may include close air support) 2 Heavy 
force: Primarily large-unit, concentrated firepower combat with mechanized units (may include strategic 
bombing) Close air support is defined as “air action by fixed-wing (FW) and rotary-wing (RW) aircraft 
against hostile targets that are in close proximity to friendly forces. […] It is planned and executed to 
support ground tactical units. CAS execution is tightly integrated at the tactical level with the fire and 
maneuver of supported ground forces.” (Joint Chiefs of Staff, Joint Publication 3-09.3). Close air support 
can be provided by any unit of the armed forces. Strategic bombing is defined as the massive, centrally 
coordinated bombing of military and civilian targets for strategic purposes, usually conducted by an air 
force. 
1 
 
StrategicAir * What role did strategic bombing play in the government’s military strategy? (see definition 
above). Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 

 
Resettle * What role did resettlement play in the government’s military strategy? Resettlement is defined 
as the forced relocation of civilian populations to deny guerillas access to resources, sanctuary, and other 
types of support; provide greater security for noncombatants; and/or separate combatants from 
noncombatants. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 
 
CivAction * What role did projects intended to improve the material well-being of play in the 
government’s military strategy? Examples: building schools, roads, bridges, hospitals; providing medical 
care, clean water or electricity; and creating jobs for local residents. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 
4 Extensive 
1 
 
CivSecure * What role did attempts to protect noncombatantfs from harm caused by the insurgents play 
in the government’s military strategy? Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 
 
Decap * What role did attempts to capture and kill the top leader(s) of the insurgent movement play in the 
government’s military strategy? Compare this variable to Jenna Jordan’s decapitation data. Coding: 1 
None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 
 



CivKill * Did mass killing of civilians occur? Mass killing is defined as > 50,000 intentional civilian deaths 
in a campaign (within <6 years) (Valentino et al. 2004) Coding: 0 No 1 Yes 
0 
 
CivTarget * To what extent did the military forces of the government intentionally select civilians as direct 
objects of attack or consistently fail to discriminate between combatants and noncombatants in their 
military operations? Combatants are defined as individuals that engage in armed resistance against 
regime forces. Coding: 1 Rarely 2 Moderately 3 Extensively 
1 
 
ForceDescrip * A narrative description of the type of force used by the government. Describe the 
strategy (or strategies) that the government used to counter the domestic threat. Note changes in strategy 
over time and major differences between the strategies and tactics used by different military units, 
different governments, or in different regions. This space can also be used to provide clarification on the 
variables coded above. 
On September 13, 1948, the Indian army marched into Hyderabad and after a 100 hour conflict headed 
by one armoured division and a few infantry units settled the conflict with “minimal force”. They set up 
their government in Hyderabad on September 24th, and the Nizam of Hyderabad issued an edict to 
accept the official Indian Constitution.  
 
NumTrps * Number of government troops at height of conflict. Measured as maximum number of regular 
military personnel (air, ground, and sea) under central government authority during the conflict. When 
exact numbers cannot be located, coders may estimate from information about the military units. If even 
estimates are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, NumTrps 
is coded as missing (enter NA) and only TrpCat is coded. 
30000 
 
TrpCat * Categorical measure of the number of government troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 less 
than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 More than 
30,000 troops 
4 
 
GovCas * Number of government forces members killed during the conflict. Please enter numbers 
without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of ranges (750 instead of 
500-1000). If missing, enter NA. 
10 
 
RebelNumTrps * Estimated number of total troops on rebel side at height of conflict. If even estimates 
are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, RebelNumTrps is 
coded as missing (enter NA) and only RebelTrpCat is coded. 
150000 
 
RebelTrpCat * Categorical measure of the total number of rebel troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 
less than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 More than 
30,000 troops 
4 
 
RebelCas * Number of rebels / opposition members killed during the conflict. Please enter numbers 
without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of ranges (750 instead of 
500-1000). If missing, enter NA. 
1000 
 
ThreatSource * Role of internal and external actors with regard to the rebels in the conflict. Coding: 1 
primarily internal conflict with minor to moderate level of support to rebels from external actors 2 primarily 
externally sponsored conflict with local insurgents 3 entirely domestic opposition (no external assistance). 
3 



 
TargHelp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state committed any military troops to assist or advise 
the rebels. 
0 
 
AsstCombat * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state engaged in combat to assist the rebels. 
0 
 
AsstArms * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided arms or other material aid to assist the 
rebels. 
0 
 
AsstEcon * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided economic support to the rebels. 
0 
 
AsstSanct * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided, on its territory, sanctuaries for the 
rebels. 
0 
 
TargSupp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided any type of support to assist the rebels. 
0 
 
ConflictEthnic * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ethnic conflict. Following a 
conventional definition, ethnic conflicts involve “groups that identify with a distinct ethnic or cultural 
heritage” (Regan 1996: 338). Ethnic wars have been defined as “wars among communities (ethnicities) 
who are in conflict over the power relationship that exists between those communities and the state” 
(Sambanis 2001: 261). Additionally, the groups in ethnic conflicts “hold irreconcilable visions of the 
identity, borders, and citizenship of the state. They do not seek to control a state whose identity all sides 
accept, but rather to redefine or divide the state itself” (Kaufman 1996: 138). 
0 
 
EthnicGroups * When applicable, name the primary ethnic group or groups contributing rebel fighters to 
the opposition movement. Separate group names with ;. Please try to use ethnic group names that are 
listed in http://www.icr.ethz.ch/research/greg/groups.xls. If not applicable, enter NA. 
NA 
 
ConflictRelig * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a religious conflict. The primary feature 
of religious conflicts in this definition is that insurgent leaders frequently and systematically invoke religion 
as a motivation and justification for the conflict (cf. Juergensmeyer 2003: 57). 
0 
 
ConflictIdeol * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ideological conflict, with alignments 
across ethnic borders. Insurgents may strive for a different regime type and/or political order, but their 
primary aim does not contain the systematic exclusion of specific ethnic or religious groups. 
0 
 
ConflictSecess * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a secessionist conflict and the 
insurgents aim to create a separate state outside the current regime’s authority. 
1 
 
LastCW * Years since last civil war. Enter an integer number of years. If no civil war occurred before, 
enter NA. 
1 
 

Conflict outcome variables 



 
Win * Who won the conflict? 1 Counterinsurgents (government and/or intervener) 2 
Insurgents/rebels/rebel affiliates 3 Undecided 
1 
 
ConflictOutcome * Categorical variable that describes how the government terminated its military 
conflict. 0 Conflict ongoing. 1 Government militarily defeated the rebels. 2 Government negotiated a 
settlement that resulted in a compromise with the insurgents over governance (e.g., a power-sharing 
agreement). 3 The country was partitioned into two or more separate countries at the end of the conflict 4 
Rebels militarily defeated the government. 
1 
 
GovComp * GovComp Who was in control of the central government at the end of the conflict (i.e. at 
Enddate)? 1 Insurgents (the previous opposition; groups associated with the insurgents; political wings of 
rebels; etc.) 2 Government (the previous incumbent government; politicians associated with the previous 
regime; etc.) 3 Foreign intervener 4 Power-sharing: both previous rebels and previous incumbents began 
sharing political power in a joint government at the end of the conflict 5 Unclear: failing or failed state 
2 
 
Maintain * The number of months the government remained in power after the termination of the conflict 
(Enddate). This variable varies from zero, when the regime was never stabilized, to 60, when the regime 
remained in power for at least five years post-conflict. 
60 
 
MNF * Dummy variable coded 1 if a multinational peacekeeping force was established and remained in 
the conflict region after the termination of the conflict. 
0 
 
Sources * Sources Abbreviated identifier for each source used to code a case. The full source citations 
are provided with their identifying code below. Use Chicaco 15th B citation style. 
Clodfelter, Micheal. "Conquest of Hyderabad: 1948." In Warfare and Armed Conflicts: A Statistical 
Reference to Casualty and Other Figures, 1618-1991. USA: Mcfarland & Co Inc Pub, 1992. 1089. 
 
"Hyderabad." GlobalSecurity.org . http://www.globalsecurity.org/military/world/war/hyderabad.htm 
(accessed October 19, 2010). 
 
"Hyderabad: The Holdout." Time Magazine, August 30, 1948. 
http://www.time.com/time/magazine/article/0,9171,799076-2,00.html (accessed October 20, 2010). 
 
Tillema, Herbert K.. "Hyderabad War, 1948." InInternational Armed Conflict Since 1945: A Bibliographic 
Handbook of Wars and Military Interventions (Series on State Violence, State Terrorism, and). London, 
England: Westview Pr (Short Disc), 1991. 225. 
 
PRIO 
Chenoweth 2008  

 
 
Notes * 
TIME magazine reported on Aug 30, 1948 that the Nizam had 150,000 troops (the Razakars), but this is 
the only reported number for RebTroops.  
 
RebCas reports ranged from 600-2000, 1000 was most consistent.  
 
CPI: Largest agrarian armed rebellion in modern Indian history. Starting in July 1946, communist guerillas 
began overthrowing local villages – gaining 3,000 villages had joined the revolt. This and the Hyderabad 



initiative pushed India’s army to intervention. By October 1951, the violent phase of the Telangana 
movement had been surpassed.  
 
The Nizam requested the help of the US and the UN Security Council. The Nizam withdrew his case from 
the UN on September 23, 1949, and on November 23, 1949 he issued an edict to accept the official 
Indian Constitution. 
 
 



Conflict Cases Research Journal 
 
* Required 

 

1. Conflict identifiers 
 
Conflict ID * Which conflict from the list of Conflict Cases is this? Please provide ConYr. (Please note 
that ConYr may have to be adjusted based on new start dates: if you find that the actual start date of a 
conflict diverges from the one provided in the Conflict Cases list, please update this Conflict ID to reflect 
the correct start year. E.g. if the Afghanistan conflict 7001980 actually started in 1978, please provide 
7001978 as the ID.) 
7501955 
 
ConflictCountry * In which country did the conflict occur? 
India  
 
Startdate * 7/20/1955 
 
Enddate * 6/01/1964 
 
Comments on start- and enddate. Insert comments on problems/ambiguities with the start- and 
enddates of the conflict here. 
There was ongoing violence after peace agreements in '64 so enddate is ambiguous but there were less 
than 25 deaths until 1975 
 
IncGov * Provide the name of the incumbent government/regime (head of gov't/regime, party) 
Indian Government - Indira Gandhi  
 
Rebel1 * Provide the names of the opposition group(s), rebel group(s) and other actors that were 
identified as opposing the central government 
Naga National Council also called Naga Federal Government or "The Federalists" 
 
Rebel2 
 
Rebel3 
 
Rebel4 
 
Coup * Is this conflict best described as a coup? Is the government defending itself against or reversing a 
coup -- rather than a case in which there is an armed insurgent movement? If YES (=1), do not continue 
coding this case for now and mark the case’s status as “Coup” in the Conflict_Cases document. If NO 
coup (=0), and an insurgency is present, continue coding the variables below. 
0 

 
Region * Geographic region of the country in which the rebels and/or the fighting was concentrated. 
Depending on the conflict this could be the name of a province, state, or administrative district in the 
conflict country, a description (e.g., “primarily the southern half of the country, south of the capital to the 
border with Pakistan”), or a named region (e.g., the Darfur region of Sudan). If dispersed throughout the 
county, enter “entire country”.  
Nagaland, 1000 sq mile region in NE India.  
 
Concentration * Estimate the percentage of the geographic area of the country experiencing significant 
violence related to the conflict at any point during the conflict. Violence should be considered significant if 



battles/clashes between the rebels and government forces took place in a region, civilians were killed by 
government or rebel forces in a region, or government or rebel attacks occurred regularly in a region. 
Coding: 1 Less than 25% 2 25-50% 3 50-75% 4 More than 75% 
1 
 
IGO * Dummy variable set to 1 if an intergovernmental organization (NATO, UN, etc...) organized, 
participated in, sponsored, or sanctioned a military intervention to maintain the regime. 
0 
 
IGOname * Name of the IGO mission that organized, participated in, sponsored, or sanctioned the 
military intervention to maintain the regime (if any). 
NA 
 
 

2. Counterinsurgency characteristics 
Note: These variables should be coded in reference to the entire conflict, from Startdate to Enddate. Even 
in conflict in which the government began COIN operations with a light force model, if the majority of the 
conflict featured a heavy force model, this variable should be coded as 2. 
 
ForceModel * Primary type of force used by government troops. Coding: 1 Light force: Primary use of 
ground combat units that do not include large military equipment (may include close air support) 2 Heavy 
force: Primarily large-unit, concentrated firepower combat with mechanized units (may include strategic 
bombing) Close air support is defined as “air action by fixed-wing (FW) and rotary-wing (RW) aircraft 
against hostile targets that are in close proximity to friendly forces. […] It is planned and executed to 
support ground tactical units. CAS execution is tightly integrated at the tactical level with the fire and 
maneuver of supported ground forces.” (Joint Chiefs of Staff, Joint Publication 3-09.3). Close air support 
can be provided by any unit of the armed forces. Strategic bombing is defined as the massive, centrally 
coordinated bombing of military and civilian targets for strategic purposes, usually conducted by an air 
force. 
1 
 
StrategicAir * What role did strategic bombing play in the government’s military strategy? (see definition 
above). Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 

 
Resettle * What role did resettlement play in the government’s military strategy? Resettlement is defined 
as the forced relocation of civilian populations to deny guerillas access to resources, sanctuary, and other 
types of support; provide greater security for noncombatants; and/or separate combatants from 
noncombatants. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 
 
CivAction * What role did projects intended to improve the material well-being of play in the 
government’s military strategy? Examples: building schools, roads, bridges, hospitals; providing medical 
care, clean water or electricity; and creating jobs for local residents. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 
4 Extensive 
2 
 
CivSecure * What role did attempts to protect noncombatantfs from harm caused by the insurgents play 
in the government’s military strategy? Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
 
 
Decap * What role did attempts to capture and kill the top leader(s) of the insurgent movement play in the 
government’s military strategy? Compare this variable to Jenna Jordan’s decapitation data. Coding: 1 
None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 



 
CivKill * Did mass killing of civilians occur? Mass killing is defined as > 50,000 intentional civilian deaths 
in a campaign (within <6 years) (Valentino et al. 2004) Coding: 0 No 1 Yes 
0 
 
CivTarget * To what extent did the military forces of the government intentionally select civilians as direct 
objects of attack or consistently fail to discriminate between combatants and noncombatants in their 
military operations? Combatants are defined as individuals that engage in armed resistance against 
regime forces. Coding: 1 Rarely 2 Moderately 3 Extensively 
1 
 
ForceDescrip * A narrative description of the type of force used by the government. Describe the 
strategy (or strategies) that the government used to counter the domestic threat. Note changes in strategy 
over time and major differences between the strategies and tactics used by different military units, 
different governments, or in different regions. This space can also be used to provide clarification on the 
variables coded above. 
There were frequent and credible reports of massacres and torture by the troops but not to the extent of 
50,000 intentional civilian deaths.  
Indian government sent in two divisions of troops which quickly overpowered the much weaker rebel 
force. The only specific number of troops was given by onwar.com (ACED database) and was for 1954-
1987 and do not seem reliable to this coder (1000000 for the Indian government and 25000 for the rebel 
force). Clodfelter surmises the Indian government had two divisions which is estimated between 20-
30,000 troops.  
None of the available sources gave any indication as to the number of troops possessed by the 
NNC.However, it is clear that the group was considerably weaker than the Indian government. 
India agreed to recognize Nagaland as its sixteenth state, separating the region from Assam on Dec 1, 
1963. In September  1964 those Nagas who had persisted in their dream of an autonomous nation 
agreed to a ceasefire.  
 
NumTrps * Number of government troops at height of conflict. Measured as maximum number of regular 
military personnel (air, ground, and sea) under central government authority during the conflict. When 
exact numbers cannot be located, coders may estimate from information about the military units. If even 
estimates are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, NumTrps 
is coded as missing (enter NA) and only TrpCat is coded. 
30000 
 
TrpCat * Categorical measure of the number of government troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 less 
than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 More than 
30,000 troops 
3 
 
GovCas * Number of government forces members killed during the conflict. Please enter numbers 
without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of ranges (750 instead of 
500-1000). If missing, enter NA. 
162 
 
RebelNumTrps * Estimated number of total troops on rebel side at height of conflict. If even estimates 
are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, RebelNumTrps is 
coded as missing (enter NA) and only RebelTrpCat is coded. 
25000 
 
RebelTrpCat * Categorical measure of the total number of rebel troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 
less than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 More than 
30,000 troops 
2 
 



RebelCas * Number of rebels / opposition members killed during the conflict. Please enter numbers 
without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of ranges (750 instead of 
500-1000). If missing, enter NA. 
1400 
 
ThreatSource * Role of internal and external actors with regard to the rebels in the conflict. Coding: 1 
primarily internal conflict with minor to moderate level of support to rebels from external actors 2 primarily 
externally sponsored conflict with local insurgents 3 entirely domestic opposition (no external assistance). 
 
 
TargHelp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state committed any military troops to assist or advise 
the rebels. 
0 
 
AsstCombat * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state engaged in combat to assist the rebels. 
0 
 
AsstArms * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided arms or other material aid to assist the 
rebels. 
0 
 
AsstEcon * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided economic support to the rebels. 
0 
 
AsstSanct * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided, on its territory, sanctuaries for the 
rebels. 
0 
 
TargSupp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided any type of support to assist the rebels. 
0 
 
ConflictEthnic * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ethnic conflict. Following a 
conventional definition, ethnic conflicts involve “groups that identify with a distinct ethnic or cultural 
heritage” (Regan 1996: 338). Ethnic wars have been defined as “wars among communities (ethnicities) 
who are in conflict over the power relationship that exists between those communities and the state” 
(Sambanis 2001: 261). Additionally, the groups in ethnic conflicts “hold irreconcilable visions of the 
identity, borders, and citizenship of the state. They do not seek to control a state whose identity all sides 
accept, but rather to redefine or divide the state itself” (Kaufman 1996: 138). 
1 
 
EthnicGroups * When applicable, name the primary ethnic group or groups contributing rebel fighters to 
the opposition movement. Separate group names with ;. Please try to use ethnic group names that are 
listed in http://www.icr.ethz.ch/research/greg/groups.xls. If not applicable, enter NA. 
Nagas 
 
ConflictRelig * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a religious conflict. The primary feature 
of religious conflicts in this definition is that insurgent leaders frequently and systematically invoke religion 
as a motivation and justification for the conflict (cf. Juergensmeyer 2003: 57). 
0 
 
ConflictIdeol * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ideological conflict, with alignments 
across ethnic borders. Insurgents may strive for a different regime type and/or political order, but their 
primary aim does not contain the systematic exclusion of specific ethnic or religious groups. 
0 
 



ConflictSecess * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a secessionist conflict and the 
insurgents aim to create a separate state outside the current regime’s authority. 
1 
 
LastCW * Years since last civil war. Enter an integer number of years. If no civil war occurred before, 
enter NA. 
7 
 

Conflict outcome variables 
 
Win * Who won the conflict? 1 Counterinsurgents (government and/or intervener) 2 
Insurgents/rebels/rebel affiliates 3 Undecided 
1 
 
ConflictOutcome * Categorical variable that describes how the government terminated its military 
conflict. 0 Conflict ongoing. 1 Government militarily defeated the rebels. 2 Government negotiated a 
settlement that resulted in a compromise with the insurgents over governance (e.g., a power-sharing 
agreement). 3 The country was partitioned into two or more separate countries at the end of the conflict 4 
Rebels militarily defeated the government. 
2 
 
GovComp * GovComp Who was in control of the central government at the end of the conflict (i.e. at 
Enddate)? 1 Insurgents (the previous opposition; groups associated with the insurgents; political wings of 
rebels; etc.) 2 Government (the previous incumbent government; politicians associated with the previous 
regime; etc.) 3 Foreign intervener 4 Power-sharing: both previous rebels and previous incumbents began 
sharing political power in a joint government at the end of the conflict 5 Unclear: failing or failed state 
2 
 
Maintain * The number of months the government remained in power after the termination of the conflict 
(Enddate). This variable varies from zero, when the regime was never stabilized, to 60, when the regime 
remained in power for at least five years post-conflict. 
60 
 
MNF * Dummy variable coded 1 if a multinational peacekeeping force was established and remained in 
the conflict region after the termination of the conflict. 
0 
 
Sources * Sources Abbreviated identifier for each source used to code a case. The full source citations 
are provided with their identifying code below. Use Chicaco 15th B citation style. 
Brogan, Patrick. "Nagaland." In World Conflicts: A Comprehensive Guide to World Strife Since 1945. 3 
Sub ed. Lanham, Maryland: The Scarecrow Press, Inc., 1999. 191-193.  
 
Clodfelter, Micheal. Warfare and Armed Conflicts: A Statistical Reference to Casualty and Other Figures, 
1618-1991. USA: Mcfarland & Co Inc Pub, 1992.  
 
EACD 

 
 
Notes * 
Figures for the casualty toll are difficult to calculate, but at least 2000 people died (on both sides) 
After the ceasefire, the Naga were split between those who accepted Indian controlas the best they could 
get, and those who continued to fight for full independence. There was a ceasefire from 1964 until 1966, 
and in 1973 a faction of the Federal forces surrendered. On November 11, 1975 a key group of the Naga 
underground leadership accepted defeat and signed a ceasefire at Shillong. Phizo, the leader of the NNC 



and a small group of communists refused to surrender. They and J.H. Muivah set up a National Socialist 
Council of Nagaland and had a 2000 strong army. Still constant fighting.  
The Conflict continued, however, into the 1970s when the NNC finally signed a peace agreement with the 
Indian government. IN 1978 the Naga socialist council of Nagaland (NSCN) was formed and still militant. 
In 1992, the NSCN launched a larger offensive that pushed the conflict over 25 battle deaths for the first 
time. Ceasefire signed in 1997 
 
 



Conflict Cases Research Journal 
 
* Required 

 

1. Conflict identifiers 
 
Conflict ID * Which conflict from the list of Conflict Cases is this? Please provide ConYr. (Please note 
that ConYr may have to be adjusted based on new start dates: if you find that the actual start date of a 
conflict diverges from the one provided in the Conflict Cases list, please update this Conflict ID to reflect 
the correct start year. E.g. if the Afghanistan conflict 7001980 actually started in 1978, please provide 
7001978 as the ID.) 
7501955 
 
ConflictCountry * In which country did the conflict occur? 
India  
 
Startdate * 7/20/1955 
 
Enddate * 6/01/1964 
 
Comments on start- and enddate. Insert comments on problems/ambiguities with the start- and 
enddates of the conflict here. 
There was ongoing violence after peace agreements in '64 so enddate is ambiguous but there were less 
than 25 deaths until 1975 
 
IncGov * Provide the name of the incumbent government/regime (head of gov't/regime, party) 
Indian Government - Indira Gandhi  
 
Rebel1 * Provide the names of the opposition group(s), rebel group(s) and other actors that were 
identified as opposing the central government 
Naga National Council also called Naga Federal Government or "The Federalists" 
 
Rebel2 
 
Rebel3 
 
Rebel4 
 
Coup * Is this conflict best described as a coup? Is the government defending itself against or reversing a 
coup -- rather than a case in which there is an armed insurgent movement? If YES (=1), do not continue 
coding this case for now and mark the case’s status as “Coup” in the Conflict_Cases document. If NO 
coup (=0), and an insurgency is present, continue coding the variables below. 
0 

 
Region * Geographic region of the country in which the rebels and/or the fighting was concentrated. 
Depending on the conflict this could be the name of a province, state, or administrative district in the 
conflict country, a description (e.g., “primarily the southern half of the country, south of the capital to the 
border with Pakistan”), or a named region (e.g., the Darfur region of Sudan). If dispersed throughout the 
county, enter “entire country”.  
Nagaland, 1000 sq mile region in NE India.  
 
Concentration * Estimate the percentage of the geographic area of the country experiencing significant 
violence related to the conflict at any point during the conflict. Violence should be considered significant if 



battles/clashes between the rebels and government forces took place in a region, civilians were killed by 
government or rebel forces in a region, or government or rebel attacks occurred regularly in a region. 
Coding: 1 Less than 25% 2 25-50% 3 50-75% 4 More than 75% 
1 
 
 
 

2. Counterinsurgency characteristics 
Note: These variables should be coded in reference to the entire conflict, from Startdate to Enddate. Even 
in conflict in which the government began COIN operations with a light force model, if the majority of the 
conflict featured a heavy force model, this variable should be coded as 2. 
 
ForceModel * Primary type of force used by government troops. Coding: 1 Light force: Primary use of 
ground combat units that do not include large military equipment (may include close air support) 2 Heavy 
force: Primarily large-unit, concentrated firepower combat with mechanized units (may include strategic 
bombing) Close air support is defined as “air action by fixed-wing (FW) and rotary-wing (RW) aircraft 
against hostile targets that are in close proximity to friendly forces. […] It is planned and executed to 
support ground tactical units. CAS execution is tightly integrated at the tactical level with the fire and 
maneuver of supported ground forces.” (Joint Chiefs of Staff, Joint Publication 3-09.3). Close air support 
can be provided by any unit of the armed forces. Strategic bombing is defined as the massive, centrally 
coordinated bombing of military and civilian targets for strategic purposes, usually conducted by an air 
force. 
1 
 
StrategicAir * What role did strategic bombing play in the government’s military strategy? (see definition 
above). Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 

 
Resettle * What role did resettlement play in the government’s military strategy? Resettlement is defined 
as the forced relocation of civilian populations to deny guerillas access to resources, sanctuary, and other 
types of support; provide greater security for noncombatants; and/or separate combatants from 
noncombatants. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 
 
CivAction * What role did projects intended to improve the material well-being of play in the 
government’s military strategy? Examples: building schools, roads, bridges, hospitals; providing medical 
care, clean water or electricity; and creating jobs for local residents. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 
4 Extensive 
2 
 
CivSecure * What role did attempts to protect noncombatantfs from harm caused by the insurgents play 
in the government’s military strategy? Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
 
1 
 
Decap * What role did attempts to capture and kill the top leader(s) of the insurgent movement play in the 
government’s military strategy? Compare this variable to Jenna Jordan’s decapitation data. Coding: 1 
None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 
 
CivKill * Did mass killing of civilians occur? Mass killing is defined as > 50,000 intentional civilian deaths 
in a campaign (within <6 years) (Valentino et al. 2004) Coding: 0 No 1 Yes 
0 
 



CivTarget * To what extent did the military forces of the government intentionally select civilians as direct 
objects of attack or consistently fail to discriminate between combatants and noncombatants in their 
military operations? Combatants are defined as individuals that engage in armed resistance against 
regime forces. Coding: 1 Rarely 2 Moderately 3 Extensively 
1 
 
ForceDescrip * A narrative description of the type of force used by the government. Describe the 
strategy (or strategies) that the government used to counter the domestic threat. Note changes in strategy 
over time and major differences between the strategies and tactics used by different military units, 
different governments, or in different regions. This space can also be used to provide clarification on the 
variables coded above. 
There were frequent and credible reports of massacres and torture by the troops but not to the extent of 
50,000 intentional civilian deaths.  
Indian government sent in two divisions of troops which quickly overpowered the much weaker rebel 
force. The only specific number of troops was given by onwar.com (ACED database) and was for 1954-
1987 and do not seem reliable to this coder (1000000 for the Indian government and 25000 for the rebel 
force). Clodfelter surmises the Indian government had two divisions which is estimated between 20-
30,000 troops.  
None of the available sources gave any indication as to the number of troops possessed by the 
NNC.However, it is clear that the group was considerably weaker than the Indian government. 
India agreed to recognize Nagaland as its sixteenth state, separating the region from Assam on Dec 1, 
1963. In September  1964 those Nagas who had persisted in their dream of an autonomous nation 
agreed to a ceasefire.  
 
NumTrps * Number of government troops at height of conflict. Measured as maximum number of regular 
military personnel (air, ground, and sea) under central government authority during the conflict. When 
exact numbers cannot be located, coders may estimate from information about the military units. If even 
estimates are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, NumTrps 
is coded as missing (enter NA) and only TrpCat is coded. 
30000 
 
TrpCat * Categorical measure of the number of government troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 less 
than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 More than 
30,000 troops 
3 
 
GovCas * Number of government forces members killed during the conflict. Please enter numbers 
without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of ranges (750 instead of 
500-1000). If missing, enter NA. 
162 
 
RebelNumTrps * Estimated number of total troops on rebel side at height of conflict. If even estimates 
are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, RebelNumTrps is 
coded as missing (enter NA) and only RebelTrpCat is coded. 
25000 
 
RebelTrpCat * Categorical measure of the total number of rebel troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 
less than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 More than 
30,000 troops 
2 
 
RebelCas * Number of rebels / opposition members killed during the conflict. Please enter numbers 
without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of ranges (750 instead of 
500-1000). If missing, enter NA. 
1400 
 



ThreatSource * Role of internal and external actors with regard to the rebels in the conflict. Coding: 1 
primarily internal conflict with minor to moderate level of support to rebels from external actors 2 primarily 
externally sponsored conflict with local insurgents 3 entirely domestic opposition (no external assistance). 
 
1 
 
TargHelp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state committed any military troops to assist or advise 
the rebels. 
0 
 
AsstCombat * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state engaged in combat to assist the rebels. 
0 
 
AsstArms * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided arms or other material aid to assist the 
rebels. 
0 
 
AsstEcon * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided economic support to the rebels. 
0 
 
AsstSanct * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided, on its territory, sanctuaries for the 
rebels. 
0 
 
TargSupp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided any type of support to assist the rebels. 
0 
 
ConflictEthnic * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ethnic conflict. Following a 
conventional definition, ethnic conflicts involve “groups that identify with a distinct ethnic or cultural 
heritage” (Regan 1996: 338). Ethnic wars have been defined as “wars among communities (ethnicities) 
who are in conflict over the power relationship that exists between those communities and the state” 
(Sambanis 2001: 261). Additionally, the groups in ethnic conflicts “hold irreconcilable visions of the 
identity, borders, and citizenship of the state. They do not seek to control a state whose identity all sides 
accept, but rather to redefine or divide the state itself” (Kaufman 1996: 138). 
1 
 
EthnicGroups * When applicable, name the primary ethnic group or groups contributing rebel fighters to 
the opposition movement. Separate group names with ;. Please try to use ethnic group names that are 
listed in http://www.icr.ethz.ch/research/greg/groups.xls. If not applicable, enter NA. 
Nagas 
 
ConflictRelig * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a religious conflict. The primary feature 
of religious conflicts in this definition is that insurgent leaders frequently and systematically invoke religion 
as a motivation and justification for the conflict (cf. Juergensmeyer 2003: 57). 
0 
 
ConflictIdeol * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ideological conflict, with alignments 
across ethnic borders. Insurgents may strive for a different regime type and/or political order, but their 
primary aim does not contain the systematic exclusion of specific ethnic or religious groups. 
0 
 
ConflictSecess * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a secessionist conflict and the 
insurgents aim to create a separate state outside the current regime’s authority. 
1 
 



LastCW * Years since last civil war. Enter an integer number of years. If no civil war occurred before, 
enter NA. 
7 
 

Conflict outcome variables 
 
Win * Who won the conflict? 1 Counterinsurgents (government and/or intervener) 2 
Insurgents/rebels/rebel affiliates 3 Undecided 
1 
 
ConflictOutcome * Categorical variable that describes how the government terminated its military 
conflict. 0 Conflict ongoing. 1 Government militarily defeated the rebels. 2 Government negotiated a 
settlement that resulted in a compromise with the insurgents over governance (e.g., a power-sharing 
agreement). 3 The country was partitioned into two or more separate countries at the end of the conflict 4 
Rebels militarily defeated the government. 
2 
 
GovComp * GovComp Who was in control of the central government at the end of the conflict (i.e. at 
Enddate)? 1 Insurgents (the previous opposition; groups associated with the insurgents; political wings of 
rebels; etc.) 2 Government (the previous incumbent government; politicians associated with the previous 
regime; etc.) 3 Foreign intervener 4 Power-sharing: both previous rebels and previous incumbents began 
sharing political power in a joint government at the end of the conflict 5 Unclear: failing or failed state 
2 
 
Maintain * The number of months the government remained in power after the termination of the conflict 
(Enddate). This variable varies from zero, when the regime was never stabilized, to 60, when the regime 
remained in power for at least five years post-conflict. 
60 
 
MNF * Dummy variable coded 1 if a multinational peacekeeping force was established and remained in 
the conflict region after the termination of the conflict. 
0 
 
Sources * Sources Abbreviated identifier for each source used to code a case. The full source citations 
are provided with their identifying code below. Use Chicaco 15th B citation style. 
Brogan, Patrick. "Nagaland." In World Conflicts: A Comprehensive Guide to World Strife Since 1945. 3 
Sub ed. Lanham, Maryland: The Scarecrow Press, Inc., 1999. 191-193.  
 
Clodfelter, Micheal. Warfare and Armed Conflicts: A Statistical Reference to Casualty and Other Figures, 
1618-1991. USA: Mcfarland & Co Inc Pub, 1992.  
 
EACD 
 
Goswami, Namrata. Indian National Security and Counter-Insurgency: The use of force vs non-violent 
response. Routledge, 2014. 
 

 
 
Notes * 
Figures for the casualty toll are difficult to calculate, but at least 2000 people died (on both sides) 
After the ceasefire, the Naga were split between those who accepted Indian controlas the best they could 
get, and those who continued to fight for full independence. There was a ceasefire from 1964 until 1966, 
and in 1973 a faction of the Federal forces surrendered. On November 11, 1975 a key group of the Naga 
underground leadership accepted defeat and signed a ceasefire at Shillong. Phizo, the leader of the NNC 



and a small group of communists refused to surrender. They and J.H. Muivah set up a National Socialist 
Council of Nagaland and had a 2000 strong army. Still constant fighting.  
The Conflict continued, however, into the 1970s when the NNC finally signed a peace agreement with the 
Indian government. IN 1978 the Naga socialist council of Nagaland (NSCN) was formed and still militant. 
In 1992, the NSCN launched a larger offensive that pushed the conflict over 25 battle deaths for the first 
time. Ceasefire signed in 1997 
 
 



Conflict Cases Research Journal 
 
* Required 

 

1. Conflict identifiers 
 
Conflict ID * Which conflict from the list of Conflict Cases is this? Please provide ConYr. (Please note 
that ConYr may have to be adjusted based on new start dates: if you find that the actual start date of a 
conflict diverges from the one provided in the Conflict Cases list, please update this Conflict ID to reflect 
the correct start year. E.g. if the Afghanistan conflict 7001980 actually started in 1978, please provide 
7001978 as the ID.) 
7501966 
 
ConflictCountry * In which country did the conflict occur? 
India 
 
Startdate * 3/1/1966 
 
Enddate * 12/31/1968 
 
Comments on start- and enddate. Insert comments on problems/ambiguities with the start- and 
enddates of the conflict here. 
 
IncGov * Provide the name of the incumbent government/regime (head of gov't/regime, party) 
Indian National Congress (Indira Gandhi as PM) 
 
Rebel1 * Provide the names of the opposition group(s), rebel group(s) and other actors that were 
identified as opposing the central government 
Mizo National Front (MNF) 
 
Rebel2 
 
Rebel3 
 
Rebel4 
 
Coup * Is this conflict best described as a coup? Is the government defending itself against or reversing a 
coup -- rather than a case in which there is an armed insurgent movement? If YES (=1), do not continue 
coding this case for now and mark the case’s status as “Coup” in the Conflict_Cases document. If NO 
coup (=0), and an insurgency is present, continue coding the variables below. 
0 

 
Region * Geographic region of the country in which the rebels and/or the fighting was concentrated. 
Depending on the conflict this could be the name of a province, state, or administrative district in the 
conflict country, a description (e.g., “primarily the southern half of the country, south of the capital to the 
border with Pakistan”), or a named region (e.g., the Darfur region of Sudan). If dispersed throughout the 
county, enter “entire country”.  
Northeast India, specifically, Assam and what became the state of Mizoram 
 
Concentration * Estimate the percentage of the geographic area of the country experiencing significant 
violence related to the conflict at any point during the conflict. Violence should be considered significant if 
battles/clashes between the rebels and government forces took place in a region, civilians were killed by 



government or rebel forces in a region, or government or rebel attacks occurred regularly in a region. 
Coding: 1 Less than 25% 2 25-50% 3 50-75% 4 More than 75% 
1 
 
IGO * Dummy variable set to 1 if an intergovernmental organization (NATO, UN, etc...) organized, 
participated in, sponsored, or sanctioned a military intervention to maintain the regime. 
0 
 
IGOname * Name of the IGO mission that organized, participated in, sponsored, or sanctioned the 
military intervention to maintain the regime (if any). 
NA 
 
 

2. Counterinsurgency characteristics 
Note: These variables should be coded in reference to the entire conflict, from Startdate to Enddate. Even 
in conflict in which the government began COIN operations with a light force model, if the majority of the 
conflict featured a heavy force model, this variable should be coded as 2. 
 
ForceModel * Primary type of force used by government troops. Coding: 1 Light force: Primary use of 
ground combat units that do not include large military equipment (may include close air support) 2 Heavy 
force: Primarily large-unit, concentrated firepower combat with mechanized units (may include strategic 
bombing) Close air support is defined as “air action by fixed-wing (FW) and rotary-wing (RW) aircraft 
against hostile targets that are in close proximity to friendly forces. […] It is planned and executed to 
support ground tactical units. CAS execution is tightly integrated at the tactical level with the fire and 
maneuver of supported ground forces.” (Joint Chiefs of Staff, Joint Publication 3-09.3). Close air support 
can be provided by any unit of the armed forces. Strategic bombing is defined as the massive, centrally 
coordinated bombing of military and civilian targets for strategic purposes, usually conducted by an air 
force. 
1 
 
StrategicAir * What role did strategic bombing play in the government’s military strategy? (see definition 
above). Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 

 
Resettle * What role did resettlement play in the government’s military strategy? Resettlement is defined 
as the forced relocation of civilian populations to deny guerillas access to resources, sanctuary, and other 
types of support; provide greater security for noncombatants; and/or separate combatants from 
noncombatants. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
4 
 
CivAction * What role did projects intended to improve the material well-being of play in the 
government’s military strategy? Examples: building schools, roads, bridges, hospitals; providing medical 
care, clean water or electricity; and creating jobs for local residents. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 
4 Extensive 
2 
 
CivSecure * What role did attempts to protect noncombatantfs from harm caused by the insurgents play 
in the government’s military strategy? Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
2 
 
Decap * What role did attempts to capture and kill the top leader(s) of the insurgent movement play in the 
government’s military strategy? Compare this variable to Jenna Jordan’s decapitation data. Coding: 1 
None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
2 
 



CivKill * Did mass killing of civilians occur? Mass killing is defined as > 50,000 intentional civilian deaths 
in a campaign (within <6 years) (Valentino et al. 2004) Coding: 0 No 1 Yes 
0 
 
CivTarget * To what extent did the military forces of the government intentionally select civilians as direct 
objects of attack or consistently fail to discriminate between combatants and noncombatants in their 
military operations? Combatants are defined as individuals that engage in armed resistance against 
regime forces. Coding: 1 Rarely 2 Moderately 3 Extensively 
1 
 
ForceDescrip * A narrative description of the type of force used by the government. Describe the 
strategy (or strategies) that the government used to counter the domestic threat. Note changes in strategy 
over time and major differences between the strategies and tactics used by different military units, 
different governments, or in different regions. This space can also be used to provide clarification on the 
variables coded above. 
At first, the government used light forces to attempt to squash the insurgency.  Resettlement was a large 
part of the government’s strategy.  The South Asian Terrorism Portal reported that about 80 percent of 
the population was resettled.  Since the MNF lived among the rural population, the government thought 
that it needed to separate the civilians from the insurgents.  After resettling, the government destroyed 
many rebel safe havens (or possible rebel safe havens) as well as attacked the rebels head-on.  The 
government was much better armed than the rebels, and launched several major attacks against the 
MNF guerrilla forces.   
 
NumTrps * Number of government troops at height of conflict. Measured as maximum number of regular 
military personnel (air, ground, and sea) under central government authority during the conflict. When 
exact numbers cannot be located, coders may estimate from information about the military units. If even 
estimates are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, NumTrps 
is coded as missing (enter NA) and only TrpCat is coded. 
15000 
 
TrpCat * Categorical measure of the number of government troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 less 
than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 More than 
30,000 troops 
3 
 
GovCas * Number of government forces members killed during the conflict. Please enter numbers 
without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of ranges (750 instead of 
500-1000). If missing, enter NA. 
169 
 
RebelNumTrps * Estimated number of total troops on rebel side at height of conflict. If even estimates 
are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, RebelNumTrps is 
coded as missing (enter NA) and only RebelTrpCat is coded. 
2500 
 
RebelTrpCat * Categorical measure of the total number of rebel troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 
less than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 More than 
30,000 troops 
1 
 
RebelCas * Number of rebels / opposition members killed during the conflict. Please enter numbers 
without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of ranges (750 instead of 
500-1000). If missing, enter NA. 
221 



ThreatSource * Role of internal and external actors with regard to the rebels in the conflict. Coding: 1 
primarily internal conflict with minor to moderate level of support to rebels from external actors 2 primarily 
externally sponsored conflict with local insurgents 3 entirely domestic opposition (no external assistance). 
1 
 
TargHelp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state committed any military troops to assist or advise 
the rebels. 
0 
 
AsstCombat * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state engaged in combat to assist the rebels. 
0 
 
AsstArms * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided arms or other material aid to assist the 
rebels. 
1 
 
AsstEcon * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided economic support to the rebels. 
0 
 
AsstSanct * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided, on its territory, sanctuaries for the 
rebels. 
1 
 
TargSupp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided any type of support to assist the rebels. 
0 
 
ConflictEthnic * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ethnic conflict. Following a 
conventional definition, ethnic conflicts involve “groups that identify with a distinct ethnic or cultural 
heritage” (Regan 1996: 338). Ethnic wars have been defined as “wars among communities (ethnicities) 
who are in conflict over the power relationship that exists between those communities and the state” 
(Sambanis 2001: 261). Additionally, the groups in ethnic conflicts “hold irreconcilable visions of the 
identity, borders, and citizenship of the state. They do not seek to control a state whose identity all sides 
accept, but rather to redefine or divide the state itself” (Kaufman 1996: 138). 
1 
 
EthnicGroups * When applicable, name the primary ethnic group or groups contributing rebel fighters to 
the opposition movement. Separate group names with ;. Please try to use ethnic group names that are 
listed in http://www.icr.ethz.ch/research/greg/groups.xls. If not applicable, enter NA. 
Mizo 
 
ConflictRelig * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a religious conflict. The primary feature 
of religious conflicts in this definition is that insurgent leaders frequently and systematically invoke religion 
as a motivation and justification for the conflict (cf. Juergensmeyer 2003: 57). 
0 
 
ConflictIdeol * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ideological conflict, with alignments 
across ethnic borders. Insurgents may strive for a different regime type and/or political order, but their 
primary aim does not contain the systematic exclusion of specific ethnic or religious groups. 
0 
 
ConflictSecess * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a secessionist conflict and the 
insurgents aim to create a separate state outside the current regime’s authority. 
1 
 
LastCW * Years since last civil war. Enter an integer number of years. If no civil war occurred before, 
enter NA. 



NA 
 

Conflict outcome variables 
 
Win * Who won the conflict? 1 Counterinsurgents (government and/or intervener) 2 
Insurgents/rebels/rebel affiliates 3 Undecided 
1 
 
ConflictOutcome * Categorical variable that describes how the government terminated its military 
conflict. 0 Conflict ongoing. 1 Government militarily defeated the rebels. 2 Government negotiated a 
settlement that resulted in a compromise with the insurgents over governance (e.g., a power-sharing 
agreement). 3 The country was partitioned into two or more separate countries at the end of the conflict 4 
Rebels militarily defeated the government. 
1 
 
GovComp * GovComp Who was in control of the central government at the end of the conflict (i.e. at 
Enddate)? 1 Insurgents (the previous opposition; groups associated with the insurgents; political wings of 
rebels; etc.) 2 Government (the previous incumbent government; politicians associated with the previous 
regime; etc.) 3 Foreign intervener 4 Power-sharing: both previous rebels and previous incumbents began 
sharing political power in a joint government at the end of the conflict 5 Unclear: failing or failed state 
2 
 
Maintain * The number of months the government remained in power after the termination of the conflict 
(Enddate). This variable varies from zero, when the regime was never stabilized, to 60, when the regime 
remained in power for at least five years post-conflict. 
60 
 
MNF * Dummy variable coded 1 if a multinational peacekeeping force was established and remained in 
the conflict region after the termination of the conflict. 
0 
 
Sources * Sources Abbreviated identifier for each source used to code a case. The full source citations 
are provided with their identifying code below. Use Chicaco 15th B citation style. 
Clodfelter 
 
Baruah, Sanjib. November/December 2009.  “Separatists Militants and Contentious Politics in Assam, 
India: The Limits of Counterinsurgency.” Asian Survey 40, 6: 951-974.   
 
Hassan, M. Sajjad.  “The Mizo Exception: State-Society Cohesion and Institutional Capability.” In Beyond 
Counterinsurgency: Breaking the Impasse in Northeast India, edited by Sanjib Baruah,  207-231.Oxford 
University Press, 2009. 
 
Institute for Conflict Management.  2011.  “South Asia Intelligence Review.” www.satp.org.*   
 
The South Asian Intelligence Review of the Delhi-based Institute for Conflict Management runs the South 
Asian Terrorism Portal at (www.satp.org).  I am not 100% sure that I cited this correctly.   

 
 
Notes * 
Mizo is not listed on the document with ethnicity.  Mizo was not “constructed” until the 20th century.  The 
group is a compilation of multiple tribal groups that used to identify as a individual groups and now identify 
as Mizo.  The Indian government created the new state of Mizoram in 1987.  The rebels wanted complete 
independence, but a separate state could be seen as an achievement of part of their goals.     
 



Conflict Cases Research Journal 
 
* Required 

 

1. Conflict identifiers 
 
Conflict ID * Which conflict from the list of Conflict Cases is this? Please provide ConYr. (Please note 
that ConYr may have to be adjusted based on new start dates: if you find that the actual start date of a 
conflict diverges from the one provided in the Conflict Cases list, please update this Conflict ID to reflect 
the correct start year. E.g. if the Afghanistan conflict 7001980 actually started in 1978, please provide 
7001978 as the ID.) 
7501984 
 
ConflictCountry * In which country did the conflict occur? 
India 
 
Startdate * 1/01/1984 
 
Enddate * 1/01/1994 
 
Comments on start- and enddate. Insert comments on problems/ambiguities with the start- and 
enddates of the conflict here. 
Date of first stated goals of incompatibility: October 17, 1973 First date when conflict reached 25 battle-
related deaths: December 31, 1983. Government officially pronounced insurgency defeated in 1993. 
 
IncGov * Provide the name of the incumbent government/regime (head of gov't/regime, party) 
Indian Government 
 
Rebel1 * Provide the names of the opposition group(s), rebel group(s) and other actors that were 
identified as opposing the central government 
Sikh fundamentalists led by Bhindranwale 
 
Rebel2 
 
Rebel3 
 
Rebel4 
 
Coup * Is this conflict best described as a coup? Is the government defending itself against or reversing a 
coup -- rather than a case in which there is an armed insurgent movement? If YES (=1), do not continue 
coding this case for now and mark the case’s status as “Coup” in the Conflict_Cases document. If NO 
coup (=0), and an insurgency is present, continue coding the variables below. 
0 

 
Region * Geographic region of the country in which the rebels and/or the fighting was concentrated. 
Depending on the conflict this could be the name of a province, state, or administrative district in the 
conflict country, a description (e.g., “primarily the southern half of the country, south of the capital to the 
border with Pakistan”), or a named region (e.g., the Darfur region of Sudan). If dispersed throughout the 
county, enter “entire country”.  
Punjab state of India located in NW region.  
 
Concentration * Estimate the percentage of the geographic area of the country experiencing significant 
violence related to the conflict at any point during the conflict. Violence should be considered significant if 



battles/clashes between the rebels and government forces took place in a region, civilians were killed by 
government or rebel forces in a region, or government or rebel attacks occurred regularly in a region. 
Coding: 1 Less than 25% 2 25-50% 3 50-75% 4 More than 75% 
1 
 
IGO * Dummy variable set to 1 if an intergovernmental organization (NATO, UN, etc...) organized, 
participated in, sponsored, or sanctioned a military intervention to maintain the regime. 
0 
 
IGOname * Name of the IGO mission that organized, participated in, sponsored, or sanctioned the 
military intervention to maintain the regime (if any). 
NA 
 
 

2. Counterinsurgency characteristics 
Note: These variables should be coded in reference to the entire conflict, from Startdate to Enddate. Even 
in conflict in which the government began COIN operations with a light force model, if the majority of the 
conflict featured a heavy force model, this variable should be coded as 2. 
 
ForceModel * Primary type of force used by government troops. Coding: 1 Light force: Primary use of 
ground combat units that do not include large military equipment (may include close air support) 2 Heavy 
force: Primarily large-unit, concentrated firepower combat with mechanized units (may include strategic 
bombing) Close air support is defined as “air action by fixed-wing (FW) and rotary-wing (RW) aircraft 
against hostile targets that are in close proximity to friendly forces. […] It is planned and executed to 
support ground tactical units. CAS execution is tightly integrated at the tactical level with the fire and 
maneuver of supported ground forces.” (Joint Chiefs of Staff, Joint Publication 3-09.3). Close air support 
can be provided by any unit of the armed forces. Strategic bombing is defined as the massive, centrally 
coordinated bombing of military and civilian targets for strategic purposes, usually conducted by an air 
force. 
2 
 
StrategicAir * What role did strategic bombing play in the government’s military strategy? (see definition 
above). Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 

 
Resettle * What role did resettlement play in the government’s military strategy? Resettlement is defined 
as the forced relocation of civilian populations to deny guerillas access to resources, sanctuary, and other 
types of support; provide greater security for noncombatants; and/or separate combatants from 
noncombatants. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
3 
 
CivAction * What role did projects intended to improve the material well-being of play in the 
government’s military strategy? Examples: building schools, roads, bridges, hospitals; providing medical 
care, clean water or electricity; and creating jobs for local residents. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 
4 Extensive 
1 
 
CivSecure * What role did attempts to protect noncombatantfs from harm caused by the insurgents play 
in the government’s military strategy? Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 
 
Decap * What role did attempts to capture and kill the top leader(s) of the insurgent movement play in the 
government’s military strategy? Compare this variable to Jenna Jordan’s decapitation data. Coding: 1 
None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
2 



 
CivKill * Did mass killing of civilians occur? Mass killing is defined as > 50,000 intentional civilian deaths 
in a campaign (within <6 years) (Valentino et al. 2004) Coding: 0 No 1 Yes 
1 
 
CivTarget * To what extent did the military forces of the government intentionally select civilians as direct 
objects of attack or consistently fail to discriminate between combatants and noncombatants in their 
military operations? Combatants are defined as individuals that engage in armed resistance against 
regime forces. Coding: 1 Rarely 2 Moderately 3 Extensively 
3 
 
ForceDescrip * A narrative description of the type of force used by the government. Describe the 
strategy (or strategies) that the government used to counter the domestic threat. Note changes in strategy 
over time and major differences between the strategies and tactics used by different military units, 
different governments, or in different regions. This space can also be used to provide clarification on the 
variables coded above. 
In April 1983, Indira Gandhi allowed Bhindranwale to take over the holy Sikh city of Amritsar which was 
immediately taken over by his militants who stockpiled a huge arsenal of weapons in the Golden Temple 
which became a haven for terrorists. In October 1983 a bus-full of Hindus was massacred and the Indian 
government declared Punjab in a state of emergency. The army intervened. Terrorist attacks escalated 
and Bhindranwale ordered the assassination of politicians, police, and journalists (over 80 in March and 
April of 1984 alone). Gandhi offered to meet many of Bhindranwale’s demands but he was unwilling to 
compromise and announced a hold on grain exportation out of Punjab, which meant serious 
consequences for India. The government's approach changed from a policy of accommodation, such as 
in late-1989 and early-1990, to a policy of military confrontation.On June 2, 1984 Mrs. Gandhi ordered the 
army to occupy the Golden Temple. Between June 3-5, an all out assault was launched on the Temple 
with 3 army battalions and one Commando Company and tanks in Operation Blue Star. They eventually 
killed Bhindranwale and the other high officers of the rebel force, but the attack prompted mutinies by 
Sikh troops and further disturbances through Punjab. Mrs. Gandhi was shot and killed her two Sikh 
bodyguards on October 31, 1984. Hindus were bused in from Delhi and turned loose in Sikh 
neighborhoods leading to massive massacres were the army and police stood by. Massive terrorist 
activity continued from 1985-88 when the terrorists again took refuge in the Golden Temple and the 
government again intervened. Instead of storming the complex, this time they cut off electricity and water 
and waited for surrender. On May 16, 1988 the last of the rebels surrendered. There were still isolated 
instances of terrorism and massacres at a rate of at least 200 dead each month through 1991. Between 
1984 and 1994, thousands of persons ‘disappeared’ and were believed illegally cremated in Punjab as 
part of a brutal police crackdown to quash insurgency. Police counter-insurgency efforts included torture, 
forced disappearances, and a bounty system of cash rewards for the summary execution of suspected 
Sikh militant. 
 
NumTrps * Number of government troops at height of conflict. Measured as maximum number of regular 
military personnel (air, ground, and sea) under central government authority during the conflict. When 
exact numbers cannot be located, coders may estimate from information about the military units. If even 
estimates are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, NumTrps 
is coded as missing (enter NA) and only TrpCat is coded. 
25000 
 
TrpCat * Categorical measure of the number of government troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 less 
than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 More than 
30,000 troops 
3 
 
GovCas * Number of government forces members killed during the conflict. Please enter numbers 
without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of ranges (750 instead of 
500-1000). If missing, enter NA. 
25000 



RebelNumTrps * Estimated number of total troops on rebel side at height of conflict. If even estimates 
are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, RebelNumTrps is 
coded as missing (enter NA) and only RebelTrpCat is coded. 
3000 
 
RebelTrpCat * Categorical measure of the total number of rebel troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 
less than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 More than 
30,000 troops 
2 
 
RebelCas * Number of rebels / opposition members killed during the conflict. Please enter numbers 
without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of ranges (750 instead of 
500-1000). If missing, enter NA. 
25000 
 
ThreatSource * Role of internal and external actors with regard to the rebels in the conflict. Coding: 1 
primarily internal conflict with minor to moderate level of support to rebels from external actors 2 primarily 
externally sponsored conflict with local insurgents 3 entirely domestic opposition (no external assistance). 
3 
 
TargHelp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state committed any military troops to assist or advise 
the rebels. 
0 
 
AsstCombat * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state engaged in combat to assist the rebels. 
0 
 
AsstArms * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided arms or other material aid to assist the 
rebels. 
0 
 
AsstEcon * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided economic support to the rebels. 
0 
 
AsstSanct * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided, on its territory, sanctuaries for the 
rebels. 
0 
 
TargSupp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided any type of support to assist the rebels. 
0 
 
ConflictEthnic * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ethnic conflict. Following a 
conventional definition, ethnic conflicts involve “groups that identify with a distinct ethnic or cultural 
heritage” (Regan 1996: 338). Ethnic wars have been defined as “wars among communities (ethnicities) 
who are in conflict over the power relationship that exists between those communities and the state” 
(Sambanis 2001: 261). Additionally, the groups in ethnic conflicts “hold irreconcilable visions of the 
identity, borders, and citizenship of the state. They do not seek to control a state whose identity all sides 
accept, but rather to redefine or divide the state itself” (Kaufman 1996: 138). 
1 
 
EthnicGroups * When applicable, name the primary ethnic group or groups contributing rebel fighters to 
the opposition movement. Separate group names with ;. Please try to use ethnic group names that are 
listed in http://www.icr.ethz.ch/research/greg/groups.xls. If not applicable, enter NA. 
Sikh, Punjabi  
 



ConflictRelig * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a religious conflict. The primary feature 
of religious conflicts in this definition is that insurgent leaders frequently and systematically invoke religion 
as a motivation and justification for the conflict (cf. Juergensmeyer 2003: 57). 
1 
 
ConflictIdeol * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ideological conflict, with alignments 
across ethnic borders. Insurgents may strive for a different regime type and/or political order, but their 
primary aim does not contain the systematic exclusion of specific ethnic or religious groups. 
0 
 
ConflictSecess * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a secessionist conflict and the 
insurgents aim to create a separate state outside the current regime’s authority. 
1 
 
LastCW * Years since last civil war. Enter an integer number of years. If no civil war occurred before, 
enter NA. 
37 
 

Conflict outcome variables 
 
Win * Who won the conflict? 1 Counterinsurgents (government and/or intervener) 2 
Insurgents/rebels/rebel affiliates 3 Undecided 
1 
 
ConflictOutcome * Categorical variable that describes how the government terminated its military 
conflict. 0 Conflict ongoing. 1 Government militarily defeated the rebels. 2 Government negotiated a 
settlement that resulted in a compromise with the insurgents over governance (e.g., a power-sharing 
agreement). 3 The country was partitioned into two or more separate countries at the end of the conflict 4 
Rebels militarily defeated the government. 
1 
 
GovComp * GovComp Who was in control of the central government at the end of the conflict (i.e. at 
Enddate)? 1 Insurgents (the previous opposition; groups associated with the insurgents; political wings of 
rebels; etc.) 2 Government (the previous incumbent government; politicians associated with the previous 
regime; etc.) 3 Foreign intervener 4 Power-sharing: both previous rebels and previous incumbents began 
sharing political power in a joint government at the end of the conflict 5 Unclear: failing or failed state 
2 
 
Maintain * The number of months the government remained in power after the termination of the conflict 
(Enddate). This variable varies from zero, when the regime was never stabilized, to 60, when the regime 
remained in power for at least five years post-conflict. 
60 
 
MNF * Dummy variable coded 1 if a multinational peacekeeping force was established and remained in 
the conflict region after the termination of the conflict. 
0 
 
Sources * Sources Abbreviated identifier for each source used to code a case. The full source citations 
are provided with their identifying code below. Use Chicaco 15th B citation style. 
Brogan, Patrick. World Conflicts: A Comprehensive Guide to World Strife Since 1945. 3 ed. Lanham, 
Maryland: The Scarecrow Press, Inc., 1999. 
 
Clodfelter, Micheal. Warfare and Armed Conflicts: A Statistical Reference to Casualty and Other Figures, 
1618-1991. USA: Mcfarland & Co Inc Pub, 1992. 



 
UCDP 2010 
 
 
Notes * 
More detailed causality report from CLOD: “In the Punjab itself and surrounding states, violence 
escalated each year. In 1985, 65 people were killed; in 1986, 609. The toll for 1987 was 1,566; for 1988, 
2000. In 1989, 1821 were killed in separatists violence and 600 more kied in the first 4 months of 1990. 
By the end of November 1990, 2,995 people had died in the Punjab in 1990 including 400 security 
personnel, 1000 terrorists, and 1500 civilians. In November alone 430 had died. In 1991 the death toll had 
climbed to 4,766.” Many civilians were killed and targeted.  



Conflict Cases Research Journal 
 
* Required 

 

1. Conflict identifiers 
 
Conflict ID * Which conflict from the list of Conflict Cases is this? Please provide ConYr. (Please note 
that ConYr may have to be adjusted based on new start dates: if you find that the actual start date of a 
conflict diverges from the one provided in the Conflict Cases list, please update this Conflict ID to reflect 
the correct start year. E.g. if the Afghanistan conflict 7001980 actually started in 1978, please provide 
7001978 as the ID.) 
7501989 
 
ConflictCountry * In which country did the conflict occur? 
India 
 
Startdate * 3/16/1989 
 
Enddate * 12/31/2004 
 
Comments on start- and enddate. Insert comments on problems/ambiguities with the start- and 
enddates of the conflict here. 
This conflict falls below the 25 casualty point in 2005, but then begins again in 2009 (I have another form 
for this).  The rebels negotiated a ceasefire with the government for a few years.  The active group in 
2009 was a militant wing of the NDFB.   
 
IncGov * Provide the name of the incumbent government/regime (head of gov't/regime, party) 
Prime Minister of India: Rajiv Gandhi, Indian National Congress  
 
Rebel1 * Provide the names of the opposition group(s), rebel group(s) and other actors that were 
identified as opposing the central government 
National Democratic Front of Bodoland (NDFB) 
 
Rebel2 
 
Rebel3 
 
Rebel4 
 
Coup * Is this conflict best described as a coup? Is the government defending itself against or reversing a 
coup -- rather than a case in which there is an armed insurgent movement? If YES (=1), do not continue 
coding this case for now and mark the case’s status as “Coup” in the Conflict_Cases document. If NO 
coup (=0), and an insurgency is present, continue coding the variables below. 
0 

 
Region * Geographic region of the country in which the rebels and/or the fighting was concentrated. 
Depending on the conflict this could be the name of a province, state, or administrative district in the 
conflict country, a description (e.g., “primarily the southern half of the country, south of the capital to the 
border with Pakistan”), or a named region (e.g., the Darfur region of Sudan). If dispersed throughout the 
county, enter “entire country”.  
Northeast India- specifically the state of Assam 
 



Concentration * Estimate the percentage of the geographic area of the country experiencing significant 
violence related to the conflict at any point during the conflict. Violence should be considered significant if 
battles/clashes between the rebels and government forces took place in a region, civilians were killed by 
government or rebel forces in a region, or government or rebel attacks occurred regularly in a region. 
Coding: 1 Less than 25% 2 25-50% 3 50-75% 4 More than 75% 
1 
 
IGO * Dummy variable set to 1 if an intergovernmental organization (NATO, UN, etc...) organized, 
participated in, sponsored, or sanctioned a military intervention to maintain the regime. 
0 
 
IGOname * Name of the IGO mission that organized, participated in, sponsored, or sanctioned the 
military intervention to maintain the regime (if any). 
NA 
 
 

2. Counterinsurgency characteristics 
Note: These variables should be coded in reference to the entire conflict, from Startdate to Enddate. Even 
in conflict in which the government began COIN operations with a light force model, if the majority of the 
conflict featured a heavy force model, this variable should be coded as 2. 
 
ForceModel * Primary type of force used by government troops. Coding: 1 Light force: Primary use of 
ground combat units that do not include large military equipment (may include close air support) 2 Heavy 
force: Primarily large-unit, concentrated firepower combat with mechanized units (may include strategic 
bombing) Close air support is defined as “air action by fixed-wing (FW) and rotary-wing (RW) aircraft 
against hostile targets that are in close proximity to friendly forces. […] It is planned and executed to 
support ground tactical units. CAS execution is tightly integrated at the tactical level with the fire and 
maneuver of supported ground forces.” (Joint Chiefs of Staff, Joint Publication 3-09.3). Close air support 
can be provided by any unit of the armed forces. Strategic bombing is defined as the massive, centrally 
coordinated bombing of military and civilian targets for strategic purposes, usually conducted by an air 
force. 
1 
 
StrategicAir * What role did strategic bombing play in the government’s military strategy? (see definition 
above). Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 

 
Resettle * What role did resettlement play in the government’s military strategy? Resettlement is defined 
as the forced relocation of civilian populations to deny guerillas access to resources, sanctuary, and other 
types of support; provide greater security for noncombatants; and/or separate combatants from 
noncombatants. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 
 
CivAction * What role did projects intended to improve the material well-being of play in the 
government’s military strategy? Examples: building schools, roads, bridges, hospitals; providing medical 
care, clean water or electricity; and creating jobs for local residents. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 
4 Extensive 
1 
 
CivSecure * What role did attempts to protect noncombatantfs from harm caused by the insurgents play 
in the government’s military strategy? Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
2 
 



Decap * What role did attempts to capture and kill the top leader(s) of the insurgent movement play in the 
government’s military strategy? Compare this variable to Jenna Jordan’s decapitation data. Coding: 1 
None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
3 
 
CivKill * Did mass killing of civilians occur? Mass killing is defined as > 50,000 intentional civilian deaths 
in a campaign (within <6 years) (Valentino et al. 2004) Coding: 0 No 1 Yes 
0 
 
CivTarget * To what extent did the military forces of the government intentionally select civilians as direct 
objects of attack or consistently fail to discriminate between combatants and noncombatants in their 
military operations? Combatants are defined as individuals that engage in armed resistance against 
regime forces. Coding: 1 Rarely 2 Moderately 3 Extensively 
1 
 
ForceDescrip * A narrative description of the type of force used by the government. Describe the 
strategy (or strategies) that the government used to counter the domestic threat. Note changes in strategy 
over time and major differences between the strategies and tactics used by different military units, 
different governments, or in different regions. This space can also be used to provide clarification on the 
variables coded above. 
The government used light armed security forces and police personnel to capture the rebels.  Many 
insurgents surrendered to the security forces/police.  In addition, the government forces were able to 
capture many of the insurgents arms.  The government also worked to negotiate with the rebel forces.     
 
NumTrps * Number of government troops at height of conflict. Measured as maximum number of regular 
military personnel (air, ground, and sea) under central government authority during the conflict. When 
exact numbers cannot be located, coders may estimate from information about the military units. If even 
estimates are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, NumTrps 
is coded as missing (enter NA) and only TrpCat is coded. 
25000 
 
TrpCat * Categorical measure of the number of government troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 less 
than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 More than 
30,000 troops 
3 
 
GovCas * Number of government forces members killed during the conflict. Please enter numbers 
without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of ranges (750 instead of 
500-1000). If missing, enter NA. 
170 
 
RebelNumTrps * Estimated number of total troops on rebel side at height of conflict. If even estimates 
are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, RebelNumTrps is 
coded as missing (enter NA) and only RebelTrpCat is coded. 
3500 
 
RebelTrpCat * Categorical measure of the total number of rebel troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 
less than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 More than 
30,000 troops 
2 
 
RebelCas * Number of rebels / opposition members killed during the conflict. Please enter numbers 
without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of ranges (750 instead of 
500-1000). If missing, enter NA. 
582 



ThreatSource * Role of internal and external actors with regard to the rebels in the conflict. Coding: 1 
primarily internal conflict with minor to moderate level of support to rebels from external actors 2 primarily 
externally sponsored conflict with local insurgents 3 entirely domestic opposition (no external assistance). 
1 
 
TargHelp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state committed any military troops to assist or advise 
the rebels. 
0 
 
AsstCombat * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state engaged in combat to assist the rebels. 
0 
 
AsstArms * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided arms or other material aid to assist the 
rebels. 
0 
 
AsstEcon * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided economic support to the rebels. 
1 
 
AsstSanct * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided, on its territory, sanctuaries for the 
rebels. 
1 
 
TargSupp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided any type of support to assist the rebels. 
1 
 
ConflictEthnic * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ethnic conflict. Following a 
conventional definition, ethnic conflicts involve “groups that identify with a distinct ethnic or cultural 
heritage” (Regan 1996: 338). Ethnic wars have been defined as “wars among communities (ethnicities) 
who are in conflict over the power relationship that exists between those communities and the state” 
(Sambanis 2001: 261). Additionally, the groups in ethnic conflicts “hold irreconcilable visions of the 
identity, borders, and citizenship of the state. They do not seek to control a state whose identity all sides 
accept, but rather to redefine or divide the state itself” (Kaufman 1996: 138). 
1 
 
EthnicGroups * When applicable, name the primary ethnic group or groups contributing rebel fighters to 
the opposition movement. Separate group names with ;. Please try to use ethnic group names that are 
listed in http://www.icr.ethz.ch/research/greg/groups.xls. If not applicable, enter NA. 
Bara-Bodo 
 
ConflictRelig * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a religious conflict. The primary feature 
of religious conflicts in this definition is that insurgent leaders frequently and systematically invoke religion 
as a motivation and justification for the conflict (cf. Juergensmeyer 2003: 57). 
0 
 
ConflictIdeol * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ideological conflict, with alignments 
across ethnic borders. Insurgents may strive for a different regime type and/or political order, but their 
primary aim does not contain the systematic exclusion of specific ethnic or religious groups. 
0 
 
ConflictSecess * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a secessionist conflict and the 
insurgents aim to create a separate state outside the current regime’s authority. 
1 
 
LastCW * Years since last civil war. Enter an integer number of years. If no civil war occurred before, 
enter NA. 



NA 
 

Conflict outcome variables 
 
Win * Who won the conflict? 1 Counterinsurgents (government and/or intervener) 2 
Insurgents/rebels/rebel affiliates 3 Undecided 
3 
 
ConflictOutcome * Categorical variable that describes how the government terminated its military 
conflict. 0 Conflict ongoing. 1 Government militarily defeated the rebels. 2 Government negotiated a 
settlement that resulted in a compromise with the insurgents over governance (e.g., a power-sharing 
agreement). 3 The country was partitioned into two or more separate countries at the end of the conflict 4 
Rebels militarily defeated the government. 
2 
 
GovComp * GovComp Who was in control of the central government at the end of the conflict (i.e. at 
Enddate)? 1 Insurgents (the previous opposition; groups associated with the insurgents; political wings of 
rebels; etc.) 2 Government (the previous incumbent government; politicians associated with the previous 
regime; etc.) 3 Foreign intervener 4 Power-sharing: both previous rebels and previous incumbents began 
sharing political power in a joint government at the end of the conflict 5 Unclear: failing or failed state 
2 
 
Maintain * The number of months the government remained in power after the termination of the conflict 
(Enddate). This variable varies from zero, when the regime was never stabilized, to 60, when the regime 
remained in power for at least five years post-conflict. 
60 
 
MNF * Dummy variable coded 1 if a multinational peacekeeping force was established and remained in 
the conflict region after the termination of the conflict. 
0 
 
Sources * Sources Abbreviated identifier for each source used to code a case. The full source citations 
are provided with their identifying code below. Use Chicaco 15th B citation style. 
Harbom, Lotta and Peter Wallensteen.  “Armed Conflicts, 1946-2009.”  Journal of Peace Research 47 
(2010): 501-509.  http://jpr.sagepub.com/content/47/4/501.    
 
UCPD. 2010.   
 
Global Security.org   
 
Institute for Conflict Management.  2011. “National Democratic Front of Bodoland (NDFB)- Terrorist 
Group of Assam.” www.satp.org.*   
 
Asylum Law.org. 2009.  “Assamese and Bodos in Assam, India.”   
http://www.asylumlaw.org/docs/india/mar99_india_assameseandbodos.pdf.   

 
 
Notes * 
For the government troop count, I was unable to find truly reliable numbers.  Since NDFB works with 
ULFA, it is not possible to separate troops committed to fight ULFA and those committed to fight NDFB.     
 
The NDFB does not present a united front when it comes to succession.  Some factions want state 
separate from India, others would be content with a new state within India (breaking away from the state 
of Assam).  



 
The government of Bhutan has attacked bases in Bhutan belonging to ULFA and NDFB.   
 
 



Conflict Cases Research Journal 
 
* Required 

 

1. Conflict identifiers 
 
Conflict ID * Which conflict from the list of Conflict Cases is this? Please provide ConYr. (Please note 
that ConYr may have to be adjusted based on new start dates: if you find that the actual start date of a 
conflict diverges from the one provided in the Conflict Cases list, please update this Conflict ID to reflect 
the correct start year. E.g. if the Afghanistan conflict 7001980 actually started in 1978, please provide 
7001978 as the ID.) 
7501993 
 
ConflictCountry * In which country did the conflict occur? 
India 
 
Startdate * 7/23/1994.  
 
 
Original coder put start date at 1/01/1993. However, I changed it to 7/23/1994.  
 
Enddate * 10/15/2004 
 
Comments on start- and enddate. Insert comments on problems/ambiguities with the start- and 
enddates of the conflict here. 
There was no exact start date given of when the NDFB began, however PRIO gives the date as 
01/01/1993.  The NDFB was originally part of the ABSU, however they split once the ABSU signed a 
ceasefire agreement that they did not feel met their demands. The end date is given by a LexusNexis 
article as 10/15/2004 when a peace agreement was signed (after which the conflict was deemed 
inactive). 
 
***UCDP gives the start date of 25 battle-related deaths on 7/23/1994.  The NDFB also took on its name 
in 1994.  
 
IncGov * Provide the name of the incumbent government/regime (head of gov't/regime, party) 
Indian National Congress Party, Bharatiya Janata Party, Janata Dal Party (Different parties and prime 
ministers in power in the 11 year period of conflict, but these were the main parties in power)  
 
Rebel1 * Provide the names of the opposition group(s), rebel group(s) and other actors that were 
identified as opposing the central government 
NDFB  (National Democratic Front of Bodoland) 
 
Rebel2 
 
Rebel3 
 
Rebel4 
 
Coup * Is this conflict best described as a coup? Is the government defending itself against or reversing a 
coup -- rather than a case in which there is an armed insurgent movement? If YES (=1), do not continue 
coding this case for now and mark the case’s status as “Coup” in the Conflict_Cases document. If NO 
coup (=0), and an insurgency is present, continue coding the variables below. 
0 



 
Region * Geographic region of the country in which the rebels and/or the fighting was concentrated. 
Depending on the conflict this could be the name of a province, state, or administrative district in the 
conflict country, a description (e.g., “primarily the southern half of the country, south of the capital to the 
border with Pakistan”), or a named region (e.g., the Darfur region of Sudan). If dispersed throughout the 
county, enter “entire country”.  
Bodoland - Area north of the river Brahmaputra in Assam, situated in northeast India 
 
Concentration * Estimate the percentage of the geographic area of the country experiencing significant 
violence related to the conflict at any point during the conflict. Violence should be considered significant if 
battles/clashes between the rebels and government forces took place in a region, civilians were killed by 
government or rebel forces in a region, or government or rebel attacks occurred regularly in a region. 
Coding: 1 Less than 25% 2 25-50% 3 50-75% 4 More than 75% 
1 
 
 
 

2. Counterinsurgency characteristics 
Note: These variables should be coded in reference to the entire conflict, from Startdate to Enddate. Even 
in conflict in which the government began COIN operations with a light force model, if the majority of the 
conflict featured a heavy force model, this variable should be coded as 2. 
 
ForceModel * Primary type of force used by government troops. Coding: 1 Light force: Primary use of 
ground combat units that do not include large military equipment (may include close air support) 2 Heavy 
force: Primarily large-unit, concentrated firepower combat with mechanized units (may include strategic 
bombing) Close air support is defined as “air action by fixed-wing (FW) and rotary-wing (RW) aircraft 
against hostile targets that are in close proximity to friendly forces. […] It is planned and executed to 
support ground tactical units. CAS execution is tightly integrated at the tactical level with the fire and 
maneuver of supported ground forces.” (Joint Chiefs of Staff, Joint Publication 3-09.3). Close air support 
can be provided by any unit of the armed forces. Strategic bombing is defined as the massive, centrally 
coordinated bombing of military and civilian targets for strategic purposes, usually conducted by an air 
force. 
1 
 
StrategicAir * What role did strategic bombing play in the government’s military strategy? (see definition 
above). Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 

 
Resettle * What role did resettlement play in the government’s military strategy? Resettlement is defined 
as the forced relocation of civilian populations to deny guerillas access to resources, sanctuary, and other 
types of support; provide greater security for noncombatants; and/or separate combatants from 
noncombatants. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 
 
CivAction * What role did projects intended to improve the material well-being of play in the 
government’s military strategy? Examples: building schools, roads, bridges, hospitals; providing medical 
care, clean water or electricity; and creating jobs for local residents. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 
4 Extensive 
1 
 
CivSecure * What role did attempts to protect noncombatantfs from harm caused by the insurgents play 
in the government’s military strategy? Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 
 



Decap * What role did attempts to capture and kill the top leader(s) of the insurgent movement play in the 
government’s military strategy? Compare this variable to Jenna Jordan’s decapitation data. Coding: 1 
None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 
 
CivKill * Did mass killing of civilians occur? Mass killing is defined as > 50,000 intentional civilian deaths 
in a campaign (within <6 years) (Valentino et al. 2004) Coding: 0 No 1 Yes 
0 
 
CivTarget * To what extent did the military forces of the government intentionally select civilians as direct 
objects of attack or consistently fail to discriminate between combatants and noncombatants in their 
military operations? Combatants are defined as individuals that engage in armed resistance against 
regime forces. Coding: 1 Rarely 2 Moderately 3 Extensively 
1 
 
ForceDescrip * A narrative description of the type of force used by the government. Describe the 
strategy (or strategies) that the government used to counter the domestic threat. Note changes in strategy 
over time and major differences between the strategies and tactics used by different military units, 
different governments, or in different regions. This space can also be used to provide clarification on the 
variables coded above. 
While there was no clear information on the force strength used by the govt., it seems that the state of 
Assam called the Federal govt. to send more troops to help alleviate  the violence and to assist with 
counterinsurgency tactics.  Jane’s Intelligence Review mentions that there were crackdowns in ’04-’05 led 
by India, Myannmar (Burma), and Bhutan which led to the surrender of 800 militatnts (comprised of 
members of different rebel groups, including the NDFB), however the strategies used were not 
mentioned. The police were also actively involved in fighting the rebels See 
https://www.satp.org/satporgtp/countries/india/states/assam/terrorist_outfits/NDFB_tl.htm  
 
 
NumTrps * Number of government troops at height of conflict. Measured as maximum number of regular 
military personnel (air, ground, and sea) under central government authority during the conflict. When 
exact numbers cannot be located, coders may estimate from information about the military units. If even 
estimates are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, NumTrps 
is coded as missing (enter NA) and only TrpCat is coded. 
1325000 
 
TrpCat * Categorical measure of the number of government troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 less 
than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 More than 
30,000 troops 
4 
 
GovCas * Number of government forces members killed during the conflict. Please enter numbers 
without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of ranges (750 instead of 
500-1000). If missing, enter NA. 
 
169 
 
 
*Notes:  
 
157 deaths:--  *This is the number of army/police deaths from 1993 to 2001.   Source: Asia Terrorism 
Portal (SATP). 
https://www.satp.org/satporgtp/countries/india/states/assam/data_sheets/ndfb/casualties.htm  
 
 

https://www.satp.org/satporgtp/countries/india/states/assam/terrorist_outfits/NDFB_tl.htm
https://www.satp.org/satporgtp/countries/india/states/assam/data_sheets/ndfb/casualties.htm


According to the following link, 12 government/police  killed in encounters with rebels from 2002 to 2004. 
This source provides monthly statements on rebel deaths for these years. I assumed statements that 
discuss “encounters’ in general referred to security/police forces versus rebel deaths. 
https://www.satp.org/satporgtp/countries/india/states/assam/terrorist_outfits/NDFB_tl.htm  
 
 
2004 government troop/police deaths: 0 
 
2003 gov/police deaths: 2 
 
2002 gov/police deaths: 10 
  
 
 
RebelNumTrps * Estimated number of total troops on rebel side at height of conflict. If even estimates 
are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, RebelNumTrps is 
coded as missing (enter NA) and only RebelTrpCat is coded. 
1500 
 
RebelTrpCat * Categorical measure of the total number of rebel troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 
less than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 More than 
30,000 troops 
1 
 
RebelCas * Number of rebels / opposition members killed during the conflict. Please enter numbers 
without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of ranges (750 instead of 
500-1000). If missing, enter NA. 
 
 
606 
 
 
Notes* 
374 deaths: *This is the number of rebel deaths from 1993 to 2001.   Source: South Asia Terrorism Portal 
(SATP). https://www.satp.org/satporgtp/countries/india/states/assam/data_sheets/ndfb/casualties.htm  
According to UCDP Conflict Encyclopedia, from 2002-2004 the battle-death casualties was over  25 so 
there is likely more rebel  deaths that most likely need to be accounted for between 2002-2004.  
 
Total rebel deaths from 2002-2004 equals 232 deaths. This source provides monthly statements on rebel 
deaths where I got this figure. I assumed all “encounters’ referred to security/police forces versus rebel 
deaths. https://www.satp.org/satporgtp/countries/india/states/assam/terrorist_outfits/NDFB_tl.htm  
 
 
2004 total rebel deaths:  30 
2003 total rebel deaths:  102 
2002 rebel deaths: 100 
 
 
 
ThreatSource * Role of internal and external actors with regard to the rebels in the conflict. Coding: 1 
primarily internal conflict with minor to moderate level of support to rebels from external actors 2 primarily 
externally sponsored conflict with local insurgents 3 entirely domestic opposition (no external assistance). 
1 
 
TargHelp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state committed any military troops to assist or advise 
the rebels. 

https://www.satp.org/satporgtp/countries/india/states/assam/terrorist_outfits/NDFB_tl.htm
https://www.satp.org/satporgtp/countries/india/states/assam/data_sheets/ndfb/casualties.htm
https://www.satp.org/satporgtp/countries/india/states/assam/terrorist_outfits/NDFB_tl.htm


0 
 
AsstCombat * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state engaged in combat to assist the rebels. 
0 
 
AsstArms * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided arms or other material aid to assist the 
rebels. 
0 
 
AsstEcon * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided economic support to the rebels. 
0 
 
AsstSanct * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided, on its territory, sanctuaries for the 
rebels. 
0 
 
*There seems to be sources via ProQuest and newspaper articles to indicate that Bhutan provided the 
rebels a safe haven (the border was porous). Some sources indicate that Bhutan did not want the rebels 
there and also proactively worked with India to fight the rebels. See page 379 in Rohan, Gunaratna, and 
Kam Stefanie Li Yee, eds. Handbook of terrorism in the Asia-Pacific. Vol. 10. World Scientific, 2016. 
 
 
TargSupp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided any type of support to assist the rebels. 
0 
 
See note above  
 
ConflictEthnic * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ethnic conflict. Following a 
conventional definition, ethnic conflicts involve “groups that identify with a distinct ethnic or cultural 
heritage” (Regan 1996: 338). Ethnic wars have been defined as “wars among communities (ethnicities) 
who are in conflict over the power relationship that exists between those communities and the state” 
(Sambanis 2001: 261). Additionally, the groups in ethnic conflicts “hold irreconcilable visions of the 
identity, borders, and citizenship of the state. They do not seek to control a state whose identity all sides 
accept, but rather to redefine or divide the state itself” (Kaufman 1996: 138). 
1 
 
EthnicGroups * When applicable, name the primary ethnic group or groups contributing rebel fighters to 
the opposition movement. Separate group names with ;. Please try to use ethnic group names that are 
listed in http://www.icr.ethz.ch/research/greg/groups.xls. If not applicable, enter NA. 
Bara-Bodos 
 
ConflictRelig * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a religious conflict. The primary feature 
of religious conflicts in this definition is that insurgent leaders frequently and systematically invoke religion 
as a motivation and justification for the conflict (cf. Juergensmeyer 2003: 57). 
0 
 
ConflictIdeol * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ideological conflict, with alignments 
across ethnic borders. Insurgents may strive for a different regime type and/or political order, but their 
primary aim does not contain the systematic exclusion of specific ethnic or religious groups. 
0 
 
ConflictSecess * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a secessionist conflict and the 
insurgents aim to create a separate state outside the current regime’s authority. 
1 
 



LastCW * Years since last civil war. Enter an integer number of years. If no civil war occurred before, 
enter NA. 
0 
 

Conflict outcome variables 
 
Win * Who won the conflict? 1 Counterinsurgents (government and/or intervener) 2 
Insurgents/rebels/rebel affiliates 3 Undecided 
1 
 
ConflictOutcome * Categorical variable that describes how the government terminated its military 
conflict. 0 Conflict ongoing. 1 Government militarily defeated the rebels. 2 Government negotiated a 
settlement that resulted in a compromise with the insurgents over governance (e.g., a power-sharing 
agreement). 3 The country was partitioned into two or more separate countries at the end of the conflict 4 
Rebels militarily defeated the government. 
1 
 
GovComp * GovComp Who was in control of the central government at the end of the conflict (i.e. at 
Enddate)? 1 Insurgents (the previous opposition; groups associated with the insurgents; political wings of 
rebels; etc.) 2 Government (the previous incumbent government; politicians associated with the previous 
regime; etc.) 3 Foreign intervener 4 Power-sharing: both previous rebels and previous incumbents began 
sharing political power in a joint government at the end of the conflict 5 Unclear: failing or failed state 
2 
 
Maintain * The number of months the government remained in power after the termination of the conflict 
(Enddate). This variable varies from zero, when the regime was never stabilized, to 60, when the regime 
remained in power for at least five years post-conflict. 
60 
 
MNF * Dummy variable coded 1 if a multinational peacekeeping force was established and remained in 
the conflict region after the termination of the conflict. 
0 
 
Sources * Sources Abbreviated identifier for each source used to code a case. The full source citations 
are provided with their identifying code below. Use Chicaco 15th B citation style. 
Bedi, Rahul. "Northeast Indian Insurgent Group Call for Ceasefire." Jane’s Intelligence Review vol. 16, no. 
11 (2004): 7-8. 
 
Le Miere, Christian. “Indian Separtist Groups Face Crackdown.” Jane’s Intelligence Review vol. 17, no. 
01 (2005): 6-7. 
 
EACD 2009 
 
“Militant group in India's Assam Declares Cease-fire,” BBC News, Oct. 9, 2004. 
http://www.lexisnexis.com/hottopics/lnacademic/. 
 
The Military Balance (2003-04) 
 
"The National Democratice Front of Bodoland (NDFB)," GlobalSecurity. Last modified March 17, 2009. 
Accessed February 25, 2011. http://www.globalsecurity.org/military/world/para/ndfb.htm.= 
 
PRIO 2009 
 
UCDP 2010 



 
South Asia Terrorism Portal (nd). Incidents and Statements involving NDFB: 1998-2012. Retreived from 
https://www.satp.org/satporgtp/countries/india/states/assam/terrorist_outfits/NDFB_tl.htm  
 
South Asia Terrorism Portal (nd). Casualties in Violence by national Democratic Front of Bodoland in 
Assam. Retrived from 
https://www.satp.org/satporgtp/countries/india/states/assam/data_sheets/ndfb/casualties.htm  
 
Notes * 
Notes from original coder: 
Information was difficult to gather on this case since it seems it’s one of many small, ethnic conflicts that 
are ongoing in India.  The information that I was able to find was somewhat contradictory and did not 
elaborate on the specifics, so I based on the given data, I had to assume some of the variables.. 
 
The battle deaths for this conflict were difficult to calculate due to insufficient information.  In light of this, I 
have included the estimated numbers of deaths for each side that were presented through the sources, 
and for the rest I simply divided the number of deaths between the two. The resulting figures were a total 
of 252 deaths for the rebels and 185 deaths for govt. forces. The total battle deaths figure was 437. 
 
 

https://www.satp.org/satporgtp/countries/india/states/assam/terrorist_outfits/NDFB_tl.htm
https://www.satp.org/satporgtp/countries/india/states/assam/data_sheets/ndfb/casualties.htm


Conflict Cases Research Journal 
 
* Required 

 

1. Conflict identifiers 
 
Conflict ID * Which conflict from the list of Conflict Cases is this? Please provide ConYr. (Please note 
that ConYr may have to be adjusted based on new start dates: if you find that the actual start date of a 
conflict diverges from the one provided in the Conflict Cases list, please update this Conflict ID to reflect 
the correct start year. E.g. if the Afghanistan conflict 7001980 actually started in 1978, please provide 
7001978 as the ID.) 
7501993 
 
ConflictCountry * In which country did the conflict occur? 
India 
 
Startdate * 1/01/1993 
 
Enddate * 10/15/2004 
 
Comments on start- and enddate. Insert comments on problems/ambiguities with the start- and 
enddates of the conflict here. 
There was no exact start date given of when the NDFB began, however PRIO gives the date as 
01/01/1993.  The NDFB was originally part of the ABSU, however they split once the ABSU signed a 
ceasefire agreement that they did not feel met their demands. The end date is given by a LexusNexis 
article as 10/15/2004 when a peace agreement was signed (after which the conflict was deemed 
inactive). 
 
IncGov * Provide the name of the incumbent government/regime (head of gov't/regime, party) 
Indian National Congress Party, Bharatiya Janata Party, Janata Dal Party (Different parties and prime 
ministers in power in the 11 year period of conflict, but these were the main parties in power)  
 
Rebel1 * Provide the names of the opposition group(s), rebel group(s) and other actors that were 
identified as opposing the central government 
NDFB  (National Democratic Front of Bodoland) 
 
Rebel2 
 
Rebel3 
 
Rebel4 
 
Coup * Is this conflict best described as a coup? Is the government defending itself against or reversing a 
coup -- rather than a case in which there is an armed insurgent movement? If YES (=1), do not continue 
coding this case for now and mark the case’s status as “Coup” in the Conflict_Cases document. If NO 
coup (=0), and an insurgency is present, continue coding the variables below. 
0 

 
Region * Geographic region of the country in which the rebels and/or the fighting was concentrated. 
Depending on the conflict this could be the name of a province, state, or administrative district in the 
conflict country, a description (e.g., “primarily the southern half of the country, south of the capital to the 
border with Pakistan”), or a named region (e.g., the Darfur region of Sudan). If dispersed throughout the 
county, enter “entire country”.  



Bodoland - Area north of the river Brahmaputra in Assam, situated in northeast India 
 
Concentration * Estimate the percentage of the geographic area of the country experiencing significant 
violence related to the conflict at any point during the conflict. Violence should be considered significant if 
battles/clashes between the rebels and government forces took place in a region, civilians were killed by 
government or rebel forces in a region, or government or rebel attacks occurred regularly in a region. 
Coding: 1 Less than 25% 2 25-50% 3 50-75% 4 More than 75% 
1 
 
IGO * Dummy variable set to 1 if an intergovernmental organization (NATO, UN, etc...) organized, 
participated in, sponsored, or sanctioned a military intervention to maintain the regime. 
0 
 
IGOname * Name of the IGO mission that organized, participated in, sponsored, or sanctioned the 
military intervention to maintain the regime (if any). 
NA 
 
 

2. Counterinsurgency characteristics 
Note: These variables should be coded in reference to the entire conflict, from Startdate to Enddate. Even 
in conflict in which the government began COIN operations with a light force model, if the majority of the 
conflict featured a heavy force model, this variable should be coded as 2. 
 
ForceModel * Primary type of force used by government troops. Coding: 1 Light force: Primary use of 
ground combat units that do not include large military equipment (may include close air support) 2 Heavy 
force: Primarily large-unit, concentrated firepower combat with mechanized units (may include strategic 
bombing) Close air support is defined as “air action by fixed-wing (FW) and rotary-wing (RW) aircraft 
against hostile targets that are in close proximity to friendly forces. […] It is planned and executed to 
support ground tactical units. CAS execution is tightly integrated at the tactical level with the fire and 
maneuver of supported ground forces.” (Joint Chiefs of Staff, Joint Publication 3-09.3). Close air support 
can be provided by any unit of the armed forces. Strategic bombing is defined as the massive, centrally 
coordinated bombing of military and civilian targets for strategic purposes, usually conducted by an air 
force. 
1 
 
StrategicAir * What role did strategic bombing play in the government’s military strategy? (see definition 
above). Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 

 
Resettle * What role did resettlement play in the government’s military strategy? Resettlement is defined 
as the forced relocation of civilian populations to deny guerillas access to resources, sanctuary, and other 
types of support; provide greater security for noncombatants; and/or separate combatants from 
noncombatants. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 
 
CivAction * What role did projects intended to improve the material well-being of play in the 
government’s military strategy? Examples: building schools, roads, bridges, hospitals; providing medical 
care, clean water or electricity; and creating jobs for local residents. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 
4 Extensive 
1 
 
CivSecure * What role did attempts to protect noncombatantfs from harm caused by the insurgents play 
in the government’s military strategy? Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 
 



Decap * What role did attempts to capture and kill the top leader(s) of the insurgent movement play in the 
government’s military strategy? Compare this variable to Jenna Jordan’s decapitation data. Coding: 1 
None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 
 
CivKill * Did mass killing of civilians occur? Mass killing is defined as > 50,000 intentional civilian deaths 
in a campaign (within <6 years) (Valentino et al. 2004) Coding: 0 No 1 Yes 
0 
 
CivTarget * To what extent did the military forces of the government intentionally select civilians as direct 
objects of attack or consistently fail to discriminate between combatants and noncombatants in their 
military operations? Combatants are defined as individuals that engage in armed resistance against 
regime forces. Coding: 1 Rarely 2 Moderately 3 Extensively 
1 
 
ForceDescrip * A narrative description of the type of force used by the government. Describe the 
strategy (or strategies) that the government used to counter the domestic threat. Note changes in strategy 
over time and major differences between the strategies and tactics used by different military units, 
different governments, or in different regions. This space can also be used to provide clarification on the 
variables coded above. 
While there was no clear information on the force strength used by the govt., it seems that the state of 
Assam called the Federal govt. to send more troops to help alieve the violence and to assist with 
counterinsurgency tactics.  Jane’s Intelligence Review mentions that there were crackdowns in ’04-’05 led 
by India, Myannmar (Burma), and Bhutan which led to the surrender of 800 militatnts (comprised of 
members of different rebel groups, including the NDFB), however the strategies used were not 
mentioned. 
 
NumTrps * Number of government troops at height of conflict. Measured as maximum number of regular 
military personnel (air, ground, and sea) under central government authority during the conflict. When 
exact numbers cannot be located, coders may estimate from information about the military units. If even 
estimates are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, NumTrps 
is coded as missing (enter NA) and only TrpCat is coded. 
1325000 
 
TrpCat * Categorical measure of the number of government troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 less 
than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 More than 
30,000 troops 
4 
 
GovCas * Number of government forces members killed during the conflict. Please enter numbers 
without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of ranges (750 instead of 
500-1000). If missing, enter NA. 
 
RebelNumTrps * Estimated number of total troops on rebel side at height of conflict. If even estimates 
are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, RebelNumTrps is 
coded as missing (enter NA) and only RebelTrpCat is coded. 
1500 
 
RebelTrpCat * Categorical measure of the total number of rebel troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 
less than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 More than 
30,000 troops 
1 
 
RebelCas * Number of rebels / opposition members killed during the conflict. Please enter numbers 
without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of ranges (750 instead of 
500-1000). If missing, enter NA. 



 
ThreatSource * Role of internal and external actors with regard to the rebels in the conflict. Coding: 1 
primarily internal conflict with minor to moderate level of support to rebels from external actors 2 primarily 
externally sponsored conflict with local insurgents 3 entirely domestic opposition (no external assistance). 
1 
 
TargHelp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state committed any military troops to assist or advise 
the rebels. 
0 
 
AsstCombat * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state engaged in combat to assist the rebels. 
0 
 
AsstArms * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided arms or other material aid to assist the 
rebels. 
0 
 
AsstEcon * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided economic support to the rebels. 
0 
 
AsstSanct * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided, on its territory, sanctuaries for the 
rebels. 
0 
 
TargSupp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided any type of support to assist the rebels. 
0 
 
ConflictEthnic * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ethnic conflict. Following a 
conventional definition, ethnic conflicts involve “groups that identify with a distinct ethnic or cultural 
heritage” (Regan 1996: 338). Ethnic wars have been defined as “wars among communities (ethnicities) 
who are in conflict over the power relationship that exists between those communities and the state” 
(Sambanis 2001: 261). Additionally, the groups in ethnic conflicts “hold irreconcilable visions of the 
identity, borders, and citizenship of the state. They do not seek to control a state whose identity all sides 
accept, but rather to redefine or divide the state itself” (Kaufman 1996: 138). 
1 
 
EthnicGroups * When applicable, name the primary ethnic group or groups contributing rebel fighters to 
the opposition movement. Separate group names with ;. Please try to use ethnic group names that are 
listed in http://www.icr.ethz.ch/research/greg/groups.xls. If not applicable, enter NA. 
Bara-Bodos 
 
ConflictRelig * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a religious conflict. The primary feature 
of religious conflicts in this definition is that insurgent leaders frequently and systematically invoke religion 
as a motivation and justification for the conflict (cf. Juergensmeyer 2003: 57). 
0 
 
ConflictIdeol * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ideological conflict, with alignments 
across ethnic borders. Insurgents may strive for a different regime type and/or political order, but their 
primary aim does not contain the systematic exclusion of specific ethnic or religious groups. 
0 
 
ConflictSecess * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a secessionist conflict and the 
insurgents aim to create a separate state outside the current regime’s authority. 
1 
 



LastCW * Years since last civil war. Enter an integer number of years. If no civil war occurred before, 
enter NA. 
0 
 

Conflict outcome variables 
 
Win * Who won the conflict? 1 Counterinsurgents (government and/or intervener) 2 
Insurgents/rebels/rebel affiliates 3 Undecided 
1 
 
ConflictOutcome * Categorical variable that describes how the government terminated its military 
conflict. 0 Conflict ongoing. 1 Government militarily defeated the rebels. 2 Government negotiated a 
settlement that resulted in a compromise with the insurgents over governance (e.g., a power-sharing 
agreement). 3 The country was partitioned into two or more separate countries at the end of the conflict 4 
Rebels militarily defeated the government. 
1 
 
GovComp * GovComp Who was in control of the central government at the end of the conflict (i.e. at 
Enddate)? 1 Insurgents (the previous opposition; groups associated with the insurgents; political wings of 
rebels; etc.) 2 Government (the previous incumbent government; politicians associated with the previous 
regime; etc.) 3 Foreign intervener 4 Power-sharing: both previous rebels and previous incumbents began 
sharing political power in a joint government at the end of the conflict 5 Unclear: failing or failed state 
2 
 
Maintain * The number of months the government remained in power after the termination of the conflict 
(Enddate). This variable varies from zero, when the regime was never stabilized, to 60, when the regime 
remained in power for at least five years post-conflict. 
60 
 
MNF * Dummy variable coded 1 if a multinational peacekeeping force was established and remained in 
the conflict region after the termination of the conflict. 
0 
 
Sources * Sources Abbreviated identifier for each source used to code a case. The full source citations 
are provided with their identifying code below. Use Chicaco 15th B citation style. 
Bedi, Rahul. "Northeast Indian Insurgent Group Call for Ceasefire." Jane’s Intelligence Review vol. 16, no. 
11 (2004): 7-8. 
 
Le Miere, Christian. “Indian Separtist Groups Face Crackdown.” Jane’s Intelligence Review vol. 17, no. 
01 (2005): 6-7. 
 
EACD 2009 
 
“Militant group in India's Assam Declares Cease-fire,” BBC News, Oct. 9, 2004. 
http://www.lexisnexis.com/hottopics/lnacademic/. 
 
The Military Balance (2003-04) 
 
"The National Democratice Front of Bodoland (NDFB)," GlobalSecurity. Last modified March 17, 2009. 
Accessed February 25, 2011. http://www.globalsecurity.org/military/world/para/ndfb.htm.= 
 
PRIO 2009 
 
UCDP 2010 



 
Notes * 
Information was difficult to gather on this case since it seems it’s one of many small, ethnic conflicts that 
are ongoing in India.  The information that I was able to find was somewhat contradictory and did not 
elaborate on the specifics, so I based on the given data, I had to assume some of the variables.. 
 
The battle deaths for this conflict were difficult to calculate due to insufficient information.  In light of this, I 
have included the estimated numbers of deaths for each side that were presented through the sources, 
and for the rest I simply divided the number of deaths between the two. The resulting figures were a total 
of 252 deaths for the rebels and 185 deaths for govt. forces. The total battle deaths figure was 437. 
 
 



Conflict Cases Research Journal 
 
* Required 

 

1. Conflict identifiers 
 
Conflict ID * Which conflict from the list of Conflict Cases is this? Please provide ConYr. (Please note 
that ConYr may have to be adjusted based on new start dates: if you find that the actual start date of a 
conflict diverges from the one provided in the Conflict Cases list, please update this Conflict ID to reflect 
the correct start year. E.g. if the Afghanistan conflict 7001980 actually started in 1978, please provide 
7001978 as the ID.) 
7502008 
 
ConflictCountry * In which country did the conflict occur? 
India 
 
Startdate *  
11/09/2008 
 
Enddate *  
12/24/2008 
 
Comments on start- and enddate. Insert comments on problems/ambiguities with the start- and 
enddates of the conflict here. 
The beginning date is when the conflict first reached 25 battle deaths, but there was activity that 
contributed to deaths <25 since 2004.  The ending date is the last known date of battle in 2008 that I was 
able to find on LexisNexus.  
 
IncGov * Provide the name of the incumbent government/regime (head of gov't/regime, party) 
Prime Minister Manmohan Singh, Indian National Congress Party 
 
Rebel1 * Provide the names of the opposition group(s), rebel group(s) and other actors that were 
identified as opposing the central government 
People’s United Liberation Front (PULF) 
 
Rebel2 
 
Rebel3 
 
Rebel4 
 
Coup * Is this conflict best described as a coup? Is the government defending itself against or reversing a 
coup -- rather than a case in which there is an armed insurgent movement? If YES (=1), do not continue 
coding this case for now and mark the case’s status as “Coup” in the Conflict_Cases document. If NO 
coup (=0), and an insurgency is present, continue coding the variables below. 
0 

 
Region * Geographic region of the country in which the rebels and/or the fighting was concentrated. 
Depending on the conflict this could be the name of a province, state, or administrative district in the 
conflict country, a description (e.g., “primarily the southern half of the country, south of the capital to the 
border with Pakistan”), or a named region (e.g., the Darfur region of Sudan). If dispersed throughout the 
county, enter “entire country”.  
Northeastern Manipur 



 
Concentration * Estimate the percentage of the geographic area of the country experiencing significant 
violence related to the conflict at any point during the conflict. Violence should be considered significant if 
battles/clashes between the rebels and government forces took place in a region, civilians were killed by 
government or rebel forces in a region, or government or rebel attacks occurred regularly in a region. 
Coding: 1 Less than 25% 2 25-50% 3 50-75% 4 More than 75% 
1 
 
 
 

2. Counterinsurgency characteristics 
Note: These variables should be coded in reference to the entire conflict, from Startdate to Enddate. Even 
in conflict in which the government began COIN operations with a light force model, if the majority of the 
conflict featured a heavy force model, this variable should be coded as 2. 
 
ForceModel * Primary type of force used by government troops. Coding: 1 Light force: Primary use of 
ground combat units that do not include large military equipment (may include close air support) 2 Heavy 
force: Primarily large-unit, concentrated firepower combat with mechanized units (may include strategic 
bombing) Close air support is defined as “air action by fixed-wing (FW) and rotary-wing (RW) aircraft 
against hostile targets that are in close proximity to friendly forces. […] It is planned and executed to 
support ground tactical units. CAS execution is tightly integrated at the tactical level with the fire and 
maneuver of supported ground forces.” (Joint Chiefs of Staff, Joint Publication 3-09.3). Close air support 
can be provided by any unit of the armed forces. Strategic bombing is defined as the massive, centrally 
coordinated bombing of military and civilian targets for strategic purposes, usually conducted by an air 
force. 
 
1 
 
 
StrategicAir * What role did strategic bombing play in the government’s military strategy? (see definition 
above). Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 

 
Resettle * What role did resettlement play in the government’s military strategy? Resettlement is defined 
as the forced relocation of civilian populations to deny guerillas access to resources, sanctuary, and other 
types of support; provide greater security for noncombatants; and/or separate combatants from 
noncombatants. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 
 
CivAction * What role did projects intended to improve the material well-being of play in the 
government’s military strategy? Examples: building schools, roads, bridges, hospitals; providing medical 
care, clean water or electricity; and creating jobs for local residents. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 
4 Extensive 
1 
 
CivSecure * What role did attempts to protect noncombatantfs from harm caused by the insurgents play 
in the government’s military strategy? Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 
 
Decap * What role did attempts to capture and kill the top leader(s) of the insurgent movement play in the 
government’s military strategy? Compare this variable to Jenna Jordan’s decapitation data. Coding: 1 
None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 
 



CivKill * Did mass killing of civilians occur? Mass killing is defined as > 50,000 intentional civilian deaths 
in a campaign (within <6 years) (Valentino et al. 2004) Coding: 0 No 1 Yes 
0 
 
CivTarget * To what extent did the military forces of the government intentionally select civilians as direct 
objects of attack or consistently fail to discriminate between combatants and noncombatants in their 
military operations? Combatants are defined as individuals that engage in armed resistance against 
regime forces. Coding: 1 Rarely 2 Moderately 3 Extensively 
1 
 
ForceDescrip * A narrative description of the type of force used by the government. Describe the 
strategy (or strategies) that the government used to counter the domestic threat. Note changes in strategy 
over time and major differences between the strategies and tactics used by different military units, 
different governments, or in different regions. This space can also be used to provide clarification on the 
variables coded above. 
Was unable to find any major data, but it seems that in late 2008, govt. performed major counter-
insurgency sweeps in the area. The sweeps caused the rebels significant losses in what looks like less 
than 2 months. 
 
Police commandos/army/department polices, Assam Rifles, district police officers work together to arrest 
and fight rebels. See South Asia Terrorism Portal: https://www.satp.org/terrorist-incident-text/india/people-
s-united-liberation-front-pulf_2008  
 
 
NumTrps * Number of government troops at height of conflict. Measured as maximum number of regular 
military personnel (air, ground, and sea) under central government authority during the conflict. When 
exact numbers cannot be located, coders may estimate from information about the military units. If even 
estimates are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, NumTrps 
is coded as missing (enter NA) and only TrpCat is coded. 
1288000 
 
TrpCat * Categorical measure of the number of government troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 less 
than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 More than 
30,000 troops 
4 
 
GovCas * Number of government forces members killed during the conflict. Please enter numbers 
without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of ranges (750 instead of 
500-1000). If missing, enter NA. 
 
3 
 
*The original coder coded this as 3 and providing reasoning below. I have used the SATP portal to 
determine number of deaths for both government and rebel troops and adjusted accordingly. Based on 
the portal, I can confirm that the government did suffer 3 deaths from 11/09/2006-12/21/2008. See: 
https://www.satp.org/terrorist-incident-numeric/india/people-s-united-liberation-front-pulf_2008  
 
RebelNumTrps * Estimated number of total troops on rebel side at height of conflict. If even estimates 
are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, RebelNumTrps is 
coded as missing (enter NA) and only RebelTrpCat is coded. 
125 
 
RebelTrpCat * Categorical measure of the total number of rebel troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 
less than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 More than 
30,000 troops 
0 

https://www.satp.org/terrorist-incident-text/india/people-s-united-liberation-front-pulf_2008
https://www.satp.org/terrorist-incident-text/india/people-s-united-liberation-front-pulf_2008
https://www.satp.org/terrorist-incident-numeric/india/people-s-united-liberation-front-pulf_2008


 
RebelCas * Number of rebels / opposition members killed during the conflict. Please enter numbers 
without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of ranges (750 instead of 
500-1000). If missing, enter NA. 
 
5 
 
 
The original coder gave a value of 30 for this variable.  I have used the SATP portal to determine number 
of deaths for rebel troops and adjusted accordingly. Based on the portal, I counted 5 rebel deaths from 
11/09/2006-12/21/2008.  See: https://www.satp.org/terrorist-incident-text/india/people-s-united-liberation-
front-pulf_2008  
 
 
ThreatSource * Role of internal and external actors with regard to the rebels in the conflict. Coding: 1 
primarily internal conflict with minor to moderate level of support to rebels from external actors 2 primarily 
externally sponsored conflict with local insurgents 3 entirely domestic opposition (no external assistance). 
3 
 
TargHelp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state committed any military troops to assist or advise 
the rebels. 
0 
 
AsstCombat * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state engaged in combat to assist the rebels. 
0 
 
AsstArms * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided arms or other material aid to assist the 
rebels. 
0 
 
AsstEcon * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided economic support to the rebels. 
0 
 
AsstSanct * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided, on its territory, sanctuaries for the 
rebels. 
0 
 
TargSupp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided any type of support to assist the rebels. 
0 
 
ConflictEthnic * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ethnic conflict. Following a 
conventional definition, ethnic conflicts involve “groups that identify with a distinct ethnic or cultural 
heritage” (Regan 1996: 338). Ethnic wars have been defined as “wars among communities (ethnicities) 
who are in conflict over the power relationship that exists between those communities and the state” 
(Sambanis 2001: 261). Additionally, the groups in ethnic conflicts “hold irreconcilable visions of the 
identity, borders, and citizenship of the state. They do not seek to control a state whose identity all sides 
accept, but rather to redefine or divide the state itself” (Kaufman 1996: 138). 
0 
 
EthnicGroups * When applicable, name the primary ethnic group or groups contributing rebel fighters to 
the opposition movement. Separate group names with ;. Please try to use ethnic group names that are 
listed in http://www.icr.ethz.ch/research/greg/groups.xls. If not applicable, enter NA. 
NA 
 

https://www.satp.org/terrorist-incident-text/india/people-s-united-liberation-front-pulf_2008
https://www.satp.org/terrorist-incident-text/india/people-s-united-liberation-front-pulf_2008


ConflictRelig * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a religious conflict. The primary feature 
of religious conflicts in this definition is that insurgent leaders frequently and systematically invoke religion 
as a motivation and justification for the conflict (cf. Juergensmeyer 2003: 57). 
1 
 
ConflictIdeol * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ideological conflict, with alignments 
across ethnic borders. Insurgents may strive for a different regime type and/or political order, but their 
primary aim does not contain the systematic exclusion of specific ethnic or religious groups. 
0 
 
ConflictSecess * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a secessionist conflict and the 
insurgents aim to create a separate state outside the current regime’s authority. 
1 
 
LastCW * Years since last civil war. Enter an integer number of years. If no civil war occurred before, 
enter NA. 
0 
 

Conflict outcome variables 
 
Win * Who won the conflict? 1 Counterinsurgents (government and/or intervener) 2 
Insurgents/rebels/rebel affiliates 3 Undecided 
1 
 
ConflictOutcome * Categorical variable that describes how the government terminated its military 
conflict. 0 Conflict ongoing. 1 Government militarily defeated the rebels. 2 Government negotiated a 
settlement that resulted in a compromise with the insurgents over governance (e.g., a power-sharing 
agreement). 3 The country was partitioned into two or more separate countries at the end of the conflict 4 
Rebels militarily defeated the government. 
1 
 
GovComp * GovComp Who was in control of the central government at the end of the conflict (i.e. at 
Enddate)? 1 Insurgents (the previous opposition; groups associated with the insurgents; political wings of 
rebels; etc.) 2 Government (the previous incumbent government; politicians associated with the previous 
regime; etc.) 3 Foreign intervener 4 Power-sharing: both previous rebels and previous incumbents began 
sharing political power in a joint government at the end of the conflict 5 Unclear: failing or failed state 
2 
 
Maintain * The number of months the government remained in power after the termination of the conflict 
(Enddate). This variable varies from zero, when the regime was never stabilized, to 60, when the regime 
remained in power for at least five years post-conflict. 
60 
 
MNF * Dummy variable coded 1 if a multinational peacekeeping force was established and remained in 
the conflict region after the termination of the conflict. 
0 
 
Sources * Sources Abbreviated identifier for each source used to code a case. The full source citations 
are provided with their identifying code below. Use Chicaco 15th B citation style. 
“Five Militants Killed in Separate Gun Fights,” BBC News, Dec. 24, 2008. 
http://www.lexisnexis.com/hottopics/lnacademic/. 
 
The Military Balance (2008-2009) 
 



UCDP 2010 
 
"United Liberation Front of Asom (ULFA)," GlobalSecurity. Last modified March 17, 2009. 
Accessed March 26, 2011. http://www.globalsecurity.org/military/world/para/pulf.htm 
 
 
South Asia Terrorism Portal (SATP).  India: Incidents and Statements involving People’s United 
Liberation Front (PULF): 2008. Retrieved from https://www.satp.org/terrorist-incident-
numeric/india/people-s-united-liberation-front-pulf_2008  
  
South Asia Terrorism Portal (SATP). India: Incidents and Statements involving People’s United 
Liberation Front (PULF): 2008.  Retrieved from https://www.satp.org/terrorist-incident-
text/india/people-s-united-liberation-front-pulf_2008  
 
 
 
Notes * 
Original coder notes- 
 Due to a lack of information on the battle deaths for each side is difficult to calculate, however from my 
readings I found that most of the deaths were from the rebel side.  I was unable to find any data to 
indicate that government troops faced any casualties, so the best way to allocate the total number of 
battle deaths in my opinion is 90% to the rebel side and 10% to the government side.  The estimated total 
number for the conflict is 33, so 30 deaths can be attributed to the rebel side and 3 can be given to the 
govt. side. 
 
According to UCDP, the PULF was even less in troop number until they absorbed the smaller group, INF 
(Islamic National Front) in 2007. 
 
The PULF's objective is to form a separate state for the Muslim minority in Manipur, India. 
 
 

http://www.globalsecurity.org/military/world/para/pulf.htm
https://www.satp.org/terrorist-incident-numeric/india/people-s-united-liberation-front-pulf_2008
https://www.satp.org/terrorist-incident-numeric/india/people-s-united-liberation-front-pulf_2008
https://www.satp.org/terrorist-incident-text/india/people-s-united-liberation-front-pulf_2008
https://www.satp.org/terrorist-incident-text/india/people-s-united-liberation-front-pulf_2008


Conflict Cases Research Journal 
 
* Required 

 

1. Conflict identifiers 
 
Conflict ID * Which conflict from the list of Conflict Cases is this? Please provide ConYr. (Please note 
that ConYr may have to be adjusted based on new start dates: if you find that the actual start date of a 
conflict diverges from the one provided in the Conflict Cases list, please update this Conflict ID to reflect 
the correct start year. E.g. if the Afghanistan conflict 7001980 actually started in 1978, please provide 
7001978 as the ID.) 
7502008 
 
ConflictCountry * In which country did the conflict occur? 
India 
 
Startdate *  
11/09/2008 
 
Enddate *  
12/24/2008 
 
Comments on start- and enddate. Insert comments on problems/ambiguities with the start- and 
enddates of the conflict here. 
The beginning date is when the conflict first reached 25 battle deaths, but there was activity that 
contributed to deaths <25 since 2004.  The ending date is the last known date of battle in 2008 that I was 
able to find on LexisNexus.  
 
IncGov * Provide the name of the incumbent government/regime (head of gov't/regime, party) 
Prime Minister Manmohan Singh, Indian National Congress Party 
 
Rebel1 * Provide the names of the opposition group(s), rebel group(s) and other actors that were 
identified as opposing the central government 
People’s United Liberation Front (PULF) 
 
Rebel2 
 
Rebel3 
 
Rebel4 
 
Coup * Is this conflict best described as a coup? Is the government defending itself against or reversing a 
coup -- rather than a case in which there is an armed insurgent movement? If YES (=1), do not continue 
coding this case for now and mark the case’s status as “Coup” in the Conflict_Cases document. If NO 
coup (=0), and an insurgency is present, continue coding the variables below. 
0 

 
Region * Geographic region of the country in which the rebels and/or the fighting was concentrated. 
Depending on the conflict this could be the name of a province, state, or administrative district in the 
conflict country, a description (e.g., “primarily the southern half of the country, south of the capital to the 
border with Pakistan”), or a named region (e.g., the Darfur region of Sudan). If dispersed throughout the 
county, enter “entire country”.  
Northeastern Manipur 



 
Concentration * Estimate the percentage of the geographic area of the country experiencing significant 
violence related to the conflict at any point during the conflict. Violence should be considered significant if 
battles/clashes between the rebels and government forces took place in a region, civilians were killed by 
government or rebel forces in a region, or government or rebel attacks occurred regularly in a region. 
Coding: 1 Less than 25% 2 25-50% 3 50-75% 4 More than 75% 
1 
 
IGO * Dummy variable set to 1 if an intergovernmental organization (NATO, UN, etc...) organized, 
participated in, sponsored, or sanctioned a military intervention to maintain the regime. 
0 
 
IGOname * Name of the IGO mission that organized, participated in, sponsored, or sanctioned the 
military intervention to maintain the regime (if any). 
NA 
 
 

2. Counterinsurgency characteristics 
Note: These variables should be coded in reference to the entire conflict, from Startdate to Enddate. Even 
in conflict in which the government began COIN operations with a light force model, if the majority of the 
conflict featured a heavy force model, this variable should be coded as 2. 
 
ForceModel * Primary type of force used by government troops. Coding: 1 Light force: Primary use of 
ground combat units that do not include large military equipment (may include close air support) 2 Heavy 
force: Primarily large-unit, concentrated firepower combat with mechanized units (may include strategic 
bombing) Close air support is defined as “air action by fixed-wing (FW) and rotary-wing (RW) aircraft 
against hostile targets that are in close proximity to friendly forces. […] It is planned and executed to 
support ground tactical units. CAS execution is tightly integrated at the tactical level with the fire and 
maneuver of supported ground forces.” (Joint Chiefs of Staff, Joint Publication 3-09.3). Close air support 
can be provided by any unit of the armed forces. Strategic bombing is defined as the massive, centrally 
coordinated bombing of military and civilian targets for strategic purposes, usually conducted by an air 
force. 
 
 
StrategicAir * What role did strategic bombing play in the government’s military strategy? (see definition 
above). Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 

 
Resettle * What role did resettlement play in the government’s military strategy? Resettlement is defined 
as the forced relocation of civilian populations to deny guerillas access to resources, sanctuary, and other 
types of support; provide greater security for noncombatants; and/or separate combatants from 
noncombatants. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 
 
CivAction * What role did projects intended to improve the material well-being of play in the 
government’s military strategy? Examples: building schools, roads, bridges, hospitals; providing medical 
care, clean water or electricity; and creating jobs for local residents. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 
4 Extensive 
1 
 
CivSecure * What role did attempts to protect noncombatantfs from harm caused by the insurgents play 
in the government’s military strategy? Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 
 



Decap * What role did attempts to capture and kill the top leader(s) of the insurgent movement play in the 
government’s military strategy? Compare this variable to Jenna Jordan’s decapitation data. Coding: 1 
None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 
 
CivKill * Did mass killing of civilians occur? Mass killing is defined as > 50,000 intentional civilian deaths 
in a campaign (within <6 years) (Valentino et al. 2004) Coding: 0 No 1 Yes 
0 
 
CivTarget * To what extent did the military forces of the government intentionally select civilians as direct 
objects of attack or consistently fail to discriminate between combatants and noncombatants in their 
military operations? Combatants are defined as individuals that engage in armed resistance against 
regime forces. Coding: 1 Rarely 2 Moderately 3 Extensively 
1 
 
ForceDescrip * A narrative description of the type of force used by the government. Describe the 
strategy (or strategies) that the government used to counter the domestic threat. Note changes in strategy 
over time and major differences between the strategies and tactics used by different military units, 
different governments, or in different regions. This space can also be used to provide clarification on the 
variables coded above. 
Was unable to find any major data, but it seems that in late 2008, govt. performed major counter-
insurgency sweeps in the area. The sweeps caused the rebels significant losses in what looks like less 
than 2 months. 
 
NumTrps * Number of government troops at height of conflict. Measured as maximum number of regular 
military personnel (air, ground, and sea) under central government authority during the conflict. When 
exact numbers cannot be located, coders may estimate from information about the military units. If even 
estimates are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, NumTrps 
is coded as missing (enter NA) and only TrpCat is coded. 
1288000 
 
TrpCat * Categorical measure of the number of government troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 less 
than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 More than 
30,000 troops 
4 
 
GovCas * Number of government forces members killed during the conflict. Please enter numbers 
without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of ranges (750 instead of 
500-1000). If missing, enter NA. 
3 
 
RebelNumTrps * Estimated number of total troops on rebel side at height of conflict. If even estimates 
are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, RebelNumTrps is 
coded as missing (enter NA) and only RebelTrpCat is coded. 
125 
 
RebelTrpCat * Categorical measure of the total number of rebel troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 
less than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 More than 
30,000 troops 
0 
 
RebelCas * Number of rebels / opposition members killed during the conflict. Please enter numbers 
without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of ranges (750 instead of 
500-1000). If missing, enter NA. 
30 



ThreatSource * Role of internal and external actors with regard to the rebels in the conflict. Coding: 1 
primarily internal conflict with minor to moderate level of support to rebels from external actors 2 primarily 
externally sponsored conflict with local insurgents 3 entirely domestic opposition (no external assistance). 
3 
 
TargHelp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state committed any military troops to assist or advise 
the rebels. 
0 
 
AsstCombat * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state engaged in combat to assist the rebels. 
0 
 
AsstArms * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided arms or other material aid to assist the 
rebels. 
0 
 
AsstEcon * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided economic support to the rebels. 
0 
 
AsstSanct * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided, on its territory, sanctuaries for the 
rebels. 
0 
 
TargSupp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided any type of support to assist the rebels. 
0 
 
ConflictEthnic * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ethnic conflict. Following a 
conventional definition, ethnic conflicts involve “groups that identify with a distinct ethnic or cultural 
heritage” (Regan 1996: 338). Ethnic wars have been defined as “wars among communities (ethnicities) 
who are in conflict over the power relationship that exists between those communities and the state” 
(Sambanis 2001: 261). Additionally, the groups in ethnic conflicts “hold irreconcilable visions of the 
identity, borders, and citizenship of the state. They do not seek to control a state whose identity all sides 
accept, but rather to redefine or divide the state itself” (Kaufman 1996: 138). 
0 
 
EthnicGroups * When applicable, name the primary ethnic group or groups contributing rebel fighters to 
the opposition movement. Separate group names with ;. Please try to use ethnic group names that are 
listed in http://www.icr.ethz.ch/research/greg/groups.xls. If not applicable, enter NA. 
NA 
 
ConflictRelig * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a religious conflict. The primary feature 
of religious conflicts in this definition is that insurgent leaders frequently and systematically invoke religion 
as a motivation and justification for the conflict (cf. Juergensmeyer 2003: 57). 
1 
 
ConflictIdeol * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ideological conflict, with alignments 
across ethnic borders. Insurgents may strive for a different regime type and/or political order, but their 
primary aim does not contain the systematic exclusion of specific ethnic or religious groups. 
0 
 
ConflictSecess * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a secessionist conflict and the 
insurgents aim to create a separate state outside the current regime’s authority. 
1 
 
LastCW * Years since last civil war. Enter an integer number of years. If no civil war occurred before, 
enter NA. 



0 
 

Conflict outcome variables 
 
Win * Who won the conflict? 1 Counterinsurgents (government and/or intervener) 2 
Insurgents/rebels/rebel affiliates 3 Undecided 
1 
 
ConflictOutcome * Categorical variable that describes how the government terminated its military 
conflict. 0 Conflict ongoing. 1 Government militarily defeated the rebels. 2 Government negotiated a 
settlement that resulted in a compromise with the insurgents over governance (e.g., a power-sharing 
agreement). 3 The country was partitioned into two or more separate countries at the end of the conflict 4 
Rebels militarily defeated the government. 
1 
 
GovComp * GovComp Who was in control of the central government at the end of the conflict (i.e. at 
Enddate)? 1 Insurgents (the previous opposition; groups associated with the insurgents; political wings of 
rebels; etc.) 2 Government (the previous incumbent government; politicians associated with the previous 
regime; etc.) 3 Foreign intervener 4 Power-sharing: both previous rebels and previous incumbents began 
sharing political power in a joint government at the end of the conflict 5 Unclear: failing or failed state 
2 
 
Maintain * The number of months the government remained in power after the termination of the conflict 
(Enddate). This variable varies from zero, when the regime was never stabilized, to 60, when the regime 
remained in power for at least five years post-conflict. 
60 
 
MNF * Dummy variable coded 1 if a multinational peacekeeping force was established and remained in 
the conflict region after the termination of the conflict. 
0 
 
Sources * Sources Abbreviated identifier for each source used to code a case. The full source citations 
are provided with their identifying code below. Use Chicaco 15th B citation style. 
“Five Militants Killed in Separate Gun Fights,” BBC News, Dec. 24, 2008. 
http://www.lexisnexis.com/hottopics/lnacademic/. 
 
The Military Balance (2008-2009) 
 
UCDP 2010 
 
"United Liberation Front of Asom (ULFA)," GlobalSecurity. Last modified March 17, 2009. 
Accessed March 26, 2011. http://www.globalsecurity.org/military/world/para/pulf.htm 

 
 
Notes * 
Due to a lack of information on the battle deaths for each side is difficult to calculate, however from my 
readings I found that most of the deaths were from the rebel side.  I was unable to find any data to 
indicate that government troops faced any casualties, so the best way to allocate the total number of 
battle deaths in my opinion is 90% to the rebel side and 10% to the government side.  The estimated total 
number for the conflict is 33, so 30 deaths can be attributed to the rebel side and 3 can be given to the 
govt. side. 
 
According to UCDP, the PULF was even less in troop number until they absorbed the smaller group, INF 
(Islamic National Front) in 2007. 



 
The PULF's objective is to form a separate state for the Muslim minority in Manipur, India. 
 
 



Conflict Cases Research Journal 
 
* Required 

 

1. Conflict identifiers 
 
Conflict ID * Which conflict from the list of Conflict Cases is this? Please provide ConYr. (Please 
note that ConYr may have to be adjusted based on new start dates: if you find that the actual 
start date of a conflict diverges from the one provided in the Conflict Cases list, please update this 
Conflict ID to reflect the correct start year. E.g. if the Afghanistan conflict 7001980 actually started 
in 1978, please provide 7001978 as the ID.) 
7711971 
 
ConflictCountry * In which country did the conflict occur? 
Pakistan 
 
Startdate * 3/25/1971 
 
Enddate * 12/17/1971 
 
Comments on start- and enddate. Insert comments on problems/ambiguities with the start- and 
enddates of the conflict here. 
Original dataset listed dates as 3/26/71-12/16/71 
 
IncGov * Provide the name of the incumbent government/regime (head of gov't/regime, party) 
Government of Pakistan headed by General Yahya Kahn 
 
Rebel1 * Provide the names of the opposition group(s), rebel group(s) and other actors that were 
identified as opposing the central government 
Mukti Bahini (Liberation Force)/Awami League/Sheikh Mujibur Rahman 
 
Rebel2 
East Pakistani Rifles (border security force) 
 
Rebel3 
East Bengal Regiment (regular unit of the Pakistani army) 
 
Rebel4 
 
Coup * Is this conflict best described as a coup? Is the government defending itself against or 
reversing a coup -- rather than a case in which there is an armed insurgent movement? If YES 
(=1), do not continue coding this case for now and mark the case’s status as “Coup” in the 
Conflict_Cases document. If NO coup (=0), and an insurgency is present, continue coding the 
variables below. 
0 

 
Region * Geographic region of the country in which the rebels and/or the fighting was 
concentrated. Depending on the conflict this could be the name of a province, state, or 
administrative district in the conflict country, a description (e.g., “primarily the southern half of the 
country, south of the capital to the border with Pakistan”), or a named region (e.g., the Darfur 
region of Sudan). If dispersed throughout the county, enter “entire country”.  
East Pakistan / Province of East Bengal 
 



Concentration * Estimate the percentage of the geographic area of the country experiencing 
significant violence related to the conflict at any point during the conflict. Violence should be 
considered significant if battles/clashes between the rebels and government forces took place in 
a region, civilians were killed by government or rebel forces in a region, or government or rebel 
attacks occurred regularly in a region. Coding: 1 Less than 25% 2 25-50% 3 50-75% 4 More than 
75% 
1 
 
IGO* Dummy variable set to 1 if an intergovernmental organization (NATO, UN, etc.) organized, 
participated in, sponsored, or sanctioned a military intervention to maintain the regime 
0 
 

2. Counterinsurgency characteristics 
Note: These variables should be coded in reference to the entire conflict, from Startdate to 
Enddate. Even in conflict in which the government began COIN operations with a light force 
model, if the majority of the conflict featured a heavy force model, this variable should be coded 
as 2. 
 
ForceModel * Primary type of force used by government troops. Coding: 1 Light force: Primary 
use of ground combat units that do not include large military equipment (may include close air 
support) 2 Heavy force: Primarily large-unit, concentrated firepower combat with mechanized 
units (may include strategic bombing) Close air support is defined as “air action by fixed-wing 
(FW) and rotary-wing (RW) aircraft against hostile targets that are in close proximity to friendly 
forces. […] It is planned and executed to support ground tactical units. CAS execution is tightly 
integrated at the tactical level with the fire and maneuver of supported ground forces.” (Joint 
Chiefs of Staff, Joint Publication 3-09.3). Close air support can be provided by any unit of the 
armed forces. Strategic bombing is defined as the massive, centrally coordinated bombing of 
military and civilian targets for strategic purposes, usually conducted by an air force. 
1 
 
StrategicAir * What role did strategic bombing play in the government’s military strategy? (see 
definition above). Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 
 
Resettle * What role did resettlement play in the government’s military strategy? Resettlement is 
defined as the forced relocation of civilian populations to deny guerillas access to resources, 
sanctuary, and other types of support; provide greater security for noncombatants; and/or 
separate combatants from noncombatants. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 
 
CivAction * What role did projects intended to improve the material well-being of play in the 
government’s military strategy? Examples: building schools, roads, bridges, hospitals; providing 
medical care, clean water or electricity; and creating jobs for local residents. Coding: 1 None 2 
Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 
 
CivSecure * What role did attempts to protect noncombatantfs from harm caused by the 
insurgents play in the government’s military strategy? Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 
Extensive 
1 
 
Decap * What role did attempts to capture and kill the top leader(s) of the insurgent movement 
play in the government’s military strategy? Compare this variable to Jenna Jordan’s decapitation 
data. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
4 



 
CivKill * Did mass killing of civilians occur? Mass killing is defined as > 50,000 intentional civilian 
deaths in a campaign (within <6 years) (Valentino et al. 2004) Coding: 0 No 1 Yes 
1 
 
CivTarget * To what extent did the military forces of the government intentionally select civilians 
as direct objects of attack or consistently fail to discriminate between combatants and 
noncombatants in their military operations? Combatants are defined as individuals that engage in 
armed resistance against regime forces. Coding: 1 Rarely 2 Moderately 3 Extensively 
3 
 
ForceDescrip * A narrative description of the type of force used by the government. Describe the 
strategy (or strategies) that the government used to counter the domestic threat. Note changes in 
strategy over time and major differences between the strategies and tactics used by different 
military units, different governments, or in different regions. This space can also be used to 
provide clarification on the variables coded above. 
Mukti Bahini and the Pakistanin government were in conflict from March 25 to December 3,1971. 
Once India entered the conflict on December 3rd, they conflict came to a conclusion with a 
decisive Indian victory on December 17th, 1971. 
 
NumTrps * Number of government troops at height of conflict. Measured as maximum number of 
regular military personnel (air, ground, and sea) under central government authority during the 
conflict. When exact numbers cannot be located, coders may estimate from information about the 
military units. If even estimates are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and 
ambiguous information, NumTrps is coded as missing (enter NA) and only TrpCat is coded. 
90000 
 
TrpCat * Categorical measure of the number of government troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 
less than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 
More than 30,000 troops 
4 
 
GovCas * Number of government forces members killed during the conflict. Please enter 
numbers without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of 
ranges (750 instead of 500-1000). If missing, enter NA. 
8725 
 
RebelNumTrps * Estimated number of total troops on rebel side at height of conflict. If even 
estimates are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, 
RebelNumTrps is coded as missing (enter NA) and only RebelTrpCat is coded. 
30000 
 
RebelTrpCat * Categorical measure of the total number of rebel troops at height of conflict. 
Coding: 0 less than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 
troops 4 More than 30,000 troops 
4 
 
RebelCas * Number of rebels / opposition members killed during the conflict. Please enter 
numbers without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of 
ranges (750 instead of 500-1000). If missing, enter NA. 
NA 
 
ThreatSource * Role of internal and external actors with regard to the rebels in the conflict. 
Coding: 1 primarily internal conflict with minor to moderate level of support to rebels from external 
actors 2 primarily externally sponsored conflict with local insurgents 3 entirely domestic 
opposition (no external assistance). 



2 
 
TargHelp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state committed any military troops to assist or 
advise the rebels. 
1 
 
AsstCombat * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state engaged in combat to assist the 
rebels. 
1 
 
AsstArms * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided arms or other material aid to 
assist the rebels. 
1 
 
AsstEcon * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided economic support to the rebels. 
1 
 
AsstSanct * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided, on its territory, sanctuaries for 
the rebels. 
1 
 
TargSupp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided any type of support to assist the 
rebels. 
1 
 
ConflictEthnic * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ethnic conflict. Following a 
conventional definition, ethnic conflicts involve “groups that identify with a distinct ethnic or 
cultural heritage” (Regan 1996: 338). Ethnic wars have been defined as “wars among 
communities (ethnicities) who are in conflict over the power relationship that exists between those 
communities and the state” (Sambanis 2001: 261). Additionally, the groups in ethnic conflicts 
“hold irreconcilable visions of the identity, borders, and citizenship of the state. They do not seek 
to control a state whose identity all sides accept, but rather to redefine or divide the state itself” 
(Kaufman 1996: 138). 
1 
 
EthnicGroups * When applicable, name the primary ethnic group or groups contributing rebel 
fighters to the opposition movement. Separate group names with ;. Please try to use ethnic group 
names that are listed in http://www.icr.ethz.ch/research/greg/groups.xls. If not applicable, enter 
NA. 
Bengalis 
 
ConflictRelig * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a religious conflict. The primary 
feature of religious conflicts in this definition is that insurgent leaders frequently and 
systematically invoke religion as a motivation and justification for the conflict (cf. Juergensmeyer 
2003: 57). 
0 
 
ConflictIdeol * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ideological conflict, with 
alignments across ethnic borders. Insurgents may strive for a different regime type and/or political 
order, but their primary aim does not contain the systematic exclusion of specific ethnic or 
religious groups. 
0 
 
ConflictSecess * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a secessionist conflict and 
the insurgents aim to create a separate state outside the current regime’s authority. 
1 



 
LastCW * Years since last civil war. Enter an integer number of years. If no civil war occurred 
before, enter NA. 
NA 
 

Conflict outcome variables 
 
Win * Who won the conflict? 1 Counterinsurgents (government and/or intervener) 2 
Insurgents/rebels/rebel affiliates 3 Undecided 
2 
 
ConflictOutcome * Categorical variable that describes how the government terminated its 
military conflict. 0 Conflict ongoing. 1 Government militarily defeated the rebels. 2 Government 
negotiated a settlement that resulted in a compromise with the insurgents over governance (e.g., 
a power-sharing agreement). 3 The country was partitioned into two or more separate countries 
at the end of the conflict 4 Rebels militarily defeated the government. 
3 
 
GovComp * GovComp Who was in control of the central government at the end of the conflict 
(i.e. at Enddate)? 1 Insurgents (the previous opposition; groups associated with the insurgents; 
political wings of rebels; etc.) 2 Government (the previous incumbent government; politicians 
associated with the previous regime; etc.) 3 Foreign intervener 4 Power-sharing: both previous 
rebels and previous incumbents began sharing political power in a joint government at the end of 
the conflict 5 Unclear: failing or failed state 
1 
 
Maintain * The number of months the government remained in power after the termination of the 
conflict (Enddate). This variable varies from zero, when the regime was never stabilized, to 60, 
when the regime remained in power for at least five years post-conflict. 
60 
 
MNF * Dummy variable coded 1 if a multinational peacekeeping force was established and 
remained in the conflict region after the termination of the conflict. 
0 
 
Sources * Sources Abbreviated identifier for each source used to code a case. The full source 
citations are provided with their identifying code below. Use Chicaco 15th B citation style. 

Clodfelter 
ECAD 
UCDP 
Ciment, "Encyclopedia of conflicts since World War II", Main Reference D843 .E46, 730.  

 
 
Notes Use this space to provide any additional details, comments on ambiguous or contradictory 
information, etc…  



Other than strategies of terror and decapitation, not much information as to the direct 
military strategies used by the Pakistani government against the Mukti Bahini. 
 

Conflict Country: Bangladesh in Original dataset 
Pakistan: The conflict that led to Bangladesh's independence is instead seen as 
an intrastate conflict within Pakistan. 

http://www.ucdp.uu.se/gpdatabase/gpcountry.php?id=12&regionSelect=6
-Central_and_Southern_Asia# 
Clodfetter II p. 1095 

 
Ethnic Groups: Bangladesh's population is predominantly Bengali, with a small minority 
of tribal groups, living primarily in so-called hill tracts on the borders with India and 
Myanmar (Burma) 

UCDP 2010 
 
RebelNumTrps: 

Rebestimate: 90,000 
Rebestlow: 30,000 
Rebesthigh: 150,000 

EACD via Keesing’s Record of World Events 
30,000 

Clodfelter Vol II 1096 
 
Concentration: 17.4% 

 West Pakistan 310,000 square miles 
East Pakistan 55,000 square miles 

Clodfetter II p. 1095 
 
Rebel1:  

Chittagong Hills/Shanti Bahini 
Original Dataset 

Mukti Bahini: Liberation Force 
EACD 

This led to an intrastate conflict between the government of Pakistan and the Mukti 
Bahini (Liberation Force) over the territory of East Pakistan in 1971. The Mukti Bahini 
was formed by scattered elements of resistance fighters and Bangladeshi's who deserted 
the Pakistani army, brought together under one organisation on the behalf of the Awami 
League's leader, Mujibur Rahman. 

http://www.ucdp.uu.se/gpdatabase/gpcountry.php?id=12&regionSelect=6-
Central_and_Southern_Asia 

Awami League was headed by Sheikh Mujibur Rahman 
Clodfetter Vol II 1095 

 
 

http://www.ucdp.uu.se/gpdatabase/gpcountry.php?id=12&regionSelect=6-Central_and_Southern_Asia
http://www.ucdp.uu.se/gpdatabase/gpcountry.php?id=12&regionSelect=6-Central_and_Southern_Asia
http://www.ucdp.uu.se/gpdatabase/gpcountry.php?id=12&regionSelect=6-Central_and_Southern_Asia
http://www.ucdp.uu.se/gpdatabase/gpcountry.php?id=12&regionSelect=6-Central_and_Southern_Asia


Conflict Cases Research Journal 
 
* Required 

 

1. Conflict identifiers 
 
Conflict ID * Which conflict from the list of Conflict Cases is this? Please provide ConYr. (Please note 
that ConYr may have to be adjusted based on new start dates: if you find that the actual start date of a 
conflict diverges from the one provided in the Conflict Cases list, please update this Conflict ID to reflect 
the correct start year. E.g. if the Afghanistan conflict 7001980 actually started in 1978, please provide 
7001978 as the ID.) 
7701973 
 
ConflictCountry * In which country did the conflict occur? 
Pakistan 
 
Startdate * 2/15/1973 
 
Enddate * 7/05/1977 
 
Comments on start- and enddate. Insert comments on problems/ambiguities with the start- and 
enddates of the conflict here. 
Start date is when the president of Pakistan replaces the government of Baluchistan and sends troops 
down to crush opposition. End date is when the army overthrows Bhutto's government. The end of this 
conflict is fairly ambiguous because the violence simply slows down towards the end as the Baluchi 
guerrillas lose strength. The end of Bhutto's regime is simply when the fighting stops for good.   
 
IncGov * Provide the name of the incumbent government/regime (head of gov't/regime, party) 
Pakistan People's Party (Prime Minister Zulfikar Ali Bhutto) 
 
Rebel1 * Provide the names of the opposition group(s), rebel group(s) and other actors that were 
identified as opposing the central government 
Baluchi People's Liberation Front 
 
Rebel2 
 
Rebel3 
 
Rebel4 
 
Coup * Is this conflict best described as a coup? Is the government defending itself against or reversing a 
coup -- rather than a case in which there is an armed insurgent movement? If YES (=1), do not continue 
coding this case for now and mark the case’s status as “Coup” in the Conflict_Cases document. If NO 
coup (=0), and an insurgency is present, continue coding the variables below. 
0 

 
Region * Geographic region of the country in which the rebels and/or the fighting was concentrated. 
Depending on the conflict this could be the name of a province, state, or administrative district in the 
conflict country, a description (e.g., “primarily the southern half of the country, south of the capital to the 
border with Pakistan”), or a named region (e.g., the Darfur region of Sudan). If dispersed throughout the 
county, enter “entire country”.  
Baluchistan, a province of Pakistan 
 



Concentration * Estimate the percentage of the geographic area of the country experiencing significant 
violence related to the conflict at any point during the conflict. Violence should be considered significant if 
battles/clashes between the rebels and government forces took place in a region, civilians were killed by 
government or rebel forces in a region, or government or rebel attacks occurred regularly in a region. 
Coding: 1 Less than 25% 2 25-50% 3 50-75% 4 More than 75% 
2 
 
IGO * Dummy variable set to 1 if an intergovernmental organization (NATO, UN, etc...) organized, 
participated in, sponsored, or sanctioned a military intervention to maintain the regime. 
0 
 
IGOname * Name of the IGO mission that organized, participated in, sponsored, or sanctioned the 
military intervention to maintain the regime (if any). 
NA 
 
 

2. Counterinsurgency characteristics 
Note: These variables should be coded in reference to the entire conflict, from Startdate to Enddate. Even 
in conflict in which the government began COIN operations with a light force model, if the majority of the 
conflict featured a heavy force model, this variable should be coded as 2. 
 
ForceModel * Primary type of force used by government troops. Coding: 1 Light force: Primary use of 
ground combat units that do not include large military equipment (may include close air support) 2 Heavy 
force: Primarily large-unit, concentrated firepower combat with mechanized units (may include strategic 
bombing) Close air support is defined as “air action by fixed-wing (FW) and rotary-wing (RW) aircraft 
against hostile targets that are in close proximity to friendly forces. […] It is planned and executed to 
support ground tactical units. CAS execution is tightly integrated at the tactical level with the fire and 
maneuver of supported ground forces.” (Joint Chiefs of Staff, Joint Publication 3-09.3). Close air support 
can be provided by any unit of the armed forces. Strategic bombing is defined as the massive, centrally 
coordinated bombing of military and civilian targets for strategic purposes, usually conducted by an air 
force. 
1 
 
StrategicAir * What role did strategic bombing play in the government’s military strategy? (see definition 
above). Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
2 

 
Resettle * What role did resettlement play in the government’s military strategy? Resettlement is defined 
as the forced relocation of civilian populations to deny guerillas access to resources, sanctuary, and other 
types of support; provide greater security for noncombatants; and/or separate combatants from 
noncombatants. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 
 
CivAction * What role did projects intended to improve the material well-being of play in the 
government’s military strategy? Examples: building schools, roads, bridges, hospitals; providing medical 
care, clean water or electricity; and creating jobs for local residents. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 
4 Extensive 
1 
 
CivSecure * What role did attempts to protect noncombatantfs from harm caused by the insurgents play 
in the government’s military strategy? Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
2 
 



Decap * What role did attempts to capture and kill the top leader(s) of the insurgent movement play in the 
government’s military strategy? Compare this variable to Jenna Jordan’s decapitation data. Coding: 1 
None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
2 
 
CivKill * Did mass killing of civilians occur? Mass killing is defined as > 50,000 intentional civilian deaths 
in a campaign (within <6 years) (Valentino et al. 2004) Coding: 0 No 1 Yes 
0 
 
CivTarget * To what extent did the military forces of the government intentionally select civilians as direct 
objects of attack or consistently fail to discriminate between combatants and noncombatants in their 
military operations? Combatants are defined as individuals that engage in armed resistance against 
regime forces. Coding: 1 Rarely 2 Moderately 3 Extensively 
1 
 
ForceDescrip * A narrative description of the type of force used by the government. Describe the 
strategy (or strategies) that the government used to counter the domestic threat. Note changes in strategy 
over time and major differences between the strategies and tactics used by different military units, 
different governments, or in different regions. This space can also be used to provide clarification on the 
variables coded above. 
The army used mainly land force and combat to suppress the Baluchi guerrillas. They bombed some 
cities and locations where they believed guerrillas to be staying. Iran aided the Pakistan army sending 
gunships and their crews devastating several Baluchi villages.   
 
NumTrps * Number of government troops at height of conflict. Measured as maximum number of regular 
military personnel (air, ground, and sea) under central government authority during the conflict. When 
exact numbers cannot be located, coders may estimate from information about the military units. If even 
estimates are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, NumTrps 
is coded as missing (enter NA) and only TrpCat is coded. 
70000 
 
TrpCat * Categorical measure of the number of government troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 less 
than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 More than 
30,000 troops 
4 
 
GovCas * Number of government forces members killed during the conflict. Please enter numbers 
without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of ranges (750 instead of 
500-1000). If missing, enter NA. 
3300 
 
RebelNumTrps * Estimated number of total troops on rebel side at height of conflict. If even estimates 
are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, RebelNumTrps is 
coded as missing (enter NA) and only RebelTrpCat is coded. 
55000 
 
RebelTrpCat * Categorical measure of the total number of rebel troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 
less than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 More than 
30,000 troops 
4 
 
RebelCas * Number of rebels / opposition members killed during the conflict. Please enter numbers 
without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of ranges (750 instead of 
500-1000). If missing, enter NA. 
5300 



ThreatSource * Role of internal and external actors with regard to the rebels in the conflict. Coding: 1 
primarily internal conflict with minor to moderate level of support to rebels from external actors 2 primarily 
externally sponsored conflict with local insurgents 3 entirely domestic opposition (no external assistance). 
1 
 
TargHelp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state committed any military troops to assist or advise 
the rebels. 
1 
 
AsstCombat * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state engaged in combat to assist the rebels. 
1 
 
AsstArms * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided arms or other material aid to assist the 
rebels. 
0 
 
AsstEcon * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided economic support to the rebels. 
0 
 
AsstSanct * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided, on its territory, sanctuaries for the 
rebels. 
0 
 
TargSupp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided any type of support to assist the rebels. 
1 
 
ConflictEthnic * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ethnic conflict. Following a 
conventional definition, ethnic conflicts involve “groups that identify with a distinct ethnic or cultural 
heritage” (Regan 1996: 338). Ethnic wars have been defined as “wars among communities (ethnicities) 
who are in conflict over the power relationship that exists between those communities and the state” 
(Sambanis 2001: 261). Additionally, the groups in ethnic conflicts “hold irreconcilable visions of the 
identity, borders, and citizenship of the state. They do not seek to control a state whose identity all sides 
accept, but rather to redefine or divide the state itself” (Kaufman 1996: 138). 
0 
 
EthnicGroups * When applicable, name the primary ethnic group or groups contributing rebel fighters to 
the opposition movement. Separate group names with ;. Please try to use ethnic group names that are 
listed in http://www.icr.ethz.ch/research/greg/groups.xls. If not applicable, enter NA. 
NA 
 
ConflictRelig * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a religious conflict. The primary feature 
of religious conflicts in this definition is that insurgent leaders frequently and systematically invoke religion 
as a motivation and justification for the conflict (cf. Juergensmeyer 2003: 57). 
0 
 
ConflictIdeol * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ideological conflict, with alignments 
across ethnic borders. Insurgents may strive for a different regime type and/or political order, but their 
primary aim does not contain the systematic exclusion of specific ethnic or religious groups. 
0 
 
ConflictSecess * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a secessionist conflict and the 
insurgents aim to create a separate state outside the current regime’s authority. 
1 
 
LastCW * Years since last civil war. Enter an integer number of years. If no civil war occurred before, 
enter NA. 



2 
 

Conflict outcome variables 
 
Win * Who won the conflict? 1 Counterinsurgents (government and/or intervener) 2 
Insurgents/rebels/rebel affiliates 3 Undecided 
1 
 
ConflictOutcome * Categorical variable that describes how the government terminated its military 
conflict. 0 Conflict ongoing. 1 Government militarily defeated the rebels. 2 Government negotiated a 
settlement that resulted in a compromise with the insurgents over governance (e.g., a power-sharing 
agreement). 3 The country was partitioned into two or more separate countries at the end of the conflict 4 
Rebels militarily defeated the government. 
1 
 
GovComp * GovComp Who was in control of the central government at the end of the conflict (i.e. at 
Enddate)? 1 Insurgents (the previous opposition; groups associated with the insurgents; political wings of 
rebels; etc.) 2 Government (the previous incumbent government; politicians associated with the previous 
regime; etc.) 3 Foreign intervener 4 Power-sharing: both previous rebels and previous incumbents began 
sharing political power in a joint government at the end of the conflict 5 Unclear: failing or failed state 
2 
 
Maintain * The number of months the government remained in power after the termination of the conflict 
(Enddate). This variable varies from zero, when the regime was never stabilized, to 60, when the regime 
remained in power for at least five years post-conflict. 
60 
 
MNF * Dummy variable coded 1 if a multinational peacekeeping force was established and remained in 
the conflict region after the termination of the conflict. 
0 
 
Sources * Sources Abbreviated identifier for each source used to code a case. The full source citations 
are provided with their identifying code below. Use Chicaco 15th B citation style. 
Clodfelter, Michael. 1992. Warfare and Armed Conflicts: A Statistical Reference. North Carolina: 
McFarland & Company, Inc., Publishers.  
 
Schulte Jr., Henry. Ed. 1974. Facts on File Yearbook 1973. New York: Facts on File, Inc.  
 
Schulte Jr., Henry. Ed. 1975. Facts on File Yearbook 1973. New York: Facts on File, Inc.  
 
Monaghan, Charles. Ed. 1976. Facts on File Yearbook 1973. New York: Facts on File, Inc.  
 
Hollingsworth, Bob. Ed. 1977. Facts on File Yearbook 1973. New York: Facts on File, Inc.  
 
Horlofsky, Stephen. Ed. 1974. Facts on File Yearbook 1973. New York: Facts on File, Inc.  
 
Brogan, Patrick. 1999. World Conflicts: A Comprehensive Guide to World Strife Since 1945. United 
States: The Scarecrow Press, Inc.  
 
EACD 2009 

 
 
Notes * 



Again, the end date is documented as the date when the military coup occurred and removed the current 
regime that had been suppressing the secessionist uprising. Over time, the Baluchi guerrillas had lost 
momentum and were slowly trickling to a stop anyways. It appears that this regime change is when the 
fighting stopped altogether.  
 
 



Conflict Cases Research Journal 
 
* Required 

 

1. Conflict identifiers 
 
Conflict ID * Which conflict from the list of Conflict Cases is this? Please provide ConYr. (Please note 
that ConYr may have to be adjusted based on new start dates: if you find that the actual start date of a 
conflict diverges from the one provided in the Conflict Cases list, please update this Conflict ID to reflect 
the correct start year. E.g. if the Afghanistan conflict 7001980 actually started in 1978, please provide 
7001978 as the ID.) 
7701993 
 
ConflictCountry * In which country did the conflict occur? 
Pakistan 
 
Startdate * 6/01/1992 
 
Enddate * 12/31/1999 
 
Comments on start- and enddate. Insert comments on problems/ambiguities with the start- and 
enddates of the conflict here. 
Operation Cleanup started in June of 1992.  Killing was substantial during these years. However, in 1994, 
the Pakistani army withdrew, and were replaced with Rangers. Killing in the Sindh region persisted. In 
1997, the MQM changed their name, but violence didn't really fall below the 25 death threshold until 1999. 
 
IncGov * Provide the name of the incumbent government/regime (head of gov't/regime, party) 
Presidents: Ghulam Ishaq Khan (December 1988-July 1993), Wasim Sajjad (July 1993-end 1993), Ishaq 
Khan Farooq, Ahmad Khan  
 
Rebel1 * Provide the names of the opposition group(s), rebel group(s) and other actors that were 
identified as opposing the central government 
Muttahida Qaumi Movement (formerly Muhajir Quami Movement) group is subdivided into MQM-A and 
MQM-H.  
 
Rebel2 
 
Rebel3 
 
Rebel4 
 
Coup * Is this conflict best described as a coup? Is the government defending itself against or reversing a 
coup -- rather than a case in which there is an armed insurgent movement? If YES (=1), do not continue 
coding this case for now and mark the case’s status as “Coup” in the Conflict_Cases document. If NO 
coup (=0), and an insurgency is present, continue coding the variables below. 
0 

 
Region * Geographic region of the country in which the rebels and/or the fighting was concentrated. 
Depending on the conflict this could be the name of a province, state, or administrative district in the 
conflict country, a description (e.g., “primarily the southern half of the country, south of the capital to the 
border with Pakistan”), or a named region (e.g., the Darfur region of Sudan). If dispersed throughout the 
county, enter “entire country”.  
Karachi and the Sindh province in southeastern Pakistan.   



 
Concentration * Estimate the percentage of the geographic area of the country experiencing significant 
violence related to the conflict at any point during the conflict. Violence should be considered significant if 
battles/clashes between the rebels and government forces took place in a region, civilians were killed by 
government or rebel forces in a region, or government or rebel attacks occurred regularly in a region. 
Coding: 1 Less than 25% 2 25-50% 3 50-75% 4 More than 75% 
1 
 
IGO * Dummy variable set to 1 if an intergovernmental organization (NATO, UN, etc...) organized, 
participated in, sponsored, or sanctioned a military intervention to maintain the regime. 
0 
 
IGOname * Name of the IGO mission that organized, participated in, sponsored, or sanctioned the 
military intervention to maintain the regime (if any). 
NA 
 
 

2. Counterinsurgency characteristics 
Note: These variables should be coded in reference to the entire conflict, from Startdate to Enddate. Even 
in conflict in which the government began COIN operations with a light force model, if the majority of the 
conflict featured a heavy force model, this variable should be coded as 2. 
 
ForceModel * Primary type of force used by government troops. Coding: 1 Light force: Primary use of 
ground combat units that do not include large military equipment (may include close air support) 2 Heavy 
force: Primarily large-unit, concentrated firepower combat with mechanized units (may include strategic 
bombing) Close air support is defined as “air action by fixed-wing (FW) and rotary-wing (RW) aircraft 
against hostile targets that are in close proximity to friendly forces. […] It is planned and executed to 
support ground tactical units. CAS execution is tightly integrated at the tactical level with the fire and 
maneuver of supported ground forces.” (Joint Chiefs of Staff, Joint Publication 3-09.3). Close air support 
can be provided by any unit of the armed forces. Strategic bombing is defined as the massive, centrally 
coordinated bombing of military and civilian targets for strategic purposes, usually conducted by an air 
force. 
1 
 
StrategicAir * What role did strategic bombing play in the government’s military strategy? (see definition 
above). Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 

 
Resettle * What role did resettlement play in the government’s military strategy? Resettlement is defined 
as the forced relocation of civilian populations to deny guerillas access to resources, sanctuary, and other 
types of support; provide greater security for noncombatants; and/or separate combatants from 
noncombatants. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 
 
CivAction * What role did projects intended to improve the material well-being of play in the 
government’s military strategy? Examples: building schools, roads, bridges, hospitals; providing medical 
care, clean water or electricity; and creating jobs for local residents. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 
4 Extensive 
2 
 
CivSecure * What role did attempts to protect noncombatantfs from harm caused by the insurgents play 
in the government’s military strategy? Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
2 
 



Decap * What role did attempts to capture and kill the top leader(s) of the insurgent movement play in the 
government’s military strategy? Compare this variable to Jenna Jordan’s decapitation data. Coding: 1 
None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
4 
 
CivKill * Did mass killing of civilians occur? Mass killing is defined as > 50,000 intentional civilian deaths 
in a campaign (within <6 years) (Valentino et al. 2004) Coding: 0 No 1 Yes 
0 
 
CivTarget * To what extent did the military forces of the government intentionally select civilians as direct 
objects of attack or consistently fail to discriminate between combatants and noncombatants in their 
military operations? Combatants are defined as individuals that engage in armed resistance against 
regime forces. Coding: 1 Rarely 2 Moderately 3 Extensively 
1 
 
ForceDescrip * A narrative description of the type of force used by the government. Describe the 
strategy (or strategies) that the government used to counter the domestic threat. Note changes in strategy 
over time and major differences between the strategies and tactics used by different military units, 
different governments, or in different regions. This space can also be used to provide clarification on the 
variables coded above. 
In June 1992 the army was called in to assist police in restoring law and order. In November 1994, the 
army was withdrawn from law enforcement duties in Sindh, but the paramilitary Rangers were reinforced 
and specially trained police inducted. In 1995 and 1996, hundreds of people were killed by Rangers and 
police, including dozens of members of the Muttahida Quami Movement. In 1996, Amnesty International 
said that the PPP and other parties were reporting that some of their activists had been tortured and killed 
by the MQM-A 
 
By July 1995, the rate of political killings in the port city reached an average of ten per day, and by the 
end of that year more than 1,800 had been killed. Pakistani forces resorted to staged "encounter killings" 
in which they would shoot MQM activists and then allege that the killings took place during encounters 
with militants 
 
Tensions in Karachi, Pakistan's most populous city, experienced a disturbing resurgence in 1998, 
primarily as a result of fighting between the (majority) Altaf and (minority) Haqiqi factions of the MQM. 178 
people were killed in Karachi in June 1998 alone, with over 3600 people killed as a result of political 
violence in Karachi over between 1996 and 1998. Apart from fighting between the two MQM factions, the 
Karachi conflict is also the result of a complex mixture of long-standing tensions between Mohajirs, the 
ethnic (predominantly rural) Sindhi population, and the provincial government. 
 
NumTrps * Number of government troops at height of conflict. Measured as maximum number of regular 
military personnel (air, ground, and sea) under central government authority during the conflict. When 
exact numbers cannot be located, coders may estimate from information about the military units. If even 
estimates are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, NumTrps 
is coded as missing (enter NA) and only TrpCat is coded. 
 
TrpCat * Categorical measure of the number of government troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 less 
than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 More than 
30,000 troops 
3 
 
GovCas * Number of government forces members killed during the conflict. Please enter numbers 
without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of ranges (750 instead of 
500-1000). If missing, enter NA. 
 



RebelNumTrps * Estimated number of total troops on rebel side at height of conflict. If even estimates 
are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, RebelNumTrps is 
coded as missing (enter NA) and only RebelTrpCat is coded. 
 
RebelTrpCat * Categorical measure of the total number of rebel troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 
less than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 More than 
30,000 troops 
 
RebelCas * Number of rebels / opposition members killed during the conflict. Please enter numbers 
without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of ranges (750 instead of 
500-1000). If missing, enter NA. 
3000-15000 
 
ThreatSource * Role of internal and external actors with regard to the rebels in the conflict. Coding: 1 
primarily internal conflict with minor to moderate level of support to rebels from external actors 2 primarily 
externally sponsored conflict with local insurgents 3 entirely domestic opposition (no external assistance). 
 
 
TargHelp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state committed any military troops to assist or advise 
the rebels. 
0 
 
AsstCombat * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state engaged in combat to assist the rebels. 
0 
 
AsstArms * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided arms or other material aid to assist the 
rebels. 
0 
 
AsstEcon * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided economic support to the rebels. 
1 
 
AsstSanct * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided, on its territory, sanctuaries for the 
rebels. 
0 
 
TargSupp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided any type of support to assist the rebels. 
0 
 
ConflictEthnic * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ethnic conflict. Following a 
conventional definition, ethnic conflicts involve “groups that identify with a distinct ethnic or cultural 
heritage” (Regan 1996: 338). Ethnic wars have been defined as “wars among communities (ethnicities) 
who are in conflict over the power relationship that exists between those communities and the state” 
(Sambanis 2001: 261). Additionally, the groups in ethnic conflicts “hold irreconcilable visions of the 
identity, borders, and citizenship of the state. They do not seek to control a state whose identity all sides 
accept, but rather to redefine or divide the state itself” (Kaufman 1996: 138). 
1 
 
EthnicGroups * When applicable, name the primary ethnic group or groups contributing rebel fighters to 
the opposition movement. Separate group names with ;. Please try to use ethnic group names that are 
listed in http://www.icr.ethz.ch/research/greg/groups.xls. If not applicable, enter NA. 
Mohajir 
 
ConflictRelig * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a religious conflict. The primary feature 
of religious conflicts in this definition is that insurgent leaders frequently and systematically invoke religion 
as a motivation and justification for the conflict (cf. Juergensmeyer 2003: 57). 



0 
 
ConflictIdeol * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ideological conflict, with alignments 
across ethnic borders. Insurgents may strive for a different regime type and/or political order, but their 
primary aim does not contain the systematic exclusion of specific ethnic or religious groups. 
1 
 
ConflictSecess * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a secessionist conflict and the 
insurgents aim to create a separate state outside the current regime’s authority. 
0 
 
LastCW * Years since last civil war. Enter an integer number of years. If no civil war occurred before, 
enter NA. 
0 
 

Conflict outcome variables 
 
Win * Who won the conflict? 1 Counterinsurgents (government and/or intervener) 2 
Insurgents/rebels/rebel affiliates 3 Undecided 
1 
 
ConflictOutcome * Categorical variable that describes how the government terminated its military 
conflict. 0 Conflict ongoing. 1 Government militarily defeated the rebels. 2 Government negotiated a 
settlement that resulted in a compromise with the insurgents over governance (e.g., a power-sharing 
agreement). 3 The country was partitioned into two or more separate countries at the end of the conflict 4 
Rebels militarily defeated the government. 
2 
 
GovComp * GovComp Who was in control of the central government at the end of the conflict (i.e. at 
Enddate)? 1 Insurgents (the previous opposition; groups associated with the insurgents; political wings of 
rebels; etc.) 2 Government (the previous incumbent government; politicians associated with the previous 
regime; etc.) 3 Foreign intervener 4 Power-sharing: both previous rebels and previous incumbents began 
sharing political power in a joint government at the end of the conflict 5 Unclear: failing or failed state 
2 
 
Maintain * The number of months the government remained in power after the termination of the conflict 
(Enddate). This variable varies from zero, when the regime was never stabilized, to 60, when the regime 
remained in power for at least five years post-conflict. 
0 
 
MNF * Dummy variable coded 1 if a multinational peacekeeping force was established and remained in 
the conflict region after the termination of the conflict. 
0 
 
Sources * Sources Abbreviated identifier for each source used to code a case. The full source citations 
are provided with their identifying code below. Use Chicaco 15th B citation style. 
Pakistan: Human rights crisis in Karachi". Amnesty International. 1996-02-01. Retrieved 2009-07-26 
 
Rise of the MQM in Pakistan: Politics of Ethnic Mobilization, Farhat Haq, Asian Survey, Vol. 35, No. 11 
(Nov., 1995), pp. 990–1004, University of California Press 
 
Ethnicity and State Power in Pakistan: The Karachi Crisis, Moonis Ahmar, Asian Survey, Vol. 36, No. 10 
(Oct., 1996), pp. 1031–1048, Published by: University of California Press 
 



A History of Pakistan and its Origins, pg 35, Christophe Jaffrelot 
 

 
 
Notes * 
This was a very difficult case because the leaders in Pakistan constantly changed. In addition, during 
some periods, the MQM would align itself with the PPP, and during other times, it was an enemy and 
target of the PPP.  In addition, the MQM split into two factions, because when faction believed the other 
was becoming to militant and terrorist-like.  Further complicating the coding was the fact that the MQM is 
a political party in Pakistan that is still in existence. Currently, it is the 3rd largest party in Pakistani 
politics. Therefore, I was not sure how to code some of the categories. The government didn't really 
defeat the "rebels" and there was not really a negotiated settlement either.   
 
Additionally, with government troops/causalities and rebel troops, it was almost impossible to find 
estimates. Due to the lack of reliable estimates, I just coded the variable as N/A.  Lastly, the rebel 
casualties range is enormous, with some estimates putting the number at 3,000 and others saying the 
number was as high as 15,000.   
 
I coded the "Maintain" as 0 because the violence spanned over the course of several years, and during 
that time, there were several elections/overthrows of government.   
 
 



Conflict Cases Research Journal 
 
* Required 

 

1. Conflict identifiers 
 
Conflict ID * Which conflict from the list of Conflict Cases is this? Please provide ConYr. (Please note 
that ConYr may have to be adjusted based on new start dates: if you find that the actual start date of a 
conflict diverges from the one provided in the Conflict Cases list, please update this Conflict ID to reflect 
the correct start year. E.g. if the Afghanistan conflict 7001980 actually started in 1978, please provide 
7001978 as the ID.) 
7702007 
 
ConflictCountry * In which country did the conflict occur? 
Pakistan 
 
Startdate * 7/15/2007 
 
Enddate * 12/14/2007 
 
Comments on start- and enddate. Insert comments on problems/ambiguities with the start- and 
enddates of the conflict here. 
End of 2007, militant part of TNSM joins TTP, other groups renounced use of force.  TNSM still exists, but 
only as a political group.  TTP conflict is ongoing. 
 
IncGov * Provide the name of the incumbent government/regime (head of gov't/regime, party) 
President Pervez Musharraf 
 
Rebel1 * Provide the names of the opposition group(s), rebel group(s) and other actors that were 
identified as opposing the central government 
TNSM (Tehreek-e-Nafaz-e-Shariat-e-Mohammadi) - Maulana Fazlullah (militant leader) 
 
Rebel2 
 
Rebel3 
 
Rebel4 
 
Coup * Is this conflict best described as a coup? Is the government defending itself against or reversing a 
coup -- rather than a case in which there is an armed insurgent movement? If YES (=1), do not continue 
coding this case for now and mark the case’s status as “Coup” in the Conflict_Cases document. If NO 
coup (=0), and an insurgency is present, continue coding the variables below. 
0 

 
Region * Geographic region of the country in which the rebels and/or the fighting was concentrated. 
Depending on the conflict this could be the name of a province, state, or administrative district in the 
conflict country, a description (e.g., “primarily the southern half of the country, south of the capital to the 
border with Pakistan”), or a named region (e.g., the Darfur region of Sudan). If dispersed throughout the 
county, enter “entire country”.  
Malakand region of North-West Frontier Province, Swat valley 
 
Concentration * Estimate the percentage of the geographic area of the country experiencing significant 
violence related to the conflict at any point during the conflict. Violence should be considered significant if 



battles/clashes between the rebels and government forces took place in a region, civilians were killed by 
government or rebel forces in a region, or government or rebel attacks occurred regularly in a region. 
Coding: 1 Less than 25% 2 25-50% 3 50-75% 4 More than 75% 
1 
 
IGO * Dummy variable set to 1 if an intergovernmental organization (NATO, UN, etc...) organized, 
participated in, sponsored, or sanctioned a military intervention to maintain the regime. 
0 
 
IGOname * Name of the IGO mission that organized, participated in, sponsored, or sanctioned the 
military intervention to maintain the regime (if any). 
NA 
 
 

2. Counterinsurgency characteristics 
Note: These variables should be coded in reference to the entire conflict, from Startdate to Enddate. Even 
in conflict in which the government began COIN operations with a light force model, if the majority of the 
conflict featured a heavy force model, this variable should be coded as 2. 
 
ForceModel * Primary type of force used by government troops. Coding: 1 Light force: Primary use of 
ground combat units that do not include large military equipment (may include close air support) 2 Heavy 
force: Primarily large-unit, concentrated firepower combat with mechanized units (may include strategic 
bombing) Close air support is defined as “air action by fixed-wing (FW) and rotary-wing (RW) aircraft 
against hostile targets that are in close proximity to friendly forces. […] It is planned and executed to 
support ground tactical units. CAS execution is tightly integrated at the tactical level with the fire and 
maneuver of supported ground forces.” (Joint Chiefs of Staff, Joint Publication 3-09.3). Close air support 
can be provided by any unit of the armed forces. Strategic bombing is defined as the massive, centrally 
coordinated bombing of military and civilian targets for strategic purposes, usually conducted by an air 
force. 
2 
 
StrategicAir * What role did strategic bombing play in the government’s military strategy? (see definition 
above). Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 

 
Resettle * What role did resettlement play in the government’s military strategy? Resettlement is defined 
as the forced relocation of civilian populations to deny guerillas access to resources, sanctuary, and other 
types of support; provide greater security for noncombatants; and/or separate combatants from 
noncombatants. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 
 
CivAction * What role did projects intended to improve the material well-being of play in the 
government’s military strategy? Examples: building schools, roads, bridges, hospitals; providing medical 
care, clean water or electricity; and creating jobs for local residents. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 
4 Extensive 
1 
 
CivSecure * What role did attempts to protect noncombatantfs from harm caused by the insurgents play 
in the government’s military strategy? Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 
 
Decap * What role did attempts to capture and kill the top leader(s) of the insurgent movement play in the 
government’s military strategy? Compare this variable to Jenna Jordan’s decapitation data. Coding: 1 
None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 



 
CivKill * Did mass killing of civilians occur? Mass killing is defined as > 50,000 intentional civilian deaths 
in a campaign (within <6 years) (Valentino et al. 2004) Coding: 0 No 1 Yes 
0 
 
CivTarget * To what extent did the military forces of the government intentionally select civilians as direct 
objects of attack or consistently fail to discriminate between combatants and noncombatants in their 
military operations? Combatants are defined as individuals that engage in armed resistance against 
regime forces. Coding: 1 Rarely 2 Moderately 3 Extensively 
1 
 
ForceDescrip * A narrative description of the type of force used by the government. Describe the 
strategy (or strategies) that the government used to counter the domestic threat. Note changes in strategy 
over time and major differences between the strategies and tactics used by different military units, 
different governments, or in different regions. This space can also be used to provide clarification on the 
variables coded above. 
On 25 October, the government launched a large-scale offensive targeting the headquarters of TNSM in 
Imam Dheri village. The attack consisted primarily of artillery strikes and helicopter gunships but was 
followed up by the deployment of ground forces (about 20,000 troops). After a month and a half of intense 
fighting, the remaining TNSM forces retreated into nearby mountains with the intent of regrouping and 
continue fighting the government. 
After the militant threat was neutralized (for the most part), the government switched to negotiating with 
the political part of TNSM. 
 
NumTrps * Number of government troops at height of conflict. Measured as maximum number of regular 
military personnel (air, ground, and sea) under central government authority during the conflict. When 
exact numbers cannot be located, coders may estimate from information about the military units. If even 
estimates are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, NumTrps 
is coded as missing (enter NA) and only TrpCat is coded. 
923000 
 
TrpCat * Categorical measure of the number of government troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 less 
than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 More than 
30,000 troops 
4 
 
GovCas * Number of government forces members killed during the conflict. Please enter numbers 
without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of ranges (750 instead of 
500-1000). If missing, enter NA. 
200 
 
RebelNumTrps * Estimated number of total troops on rebel side at height of conflict. If even estimates 
are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, RebelNumTrps is 
coded as missing (enter NA) and only RebelTrpCat is coded. 
5000 
 
RebelTrpCat * Categorical measure of the total number of rebel troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 
less than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 More than 
30,000 troops 
2 
 
RebelCas * Number of rebels / opposition members killed during the conflict. Please enter numbers 
without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of ranges (750 instead of 
500-1000). If missing, enter NA. 
378 



ThreatSource * Role of internal and external actors with regard to the rebels in the conflict. Coding: 1 
primarily internal conflict with minor to moderate level of support to rebels from external actors 2 primarily 
externally sponsored conflict with local insurgents 3 entirely domestic opposition (no external assistance). 
3 
 
TargHelp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state committed any military troops to assist or advise 
the rebels. 
0 
 
AsstCombat * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state engaged in combat to assist the rebels. 
0 
 
AsstArms * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided arms or other material aid to assist the 
rebels. 
0 
 
AsstEcon * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided economic support to the rebels. 
0 
 
AsstSanct * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided, on its territory, sanctuaries for the 
rebels. 
0 
 
TargSupp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided any type of support to assist the rebels. 
0 
 
ConflictEthnic * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ethnic conflict. Following a 
conventional definition, ethnic conflicts involve “groups that identify with a distinct ethnic or cultural 
heritage” (Regan 1996: 338). Ethnic wars have been defined as “wars among communities (ethnicities) 
who are in conflict over the power relationship that exists between those communities and the state” 
(Sambanis 2001: 261). Additionally, the groups in ethnic conflicts “hold irreconcilable visions of the 
identity, borders, and citizenship of the state. They do not seek to control a state whose identity all sides 
accept, but rather to redefine or divide the state itself” (Kaufman 1996: 138). 
0 
 
EthnicGroups * When applicable, name the primary ethnic group or groups contributing rebel fighters to 
the opposition movement. Separate group names with ;. Please try to use ethnic group names that are 
listed in http://www.icr.ethz.ch/research/greg/groups.xls. If not applicable, enter NA. 
NA 
 
ConflictRelig * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a religious conflict. The primary feature 
of religious conflicts in this definition is that insurgent leaders frequently and systematically invoke religion 
as a motivation and justification for the conflict (cf. Juergensmeyer 2003: 57). 
1 
 
ConflictIdeol * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ideological conflict, with alignments 
across ethnic borders. Insurgents may strive for a different regime type and/or political order, but their 
primary aim does not contain the systematic exclusion of specific ethnic or religious groups. 
1 
 
ConflictSecess * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a secessionist conflict and the 
insurgents aim to create a separate state outside the current regime’s authority. 
0 
 
LastCW * Years since last civil war. Enter an integer number of years. If no civil war occurred before, 
enter NA. 



10 
 

Conflict outcome variables 
 
Win * Who won the conflict? 1 Counterinsurgents (government and/or intervener) 2 
Insurgents/rebels/rebel affiliates 3 Undecided 
1 
 
ConflictOutcome * Categorical variable that describes how the government terminated its military 
conflict. 0 Conflict ongoing. 1 Government militarily defeated the rebels. 2 Government negotiated a 
settlement that resulted in a compromise with the insurgents over governance (e.g., a power-sharing 
agreement). 3 The country was partitioned into two or more separate countries at the end of the conflict 4 
Rebels militarily defeated the government. 
1 
 
GovComp * GovComp Who was in control of the central government at the end of the conflict (i.e. at 
Enddate)? 1 Insurgents (the previous opposition; groups associated with the insurgents; political wings of 
rebels; etc.) 2 Government (the previous incumbent government; politicians associated with the previous 
regime; etc.) 3 Foreign intervener 4 Power-sharing: both previous rebels and previous incumbents began 
sharing political power in a joint government at the end of the conflict 5 Unclear: failing or failed state 
2 
 
Maintain * The number of months the government remained in power after the termination of the conflict 
(Enddate). This variable varies from zero, when the regime was never stabilized, to 60, when the regime 
remained in power for at least five years post-conflict. 
 
 
MNF * Dummy variable coded 1 if a multinational peacekeeping force was established and remained in 
the conflict region after the termination of the conflict. 
0 
 
Sources * Sources Abbreviated identifier for each source used to code a case. The full source citations 
are provided with their identifying code below. Use Chicaco 15th B citation style. 
Abbas, Hassan. 2008. A profile of Tehrik-i-Taliban Pakistan. CTC Sentinel 1(2): 1-4. 
http://belfercenter.ksg.harvard.edu/files/CTC%20Sentinel%20-%20Profile%20of%20Tehrik-i-
Taliban%20Pakistan.pdf 
 
Global Security. Tehreek Nifaz-e-Shariat-e-Muhammadi (TNSM).  Movement for the enforcement of 
Islamic sharia. 
http://www.globalsecurity.org/military/world/para/tnsm.htm 
 
UCDP. 2010. 
 
 
Notes * 
Not sure if I am coding this correctly.  TNSM as a militant movement ceased to exist on 12/14/2007, but 
as a political movement it continued, and got what it wanted.  The militant movement, TTP, is still fighting 
the government.  Unclear as to how separate these movements are.  Outcome variables are for the 
militant part of rebel group (would be different if political aims were considered). 
 
Also, how to code assist variables?  Where does the Taliban get there $, arms, etc?  Is TSNM even 
affiliated with the Taliban? 
 
Also: After a month and a half of intense fighting, the remaining TNSM forces retreated into nearby 



mountains with the intent of regrouping and continue fighting the government. (UCDP) 
On 15 February 2009 President Asif Ali Zardari gave the approval to the North West Frontier Province 
(NWFP) government to enforce Sharia laws in the Malakand region, including Swat. (globalsecurity) 
Unclear as to whether this group "won" or "lost." 
 
Rebel casualties: around 378. (578 UCDP battle deaths – 200 gov’t deaths = 378) 
TNSM troops: 5,000 (most were killed or left, down to 400 by end of fighting) 
 
 



Conflict Cases Research Journal 
 
* Required 

 

1. Conflict identifiers 
 
Conflict ID * Which conflict from the list of Conflict Cases is this? Please provide ConYr. (Please 
note that ConYr may have to be adjusted based on new start dates: if you find that the actual 
start date of a conflict diverges from the one provided in the Conflict Cases list, please update this 
Conflict ID to reflect the correct start year. E.g. if the Afghanistan conflict 7001980 actually started 
in 1978, please provide 7001978 as the ID.) 
 
7711975 
 
 
ConflictCountry * In which country did the conflict occur? 
Bangladesh  
 
Startdate *  
2/28/1975 
 
Enddate *  
12/31/1991 
 
Comments on start- and enddate. Insert comments on problems/ambiguities with the start- and 
enddates of the conflict here. 
 
 
The start date and end date seem correct. From 1975 to 1991, battledeaths were at least 25. 
However, from 1992 to 1997, battledeaths fell below 25. In 1997, the government and the rebels 
signed a peace agreement called the Chittagongs Hill Tracts Peace Accord.  
 
 
 
IncGov * Provide the name of the incumbent government/regime (head of gov't/regime, party) 
 
PMs of Bangladesh: Mohammad Mansoor Ali(Jan1975-Aug1975); Mashiur Rahman(Jun1978-
Mar1979); Ataur Rahman Khan(Mar1984-Jul1986) 
 
Rebel1 * Provide the names of the opposition group(s), rebel group(s) and other actors that were 
identified as opposing the central government 
 
JSS/SB (Parbattya Chattagram Jana Sanghati Samiti/Shanti Bahini; Chittagong Hill Tracts 
People's Coordination Association/Peace Force) 
 
*PCJSS: political wing formed in March of 1972.  
SB: military  wing formed in January of 1973 
Source; Mohsin, 2003, p. 21  
 
 
Rebel2 
 
Rebel3 



 
Rebel4 
 
Coup * Is this conflict best described as a coup? Is the government defending itself against or 
reversing a coup -- rather than a case in which there is an armed insurgent movement? If YES 
(=1), do not continue coding this case for now and mark the case’s status as “Coup” in the 
Conflict_Cases document. If NO coup (=0), and an insurgency is present, continue coding the 
variables below. 
0 

 
Region * Geographic region of the country in which the rebels and/or the fighting was 
concentrated. Depending on the conflict this could be the name of a province, state, or 
administrative district in the conflict country, a description (e.g., “primarily the southern half of the 
country, south of the capital to the border with Pakistan”), or a named region (e.g., the Darfur 
region of Sudan). If dispersed throughout the county, enter “entire country”.  
 
Chittagong Hill Tracts 
 
Concentration * Estimate the percentage of the geographic area of the country experiencing 
significant violence related to the conflict at any point during the conflict. Violence should be 
considered significant if battles/clashes between the rebels and government forces took place in 
a region, civilians were killed by government or rebel forces in a region, or government or rebel 
attacks occurred regularly in a region. Coding: 1 Less than 25% 2 25-50% 3 50-75% 4 More than 
75% 
 
1 
 

2. Counterinsurgency characteristics 
Note: These variables should be coded in reference to the entire conflict, from Startdate to 
Enddate. Even in conflict in which the government began COIN operations with a light force 
model, if the majority of the conflict featured a heavy force model, this variable should be coded 
as 2. 
 
ForceModel * Primary type of force used by government troops. Coding: 1 Light force: Primary 
use of ground combat units that do not include large military equipment (may include close air 
support) 2 Heavy force: Primarily large-unit, concentrated firepower combat with mechanized 
units (may include strategic bombing) Close air support is defined as “air action by fixed-wing 
(FW) and rotary-wing (RW) aircraft against hostile targets that are in close proximity to friendly 
forces. […] It is planned and executed to support ground tactical units. CAS execution is tightly 
integrated at the tactical level with the fire and maneuver of supported ground forces.” (Joint 
Chiefs of Staff, Joint Publication 3-09.3). Close air support can be provided by any unit of the 
armed forces. Strategic bombing is defined as the massive, centrally coordinated bombing of 
military and civilian targets for strategic purposes, usually conducted by an air force. 
 
1 
 
StrategicAir * What role did strategic bombing play in the government’s military strategy? (see 
definition above). Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
4 
 
1 
 
Resettle * What role did resettlement play in the government’s military strategy? Resettlement is 
defined as the forced relocation of civilian populations to deny guerillas access to resources, 



sanctuary, and other types of support; provide greater security for noncombatants; and/or 
separate combatants from noncombatants. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
 
1 
 
CivAction * What role did projects intended to improve the material well-being of play in the 
government’s military strategy? Examples: building schools, roads, bridges, hospitals; providing 
medical care, clean water or electricity; and creating jobs for local residents. Coding: 1 None 2 
Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 
 
CivSecure * What role did attempts to protect noncombatantfs from harm caused by the 
insurgents play in the government’s military strategy? Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 
Extensive 
1 
 
Decap * What role did attempts to capture and kill the top leader(s) of the insurgent movement 
play in the government’s military strategy? Compare this variable to Jenna Jordan’s decapitation 
data. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
 
2 
 
CivKill * Did mass killing of civilians occur? Mass killing is defined as > 50,000 intentional civilian 
deaths in a campaign (within <6 years) (Valentino et al. 2004) Coding: 0 No 1 Yes 
 
0 
 
CivTarget * To what extent did the military forces of the government intentionally select civilians 
as direct objects of attack or consistently fail to discriminate between combatants and 
noncombatants in their military operations? Combatants are defined as individuals that engage in 
armed resistance against regime forces. Coding: 1 Rarely 2 Moderately 3 Extensively 
 
0 [Rare] 
 
 
ForceDescrip * A narrative description of the type of force used by the government. Describe the 
strategy (or strategies) that the government used to counter the domestic threat. Note changes in 
strategy over time and major differences between the strategies and tactics used by different 
military units, different governments, or in different regions. This space can also be used to 
provide clarification on the variables coded above. 
 
 
According to Mohsin (2003), “The government responded by undertaking a full-scale militarization 
of the CHT. The general commanding officer of the Chittagong division was charged with 
administration of the CHT. During this period, the military controlled  the political and economic 
lives of the Hill people, and massive violations of human rights took place, including the deliberate 
use of rape to collectively demoralize the Hill people. Both men and women were tortured and 
abducted. The Hill people were evicted from their homesteads, put in cluster villages near the 
military camps, and kept under constant surveillance. During the period of insurgency, which 
lasted until 1997, eleven major massacres of the Hill people took place. The military also 
allegedly used the settler Bengali community to carry out its operations, further intensifying the 
anti-Bengali sentiment among the Hill people. Resorting to  divide-and-rule strategies, the military 
coopted certain Hill people and established various indigenous organizations, thereby polarizing 
the community. Forests were cleared in the name of counterinsurgency, compounding the 
degradation of an already fragile environment. The military activities resulted in the eviction of the 



Hill people; about 54,000 of them fled to India, and 50,000 became IDPs. The refugees provided 
the main source for recruits into the SB” (pp. 34-35).  
 
NumTrps * Number of government troops at height of conflict. Measured as maximum number of 
regular military personnel (air, ground, and sea) under central government authority during the 
conflict. When exact numbers cannot be located, coders may estimate from information about the 
military units. If even estimates are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and 
ambiguous information, NumTrps is coded as missing (enter NA) and only TrpCat is coded. 
 
72000 
 
TrpCat * Categorical measure of the number of government troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 
less than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 
More than 30,000 troops 
 
4 
 
GovCas * Number of government forces members killed during the conflict. Please enter 
numbers without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of 
ranges (750 instead of 500-1000). If missing, enter NA. 
7000 
 
351 
 
RebelNumTrps * Estimated number of total troops on rebel side at height of conflict. If even 
estimates are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, 
RebelNumTrps is coded as missing (enter NA) and only RebelTrpCat is coded. 
 
5000 
 
RebelTrpCat * Categorical measure of the total number of rebel troops at height of conflict. 
Coding: 0 less than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 
troops 4 More than 30,000 troops 
 
2 
 
RebelCas * Number of rebels / opposition members killed during the conflict. Please enter 
numbers without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of 
ranges (750 instead of 500-1000). If missing, enter NA. 
 
320 
 
ThreatSource * Role of internal and external actors with regard to the rebels in the conflict. 
Coding: 1 primarily internal conflict with minor to moderate level of support to rebels from external 
actors 2 primarily externally sponsored conflict with local insurgents 3 entirely domestic 
opposition (no external assistance). 
 
1 
 
TargHelp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state committed any military troops to assist or 
advise the rebels. 
0 
 
AsstCombat * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state engaged in combat to assist the 
rebels. 
0 



 
AsstArms * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided arms or other material aid to 
assist the rebels. 
1 
 
AsstEcon * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided economic support to the rebels. 
1 
 
AsstSanct * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided, on its territory, sanctuaries for 
the rebels. 
1 
 
TargSupp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided any type of support to assist the 
rebels. 
1 
 
ConflictEthnic * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ethnic conflict. Following a 
conventional definition, ethnic conflicts involve “groups that identify with a distinct ethnic or 
cultural heritage” (Regan 1996: 338). Ethnic wars have been defined as “wars among 
communities (ethnicities) who are in conflict over the power relationship that exists between those 
communities and the state” (Sambanis 2001: 261). Additionally, the groups in ethnic conflicts 
“hold irreconcilable visions of the identity, borders, and citizenship of the state. They do not seek 
to control a state whose identity all sides accept, but rather to redefine or divide the state itself” 
(Kaufman 1996: 138). 
 
1 
 
EthnicGroups * When applicable, name the primary ethnic group or groups contributing rebel 
fighters to the opposition movement. Separate group names with ;. Please try to use ethnic group 
names that are listed in http://www.icr.ethz.ch/research/greg/groups.xls. If not applicable, enter 
NA. 
 
Chakmas, Marmas and Tripuras 
 
ConflictRelig * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a religious conflict. The primary 
feature of religious conflicts in this definition is that insurgent leaders frequently and 
systematically invoke religion as a motivation and justification for the conflict (cf. Juergensmeyer 
2003: 57). 
 
1 
 
ConflictIdeol * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ideological conflict, with 
alignments across ethnic borders. Insurgents may strive for a different regime type and/or political 
order, but their primary aim does not contain the systematic exclusion of specific ethnic or 
religious groups. 
 
0 
 
ConflictSecess * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a secessionist conflict and 
the insurgents aim to create a separate state outside the current regime’s authority. 
 
1 
 
LastCW * Years since last civil war. Enter an integer number of years. If no civil war occurred 
before, enter NA. 
 



3 

Conflict outcome variables 
 
Win * Who won the conflict? 1 Counterinsurgents (government and/or intervener) 2 
Insurgents/rebels/rebel affiliates 3 Undecided 
3 
 
ConflictOutcome * Categorical variable that describes how the government terminated its 
military conflict. 0 Conflict ongoing. 1 Government militarily defeated the rebels. 2 Government 
negotiated a settlement that resulted in a compromise with the insurgents over governance (e.g., 
a power-sharing agreement). 3 The country was partitioned into two or more separate countries 
at the end of the conflict 4 Rebels militarily defeated the government. 
2 
 
GovComp * GovComp Who was in control of the central government at the end of the conflict 
(i.e. at Enddate)? 1 Insurgents (the previous opposition; groups associated with the insurgents; 
political wings of rebels; etc.) 2 Government (the previous incumbent government; politicians 
associated with the previous regime; etc.) 3 Foreign intervener 4 Power-sharing: both previous 
rebels and previous incumbents began sharing political power in a joint government at the end of 
the conflict 5 Unclear: failing or failed state 
2 
 
Maintain * The number of months the government remained in power after the termination of the 
conflict (Enddate). This variable varies from zero, when the regime was never stabilized, to 60, 
when the regime remained in power for at least five years post-conflict. 
60 
 
MNF * Dummy variable coded 1 if a multinational peacekeeping force was established and 
remained in the conflict region after the termination of the conflict. 
0 
 
Sources * Sources Abbreviated identifier for each source used to code a case. The full source 
citations are provided with their identifying code below. Use Chicaco 15th B citation style. 
 
Bangladesh 1980. The Military Balance  Vol. 102, Iss. 1, 2010 
 
Bangladesh. Uppsala Universitet, Jan. 2011. Web. 17 Nov. 2011 
http://www.ucdp.uu.se/gpdatabase/gpcountry.php?id=12&regionSelect=6-
Central_and_Southern_Asia  
 
Pike, John South Asia: U.S. Interests and Policy Issues. Global Security, Nov. 2011. Web. 17 
Nov. 2011 http://www.globalsecurity.org/wmd/library/report/crs/93-243f.htm  
 
Sambanis, Nicholas Civil War Coding Notes: Chittagong Hill Peoples Rebellion. Yale University, 
30 Nov. 2004. Web. 17 Nov. 2011 
http://https://docs.google.com/viewer?a=v&pid=explorer&chrome=true&srcid=0B7iEDkH4LytXYT
U2YzFkMDUtYTAzNy00ZDZhLTg4ZTEtMDc2YzNhYzQxYWUz&authkey=CN-92PUN&hl=en_US  
 
EACD 2009 
 
Bethany Lacina & and Nils Petter Gleditsch, 2005. „Monitoring Trends in Global Combat: A New 
Dataset of Battle Deaths‟, European Journal of Population 21(2–3): 145–116. 
 

http://www.ucdp.uu.se/gpdatabase/gpcountry.php?id=12&regionSelect=6-Central_and_Southern_Asia
http://www.ucdp.uu.se/gpdatabase/gpcountry.php?id=12&regionSelect=6-Central_and_Southern_Asia
http://www.globalsecurity.org/wmd/library/report/crs/93-243f.htm
http://https/docs.google.com/viewer?a=v&pid=explorer&chrome=true&srcid=0B7iEDkH4LytXYTU2YzFkMDUtYTAzNy00ZDZhLTg4ZTEtMDc2YzNhYzQxYWUz&authkey=CN-92PUN&hl=en_US
http://https/docs.google.com/viewer?a=v&pid=explorer&chrome=true&srcid=0B7iEDkH4LytXYTU2YzFkMDUtYTAzNy00ZDZhLTg4ZTEtMDc2YzNhYzQxYWUz&authkey=CN-92PUN&hl=en_US


Deutsche Presse-Agentur. 1998. Chronology of conflict in Bangladesh's Chittagong hill tracts. 
Dhaka: Deutsche Presse-Agentur.  
 
Maher, Joanne. 2004. The Europa World Yearbook 2004. London: Europa Publications. 
 
Mohsin, Amena. The Chittagong Hill Tracts, Bangladesh: on the difficult road to peace. Lynne 
Rienner Publishers, 2003. 
 
 
Notes Use this space to provide any additional details, comments on ambiguous or contradictory 
information, etc…  



Conflict Cases Research Journal 
 
* Required 
 
1. Conflict identifiers 
 
Conflict ID * Which conflict from the list of Conflict Cases is this? Please provide ConYr. 
(Please note that ConYr may have to be adjusted based on new start dates: if you find that 
the actual start date of a conflict diverges from the one provided in the Conflict Cases list, 
please update this Conflict ID to reflect the correct start year. E.g. if the Afghanistan conflict 
7001980 actually started in 1978, please provide 7001978 as the ID.) 
7751961 
 
ConflictCountry * In which country did the conflict occur? 
Burma/Myanmar 
 
Startdate *  
01/01/1961 
Enddate *  
03.02.1962 
Comments on start- and enddate. Insert comments on problems/ambiguities with the start- 
and enddates of the conflict here. 
The literature is unclear on exact day and months (excepting EACD), but is generally 
consistent on the years (1961-1992).  Enddate is due to a military coup and change in 
Burmese government 
 
IncGov * Provide the name of the incumbent government/regime (head of gov't/regime, 
party) 
Sao Shwe Thiak - President of the democratic republic government 
 
Rebel1 * Provide the names of the opposition group(s), rebel group(s) and other actors that 
were identified as opposing the central government 
Kachin insurgents - Kachin Independence Army (KIA) and its military arm: Kachin 
Independence Organization (KIO) 
 
Rebel2 
Kachin Independence Union (KIU) 
 
Rebel3 
 
Rebel4 
 
Coup * Is this conflict best described as a coup? Is the government defending itself against 
or reversing a coup -- rather than a case in which there is an armed insurgent movement? If 
YES (=1), do not continue coding this case for now and mark the case’s status as “Coup” in 
the Conflict_Cases document. If NO coup (=0), and an insurgency is present, continue 
coding the variables below. 
0 



Region * Geographic region of the country in which the rebels and/or the fighting was 
concentrated. Depending on the conflict this could be the name of a province, state, or 
administrative district in the conflict country, a description (e.g., “primarily the southern half of 
the country, south of the capital to the border with Pakistan”), or a named region (e.g., the 
Darfur region of Sudan). If dispersed throughout the county, enter “entire country”.  
 
northern Burma/Myanmar 
 
Concentration * Estimate the percentage of the geographic area of the country 
experiencing significant violence related to the conflict at any point during the conflict. 
Violence should be considered significant if battles/clashes between the rebels and 
government forces took place in a region, civilians were killed by government or rebel forces 
in a region, or government or rebel attacks occurred regularly in a region. Coding: 1 Less 
than 25% 2 25-50% 3 50-75% 4 More than 75% 
1 
 
2. Counterinsurgency characteristics 
Note: These variables should be coded in reference to the entire conflict, from Startdate to 
Enddate. Even in conflict in which the government began COIN operations with a light force 
model, if the majority of the conflict featured a heavy force model, this variable should be 
coded as 2. 
 
ForceModel * Primary type of force used by government troops. Coding: 1 Light force: 
Primary use of ground combat units that do not include large military equipment (may 
include close air support) 2 Heavy force: Primarily large-unit, concentrated firepower combat 
with mechanized units (may include strategic bombing) Close air support is defined as “air 
action by fixed-wing (FW) and rotary-wing (RW) aircraft against hostile targets that are in 
close proximity to friendly forces. […] It is planned and executed to support ground tactical 
units. CAS execution is tightly integrated at the tactical level with the fire and maneuver of 
supported ground forces.” (Joint Chiefs of Staff, Joint Publication 3-09.3). Close air support 
can be provided by any unit of the armed forces. Strategic bombing is defined as the 
massive, centrally coordinated bombing of military and civilian targets for strategic purposes, 
usually conducted by an air force. 
2 
StrategicAir * What role did strategic bombing play in the government’s military strategy? 
(see definition above). Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
2 
Resettle * What role did resettlement play in the government’s military strategy? 
Resettlement is defined as the forced relocation of civilian populations to deny guerillas 
access to resources, sanctuary, and other types of support; provide greater security for 
noncombatants; and/or separate combatants from noncombatants. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 
3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
2 
CivAction * What role did projects intended to improve the material well-being of play in the 
government’s military strategy? Examples: building schools, roads, bridges, hospitals; 
providing medical care, clean water or electricity; and creating jobs for local residents. 
Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 



CivSecure * What role did attempts to protect noncombatantfs from harm caused by the 
insurgents play in the government’s military strategy? Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 
Extensive 
1 
Decap * What role did attempts to capture and kill the top leader(s) of the insurgent 
movement play in the government’s military strategy? Compare this variable to Jenna 
Jordan’s decapitation data. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 
CivKill * Did mass killing of civilians occur? Mass killing is defined as > 50,000 intentional 
civilian deaths in a campaign (within <6 years) (Valentino et al. 2004) Coding: 0 No 1 Yes 
0 
CivTarget * To what extent did the military forces of the government intentionally select 
civilians as direct objects of attack or consistently fail to discriminate between combatants 
and noncombatants in their military operations? Combatants are defined as individuals that 
engage in armed resistance against regime forces. Coding: 1 Rarely 2 Moderately 3 
Extensively 
2 
ForceDescrip * A narrative description of the type of force used by the government. 
Describe the strategy (or strategies) that the government used to counter the domestic 
threat. Note changes in strategy over time and major differences between the strategies and 
tactics used by different military units, different governments, or in different regions. This 
space can also be used to provide clarification on the variables coded above. 
 
The Burmese/Myanmar regime conducted traditional military counterinsurgency strategies against the 
ethnic insurgents, including the use of air campaigns. Few details are available on these early 
strategies. Though still brutal, these more traditional military measures would be exacerbated 
following the 1962 coup. 
 
 
NumTrps * Number of government troops at height of conflict. Measured as maximum 
number of regular military personnel (air, ground, and sea) under central government 
authority during the conflict. When exact numbers cannot be located, coders may estimate 
from information about the military units. If even estimates are unreliable because of a lack 
of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, NumTrps is coded as missing (enter 
NA) and only TrpCat is coded. 
NA 
 
TrpCat * Categorical measure of the number of government troops at height of conflict. 
Coding: 0 less than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 
29,999 troops 4 More than 30,000 troops 
3 
GovCas * Number of government forces members killed during the conflict. Please enter 
numbers without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of 
ranges (750 instead of 500-1000). If missing, enter NA. 
NA 
RebelNumTrps * Estimated number of total troops on rebel side at height of conflict. If even 
estimates are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous 
information, RebelNumTrps is coded as missing (enter NA) and only RebelTrpCat is coded. 



3000 
RebelTrpCat * Categorical measure of the total number of rebel troops at height of conflict. 
Coding: 0 less than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 
29,999 troops 4 More than 30,000 troops 
2 
RebelCas * Number of rebels / opposition members killed during the conflict. Please enter 
numbers without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of 
ranges (750 instead of 500-1000). If missing, enter NA. 
1025 
ThreatSource * Role of internal and external actors with regard to the rebels in the conflict. 
Coding: 1 primarily internal conflict with minor to moderate level of support to rebels from 
external actors 2 primarily externally sponsored conflict with local insurgents 3 entirely 
domestic opposition (no external assistance). 
1 
TargHelp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state committed any military troops to 
assist or advise the rebels. 
1 
AsstCombat * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state engaged in combat to assist the 
rebels. 
0 
AsstArms * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided arms or other material aid 
to assist the rebels. 
1 
AsstEcon * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided economic support to the 
rebels. 
0 
AsstSanct * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided, on its territory, sanctuaries 
for the rebels. 
1 
TargSupp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided any type of support to 
assist the rebels. 
1 
ConflictEthnic * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ethnic conflict. 
Following a conventional definition, ethnic conflicts involve “groups that identify with a 
distinct ethnic or cultural heritage” (Regan 1996: 338). Ethnic wars have been defined as 
“wars among communities (ethnicities) who are in conflict over the power relationship that 
exists between those communities and the state” (Sambanis 2001: 261). Additionally, the 
groups in ethnic conflicts “hold irreconcilable visions of the identity, borders, and citizenship 
of the state. They do not seek to control a state whose identity all sides accept, but rather to 
redefine or divide the state itself” (Kaufman 1996: 138). 
1 
EthnicGroups * When applicable, name the primary ethnic group or groups contributing 
rebel fighters to the opposition movement. Separate group names with ;. Please try to use 
ethnic group names that are listed in http://www.icr.ethz.ch/research/greg/groups.xls. If not 
applicable, enter NA. 
Kachins 
ConflictRelig * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a religious conflict. The 
primary feature of religious conflicts in this definition is that insurgent leaders frequently and 



systematically invoke religion as a motivation and justification for the conflict (cf. 
Juergensmeyer 2003: 57). 
0 
ConflictIdeol * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ideological conflict, 
with alignments across ethnic borders. Insurgents may strive for a different regime type 
and/or political order, but their primary aim does not contain the systematic exclusion of 
specific ethnic or religious groups. 
0 
ConflictSecess * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a secessionist conflict 
and the insurgents aim to create a separate state outside the current regime’s authority. 
1 
LastCW * Years since last civil war. Enter an integer number of years. If no civil war 
occurred before, enter NA. 
NA 
NA 
Conflict outcome variables 
 
Win * Who won the conflict? 1 Counterinsurgents (government and/or intervener) 2 
Insurgents/rebels/rebel affiliates 3 Undecided 
1 
ConflictOutcome * Categorical variable that describes how the government terminated its 
military conflict. 0 Conflict ongoing. 1 Government militarily defeated the rebels. 2 
Government negotiated a settlement that resulted in a compromise with the insurgents over 
governance (e.g., a power-sharing agreement). 3 The country was partitioned into two or 
more separate countries at the end of the conflict 4 Rebels militarily defeated the 
government. 
0 
GovComp * GovComp Who was in control of the central government at the end of the 
conflict (i.e. at Enddate)? 1 Insurgents (the previous opposition; groups associated with the 
insurgents; political wings of rebels; etc.) 2 Government (the previous incumbent 
government; politicians associated with the previous regime; etc.) 3 Foreign intervener 4 
Power-sharing: both previous rebels and previous incumbents began sharing political power 
in a joint government at the end of the conflict 5 Unclear: failing or failed state 
2 
 
Maintain * The number of months the government remained in power after the termination 
of the conflict (Enddate). This variable varies from zero, when the regime was never 
stabilized, to 60, when the regime remained in power for at least five years post-conflict. 
60 
MNF * Dummy variable coded 1 if a multinational peacekeeping force was established and 
remained in the conflict region after the termination of the conflict. 
0 
 
Sources * Sources Abbreviated identifier for each source used to code a case. The full 
source citations are provided with their identifying code below. Use Chicaco 15th B citation 
style. 
 
BROG - Brogan, Patrick. 1998. World Conflicts. Lanham, MD: The Scarecrow Press, Inc 



 
EACD - Non-state Actor Data. Data on Armed Conflict from the Uppsala Conflict Data 
Research Program (UCDP) and CSCW. 
 
ESN - Minahan, James. 2002. Encyclopedia of the Stateless Nations. Westport, CT: 
Greenwood Press. 
 
LINT - Lintner, Bertil. 1999. Burma in Revolt. Chiang Mai: Thailand: Silkworm Books. 
 
MB - The Military Balance. year. London: Oxford University Press. 
 
Sambanis - “Civil War Coding Notes.” 2004. Nicholas Sambanis. Yale University. 
 
Sundberg, Ralph. 2008. "Collective Violence 2002 - 2007: Global and Regional Trends." In 
Harbom, Lotta and Ralph Sundberg (eds.). States in Armed Conflict 2007. Uppsala: 
Universitetstryckeriet. 
 



Conflict Cases Research Journal 
 
* Required 
 
1. Conflict identifiers 
 
Conflict ID * Which conflict from the list of Conflict Cases is this? Please provide ConYr. 
(Please note that ConYr may have to be adjusted based on new start dates: if you find that 
the actual start date of a conflict diverges from the one provided in the Conflict Cases list, 
please update this Conflict ID to reflect the correct start year. E.g. if the Afghanistan conflict 
7001980 actually started in 1978, please provide 7001978 as the ID.) 
7801971 
 
ConflictCountry * In which country did the conflict occur? 
Sri Lanka 
Startdate *  
5/4/1971 
Enddate *  
9/6/1971 
Comments on start- and enddate. Insert comments on problems/ambiguities with the start- 
and enddates of the conflict here. 
 
IncGov * Provide the name of the incumbent government/regime (head of gov't/regime, 
party) 
Sirimavo Bandaranaike 
Rebel1 * Provide the names of the opposition group(s), rebel group(s) and other actors that 
were identified as opposing the central government 
JVP (Janatha Vimukthi Peramuna- People’s Liberation Front also called the Che Guevarists) 
Rebel2 
 
 
Rebel3 
 
Rebel4 
 
Coup * Is this conflict best described as a coup? Is the government defending itself against 
or reversing a coup -- rather than a case in which there is an armed insurgent movement? If 
YES (=1), do not continue coding this case for now and mark the case’s status as “Coup” in 
the Conflict_Cases document. If NO coup (=0), and an insurgency is present, continue 
coding the variables below. 
0 
Region * Geographic region of the country in which the rebels and/or the fighting was 
concentrated. Depending on the conflict this could be the name of a province, state, or 
administrative district in the conflict country, a description (e.g., “primarily the southern half of 
the country, south of the capital to the border with Pakistan”), or a named region (e.g., the 
Darfur region of Sudan). If dispersed throughout the county, enter “entire country”.  
 
 



Primarily in the southern half of the country 
Concentration * Estimate the percentage of the geographic area of the country 
experiencing significant violence related to the conflict at any point during the conflict. 
Violence should be considered significant if battles/clashes between the rebels and 
government forces took place in a region, civilians were killed by government or rebel forces 
in a region, or government or rebel attacks occurred regularly in a region. Coding: 1 Less 
than 25% 2 25-50% 3 50-75% 4 More than 75% 
3 
 
2. Counterinsurgency characteristics 
Note: These variables should be coded in reference to the entire conflict, from Startdate to 
Enddate. Even in conflict in which the government began COIN operations with a light force 
model, if the majority of the conflict featured a heavy force model, this variable should be 
coded as 2. 
 
ForceModel * Primary type of force used by government troops. Coding: 1 Light force: 
Primary use of ground combat units that do not include large military equipment (may 
include close air support) 2 Heavy force: Primarily large-unit, concentrated firepower combat 
with mechanized units (may include strategic bombing) Close air support is defined as “air 
action by fixed-wing (FW) and rotary-wing (RW) aircraft against hostile targets that are in 
close proximity to friendly forces. […] It is planned and executed to support ground tactical 
units. CAS execution is tightly integrated at the tactical level with the fire and maneuver of 
supported ground forces.” (Joint Chiefs of Staff, Joint Publication 3-09.3). Close air support 
can be provided by any unit of the armed forces. Strategic bombing is defined as the 
massive, centrally coordinated bombing of military and civilian targets for strategic purposes, 
usually conducted by an air force. 
1 
StrategicAir * What role did strategic bombing play in the government’s military strategy? 
(see definition above). Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 
Resettle * What role did resettlement play in the government’s military strategy? 
Resettlement is defined as the forced relocation of civilian populations to deny guerillas 
access to resources, sanctuary, and other types of support; provide greater security for 
noncombatants; and/or separate combatants from noncombatants. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 
3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 
CivAction * What role did projects intended to improve the material well-being of play in the 
government’s military strategy? Examples: building schools, roads, bridges, hospitals; 
providing medical care, clean water or electricity; and creating jobs for local residents. 
Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 
CivSecure * What role did attempts to protect noncombatantfs from harm caused by the 
insurgents play in the government’s military strategy? Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 
Extensive 
1 
Decap * What role did attempts to capture and kill the top leader(s) of the insurgent 
movement play in the government’s military strategy? Compare this variable to Jenna 
Jordan’s decapitation data. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 



1 
CivKill * Did mass killing of civilians occur? Mass killing is defined as > 50,000 intentional 
civilian deaths in a campaign (within <6 years) (Valentino et al. 2004) Coding: 0 No 1 Yes 
2 
CivTarget * To what extent did the military forces of the government intentionally select 
civilians as direct objects of attack or consistently fail to discriminate between combatants 
and noncombatants in their military operations? Combatants are defined as individuals that 
engage in armed resistance against regime forces. Coding: 1 Rarely 2 Moderately 3 
Extensively 
0 
ForceDescrip * A narrative description of the type of force used by the government. 
Describe the strategy (or strategies) that the government used to counter the domestic 
threat. Note changes in strategy over time and major differences between the strategies and 
tactics used by different military units, different governments, or in different regions. This 
space can also be used to provide clarification on the variables coded above. 
The government utilized light ground forces and police forces to fight insurgents. Rebel forces were 
generally poorly armed. The government troop count includes police forces mobilized to put down the 
rebellion. Separately, there were 10691 military and 12843 police. The rebel number count is 
unavailable, but 20,000 people were a part of the JVP. I coded rebeltrpcat according to this number.   
 
 
NumTrps * Number of government troops at height of conflict. Measured as maximum 
number of regular military personnel (air, ground, and sea) under central government 
authority during the conflict. When exact numbers cannot be located, coders may estimate 
from information about the military units. If even estimates are unreliable because of a lack 
of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, NumTrps is coded as missing (enter 
NA) and only TrpCat is coded. 
23534 
 
TrpCat * Categorical measure of the number of government troops at height of conflict. 
Coding: 0 less than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 
29,999 troops 4 More than 30,000 troops 
3 
GovCas * Number of government forces members killed during the conflict. Please enter 
numbers without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of 
ranges (750 instead of 500-1000). If missing, enter NA. 
60 
RebelNumTrps * Estimated number of total troops on rebel side at height of conflict. If even 
estimates are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous 
information, RebelNumTrps is coded as missing (enter NA) and only RebelTrpCat is coded. 
NA 
RebelTrpCat * Categorical measure of the total number of rebel troops at height of conflict. 
Coding: 0 less than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 
29,999 troops 4 More than 30,000 troops 
3 
RebelCas * Number of rebels / opposition members killed during the conflict. Please enter 
numbers without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of 
ranges (750 instead of 500-1000). If missing, enter NA. 



1200 
ThreatSource * Role of internal and external actors with regard to the rebels in the conflict. 
Coding: 1 primarily internal conflict with minor to moderate level of support to rebels from 
external actors 2 primarily externally sponsored conflict with local insurgents 3 entirely 
domestic opposition (no external assistance). 
1 
TargHelp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state committed any military troops to 
assist or advise the rebels. 
0 
AsstCombat * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state engaged in combat to assist the 
rebels. 
0 
AsstArms * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided arms or other material aid 
to assist the rebels. 
1 
AsstEcon * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided economic support to the 
rebels. 
0 
AsstSanct * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided, on its territory, sanctuaries 
for the rebels. 
0 
TargSupp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided any type of support to 
assist the rebels. 
0 
ConflictEthnic * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ethnic conflict. 
Following a conventional definition, ethnic conflicts involve “groups that identify with a 
distinct ethnic or cultural heritage” (Regan 1996: 338). Ethnic wars have been defined as 
“wars among communities (ethnicities) who are in conflict over the power relationship that 
exists between those communities and the state” (Sambanis 2001: 261). Additionally, the 
groups in ethnic conflicts “hold irreconcilable visions of the identity, borders, and citizenship 
of the state. They do not seek to control a state whose identity all sides accept, but rather to 
redefine or divide the state itself” (Kaufman 1996: 138). 
0 
EthnicGroups * When applicable, name the primary ethnic group or groups contributing 
rebel fighters to the opposition movement. Separate group names with ;. Please try to use 
ethnic group names that are listed in http://www.icr.ethz.ch/research/greg/groups.xls. If not 
applicable, enter NA. 
NA 
ConflictRelig * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a religious conflict. The 
primary feature of religious conflicts in this definition is that insurgent leaders frequently and 
systematically invoke religion as a motivation and justification for the conflict (cf. 
Juergensmeyer 2003: 57). 
0 
ConflictIdeol * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ideological conflict, 
with alignments across ethnic borders. Insurgents may strive for a different regime type 
and/or political order, but their primary aim does not contain the systematic exclusion of 
specific ethnic or religious groups. 
1 



ConflictSecess * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a secessionist conflict 
and the insurgents aim to create a separate state outside the current regime’s authority. 
0 
LastCW * Years since last civil war. Enter an integer number of years. If no civil war 
occurred before, enter NA. 
NA 
 
Conflict outcome variables 
 
Win * Who won the conflict? 1 Counterinsurgents (government and/or intervener) 2 
Insurgents/rebels/rebel affiliates 3 Undecided 
1 
ConflictOutcome * Categorical variable that describes how the government terminated its 
military conflict. 0 Conflict ongoing. 1 Government militarily defeated the rebels. 2 
Government negotiated a settlement that resulted in a compromise with the insurgents over 
governance (e.g., a power-sharing agreement). 3 The country was partitioned into two or 
more separate countries at the end of the conflict 4 Rebels militarily defeated the 
government. 
1 
GovComp * GovComp Who was in control of the central government at the end of the 
conflict (i.e. at Enddate)? 1 Insurgents (the previous opposition; groups associated with the 
insurgents; political wings of rebels; etc.) 2 Government (the previous incumbent 
government; politicians associated with the previous regime; etc.) 3 Foreign intervener 4 
Power-sharing: both previous rebels and previous incumbents began sharing political power 
in a joint government at the end of the conflict 5 Unclear: failing or failed state 
3 
 
Maintain * The number of months the government remained in power after the termination 
of the conflict (Enddate). This variable varies from zero, when the regime was never 
stabilized, to 60, when the regime remained in power for at least five years post-conflict. 
60 
MNF * Dummy variable coded 1 if a multinational peacekeeping force was established and 
remained in the conflict region after the termination of the conflict. 
0 
 
Sources * Sources Abbreviated identifier for each source used to code a case. The full 
source citations are provided with their identifying code below. Use Chicaco 15th B citation 
style. 
Clodfelter, Facts on File, International Crisis Group-Sri Lanka Conflict History, UPPSALA 
 



Conflict Cases Research Journal 
 
* Required 
 
1. Conflict identifiers 
 
Conflict ID * Which conflict from the list of Conflict Cases is this? Please provide ConYr. 
(Please note that ConYr may have to be adjusted based on new start dates: if you find that 
the actual start date of a conflict diverges from the one provided in the Conflict Cases list, 
please update this Conflict ID to reflect the correct start year. E.g. if the Afghanistan conflict 
7001980 actually started in 1978, please provide 7001978 as the ID.) 
7801983 
 
ConflictCountry * In which country did the conflict occur? 
Sri Lanka 
Startdate *  
7/1/1983 
Enddate *  
5/19/2009 
Comments on start- and enddate. Insert comments on problems/ambiguities with the start- 
and enddates of the conflict here. 
 
IncGov * Provide the name of the incumbent government/regime (head of gov't/regime, 
party) 
Sri Lanka 
Rebel1 * Provide the names of the opposition group(s), rebel group(s) and other actors that 
were identified as opposing the central government 
Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam (LTTE, Tamil Tigers) 
Rebel2 
Tamil Eelam Liberation Organization (TELO) 
 
Rebel3 
People’s Liberation Organization of Tamil Eelam (PLOTE) 
Rebel4 
 
Coup * Is this conflict best described as a coup? Is the government defending itself against 
or reversing a coup -- rather than a case in which there is an armed insurgent movement? If 
YES (=1), do not continue coding this case for now and mark the case’s status as “Coup” in 
the Conflict_Cases document. If NO coup (=0), and an insurgency is present, continue 
coding the variables below. 
0 
Region * Geographic region of the country in which the rebels and/or the fighting was 
concentrated. Depending on the conflict this could be the name of a province, state, or 
administrative district in the conflict country, a description (e.g., “primarily the southern half of 
the country, south of the capital to the border with Pakistan”), or a named region (e.g., the 
Darfur region of Sudan). If dispersed throughout the county, enter “entire country”.  
At first, violence was concentrated in the Tamil-heavy north and east. Sinhalese nationalist reprisals 
occured throughout the country. By the mid-1980s, LTTE terrorist attacks occured with regularity in 



urban areas as well. The Indian peacekeeping force from 1987-90 reduced LTTE operations to 
isolated areas in the north of the country. After the peacekeeping force left, the LTTE was able to 
return to operating in the areas described above. The most intense conventional fighting took place on 
the Jaffna Peninsula at the far north of the country, where both Indian and Sri Lankan government 
forces engaged LTTE rebels at various points in the conflict.  
 
 
Concentration * Estimate the percentage of the geographic area of the country 
experiencing significant violence related to the conflict at any point during the conflict. 
Violence should be considered significant if battles/clashes between the rebels and 
government forces took place in a region, civilians were killed by government or rebel forces 
in a region, or government or rebel attacks occurred regularly in a region. Coding: 1 Less 
than 25% 2 25-50% 3 50-75% 4 More than 75% 
4 
 
2. Counterinsurgency characteristics 
Note: These variables should be coded in reference to the entire conflict, from Startdate to 
Enddate. Even in conflict in which the government began COIN operations with a light force 
model, if the majority of the conflict featured a heavy force model, this variable should be 
coded as 2. 
 
ForceModel * Primary type of force used by government troops. Coding: 1 Light force: 
Primary use of ground combat units that do not include large military equipment (may 
include close air support) 2 Heavy force: Primarily large-unit, concentrated firepower combat 
with mechanized units (may include strategic bombing) Close air support is defined as “air 
action by fixed-wing (FW) and rotary-wing (RW) aircraft against hostile targets that are in 
close proximity to friendly forces. […] It is planned and executed to support ground tactical 
units. CAS execution is tightly integrated at the tactical level with the fire and maneuver of 
supported ground forces.” (Joint Chiefs of Staff, Joint Publication 3-09.3). Close air support 
can be provided by any unit of the armed forces. Strategic bombing is defined as the 
massive, centrally coordinated bombing of military and civilian targets for strategic purposes, 
usually conducted by an air force. 
2 
StrategicAir * What role did strategic bombing play in the government’s military strategy? 
(see definition above). Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
3 
Resettle * What role did resettlement play in the government’s military strategy? 
Resettlement is defined as the forced relocation of civilian populations to deny guerillas 
access to resources, sanctuary, and other types of support; provide greater security for 
noncombatants; and/or separate combatants from noncombatants. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 
3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
2 
CivAction * What role did projects intended to improve the material well-being of play in the 
government’s military strategy? Examples: building schools, roads, bridges, hospitals; 
providing medical care, clean water or electricity; and creating jobs for local residents. 
Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
2 



CivSecure * What role did attempts to protect noncombatantfs from harm caused by the 
insurgents play in the government’s military strategy? Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 
Extensive 
1 
Decap * What role did attempts to capture and kill the top leader(s) of the insurgent 
movement play in the government’s military strategy? Compare this variable to Jenna 
Jordan’s decapitation data. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
4 
CivKill * Did mass killing of civilians occur? Mass killing is defined as > 50,000 intentional 
civilian deaths in a campaign (within <6 years) (Valentino et al. 2004) Coding: 0 No 1 Yes 
0 
CivTarget * To what extent did the military forces of the government intentionally select 
civilians as direct objects of attack or consistently fail to discriminate between combatants 
and noncombatants in their military operations? Combatants are defined as individuals that 
engage in armed resistance against regime forces. Coding: 1 Rarely 2 Moderately 3 
Extensively 
3 
ForceDescrip * A narrative description of the type of force used by the government. 
Describe the strategy (or strategies) that the government used to counter the domestic 
threat. Note changes in strategy over time and major differences between the strategies and 
tactics used by different military units, different governments, or in different regions. This 
space can also be used to provide clarification on the variables coded above. 
 
The initial catalyst for the conflict was a 1983 LTTE attack on Sri Lankan soldiers. The attack triggered 
a number of anti-Tamil riots, which the government did little to stop. The Tamil Tigers carried out 
sporadic attacks in the mid-1980s and instead focused on eliminating rival groups, a goal that was 
largely achieved by the late 1980s. The 70,000-person strong Indian peacekeeping force that arrived 
in 1987 fought a conventional conflict against the LTTE. A cease-fire was agreed to in 1989 and the 
IPKF withdrew in 1990. Hostilities resumed soon thereafter and the LTTE gained control of the entire 
Jaffna peninsula in the north of the country. The Sri Lankan air force began aerial bombing LTTE 
controlled-areas, including religious sites. Fighting between the government and LTTE was at times 
largely conventional – a 1991 siege involved 5,000 LTTE soldiers. In response, the government 
placed an embargo on food and medicine in Tamil areas. For much of the 1990s, the goverment 
alternated between peace talks and fighting with the LTTE. After 2001, the LTTE began to improve its 
counterinsurgency training and modernized its military. In the first five months of 2009 the government 
carried out a massive campaign against the LTTE in the north of the country and stressed the 
elimination of rebel leaders. This resulted in the group’s capitulation on May 19, 2009. 
 
NumTrps * Number of government troops at height of conflict. Measured as maximum 
number of regular military personnel (air, ground, and sea) under central government 
authority during the conflict. When exact numbers cannot be located, coders may estimate 
from information about the military units. If even estimates are unreliable because of a lack 
of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, NumTrps is coded as missing (enter 
NA) and only TrpCat is coded. 
160900 
 
TrpCat * Categorical measure of the number of government troops at height of conflict. 
Coding: 0 less than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 
29,999 troops 4 More than 30,000 troops 



4 
GovCas * Number of government forces members killed during the conflict. Please enter 
numbers without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of 
ranges (750 instead of 500-1000). If missing, enter NA. 
13769 
RebelNumTrps * Estimated number of total troops on rebel side at height of conflict. If even 
estimates are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous 
information, RebelNumTrps is coded as missing (enter NA) and only RebelTrpCat is coded. 
10000 
RebelTrpCat * Categorical measure of the total number of rebel troops at height of conflict. 
Coding: 0 less than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 
29,999 troops 4 More than 30,000 troops 
3 
RebelCas * Number of rebels / opposition members killed during the conflict. Please enter 
numbers without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of 
ranges (750 instead of 500-1000). If missing, enter NA. 
12493 
ThreatSource * Role of internal and external actors with regard to the rebels in the conflict. 
Coding: 1 primarily internal conflict with minor to moderate level of support to rebels from 
external actors 2 primarily externally sponsored conflict with local insurgents 3 entirely 
domestic opposition (no external assistance). 
1 
TargHelp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state committed any military troops to 
assist or advise the rebels. 
0 
AsstCombat * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state engaged in combat to assist the 
rebels. 
0 
AsstArms * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided arms or other material aid 
to assist the rebels. 
0 
AsstEcon * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided economic support to the 
rebels. 
1 
AsstSanct * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided, on its territory, sanctuaries 
for the rebels. 
1 
TargSupp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided any type of support to 
assist the rebels. 
1 
ConflictEthnic * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ethnic conflict. 
Following a conventional definition, ethnic conflicts involve “groups that identify with a 
distinct ethnic or cultural heritage” (Regan 1996: 338). Ethnic wars have been defined as 
“wars among communities (ethnicities) who are in conflict over the power relationship that 
exists between those communities and the state” (Sambanis 2001: 261). Additionally, the 
groups in ethnic conflicts “hold irreconcilable visions of the identity, borders, and citizenship 
of the state. They do not seek to control a state whose identity all sides accept, but rather to 
redefine or divide the state itself” (Kaufman 1996: 138). 



1 
EthnicGroups * When applicable, name the primary ethnic group or groups contributing 
rebel fighters to the opposition movement. Separate group names with ;. Please try to use 
ethnic group names that are listed in http://www.icr.ethz.ch/research/greg/groups.xls. If not 
applicable, enter NA. 
Tamil 
ConflictRelig * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a religious conflict. The 
primary feature of religious conflicts in this definition is that insurgent leaders frequently and 
systematically invoke religion as a motivation and justification for the conflict (cf. 
Juergensmeyer 2003: 57). 
0 
ConflictIdeol * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ideological conflict, 
with alignments across ethnic borders. Insurgents may strive for a different regime type 
and/or political order, but their primary aim does not contain the systematic exclusion of 
specific ethnic or religious groups. 
0 
ConflictSecess * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a secessionist conflict 
and the insurgents aim to create a separate state outside the current regime’s authority. 
1 
LastCW * Years since last civil war. Enter an integer number of years. If no civil war 
occurred before, enter NA. 
0 
 
Conflict outcome variables 
 
Win * Who won the conflict? 1 Counterinsurgents (government and/or intervener) 2 
Insurgents/rebels/rebel affiliates 3 Undecided 
1 
ConflictOutcome * Categorical variable that describes how the government terminated its 
military conflict. 0 Conflict ongoing. 1 Government militarily defeated the rebels. 2 
Government negotiated a settlement that resulted in a compromise with the insurgents over 
governance (e.g., a power-sharing agreement). 3 The country was partitioned into two or 
more separate countries at the end of the conflict 4 Rebels militarily defeated the 
government. 
1 
GovComp * GovComp Who was in control of the central government at the end of the 
conflict (i.e. at Enddate)? 1 Insurgents (the previous opposition; groups associated with the 
insurgents; political wings of rebels; etc.) 2 Government (the previous incumbent 
government; politicians associated with the previous regime; etc.) 3 Foreign intervener 4 
Power-sharing: both previous rebels and previous incumbents began sharing political power 
in a joint government at the end of the conflict 5 Unclear: failing or failed state 
2 
 
Maintain * The number of months the government remained in power after the termination 
of the conflict (Enddate). This variable varies from zero, when the regime was never 
stabilized, to 60, when the regime remained in power for at least five years post-conflict. 
24 



MNF * Dummy variable coded 1 if a multinational peacekeeping force was established and 
remained in the conflict region after the termination of the conflict. 
0 
 
Sources * Sources Abbreviated identifier for each source used to code a case. The full 
source citations are provided with their identifying code below. Use Chicaco 15th B citation 
style. 
 
Byman, Daniel and Sarah E. Kreps. 2010. Agents of destruction? applying principal/agent analysis to 
state-sponsored terrorism. International Studies Perspectives 11:1-18 
 
Clodfelter, Michael. 2002. Warfare and armed conflicts. Jefferson, N.C.: McFarland 
 
Cronin, Audrey Kurth. 2009. How terrorism ends. Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press. 
 
EACD 2009 
 
Hussain, Syed Rifaat. 2010. Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam (LTTE): failed quest for a ‘homeland’. In 
Violent Non-State Actors in World Politics, edited by K. Mulaj, 381-412. New York: Columbia 
University Press. 
 
Krishna, Sankaran. 2010. Sri Lanka: challenges in state consolidation and minority integration. In 
South Asia’s weak states: understanding the regional security predicament. Edited by T.V. Paul, 220-
240. Stanford, C.A.: Stanford University Press. 
 
Sambanis 2006 
 
UCDP 2010 



Conflict Cases Research Journal 
 
* Required 
 
1. Conflict identifiers 
 
Conflict ID * Which conflict from the list of Conflict Cases is this? Please provide ConYr. 
(Please note that ConYr may have to be adjusted based on new start dates: if you find that 
the actual start date of a conflict diverges from the one provided in the Conflict Cases list, 
please update this Conflict ID to reflect the correct start year. E.g. if the Afghanistan conflict 
7001980 actually started in 1978, please provide 7001978 as the ID.) 
7901960 
 
ConflictCountry * In which country did the conflict occur? 
Nepal 
Startdate *  
2/1/1960 
Enddate *  
11/8/1962 
Comments on start- and enddate. Insert comments on problems/ambiguities with the start- 
and enddates of the conflict here. 
The start date corresponds to the date given in PRIO, while the end date is when the head of the 
Nepali Congress formally suspended rebel activities after the Prime Minister of India asked him to so 
that India could get the support of the Nepali King in fighting a War with China. 
IncGov * Provide the name of the incumbent government/regime (head of gov't/regime, 
party) 
King Mahendra Bir Bikram Shah 
 
Rebel1 * Provide the names of the opposition group(s), rebel group(s) and other actors that 
were identified as opposing the central government 
Nepali Congress Party 
Rebel2 
 
 
Rebel3 
 
Rebel4 
 
Coup * Is this conflict best described as a coup? Is the government defending itself against 
or reversing a coup -- rather than a case in which there is an armed insurgent movement? If 
YES (=1), do not continue coding this case for now and mark the case’s status as “Coup” in 
the Conflict_Cases document. If NO coup (=0), and an insurgency is present, continue 
coding the variables below. 
0 
Region * Geographic region of the country in which the rebels and/or the fighting was 
concentrated. Depending on the conflict this could be the name of a province, state, or 
administrative district in the conflict country, a description (e.g., “primarily the southern half of 



the country, south of the capital to the border with Pakistan”), or a named region (e.g., the 
Darfur region of Sudan). If dispersed throughout the county, enter “entire country”.  
 
 the conflict occurred in various cities throughout West, East, and South Nepal, but did not permeate 
the entire country. 
 
Concentration * Estimate the percentage of the geographic area of the country 
experiencing significant violence related to the conflict at any point during the conflict. 
Violence should be considered significant if battles/clashes between the rebels and 
government forces took place in a region, civilians were killed by government or rebel forces 
in a region, or government or rebel attacks occurred regularly in a region. Coding: 1 Less 
than 25% 2 25-50% 3 50-75% 4 More than 75% 
2 
 
2. Counterinsurgency characteristics 
Note: These variables should be coded in reference to the entire conflict, from Startdate to 
Enddate. Even in conflict in which the government began COIN operations with a light force 
model, if the majority of the conflict featured a heavy force model, this variable should be 
coded as 2. 
 
ForceModel * Primary type of force used by government troops. Coding: 1 Light force: 
Primary use of ground combat units that do not include large military equipment (may 
include close air support) 2 Heavy force: Primarily large-unit, concentrated firepower combat 
with mechanized units (may include strategic bombing) Close air support is defined as “air 
action by fixed-wing (FW) and rotary-wing (RW) aircraft against hostile targets that are in 
close proximity to friendly forces. […] It is planned and executed to support ground tactical 
units. CAS execution is tightly integrated at the tactical level with the fire and maneuver of 
supported ground forces.” (Joint Chiefs of Staff, Joint Publication 3-09.3). Close air support 
can be provided by any unit of the armed forces. Strategic bombing is defined as the 
massive, centrally coordinated bombing of military and civilian targets for strategic purposes, 
usually conducted by an air force. 
1 
StrategicAir * What role did strategic bombing play in the government’s military strategy? 
(see definition above). Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 
Resettle * What role did resettlement play in the government’s military strategy? 
Resettlement is defined as the forced relocation of civilian populations to deny guerillas 
access to resources, sanctuary, and other types of support; provide greater security for 
noncombatants; and/or separate combatants from noncombatants. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 
3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 
CivAction * What role did projects intended to improve the material well-being of play in the 
government’s military strategy? Examples: building schools, roads, bridges, hospitals; 
providing medical care, clean water or electricity; and creating jobs for local residents. 
Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 



CivSecure * What role did attempts to protect noncombatantfs from harm caused by the 
insurgents play in the government’s military strategy? Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 
Extensive 
1 
Decap * What role did attempts to capture and kill the top leader(s) of the insurgent 
movement play in the government’s military strategy? Compare this variable to Jenna 
Jordan’s decapitation data. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
3 
CivKill * Did mass killing of civilians occur? Mass killing is defined as > 50,000 intentional 
civilian deaths in a campaign (within <6 years) (Valentino et al. 2004) Coding: 0 No 1 Yes 
0 
CivTarget * To what extent did the military forces of the government intentionally select 
civilians as direct objects of attack or consistently fail to discriminate between combatants 
and noncombatants in their military operations? Combatants are defined as individuals that 
engage in armed resistance against regime forces. Coding: 1 Rarely 2 Moderately 3 
Extensively 
1 
ForceDescrip * A narrative description of the type of force used by the government. 
Describe the strategy (or strategies) that the government used to counter the domestic 
threat. Note changes in strategy over time and major differences between the strategies and 
tactics used by different military units, different governments, or in different regions. This 
space can also be used to provide clarification on the variables coded above. 
 
the government’s first strategy for the conflict was to “tighten security precautions” and attempts to 
“conciliate” the opposition through leniency. Later with the order of a decree, the government 
restricted any rebel activity or association. The government also entered a policy of summoning any 
Nepalese citizen abroad back by threatening them with imprisonment, fines, confiscation of property, 
and denial of citizenship rights (can be assumed to target the forces that were seeking sanctuary in 
India). 
 
Following the increased violence (which included raids on police posts, attacks on officials, and armed 
uprisings), the government took more drastic actions. These included large arrests of those accused 
of aiding the rebels as well as the leaders of the rebels themselves and setting up emergency 
tribunals to convict those arrested. After riots in which where 10 villages were sacked by armed 
rioters, the government sent troops to put it down. 
 
The government also set up a special police guard, which would be under military command and 
receive higher pay then the police. The formation of this guard was in reaction to the tendency of the 
local police to put up little resistance to the rebels or actively cooperate with them. 
 
There was also armed fighting between COIN and rebel forces during which COIN forces often had 
the upper hand and were able to drive out rebel forces from any stronghold they had taken control of. 
 
Many attacks by rebels included sabotaging infrastructure and dynamiting government buildings 
rather then head to head combat with COIN troops. 
 
 
NumTrps * Number of government troops at height of conflict. Measured as maximum 
number of regular military personnel (air, ground, and sea) under central government 
authority during the conflict. When exact numbers cannot be located, coders may estimate 



from information about the military units. If even estimates are unreliable because of a lack 
of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, NumTrps is coded as missing (enter 
NA) and only TrpCat is coded. 
NA 
 
TrpCat * Categorical measure of the number of government troops at height of conflict. 
Coding: 0 less than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 
29,999 troops 4 More than 30,000 troops 
0 
GovCas * Number of government forces members killed during the conflict. Please enter 
numbers without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of 
ranges (750 instead of 500-1000). If missing, enter NA. 
NA 
RebelNumTrps * Estimated number of total troops on rebel side at height of conflict. If even 
estimates are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous 
information, RebelNumTrps is coded as missing (enter NA) and only RebelTrpCat is coded. 
3000 
RebelTrpCat * Categorical measure of the total number of rebel troops at height of conflict. 
Coding: 0 less than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 
29,999 troops 4 More than 30,000 troops 
2 
RebelCas * Number of rebels / opposition members killed during the conflict. Please enter 
numbers without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of 
ranges (750 instead of 500-1000). If missing, enter NA. 
NA 
ThreatSource * Role of internal and external actors with regard to the rebels in the conflict. 
Coding: 1 primarily internal conflict with minor to moderate level of support to rebels from 
external actors 2 primarily externally sponsored conflict with local insurgents 3 entirely 
domestic opposition (no external assistance). 
1 
TargHelp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state committed any military troops to 
assist or advise the rebels. 
0 
AsstCombat * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state engaged in combat to assist the 
rebels. 
0 
AsstArms * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided arms or other material aid 
to assist the rebels. 
0 
AsstEcon * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided economic support to the 
rebels. 
0 
AsstSanct * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided, on its territory, sanctuaries 
for the rebels. 
1 
TargSupp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided any type of support to 
assist the rebels. 
1 



ConflictEthnic * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ethnic conflict. 
Following a conventional definition, ethnic conflicts involve “groups that identify with a 
distinct ethnic or cultural heritage” (Regan 1996: 338). Ethnic wars have been defined as 
“wars among communities (ethnicities) who are in conflict over the power relationship that 
exists between those communities and the state” (Sambanis 2001: 261). Additionally, the 
groups in ethnic conflicts “hold irreconcilable visions of the identity, borders, and citizenship 
of the state. They do not seek to control a state whose identity all sides accept, but rather to 
redefine or divide the state itself” (Kaufman 1996: 138). 
0 
EthnicGroups * When applicable, name the primary ethnic group or groups contributing 
rebel fighters to the opposition movement. Separate group names with ;. Please try to use 
ethnic group names that are listed in http://www.icr.ethz.ch/research/greg/groups.xls. If not 
applicable, enter NA. 
NA 
ConflictRelig * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a religious conflict. The 
primary feature of religious conflicts in this definition is that insurgent leaders frequently and 
systematically invoke religion as a motivation and justification for the conflict (cf. 
Juergensmeyer 2003: 57). 
0 
ConflictIdeol * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ideological conflict, 
with alignments across ethnic borders. Insurgents may strive for a different regime type 
and/or political order, but their primary aim does not contain the systematic exclusion of 
specific ethnic or religious groups. 
1 
ConflictSecess * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a secessionist conflict 
and the insurgents aim to create a separate state outside the current regime’s authority. 
0 
LastCW * Years since last civil war. Enter an integer number of years. If no civil war 
occurred before, enter NA. 
9 
 
Conflict outcome variables 
 
Win * Who won the conflict? 1 Counterinsurgents (government and/or intervener) 2 
Insurgents/rebels/rebel affiliates 3 Undecided 
1 
ConflictOutcome * Categorical variable that describes how the government terminated its 
military conflict. 0 Conflict ongoing. 1 Government militarily defeated the rebels. 2 
Government negotiated a settlement that resulted in a compromise with the insurgents over 
governance (e.g., a power-sharing agreement). 3 The country was partitioned into two or 
more separate countries at the end of the conflict 4 Rebels militarily defeated the 
government. 
2 
GovComp * GovComp Who was in control of the central government at the end of the 
conflict (i.e. at Enddate)? 1 Insurgents (the previous opposition; groups associated with the 
insurgents; political wings of rebels; etc.) 2 Government (the previous incumbent 
government; politicians associated with the previous regime; etc.) 3 Foreign intervener 4 



Power-sharing: both previous rebels and previous incumbents began sharing political power 
in a joint government at the end of the conflict 5 Unclear: failing or failed state 
2 
 
Maintain * The number of months the government remained in power after the termination 
of the conflict (Enddate). This variable varies from zero, when the regime was never 
stabilized, to 60, when the regime remained in power for at least five years post-conflict. 
60 
MNF * Dummy variable coded 1 if a multinational peacekeeping force was established and 
remained in the conflict region after the termination of the conflict. 
0 
 
Sources * Sources Abbreviated identifier for each source used to code a case. The full 
source citations are provided with their identifying code below. Use Chicaco 15th B citation 
style. 
 
EACD 2009 
 
Facts on File Inc., 1960, 1961, 1962. Encyclopedia of World History. Facts on File Library of World 
History. New York: Facts on File. 
 
Keesing’s Record of World Events. 1961-1962. Ed. Roger East. Cambridge: Longman. 
 
PRIO 2010 
 
Shrestha, Nanda and Keshav Bhattarai. Historical Dictionary of Nepal. Lanham, Maryland: The 
Scarecrow Press, Inc. 2003. 
 
UCDP 2010 



Conflict Cases Research Journal 
 
* Required 
 
1. Conflict identifiers 
 
Conflict ID * Which conflict from the list of Conflict Cases is this? Please provide ConYr. 
(Please note that ConYr may have to be adjusted based on new start dates: if you find that 
the actual start date of a conflict diverges from the one provided in the Conflict Cases list, 
please update this Conflict ID to reflect the correct start year. E.g. if the Afghanistan conflict 
7001980 actually started in 1978, please provide 7001978 as the ID.) 
7901996 
 
ConflictCountry * In which country did the conflict occur? 
Nepal 
Startdate *  
2/13/1996 
Enddate *  
11/21/2006 
Comments on start- and enddate. Insert comments on problems/ambiguities with the start- 
and enddates of the conflict here. 
The startdate was the day on which the Communist Party of Nepal (Maoist) declared the 
“Nepalese People’s War.” The enddate was the day on which the government and rebels 
signed the Comprehensive Peace Accord. 
IncGov * Provide the name of the incumbent government/regime (head of gov't/regime, 
party) 
King Birendra, King Gyanendra after 2001 
Rebel1 * Provide the names of the opposition group(s), rebel group(s) and other actors that 
were identified as opposing the central government 
Communist Party of Nepal (Maoist) 
Rebel2 
 
 
Rebel3 
 
Rebel4 
 
Coup * Is this conflict best described as a coup? Is the government defending itself against 
or reversing a coup -- rather than a case in which there is an armed insurgent movement? If 
YES (=1), do not continue coding this case for now and mark the case’s status as “Coup” in 
the Conflict_Cases document. If NO coup (=0), and an insurgency is present, continue 
coding the variables below. 
0 
Region * Geographic region of the country in which the rebels and/or the fighting was 
concentrated. Depending on the conflict this could be the name of a province, state, or 
administrative district in the conflict country, a description (e.g., “primarily the southern half of 
the country, south of the capital to the border with Pakistan”), or a named region (e.g., the 
Darfur region of Sudan). If dispersed throughout the county, enter “entire country”.  



 
entire country 
 
 
Concentration * Estimate the percentage of the geographic area of the country 
experiencing significant violence related to the conflict at any point during the conflict. 
Violence should be considered significant if battles/clashes between the rebels and 
government forces took place in a region, civilians were killed by government or rebel forces 
in a region, or government or rebel attacks occurred regularly in a region. Coding: 1 Less 
than 25% 2 25-50% 3 50-75% 4 More than 75% 
2 
 
2. Counterinsurgency characteristics 
Note: These variables should be coded in reference to the entire conflict, from Startdate to 
Enddate. Even in conflict in which the government began COIN operations with a light force 
model, if the majority of the conflict featured a heavy force model, this variable should be 
coded as 2. 
 
ForceModel * Primary type of force used by government troops. Coding: 1 Light force: 
Primary use of ground combat units that do not include large military equipment (may 
include close air support) 2 Heavy force: Primarily large-unit, concentrated firepower combat 
with mechanized units (may include strategic bombing) Close air support is defined as “air 
action by fixed-wing (FW) and rotary-wing (RW) aircraft against hostile targets that are in 
close proximity to friendly forces. […] It is planned and executed to support ground tactical 
units. CAS execution is tightly integrated at the tactical level with the fire and maneuver of 
supported ground forces.” (Joint Chiefs of Staff, Joint Publication 3-09.3). Close air support 
can be provided by any unit of the armed forces. Strategic bombing is defined as the 
massive, centrally coordinated bombing of military and civilian targets for strategic purposes, 
usually conducted by an air force. 
1 
StrategicAir * What role did strategic bombing play in the government’s military strategy? 
(see definition above). Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 
Resettle * What role did resettlement play in the government’s military strategy? 
Resettlement is defined as the forced relocation of civilian populations to deny guerillas 
access to resources, sanctuary, and other types of support; provide greater security for 
noncombatants; and/or separate combatants from noncombatants. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 
3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 
CivAction * What role did projects intended to improve the material well-being of play in the 
government’s military strategy? Examples: building schools, roads, bridges, hospitals; 
providing medical care, clean water or electricity; and creating jobs for local residents. 
Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
2 
CivSecure * What role did attempts to protect noncombatantfs from harm caused by the 
insurgents play in the government’s military strategy? Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 
Extensive 
1 



Decap * What role did attempts to capture and kill the top leader(s) of the insurgent 
movement play in the government’s military strategy? Compare this variable to Jenna 
Jordan’s decapitation data. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 
CivKill * Did mass killing of civilians occur? Mass killing is defined as > 50,000 intentional 
civilian deaths in a campaign (within <6 years) (Valentino et al. 2004) Coding: 0 No 1 Yes 
0 
CivTarget * To what extent did the military forces of the government intentionally select 
civilians as direct objects of attack or consistently fail to discriminate between combatants 
and noncombatants in their military operations? Combatants are defined as individuals that 
engage in armed resistance against regime forces. Coding: 1 Rarely 2 Moderately 3 
Extensively 
2 
ForceDescrip * A narrative description of the type of force used by the government. 
Describe the strategy (or strategies) that the government used to counter the domestic 
threat. Note changes in strategy over time and major differences between the strategies and 
tactics used by different military units, different governments, or in different regions. This 
space can also be used to provide clarification on the variables coded above. 
 
The police effort to put down the insurgency has largely failed, and many police abandon 
their posts out of fear of being killed (Obe, p. 14). The military “has good rifles, Ferret scout 
cars and a number of ex-East German BTR 70s. There are a few howitzers of varying 
calibers. In support of the Army is an air wing using Skyvan, Puma and Super Puma. It has 
the capability to lift two companies at any one time” (Obe, p. 20). 
 
NumTrps * Number of government troops at height of conflict. Measured as maximum 
number of regular military personnel (air, ground, and sea) under central government 
authority during the conflict. When exact numbers cannot be located, coders may estimate 
from information about the military units. If even estimates are unreliable because of a lack 
of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, NumTrps is coded as missing (enter 
NA) and only TrpCat is coded. 
46000 
 
TrpCat * Categorical measure of the number of government troops at height of conflict. 
Coding: 0 less than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 
29,999 troops 4 More than 30,000 troops 
4 
GovCas * Number of government forces members killed during the conflict. Please enter 
numbers without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of 
ranges (750 instead of 500-1000). If missing, enter NA. 
NA 
RebelNumTrps * Estimated number of total troops on rebel side at height of conflict. If even 
estimates are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous 
information, RebelNumTrps is coded as missing (enter NA) and only RebelTrpCat is coded. 
NA 
RebelTrpCat * Categorical measure of the total number of rebel troops at height of conflict. 
Coding: 0 less than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 
29,999 troops 4 More than 30,000 troops 



2 
RebelCas * Number of rebels / opposition members killed during the conflict. Please enter 
numbers without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of 
ranges (750 instead of 500-1000). If missing, enter NA. 
NA 
ThreatSource * Role of internal and external actors with regard to the rebels in the conflict. 
Coding: 1 primarily internal conflict with minor to moderate level of support to rebels from 
external actors 2 primarily externally sponsored conflict with local insurgents 3 entirely 
domestic opposition (no external assistance). 
3 
TargHelp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state committed any military troops to 
assist or advise the rebels. 
0 
AsstCombat * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state engaged in combat to assist the 
rebels. 
0 
AsstArms * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided arms or other material aid 
to assist the rebels. 
0 
AsstEcon * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided economic support to the 
rebels. 
0 
AsstSanct * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided, on its territory, sanctuaries 
for the rebels. 
0 
TargSupp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided any type of support to 
assist the rebels. 
0 
ConflictEthnic * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ethnic conflict. 
Following a conventional definition, ethnic conflicts involve “groups that identify with a 
distinct ethnic or cultural heritage” (Regan 1996: 338). Ethnic wars have been defined as 
“wars among communities (ethnicities) who are in conflict over the power relationship that 
exists between those communities and the state” (Sambanis 2001: 261). Additionally, the 
groups in ethnic conflicts “hold irreconcilable visions of the identity, borders, and citizenship 
of the state. They do not seek to control a state whose identity all sides accept, but rather to 
redefine or divide the state itself” (Kaufman 1996: 138). 
0 
EthnicGroups * When applicable, name the primary ethnic group or groups contributing 
rebel fighters to the opposition movement. Separate group names with ;. Please try to use 
ethnic group names that are listed in http://www.icr.ethz.ch/research/greg/groups.xls. If not 
applicable, enter NA. 
NA 
ConflictRelig * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a religious conflict. The 
primary feature of religious conflicts in this definition is that insurgent leaders frequently and 
systematically invoke religion as a motivation and justification for the conflict (cf. 
Juergensmeyer 2003: 57). 
0 



ConflictIdeol * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ideological conflict, 
with alignments across ethnic borders. Insurgents may strive for a different regime type 
and/or political order, but their primary aim does not contain the systematic exclusion of 
specific ethnic or religious groups. 
1 
ConflictSecess * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a secessionist conflict 
and the insurgents aim to create a separate state outside the current regime’s authority. 
0 
LastCW * Years since last civil war. Enter an integer number of years. If no civil war 
occurred before, enter NA. 
NA 
 
Conflict outcome variables 
 
Win * Who won the conflict? 1 Counterinsurgents (government and/or intervener) 2 
Insurgents/rebels/rebel affiliates 3 Undecided 
1 
ConflictOutcome * Categorical variable that describes how the government terminated its 
military conflict. 0 Conflict ongoing. 1 Government militarily defeated the rebels. 2 
Government negotiated a settlement that resulted in a compromise with the insurgents over 
governance (e.g., a power-sharing agreement). 3 The country was partitioned into two or 
more separate countries at the end of the conflict 4 Rebels militarily defeated the 
government. 
1 
GovComp * GovComp Who was in control of the central government at the end of the 
conflict (i.e. at Enddate)? 1 Insurgents (the previous opposition; groups associated with the 
insurgents; political wings of rebels; etc.) 2 Government (the previous incumbent 
government; politicians associated with the previous regime; etc.) 3 Foreign intervener 4 
Power-sharing: both previous rebels and previous incumbents began sharing political power 
in a joint government at the end of the conflict 5 Unclear: failing or failed state 
2 
 
Maintain * The number of months the government remained in power after the termination 
of the conflict (Enddate). This variable varies from zero, when the regime was never 
stabilized, to 60, when the regime remained in power for at least five years post-conflict. 
60 
MNF * Dummy variable coded 1 if a multinational peacekeeping force was established and 
remained in the conflict region after the termination of the conflict. 
0 
 
Sources * Sources Abbreviated identifier for each source used to code a case. The full 
source citations are provided with their identifying code below. Use Chicaco 15th B citation 
style. 
 
Obe, SD Crane. “The Maoist Insurgency in Nepal: 1996-2001,”USAWC Research Strategy 
Research Project, accessed March 15, 2011, 
 
http://smallwarsjournal.com/documents/crane1.pdf. 



Human Rights Watch. Waiting for Justice: Unpunished Crimes from Nepal’s Armed Conflict. 
Human Rights Watch: New York. 2008. 
 
“Nepal- Amnesty International Report 2008”, Human Rights Watch, accessed March 14, 
2011, http://www.amnesty.org/en/region/nepal/report-2008. 
 
“Country Brief: Nepal”, Financial Standards Foundation, accessed 14 March, 2011. 
http://estandardsforum.org/system/briefs/290/original/brief-Nepal.pdf?1268172785 
 
Facts on File Inc., 1996-2006. Encyclopedia of World History. Facts on File Library of World 
History. New York: Facts on 
File. 
 
“Nepal”, New York Times, accessed 11 April 2011. 
http://topics.nytimes.com/top/news/international/countriesandterritories/nepal/index.html?scp
=1-spot&sq=nepal&st=cse 



Conflict Cases Research Journal 
 
* Required 

 

1. Conflict identifiers 
 
Conflict ID * Which conflict from the list of Conflict Cases is this? Please provide ConYr. (Please note 
that ConYr may have to be adjusted based on new start dates: if you find that the actual start date of a 
conflict diverges from the one provided in the Conflict Cases list, please update this Conflict ID to reflect 
the correct start year. E.g. if the Afghanistan conflict 7001980 actually started in 1978, please provide 
7001978 as the ID.) 
8001965 
 
ConflictCountry * In which country did the conflict occur? 
Thailand 
 
Startdate *  
08/07/1965 
 
Enddate *  
12/31/1982 
 
Comments on start- and enddate. Insert comments on problems/ambiguities with the start- and 
enddates of the conflict here. 
 
IncGov * Provide the name of the incumbent government/regime (head of gov't/regime, party) 
Thai Government had many Prime Ministers over this long time period, but Thanom Kittikhachon served 
from 1963-1973, followed by Seni Pramoj (1975-1976).  These saw the worst of the fighting. 
 
Rebel1 * Provide the names of the opposition group(s), rebel group(s) and other actors that were 
identified as opposing the central government 
Thai Communist Party (CPT) 
 
Rebel2 
 
Rebel3 
 
Rebel4 
 
Coup * Is this conflict best described as a coup? Is the government defending itself against or reversing a 
coup -- rather than a case in which there is an armed insurgent movement? If YES (=1), do not continue 
coding this case for now and mark the case’s status as “Coup” in the Conflict_Cases document. If NO 
coup (=0), and an insurgency is present, continue coding the variables below. 
0 
 
Region * Geographic region of the country in which the rebels and/or the fighting was concentrated. 
Depending on the conflict this could be the name of a province, state, or administrative district in the 
conflict country, a description (e.g., “primarily the southern half of the country, south of the capital to the 
border with Pakistan”), or a named region (e.g., the Darfur region of Sudan). If dispersed throughout the 
county, enter “entire country”.  
The conflict was initially focused on 2 areas: southeastern Thailand near the Malaysia border and 
northeast Thailand in the Nakhon Phanom Province (near the Laos border).  By 1967 insurgents were 
operating in 30 of Thailand’s 71 provinces. 
 



Concentration * Estimate the percentage of the geographic area of the country experiencing significant 
violence related to the conflict at any point during the conflict. Violence should be considered significant if 
battles/clashes between the rebels and government forces took place in a region, civilians were killed by 
government or rebel forces in a region, or government or rebel attacks occurred regularly in a region. 
Coding: 1 Less than 25% 2 25-50% 3 50-75% 4 More than 75% 
2 
 

2. Counterinsurgency characteristics 
Note: These variables should be coded in reference to the entire conflict, from Startdate to Enddate. Even 
in conflict in which the government began COIN operations with a light force model, if the majority of the 
conflict featured a heavy force model, this variable should be coded as 2. 
 
ForceModel * Primary type of force used by government troops. Coding: 1 Light force: Primary use of 
ground combat units that do not include large military equipment (may include close air support) 2 Heavy 
force: Primarily large-unit, concentrated firepower combat with mechanized units (may include strategic 
bombing) Close air support is defined as “air action by fixed-wing (FW) and rotary-wing (RW) aircraft 
against hostile targets that are in close proximity to friendly forces. […] It is planned and executed to 
support ground tactical units. CAS execution is tightly integrated at the tactical level with the fire and 
maneuver of supported ground forces.” (Joint Chiefs of Staff, Joint Publication 3-09.3). Close air support 
can be provided by any unit of the armed forces. Strategic bombing is defined as the massive, centrally 
coordinated bombing of military and civilian targets for strategic purposes, usually conducted by an air 
force. 
2 
 
StrategicAir * What role did strategic bombing play in the government’s military strategy? (see definition 
above). Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
4 
 
Resettle * What role did resettlement play in the government’s military strategy? Resettlement is defined 
as the forced relocation of civilian populations to deny guerillas access to resources, sanctuary, and other 
types of support; provide greater security for noncombatants; and/or separate combatants from 
noncombatants. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 
 NewCode: 2 
 
CivAction * What role did projects intended to improve the material well-being of play in the 
government’s military strategy? Examples: building schools, roads, bridges, hospitals; providing medical 
care, clean water or electricity; and creating jobs for local residents. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 
4 Extensive 
1 
 NewCode: 2 
 
CivSecure * What role did attempts to protect noncombatantfs from harm caused by the insurgents play 
in the government’s military strategy? Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 
 
Decap * What role did attempts to capture and kill the top leader(s) of the insurgent movement play in the 
government’s military strategy? Compare this variable to Jenna Jordan’s decapitation data. Coding: 1 
None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 
 
CivKill * Did mass killing of civilians occur? Mass killing is defined as > 50,000 intentional civilian deaths 
in a campaign (within <6 years) (Valentino et al. 2004) Coding: 0 No 1 Yes 
0 
 



CivTarget * To what extent did the military forces of the government intentionally select civilians as direct 
objects of attack or consistently fail to discriminate between combatants and noncombatants in their 
military operations? Combatants are defined as individuals that engage in armed resistance against 
regime forces. Coding: 1 Rarely 2 Moderately 3 Extensively 
3 
 
ForceDescrip * A narrative description of the type of force used by the government. Describe the 
strategy (or strategies) that the government used to counter the domestic threat. Note changes in strategy 
over time and major differences between the strategies and tactics used by different military units, 
different governments, or in different regions. This space can also be used to provide clarification on the 
variables coded above. 
Insurgents relied a great deal on guerilla and insurgency tactics, as well as assassinating or abducting 
government officals (20/month in 1967).  In 1968 government forces responded using fighter-bombers in 
a “bombing and strafing campaign” in the north.  This was said to increase hatred for the government and 
encourage new Communist recruits (CLOD).  Such tactics would continue into 1969 however, including 
napalm bombings.  The US military maintained a heavy presence in Thailand, and became a target of 
guerillas in April 1968; this was only part of the justification for US intervention into the conflict.  In 1971 
government strategy included a “major air and ground sweep”.  Guerillas were often able to escape these 
sweeps and retaliated through snipers and mines. CLOD describes the worst year of the insurgency as 
1972.  When captured, however, they were often treated brutally (i.e.: burned alive) - HOT.  The military 
government of Thailand was ousted in October 1973 by a student movement, and was replaced with a 
more democratic government that lessened pressure on the guerillas in hopes that they could win the 
support of the peasant population.  This lasted until October 6, 1976 when the military again took power 
back, and the hostilities continued into the early 1980s. 
 
 New ForceDescrip: 

From the onset of insurgency and guerilla warfare by the CPT in 1965, the Royal Thai 
Government and Royal Thai Army used bombing and sweeping operations in tribal villages to 
fight communists (Race, 103/Thomas, 20/Marks, 39). These attacks lasted until the mid- to late-
1970s with an official transition of counterinsurgency tactics occurring in 1979. Until that point, 
large military units supported by air units destroyed tribal villages, killing civilians and causes 
many villagers to flee to the forests as refugees who became loyal to the CPT. The forced 
resettlement of entire villages to the valleys was also employed by the RTA, with “all who 
remained [in the villages] considered communists” (Race 104). Additionally, there is evidence of 
road construction and other civilian projects, but these are identified as being of “secondary 
importance” and primarily intended to serve the needs of the police and military combating 
insurgents (Thomas, 20-22/Marks, 41) 

 
NumTrps * Number of government troops at height of conflict. Measured as maximum number of regular 
military personnel (air, ground, and sea) under central government authority during the conflict. When 
exact numbers cannot be located, coders may estimate from information about the military units. If even 
estimates are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, NumTrps 
is coded as missing (enter NA) and only TrpCat is coded. 
176400  
 
TrpCat * Categorical measure of the number of government troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 less 
than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 More than 
30,000 troops 
4 
 
GovCas * Number of government forces members killed during the conflict. Please enter numbers 
without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of ranges (750 instead of 
500-1000). If missing, enter NA. 
2500 
 



RebelNumTrps * Estimated number of total troops on rebel side at height of conflict. If even estimates 
are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, RebelNumTrps is 
coded as missing (enter NA) and only RebelTrpCat is coded. 
8000 
 
RebelTrpCat * Categorical measure of the total number of rebel troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 
less than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 More than 
30,000 troops 
3 
 
RebelCas * Number of rebels / opposition members killed during the conflict. Please enter numbers 
without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of ranges (750 instead of 
500-1000). If missing, enter NA. 
2173 
 
ThreatSource * Role of internal and external actors with regard to the rebels in the conflict. Coding: 1 
primarily internal conflict with minor to moderate level of support to rebels from external actors 2 primarily 
externally sponsored conflict with local insurgents 3 entirely domestic opposition (no external assistance). 
1 
 
TargHelp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state committed any military troops to assist or advise 
the rebels. 
1 
 
AsstCombat * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state engaged in combat to assist the rebels. 
1 
 
AsstArms * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided arms or other material aid to assist the 
rebels. 
1 
 
AsstEcon * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided economic support to the rebels. 
0 
 
AsstSanct * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided, on its territory, sanctuaries for the 
rebels. 
1 
 
TargSupp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided any type of support to assist the rebels. 
1 
 
ConflictEthnic * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ethnic conflict. Following a 
conventional definition, ethnic conflicts involve “groups that identify with a distinct ethnic or cultural 
heritage” (Regan 1996: 338). Ethnic wars have been defined as “wars among communities (ethnicities) 
who are in conflict over the power relationship that exists between those communities and the state” 
(Sambanis 2001: 261). Additionally, the groups in ethnic conflicts “hold irreconcilable visions of the 
identity, borders, and citizenship of the state. They do not seek to control a state whose identity all sides 
accept, but rather to redefine or divide the state itself” (Kaufman 1996: 138). 
0 
 
EthnicGroups * When applicable, name the primary ethnic group or groups contributing rebel fighters to 
the opposition movement. Separate group names with ;. Please try to use ethnic group names that are 
listed in http://www.icr.ethz.ch/research/greg/groups.xls. If not applicable, enter NA. 
NA 
 



ConflictRelig * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a religious conflict. The primary feature 
of religious conflicts in this definition is that insurgent leaders frequently and systematically invoke religion 
as a motivation and justification for the conflict (cf. Juergensmeyer 2003: 57). 
0 
 
ConflictIdeol * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ideological conflict, with alignments 
across ethnic borders. Insurgents may strive for a different regime type and/or political order, but their 
primary aim does not contain the systematic exclusion of specific ethnic or religious groups. 
1 
 
ConflictSecess * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a secessionist conflict and the 
insurgents aim to create a separate state outside the current regime’s authority. 
0 
 
LastCW * Years since last civil war. Enter an integer number of years. If no civil war occurred before, 
enter NA. 
NA 
 

Conflict outcome variables 
 
Win * Who won the conflict? 1 Counterinsurgents (government and/or intervener) 2 
Insurgents/rebels/rebel affiliates 3 Undecided 
1 
 
ConflictOutcome * Categorical variable that describes how the government terminated its military 
conflict. 0 Conflict ongoing. 1 Government militarily defeated the rebels. 2 Government negotiated a 
settlement that resulted in a compromise with the insurgents over governance (e.g., a power-sharing 
agreement). 3 The country was partitioned into two or more separate countries at the end of the conflict 4 
Rebels militarily defeated the government. 
1 
 
GovComp * GovComp Who was in control of the central government at the end of the conflict (i.e. at 
Enddate)? 1 Insurgents (the previous opposition; groups associated with the insurgents; political wings of 
rebels; etc.) 2 Government (the previous incumbent government; politicians associated with the previous 
regime; etc.) 3 Foreign intervener 4 Power-sharing: both previous rebels and previous incumbents began 
sharing political power in a joint government at the end of the conflict 5 Unclear: failing or failed state 
2 
 
Maintain * The number of months the government remained in power after the termination of the conflict 
(Enddate). This variable varies from zero, when the regime was never stabilized, to 60, when the regime 
remained in power for at least five years post-conflict. 
60 
 
MNF * Dummy variable coded 1 if a multinational peacekeeping force was established and remained in 
the conflict region after the termination of the conflict. 
0 
 
Sources * Sources Abbreviated identifier for each source used to code a case. The full source citations 
are provided with their identifying code below. Use Chicaco 15th B citation style. 
CLOD - Clodfelter, Micheal. 1992. Warfare and Armed Conflicts. Jefferson, NC: McFarland & Company, 
Inc. Publishers. 
 
EACD - Non-state Actor Data. Data on Armed Conflict from the Uppsala Conflict Data Research Program 
(UCDP) and CSCW. 
 



FRM - Foreign Regime Maintenance DataSet. 2010. Mapping the Trajectories of Military Intervention and 
Occupation. 
 
HOT - Baker, Chris and Pasuk Phongpaichit. 2009. A History of Thailand, 2nd Ed. Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press. 
 
UFT - Weatherbee, Donald E. 1970. The United Front in Thailand: A Documentary Analysis. Columbia, 
SC: Institute of International Studies, University of California. 
 
 New Sources: 
Marks, Thomas. 2007. “Thailand: Anatomy of a Counterinsurgency Victory.” Military Review 87(1): 35-51, 
ProQuest (225315938). 
--pgs. 37-41 
 
Race, Jeffrey. 1974. “The War in North Thailand.” Modern Asian Studies 8(1): 85-112, 
http://www.jstor.org/stable/311628 
--pg. 103-112 
 
Thomas, M. Ladd. 1986. “Communist Insurgency in Thailand: Factors Contributing to Its Decline.” Asian 
Affairs 13(1): 17-26, http://www.jstor.org/stable/30172071 
 
Notes * 
Civtarget: through widespread bombing and napalm campaigns government forces failed to discriminate 
(even if they didn’t exclusively target civilians).  CLOD cites this breadth of attack as encouraging support 
in the population for the Communist insurgents. 
NumTroops: (1969, including border police force, army, navy, marines, air force, and volunteer defense 
corps) - CLOD 
GovCas: combined guess from 2490 - FRM and 2642 – HOT 
RebelNumTroops: HOT; also combined guess from 7000 (1973) - CLOD, FRM and 10000 – EACD 
 
New Notes: 
(Thomas) 
-until 1979, counterinsurgency relied on large military units engaged in sweep-and-encirclement tactics 
and employed armor, heavy artillery, and in some instances, air support 
-socioeconomic development component, but of “secondary importance” 

*many development projects were primarily intended to serve the needs of the police and military 
combating insurgents 

 
(Marks) 
--civaction pg. 41: used primarily at the onset of counterinsurgency 
--Civtarget/Strategicair pg. 39: security forces responded with artillery and airstrikes that destroyed 
villages and threw still more recruits to the insurgency  
 
(Race) 
--Civtarget, Strategicair, resettle pgs. 103-104: 

--Royal Thai Army used bombing and sweeping operations in tribal villages to fight CPT, which in 
turn caused more villagers to flee to the forests who became loyal to the CPT 
--“Another tactic which also had the effect of creating enemies . . . the forced resettlement of 
entire villages to the valleys, with all who remained considered ‘communists’” (Race, 103) 

 



Conflict Cases Research Journal 
 
* Required 

 

1. Conflict identifiers 
 
Conflict ID * Which conflict from the list of Conflict Cases is this? Please provide ConYr. (Please note 
that ConYr may have to be adjusted based on new start dates: if you find that the actual start date of a 
conflict diverges from the one provided in the Conflict Cases list, please update this Conflict ID to reflect 
the correct start year. E.g. if the Afghanistan conflict 7001980 actually started in 1978, please provide 
7001978 as the ID.) 
8111970 
 
ConflictCountry * In which country did the conflict occur? 
Cambodia 
 
Startdate * 3/17/1970 
 
Enddate * 4/17/1975 
 
Comments on start- and enddate. Insert comments on problems/ambiguities with the start- and 
enddates of the conflict here. 
Startdate is coded from the date of General Lon Nol’s successful coup to overthrow Prince Norodom 
Sihanouk, which sparked the civil war that followed.  Notably, the principle rebel group, the Khmers 
Rouge, had been in existence since January 17, 1968 in Cambodia’s northeast, but this period (1968-
1970) of the conflict was of such low intensity that it never posed a real threat to Sinanouk’s state 
(Clodfelter 2002, 688; Brogan 1998, 157; EACD 2009, 182).  Brogan (1998, 157) dates the origins of the 
insurgency to 1963.  Enddate is coded from the time the Khmers Rouge took the Cambodian capital, 
Phnom Penh (Brogan 1998, 159). 
 
IncGov * Provide the name of the incumbent government/regime (head of gov't/regime, party) 
General Lon Nol 
 
Rebel1 * Provide the names of the opposition group(s), rebel group(s) and other actors that were 
identified as opposing the central government 
Khmer Rouge 
 
Rebel2 
National United Front of Kampuchea (FUNK) 
 
Rebel3 
 
Rebel4 
 
Coup * Is this conflict best described as a coup? Is the government defending itself against or reversing a 
coup -- rather than a case in which there is an armed insurgent movement? If YES (=1), do not continue 
coding this case for now and mark the case’s status as “Coup” in the Conflict_Cases document. If NO 
coup (=0), and an insurgency is present, continue coding the variables below. 
0 

 
Region * Geographic region of the country in which the rebels and/or the fighting was concentrated. 
Depending on the conflict this could be the name of a province, state, or administrative district in the 
conflict country, a description (e.g., “primarily the southern half of the country, south of the capital to the 



border with Pakistan”), or a named region (e.g., the Darfur region of Sudan). If dispersed throughout the 
county, enter “entire country”.  
Entire country 
 
Concentration * Estimate the percentage of the geographic area of the country experiencing significant 
violence related to the conflict at any point during the conflict. Violence should be considered significant if 
battles/clashes between the rebels and government forces took place in a region, civilians were killed by 
government or rebel forces in a region, or government or rebel attacks occurred regularly in a region. 
Coding: 1 Less than 25% 2 25-50% 3 50-75% 4 More than 75% 
4 
 
IGO * Dummy variable set to 1 if an intergovernmental organization (NATO, UN, etc...) organized, 
participated in, sponsored, or sanctioned a military intervention to maintain the regime. 
0 
 
IGOname * Name of the IGO mission that organized, participated in, sponsored, or sanctioned the 
military intervention to maintain the regime (if any). 
NA 
 
 

2. Counterinsurgency characteristics 
Note: These variables should be coded in reference to the entire conflict, from Startdate to Enddate. Even 
in conflict in which the government began COIN operations with a light force model, if the majority of the 
conflict featured a heavy force model, this variable should be coded as 2. 
 
ForceModel * Primary type of force used by government troops. Coding: 1 Light force: Primary use of 
ground combat units that do not include large military equipment (may include close air support) 2 Heavy 
force: Primarily large-unit, concentrated firepower combat with mechanized units (may include strategic 
bombing) Close air support is defined as “air action by fixed-wing (FW) and rotary-wing (RW) aircraft 
against hostile targets that are in close proximity to friendly forces. […] It is planned and executed to 
support ground tactical units. CAS execution is tightly integrated at the tactical level with the fire and 
maneuver of supported ground forces.” (Joint Chiefs of Staff, Joint Publication 3-09.3). Close air support 
can be provided by any unit of the armed forces. Strategic bombing is defined as the massive, centrally 
coordinated bombing of military and civilian targets for strategic purposes, usually conducted by an air 
force. 
2 
 
StrategicAir * What role did strategic bombing play in the government’s military strategy? (see definition 
above). Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
4 

 
Resettle * What role did resettlement play in the government’s military strategy? Resettlement is defined 
as the forced relocation of civilian populations to deny guerillas access to resources, sanctuary, and other 
types of support; provide greater security for noncombatants; and/or separate combatants from 
noncombatants. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 
 
CivAction * What role did projects intended to improve the material well-being of play in the 
government’s military strategy? Examples: building schools, roads, bridges, hospitals; providing medical 
care, clean water or electricity; and creating jobs for local residents. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 
4 Extensive 
1 
 
CivSecure * What role did attempts to protect noncombatantfs from harm caused by the insurgents play 
in the government’s military strategy? Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 



1 
 
Decap * What role did attempts to capture and kill the top leader(s) of the insurgent movement play in the 
government’s military strategy? Compare this variable to Jenna Jordan’s decapitation data. Coding: 1 
None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 
 
CivKill * Did mass killing of civilians occur? Mass killing is defined as > 50,000 intentional civilian deaths 
in a campaign (within <6 years) (Valentino et al. 2004) Coding: 0 No 1 Yes 
1 
 
CivTarget * To what extent did the military forces of the government intentionally select civilians as direct 
objects of attack or consistently fail to discriminate between combatants and noncombatants in their 
military operations? Combatants are defined as individuals that engage in armed resistance against 
regime forces. Coding: 1 Rarely 2 Moderately 3 Extensively 
3 
 
ForceDescrip * A narrative description of the type of force used by the government. Describe the 
strategy (or strategies) that the government used to counter the domestic threat. Note changes in strategy 
over time and major differences between the strategies and tactics used by different military units, 
different governments, or in different regions. This space can also be used to provide clarification on the 
variables coded above. 
The Lon Nol government relied extensively on aerial bombing campaigns conducted by the United State, 
which targeted both the Khmer Rouge rebels and their North Vietnamese Army and Vietcong allies 
(Brogan 1998, 159-59).  The conflict was characterized in part by guerrilla-style fighting, though the 
government was also involved in large-scale offensives, especially in an effort to keep open various 
routes into and out of Phnom Penh (Clodfelter 2002, 688).  The government did not face guerrilla-style 
warfare from the Khmer Rouge only.  As Clodfelter (2002, 688) notes, “By March 1973 the Khmer Rouge 
had graduated in their school of protracted warfare to the level of multibattalion attacks.”  This transition 
coincided roughly with the end of the massive U.S. bombing campaigns in August 1973.  In combination, 
the end of U.S. air strategic air support and the Khmer Rouge’s increased strength and improved training 
and capabilities spelled doom for the Lon Nol regime. 
 
NumTrps * Number of government troops at height of conflict. Measured as maximum number of regular 
military personnel (air, ground, and sea) under central government authority during the conflict. When 
exact numbers cannot be located, coders may estimate from information about the military units. If even 
estimates are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, NumTrps 
is coded as missing (enter NA) and only TrpCat is coded. 
123000 
 
TrpCat * Categorical measure of the number of government troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 less 
than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 More than 
30,000 troops 
4 
 
GovCas * Number of government forces members killed during the conflict. Please enter numbers 
without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of ranges (750 instead of 
500-1000). If missing, enter NA. 
50000 
 
RebelNumTrps * Estimated number of total troops on rebel side at height of conflict. If even estimates 
are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, RebelNumTrps is 
coded as missing (enter NA) and only RebelTrpCat is coded. 
50000 
 



RebelTrpCat * Categorical measure of the total number of rebel troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 
less than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 More than 
30,000 troops 
4 
 
RebelCas * Number of rebels / opposition members killed during the conflict. Please enter numbers 
without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of ranges (750 instead of 
500-1000). If missing, enter NA. 
20000 
 
ThreatSource * Role of internal and external actors with regard to the rebels in the conflict. Coding: 1 
primarily internal conflict with minor to moderate level of support to rebels from external actors 2 primarily 
externally sponsored conflict with local insurgents 3 entirely domestic opposition (no external assistance). 
2 
 
TargHelp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state committed any military troops to assist or advise 
the rebels. 
1 
 
AsstCombat * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state engaged in combat to assist the rebels. 
1 
 
AsstArms * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided arms or other material aid to assist the 
rebels. 
1 
 
AsstEcon * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided economic support to the rebels. 
1 
 
AsstSanct * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided, on its territory, sanctuaries for the 
rebels. 
1 
 
TargSupp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided any type of support to assist the rebels. 
1 
 
ConflictEthnic * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ethnic conflict. Following a 
conventional definition, ethnic conflicts involve “groups that identify with a distinct ethnic or cultural 
heritage” (Regan 1996: 338). Ethnic wars have been defined as “wars among communities (ethnicities) 
who are in conflict over the power relationship that exists between those communities and the state” 
(Sambanis 2001: 261). Additionally, the groups in ethnic conflicts “hold irreconcilable visions of the 
identity, borders, and citizenship of the state. They do not seek to control a state whose identity all sides 
accept, but rather to redefine or divide the state itself” (Kaufman 1996: 138). 
0 
 
EthnicGroups * When applicable, name the primary ethnic group or groups contributing rebel fighters to 
the opposition movement. Separate group names with ;. Please try to use ethnic group names that are 
listed in http://www.icr.ethz.ch/research/greg/groups.xls. If not applicable, enter NA. 
NA 
 
ConflictRelig * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a religious conflict. The primary feature 
of religious conflicts in this definition is that insurgent leaders frequently and systematically invoke religion 
as a motivation and justification for the conflict (cf. Juergensmeyer 2003: 57). 
0 
 



ConflictIdeol * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ideological conflict, with alignments 
across ethnic borders. Insurgents may strive for a different regime type and/or political order, but their 
primary aim does not contain the systematic exclusion of specific ethnic or religious groups. 
1 
 
ConflictSecess * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a secessionist conflict and the 
insurgents aim to create a separate state outside the current regime’s authority. 
0 
 
LastCW * Years since last civil war. Enter an integer number of years. If no civil war occurred before, 
enter NA. 
NA 
 

Conflict outcome variables 
 
Win * Who won the conflict? 1 Counterinsurgents (government and/or intervener) 2 
Insurgents/rebels/rebel affiliates 3 Undecided 
2 
 
ConflictOutcome * Categorical variable that describes how the government terminated its military 
conflict. 0 Conflict ongoing. 1 Government militarily defeated the rebels. 2 Government negotiated a 
settlement that resulted in a compromise with the insurgents over governance (e.g., a power-sharing 
agreement). 3 The country was partitioned into two or more separate countries at the end of the conflict 4 
Rebels militarily defeated the government. 
4 
 
GovComp * GovComp Who was in control of the central government at the end of the conflict (i.e. at 
Enddate)? 1 Insurgents (the previous opposition; groups associated with the insurgents; political wings of 
rebels; etc.) 2 Government (the previous incumbent government; politicians associated with the previous 
regime; etc.) 3 Foreign intervener 4 Power-sharing: both previous rebels and previous incumbents began 
sharing political power in a joint government at the end of the conflict 5 Unclear: failing or failed state 
1 
 
Maintain * The number of months the government remained in power after the termination of the conflict 
(Enddate). This variable varies from zero, when the regime was never stabilized, to 60, when the regime 
remained in power for at least five years post-conflict. 
0 
 
MNF * Dummy variable coded 1 if a multinational peacekeeping force was established and remained in 
the conflict region after the termination of the conflict. 
0 
 
Sources * Sources Abbreviated identifier for each source used to code a case. The full source citations 
are provided with their identifying code below. Use Chicaco 15th B citation style. 
Brogan 1998:  Brogan, Patrick. 1998. World Conflicts. Lanham, MD: Scarecrow. 
 
Clodfelter 2002: Clodfelter, Micheal. 2002. Warfare and Armed Conflicts:  A Statistical Reference to 
Casualty and Other Figures, 1500-2000. Jefferson, NC & London: McFarland & Company. 
 
EACD 2009:  EACD. 2009. “Uppsala conflict data expansion:  Non-state actor information codebook.” 
 
RAND 2010:  Grissom, Adam, David R. Frelinger, Seth G. Jones, Martin C. Libicki, Edward O’Connell, 
Brooke K. Stearns, Robert E. Hunter. 2010. War by Other Means:  Building Complete and Balanced 
Capabilities for Counterinsurgency. Santa Monica, CA: RAND. 



 
Sambanis 2006:  Sambanis, Nicholas. 2006. “Civil War Coding Notes.” 

 
 
Notes * 
RebelNumTrps:  While Brogan records the number at 50,000 Khmer Rouge rebels, Clodfelter (2002, 689) 
places the number at 60,000 by war’s end.  Also, this number covers only the Khmer Rouge; no rebel 
numbers are known for the FUNK (EACD 2009, 183). 
 
RebelCas:  This number is may be quite conservative; the estimate is derived from Clodfelter’s (2002, 
688-90) account.  As many as 16,000 rebels were killed in the 1973 U.S. bombings of the besiegers of 
Phnom Penh, alone (Clodfelter 2002, 689). 
 



Conflict Cases Research Journal 
 
* Required 

 

1. Conflict identifiers 
 
Conflict ID * Which conflict from the list of Conflict Cases is this? Please provide ConYr. (Please note 
that ConYr may have to be adjusted based on new start dates: if you find that the actual start date of a 
conflict diverges from the one provided in the Conflict Cases list, please update this Conflict ID to reflect 
the correct start year. E.g. if the Afghanistan conflict 7001980 actually started in 1978, please provide 
7001978 as the ID.) 
8111978 
 
ConflictCountry * In which country did the conflict occur? 
Cambodia 
 
Startdate * 12/24/1978 
 
Enddate * 10/23/1991 
 
Comments on start- and enddate. Insert comments on problems/ambiguities with the start- and 
enddates of the conflict here. 
Startdate is coded from the day of the Vietnamese invasion of Cambodia on December 24, 1978; the 
Vietnamese occupied Phnom Penh a few days later, on January 7, 1979 (Brogan 1998, 162).  Enddate is 
coded with respect to the peace treaty ending the conflict, signed October 23, 1991.   All parties to the 
conflict signed the treaty (i.e., the three rebel groups and the government), which mandated a power-
sharing arrangment, though the Khmer Rouge quickly returned to violent conflict (Brogan 1998, 166). 
 
IncGov * Provide the name of the incumbent government/regime (head of gov't/regime, party) 
Heng Samrin/Kampuchean United Front for National Salvation (KUFNS) 
 
Rebel1 * Provide the names of the opposition group(s), rebel group(s) and other actors that were 
identified as opposing the central government 
Khmer Rouge / Democratic Party of Kampichea (PDK) 
 
Rebel2 
Khmer People’s National Liberation Front (KPNLF) 
 
Rebel3 
United National Front for an Independent, Neutral, Peaceful, and Cooperative Cambodia / Sihanouk 
National Army (FUNCINPEC/ANS) 
 
Rebel4 
 
Coup * Is this conflict best described as a coup? Is the government defending itself against or reversing a 
coup -- rather than a case in which there is an armed insurgent movement? If YES (=1), do not continue 
coding this case for now and mark the case’s status as “Coup” in the Conflict_Cases document. If NO 
coup (=0), and an insurgency is present, continue coding the variables below. 
0 

 
Region * Geographic region of the country in which the rebels and/or the fighting was concentrated. 
Depending on the conflict this could be the name of a province, state, or administrative district in the 
conflict country, a description (e.g., “primarily the southern half of the country, south of the capital to the 



border with Pakistan”), or a named region (e.g., the Darfur region of Sudan). If dispersed throughout the 
county, enter “entire country”.  
entire country 
 
Concentration * Estimate the percentage of the geographic area of the country experiencing significant 
violence related to the conflict at any point during the conflict. Violence should be considered significant if 
battles/clashes between the rebels and government forces took place in a region, civilians were killed by 
government or rebel forces in a region, or government or rebel attacks occurred regularly in a region. 
Coding: 1 Less than 25% 2 25-50% 3 50-75% 4 More than 75% 
4 
 
IGO * Dummy variable set to 1 if an intergovernmental organization (NATO, UN, etc...) organized, 
participated in, sponsored, or sanctioned a military intervention to maintain the regime. 
0 
 
IGOname * Name of the IGO mission that organized, participated in, sponsored, or sanctioned the 
military intervention to maintain the regime (if any). 
NA 
 
 

2. Counterinsurgency characteristics 
Note: These variables should be coded in reference to the entire conflict, from Startdate to Enddate. Even 
in conflict in which the government began COIN operations with a light force model, if the majority of the 
conflict featured a heavy force model, this variable should be coded as 2. 
 
ForceModel * Primary type of force used by government troops. Coding: 1 Light force: Primary use of 
ground combat units that do not include large military equipment (may include close air support) 2 Heavy 
force: Primarily large-unit, concentrated firepower combat with mechanized units (may include strategic 
bombing) Close air support is defined as “air action by fixed-wing (FW) and rotary-wing (RW) aircraft 
against hostile targets that are in close proximity to friendly forces. […] It is planned and executed to 
support ground tactical units. CAS execution is tightly integrated at the tactical level with the fire and 
maneuver of supported ground forces.” (Joint Chiefs of Staff, Joint Publication 3-09.3). Close air support 
can be provided by any unit of the armed forces. Strategic bombing is defined as the massive, centrally 
coordinated bombing of military and civilian targets for strategic purposes, usually conducted by an air 
force. 
2 
 
StrategicAir * What role did strategic bombing play in the government’s military strategy? (see definition 
above). Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 

 
Resettle * What role did resettlement play in the government’s military strategy? Resettlement is defined 
as the forced relocation of civilian populations to deny guerillas access to resources, sanctuary, and other 
types of support; provide greater security for noncombatants; and/or separate combatants from 
noncombatants. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 
 
CivAction * What role did projects intended to improve the material well-being of play in the 
government’s military strategy? Examples: building schools, roads, bridges, hospitals; providing medical 
care, clean water or electricity; and creating jobs for local residents. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 
4 Extensive 
1 
 
CivSecure * What role did attempts to protect noncombatantfs from harm caused by the insurgents play 
in the government’s military strategy? Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 



1 
 
Decap * What role did attempts to capture and kill the top leader(s) of the insurgent movement play in the 
government’s military strategy? Compare this variable to Jenna Jordan’s decapitation data. Coding: 1 
None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 
 
CivKill * Did mass killing of civilians occur? Mass killing is defined as > 50,000 intentional civilian deaths 
in a campaign (within <6 years) (Valentino et al. 2004) Coding: 0 No 1 Yes 
0 
 
CivTarget * To what extent did the military forces of the government intentionally select civilians as direct 
objects of attack or consistently fail to discriminate between combatants and noncombatants in their 
military operations? Combatants are defined as individuals that engage in armed resistance against 
regime forces. Coding: 1 Rarely 2 Moderately 3 Extensively 
2 
 
ForceDescrip * A narrative description of the type of force used by the government. Describe the 
strategy (or strategies) that the government used to counter the domestic threat. Note changes in strategy 
over time and major differences between the strategies and tactics used by different military units, 
different governments, or in different regions. This space can also be used to provide clarification on the 
variables coded above. 
This period of conflict in Cambodia is sparked by the Vietnamese invasion and occupation, itself a 
response to aggression against Vietnam from Cambodia’s Khmer Rouge regime (RAND 2010a, 12).  The 
conflict period described here begins with the onset of the Vietnamese occupation, and the puppet 
government it installed in Phnom Penh.  The government (with massive support from Vietnamese 
occupation forces) faced continuous guerrilla war fighting from the three powerful rebel groups, who 
found allies in China and Thailand.  Government/Vietnamese forces undertook major offensives along the 
country’s borders with Vietnam and Thailand in an effort to wipe out rebel resistance, which was never 
accomplished.  Throughout, rural areas and major transportation corridors remained tenuous (RAND 
2010b, 28).  Forces actually crossed into Thailand to attack rebel base camps across the border (Brogan 
1998, 163).  The most violent periods of conflict were 1978-1980, and 1984-1985, though fighting was 
sustained over the entire conflict period (Clodfelter 2002, 693).  The 1984-1985 dry season, the “K5” plan 
was conspicuous in its effort to sweep out large areas of rebel resistance and create a “bamboo curtain” 
consisting of “cleared ground [i.e., large-scale deforestation], mine fields, and defensive road networks” 
(RAND 2010a, 12; RAND 2010b, 25, 29).  The strategy did not keep out the rebels, but did serve to 
further alienate the population, who were conscripted for this effort in large numbers (ibid.).  In fact, 
ironically, the Bamboo Curtain largely served to bring the rebel bases closer in to the country’s interior 
(RAND 2010b, 30).  The Vietnamese announced their intention to abandon the occupation in early 1989, 
and the Vietnamese-backed government did not survive the democratic elections brokered as part of the 
peace deal. 
 
NumTrps * Number of government troops at height of conflict. Measured as maximum number of regular 
military personnel (air, ground, and sea) under central government authority during the conflict. When 
exact numbers cannot be located, coders may estimate from information about the military units. If even 
estimates are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, NumTrps 
is coded as missing (enter NA) and only TrpCat is coded. 
280000 
 
TrpCat * Categorical measure of the number of government troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 less 
than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 More than 
30,000 troops 
4 
 



GovCas * Number of government forces members killed during the conflict. Please enter numbers 
without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of ranges (750 instead of 
500-1000). If missing, enter NA. 
25300 
 
RebelNumTrps * Estimated number of total troops on rebel side at height of conflict. If even estimates 
are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, RebelNumTrps is 
coded as missing (enter NA) and only RebelTrpCat is coded. 
56000 
 
RebelTrpCat * Categorical measure of the total number of rebel troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 
less than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 More than 
30,000 troops 
4 
 
RebelCas * Number of rebels / opposition members killed during the conflict. Please enter numbers 
without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of ranges (750 instead of 
500-1000). If missing, enter NA. 
NA 
 
ThreatSource * Role of internal and external actors with regard to the rebels in the conflict. Coding: 1 
primarily internal conflict with minor to moderate level of support to rebels from external actors 2 primarily 
externally sponsored conflict with local insurgents 3 entirely domestic opposition (no external assistance). 
2 
 
TargHelp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state committed any military troops to assist or advise 
the rebels. 
0 
 
AsstCombat * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state engaged in combat to assist the rebels. 
0 
 
AsstArms * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided arms or other material aid to assist the 
rebels. 
1 
 
AsstEcon * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided economic support to the rebels. 
1 
 
AsstSanct * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided, on its territory, sanctuaries for the 
rebels. 
1 
 
TargSupp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided any type of support to assist the rebels. 
1 
 
ConflictEthnic * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ethnic conflict. Following a 
conventional definition, ethnic conflicts involve “groups that identify with a distinct ethnic or cultural 
heritage” (Regan 1996: 338). Ethnic wars have been defined as “wars among communities (ethnicities) 
who are in conflict over the power relationship that exists between those communities and the state” 
(Sambanis 2001: 261). Additionally, the groups in ethnic conflicts “hold irreconcilable visions of the 
identity, borders, and citizenship of the state. They do not seek to control a state whose identity all sides 
accept, but rather to redefine or divide the state itself” (Kaufman 1996: 138). 
0 
 



EthnicGroups * When applicable, name the primary ethnic group or groups contributing rebel fighters to 
the opposition movement. Separate group names with ;. Please try to use ethnic group names that are 
listed in http://www.icr.ethz.ch/research/greg/groups.xls. If not applicable, enter NA. 
NA 
 
ConflictRelig * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a religious conflict. The primary feature 
of religious conflicts in this definition is that insurgent leaders frequently and systematically invoke religion 
as a motivation and justification for the conflict (cf. Juergensmeyer 2003: 57). 
0 
 
ConflictIdeol * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ideological conflict, with alignments 
across ethnic borders. Insurgents may strive for a different regime type and/or political order, but their 
primary aim does not contain the systematic exclusion of specific ethnic or religious groups. 
1 
 
ConflictSecess * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a secessionist conflict and the 
insurgents aim to create a separate state outside the current regime’s authority. 
0 
 
LastCW * Years since last civil war. Enter an integer number of years. If no civil war occurred before, 
enter NA. 
4 
 

Conflict outcome variables 
 
Win * Who won the conflict? 1 Counterinsurgents (government and/or intervener) 2 
Insurgents/rebels/rebel affiliates 3 Undecided 
3 
 
ConflictOutcome * Categorical variable that describes how the government terminated its military 
conflict. 0 Conflict ongoing. 1 Government militarily defeated the rebels. 2 Government negotiated a 
settlement that resulted in a compromise with the insurgents over governance (e.g., a power-sharing 
agreement). 3 The country was partitioned into two or more separate countries at the end of the conflict 4 
Rebels militarily defeated the government. 
2 
 
GovComp * GovComp Who was in control of the central government at the end of the conflict (i.e. at 
Enddate)? 1 Insurgents (the previous opposition; groups associated with the insurgents; political wings of 
rebels; etc.) 2 Government (the previous incumbent government; politicians associated with the previous 
regime; etc.) 3 Foreign intervener 4 Power-sharing: both previous rebels and previous incumbents began 
sharing political power in a joint government at the end of the conflict 5 Unclear: failing or failed state 
4 
 
Maintain * The number of months the government remained in power after the termination of the conflict 
(Enddate). This variable varies from zero, when the regime was never stabilized, to 60, when the regime 
remained in power for at least five years post-conflict. 
0 
 
MNF * Dummy variable coded 1 if a multinational peacekeeping force was established and remained in 
the conflict region after the termination of the conflict. 
1 
 
Sources * Sources Abbreviated identifier for each source used to code a case. The full source citations 
are provided with their identifying code below. Use Chicaco 15th B citation style. 



Brogan 1998:  Brogan, Patrick. 1998. World Conflicts. Lanham, MD: Scarecrow. 
 
Clodfelter 2002: Clodfelter, Micheal. 2002. Warfare and Armed Conflicts:  A Statistical Reference to 
Casualty and Other Figures, 1500-2000. Jefferson, NC & London: McFarland & Company. 
 
EACD 2009:  EACD. 2009. “Uppsala conflict data expansion:  Non-state actor information codebook.” 
 
RAND 2010a:  Paul, Christopher, Colin P. Clarke, and Beth Grill. 2010a. Victory Has a Thousand 
Fathers:  Sources of Success in Counterinsurgency. Santa Monica, CA: RAND. 
 
RAND 2010b:  ________. 2010b. Victory Has a Thousand Fathers:  Detailed Counterinsurgency Case 
Studies. Santa Monica, CA: RAND. 
 
Sambanis 2006:  Sambanis, Nicholas. 2006. “Civil War Coding Notes.” 
 
Valentino et al. 2004:  Valentino, Benjamin, Paul Huth, and Dylan Balch-Lindsay. 2004. “’Draining the 
Sea’:  Mass Killing and Guerrilla Warfare.” International Organization 58(Spring): 375-407. 
 
 
Notes * 
Rebel3:  United National Front for an Independent, Neutral, Peaceful, and Cooperative Cambodia / 
Sihanouk National Army (FUNCINPEC/ANS) was led by Prince Sihanouk (EACD 2009, 181).  Brogan 
(1998, 164) describes the group (without naming it) as “Prince Sihanouk and his personal retainers.” 
 
StrategicAir:  All specific references to the conflict refer to ground forces exclusively. 
 
Resettle:  No evidence found of resettlement as a government strategy, though the war and subsequent 
Vietnamese occupation did create a refugee crisis, with hundreds of thousands of Cambodians seeking 
refuge across the border with Thailand (Clodfelter 2002, 692-93). 
 
CivAction: The conflict left Cambodia’s economy in shambles, which only began to turn around after the 
Vietnamese withdrawal (Brogan 1998, 164). 
 
NumTrps:  This number represents the sum of Cambodian government troops (100,000) and Vietnamese 
occupying forces (180,000), which operated jointly (EACD 2009, 182; Clodfelter 2002, 693). 
 
GovCas:  This number represents the number of Vietnamese occupation troops killed during period only; 
figures are not available for Cambodian government troops killed, which is likely to make this figure much 
higher.  As the Cambodian government was a Vietnamese puppet during this time, the forces acted 
jointly, justifying the inclusion of the Vietnamese casualties here. 
 
RebCas:  All sources only report aggregate casualties for the period.  Sambanis (2006, 28-30) 
summarizes these references, none of which disaggregate rebel casualties. 
 
MNF:  The multinational peacekeeping force was the UN Transitional Authority in Cambodia (UNTAC) 
(Brogan 1998, 165). 
 
 



Conflict Cases Research Journal 
 
* Required 

 

1. Conflict identifiers 
 
Conflict ID * Which conflict from the list of Conflict Cases is this? Please provide ConYr. (Please note 
that ConYr may have to be adjusted based on new start dates: if you find that the actual start date of a 
conflict diverges from the one provided in the Conflict Cases list, please update this Conflict ID to reflect 
the correct start year. E.g. if the Afghanistan conflict 7001980 actually started in 1978, please provide 
7001978 as the ID.) 
8111993 
 
ConflictCountry * In which country did the conflict occur? 
Cambodia 
 
Startdate * 1/29/1993 
 
Enddate * 12/25/1998 
 
Comments on start- and enddate. Insert comments on problems/ambiguities with the start- and 
enddates of the conflict here. 
The conflict begins with the Khmers Rouge rejection of the election process, and ends with the 
surrenders or deaths of the group’s old guard (COW Intra 2000; EACD 2009, 183; Brogan 1998, 166-67).  
Pol Pot was killed or died of natural causes on April 15, 1998 and Khieu Samphan (the group’s new 
leader) surrendered on December 25, 1998 (EACD 2009, 183; Clodfelter 2002, 690). 
 
IncGov * Provide the name of the incumbent government/regime (head of gov't/regime, party) 
Norodom Ranariddh / FUNCINPEC-Cambodian People’s Party Coalition Government 
 
Rebel1 * Provide the names of the opposition group(s), rebel group(s) and other actors that were 
identified as opposing the central government 
Khmer Rouge 
 
Rebel2 
 
Rebel3 
 
Rebel4 
 
Coup * Is this conflict best described as a coup? Is the government defending itself against or reversing a 
coup -- rather than a case in which there is an armed insurgent movement? If YES (=1), do not continue 
coding this case for now and mark the case’s status as “Coup” in the Conflict_Cases document. If NO 
coup (=0), and an insurgency is present, continue coding the variables below. 
0 

 
Region * Geographic region of the country in which the rebels and/or the fighting was concentrated. 
Depending on the conflict this could be the name of a province, state, or administrative district in the 
conflict country, a description (e.g., “primarily the southern half of the country, south of the capital to the 
border with Pakistan”), or a named region (e.g., the Darfur region of Sudan). If dispersed throughout the 
county, enter “entire country”.  
entire country 
 



Concentration * Estimate the percentage of the geographic area of the country experiencing significant 
violence related to the conflict at any point during the conflict. Violence should be considered significant if 
battles/clashes between the rebels and government forces took place in a region, civilians were killed by 
government or rebel forces in a region, or government or rebel attacks occurred regularly in a region. 
Coding: 1 Less than 25% 2 25-50% 3 50-75% 4 More than 75% 
4 
 
IGO * Dummy variable set to 1 if an intergovernmental organization (NATO, UN, etc...) organized, 
participated in, sponsored, or sanctioned a military intervention to maintain the regime. 
0 
 
IGOname * Name of the IGO mission that organized, participated in, sponsored, or sanctioned the 
military intervention to maintain the regime (if any). 
NA 
 
 

2. Counterinsurgency characteristics 
Note: These variables should be coded in reference to the entire conflict, from Startdate to Enddate. Even 
in conflict in which the government began COIN operations with a light force model, if the majority of the 
conflict featured a heavy force model, this variable should be coded as 2. 
 
ForceModel * Primary type of force used by government troops. Coding: 1 Light force: Primary use of 
ground combat units that do not include large military equipment (may include close air support) 2 Heavy 
force: Primarily large-unit, concentrated firepower combat with mechanized units (may include strategic 
bombing) Close air support is defined as “air action by fixed-wing (FW) and rotary-wing (RW) aircraft 
against hostile targets that are in close proximity to friendly forces. […] It is planned and executed to 
support ground tactical units. CAS execution is tightly integrated at the tactical level with the fire and 
maneuver of supported ground forces.” (Joint Chiefs of Staff, Joint Publication 3-09.3). Close air support 
can be provided by any unit of the armed forces. Strategic bombing is defined as the massive, centrally 
coordinated bombing of military and civilian targets for strategic purposes, usually conducted by an air 
force. 
2 
 
StrategicAir * What role did strategic bombing play in the government’s military strategy? (see definition 
above). Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 

 
Resettle * What role did resettlement play in the government’s military strategy? Resettlement is defined 
as the forced relocation of civilian populations to deny guerillas access to resources, sanctuary, and other 
types of support; provide greater security for noncombatants; and/or separate combatants from 
noncombatants. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 
 
CivAction * What role did projects intended to improve the material well-being of play in the 
government’s military strategy? Examples: building schools, roads, bridges, hospitals; providing medical 
care, clean water or electricity; and creating jobs for local residents. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 
4 Extensive 
2 
 
CivSecure * What role did attempts to protect noncombatantfs from harm caused by the insurgents play 
in the government’s military strategy? Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 
 



Decap * What role did attempts to capture and kill the top leader(s) of the insurgent movement play in the 
government’s military strategy? Compare this variable to Jenna Jordan’s decapitation data. Coding: 1 
None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
4 
 
CivKill * Did mass killing of civilians occur? Mass killing is defined as > 50,000 intentional civilian deaths 
in a campaign (within <6 years) (Valentino et al. 2004) Coding: 0 No 1 Yes 
0 
 
CivTarget * To what extent did the military forces of the government intentionally select civilians as direct 
objects of attack or consistently fail to discriminate between combatants and noncombatants in their 
military operations? Combatants are defined as individuals that engage in armed resistance against 
regime forces. Coding: 1 Rarely 2 Moderately 3 Extensively 
1 
 
ForceDescrip * A narrative description of the type of force used by the government. Describe the 
strategy (or strategies) that the government used to counter the domestic threat. Note changes in strategy 
over time and major differences between the strategies and tactics used by different military units, 
different governments, or in different regions. This space can also be used to provide clarification on the 
variables coded above. 
This period of conflict between Cambodia’s coalition government and a weakened Khmer Rouge was 
characterized by far lower levels of violence than previous cases of civil conflict in the country.  The 
Khmer Rouge returned to guerrilla warfare, but lacked the previous support they had enjoyed from China 
and Thailand (Brogan 1998, 166).  As part of its guerrilla-style resistance, the Khmer Rouge continued to 
target Cambodian civilians. UCDP (2010) estimates the number of civilians killed by the Khmer Rouge 
during this period to range from 23 to 342 annually.  Left to their own resources the group posed much 
less of a threat to the government, though the conflict did not end until the last rebel leaders died, were 
killed, or surrendered in late 1998.  Ironically, the demise of the Khmer Rouge was also sufficient cause to 
bring about the collapse of the country’s coalition government.  The issue was to whom the Khmer Rouge 
would surrender.  A coup ensued, leaving control of the state unclear at the end date for the conflict 
(Brogan 1998, 166-67).  There is little specific information on the government COIN strategies used 
during this period, though it can be safely assumed that this period of fighting relied largely on the same 
force structures and tactics as did previous iterations. 
 
NumTrps * Number of government troops at height of conflict. Measured as maximum number of regular 
military personnel (air, ground, and sea) under central government authority during the conflict. When 
exact numbers cannot be located, coders may estimate from information about the military units. If even 
estimates are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, NumTrps 
is coded as missing (enter NA) and only TrpCat is coded. 
100000 
 
TrpCat * Categorical measure of the number of government troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 less 
than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 More than 
30,000 troops 
4 
 
GovCas * Number of government forces members killed during the conflict. Please enter numbers 
without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of ranges (750 instead of 
500-1000). If missing, enter NA. 
15000 
 
RebelNumTrps * Estimated number of total troops on rebel side at height of conflict. If even estimates 
are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, RebelNumTrps is 
coded as missing (enter NA) and only RebelTrpCat is coded. 
15000 



RebelTrpCat * Categorical measure of the total number of rebel troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 
less than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 More than 
30,000 troops 
3 
 
RebelCas * Number of rebels / opposition members killed during the conflict. Please enter numbers 
without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of ranges (750 instead of 
500-1000). If missing, enter NA. 
 
ThreatSource * Role of internal and external actors with regard to the rebels in the conflict. Coding: 1 
primarily internal conflict with minor to moderate level of support to rebels from external actors 2 primarily 
externally sponsored conflict with local insurgents 3 entirely domestic opposition (no external assistance). 
1 
 
TargHelp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state committed any military troops to assist or advise 
the rebels. 
0 
 
AsstCombat * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state engaged in combat to assist the rebels. 
0 
 
AsstArms * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided arms or other material aid to assist the 
rebels. 
0 
 
AsstEcon * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided economic support to the rebels. 
0 
 
AsstSanct * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided, on its territory, sanctuaries for the 
rebels. 
0 
 
TargSupp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided any type of support to assist the rebels. 
0 
 
ConflictEthnic * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ethnic conflict. Following a 
conventional definition, ethnic conflicts involve “groups that identify with a distinct ethnic or cultural 
heritage” (Regan 1996: 338). Ethnic wars have been defined as “wars among communities (ethnicities) 
who are in conflict over the power relationship that exists between those communities and the state” 
(Sambanis 2001: 261). Additionally, the groups in ethnic conflicts “hold irreconcilable visions of the 
identity, borders, and citizenship of the state. They do not seek to control a state whose identity all sides 
accept, but rather to redefine or divide the state itself” (Kaufman 1996: 138). 
0 
 
EthnicGroups * When applicable, name the primary ethnic group or groups contributing rebel fighters to 
the opposition movement. Separate group names with ;. Please try to use ethnic group names that are 
listed in http://www.icr.ethz.ch/research/greg/groups.xls. If not applicable, enter NA. 
NA 
 
ConflictRelig * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a religious conflict. The primary feature 
of religious conflicts in this definition is that insurgent leaders frequently and systematically invoke religion 
as a motivation and justification for the conflict (cf. Juergensmeyer 2003: 57). 
0 
 



ConflictIdeol * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ideological conflict, with alignments 
across ethnic borders. Insurgents may strive for a different regime type and/or political order, but their 
primary aim does not contain the systematic exclusion of specific ethnic or religious groups. 
1 
 
ConflictSecess * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a secessionist conflict and the 
insurgents aim to create a separate state outside the current regime’s authority. 
0 
 
LastCW * Years since last civil war. Enter an integer number of years. If no civil war occurred before, 
enter NA. 
2 
 

Conflict outcome variables 
 
Win * Who won the conflict? 1 Counterinsurgents (government and/or intervener) 2 
Insurgents/rebels/rebel affiliates 3 Undecided 
1 
 
ConflictOutcome * Categorical variable that describes how the government terminated its military 
conflict. 0 Conflict ongoing. 1 Government militarily defeated the rebels. 2 Government negotiated a 
settlement that resulted in a compromise with the insurgents over governance (e.g., a power-sharing 
agreement). 3 The country was partitioned into two or more separate countries at the end of the conflict 4 
Rebels militarily defeated the government. 
1 
 
GovComp * GovComp Who was in control of the central government at the end of the conflict (i.e. at 
Enddate)? 1 Insurgents (the previous opposition; groups associated with the insurgents; political wings of 
rebels; etc.) 2 Government (the previous incumbent government; politicians associated with the previous 
regime; etc.) 3 Foreign intervener 4 Power-sharing: both previous rebels and previous incumbents began 
sharing political power in a joint government at the end of the conflict 5 Unclear: failing or failed state 
5 
 
Maintain * The number of months the government remained in power after the termination of the conflict 
(Enddate). This variable varies from zero, when the regime was never stabilized, to 60, when the regime 
remained in power for at least five years post-conflict. 
0 
 
MNF * Dummy variable coded 1 if a multinational peacekeeping force was established and remained in 
the conflict region after the termination of the conflict. 
0 
 
Sources * Sources Abbreviated identifier for each source used to code a case. The full source citations 
are provided with their identifying code below. Use Chicaco 15th B citation style. 
Brogan 1998:  Brogan, Patrick. 1998. World Conflicts. Lanham, MD: Scarecrow. 
 
Clodfelter 2002: Clodfelter, Micheal. 2002. Warfare and Armed Conflicts:  A Statistical Reference to 
Casualty and Other Figures, 1500-2000. Jefferson, NC & London: McFarland & Company. 
 
COW Intra 2000: Sarkees, Meredith Reid (2000). “The Correlates of War Data on War: An Update to 
1997,” Conflict Management and Peace Science, 18(1): 123-144. 
 
EACD 2009:  EACD. 2009. “Uppsala conflict data expansion:  Non-state actor information codebook.” 
 



Keesing’s 1997:  Keesing's Record of World Events. 1997. “Cambodia.” 43(12). 
 
UCDP 2010:  Uppsala Conflict Data Program. 2010. “Cambodia.” 
http://www.ucdp.uu.se/gpdatabase/gpcountry.php?id=27&regionSelect=7-Eastern_Asia#. 
 
Valentino et al. 2004:  Valentino, Benjamin, Paul Huth, and Dylan Balch-Lindsay. 2004. “’Draining the 
Sea’:  Mass Killing and Guerrilla Warfare.” International Organization 58(Spring): 375-407. 

 
 
Notes * 
ForceModel:  While there is little specific information about the force model used against the Khmer 
Rouge during this time, evidence suggests that the Cambodian government possessed the military 
hardware for a ‘heavy force’ model (Keesing’s 1997, 41961)  Use of such a model would be consistent 
with evidence from previous iterations of the conflict, though ‘light force’ certainly played a prominent role 
given the guerrilla-style fighting of the opponent. 
 
GovComp:  The surrender of the Khmer Rouge was sufficient to splinter the coalition government that 
had been in place since the 1993 elections:  the issue was to whom the Khmer Rouge would surrender.  
A coup ensued, leaving control of the state unclear at the end date for the conflict (Brogan 1998, 166-67). 
 



Conflict Cases Research Journal 
 
* Required 
 
1. Conflict identifiers 
 
Conflict ID * Which conflict from the list of Conflict Cases is this? Please provide ConYr. 
(Please note that ConYr may have to be adjusted based on new start dates: if you find that 
the actual start date of a conflict diverges from the one provided in the Conflict Cases list, 
please update this Conflict ID to reflect the correct start year. E.g. if the Afghanistan conflict 
7001980 actually started in 1978, please provide 7001978 as the ID.) 
8121959 
 
ConflictCountry * In which country did the conflict occur? 
Laos 
Startdate *  
11/12/1959 
Enddate *  
5/13/1961 
Comments on start- and enddate. Insert comments on problems/ambiguities with the start- 
and enddates of the conflict here. 
The start date for the conflict correlates with the one that the PRIO data set gives. The end 
date for the conflict is given as the date when a cease fire agreement was signed by the 
involved parties. 
IncGov * Provide the name of the incumbent government/regime (head of gov't/regime, 
party) 
Prince Boun Oum, (Rightest) Royal Lao Government 
Rebel1 * Provide the names of the opposition group(s), rebel group(s) and other actors that 
were identified as opposing the central government 
Pathet Lao 
Rebel2 
Neutralist Forces of Captain Kong Le 
 
Rebel3 
 
Rebel4 
 
Coup * Is this conflict best described as a coup? Is the government defending itself against 
or reversing a coup -- rather than a case in which there is an armed insurgent movement? If 
YES (=1), do not continue coding this case for now and mark the case’s status as “Coup” in 
the Conflict_Cases document. If NO coup (=0), and an insurgency is present, continue 
coding the variables below. 
0 
Region * Geographic region of the country in which the rebels and/or the fighting was 
concentrated. Depending on the conflict this could be the name of a province, state, or 
administrative district in the conflict country, a description (e.g., “primarily the southern half of 
the country, south of the capital to the border with Pakistan”), or a named region (e.g., the 
Darfur region of Sudan). If dispersed throughout the county, enter “entire country”.  



 
Primarily the northern and south western portion of Laos. 
 
Concentration * Estimate the percentage of the geographic area of the country 
experiencing significant violence related to the conflict at any point during the conflict. 
Violence should be considered significant if battles/clashes between the rebels and 
government forces took place in a region, civilians were killed by government or rebel forces 
in a region, or government or rebel attacks occurred regularly in a region. Coding: 1 Less 
than 25% 2 25-50% 3 50-75% 4 More than 75% 
2 
 
2. Counterinsurgency characteristics 
Note: These variables should be coded in reference to the entire conflict, from Startdate to 
Enddate. Even in conflict in which the government began COIN operations with a light force 
model, if the majority of the conflict featured a heavy force model, this variable should be 
coded as 2. 
 
ForceModel * Primary type of force used by government troops. Coding: 1 Light force: 
Primary use of ground combat units that do not include large military equipment (may 
include close air support) 2 Heavy force: Primarily large-unit, concentrated firepower combat 
with mechanized units (may include strategic bombing) Close air support is defined as “air 
action by fixed-wing (FW) and rotary-wing (RW) aircraft against hostile targets that are in 
close proximity to friendly forces. […] It is planned and executed to support ground tactical 
units. CAS execution is tightly integrated at the tactical level with the fire and maneuver of 
supported ground forces.” (Joint Chiefs of Staff, Joint Publication 3-09.3). Close air support 
can be provided by any unit of the armed forces. Strategic bombing is defined as the 
massive, centrally coordinated bombing of military and civilian targets for strategic purposes, 
usually conducted by an air force. 
2 
StrategicAir * What role did strategic bombing play in the government’s military strategy? 
(see definition above). Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
2 
Resettle * What role did resettlement play in the government’s military strategy? 
Resettlement is defined as the forced relocation of civilian populations to deny guerillas 
access to resources, sanctuary, and other types of support; provide greater security for 
noncombatants; and/or separate combatants from noncombatants. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 
3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 
CivAction * What role did projects intended to improve the material well-being of play in the 
government’s military strategy? Examples: building schools, roads, bridges, hospitals; 
providing medical care, clean water or electricity; and creating jobs for local residents. 
Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 
CivSecure * What role did attempts to protect noncombatantfs from harm caused by the 
insurgents play in the government’s military strategy? Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 
Extensive 
1 



Decap * What role did attempts to capture and kill the top leader(s) of the insurgent 
movement play in the government’s military strategy? Compare this variable to Jenna 
Jordan’s decapitation data. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
2 
CivKill * Did mass killing of civilians occur? Mass killing is defined as > 50,000 intentional 
civilian deaths in a campaign (within <6 years) (Valentino et al. 2004) Coding: 0 No 1 Yes 
0 
CivTarget * To what extent did the military forces of the government intentionally select 
civilians as direct objects of attack or consistently fail to discriminate between combatants 
and noncombatants in their military operations? Combatants are defined as individuals that 
engage in armed resistance against regime forces. Coding: 1 Rarely 2 Moderately 3 
Extensively 
2 
ForceDescrip * A narrative description of the type of force used by the government. 
Describe the strategy (or strategies) that the government used to counter the domestic 
threat. Note changes in strategy over time and major differences between the strategies and 
tactics used by different military units, different governments, or in different regions. This 
space can also be used to provide clarification on the variables coded above. 
 
The conflict in Laos beginning in 1959 was largely an interstate conflict between 3 main 
actors, the Laos government (whose army was led by General Phoumi Noasvan and whose 
formally led by Prince Boun Oum) against the Pathet Lao led by Prince Souphanouvong and 
a Neutralist wing led by Captain Kong Le (whose formal head was Prince Souvanna 
Phouma). 
 
After the forces of the right has gained greater control within the coalition government and 
had arrested members of the Pathet Lao, the Pathet Lao opened an offensive in the North. 
Later on in the conflict, the forces of Captain Kong were able to conduct a coup in which 
Prince Souvanna Phouma was put back to power. General Nosavan made an attempt to 
retake the capital where he was able to put back Prince Buon Oum into power. The fighting 
involving Nosavan used heavy artillery provided by the US and killed many civilians caught 
in the crossfire. 
 
The fighting is described as not particularly intense, with only 1000 combat deaths on both 
sides. 
 
NumTrps * Number of government troops at height of conflict. Measured as maximum 
number of regular military personnel (air, ground, and sea) under central government 
authority during the conflict. When exact numbers cannot be located, coders may estimate 
from information about the military units. If even estimates are unreliable because of a lack 
of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, NumTrps is coded as missing (enter 
NA) and only TrpCat is coded. 
50000 
 
TrpCat * Categorical measure of the number of government troops at height of conflict. 
Coding: 0 less than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 
29,999 troops 4 More than 30,000 troops 
4 



GovCas * Number of government forces members killed during the conflict. Please enter 
numbers without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of 
ranges (750 instead of 500-1000). If missing, enter NA. 
NA 
RebelNumTrps * Estimated number of total troops on rebel side at height of conflict. If even 
estimates are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous 
information, RebelNumTrps is coded as missing (enter NA) and only RebelTrpCat is coded. 
10000 
RebelTrpCat * Categorical measure of the total number of rebel troops at height of conflict. 
Coding: 0 less than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 
29,999 troops 4 More than 30,000 troops 
3 
RebelCas * Number of rebels / opposition members killed during the conflict. Please enter 
numbers without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of 
ranges (750 instead of 500-1000). If missing, enter NA. 
NA 
ThreatSource * Role of internal and external actors with regard to the rebels in the conflict. 
Coding: 1 primarily internal conflict with minor to moderate level of support to rebels from 
external actors 2 primarily externally sponsored conflict with local insurgents 3 entirely 
domestic opposition (no external assistance). 
1 
TargHelp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state committed any military troops to 
assist or advise the rebels. 
1 
AsstCombat * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state engaged in combat to assist the 
rebels. 
1 
AsstArms * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided arms or other material aid 
to assist the rebels. 
1 
AsstEcon * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided economic support to the 
rebels. 
1 
AsstSanct * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided, on its territory, sanctuaries 
for the rebels. 
1 
TargSupp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided any type of support to 
assist the rebels. 
1 
ConflictEthnic * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ethnic conflict. 
Following a conventional definition, ethnic conflicts involve “groups that identify with a 
distinct ethnic or cultural heritage” (Regan 1996: 338). Ethnic wars have been defined as 
“wars among communities (ethnicities) who are in conflict over the power relationship that 
exists between those communities and the state” (Sambanis 2001: 261). Additionally, the 
groups in ethnic conflicts “hold irreconcilable visions of the identity, borders, and citizenship 
of the state. They do not seek to control a state whose identity all sides accept, but rather to 
redefine or divide the state itself” (Kaufman 1996: 138). 
0 



EthnicGroups * When applicable, name the primary ethnic group or groups contributing 
rebel fighters to the opposition movement. Separate group names with ;. Please try to use 
ethnic group names that are listed in http://www.icr.ethz.ch/research/greg/groups.xls. If not 
applicable, enter NA. 
NA 
ConflictRelig * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a religious conflict. The 
primary feature of religious conflicts in this definition is that insurgent leaders frequently and 
systematically invoke religion as a motivation and justification for the conflict (cf. 
Juergensmeyer 2003: 57). 
0 
ConflictIdeol * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ideological conflict, 
with alignments across ethnic borders. Insurgents may strive for a different regime type 
and/or political order, but their primary aim does not contain the systematic exclusion of 
specific ethnic or religious groups. 
1 
ConflictSecess * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a secessionist conflict 
and the insurgents aim to create a separate state outside the current regime’s authority. 
0 
LastCW * Years since last civil war. Enter an integer number of years. If no civil war 
occurred before, enter NA. 
2 
 
Conflict outcome variables 
 
Win * Who won the conflict? 1 Counterinsurgents (government and/or intervener) 2 
Insurgents/rebels/rebel affiliates 3 Undecided 
3 
ConflictOutcome * Categorical variable that describes how the government terminated its 
military conflict. 0 Conflict ongoing. 1 Government militarily defeated the rebels. 2 
Government negotiated a settlement that resulted in a compromise with the insurgents over 
governance (e.g., a power-sharing agreement). 3 The country was partitioned into two or 
more separate countries at the end of the conflict 4 Rebels militarily defeated the 
government. 
2 
GovComp * GovComp Who was in control of the central government at the end of the 
conflict (i.e. at Enddate)? 1 Insurgents (the previous opposition; groups associated with the 
insurgents; political wings of rebels; etc.) 2 Government (the previous incumbent 
government; politicians associated with the previous regime; etc.) 3 Foreign intervener 4 
Power-sharing: both previous rebels and previous incumbents began sharing political power 
in a joint government at the end of the conflict 5 Unclear: failing or failed state 
 
4 
Maintain * The number of months the government remained in power after the termination 
of the conflict (Enddate). This variable varies from zero, when the regime was never 
stabilized, to 60, when the regime remained in power for at least five years post-conflict. 
19 
MNF * Dummy variable coded 1 if a multinational peacekeeping force was established and 
remained in the conflict region after the termination of the conflict. 



0 
 
Sources * Sources Abbreviated identifier for each source used to code a case. The full 
source citations are provided with their identifying code below. Use Chicaco 15th B citation 
style. 
 
Andrea Matles Savada, ed. Laos: A Country Study. Washington: GPO for the Library of 
Congress, 1994. http://countrystudies.us/laos/18.htm 
 
Ciment, James. 1999. Encyclopedia of Conflicts Since World War II, Vol.2. Chicago: Fitzroy 
Dearborn Publishers. 
 
Clodfelter, Micheal. 1992. Warfare and Armed Conflicts. Jefferson, NC: McFarland & 
Company, Inc 
 
Dommen, Arthur J. 1985. Laos: Keystone of Indochina. Westview Press, Inc. 
 
EACD 2009 
 
Pace, Eric. 1964. "LAOS: CONTINUING CRISIS." Foreign Affairs 43, no. 1: 64. MasterFILE 
Premier, EBSCOhost (accessed May 28, 2011). 
 
PRIO 2010 
 
UCDP 2010 



Conflict Cases Research Journal 
 
* Required 
 
1. Conflict identifiers 
 
Conflict ID * Which conflict from the list of Conflict Cases is this? Please provide ConYr. 
(Please note that ConYr may have to be adjusted based on new start dates: if you find that 
the actual start date of a conflict diverges from the one provided in the Conflict Cases list, 
please update this Conflict ID to reflect the correct start year. E.g. if the Afghanistan conflict 
7001980 actually started in 1978, please provide 7001978 as the ID.) 
8121963 
 
ConflictCountry * In which country did the conflict occur? 
Laos 
Startdate *  
1/1/1963 
Enddate *  
2/22/1973 
Comments on start- and enddate. Insert comments on problems/ambiguities with the start- 
and enddates of the conflict here. 
There was no specific start date for the conflict, but all other sources code 01/01/1953 as the 
general date. The end date for the conflict is the same throughout all sources and is when 
the Pathet Lao and the government forces signed a peace treaty.   
IncGov * Provide the name of the incumbent government/regime (head of gov't/regime, 
party) 
Prince Souvanna Phouma, Royal Lao Government 
Rebel1 * Provide the names of the opposition group(s), rebel group(s) and other actors that 
were identified as opposing the central government 
Pathet Lao 
Rebel2 
 
 
Rebel3 
 
Rebel4 
 
Coup * Is this conflict best described as a coup? Is the government defending itself against 
or reversing a coup -- rather than a case in which there is an armed insurgent movement? If 
YES (=1), do not continue coding this case for now and mark the case’s status as “Coup” in 
the Conflict_Cases document. If NO coup (=0), and an insurgency is present, continue 
coding the variables below. 
0 
Region * Geographic region of the country in which the rebels and/or the fighting was 
concentrated. Depending on the conflict this could be the name of a province, state, or 
administrative district in the conflict country, a description (e.g., “primarily the southern half of 
the country, south of the capital to the border with Pakistan”), or a named region (e.g., the 
Darfur region of Sudan). If dispersed throughout the county, enter “entire country”.  



 
Entire country 
 
 
Concentration * Estimate the percentage of the geographic area of the country 
experiencing significant violence related to the conflict at any point during the conflict. 
Violence should be considered significant if battles/clashes between the rebels and 
government forces took place in a region, civilians were killed by government or rebel forces 
in a region, or government or rebel attacks occurred regularly in a region. Coding: 1 Less 
than 25% 2 25-50% 3 50-75% 4 More than 75% 
4 
 
2. Counterinsurgency characteristics 
Note: These variables should be coded in reference to the entire conflict, from Startdate to 
Enddate. Even in conflict in which the government began COIN operations with a light force 
model, if the majority of the conflict featured a heavy force model, this variable should be 
coded as 2. 
 
ForceModel * Primary type of force used by government troops. Coding: 1 Light force: 
Primary use of ground combat units that do not include large military equipment (may 
include close air support) 2 Heavy force: Primarily large-unit, concentrated firepower combat 
with mechanized units (may include strategic bombing) Close air support is defined as “air 
action by fixed-wing (FW) and rotary-wing (RW) aircraft against hostile targets that are in 
close proximity to friendly forces. […] It is planned and executed to support ground tactical 
units. CAS execution is tightly integrated at the tactical level with the fire and maneuver of 
supported ground forces.” (Joint Chiefs of Staff, Joint Publication 3-09.3). Close air support 
can be provided by any unit of the armed forces. Strategic bombing is defined as the 
massive, centrally coordinated bombing of military and civilian targets for strategic purposes, 
usually conducted by an air force. 
2 
StrategicAir * What role did strategic bombing play in the government’s military strategy? 
(see definition above). Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
3 
Resettle * What role did resettlement play in the government’s military strategy? 
Resettlement is defined as the forced relocation of civilian populations to deny guerillas 
access to resources, sanctuary, and other types of support; provide greater security for 
noncombatants; and/or separate combatants from noncombatants. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 
3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 
CivAction * What role did projects intended to improve the material well-being of play in the 
government’s military strategy? Examples: building schools, roads, bridges, hospitals; 
providing medical care, clean water or electricity; and creating jobs for local residents. 
Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 
CivSecure * What role did attempts to protect noncombatantfs from harm caused by the 
insurgents play in the government’s military strategy? Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 
Extensive 
1 



Decap * What role did attempts to capture and kill the top leader(s) of the insurgent 
movement play in the government’s military strategy? Compare this variable to Jenna 
Jordan’s decapitation data. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 
CivKill * Did mass killing of civilians occur? Mass killing is defined as > 50,000 intentional 
civilian deaths in a campaign (within <6 years) (Valentino et al. 2004) Coding: 0 No 1 Yes 
0 
CivTarget * To what extent did the military forces of the government intentionally select 
civilians as direct objects of attack or consistently fail to discriminate between combatants 
and noncombatants in their military operations? Combatants are defined as individuals that 
engage in armed resistance against regime forces. Coding: 1 Rarely 2 Moderately 3 
Extensively 
2 
ForceDescrip * A narrative description of the type of force used by the government. 
Describe the strategy (or strategies) that the government used to counter the domestic 
threat. Note changes in strategy over time and major differences between the strategies and 
tactics used by different military units, different governments, or in different regions. This 
space can also be used to provide clarification on the variables coded above. 
 
During the first major campaign the Royal Lao Government (RLG) forces, with the help of 
Thai recruits, were able to capture area controlled by the Pathet Lao. However, in a pattern 
that would be seen throughout the war, when the dry season, the Pathet Lao forces (joined 
by North Vietnamese units), took back the territory. 
 
Throughout the conflict, there was a paramilitary like organization created by the US CIA 
which was made up of the ethnic Hmong. These forces were directed by the US, but gave 
support to RLG forces. 
 
There were large aerial attacks carried out by the US military against the rebel forces which 
indiscriminately hit civilian targets which were meant to cause the population to turn against 
the Pathet Lao. These attacks were also carried out by Laotian govt. troops as well. 
 
Due to costs and a lack of achievability, the US took itself out of the conflict. After this 
occurred the conflict drew to a close and the sides negotiated a settlement. 
 
NumTrps * Number of government troops at height of conflict. Measured as maximum 
number of regular military personnel (air, ground, and sea) under central government 
authority during the conflict. When exact numbers cannot be located, coders may estimate 
from information about the military units. If even estimates are unreliable because of a lack 
of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, NumTrps is coded as missing (enter 
NA) and only TrpCat is coded. 
56800 
 
TrpCat * Categorical measure of the number of government troops at height of conflict. 
Coding: 0 less than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 
29,999 troops 4 More than 30,000 troops 
4 



GovCas * Number of government forces members killed during the conflict. Please enter 
numbers without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of 
ranges (750 instead of 500-1000). If missing, enter NA. 
15000 
RebelNumTrps * Estimated number of total troops on rebel side at height of conflict. If even 
estimates are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous 
information, RebelNumTrps is coded as missing (enter NA) and only RebelTrpCat is coded. 
48000 
RebelTrpCat * Categorical measure of the total number of rebel troops at height of conflict. 
Coding: 0 less than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 
29,999 troops 4 More than 30,000 troops 
4 
RebelCas * Number of rebels / opposition members killed during the conflict. Please enter 
numbers without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of 
ranges (750 instead of 500-1000). If missing, enter NA. 
NA 
ThreatSource * Role of internal and external actors with regard to the rebels in the conflict. 
Coding: 1 primarily internal conflict with minor to moderate level of support to rebels from 
external actors 2 primarily externally sponsored conflict with local insurgents 3 entirely 
domestic opposition (no external assistance). 
2 
TargHelp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state committed any military troops to 
assist or advise the rebels. 
1 
AsstCombat * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state engaged in combat to assist the 
rebels. 
1 
AsstArms * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided arms or other material aid 
to assist the rebels. 
1 
AsstEcon * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided economic support to the 
rebels. 
1 
AsstSanct * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided, on its territory, sanctuaries 
for the rebels. 
0 
TargSupp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided any type of support to 
assist the rebels. 
1 
ConflictEthnic * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ethnic conflict. 
Following a conventional definition, ethnic conflicts involve “groups that identify with a 
distinct ethnic or cultural heritage” (Regan 1996: 338). Ethnic wars have been defined as 
“wars among communities (ethnicities) who are in conflict over the power relationship that 
exists between those communities and the state” (Sambanis 2001: 261). Additionally, the 
groups in ethnic conflicts “hold irreconcilable visions of the identity, borders, and citizenship 
of the state. They do not seek to control a state whose identity all sides accept, but rather to 
redefine or divide the state itself” (Kaufman 1996: 138). 
0 



EthnicGroups * When applicable, name the primary ethnic group or groups contributing 
rebel fighters to the opposition movement. Separate group names with ;. Please try to use 
ethnic group names that are listed in http://www.icr.ethz.ch/research/greg/groups.xls. If not 
applicable, enter NA. 
NA 
ConflictRelig * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a religious conflict. The 
primary feature of religious conflicts in this definition is that insurgent leaders frequently and 
systematically invoke religion as a motivation and justification for the conflict (cf. 
Juergensmeyer 2003: 57). 
0 
ConflictIdeol * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ideological conflict, 
with alignments across ethnic borders. Insurgents may strive for a different regime type 
and/or political order, but their primary aim does not contain the systematic exclusion of 
specific ethnic or religious groups. 
1 
ConflictSecess * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a secessionist conflict 
and the insurgents aim to create a separate state outside the current regime’s authority. 
0 
LastCW * Years since last civil war. Enter an integer number of years. If no civil war 
occurred before, enter NA. 
2 
 
Conflict outcome variables 
 
Win * Who won the conflict? 1 Counterinsurgents (government and/or intervener) 2 
Insurgents/rebels/rebel affiliates 3 Undecided 
3 
ConflictOutcome * Categorical variable that describes how the government terminated its 
military conflict. 0 Conflict ongoing. 1 Government militarily defeated the rebels. 2 
Government negotiated a settlement that resulted in a compromise with the insurgents over 
governance (e.g., a power-sharing agreement). 3 The country was partitioned into two or 
more separate countries at the end of the conflict 4 Rebels militarily defeated the 
government. 
2 
GovComp * GovComp Who was in control of the central government at the end of the 
conflict (i.e. at Enddate)? 1 Insurgents (the previous opposition; groups associated with the 
insurgents; political wings of rebels; etc.) 2 Government (the previous incumbent 
government; politicians associated with the previous regime; etc.) 3 Foreign intervener 4 
Power-sharing: both previous rebels and previous incumbents began sharing political power 
in a joint government at the end of the conflict 5 Unclear: failing or failed state 
4 
 
Maintain * The number of months the government remained in power after the termination 
of the conflict (Enddate). This variable varies from zero, when the regime was never 
stabilized, to 60, when the regime remained in power for at least five years post-conflict. 
24 
MNF * Dummy variable coded 1 if a multinational peacekeeping force was established and 
remained in the conflict region after the termination of the conflict. 



0 
 
Sources * Sources Abbreviated identifier for each source used to code a case. The full 
source citations are provided with their identifying code below. Use Chicaco 15th B citation 
style. 
 
Andrea Matles Savada, ed. Laos: A Country Study. Washington: GPO for the Library of 
Congress, 1994. http://countrystudies.us/laos/18.htm 
 
Ciment, James. 1999. Encyclopedia of Conflicts Since World War II, Vol.2. Chicago: Fitzroy 
Dearborn Publishers. 
 
Clodfelter, Micheal. 1992. Warfare and Armed Conflicts. Jefferson, NC: McFarland & 
Company, Inc 
 
EACD 2009 
 
PRIO 2010 
 
UCDP 2010 



Conflict Cases Research Journal 
 
* Required 

 

1. Conflict identifiers 
 
Conflict ID * Which conflict from the list of Conflict Cases is this? Please provide ConYr. (Please 
note that ConYr may have to be adjusted based on new start dates: if you find that the actual 
start date of a conflict diverges from the one provided in the Conflict Cases list, please update this 
Conflict ID to reflect the correct start year. E.g. if the Afghanistan conflict 7001980 actually started 
in 1978, please provide 7001978 as the ID.) 
8171957 
 
ConflictCountry * In which country did the conflict occur? South Vietnam 
 
Startdate * 5/1/1957 
 
Enddate * 4/30/1975 
 
Comments on start- and enddate. Insert comments on problems/ambiguities with the start- and 
enddates of the conflict here. 
 
*START DATE  
-(1) “The new communist challenge to Diem’s government began as early as 1957, when the Viet 
Minh launched a campaign of terror and assassination aimed largely at village mayors and 
administrators, the government’s sole representatives in rural areas.” (RAND 2013, 179)  
-(2) “North Vietnamese Party Secretary Le Duan in May-1957 authorized aid and encouragement 
to the surviving Viet Minh cadres (who soon became known as Viet Cong – short for Viet 
Communist) to begin active insurgency against the Diem government.” (Clodfelter 2008, 713)  
 
*END DATE – South Vietnamese government surrendered Saigon (and country) on 30 April 1975 
 
*RAND (2013) classifies the war in South Vietnam as 1960-1975, has a case for Laos from 1959-
1975, and a case for Cambodia from 1967-1975  “The subsequent insurgency did not formally 
begin until 1960, but the period between the two cases was not without conflict, and it constitutes 
an important preamble to the South Vietnam case.” (179)  
**Clodfelter (2008) classifies the war as 1957-1975 (1957-1960 being the beginning of the Viet 
Cong Rebellion)  
 
**Sarkees & Dixon (2016) classifies the war as “Phase I” from 1960-65 because it transformed 
into an inter-state war when the US upped its intervention efforts  
 
IncGov * Provide the name of the incumbent government/regime (head of gov't/regime, party) 
South Vietnam (Republic of Vietnam) 
*previous coder had ARVN written 
 
Rebel1 * Provide the names of the opposition group(s), rebel group(s) and other actors that were 
identified as opposing the central government 
Viet Cong (later the National Liberation Front) 
 
Rebel2 
 
Rebel3 



 
Rebel4 
 
Coup * Is this conflict best described as a coup? Is the government defending itself against or 
reversing a coup -- rather than a case in which there is an armed insurgent movement? If YES 
(=1), do not continue coding this case for now and mark the case’s status as “Coup” in the 
Conflict_Cases document. If NO coup (=0), and an insurgency is present, continue coding the 
variables below. 
0 

 
Region * Geographic region of the country in which the rebels and/or the fighting was 
concentrated. Depending on the conflict this could be the name of a province, state, or 
administrative district in the conflict country, a description (e.g., “primarily the southern half of the 
country, south of the capital to the border with Pakistan”), or a named region (e.g., the Darfur 
region of Sudan). If dispersed throughout the county, enter “entire country”.  
Entire country 
 
Concentration * Estimate the percentage of the geographic area of the country experiencing 
significant violence related to the conflict at any point during the conflict. Violence should be 
considered significant if battles/clashes between the rebels and government forces took place in 
a region, civilians were killed by government or rebel forces in a region, or government or rebel 
attacks occurred regularly in a region. Coding: 1 Less than 25% 2 25-50% 3 50-75% 4 More than 
75% 
4 
 
 

2. Counterinsurgency characteristics 
Note: These variables should be coded in reference to the entire conflict, from Startdate to 
Enddate. Even in conflict in which the government began COIN operations with a light force 
model, if the majority of the conflict featured a heavy force model, this variable should be coded 
as 2. 
 
ForceModel * Primary type of force used by government troops. Coding: 1 Light force: Primary 
use of ground combat units that do not include large military equipment (may include close air 
support) 2 Heavy force: Primarily large-unit, concentrated firepower combat with mechanized 
units (may include strategic bombing) Close air support is defined as “air action by fixed-wing 
(FW) and rotary-wing (RW) aircraft against hostile targets that are in close proximity to friendly 
forces. […] It is planned and executed to support ground tactical units. CAS execution is tightly 
integrated at the tactical level with the fire and maneuver of supported ground forces.” (Joint 
Chiefs of Staff, Joint Publication 3-09.3). Close air support can be provided by any unit of the 
armed forces. Strategic bombing is defined as the massive, centrally coordinated bombing of 
military and civilian targets for strategic purposes, usually conducted by an air force. 
2 
*previous coder 
 
StrategicAir * What role did strategic bombing play in the government’s military strategy? (see 
definition above). Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
4 
*previous coder 
 
Resettle * What role did resettlement play in the government’s military strategy? Resettlement is 
defined as the forced relocation of civilian populations to deny guerillas access to resources, 
sanctuary, and other types of support; provide greater security for noncombatants; and/or 
separate combatants from noncombatants. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
3 



*previous coder 
 
CivAction * What role did projects intended to improve the material well-being of play in the 
government’s military strategy? Examples: building schools, roads, bridges, hospitals; providing 
medical care, clean water or electricity; and creating jobs for local residents. Coding: 1 None 2 
Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
3 
*previous coder 
 
CivSecure * What role did attempts to protect noncombatantfs from harm caused by the 
insurgents play in the government’s military strategy? Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 
Extensive 
3 
*previous coder 
 
Decap * What role did attempts to capture and kill the top leader(s) of the insurgent movement 
play in the government’s military strategy? Compare this variable to Jenna Jordan’s decapitation 
data. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
3 
*previous coder 
 
CivKill * Did mass killing of civilians occur? Mass killing is defined as > 50,000 intentional civilian 
deaths in a campaign (within <6 years) (Valentino et al. 2004) Coding: 0 No 1 Yes 
0 
*previous coder 
 
CivTarget * To what extent did the military forces of the government intentionally select civilians 
as direct objects of attack or consistently fail to discriminate between combatants and 
noncombatants in their military operations? Combatants are defined as individuals that engage in 
armed resistance against regime forces. Coding: 1 Rarely 2 Moderately 3 Extensively 
2 
*previous coder 
 
ForceDescrip * A narrative description of the type of force used by the government. Describe the 
strategy (or strategies) that the government used to counter the domestic threat. Note changes in 
strategy over time and major differences between the strategies and tactics used by different 
military units, different governments, or in different regions. This space can also be used to 
provide clarification on the variables coded above. 
In the early phase, the government of South Vietnam failed to rebuild the state well enough to 
deter insurgent recruitment. South Vietnam used counterinsurgency tactics, including trying to 
separate the rural population from the insurgents and make it more difficult to recruit insurgents, 
along with aid primarily from the US. With the help of the US, heavy bombing and search-and-
destroy strategies were used, exemplifying an overemphasis on firepower and attrition. The US 
continually increased its aid and troop commitment until the Tet Offensive of 1968 drastically 
changed American public support for the war. The US and South Vietnamese forces failed to 
adapt to true anti-guerrilla strategies from a conventional fighting mindset.  
*RAND (2013)  
 
NumTrps * Number of government troops at height of conflict. Measured as maximum number of 
regular military personnel (air, ground, and sea) under central government authority during the 
conflict. When exact numbers cannot be located, coders may estimate from information about the 
military units. If even estimates are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and 
ambiguous information, NumTrps is coded as missing (enter NA) and only TrpCat is coded. 
565000 
*previous coder 



**Moise (2005) – “… by mid-1972 official strengths reached 456,000 for the Army, 42,000 for the 
Navy, 50,000 for the Air Force, and 17,000 for the Marine Corps.” (10)  565,000 
***Sarkees & Dixon (2016) – 565,000 peak and final (*note that this numbers is under the 
section for “Vietnam War Phase I from 1960-1965”) 
 
TrpCat * Categorical measure of the number of government troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 
less than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 
More than 30,000 troops 
4 
*previous coder 
 
GovCas * Number of government forces members killed during the conflict. Please enter 
numbers without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of 
ranges (750 instead of 500-1000). If missing, enter NA. 
254257 
*previous coder 
**Clodfelter (2008) – “South Vietnam’s military toll for the war, according to Saigon’s and MAX V’s 
figures, included 196,863 KIA… however, a more thorough accounting, particularly of ARVN 
losses from 1973-75, places South Vietnamese losses at 254,257 dead…” (762)  
***Sarkees & Dixon (2016) – 25,000 (*note that this is for “Vietnam War Phase I from 1960-
1965”)  
 
RebelNumTrps * Estimated number of total troops on rebel side at height of conflict. If even 
estimates are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, 
RebelNumTrps is coded as missing (enter NA) and only RebelTrpCat is coded. 
NA – some conflicting reports and not enough data to make a reliable estimate  
*Sarkees & Dixon (2016) – National Liberation Front strength was 106,700 (*note that this is for 
Vietnam War Phase I from 1960-1965”)  
**Moise (2005) – “No good statistics available for even the organized military units of the Viet 
Cong, much less their support troops, militias, and paramilitary forces” (p.11); US estimates in 
mid-1964 say 28,000-34,000 in main and local forces with ~80,000 guerillas  
***Beckett (2001) - - “… VC membership is estimated to have doubled between 1960 and mid-
1961, doubled again by late 1961, and doubled once more by early 1962, to reach a strength of 
about 300,000” (p.187) 
****Oxford Reference (2008) – “By November 1967, at the peak of their strength, the Viet Cong 
had risen to 206,000 fighters organized into ninety-nine maneuver battalions and with thousands 
more fighters in irregular units.” (*note – not going to write 206,000 because there were 
“thousands” more (difficult to estimate how many more fighters this is) and it may not be 
accurate)  
 
RebelTrpCat * Categorical measure of the total number of rebel troops at height of conflict. 
Coding: 0 less than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 
troops 4 More than 30,000 troops 
4 
*previous coder 
 
RebelCas * Number of rebels / opposition members killed during the conflict. Please enter 
numbers without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of 
ranges (750 instead of 500-1000). If missing, enter NA. 
NA 
*Difficult to discern between Viet Cong (rebels in South Vietnam) and NVA troops because the 
insurgents were attempting to hide their affiliation, changed the previous coder’s answer because 
it included Viet Cong and NVA troops together  
**Clodfelter (2008) – counts NVA and Viet Cong soldiers together so it is difficult to discern 
between the two groups  



-(1) “The official count puts NVA-VC battle dead, from 1961-73, at 927,124. Including the losses 
incurred in the last two years of the war, 1973-75, the official toll exceeded 1 million.” (762)  
-(2) “But most authorities claim that the Communist body count was often inflated, possibly by as 
much as one-third. Subtracting from the official count by 30 percent, still leaves the appalling total 
of over 731,000 battle dead for North Vietnam and the Viet Cong, and Giap admitted to 330,000 
NVA-VC missing.” (762)  
***Sarkees & Dixon (2016) – National Liberation Front deaths total 41,500 (*note that this is for 
“Vietnam War Phase I from 1960-1965”)  
 
ThreatSource * Role of internal and external actors with regard to the rebels in the conflict. 
Coding: 1 primarily internal conflict with minor to moderate level of support to rebels from external 
actors 2 primarily externally sponsored conflict with local insurgents 3 entirely domestic 
opposition (no external assistance). 
2 
*RAND (2013) – “The insurgents’ goal of reunification of North and South Vietnam partially 
blurred the line between the domestic southern insurgency and the support and forces of the 
‘invading,’ separated north.” (196)  
 
TargHelp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state committed any military troops to assist or 
advise the rebels. 
1 
*previous coder 
**Clodfelter (2008) – “Of some 3,000 Soviet military personnel who served in Vietnam, mainly as 
advisers or pilots… Of 327,000 Chinese logistical and antiaircraft troops who supported North 
Vietnam…” (762)  
 
AsstCombat * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state engaged in combat to assist the 
rebels. 
1 
*previous coder 
**Clodfelter (2008) – “Of some 3,000 Soviet military personnel who served in Vietnam, mainly as 
advisers or pilots… Of 327,000 Chinese logistical and antiaircraft troops who supported North 
Vietnam…” (762)  
 
AsstArms * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided arms or other material aid to 
assist the rebels. 
1 
*previous coder 
 
AsstEcon * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided economic support to the rebels. 
1 
*previous coder 
 
AsstSanct * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided, on its territory, sanctuaries for 
the rebels.  
1 
*previous coder 
 
TargSupp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided any type of support to assist the 
rebels. 
1 
*previous coder 
 
ConflictEthnic * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ethnic conflict. Following a 
conventional definition, ethnic conflicts involve “groups that identify with a distinct ethnic or 
cultural heritage” (Regan 1996: 338). Ethnic wars have been defined as “wars among 



communities (ethnicities) who are in conflict over the power relationship that exists between those 
communities and the state” (Sambanis 2001: 261). Additionally, the groups in ethnic conflicts 
“hold irreconcilable visions of the identity, borders, and citizenship of the state. They do not seek 
to control a state whose identity all sides accept, but rather to redefine or divide the state itself” 
(Kaufman 1996: 138). 
0 
*previous coder 
 
EthnicGroups * When applicable, name the primary ethnic group or groups contributing rebel 
fighters to the opposition movement. Separate group names with ;. Please try to use ethnic group 
names that are listed in http://www.icr.ethz.ch/research/greg/groups.xls. If not applicable, enter 
NA. 
NA 
*previous coder  
 
ConflictRelig * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a religious conflict. The primary 
feature of religious conflicts in this definition is that insurgent leaders frequently and 
systematically invoke religion as a motivation and justification for the conflict (cf. Juergensmeyer 
2003: 57). 
0 
*previous coder 
 
ConflictIdeol * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ideological conflict, with 
alignments across ethnic borders. Insurgents may strive for a different regime type and/or political 
order, but their primary aim does not contain the systematic exclusion of specific ethnic or 
religious groups. 
1 
*previous coder 
 
ConflictSecess * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a secessionist conflict and 
the insurgents aim to create a separate state outside the current regime’s authority. 
0 
*previous coder 
 
LastCW * Years since last civil war. Enter an integer number of years. If no civil war occurred 
before, enter NA. 
3 
*previous coder 
 
 

Conflict outcome variables 
 
Win * Who won the conflict? 1 Counterinsurgents (government and/or intervener) 2 
Insurgents/rebels/rebel affiliates 3 Undecided 
2 
*previous coder 
 
ConflictOutcome * Categorical variable that describes how the government terminated its 
military conflict. 0 Conflict ongoing. 1 Government militarily defeated the rebels. 2 Government 
negotiated a settlement that resulted in a compromise with the insurgents over governance (e.g., 
a power-sharing agreement). 3 The country was partitioned into two or more separate countries 
at the end of the conflict 4 Rebels militarily defeated the government. 
4 
*previous coder  



 
GovComp * GovComp Who was in control of the central government at the end of the conflict 
(i.e. at Enddate)? 1 Insurgents (the previous opposition; groups associated with the insurgents; 
political wings of rebels; etc.) 2 Government (the previous incumbent government; politicians 
associated with the previous regime; etc.) 3 Foreign intervener 4 Power-sharing: both previous 
rebels and previous incumbents began sharing political power in a joint government at the end of 
the conflict 5 Unclear: failing or failed state 
1 
*previous coder  
 
Maintain * The number of months the government remained in power after the termination of the 
conflict (Enddate). This variable varies from zero, when the regime was never stabilized, to 60, 
when the regime remained in power for at least five years post-conflict. 
0 
*previous coder 
 
MNF * Dummy variable coded 1 if a multinational peacekeeping force was established and 
remained in the conflict region after the termination of the conflict. 
0 
*previous coder 
 
 
Notes * Use this space to provide any additional details, comments on ambiguous or 
contradictory information, etc…  
*refer to each variable for notes on it  
 
Sarkees & Dixon (2016) doesn’t use the term “Viet Cong,” instead referring to the rebels as the 
National Liberation Front  
 
Moise (2005) – troop strengths (by country & year if stated) – p.11-12  
-Republic of Vietnam (South Vietnam) – 456,000 (Army), 42,000 (Navy), 50,000 (Air Force), 
17,000 (Marines)  565,000 (in mid-1972) (p.10) 
-Viet Cong – “No good statistics available for even the organized military units of the Viet Cong, 
much less their support troops, militias, and paramilitary forces” (p.11); US estimates in mid-1964 
say 28,000-34,000 in main and local forces with ~80,000 guerillas  
-US – peaked at 543,000 troops in April 1969, addition of air base (used to conduct bombing 
runs from) personnel outside of Vietnam, then strength was “well over 600,000” (p.11)  
-South Korea – 50,003 
-Thailand – 11,586  
-Australia – 7,672 
-Philippines – 2,061 
-New Zealand – 552 
-China – 170,000 (to assist North Vietnam)  
 
Becket (2001)  
-National Front for the Liberation of South Vietnam (NLF) founded Dec. 20, 1960 
-People’s Liberation Armed Forces (PLAF) began as the ~10,000 former Viet Minh who remained 
in South Vietnam after the 1954 Geneva agreement splitting the north and south, but was 
“swelled by further infiltration from North Vietnam and by local recruitment” (p.187)  
- “… VC membership is estimated to have doubled between 1960 and mid-1961, doubled again 
by late 1961, and doubled once more by early 1962, to reach a strength of about 300,000” 
(p.187) 
-(Tet Offensive, 1968) “… VC lost most of the estimated 45,000 communist casualties” (p.190)  
- “… NVA and VC are estimated to have lost 330,000 casualties between 1965 and 1967” (p.193)   
 



Sources * Sources Abbreviated identifier for each source used to code a case. The full source 
citations are provided with their identifying code below. Use Chicago 15th B citation style. 
 
Paul, Christopher, Colin P. Clarke, Beth Grill, and Molly Dunigan. 2013. Paths to Victory: Detailed 
Insurgency Case Studies. RAND Offices.  
 
Clodfelter, Michael. 2008. Warfare and Armed Conflicts: A Statistical Encyclopedia of Casualty 
and Other Figures, 1949-2007. 3rd ed. Jefferson, N.C.: McFarland.  
  
Dixon, Jeffrey S. and Meredith Reid Sarkees. “Intra-state Wars in South America.” In A Guide to 
Intra-state Wars: An Examination of Civil, Regional, and Intercommunal Wars, 1816-2014. 
Thousand Oaks, CA: CQ Press, SAGE Publications, Inc., 2016. doi: 
10.4135/9781452234205.n10.  
 
Moise, Edwin. 2005. The A to Z of the Vietnam War. Lanham, MD: Scarecrow Press.  
 
Gilbert, Marc Jason. "Viet Cong." In Oxford Encyclopedia of the Modern World. : Oxford 
University Press, 2008. 
https://www.oxfordreference.com/view/10.1093/acref/9780195176322.001.0001/acref-
9780195176322-e-1668.  
 
Beckett, Ian F. W. 2001. Modern insurgencies and counter-insurgencies: guerrillas and their 
opponents since 1750. London ; New York: Routledge.  
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Conflict Cases Research Journal 
 
* Required 

 

1. Conflict identifiers 
 
Conflict ID * Which conflict from the list of Conflict Cases is this? Please provide ConYr. (Please note that ConYr 
may have to be adjusted based on new start dates: if you find that the actual start date of a conflict diverges from 
the one provided in the Conflict Cases list, please update this Conflict ID to reflect the correct start year. E.g. if the 
Afghanistan conflict 7001980 actually started in 1978, please provide 7001978 as the ID.) 
8181945 
 
ConflictCountry * In which country did the conflict occur?  Indochina (modern day Laos, Cambodia, & Vietnam)  
 
Startdate * 9/23/1945 
 
Enddate * 7/21/1954 
 
Comments on start- and enddate. Insert comments on problems/ambiguities with the start- and enddates of the 
conflict here. 
*RAND (2013)  
-09/1945 – when the Viet Minh (nationalist and communist) party declared the region to be a republic  
-7/21/1954 – the day after the Geneva Accords were signed between North Vietnam and France (not signed by US 
or South Vietnam) which recognized independence from France  
 
IncGov * Provide the name of the incumbent government/regime (head of gov't/regime, party) French colonial 
government/French-backed Vietnamese government  
 
Rebel1 * Provide the names of the opposition group(s), rebel group(s) and other actors that were identified as 
opposing the central government 
Viet Minh  
 
Rebel2 
 
Rebel3 
 
Rebel4 
 
Coup * Is this conflict best described as a coup? Is the government defending itself against or reversing a coup -- 
rather than a case in which there is an armed insurgent movement? If YES (=1), do not continue coding this case 
for now and mark the case’s status as “Coup” in the Conflict_Cases document. If NO coup (=0), and an insurgency 
is present, continue coding the variables below. 
0 

 
Region * Geographic region of the country in which the rebels and/or the fighting was concentrated. Depending on 
the conflict this could be the name of a province, state, or administrative district in the conflict country, a 
description (e.g., “primarily the southern half of the country, south of the capital to the border with Pakistan”), or 
a named region (e.g., the Darfur region of Sudan). If dispersed throughout the county, enter “entire country”.  
Primarily the northern half of Vietnam 
*previous data  



 
Concentration * Estimate the percentage of the geographic area of the country experiencing significant violence 
related to the conflict at any point during the conflict. Violence should be considered significant if battles/clashes 
between the rebels and government forces took place in a region, civilians were killed by government or rebel 
forces in a region, or government or rebel attacks occurred regularly in a region. Coding: 1 Less than 25% 2 25-50% 
3 50-75% 4 More than 75% 
3 
*previous data  
 

2. Counterinsurgency characteristics 
Note: These variables should be coded in reference to the entire conflict, from Startdate to Enddate. Even in 
conflict in which the government began COIN operations with a light force model, if the majority of the conflict 
featured a heavy force model, this variable should be coded as 2. 
 
ForceModel * Primary type of force used by government troops. Coding: 1 Light force: Primary use of ground 
combat units that do not include large military equipment (may include close air support) 2 Heavy force: Primarily 
large-unit, concentrated firepower combat with mechanized units (may include strategic bombing) Close air 
support is defined as “air action by fixed-wing (FW) and rotary-wing (RW) aircraft against hostile targets that are in 
close proximity to friendly forces. […] It is planned and executed to support ground tactical units. CAS execution is 
tightly integrated at the tactical level with the fire and maneuver of supported ground forces.” (Joint Chiefs of 
Staff, Joint Publication 3-09.3). Close air support can be provided by any unit of the armed forces. Strategic 
bombing is defined as the massive, centrally coordinated bombing of military and civilian targets for strategic 
purposes, usually conducted by an air force. 
2 
*previous data  
 
StrategicAir * What role did strategic bombing play in the government’s military strategy? (see definition above). 
Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
2 
*previous data  
**Clodfelter (2008) – “Unlike the American war that was to follow, French air power played only a marginal role in 
the 1946-1954 conflict. The French never had more than 275 combat aircraft in Indochina at any one time…”  
 
Resettle * What role did resettlement play in the government’s military strategy? Resettlement is defined as the 
forced relocation of civilian populations to deny guerillas access to resources, sanctuary, and other types of 
support; provide greater security for noncombatants; and/or separate combatants from noncombatants. Coding: 1 
None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 
*previous data  
 
CivAction * What role did projects intended to improve the material well-being of play in the government’s 
military strategy? Examples: building schools, roads, bridges, hospitals; providing medical care, clean water or 
electricity; and creating jobs for local residents. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 
*previous data  
 
CivSecure * What role did attempts to protect noncombatants from harm caused by the insurgents play in the 
government’s military strategy? Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 
*previous data  
 



Decap * What role did attempts to capture and kill the top leader(s) of the insurgent movement play in the 
government’s military strategy? Compare this variable to Jenna Jordan’s decapitation data. Coding: 1 None 2 
Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 
*previous data  
 
CivKill * Did mass killing of civilians occur? Mass killing is defined as > 50,000 intentional civilian deaths in a 
campaign (within <6 years) (Valentino et al. 2004) Coding: 0 No 1 Yes 
0 
*previous data  
 
CivTarget * To what extent did the military forces of the government intentionally select civilians as direct objects 
of attack or consistently fail to discriminate between combatants and noncombatants in their military operations? 
Combatants are defined as individuals that engage in armed resistance against regime forces. Coding: 1 Rarely 2 
Moderately 3 Extensively 
2 
*previous data  
 
ForceDescrip * A narrative description of the type of force used by the government. Describe the strategy (or 
strategies) that the government used to counter the domestic threat. Note changes in strategy over time and 
major differences between the strategies and tactics used by different military units, different governments, or in 
different regions. This space can also be used to provide clarification on the variables coded above.  
The French possessed air and conventional ground battle superiority throughout the war, causing them to 
dominate the urban areas but struggle in rural regions. Beginning in 1949 and 1950, the Viet Minh were supported 
by the Chinese and Soviets, prompting the French to attempt new political and military tactics. They tried to 
compromise by restoring the Bao Dai government – which established a state of Vietnam and ended the French 
colony – and allying with local militias (the Cao Dai and Hoa Hoa). Their operations included clearing an area and 
sweeping it for Viet Minh, strong offenses, and employing convoys. The French failed in their endeavors and ceded 
at Geneva in 1954.  
*RAND (2013)  
 
NumTrps * Number of government troops at height of conflict. Measured as maximum number of regular military 
personnel (air, ground, and sea) under central government authority during the conflict. When exact numbers 
cannot be located, coders may estimate from information about the military units. If even estimates are unreliable 
because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, NumTrps is coded as missing (enter NA) and 
only TrpCat is coded. 
538000 
*previous data  
**Clodfelter (2008) – “The French Expeditionary Force, which reached a peak strength of 278,000 (exclusive of the 
260,000 or more in the Indochinese national armies) lost, according to one official count, 44,967 KIA or MIA and 
presumed dead (including 10,483 Foreign Legion), and 79,560 WIA.” (657)  adds up to 538,000  
 
TrpCat * Categorical measure of the number of government troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 less than 500 
troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 More than 30,000 troops 
4 
*previous data  
**Clodfelter (2008) – refer to note above  
 
GovCas * Number of government forces members killed during the conflict. Please enter numbers without any 
separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of ranges (750 instead of 500-1000). If missing, 
enter NA. 
73300 – derived as a rounded average of the given estimates from below  



*Clodfelter (2008) – “The French Expeditionary Force, which reached a peak strength of 278,000 (exclusive of the 
260,000 or more in the Indochinese national armies) lost, according to one official count, 44,967 KIA or MIA and 
presumed dead (including 10,483 Foreign Legion), and 79,560 WIA. The Indochinese armies fighting on the side of 
the French Union lost 18,714 KIA and MIA and 13,002 WIA [so 63,681]… A second authoritative source puts French 
Union losses at 74,220 dead from all causes, broken down as follows: French – 20,685… Foreign Legion – 11,260… 
North African – 15,229… Indochinese – 26,686.” (657)  
**Clodfelter (2008) – “Up to January 1954, French Union forces had lost 69,976 killed or missing.” (655)  About 
9,750 died at Dien Bien Phu (Nov. 1953 – May 1954)  totals at around 79,726 
***Beckett (2001) – “In all, almost 77,000 French and associated troops were killed or recorded as missing…” (112)  
****Duthel (2015) – Union française : 75 581 morts”  
 
RebelNumTrps * Estimated number of total troops on rebel side at height of conflict. If even estimates are 
unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, RebelNumTrps is coded as 
missing (enter NA) and only RebelTrpCat is coded. 
N/A 
*Clodfelter (2008) – “Ho Chi Minh’s Vietnam had a total armed force of over 300,000 including 115,00 regulars.” 
(655)  
 
RebelTrpCat * Categorical measure of the total number of rebel troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 less than 
500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 More than 30,000 troops 
4 
*previous data  
**Clodfelter (2008) – refer to note above  
 
RebelCas * Number of rebels / opposition members killed during the conflict. Please enter numbers without any 
separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of ranges (750 instead of 500-1000). If missing, 
enter NA. 
175000 
*previous data  
**Clodfelter (2008) – “The Viet Minh lost an estimated 175,00 killed…” (657)  
***Beckett (2001) – “Viet Minh casualties are unknown but may have totaled at least 200,000.” (112)  
 
ThreatSource * Role of internal and external actors with regard to the rebels in the conflict. Coding: 1 primarily 
internal conflict with minor to moderate level of support to rebels from external actors 2 primarily externally 
sponsored conflict with local insurgents 3 entirely domestic opposition (no external assistance). 
1 
*RAND (2013)  
-(1) “The clear turning point in Indochina came with the conclusion of fighting in China in 1949, which allowed 
Chinese and Soviet communists to begin providing support to the Viet Minh” (26) 
-(2) “While Chinese and Soviet support, including not just small arms and supplies but also heavy weapons and 
artillery, slowly increased the capabilities of the Viet Minh in the North” (26) 
 
TargHelp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state committed any military troops to assist or advise the rebels. 
1 
*RAND (2013) – Soviets and Chinese (after 1949)  
 
AsstCombat * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state engaged in combat to assist the rebels. 
1 
*previous data  
 
AsstArms * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided arms or other material aid to assist the rebels. 
1 
*RAND (2013) – “… including not just small arms and supplies but also heavy weapons and artillery…” (26)  



 
AsstEcon * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided economic support to the rebels. 
1 
*previous data  
 
AsstSanct * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided, on its territory, sanctuaries for the rebels. 
1 
*previous data  
 
TargSupp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided any type of support to assist the rebels. 
1 
*previous data  
 
ConflictEthnic * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ethnic conflict. Following a conventional 
definition, ethnic conflicts involve “groups that identify with a distinct ethnic or cultural heritage” (Regan 1996: 
338). Ethnic wars have been defined as “wars among communities (ethnicities) who are in conflict over the power 
relationship that exists between those communities and the state” (Sambanis 2001: 261). Additionally, the groups 
in ethnic conflicts “hold irreconcilable visions of the identity, borders, and citizenship of the state. They do not seek 
to control a state whose identity all sides accept, but rather to redefine or divide the state itself” (Kaufman 1996: 
138). 
0 
*previous data  
 
EthnicGroups * When applicable, name the primary ethnic group or groups contributing rebel fighters to the 
opposition movement. Separate group names with ;. Please try to use ethnic group names that are listed in 
http://www.icr.ethz.ch/research/greg/groups.xls. If not applicable, enter NA. 
NA 
*previous data  
 
ConflictRelig * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a religious conflict. The primary feature of 
religious conflicts in this definition is that insurgent leaders frequently and systematically invoke religion as a 
motivation and justification for the conflict (cf. Juergensmeyer 2003: 57). 
0 
*previous data  
 
ConflictIdeol * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ideological conflict, with alignments across 
ethnic borders. Insurgents may strive for a different regime type and/or political order, but their primary aim does 
not contain the systematic exclusion of specific ethnic or religious groups. 
1 
*previous data  
 
ConflictSecess * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a secessionist conflict and the insurgents aim 
to create a separate state outside the current regime’s authority. 
0 
*previous data  
 
LastCW * Years since last civil war. Enter an integer number of years. If no civil war occurred before, enter NA. 
NA 
*previous data  
 

Conflict outcome variables 



 
Win * Who won the conflict? 1 Counterinsurgents (government and/or intervener) 2 Insurgents/rebels/rebel 
affiliates 3 Undecided 
3 
*previous data  
 
ConflictOutcome * Categorical variable that describes how the government terminated its military conflict. 0 
Conflict ongoing. 1 Government militarily defeated the rebels. 2 Government negotiated a settlement that resulted 
in a compromise with the insurgents over governance (e.g., a power-sharing agreement). 3 The country was 
partitioned into two or more separate countries at the end of the conflict 4 Rebels militarily defeated the 
government. 
3 
*RAND (2013) – “The war finally ended with the July 20, 1954 Geneva conference and the loss of territory north of 
the 17th parallel to the Viet Minh under the leadership of communist President Ho Chi Minh”  
**previous data  
 
GovComp * GovComp Who was in control of the central government at the end of the conflict (i.e. at Enddate)? 1 
Insurgents (the previous opposition; groups associated with the insurgents; political wings of rebels; etc.) 2 
Government (the previous incumbent government; politicians associated with the previous regime; etc.) 3 Foreign 
intervener 4 Power-sharing: both previous rebels and previous incumbents began sharing political power in a joint 
government at the end of the conflict 5 Unclear: failing or failed state 
1 
*previous data  
 
Maintain * The number of months the government remained in power after the termination of the conflict 
(Enddate). This variable varies from zero, when the regime was never stabilized, to 60, when the regime remained 
in power for at least five years post-conflict. 
0 
*previous data  
 
MNF * Dummy variable coded 1 if a multinational peacekeeping force was established and remained in the conflict 
region after the termination of the conflict. 
0 
*previous data  
 
Notes * 
*other notes written under each variable  
 
Clodfelter (2008) – classifies the war as lasting from 1946-1954  
 
Sources * Sources Abbreviated identifier for each source used to code a case. The full source citations are provided 
with their identifying code below. Use Chicago 15th B citation style. 
 
Paul, Christopher, Colin P. Clarke, Beth Grill, and Molly Dunigan. 2013. Paths to Victory: Detailed Insurgency Case 
Studies. RAND Offices.  
 
Clodfelter, Michael. Warfare and Armed Conflicts. 3rd ed. Jefferson, NC: McFarland, 2008.  
 
Beckett, Ian F. W. 2001. Modern Insurgencies and Counter-Insurgencies: Guerrillas and their Opponents since 
1750. New York: Routledge.   
 



Duthel, Heinz. La Légion Et La Bataille à Ðiên Biên Phú LA LEGION EST LEUR PATRIE. Norderstedt : Books on 
Demand, 2015. Accessed June 17, 2019. Google Books.  



Conflict Cases Research Journal 
 
* Required 

 

1. Conflict identifiers 
 
Conflict ID * Which conflict from the list of Conflict Cases is this? Please provide ConYr. (Please note 
that ConYr may have to be adjusted based on new start dates: if you find that the actual start date of a 
conflict diverges from the one provided in the Conflict Cases list, please update this Conflict ID to reflect 
the correct start year. E.g. if the Afghanistan conflict 7001980 actually started in 1978, please provide 
7001978 as the ID.) 
8201948 
 
ConflictCountry * In which country did the conflict occur? 
Malaysia 
 
Startdate * 6/19/1948 
 
Enddate * 7/31/1960 
 
Comments on start- and enddate. Insert comments on problems/ambiguities with the start- and 
enddates of the conflict here. 
 
IncGov * Provide the name of the incumbent government/regime (head of gov't/regime, party) 
British government- PM Anttlee 
 
Rebel1 * Provide the names of the opposition group(s), rebel group(s) and other actors that were 
identified as opposing the central government 
Malayan People’s Anti-British Army  
 
Rebel2 
 
Rebel3 
 
Rebel4 
 
Coup * Is this conflict best described as a coup? Is the government defending itself against or reversing a 
coup -- rather than a case in which there is an armed insurgent movement? If YES (=1), do not continue 
coding this case for now and mark the case’s status as “Coup” in the Conflict_Cases document. If NO 
coup (=0), and an insurgency is present, continue coding the variables below. 
0 

 
Region * Geographic region of the country in which the rebels and/or the fighting was concentrated. 
Depending on the conflict this could be the name of a province, state, or administrative district in the 
conflict country, a description (e.g., “primarily the southern half of the country, south of the capital to the 
border with Pakistan”), or a named region (e.g., the Darfur region of Sudan). If dispersed throughout the 
county, enter “entire country”.  
sporadic throughout country 
 
Concentration * Estimate the percentage of the geographic area of the country experiencing significant 
violence related to the conflict at any point during the conflict. Violence should be considered significant if 
battles/clashes between the rebels and government forces took place in a region, civilians were killed by 



government or rebel forces in a region, or government or rebel attacks occurred regularly in a region. 
Coding: 1 Less than 25% 2 25-50% 3 50-75% 4 More than 75% 
2 
 
IGO * Dummy variable set to 1 if an intergovernmental organization (NATO, UN, etc...) organized, 
participated in, sponsored, or sanctioned a military intervention to maintain the regime. 
0 
 
IGOname * Name of the IGO mission that organized, participated in, sponsored, or sanctioned the 
military intervention to maintain the regime (if any). 
NA 
 
 

2. Counterinsurgency characteristics 
Note: These variables should be coded in reference to the entire conflict, from Startdate to Enddate. Even 
in conflict in which the government began COIN operations with a light force model, if the majority of the 
conflict featured a heavy force model, this variable should be coded as 2. 
 
ForceModel * Primary type of force used by government troops. Coding: 1 Light force: Primary use of 
ground combat units that do not include large military equipment (may include close air support) 2 Heavy 
force: Primarily large-unit, concentrated firepower combat with mechanized units (may include strategic 
bombing) Close air support is defined as “air action by fixed-wing (FW) and rotary-wing (RW) aircraft 
against hostile targets that are in close proximity to friendly forces. […] It is planned and executed to 
support ground tactical units. CAS execution is tightly integrated at the tactical level with the fire and 
maneuver of supported ground forces.” (Joint Chiefs of Staff, Joint Publication 3-09.3). Close air support 
can be provided by any unit of the armed forces. Strategic bombing is defined as the massive, centrally 
coordinated bombing of military and civilian targets for strategic purposes, usually conducted by an air 
force. 
1 
 
StrategicAir * What role did strategic bombing play in the government’s military strategy? (see definition 
above). Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 

 
Resettle * What role did resettlement play in the government’s military strategy? Resettlement is defined 
as the forced relocation of civilian populations to deny guerillas access to resources, sanctuary, and other 
types of support; provide greater security for noncombatants; and/or separate combatants from 
noncombatants. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
3 
 
CivAction * What role did projects intended to improve the material well-being of play in the 
government’s military strategy? Examples: building schools, roads, bridges, hospitals; providing medical 
care, clean water or electricity; and creating jobs for local residents. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 
4 Extensive 
1 
 
CivSecure * What role did attempts to protect noncombatantfs from harm caused by the insurgents play 
in the government’s military strategy? Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
3 
 
Decap * What role did attempts to capture and kill the top leader(s) of the insurgent movement play in the 
government’s military strategy? Compare this variable to Jenna Jordan’s decapitation data. Coding: 1 
None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
2 
 



CivKill * Did mass killing of civilians occur? Mass killing is defined as > 50,000 intentional civilian deaths 
in a campaign (within <6 years) (Valentino et al. 2004) Coding: 0 No 1 Yes 
 
 
CivTarget * To what extent did the military forces of the government intentionally select civilians as direct 
objects of attack or consistently fail to discriminate between combatants and noncombatants in their 
military operations? Combatants are defined as individuals that engage in armed resistance against 
regime forces. Coding: 1 Rarely 2 Moderately 3 Extensively 
1 
 
ForceDescrip * A narrative description of the type of force used by the government. Describe the 
strategy (or strategies) that the government used to counter the domestic threat. Note changes in strategy 
over time and major differences between the strategies and tactics used by different military units, 
different governments, or in different regions. This space can also be used to provide clarification on the 
variables coded above. 
The rebel group was primarily made up of people of Chinese ancestry.  Ethnicity played an enormous role 
in this conflict.  The government troops were made up of British troops and ethnically Malayan troops.  In 
addition to counterinsurgency tactics, government troops “resettled indigenous populations into fortified 
villages” for protection and so the people would not join the rebels.  
 
NumTrps * Number of government troops at height of conflict. Measured as maximum number of regular 
military personnel (air, ground, and sea) under central government authority during the conflict. When 
exact numbers cannot be located, coders may estimate from information about the military units. If even 
estimates are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, NumTrps 
is coded as missing (enter NA) and only TrpCat is coded. 
185000 
 
TrpCat * Categorical measure of the number of government troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 less 
than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 More than 
30,000 troops 
4 
 
GovCas * Number of government forces members killed during the conflict. Please enter numbers 
without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of ranges (750 instead of 
500-1000). If missing, enter NA. 
2384 
 
RebelNumTrps * Estimated number of total troops on rebel side at height of conflict. If even estimates 
are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, RebelNumTrps is 
coded as missing (enter NA) and only RebelTrpCat is coded. 
4000 
 
RebelTrpCat * Categorical measure of the total number of rebel troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 
less than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 More than 
30,000 troops 
2 
 
RebelCas * Number of rebels / opposition members killed during the conflict. Please enter numbers 
without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of ranges (750 instead of 
500-1000). If missing, enter NA. 
6710 
 
ThreatSource * Role of internal and external actors with regard to the rebels in the conflict. Coding: 1 
primarily internal conflict with minor to moderate level of support to rebels from external actors 2 primarily 
externally sponsored conflict with local insurgents 3 entirely domestic opposition (no external assistance). 
1 



 
TargHelp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state committed any military troops to assist or advise 
the rebels. 
0 
 
AsstCombat * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state engaged in combat to assist the rebels. 
0 
 
AsstArms * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided arms or other material aid to assist the 
rebels. 
0 
 
AsstEcon * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided economic support to the rebels. 
0 
 
AsstSanct * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided, on its territory, sanctuaries for the 
rebels. 
0 
 
TargSupp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided any type of support to assist the rebels. 
0 
 
ConflictEthnic * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ethnic conflict. Following a 
conventional definition, ethnic conflicts involve “groups that identify with a distinct ethnic or cultural 
heritage” (Regan 1996: 338). Ethnic wars have been defined as “wars among communities (ethnicities) 
who are in conflict over the power relationship that exists between those communities and the state” 
(Sambanis 2001: 261). Additionally, the groups in ethnic conflicts “hold irreconcilable visions of the 
identity, borders, and citizenship of the state. They do not seek to control a state whose identity all sides 
accept, but rather to redefine or divide the state itself” (Kaufman 1996: 138). 
1 
 
EthnicGroups * When applicable, name the primary ethnic group or groups contributing rebel fighters to 
the opposition movement. Separate group names with ;. Please try to use ethnic group names that are 
listed in http://www.icr.ethz.ch/research/greg/groups.xls. If not applicable, enter NA. 
Mainly Malaysians of Chinese heritage 
 
ConflictRelig * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a religious conflict. The primary feature 
of religious conflicts in this definition is that insurgent leaders frequently and systematically invoke religion 
as a motivation and justification for the conflict (cf. Juergensmeyer 2003: 57). 
0 
 
ConflictIdeol * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ideological conflict, with alignments 
across ethnic borders. Insurgents may strive for a different regime type and/or political order, but their 
primary aim does not contain the systematic exclusion of specific ethnic or religious groups. 
0 
 
ConflictSecess * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a secessionist conflict and the 
insurgents aim to create a separate state outside the current regime’s authority. 
1 
 
LastCW * Years since last civil war. Enter an integer number of years. If no civil war occurred before, 
enter NA. 
NA 
 

Conflict outcome variables 



 
Win * Who won the conflict? 1 Counterinsurgents (government and/or intervener) 2 
Insurgents/rebels/rebel affiliates 3 Undecided 
1 
 
ConflictOutcome * Categorical variable that describes how the government terminated its military 
conflict. 0 Conflict ongoing. 1 Government militarily defeated the rebels. 2 Government negotiated a 
settlement that resulted in a compromise with the insurgents over governance (e.g., a power-sharing 
agreement). 3 The country was partitioned into two or more separate countries at the end of the conflict 4 
Rebels militarily defeated the government. 
1 
 
GovComp * GovComp Who was in control of the central government at the end of the conflict (i.e. at 
Enddate)? 1 Insurgents (the previous opposition; groups associated with the insurgents; political wings of 
rebels; etc.) 2 Government (the previous incumbent government; politicians associated with the previous 
regime; etc.) 3 Foreign intervener 4 Power-sharing: both previous rebels and previous incumbents began 
sharing political power in a joint government at the end of the conflict 5 Unclear: failing or failed state 
2 
 
Maintain * The number of months the government remained in power after the termination of the conflict 
(Enddate). This variable varies from zero, when the regime was never stabilized, to 60, when the regime 
remained in power for at least five years post-conflict. 
60 
 
MNF * Dummy variable coded 1 if a multinational peacekeeping force was established and remained in 
the conflict region after the termination of the conflict. 
0 
 
Sources * Sources Abbreviated identifier for each source used to code a case. The full source citations 
are provided with their identifying code below. Use Chicaco 15th B citation style. 
Clodfelter 

 
 
Notes * 
The government troop count is probably high.  This number includes 55000 troops (British and Malayan) 
plus 130000 police/Malayan Home Guard.  In addition, the rebel troop count does not include a large 
number of irregular troops that participated in the conflict sporadically.  Note the rebel group was also 
called the Malayan Race Liberation Army.  Malaysia gained independence from Great Britain in 1957.  
This problem resurfaces in the 1970s.   
 
 



Conflict Cases Research Journal 
 
* Required 

 

1. Conflict identifiers 
 
Conflict ID * Which conflict from the list of Conflict Cases is this? Please provide ConYr. (Please note that ConYr 
may have to be adjusted based on new start dates: if you find that the actual start date of a conflict diverges from the 
one provided in the Conflict Cases list, please update this Conflict ID to reflect the correct start year. E.g. if the 
Afghanistan conflict 7001980 actually started in 1978, please provide 7001978 as the ID.) 
8201963 
 
ConflictCountry * In which country did the conflict occur? 
Malaysia 
 
Startdate * 4/12/1963 
 
Enddate * 12/31/1966 
 
Comments on start- and enddate. Insert comments on problems/ambiguities with the start- and enddates of the 
conflict here. 
Exact end day and month unknown 
 
IncGov * Provide the name of the incumbent government/regime (head of gov't/regime, party) 
Government of Malaysia 
 
Rebel1 * Provide the names of the opposition group(s), rebel group(s) and other actors that were identified as 
opposing the central government 
Clandestine Communist Organization (CCO) 
 
Notes: 
 
The following are notes regarding the name of the group. 
 
According to van der Kroef: “ the Sarawak Advanced Youths' Association “ forms the core of what the 
Sarawak Government terms the 'Clandestine Communist Organization* (CCO), which includes various 
and sometimes rather fleeting satellites around SAYA, such as some of the Chinese labour unions, 
associations of students and past students of private Chinese schools, and even sports and cultural 
groups.  
 
It also appears that the CCO encompasses all Communist groups.  Another name used is the 'Sarawak 
People's Guerrilla Movement' Source: Van Der Kroef, Justus M. "The Sarawak—Indonesian Border 
Insurgency." Modern Asian Studies 2, no. 3 (1968): 245-265. 
 
According to Fong (2005)’s book review on a relevant book, “The author, following the rhetoric of the 
Sarawak Colonial Government, names all the anti-colonial government organizations as Clandestine 
Communist Organisation (CCO) and Sarawak Communist Organisation (SCO), and the members of the 
anti-colonial government organisations and the leftists as communists (p. 187). Source: Fone, H. (2005). 
Vernon L. Porritt “The Rise and Fall of Communism in Sarawk 1940-1990. Taiwan Journal of Southeast 
Asian Studies, 2 (1): 183-192 (2005). 
https://web.archive.org/web/20131224123919/http://www.cseas.ncnu.edu.tw/journal/v02_no1/5.pp183-
192 書評 new.pdf   
 

https://web.archive.org/web/20131224123919/http:/www.cseas.ncnu.edu.tw/journal/v02_no1/5.pp183-192%E6%9B%B8%E8%A9%95new.pdf
https://web.archive.org/web/20131224123919/http:/www.cseas.ncnu.edu.tw/journal/v02_no1/5.pp183-192%E6%9B%B8%E8%A9%95new.pdf


Eilenberg, Michael. "Straddling the border: A marginal history of guerrilla warfare and ‘counter-
insurgency’in the Indonesian borderlands, 1960s–1970s." Modern Asian Studies 45, no. 6 (2011): 1423-
1463. According to Eillenberg, following the two week civil war in Brunei:  

“The rebellion was badly planned and the British soldiers defeated the rebels in two weeks. 
However, one group of rebels escaped and retreated to the border area between Sarawak and 
Kalimantan where they started guerrilla warfare against Malaysian soldiers and mixed brigades of 
British, Australian and New Zealand Commonwealth troops. In 1964, 30,000 British soldiers were 
employed in this undeclared war, the largest British military operation since World War Two.27 
The leftist rebel army was called the North Kalimantan National Army (Tentara Nasional 
Kalimantan Utara, hereafter TNKU)” (pp. 9-10).  

 
According to Tuck (2006):” “The remains of the TNKU and elements of the Sarawak Chinese 
communist party (what the security forces called the CCO, or Clandestine Communist 
Organisation) crossed the border into Kalimantan, where they received arms and training from 
the Indonesians. These irregulars became known to the security forces in East Malasyia as 
IBTs (Indonesian Border Terrorists)” (p. 5). 
 
 
The British called the CCO the “Sarawak People’s Guerilla Forces.” See Tucker (2016), p. 257 
 
Rebel2 
 
Rebel3 
 
Rebel4 
 
Coup * Is this conflict best described as a coup? Is the government defending itself against or reversing a coup -- 
rather than a case in which there is an armed insurgent movement? If YES (=1), do not continue coding this case for 
now and mark the case’s status as “Coup” in the Conflict_Cases document. If NO coup (=0), and an insurgency is 
present, continue coding the variables below. 
0 

 
Region * Geographic region of the country in which the rebels and/or the fighting was concentrated. Depending on 
the conflict this could be the name of a province, state, or administrative district in the conflict country, a description 
(e.g., “primarily the southern half of the country, south of the capital to the border with Pakistan”), or a named 
region (e.g., the Darfur region of Sudan). If dispersed throughout the county, enter “entire country”.  
Sarawak and Sabah 
 
Concentration * Estimate the percentage of the geographic area of the country experiencing significant violence 
related to the conflict at any point during the conflict. Violence should be considered significant if battles/clashes 
between the rebels and government forces took place in a region, civilians were killed by government or rebel forces 
in a region, or government or rebel attacks occurred regularly in a region. Coding: 1 Less than 25% 2 25-50% 3 50-
75% 4 More than 75% 
2 
 
 

2. Counterinsurgency characteristics 
Note: These variables should be coded in reference to the entire conflict, from Startdate to Enddate. Even in conflict 
in which the government began COIN operations with a light force model, if the majority of the conflict featured a 
heavy force model, this variable should be coded as 2. 
 



ForceModel * Primary type of force used by government troops. Coding: 1 Light force: Primary use of ground 
combat units that do not include large military equipment (may include close air support) 2 Heavy force: Primarily 
large-unit, concentrated firepower combat with mechanized units (may include strategic bombing) Close air support 
is defined as “air action by fixed-wing (FW) and rotary-wing (RW) aircraft against hostile targets that are in close 
proximity to friendly forces. […] It is planned and executed to support ground tactical units. CAS execution is 
tightly integrated at the tactical level with the fire and maneuver of supported ground forces.” (Joint Chiefs of Staff, 
Joint Publication 3-09.3). Close air support can be provided by any unit of the armed forces. Strategic bombing is 
defined as the massive, centrally coordinated bombing of military and civilian targets for strategic purposes, usually 
conducted by an air force. 
1 
 
StrategicAir * What role did strategic bombing play in the government’s military strategy? (see definition above). 
Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 

 
Resettle * What role did resettlement play in the government’s military strategy? Resettlement is defined as the 
forced relocation of civilian populations to deny guerillas access to resources, sanctuary, and other types of support; 
provide greater security for noncombatants; and/or separate combatants from noncombatants. Coding: 1 None 2 
Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
2 
 
CivAction * What role did projects intended to improve the material well-being of play in the government’s military 
strategy? Examples: building schools, roads, bridges, hospitals; providing medical care, clean water or electricity; 
and creating jobs for local residents. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
 
1 
 
Tucker (2013, p. 257): Britain was involved in providing civic action, but no evidence that Malaysia was. 
Source: Tucker, Spencer C., ed. Encyclopedia of Insurgency and Counterinsurgency: A New Era of 
Modern Warfare: A New Era of Modern Warfare. Abc-Clio, 2013 
 
 
 
CivSecure * What role did attempts to protect noncombatantfs from harm caused by the insurgents play in the 
government’s military strategy? Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
 
1 
 
 
Tucker (2013, p. 257): Britain was involved in initiatives aimed at protecting civilians, but no evidence that 
Malaysia was.  Source: Tucker, Spencer C., ed. Encyclopedia of Insurgency and Counterinsurgency: A New 
Era of Modern Warfare: A New Era of Modern Warfare. Abc-Clio, 2013 
 
 
 
Decap * What role did attempts to capture and kill the top leader(s) of the insurgent movement play in the 
government’s military strategy? Compare this variable to Jenna Jordan’s decapitation data. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 
3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
 
1 
 
 
CivKill * Did mass killing of civilians occur? Mass killing is defined as > 50,000 intentional civilian deaths in a 
campaign (within <6 years) (Valentino et al. 2004) Coding: 0 No 1 Yes 
0 
 



CivTarget * To what extent did the military forces of the government intentionally select civilians as direct objects 
of attack or consistently fail to discriminate between combatants and noncombatants in their military operations? 
Combatants are defined as individuals that engage in armed resistance against regime forces. Coding: 1 Rarely 2 
Moderately 3 Extensively 
1 
 
ForceDescrip * A narrative description of the type of force used by the government. Describe the strategy (or 
strategies) that the government used to counter the domestic threat. Note changes in strategy over time and major 
differences between the strategies and tactics used by different military units, different governments, or in different 
regions. This space can also be used to provide clarification on the variables coded above. 
Van der Kroeff described the government’s strategy as “determined repression”, including resettlement, 
systematic searches for suspected CCO activists, arrests and interrogations, and military campaigns 
against CCO strongholds (576-578).   
 
Van der Kroeff (1968) explains the government’s counterinsurgency in at least the early years of the war, 
including 1963 and 1964. According to him, the Malaysia  laws allowed for “effective government 
harassment and repression of the CCO, including the proscription of suspected SUPP branches, labour 
groups, newspapers and the management committees of Chinese schools, the incarceration of alleged 
Communist cadres, confiscation of illegal literature, and so on” (p. 250).  
 
 
According to Tucker (2013, p. 257) the counterinsurgency with Britain relied on helicopters and “light 
infantry” Source: Tucker, Spencer C., ed. Encyclopedia of Insurgency and Counterinsurgency: A New Era 
of Modern Warfare: A New Era of Modern Warfare. Abc-Clio, 2013  
 
 
NumTrps * Number of government troops at height of conflict. Measured as maximum number of regular military 
personnel (air, ground, and sea) under central government authority during the conflict. When exact numbers cannot 
be located, coders may estimate from information about the military units. If even estimates are unreliable because 
of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, NumTrps is coded as missing (enter NA) and only 
TrpCat is coded. 
 
NA 
 
TrpCat * Categorical measure of the number of government troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 less than 500 
troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 More than 30,000 troops 
 
NA 
 
GovCas * Number of government forces members killed during the conflict. Please enter numbers without any 
separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of ranges (750 instead of 500-1000). If missing, 
enter NA. 
 
NA 
 
Most sources focuses on the number of British killed during the counterinsurgency. 
 
RebelNumTrps * Estimated number of total troops on rebel side at height of conflict. If even estimates are 
unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, RebelNumTrps is coded as missing 
(enter NA) and only RebelTrpCat is coded. 
2000 
 
 I can also confirm the original coder’s value of 2000 with this source. Roy, Kaushik, and Sourish 
Saha. Armed forces and insurgents in modern Asia. Routledge India, 2016. See page 48. 
 
 



RebelTrpCat * Categorical measure of the total number of rebel troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 less than 
500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 More than 30,000 troops 
1 
 
RebelCas * Number of rebels / opposition members killed during the conflict. Please enter numbers without any 
separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of ranges (750 instead of 500-1000). If missing, 
enter NA. 
 
NA  
 
ThreatSource * Role of internal and external actors with regard to the rebels in the conflict. Coding: 1 primarily 
internal conflict with minor to moderate level of support to rebels from external actors 2 primarily externally 
sponsored conflict with local insurgents 3 entirely domestic opposition (no external assistance). 
2 
 
TargHelp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state committed any military troops to assist or advise the rebels. 
1 
 
AsstCombat * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state engaged in combat to assist the rebels. 
1 
 
AsstArms * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided arms or other material aid to assist the rebels. 
 
1 
 
AsstEcon * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided economic support to the rebels. 
 
1 
 
AsstSanct * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided, on its territory, sanctuaries for the rebels. 
1 
 
TargSupp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided any type of support to assist the rebels. 
1 
 
ConflictEthnic * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ethnic conflict. Following a conventional 
definition, ethnic conflicts involve “groups that identify with a distinct ethnic or cultural heritage” (Regan 1996: 
338). Ethnic wars have been defined as “wars among communities (ethnicities) who are in conflict over the power 
relationship that exists between those communities and the state” (Sambanis 2001: 261). Additionally, the groups in 
ethnic conflicts “hold irreconcilable visions of the identity, borders, and citizenship of the state. They do not seek to 
control a state whose identity all sides accept, but rather to redefine or divide the state itself” (Kaufman 1996: 138). 
1 
 
EthnicGroups * When applicable, name the primary ethnic group or groups contributing rebel fighters to the 
opposition movement. Separate group names with ;. Please try to use ethnic group names that are listed in 
http://www.icr.ethz.ch/research/greg/groups.xls. If not applicable, enter NA. 
Chinese 
 
ConflictRelig * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a religious conflict. The primary feature of 
religious conflicts in this definition is that insurgent leaders frequently and systematically invoke religion as a 
motivation and justification for the conflict (cf. Juergensmeyer 2003: 57). 
0 
 
ConflictIdeol * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ideological conflict, with alignments across 
ethnic borders. Insurgents may strive for a different regime type and/or political order, but their primary aim does 
not contain the systematic exclusion of specific ethnic or religious groups. 



1 
 
ConflictSecess * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a secessionist conflict and the insurgents aim 
to create a separate state outside the current regime’s authority. 
1 
 
LastCW * Years since last civil war. Enter an integer number of years. If no civil war occurred before, enter NA. 
0 
 

Conflict outcome variables 
 
Win * Who won the conflict? 1 Counterinsurgents (government and/or intervener) 2 Insurgents/rebels/rebel 
affiliates 3 Undecided 
1 
 
ConflictOutcome * Categorical variable that describes how the government terminated its military conflict. 0 
Conflict ongoing. 1 Government militarily defeated the rebels. 2 Government negotiated a settlement that resulted in 
a compromise with the insurgents over governance (e.g., a power-sharing agreement). 3 The country was partitioned 
into two or more separate countries at the end of the conflict 4 Rebels militarily defeated the government. 
2 
 
GovComp * GovComp Who was in control of the central government at the end of the conflict (i.e. at Enddate)? 1 
Insurgents (the previous opposition; groups associated with the insurgents; political wings of rebels; etc.) 2 
Government (the previous incumbent government; politicians associated with the previous regime; etc.) 3 Foreign 
intervener 4 Power-sharing: both previous rebels and previous incumbents began sharing political power in a joint 
government at the end of the conflict 5 Unclear: failing or failed state 
2 
 
Maintain * The number of months the government remained in power after the termination of the conflict 
(Enddate). This variable varies from zero, when the regime was never stabilized, to 60, when the regime remained in 
power for at least five years post-conflict. 
60 
 
MNF * Dummy variable coded 1 if a multinational peacekeeping force was established and remained in the conflict 
region after the termination of the conflict. 
0 
 
Sources * Sources Abbreviated identifier for each source used to code a case. The full source citations are provided 
with their identifying code below. Use Chicaco 15th B citation style. 
 
Gould, James W. 1969. The United States and Malaysia. Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard Univ. Press. 
 
Maidin, Zainudin. 2004. The unsung heroes : [a national anecdote from a journalist's perspective, who 
witnessed history in the making and at times, was directly involved]. Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia: Utusan 
Publications & Distributors SDN BHD.  
 
Fowler, Will and Kevin Lyles. 2006. Britain's Secret War: The Indonesian Confrontation 1962-66.Oxford: 
Osprey Publishing Ltd. 
 
van der Kroef, Justus M. 1966. “Communism in Sarawak Today”. Asian Survey. 6(10): 568-579. 
 
Van Der Kroef, Justus M. "The Sarawak—Indonesian Border Insurgency." Modern Asian Studies 2, no. 3 
(1968): 245-265. 
 



Fong, Hon-Fah. Vernon L. Porritt “The Rise and Fall of Communism in Sarawak 1940-1990. Taiwan 
Journal of Southeast Asian Studies, 2 (1) (2005). 183-192 
(https://web.archive.org/web/20131224123919/http://www.cseas.ncnu.edu.tw/journal/v02_no1/5.pp183-
192 書評 new.pdf   
 
 
Eilenberg, Michael. "Straddling the border: A marginal history of guerrilla warfare and ‘counter-insurgency’ 
in the Indonesian borderlands, 1960s–1970s." Modern Asian Studies 45, no. 6 (2011): 1423-1463. 
 
Tucker, Spencer C., ed. Encyclopedia of Insurgency and Counterinsurgency: A New Era of Modern 
Warfare: A New Era of Modern Warfare. Abc-Clio, 2013 
 
Roy, Kaushik, and Sourish Saha. Armed forces and insurgents in modern Asia. Routledge India, 2016. 
 
 
Murfett, Malcolm, ed. Shaping British Foreign and Defence Policy in the Twentieth Century: A Tough Ask 
in Turbulent Times. Springer, 2014. 
 
Tuck, Christopher. The limits of covert action: SAS operations during ‘Confrontation’, 1964–66. [Accepted 
Author Manuscript]. 2016. Retrieved from https://kclpure.kcl.ac.uk/portal/en/publications/the-limits-of-
covert-action(4c9d903a-fda6-42d8-8344-27acf5cda1fd).html  
 
 
Notes * 
 
 

https://web.archive.org/web/20131224123919/http:/www.cseas.ncnu.edu.tw/journal/v02_no1/5.pp183-192%E6%9B%B8%E8%A9%95new.pdf
https://web.archive.org/web/20131224123919/http:/www.cseas.ncnu.edu.tw/journal/v02_no1/5.pp183-192%E6%9B%B8%E8%A9%95new.pdf
https://kclpure.kcl.ac.uk/portal/en/publications/the-limits-of-covert-action(4c9d903a-fda6-42d8-8344-27acf5cda1fd).html
https://kclpure.kcl.ac.uk/portal/en/publications/the-limits-of-covert-action(4c9d903a-fda6-42d8-8344-27acf5cda1fd).html


Conflict Cases Research Journal 
 
* Required 

 

1. Conflict identifiers 
 
Conflict ID * Which conflict from the list of Conflict Cases is this? Please provide ConYr. (Please 
note that ConYr may have to be adjusted based on new start dates: if you find that the actual 
start date of a conflict diverges from the one provided in the Conflict Cases list, please update this 
Conflict ID to reflect the correct start year. E.g. if the Afghanistan conflict 7001980 actually started 
in 1978, please provide 7001978 as the ID.) 
8351962 
 
ConflictCountry * In which country did the conflict occur? 
Brunei 
 
Startdate * 12/8/1962 
 
Enddate * 4/17/1963 
 
Comments on start- and enddate. Insert comments on problems/ambiguities with the start- and 
enddates of the conflict here. 
 
IncGov * Provide the name of the incumbent government/regime (head of gov't/regime, party) 
Sultan 
 
Rebel1 * Provide the names of the opposition group(s), rebel group(s) and other actors that were 
identified as opposing the central government 
Tentera Nasional Kalimantan Utara (TNKU) 
 
Rebel2 
 
Rebel3 
 
Rebel4 
 
Coup * Is this conflict best described as a coup? Is the government defending itself against or 
reversing a coup -- rather than a case in which there is an armed insurgent movement? If YES 
(=1), do not continue coding this case for now and mark the case’s status as “Coup” in the 
Conflict_Cases document. If NO coup (=0), and an insurgency is present, continue coding the 
variables below. 
0 

 
Region * Geographic region of the country in which the rebels and/or the fighting was 
concentrated. Depending on the conflict this could be the name of a province, state, or 
administrative district in the conflict country, a description (e.g., “primarily the southern half of the 
country, south of the capital to the border with Pakistan”), or a named region (e.g., the Darfur 
region of Sudan). If dispersed throughout the county, enter “entire country”.  
The majority of the fighting took place in Brunei Town, the capital, and Limbang on the Northwest 
Coast of Brunei, and in towns on the Northern and Western Brunei coast. Fighting also 
concentrated in the Lutong airfield as well as in oil field 
 



Concentration * Estimate the percentage of the geographic area of the country experiencing 
significant violence related to the conflict at any point during the conflict. Violence should be 
considered significant if battles/clashes between the rebels and government forces took place in 
a region, civilians were killed by government or rebel forces in a region, or government or rebel 
attacks occurred regularly in a region. Coding: 1 Less than 25% 2 25-50% 3 50-75% 4 More than 
75% 
1 
 

2. Counterinsurgency characteristics 
Note: These variables should be coded in reference to the entire conflict, from Startdate to 
Enddate. Even in conflict in which the government began COIN operations with a light force 
model, if the majority of the conflict featured a heavy force model, this variable should be coded 
as 2. 
 
ForceModel * Primary type of force used by government troops. Coding: 1 Light force: Primary 
use of ground combat units that do not include large military equipment (may include close air 
support) 2 Heavy force: Primarily large-unit, concentrated firepower combat with mechanized 
units (may include strategic bombing) Close air support is defined as “air action by fixed-wing 
(FW) and rotary-wing (RW) aircraft against hostile targets that are in close proximity to friendly 
forces. […] It is planned and executed to support ground tactical units. CAS execution is tightly 
integrated at the tactical level with the fire and maneuver of supported ground forces.” (Joint 
Chiefs of Staff, Joint Publication 3-09.3). Close air support can be provided by any unit of the 
armed forces. Strategic bombing is defined as the massive, centrally coordinated bombing of 
military and civilian targets for strategic purposes, usually conducted by an air force. 
1 
 
StrategicAir * What role did strategic bombing play in the government’s military strategy? (see 
definition above). Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 
 
Resettle * What role did resettlement play in the government’s military strategy? Resettlement is 
defined as the forced relocation of civilian populations to deny guerillas access to resources, 
sanctuary, and other types of support; provide greater security for noncombatants; and/or 
separate combatants from noncombatants. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 
 
CivAction * What role did projects intended to improve the material well-being of play in the 
government’s military strategy? Examples: building schools, roads, bridges, hospitals; providing 
medical care, clean water or electricity; and creating jobs for local residents. Coding: 1 None 2 
Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
3 
 
CivSecure * What role did attempts to protect noncombatantfs from harm caused by the 
insurgents play in the government’s military strategy? Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 
Extensive 
1 
 
Decap * What role did attempts to capture and kill the top leader(s) of the insurgent movement 
play in the government’s military strategy? Compare this variable to Jenna Jordan’s decapitation 
data. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 
 
CivKill * Did mass killing of civilians occur? Mass killing is defined as > 50,000 intentional civilian 
deaths in a campaign (within <6 years) (Valentino et al. 2004) Coding: 0 No 1 Yes 
0 



CivTarget * To what extent did the military forces of the government intentionally select civilians 
as direct objects of attack or consistently fail to discriminate between combatants and 
noncombatants in their military operations? Combatants are defined as individuals that engage in 
armed resistance against regime forces. Coding: 1 Rarely 2 Moderately 3 Extensively 
1 
 
ForceDescrip * A narrative description of the type of force used by the government. Describe the 
strategy (or strategies) that the government used to counter the domestic threat. Note changes in 
strategy over time and major differences between the strategies and tactics used by different 
military units, different governments, or in different regions. This space can also be used to 
provide clarification on the variables coded above. 
Gurkha infantry companies, in conjunction with British Commonwealth troops retook the villages 
which TNKU had taken over within 10 days of the rebellion’s start. The conflict was low intensity 
with very little heavy artillery used. Reinforcements were crucial for the Gurkhas success. 
 
NumTrps * Number of government troops at height of conflict. Measured as maximum number of 
regular military personnel (air, ground, and sea) under central government authority during the 
conflict. When exact numbers cannot be located, coders may estimate from information about the 
military units. If even estimates are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and 
ambiguous information, NumTrps is coded as missing (enter NA) and only TrpCat is coded. 
NA 
 
TrpCat * Categorical measure of the number of government troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 
less than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 
More than 30,000 troops 
NA 
 
GovCas * Number of government forces members killed during the conflict. Please enter 
numbers without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of 
ranges (750 instead of 500-1000). If missing, enter NA. 
8 
 
RebelNumTrps * Estimated number of total troops on rebel side at height of conflict. If even 
estimates are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, 
RebelNumTrps is coded as missing (enter NA) and only RebelTrpCat is coded. 
4000 
 
RebelTrpCat * Categorical measure of the total number of rebel troops at height of conflict. 
Coding: 0 less than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 
troops 4 More than 30,000 troops 
2 
 
RebelCas * Number of rebels / opposition members killed during the conflict. Please enter 
numbers without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of 
ranges (750 instead of 500-1000). If missing, enter NA. 
50 
 
ThreatSource * Role of internal and external actors with regard to the rebels in the conflict. 
Coding: 1 primarily internal conflict with minor to moderate level of support to rebels from external 
actors 2 primarily externally sponsored conflict with local insurgents 3 entirely domestic 
opposition (no external assistance). 
3 
 
TargHelp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state committed any military troops to assist or 
advise the rebels. 
0 



 
AsstCombat * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state engaged in combat to assist the 
rebels. 
0 
 
AsstArms * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided arms or other material aid to 
assist the rebels. 
0 
 
AsstEcon * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided economic support to the rebels. 
0 
 
AsstSanct * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided, on its territory, sanctuaries for 
the rebels. 
0 
 
TargSupp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided any type of support to assist the 
rebels. 
0 
 
ConflictEthnic * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ethnic conflict. Following a 
conventional definition, ethnic conflicts involve “groups that identify with a distinct ethnic or 
cultural heritage” (Regan 1996: 338). Ethnic wars have been defined as “wars among 
communities (ethnicities) who are in conflict over the power relationship that exists between those 
communities and the state” (Sambanis 2001: 261). Additionally, the groups in ethnic conflicts 
“hold irreconcilable visions of the identity, borders, and citizenship of the state. They do not seek 
to control a state whose identity all sides accept, but rather to redefine or divide the state itself” 
(Kaufman 1996: 138). 
0 
 
EthnicGroups * When applicable, name the primary ethnic group or groups contributing rebel 
fighters to the opposition movement. Separate group names with ;. Please try to use ethnic group 
names that are listed in http://www.icr.ethz.ch/research/greg/groups.xls. If not applicable, enter 
NA. 
NA 
 
ConflictRelig * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a religious conflict. The primary 
feature of religious conflicts in this definition is that insurgent leaders frequently and 
systematically invoke religion as a motivation and justification for the conflict (cf. Juergensmeyer 
2003: 57). 
0 
 
ConflictIdeol * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ideological conflict, with 
alignments across ethnic borders. Insurgents may strive for a different regime type and/or political 
order, but their primary aim does not contain the systematic exclusion of specific ethnic or 
religious groups. 
1 
 
ConflictSecess * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a secessionist conflict and 
the insurgents aim to create a separate state outside the current regime’s authority. 
1 
 
LastCW * Years since last civil war. Enter an integer number of years. If no civil war occurred 
before, enter NA. 
NA 
 



Conflict outcome variables 
 
Win * Who won the conflict? 1 Counterinsurgents (government and/or intervener) 2 
Insurgents/rebels/rebel affiliates 3 Undecided 
1 
 
ConflictOutcome * Categorical variable that describes how the government terminated its 
military conflict. 0 Conflict ongoing. 1 Government militarily defeated the rebels. 2 Government 
negotiated a settlement that resulted in a compromise with the insurgents over governance (e.g., 
a power-sharing agreement). 3 The country was partitioned into two or more separate countries 
at the end of the conflict 4 Rebels militarily defeated the government. 
1 
 
GovComp * GovComp Who was in control of the central government at the end of the conflict 
(i.e. at Enddate)? 1 Insurgents (the previous opposition; groups associated with the insurgents; 
political wings of rebels; etc.) 2 Government (the previous incumbent government; politicians 
associated with the previous regime; etc.) 3 Foreign intervener 4 Power-sharing: both previous 
rebels and previous incumbents began sharing political power in a joint government at the end of 
the conflict 5 Unclear: failing or failed state 
2 
 
Maintain * The number of months the government remained in power after the termination of the 
conflict (Enddate). This variable varies from zero, when the regime was never stabilized, to 60, 
when the regime remained in power for at least five years post-conflict. 
50 
 
MNF * Dummy variable coded 1 if a multinational peacekeeping force was established and 
remained in the conflict region after the termination of the conflict. 
0 
 
Sources * Sources Abbreviated identifier for each source used to code a case. The full source 
citations are provided with their identifying code below. Use Chicaco 15th B citation style. 
No original case notes, and sources are not listed in dataset 
 
Original case notes could not be found 
 
Clodfelter, 3rd edition (2008) 
 
Pocock, Tom. Fighting General: The Public and Private Campaigns of General Sir 

Walter Walker. 1st ed. London: Collins, 1973. 
 
Notes Use this space to provide any additional details, comments on ambiguous or contradictory 
information, etc…  
 
British Commonwealth troops put down the December rebellion, but there was no external aid to 
the rebels 
 
No information to be found on government troop variables 



Conflict Cases Research Journal 
 
* Required 

 

1. Conflict identifiers 
 
Conflict ID * Which conflict from the list of Conflict Cases is this? Please provide ConYr. (Please 
note that ConYr may have to be adjusted based on new start dates: if you find that the actual 
start date of a conflict diverges from the one provided in the Conflict Cases list, please update this 
Conflict ID to reflect the correct start year. E.g. if the Afghanistan conflict 7001980 actually started 
in 1978, please provide 7001978 as the ID.) 
8401950 
 
ConflictCountry * In which country did the conflict occur? Philippines 
 
Startdate * 12/1/1947 
 
Enddate * 5/17/1954 
 
Comments on start- and enddate. Insert comments on problems/ambiguities with the start- and 
enddates of the conflict here. 
*START DATE  
-Clodfelter (2008) – “The rebels carried out an insurgency in Central Luzon, starting March 6, 
1948…” (p.658)  
-Beckett (1999) – May 1946 indicated as the start of the Huk insurgency  
 
*END DATE 
-Beckett (1999) – May 1954 indicated as the surrender of the Huk insurgency  
 
*Clodfelter (2008) classifies the conflict as 4/14/1950 to 5/17/1954  
 
IncGov * Provide the name of the incumbent government/regime (head of gov't/regime, party) 
Government of Philippines  
 
Rebel1 * Provide the names of the opposition group(s), rebel group(s) and other actors that were 
identified as opposing the central government Hukbalahap (Huks) 
 
Rebel2 
 
Rebel3 
 
Rebel4 
 
Coup * Is this conflict best described as a coup? Is the government defending itself against or 
reversing a coup -- rather than a case in which there is an armed insurgent movement? If YES 
(=1), do not continue coding this case for now and mark the case’s status as “Coup” in the 
Conflict_Cases document. If NO coup (=0), and an insurgency is present, continue coding the 
variables below. 
0 

 
Region * Geographic region of the country in which the rebels and/or the fighting was 
concentrated. Depending on the conflict this could be the name of a province, state, or 
administrative district in the conflict country, a description (e.g., “primarily the southern half of the 



country, south of the capital to the border with Pakistan”), or a named region (e.g., the Darfur 
region of Sudan). If dispersed throughout the county, enter “entire country”.  
Central Luzan 
 
Concentration * Estimate the percentage of the geographic area of the country experiencing 
significant violence related to the conflict at any point during the conflict. Violence should be 
considered significant if battles/clashes between the rebels and government forces took place in 
a region, civilians were killed by government or rebel forces in a region, or government or rebel 
attacks occurred regularly in a region. Coding: 1 Less than 25% 2 25-50% 3 50-75% 4 More than 
75% 
1 
 
 

2. Counterinsurgency characteristics 
Note: These variables should be coded in reference to the entire conflict, from Startdate to 
Enddate. Even in conflict in which the government began COIN operations with a light force 
model, if the majority of the conflict featured a heavy force model, this variable should be coded 
as 2. 
 
ForceModel * Primary type of force used by government troops. Coding: 1 Light force: Primary 
use of ground combat units that do not include large military equipment (may include close air 
support) 2 Heavy force: Primarily large-unit, concentrated firepower combat with mechanized 
units (may include strategic bombing) Close air support is defined as “air action by fixed-wing 
(FW) and rotary-wing (RW) aircraft against hostile targets that are in close proximity to friendly 
forces. […] It is planned and executed to support ground tactical units. CAS execution is tightly 
integrated at the tactical level with the fire and maneuver of supported ground forces.” (Joint 
Chiefs of Staff, Joint Publication 3-09.3). Close air support can be provided by any unit of the 
armed forces. Strategic bombing is defined as the massive, centrally coordinated bombing of 
military and civilian targets for strategic purposes, usually conducted by an air force. 
1 
*previous coder  
 
StrategicAir * What role did strategic bombing play in the government’s military strategy? (see 
definition above). Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
3 
*previous coder  
 
Resettle * What role did resettlement play in the government’s military strategy? Resettlement is 
defined as the forced relocation of civilian populations to deny guerillas access to resources, 
sanctuary, and other types of support; provide greater security for noncombatants; and/or 
separate combatants from noncombatants. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 
*previous coder  
 
CivAction * What role did projects intended to improve the material well-being of play in the 
government’s military strategy? Examples: building schools, roads, bridges, hospitals; providing 
medical care, clean water or electricity; and creating jobs for local residents. Coding: 1 None 2 
Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
4 
*previous coder  
 
CivSecure * What role did attempts to protect noncombatants from harm caused by the 
insurgents play in the government’s military strategy? Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 
Extensive 
4 



*previous coder  
 
Decap * What role did attempts to capture and kill the top leader(s) of the insurgent movement 
play in the government’s military strategy? Compare this variable to Jenna Jordan’s decapitation 
data. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
2 
*previous coder  
 
CivKill * Did mass killing of civilians occur? Mass killing is defined as > 50,000 intentional civilian 
deaths in a campaign (within <6 years) (Valentino et al. 2004) Coding: 0 No 1 Yes 
0 
*previous coder  
 
CivTarget * To what extent did the military forces of the government intentionally select civilians 
as direct objects of attack or consistently fail to discriminate between combatants and 
noncombatants in their military operations? Combatants are defined as individuals that engage in 
armed resistance against regime forces. Coding: 1 Rarely 2 Moderately 3 Extensively 
2 
*previous coder  
 
ForceDescrip * A narrative description of the type of force used by the government. Describe the 
strategy (or strategies) that the government used to counter the domestic threat. Note changes in 
strategy over time and major differences between the strategies and tactics used by different 
military units, different governments, or in different regions. This space can also be used to 
provide clarification on the variables coded above. 
The Huks were outlawed after turning violent, resulting in a more defensive approach by the 
insurgent group. The Huks avoided fighting with larger government forces and controlling 
territory. The Philippine forces were not trained or equipped well, resulting in their tactics being 
quite ineffective. They abused civilians by “raiding villages, stealing civilians’ possessions, and 
generally treating the populace worse than the Huks did” (RAND, 2013, p.34). From 1949 to 
1950, the Huks failed to unify with other disadvantaged groups and harming their own image.  
The rebels mounted an offensive in April of 1950, prompting the Filipino government to commit 
resources to both defeating the insurgency militarily and gaining popular support by enacting 
reforms and non-combatant protection.   
*RAND (2013) and Sarkees & Dixon (2016)  
 
NumTrps * Number of government troops at height of conflict. Measured as maximum number of 
regular military personnel (air, ground, and sea) under central government authority during the 
conflict. When exact numbers cannot be located, coders may estimate from information about the 
military units. If even estimates are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and 
ambiguous information, NumTrps is coded as missing (enter NA) and only TrpCat is coded. 
37000 
*The previous coder had 51,000 written, but I cannot find their source. I have found numbers 
including 56,000 (Clodfelter 2008), 34,000 (Sarkees & Dixon 2016), 37,000 (RAND 2013), and 
37,000 (Moyar 2009). Because 3 of my 4 sources are pretty close, I will put down 37,000.   
**previous coder – 51,000  
***Clodfelter (2008) – “… against a government army that increased to 56,000 by 1952”  not 
sure if this is the peak  
****Sarkees & Dixon (2016) – 34,000 at peak (29,000 at beginning which is classified as 1950)  
*****RAND (2013) – “… the Philippine army was reduced from 132,000 to 37,000. Approximately 
24,000 of these forces were in the Military Police Command, which was tasked with combatting 
the insurgency” (p.33)  
******Moyar (2009) – 37,000 men in security forces (25,000 regular troops) in 1946 (p.94)  
 



TrpCat * Categorical measure of the number of government troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 
less than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 
More than 30,000 troops 
4 
*previous coder  
 
GovCas * Number of government forces members killed during the conflict. Please enter 
numbers without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of 
ranges (750 instead of 500-1000). If missing, enter NA. 
NA 
*The previous coder had 30,000 written down, but I failed to find the same source. Sarkees & 
Dixon (2016) starkly contrast 30k with 1,578, so I chose to put NA because of the great 
discrepancy.  
**Sarkees & Dixon (2016) – “1,578 battle-deaths from 1946 to 1955” 
 
RebelNumTrps * Estimated number of total troops on rebel side at height of conflict. If even 
estimates are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, 
RebelNumTrps is coded as missing (enter NA) and only RebelTrpCat is coded. 
15000 
*The previous coder wrote 115,000, but I couldn’t find this source. Two sources are in the 12,000 
to 12,8000 range, but three say 15,000 so I will put 15,000.  
**Clodfelter (2008) – “… and numbered some 12,000 armed guerrillas or active sympathizers at 
its peak in 1948” (p.658)  
***Sarkees & Dixon (2016) – 12,800 at peak  
****RAND (2013) – “the Huks numbered 5,000 active insurgents, 10,000 lightly armed reserves, 
and 35,000 other supporters… an estimated 250,000 peasants actively supported the Huks 
during the first phase of the conflict” (p.33)  
*****Moyar (2009) – “approaching 15,000” in 1949 (p.97)  
******Magruder (2018) – “Even at their peak, the Huks has 15,000 poorly armed men…” (p.91)  
 
RebelTrpCat * Categorical measure of the total number of rebel troops at height of conflict. 
Coding: 0 less than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 
troops 4 More than 30,000 troops 
3 
*The previous coder had 4 written down (when the RebelNumTrps was 115,000) but this was 
changed, so 3 is the correct coding for RebelTrpCat.  
 
RebelCas * Number of rebels / opposition members killed during the conflict. Please enter 
numbers without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of 
ranges (750 instead of 500-1000). If missing, enter NA. 
9695 
*previous coder  
**Clodfelter (2008)  
***Sarkees & Dixon (2016) – “suffered 9,695 battle-deaths from 1946 to 1955, most of which must 
have been suffered during the war period”  
****Beckett (1999) – “By 1954 a total of 9,695 had been killed…” (p.107)  
 
ThreatSource * Role of internal and external actors with regard to the rebels in the conflict. 
Coding: 1 primarily internal conflict with minor to moderate level of support to rebels from external 
actors 2 primarily externally sponsored conflict with local insurgents 3 entirely domestic 
opposition (no external assistance). 
3 
*no outside help in any other variables, also backed by the Sarkees & Dixon (2016)  
 
TargHelp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state committed any military troops to assist or 
advise the rebels. 



0 
*previous coder  
 
AsstCombat * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state engaged in combat to assist the 
rebels. 
0 
*previous coder  
 
AsstArms * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided arms or other material aid to 
assist the rebels. 
0 
*previous coder  
 
AsstEcon * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided economic support to the rebels. 
0 
*previous coder  
 
AsstSanct * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided, on its territory, sanctuaries for 
the rebels. 
0 
*previous coder  
 
TargSupp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided any type of support to assist the 
rebels. 
0 
*previous coder  
 
ConflictEthnic * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ethnic conflict. Following a 
conventional definition, ethnic conflicts involve “groups that identify with a distinct ethnic or 
cultural heritage” (Regan 1996: 338). Ethnic wars have been defined as “wars among 
communities (ethnicities) who are in conflict over the power relationship that exists between those 
communities and the state” (Sambanis 2001: 261). Additionally, the groups in ethnic conflicts 
“hold irreconcilable visions of the identity, borders, and citizenship of the state. They do not seek 
to control a state whose identity all sides accept, but rather to redefine or divide the state itself” 
(Kaufman 1996: 138). 
0 
*previous coder  
 
EthnicGroups * When applicable, name the primary ethnic group or groups contributing rebel 
fighters to the opposition movement. Separate group names with ;. Please try to use ethnic group 
names that are listed in http://www.icr.ethz.ch/research/greg/groups.xls. If not applicable, enter 
NA. 
NA 
*previous coder  
 
ConflictRelig * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a religious conflict. The primary 
feature of religious conflicts in this definition is that insurgent leaders frequently and 
systematically invoke religion as a motivation and justification for the conflict (cf. Juergensmeyer 
2003: 57). 
0 
*previous coder  
 
ConflictIdeol * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ideological conflict, with 
alignments across ethnic borders. Insurgents may strive for a different regime type and/or political 
order, but their primary aim does not contain the systematic exclusion of specific ethnic or 
religious groups. 



1 
*previous coder  
 
ConflictSecess * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a secessionist conflict and 
the insurgents aim to create a separate state outside the current regime’s authority. 
0 
*previous coder  
 
LastCW * Years since last civil war. Enter an integer number of years. If no civil war occurred 
before, enter NA. 
NA 
*previous coder  
 
 

Conflict outcome variables 
 
Win * Who won the conflict? 1 Counterinsurgents (government and/or intervener) 2 
Insurgents/rebels/rebel affiliates 3 Undecided 
1 
*previous coder  
 
ConflictOutcome * Categorical variable that describes how the government terminated its 
military conflict. 0 Conflict ongoing. 1 Government militarily defeated the rebels. 2 Government 
negotiated a settlement that resulted in a compromise with the insurgents over governance (e.g., 
a power-sharing agreement). 3 The country was partitioned into two or more separate countries 
at the end of the conflict 4 Rebels militarily defeated the government. 
1 
*previous coder  
 
GovComp * GovComp Who was in control of the central government at the end of the conflict 
(i.e. at Enddate)? 1 Insurgents (the previous opposition; groups associated with the insurgents; 
political wings of rebels; etc.) 2 Government (the previous incumbent government; politicians 
associated with the previous regime; etc.) 3 Foreign intervener 4 Power-sharing: both previous 
rebels and previous incumbents began sharing political power in a joint government at the end of 
the conflict 5 Unclear: failing or failed state 
2 
*previous coder  
 
Maintain * The number of months the government remained in power after the termination of the 
conflict (Enddate). This variable varies from zero, when the regime was never stabilized, to 60, 
when the regime remained in power for at least five years post-conflict. 
60 
*previous coder  
 
MNF * Dummy variable coded 1 if a multinational peacekeeping force was established and 
remained in the conflict region after the termination of the conflict. 
0 
*previous coder  
 
Notes Use this space to provide any additional details, comments on ambiguous or contradictory 
information, etc…  
*Most variables have more information under them  
 
Sarkees & Dixon (2016) 



-Defensive strategy from 1946-49 by guerrillas  
-Offensive strategy by government from 1946-48 
-Rebels mounted an offensive in 1950, casualties increased on both sides as a result  
 
Moyar (2009) 
-“Huk forces established shadow governments in central Luzon, their principle base of 
operations” (p.91-92)  
-Government troops 37,000-strong security forces (25,000 were regular soldiers) in 1946 (p.94) 
-Huk troops – “more than 10,000” Huks in 1946 (p.94), “approaching an armed strength of 15,000 
men” in 1949 (p.97)  
 
Sources * Sources Abbreviated identifier for each source used to code a case. The full source 
citations are provided with their identifying code below. Use Chicago 15th B citation style. 
 
Clodfelter, Michael. 2008. Warfare and Armed Conflicts: A Statistical Encyclopedia of Casualty 
and Other Figures, 1494-2007. 3rd ed. Jefferson, N.C.: McFarland.  
 
Dixon, Jeffrey and Meredith R. Sarkees. 2016. A Guide to Intra-State Wars: An Examination of 
Civil, Regional, and Intercommunal Wars, 1816-2014. SAGE Publications. 
http://dx.doi.org.libproxy.lib.unc.edu/10.4135/9781452234205 
 
Paul, Christopher, Colin P. Clarke, Beth Grill, and Molly Dunigan. 2013. Paths to Victory: Detailed 
Insurgency Case Studies. RAND Offices.  
 
Moyar, Mark, Donald Kagan, and Frederick Kagan. 2009. A Question of Command: 
Counterinsurgency from the Civil War to Iraq. New Haven: Yale University Press.  
 
Magruder, Daniel L. 2018. Counterinsurgency, Security Forces, and the Identification Problem: 
Distinguishing Friend from Foe. Abingdon, Oxon: Routledge. 
 
Beckett, F. W. Ian. 1999. Encyclopedia of Guerrilla Warfare. Santa Barbara, California: ABC-
CLIO.  



Conflict Cases Research Journal 
 
* Required 

 

1. Conflict identifiers 
 
Conflict ID * Which conflict from the list of Conflict Cases is this? Please provide ConYr. (Please note 
that ConYr may have to be adjusted based on new start dates: if you find that the actual start date of a 
conflict diverges from the one provided in the Conflict Cases list, please update this Conflict ID to reflect 
the correct start year. E.g. if the Afghanistan conflict 7001980 actually started in 1978, please provide 
7001978 as the ID.) 
8501945 
 
ConflictCountry * In which country did the conflict occur? 
Indonesia 
 
Startdate *  
8/17/1945 
 
Enddate *  
12/27/1949 
 
Comments on start- and enddate. Insert comments on problems/ambiguities with the start- and 
enddates of the conflict here. 
 
IncGov * Provide the name of the incumbent government/regime (head of gov't/regime, party) 
Dutch Colonial Control 
 
Rebel1 * Provide the names of the opposition group(s), rebel group(s) and other actors that were 
identified as opposing the central government 
Indonesian Rebels 
 
Rebel2 
 
Rebel3 
 
Rebel4 
 
Coup * Is this conflict best described as a coup? Is the government defending itself against or reversing a 
coup -- rather than a case in which there is an armed insurgent movement? If YES (=1), do not continue 
coding this case for now and mark the case’s status as “Coup” in the Conflict_Cases document. If NO 
coup (=0), and an insurgency is present, continue coding the variables below. 
0 

 
Region * Geographic region of the country in which the rebels and/or the fighting was concentrated. 
Depending on the conflict this could be the name of a province, state, or administrative district in the 
conflict country, a description (e.g., “primarily the southern half of the country, south of the capital to the 
border with Pakistan”), or a named region (e.g., the Darfur region of Sudan). If dispersed throughout the 
county, enter “entire country”.  
throughout most of the country, especially in Surabaya and Java 
 
Concentration * Estimate the percentage of the geographic area of the country experiencing significant 
violence related to the conflict at any point during the conflict. Violence should be considered significant if 



battles/clashes between the rebels and government forces took place in a region, civilians were killed by 
government or rebel forces in a region, or government or rebel attacks occurred regularly in a region. 
Coding: 1 Less than 25% 2 25-50% 3 50-75% 4 More than 75% 
2 
 
IGO * Dummy variable set to 1 if an intergovernmental organization (NATO, UN, etc...) organized, 
participated in, sponsored, or sanctioned a military intervention to maintain the regime. 
 
 
IGOname * Name of the IGO mission that organized, participated in, sponsored, or sanctioned the 
military intervention to maintain the regime (if any). 
 
 
 

2. Counterinsurgency characteristics 
Note: These variables should be coded in reference to the entire conflict, from Startdate to Enddate. Even 
in conflict in which the government began COIN operations with a light force model, if the majority of the 
conflict featured a heavy force model, this variable should be coded as 2. 
 
ForceModel * Primary type of force used by government troops. Coding: 1 Light force: Primary use of 
ground combat units that do not include large military equipment (may include close air support) 2 Heavy 
force: Primarily large-unit, concentrated firepower combat with mechanized units (may include strategic 
bombing) Close air support is defined as “air action by fixed-wing (FW) and rotary-wing (RW) aircraft 
against hostile targets that are in close proximity to friendly forces. […] It is planned and executed to 
support ground tactical units. CAS execution is tightly integrated at the tactical level with the fire and 
maneuver of supported ground forces.” (Joint Chiefs of Staff, Joint Publication 3-09.3). Close air support 
can be provided by any unit of the armed forces. Strategic bombing is defined as the massive, centrally 
coordinated bombing of military and civilian targets for strategic purposes, usually conducted by an air 
force. 
1 
 
StrategicAir * What role did strategic bombing play in the government’s military strategy? (see definition 
above). Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 

 
Resettle * What role did resettlement play in the government’s military strategy? Resettlement is defined 
as the forced relocation of civilian populations to deny guerillas access to resources, sanctuary, and other 
types of support; provide greater security for noncombatants; and/or separate combatants from 
noncombatants. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 
 
CivAction * What role did projects intended to improve the material well-being of play in the 
government’s military strategy? Examples: building schools, roads, bridges, hospitals; providing medical 
care, clean water or electricity; and creating jobs for local residents. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 
4 Extensive 
1 
 
CivSecure * What role did attempts to protect noncombatantfs from harm caused by the insurgents play 
in the government’s military strategy? Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 
 
Decap * What role did attempts to capture and kill the top leader(s) of the insurgent movement play in the 
government’s military strategy? Compare this variable to Jenna Jordan’s decapitation data. Coding: 1 
None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
2 



 
CivKill * Did mass killing of civilians occur? Mass killing is defined as > 50,000 intentional civilian deaths 
in a campaign (within <6 years) (Valentino et al. 2004) Coding: 0 No 1 Yes 
0 
 
CivTarget * To what extent did the military forces of the government intentionally select civilians as direct 
objects of attack or consistently fail to discriminate between combatants and noncombatants in their 
military operations? Combatants are defined as individuals that engage in armed resistance against 
regime forces. Coding: 1 Rarely 2 Moderately 3 Extensively 
1 
 
ForceDescrip * A narrative description of the type of force used by the government. Describe the 
strategy (or strategies) that the government used to counter the domestic threat. Note changes in strategy 
over time and major differences between the strategies and tactics used by different military units, 
different governments, or in different regions. This space can also be used to provide clarification on the 
variables coded above. 
British and Indian (under British control) troops came to the Netherland’s aid before the Dutch could get to 
the island to attempt to put down the rebellion.  The British ranks had many Indian troops.  Rebels forced 
British/Indian troops out of Indonesia.  When the Dutch were ready to put down the rebellion, 
British/Indian forced joined them for police action and conventional fighting in an attempt to regain ports 
and cities captured by the rebels.  In addition, the Dutch were using native troops in their army.  At some 
point, native troops made up 35 percent of the military forces.   
 
NumTrps * Number of government troops at height of conflict. Measured as maximum number of regular 
military personnel (air, ground, and sea) under central government authority during the conflict. When 
exact numbers cannot be located, coders may estimate from information about the military units. If even 
estimates are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, NumTrps 
is coded as missing (enter NA) and only TrpCat is coded. 
100000 
 
TrpCat * Categorical measure of the number of government troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 less 
than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 More than 
30,000 troops 
4 
 
GovCas * Number of government forces members killed during the conflict. Please enter numbers 
without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of ranges (750 instead of 
500-1000). If missing, enter NA. 
25000 
 
RebelNumTrps * Estimated number of total troops on rebel side at height of conflict. If even estimates 
are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, RebelNumTrps is 
coded as missing (enter NA) and only RebelTrpCat is coded. 
191000 
 
RebelTrpCat * Categorical measure of the total number of rebel troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 
less than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 More than 
30,000 troops 
4 
 
RebelCas * Number of rebels / opposition members killed during the conflict. Please enter numbers 
without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of ranges (750 instead of 
500-1000). If missing, enter NA. 
80000 



ThreatSource * Role of internal and external actors with regard to the rebels in the conflict. Coding: 1 
primarily internal conflict with minor to moderate level of support to rebels from external actors 2 primarily 
externally sponsored conflict with local insurgents 3 entirely domestic opposition (no external assistance). 
1 
 
TargHelp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state committed any military troops to assist or advise 
the rebels. 
0 
 
AsstCombat * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state engaged in combat to assist the rebels. 
0 
 
AsstArms * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided arms or other material aid to assist the 
rebels. 
0 
 
AsstEcon * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided economic support to the rebels. 
0 
 
AsstSanct * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided, on its territory, sanctuaries for the 
rebels. 
0 
 
TargSupp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided any type of support to assist the rebels. 
0 
 
ConflictEthnic * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ethnic conflict. Following a 
conventional definition, ethnic conflicts involve “groups that identify with a distinct ethnic or cultural 
heritage” (Regan 1996: 338). Ethnic wars have been defined as “wars among communities (ethnicities) 
who are in conflict over the power relationship that exists between those communities and the state” 
(Sambanis 2001: 261). Additionally, the groups in ethnic conflicts “hold irreconcilable visions of the 
identity, borders, and citizenship of the state. They do not seek to control a state whose identity all sides 
accept, but rather to redefine or divide the state itself” (Kaufman 1996: 138). 
0 
 
EthnicGroups * When applicable, name the primary ethnic group or groups contributing rebel fighters to 
the opposition movement. Separate group names with ;. Please try to use ethnic group names that are 
listed in http://www.icr.ethz.ch/research/greg/groups.xls. If not applicable, enter NA. 
 
ConflictRelig * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a religious conflict. The primary feature 
of religious conflicts in this definition is that insurgent leaders frequently and systematically invoke religion 
as a motivation and justification for the conflict (cf. Juergensmeyer 2003: 57). 
0 
 
ConflictIdeol * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ideological conflict, with alignments 
across ethnic borders. Insurgents may strive for a different regime type and/or political order, but their 
primary aim does not contain the systematic exclusion of specific ethnic or religious groups. 
0 
 
ConflictSecess * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a secessionist conflict and the 
insurgents aim to create a separate state outside the current regime’s authority. 
1 
 
LastCW * Years since last civil war. Enter an integer number of years. If no civil war occurred before, 
enter NA. 
 



 

Conflict outcome variables 
 
Win * Who won the conflict? 1 Counterinsurgents (government and/or intervener) 2 
Insurgents/rebels/rebel affiliates 3 Undecided 
2 
 
ConflictOutcome * Categorical variable that describes how the government terminated its military 
conflict. 0 Conflict ongoing. 1 Government militarily defeated the rebels. 2 Government negotiated a 
settlement that resulted in a compromise with the insurgents over governance (e.g., a power-sharing 
agreement). 3 The country was partitioned into two or more separate countries at the end of the conflict 4 
Rebels militarily defeated the government. 
4 
 
GovComp * GovComp Who was in control of the central government at the end of the conflict (i.e. at 
Enddate)? 1 Insurgents (the previous opposition; groups associated with the insurgents; political wings of 
rebels; etc.) 2 Government (the previous incumbent government; politicians associated with the previous 
regime; etc.) 3 Foreign intervener 4 Power-sharing: both previous rebels and previous incumbents began 
sharing political power in a joint government at the end of the conflict 5 Unclear: failing or failed state 
1 
 
Maintain * The number of months the government remained in power after the termination of the conflict 
(Enddate). This variable varies from zero, when the regime was never stabilized, to 60, when the regime 
remained in power for at least five years post-conflict. 
60 
 
MNF * Dummy variable coded 1 if a multinational peacekeeping force was established and remained in 
the conflict region after the termination of the conflict. 
0 
 
Sources * Sources Abbreviated identifier for each source used to code a case. The full source citations 
are provided with their identifying code below. Use Chicaco 15th B citation style. 
Clodfelter 

 
New Sources: 

 
Saltford, John. The United Nations and the Indonesian takeover of West Papua, 1962-1969: the 
anatomy of betrayal. Routledge, 2003. 

 
Weisburd, Arthur Mark. Use of force: The practice of states since World War II. Penn State Press, 
1997. 

 
Caplan, Richard, ed. Exit strategies and state building. Oxford University Press, 2012. 

 
Notes * 
 
Conflicting Case Notes: 
According to Clodfelter: The rebels lost their capital city, and the rebel leaders were captured, but 
indicates the rebels were most succesful "at the bargaining table of international diploamcy" According 
to Brogan: The "rebels" could be viewed as the incumbent government, that was then overthrown by 
the Netherlands; According to Sarkees: The rebel government fought British and Dutch troops, Dutch 



had some militaery success, but parts of Indonesia remained under rebel control, which led both sides 
to come to an agreement in October 1946, but fighting continued until 1949, when Indonesia gained 
independence According to EACD notes: The UN brokered an agreement that transfered sovereignty to 
Indonesia, so coding it as a "settlement" outcome, where gov was composed of rebels "Maintain" coded 
60, because despite the fact that the government faced other rebellions, it was not overthrown 
 



Conflict Cases Research Journal 
 
* Required 

 

1. Conflict identifiers 
 
Conflict ID * Which conflict from the list of Conflict Cases is this? Please provide ConYr. (Please note 
that ConYr may have to be adjusted based on new start dates: if you find that the actual start date of a 
conflict diverges from the one provided in the Conflict Cases list, please update this Conflict ID to reflect 
the correct start year. E.g. if the Afghanistan conflict 7001980 actually started in 1978, please provide 
7001978 as the ID.) 
8501948 
 
ConflictCountry * In which country did the conflict occur? 
Indonesia 
 
Startdate *  
2/17/1948 
 
Enddate *  
6/4/1962 
 
Comments on start- and enddate. Insert comments on problems/ambiguities with the start- and 
enddates of the conflict here. 
 
IncGov * Provide the name of the incumbent government/regime (head of gov't/regime, party) 
 
 
Rebel1 * Provide the names of the opposition group(s), rebel group(s) and other actors that were 
identified as opposing the central government 
Darul Islam 
 
Rebel2 
 
Rebel3 
 
Rebel4 
 
Coup * Is this conflict best described as a coup? Is the government defending itself against or reversing a 
coup -- rather than a case in which there is an armed insurgent movement? If YES (=1), do not continue 
coding this case for now and mark the case’s status as “Coup” in the Conflict_Cases document. If NO 
coup (=0), and an insurgency is present, continue coding the variables below. 
 

 
Region * Geographic region of the country in which the rebels and/or the fighting was concentrated. 
Depending on the conflict this could be the name of a province, state, or administrative district in the 
conflict country, a description (e.g., “primarily the southern half of the country, south of the capital to the 
border with Pakistan”), or a named region (e.g., the Darfur region of Sudan). If dispersed throughout the 
county, enter “entire country”.  
 
Concentration * Estimate the percentage of the geographic area of the country experiencing significant 
violence related to the conflict at any point during the conflict. Violence should be considered significant if 
battles/clashes between the rebels and government forces took place in a region, civilians were killed by 



government or rebel forces in a region, or government or rebel attacks occurred regularly in a region. 
Coding: 1 Less than 25% 2 25-50% 3 50-75% 4 More than 75% 
 
 
IGO * Dummy variable set to 1 if an intergovernmental organization (NATO, UN, etc...) organized, 
participated in, sponsored, or sanctioned a military intervention to maintain the regime. 
 
 
IGOname * Name of the IGO mission that organized, participated in, sponsored, or sanctioned the 
military intervention to maintain the regime (if any). 
 
 
 

2. Counterinsurgency characteristics 
Note: These variables should be coded in reference to the entire conflict, from Startdate to Enddate. Even 
in conflict in which the government began COIN operations with a light force model, if the majority of the 
conflict featured a heavy force model, this variable should be coded as 2. 
 
ForceModel * Primary type of force used by government troops. Coding: 1 Light force: Primary use of 
ground combat units that do not include large military equipment (may include close air support) 2 Heavy 
force: Primarily large-unit, concentrated firepower combat with mechanized units (may include strategic 
bombing) Close air support is defined as “air action by fixed-wing (FW) and rotary-wing (RW) aircraft 
against hostile targets that are in close proximity to friendly forces. […] It is planned and executed to 
support ground tactical units. CAS execution is tightly integrated at the tactical level with the fire and 
maneuver of supported ground forces.” (Joint Chiefs of Staff, Joint Publication 3-09.3). Close air support 
can be provided by any unit of the armed forces. Strategic bombing is defined as the massive, centrally 
coordinated bombing of military and civilian targets for strategic purposes, usually conducted by an air 
force. 
 
 
StrategicAir * What role did strategic bombing play in the government’s military strategy? (see definition 
above). Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
 

 
Resettle * What role did resettlement play in the government’s military strategy? Resettlement is defined 
as the forced relocation of civilian populations to deny guerillas access to resources, sanctuary, and other 
types of support; provide greater security for noncombatants; and/or separate combatants from 
noncombatants. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 
 
CivAction * What role did projects intended to improve the material well-being of play in the 
government’s military strategy? Examples: building schools, roads, bridges, hospitals; providing medical 
care, clean water or electricity; and creating jobs for local residents. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 
4 Extensive 
1 
 
CivSecure * What role did attempts to protect noncombatantfs from harm caused by the insurgents play 
in the government’s military strategy? Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
2 
 
Decap * What role did attempts to capture and kill the top leader(s) of the insurgent movement play in the 
government’s military strategy? Compare this variable to Jenna Jordan’s decapitation data. Coding: 1 
None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
2 
 



CivKill * Did mass killing of civilians occur? Mass killing is defined as > 50,000 intentional civilian deaths 
in a campaign (within <6 years) (Valentino et al. 2004) Coding: 0 No 1 Yes 
 
 
CivTarget * To what extent did the military forces of the government intentionally select civilians as direct 
objects of attack or consistently fail to discriminate between combatants and noncombatants in their 
military operations? Combatants are defined as individuals that engage in armed resistance against 
regime forces. Coding: 1 Rarely 2 Moderately 3 Extensively 
1 
 
ForceDescrip * A narrative description of the type of force used by the government. Describe the 
strategy (or strategies) that the government used to counter the domestic threat. Note changes in strategy 
over time and major differences between the strategies and tactics used by different military units, 
different governments, or in different regions. This space can also be used to provide clarification on the 
variables coded above. 
 
NumTrps * Number of government troops at height of conflict. Measured as maximum number of regular 
military personnel (air, ground, and sea) under central government authority during the conflict. When 
exact numbers cannot be located, coders may estimate from information about the military units. If even 
estimates are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, NumTrps 
is coded as missing (enter NA) and only TrpCat is coded. 
 
TrpCat * Categorical measure of the number of government troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 less 
than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 More than 
30,000 troops 
 
 
GovCas * Number of government forces members killed during the conflict. Please enter numbers 
without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of ranges (750 instead of 
500-1000). If missing, enter NA. 
 
RebelNumTrps * Estimated number of total troops on rebel side at height of conflict. If even estimates 
are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, RebelNumTrps is 
coded as missing (enter NA) and only RebelTrpCat is coded. 
 
RebelTrpCat * Categorical measure of the total number of rebel troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 
less than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 More than 
30,000 troops 
 
 
RebelCas * Number of rebels / opposition members killed during the conflict. Please enter numbers 
without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of ranges (750 instead of 
500-1000). If missing, enter NA. 
 
ThreatSource * Role of internal and external actors with regard to the rebels in the conflict. Coding: 1 
primarily internal conflict with minor to moderate level of support to rebels from external actors 2 primarily 
externally sponsored conflict with local insurgents 3 entirely domestic opposition (no external assistance). 
 
TargHelp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state committed any military troops to assist or advise 
the rebels. 
 
AsstCombat * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state engaged in combat to assist the rebels. 
 
 
AsstArms * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided arms or other material aid to assist the 
rebels. 



 
AsstEcon * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided economic support to the rebels. 
 
 
AsstSanct * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided, on its territory, sanctuaries for the 
rebels. 
 
 
TargSupp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided any type of support to assist the rebels. 
 
 
ConflictEthnic * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ethnic conflict. Following a 
conventional definition, ethnic conflicts involve “groups that identify with a distinct ethnic or cultural 
heritage” (Regan 1996: 338). Ethnic wars have been defined as “wars among communities (ethnicities) 
who are in conflict over the power relationship that exists between those communities and the state” 
(Sambanis 2001: 261). Additionally, the groups in ethnic conflicts “hold irreconcilable visions of the 
identity, borders, and citizenship of the state. They do not seek to control a state whose identity all sides 
accept, but rather to redefine or divide the state itself” (Kaufman 1996: 138). 
 
 
EthnicGroups * When applicable, name the primary ethnic group or groups contributing rebel fighters to 
the opposition movement. Separate group names with ;. Please try to use ethnic group names that are 
listed in http://www.icr.ethz.ch/research/greg/groups.xls. If not applicable, enter NA. 
 
ConflictRelig * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a religious conflict. The primary feature 
of religious conflicts in this definition is that insurgent leaders frequently and systematically invoke religion 
as a motivation and justification for the conflict (cf. Juergensmeyer 2003: 57). 
 
 
ConflictIdeol * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ideological conflict, with alignments 
across ethnic borders. Insurgents may strive for a different regime type and/or political order, but their 
primary aim does not contain the systematic exclusion of specific ethnic or religious groups. 
 
 
ConflictSecess * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a secessionist conflict and the 
insurgents aim to create a separate state outside the current regime’s authority. 
 
 
LastCW * Years since last civil war. Enter an integer number of years. If no civil war occurred before, 
enter NA. 
 
 

Conflict outcome variables 
 
Win * Who won the conflict? 1 Counterinsurgents (government and/or intervener) 2 
Insurgents/rebels/rebel affiliates 3 Undecided 
 
 
ConflictOutcome * Categorical variable that describes how the government terminated its military 
conflict. 0 Conflict ongoing. 1 Government militarily defeated the rebels. 2 Government negotiated a 
settlement that resulted in a compromise with the insurgents over governance (e.g., a power-sharing 
agreement). 3 The country was partitioned into two or more separate countries at the end of the conflict 4 
Rebels militarily defeated the government. 
 



 
GovComp * GovComp Who was in control of the central government at the end of the conflict (i.e. at 
Enddate)? 1 Insurgents (the previous opposition; groups associated with the insurgents; political wings of 
rebels; etc.) 2 Government (the previous incumbent government; politicians associated with the previous 
regime; etc.) 3 Foreign intervener 4 Power-sharing: both previous rebels and previous incumbents began 
sharing political power in a joint government at the end of the conflict 5 Unclear: failing or failed state 
 
 
Maintain * The number of months the government remained in power after the termination of the conflict 
(Enddate). This variable varies from zero, when the regime was never stabilized, to 60, when the regime 
remained in power for at least five years post-conflict. 
 
 
MNF * Dummy variable coded 1 if a multinational peacekeeping force was established and remained in 
the conflict region after the termination of the conflict. 
 
 
Sources * Sources Abbreviated identifier for each source used to code a case. The full source citations 
are provided with their identifying code below. Use Chicaco 15th B citation style. 
RAND Coding Notes 

Kilcullen, D. (2010). Counterinsurgency. Oxford University Press 

Fealy, Greg. "Islam and the Making of the Nation: Kartosuwiryo and Political Islam in 20th Century 
Indonesia by Chiara Formichi." Sojourn: Journal of Social Issues in Southeast Asia 32, no. 2 (2017): 427-
429. 

 
 
Notes * 
 
 



Conflict Cases Research Journal 
 
* Required 

 

1. Conflict identifiers 
 
Conflict ID * Which conflict from the list of Conflict Cases is this? Please provide ConYr. (Please note 
that ConYr may have to be adjusted based on new start dates: if you find that the actual start date of a 
conflict diverges from the one provided in the Conflict Cases list, please update this Conflict ID to reflect 
the correct start year. E.g. if the Afghanistan conflict 7001980 actually started in 1978, please provide 
7001978 as the ID.) 
8501950 
 
ConflictCountry * In which country did the conflict occur? 
Indonesia 
 
Startdate * 2/1/1958 
 
Enddate * 7/31/1958 
 
Comments on start- and enddate. Insert comments on problems/ambiguities with the start- and 
enddates of the conflict here. 
minor fighting continued after the enddate (but not enough to reach the threshold).  Violence continued 
especially on Borneo and Celebes (about three years post conflict).  
 
IncGov * Provide the name of the incumbent government/regime (head of gov't/regime, party) 
Sukarno 
 
Rebel1 * Provide the names of the opposition group(s), rebel group(s) and other actors that were 
identified as opposing the central government 
Sumatran Rebels 
 
Rebel2 
 
Rebel3 
 
Rebel4 
 
Coup * Is this conflict best described as a coup? Is the government defending itself against or reversing a 
coup -- rather than a case in which there is an armed insurgent movement? If YES (=1), do not continue 
coding this case for now and mark the case’s status as “Coup” in the Conflict_Cases document. If NO 
coup (=0), and an insurgency is present, continue coding the variables below. 
0 

 
Region * Geographic region of the country in which the rebels and/or the fighting was concentrated. 
Depending on the conflict this could be the name of a province, state, or administrative district in the 
conflict country, a description (e.g., “primarily the southern half of the country, south of the capital to the 
border with Pakistan”), or a named region (e.g., the Darfur region of Sudan). If dispersed throughout the 
county, enter “entire country”.  
Sumatra (island within Indonesia) 
 
Concentration * Estimate the percentage of the geographic area of the country experiencing significant 
violence related to the conflict at any point during the conflict. Violence should be considered significant if 



battles/clashes between the rebels and government forces took place in a region, civilians were killed by 
government or rebel forces in a region, or government or rebel attacks occurred regularly in a region. 
Coding: 1 Less than 25% 2 25-50% 3 50-75% 4 More than 75% 
1 
 
IGO * Dummy variable set to 1 if an intergovernmental organization (NATO, UN, etc...) organized, 
participated in, sponsored, or sanctioned a military intervention to maintain the regime. 
 
 
IGOname * Name of the IGO mission that organized, participated in, sponsored, or sanctioned the 
military intervention to maintain the regime (if any). 
 
 
 

2. Counterinsurgency characteristics 
Note: These variables should be coded in reference to the entire conflict, from Startdate to Enddate. Even 
in conflict in which the government began COIN operations with a light force model, if the majority of the 
conflict featured a heavy force model, this variable should be coded as 2. 
 
ForceModel * Primary type of force used by government troops. Coding: 1 Light force: Primary use of 
ground combat units that do not include large military equipment (may include close air support) 2 Heavy 
force: Primarily large-unit, concentrated firepower combat with mechanized units (may include strategic 
bombing) Close air support is defined as “air action by fixed-wing (FW) and rotary-wing (RW) aircraft 
against hostile targets that are in close proximity to friendly forces. […] It is planned and executed to 
support ground tactical units. CAS execution is tightly integrated at the tactical level with the fire and 
maneuver of supported ground forces.” (Joint Chiefs of Staff, Joint Publication 3-09.3). Close air support 
can be provided by any unit of the armed forces. Strategic bombing is defined as the massive, centrally 
coordinated bombing of military and civilian targets for strategic purposes, usually conducted by an air 
force. 
1 
 
StrategicAir * What role did strategic bombing play in the government’s military strategy? (see definition 
above). Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 

 
Resettle * What role did resettlement play in the government’s military strategy? Resettlement is defined 
as the forced relocation of civilian populations to deny guerillas access to resources, sanctuary, and other 
types of support; provide greater security for noncombatants; and/or separate combatants from 
noncombatants. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 
 
CivAction * What role did projects intended to improve the material well-being of play in the 
government’s military strategy? Examples: building schools, roads, bridges, hospitals; providing medical 
care, clean water or electricity; and creating jobs for local residents. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 
4 Extensive 
1 
 
CivSecure * What role did attempts to protect noncombatantfs from harm caused by the insurgents play 
in the government’s military strategy? Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 
 
Decap * What role did attempts to capture and kill the top leader(s) of the insurgent movement play in the 
government’s military strategy? Compare this variable to Jenna Jordan’s decapitation data. Coding: 1 
None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
3 



New Code: 2 
 
CivKill * Did mass killing of civilians occur? Mass killing is defined as > 50,000 intentional civilian deaths 
in a campaign (within <6 years) (Valentino et al. 2004) Coding: 0 No 1 Yes 
 
 
CivTarget * To what extent did the military forces of the government intentionally select civilians as direct 
objects of attack or consistently fail to discriminate between combatants and noncombatants in their 
military operations? Combatants are defined as individuals that engage in armed resistance against 
regime forces. Coding: 1 Rarely 2 Moderately 3 Extensively 
1 
 
ForceDescrip * A narrative description of the type of force used by the government. Describe the 
strategy (or strategies) that the government used to counter the domestic threat. Note changes in strategy 
over time and major differences between the strategies and tactics used by different military units, 
different governments, or in different regions. This space can also be used to provide clarification on the 
variables coded above. 
Rival government was set up in Sumatra.  Was a conventional government military force versus a 
guerrilla resistance on the rebel side.  After five months of fighting, the rebellion was put down using a 
conventional military. 
 
NumTrps * Number of government troops at height of conflict. Measured as maximum number of regular 
military personnel (air, ground, and sea) under central government authority during the conflict. When 
exact numbers cannot be located, coders may estimate from information about the military units. If even 
estimates are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, NumTrps 
is coded as missing (enter NA) and only TrpCat is coded. 
 
TrpCat * Categorical measure of the number of government troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 less 
than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 More than 
30,000 troops 
 
 
GovCas * Number of government forces members killed during the conflict. Please enter numbers 
without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of ranges (750 instead of 
500-1000). If missing, enter NA. 
3736 
 
RebelNumTrps * Estimated number of total troops on rebel side at height of conflict. If even estimates 
are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, RebelNumTrps is 
coded as missing (enter NA) and only RebelTrpCat is coded. 
 
RebelTrpCat * Categorical measure of the total number of rebel troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 
less than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 More than 
30,000 troops 
 
 
RebelCas * Number of rebels / opposition members killed during the conflict. Please enter numbers 
without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of ranges (750 instead of 
500-1000). If missing, enter NA. 
 
ThreatSource * Role of internal and external actors with regard to the rebels in the conflict. Coding: 1 
primarily internal conflict with minor to moderate level of support to rebels from external actors 2 primarily 
externally sponsored conflict with local insurgents 3 entirely domestic opposition (no external assistance). 
1 
 



TargHelp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state committed any military troops to assist or advise 
the rebels. 
0 
 
AsstCombat * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state engaged in combat to assist the rebels. 
0 
 
AsstArms * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided arms or other material aid to assist the 
rebels. 
0 
 
AsstEcon * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided economic support to the rebels. 
0 
 
AsstSanct * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided, on its territory, sanctuaries for the 
rebels. 
0 
 
TargSupp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided any type of support to assist the rebels. 
0 
 
ConflictEthnic * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ethnic conflict. Following a 
conventional definition, ethnic conflicts involve “groups that identify with a distinct ethnic or cultural 
heritage” (Regan 1996: 338). Ethnic wars have been defined as “wars among communities (ethnicities) 
who are in conflict over the power relationship that exists between those communities and the state” 
(Sambanis 2001: 261). Additionally, the groups in ethnic conflicts “hold irreconcilable visions of the 
identity, borders, and citizenship of the state. They do not seek to control a state whose identity all sides 
accept, but rather to redefine or divide the state itself” (Kaufman 1996: 138). 
1 
 
EthnicGroups * When applicable, name the primary ethnic group or groups contributing rebel fighters to 
the opposition movement. Separate group names with ;. Please try to use ethnic group names that are 
listed in http://www.icr.ethz.ch/research/greg/groups.xls. If not applicable, enter NA. 
Sumatran 
 
ConflictRelig * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a religious conflict. The primary feature 
of religious conflicts in this definition is that insurgent leaders frequently and systematically invoke religion 
as a motivation and justification for the conflict (cf. Juergensmeyer 2003: 57). 
0 
 
ConflictIdeol * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ideological conflict, with alignments 
across ethnic borders. Insurgents may strive for a different regime type and/or political order, but their 
primary aim does not contain the systematic exclusion of specific ethnic or religious groups. 
0 
 
ConflictSecess * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a secessionist conflict and the 
insurgents aim to create a separate state outside the current regime’s authority. 
0 
 
LastCW * Years since last civil war. Enter an integer number of years. If no civil war occurred before, 
enter NA. 
9 
 

Conflict outcome variables 



 
Win * Who won the conflict? 1 Counterinsurgents (government and/or intervener) 2 
Insurgents/rebels/rebel affiliates 3 Undecided 
1 
 
ConflictOutcome * Categorical variable that describes how the government terminated its military 
conflict. 0 Conflict ongoing. 1 Government militarily defeated the rebels. 2 Government negotiated a 
settlement that resulted in a compromise with the insurgents over governance (e.g., a power-sharing 
agreement). 3 The country was partitioned into two or more separate countries at the end of the conflict 4 
Rebels militarily defeated the government. 
1 
 
GovComp * GovComp Who was in control of the central government at the end of the conflict (i.e. at 
Enddate)? 1 Insurgents (the previous opposition; groups associated with the insurgents; political wings of 
rebels; etc.) 2 Government (the previous incumbent government; politicians associated with the previous 
regime; etc.) 3 Foreign intervener 4 Power-sharing: both previous rebels and previous incumbents began 
sharing political power in a joint government at the end of the conflict 5 Unclear: failing or failed state 
2 
 
Maintain * The number of months the government remained in power after the termination of the conflict 
(Enddate). This variable varies from zero, when the regime was never stabilized, to 60, when the regime 
remained in power for at least five years post-conflict. 
60 
 
MNF * Dummy variable coded 1 if a multinational peacekeeping force was established and remained in 
the conflict region after the termination of the conflict. 
0 
 
Sources * Sources Abbreviated identifier for each source used to code a case. The full source citations 
are provided with their identifying code below. Use Chicaco 15th B citation style. 
Clodfelter 
 

New Sources: 
Clodfelter 

Dixon, Jeffrey S., and Meredith Reid Sarkees. A Guide to Intra-state Wars: An Examination of 
Civil, Regional, and Intercommunal Wars, 1816-2014. CQ Press, 2015. 

 

Ayoob, M. (2014). The Politics of Islamic Reassertion (RLE Politics of Islam). Routledge. 

Bianchi, R. R. (2004). Guests of God: Pilgrimage and politics in the Islamic world. Oxford 
University Press on Demand.   

Emmerson, Donald K. Indonesia Beyond Suharto. Routledge, 2015.  
 

 
Notes * 
Note that Indonesia gained independence from the Netherlands in 1949.   
 



1. Conflict identifiers  
  
Conflict ID * Which conflict from the list of Conflict Cases is this? Please provide ConYr. (Please note 
that ConYr may have to be adjusted based on new start dates: if you find that the actual start date of a 
conflict diverges from the one provided in the Conflict Cases list, please update this Conflict ID to reflect 
the correct start year. E.g. if the Afghanistan conflict 7001980 actually started in 1978, please provide 
7001978 as the ID.)  
8501975 
 
ConflictCountry * In which country did the conflict occur? 
Indonesia 
  
Startdate * 12/07/1975 
  
Enddate * 12/31/1998 
  
Comments on start- and enddate. Insert comments on problems/ambiguities with start-and enddates of 
the conflict here. 
  
The start date is the same from all sources. 
  
The end date is the same throughout all sources and reflects a lack of activity in the conflict after that 
year. 
 
IncGov * Provide the name of the incumbent government regime (head of gov’t/regime, party) 
President General Suharto’s regime 
 
Rebel1 * Provide the names of the opposition group(s), rebel group(s) and other actors that were 
identified as opposing the central government. 
FRETILIN (Frente revolucionária de Timor Leste independente; Revolutionary Front for an Independent 
East Timor) 
 
Coup * Is this conflict best described as a coup? Is the government defending itself against or reversing a 
coup — rather than a case in which there is an armed insurgent movement? If YES (=1), do not continue 
coding this case for now and mark the case’s status as “Coup” in the Conflict Casese document. If NO 
coup (=0), and insurgency is present, continue coding the variables below. 
0 
 
Region * Geographic region of the country in which the rebels and/or the fighting was concentrated. 
Depending on the conflict this could be the name of a province, state, or administrative district in the 
conflict country, a description (e.g., “primarily the southern half of the country, south of the capital to the 
border with Pakistan”), or a named region (e.g., the Darfur region of Sudan). If dispersed throughout the 
county, enter “entire country”.  
The fighting took place on the island of East Timor 
 
 
 



 
 
Concentration * Estimate the percentage of the geographic area of the country experiencing significant 
violence related to the conflict at any point during the conflict. Violence should be considered significant if 
battles/clashes between the rebels and government forces took place in a region, civilians were killed by 
government or rebel forces in a region, or government or rebel attacks occurred regularly in a region. 
Coding: 1 Less than 25% 2 25-50% 3 50-75% 4 More than 75%  
1 
 
IGO * Dummy variable set to 1 if an intergovernmental organization (NATO, UN, etc…) organized, 
participated in, sponsored, or sanctioned a military intervention to maintain the regime. 
0 
 
IGOname * Name of the IGO mission that organized, participated in, sponsored, or sanctioned the 
military intervention to maintain the regime (if any). 
NA 
  

2. Counterinsurgency characteristics  
Note: These variables should be coded in reference to the entire conflict, from Startdate to Enddate. Even 
in conflict in which the government began COIN operations with a light force model, if the majority of the 
conflict featured a heavy force model, this variable should be coded as 2.  
  
ForceModel * Primary type of force used by government troops. Coding: 1 Light force: Primary use of 
ground combat units that do not include large military equipment (may include close air support) 2 Heavy 
force: Primarily large-unit, concentrated firepower combat with mechanized units (may include strategic 
bombing) Close air support is defined as “air action by fixed-wing (FW) and rotary-wing (RW) aircraft 
against hostile targets that are in close proximity to friendly forces. […] It is planned and executed to 
support ground tactical units. CAS execution is tightly integrated at the tactical level with the fire and 
maneuver of supported ground forces.” (Joint Chiefs of Staff, Joint Publication 3-09.3). Close air support 
can be provided by any unit of the armed forces. Strategic bombing is defined as the massive, centrally 
coordinated bombing of military and civilian targets for strategic purposes, usually conducted by an air 
force.  
2 
 
StrategicAir * What role did strategic bombing play in the government’s military strategy? (see definition 
above). Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive  
3 
 
Resettle * What role did resettlement play in the government’s military strategy? Resettlement is defined 
as the forced relocation of civilian populations to deny guerillas access to resources, sanctuary, and other 
types of support; provide greater security for noncombatants; and/or separate combatants from 
noncombatants. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive  
3 
  
 
CivAction * What role did projects intended to improve the material well-being of play in the 
government’s military strategy? Examples: building schools, roads, bridges, hospitals; providing medical 



care, clean water or electricity; and creating jobs for local residents. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 
4 Extensive  
3 
  
CivSecure * What role did attempts to protect noncombatants from harm caused by the insurgents play 
in the government’s military strategy? Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive  
1 
 
Decap * What role did attempts to capture and kill the top leader(s) of the insurgent movement play in the 
government’s military strategy? Compare this variable to Jenna Jordan’s decapitation data. Coding: 1 
None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive  
3 
 
CivKill * Did mass killing of civilians occur? Mass killing is defined as > 50,000 intentional civilian deaths 
in a campaign (within <6 years) (Valentino et al. 2004) Coding: 0 No 1 Yes  
1 
 
CivTarget * To what extent did the military forces of the government intentionally select civilians as direct 
objects of attack or consistently fail to discriminate between combatants and noncombatants in their 
military operations? Combatants are defined as individuals that engage in armed resistance against 
regime forces. Coding: 1 Rarely 2 Moderately 3 Extensively  
4 
 
ForceDescrip * A narrative description of the type of force used by the government. Describe the 
strategy (or strategies) that the government used to counter the domestic threat. Note changes in strategy 
over time and major differences between the strategies and tactics used by different military units, 
different governments, or in different regions. This space can also be used to provide clarification on the 
variables coded above.  
 
The first invasion of East Timor by the Indonesian government in 1975  used overwhelming force 
including warships and paratroopers. The COIN forces used many brutal tactics including massacring 
men and mass rapes of women as well as military tactics including air bombings.  By early 1976, 
resistance had been eliminated and FRETILIN had been driven to engaging in guerilla warfare tactics.  To 
reassure the international community, the Indonesian government had told foreign leaders that FRETILIN 
was a communist leaning group that would destabilize the region if given power (this legitimized some of 
the harshness of the COIN strategies), and any reports of bombings, air raids, mass executions, rapes, 
and torture were denied. 
  
By mid 1976, COIN forces had control of al East Timor’s cities and FRETILIN had retreated to the 
countryside to continue coordinating their rebellion.  FRETILIN had the support of much of the population, 
allowing them a supply of soldiers and more ease in conducting raids against the occupying Indonesians.  
Indonesian forces tried to counter FRETILIN tactics by forcing the civilian population to resettle so that the 
rebels would lose their support of supplies and recruits.  This resettlement resulted in wide spread famine 
as many farms went unharvested.  The Indonesian government also tried to “Indonesianze” the East 
Timor population by only teaching Indonesia’s official language in schools, ignoring the teaching of East 
Timor history, forcing students to submit to Indonesia’s national ideology, and encouraging the 
immigration of ethnic Malays into East Timor to dilute the FRETILIN’S support. 
  



By the 1990s, FRETILIN no longer was able to conduct operations against the Indonesian army and had 
focused more attention on bringing international attention to the plight of the East Timorese. With the 
capture of FRETILIN leader Gusamao, coordination amongst the rebel group grew more difficult and it 
eventually became unable to continue its armed struggle. However, under pressure from the UN and 
other humanitarian groups, the problems in East Timor didn’t go unnoticed by the international 
community.  In an effort to win over the civilian population, the government invested more heavily in East 
Timor’s economy, providing better infrastructure and sanitation services. In 1998, with the ouster of 
Suharto, Indonesia’s policies in the region grew more relaxed and with the assistance of the UN, a 
referendum vote took place in East Timor where a majority of the people voted for secession.  By October 
1999, the last Indonesian soldier left East Timor and in 2002, East Timor finally became an independent 
state. 
 
 
NumTrps * Number of government troops at height of conflict. Measured as maximum number of regular 
military personnel (air, ground, and sea) under central government authority during the conflict. When 
exact numbers cannot be located, coders may estimate from information about the military units. If even 
estimates are uneliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, NumTrps 
is coded as missing (enter NA) and only TrpCat is coded.  
476000 
 
TrpCat * Categorical measure of the number of government troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 less 
than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 More than 
30,000 troops 
4 
 
GovCas * Number of government forces members killed during the conflict. Please enter numbers 
without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of ranges (750 instead of 
500-1000). If missing, enter NA.  
6000 
 
RebelNumTrps * Estimated number of total troops on rebel side at height of conflict. If even estimates 
are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, RebelNumTrps is 
coded as missing (enter NA) and only RebelTrpCat is coded.  
30000 
 
RebelTrpCat * Categorical measure of the total number of rebel troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 
less than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 More than 
30,000 troops 
4 
 
RebelCas * Number of rebels / opposition members killed during the conflict. Please enter numbers 
without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of ranges (750 instead of 
500-1000). If missing, enter NA.  
10000 
 
ThreatSource * Role of internal and external actors with regard to the rebels in the conflict. Coding: 1 
primarily internal conflict with minor to moderate level of support to rebels from external actors 2 primarily 
externally sponsored conflict with local insurgents 3 entirely domestic opposition (no external assistance).  
3 



  
TargHelp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state committed any military troops to assist or advise 
the rebels. 
0 
 
AsstCombat * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state engaged in combat to assist the rebels.  
0 
 
AsstArms * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided arms or other material aid to assist the 
rebels.  
1 
 
AsstEcon * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided economic support to the rebels.  
0 
 
AsstSanct * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided, on its territory, sanctuaries for the 
rebels.  
0 
  
TargSupp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided any type of support to assist the rebels.  
1 
 
ConflictEthnic * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ethnic conflict. Following a 
conventional definition, ethnic conflicts involve “groups that identify with a distinct ethnic or cultural 
heritage” (Regan 1996: 338). Ethnic wars have been defined as “wars among communities (ethnicities) 
who are in conflict over the power relationship that exists between those communities and the state” 
(Sambanis 2001: 261). Additionally, the groups in ethnic conflicts “hold irreconcilable visions of the 
identity, borders, and citizenship of the state. They do not seek to control a state whose identity all sides 
accept, but rather to redefine or divide the state itself” (Kaufman 1996: 138).   
1 
 
EthnicGroups * When applicable, name the primary ethnic group or groups contributing rebel fighters to 
the opposition movement. Separate group names with ;. Please try to use ethnic group names that are 
listed in http://www.icr.ethz.ch/research/greg/groups.xls. If not applicable, enter NA. 
Papuan 
 
ConflictRelig * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a religious conflict. The primary feature 
of religious conflicts in this definition is that insurgent leaders frequently and systematically invoke religion 
as a motivation and justification for the conflict (cf. Juergensmeyer 2003: 57).  
0 
 
 
ConflictIdeol * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ideological conflict, with alignments 
across ethnic borders. Insurgents may strive for a different regime type and/or political order, but their 
primary aim does not contain the systematic exclusion of specific ethnic or religious groups.  
0 
  
ConflictSecess * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a secessionist conflict and the 
insurgents aim to create a separate state outside the current regime’s authority.  



1 
  
LastCW * Years since last civil war. Enter an integer number of years. If no civil war occurred before, 
enter NA.  
10 
 

 Conflict outcome variables  
 
Win * Who won the conflict? 1 Counterinsurgents (government and/or intervener) 2 
Insurgents/rebels/rebel affiliates 3 Undecided  
1 
 
ConflictOutcome * Categorical variable that describes how the government terminated its military 
conflict. 0 Conflict ongoing. 1 Government militarily defeated the rebels. 2 Government negotiated a 
settlement that resulted in a compromise with the insurgents over governance (e.g., a power-sharing 
agreement). 3 The country was partitioned into two or more separate countries at the end of the conflict 4 
Rebels militarily defeated the government.  
1 
  
GovComp * GovComp Who was in control of the central government at the end of the conflict (i.e. at 
Enddate)? 1 Insurgents (the previous opposition; groups associated with the insurgents; political wings of 
rebels; etc.) 2 Government (the previous incumbent government; politicians associated with the previous 
regime; etc.) 3 Foreign intervener 4 Power-sharing: both previous rebels and previous incumbents began 
sharing political power in a joint government at the end of the conflict 5 Unclear: failing or failed state  
2 
 
Maintain * The number of months the government remained in power after the termination of the conflict 
(Enddate). This variable varies from zero, when the regime was never stabilized, to 60, when the regime 
remained in power for at least five years post-conflict.  
60 
 
MNF * Dummy variable coded 1 if a multinational peacekeeping force was established and remained in 
the conflict region after the termination of the conflict.  
1 
 
Notes * 
 
Brogan mentions that in recent years, the Indonesian government tried to win the loyalty of the Timorese 
by investing heavily in East Timor. This could be considered to fall under the CivAction variable. The 
extent of the investment is not given however, but Brogan does say that living, health, education, and 
sanitation improved dramatically. 

Portugal, East Timor’s previous colonialists is said to have provided the rebels with arms before they 
completely left the country. 

In 1992, Indonesian forces were able to capture the commander of FRETILIN, Xanana Gusmao, but only 
sentenced him to 20 years in prison. He was later released in 1999 and later went on to become East 
Timor’s first President. 



Although East Timor was able to achieve independence, it had only achieved it after the military defeat of 
FRETILIN, so in coding, this was taken into account. 

Sources * Sources Abbreviated identifier for each source used to code a case. The full source citations 
are provided with their identifying code below. Use Chicago 15th B citation style. 
 
Brogan, Patrick.  1998. World Conflicts.  Lanham, MD: Scarecrow Press, Inc. 
  
Ciment, James. 1999. Encyclopedia of Conflicts Since World War II Vol. II. Chicago: Fitzroy Dearborn 
Publishers. 
  
EACD 2009 
  
The Military Balance (1998/99) 
  
Sambanis 2006 
  
UCDP 2010 
 



Conflict Cases Research Journal 
 
* Required 

 

1. Conflict identifiers 
 
Conflict ID * Which conflict from the list of Conflict Cases is this? Please provide ConYr. (Please 
note that ConYr may have to be adjusted based on new start dates: if you find that the actual 
start date of a conflict diverges from the one provided in the Conflict Cases list, please update this 
Conflict ID to reflect the correct start year. E.g. if the Afghanistan conflict 7001980 actually started 
in 1978, please provide 7001978 as the ID.) 
8501976 
 
ConflictCountry * In which country did the conflict occur? 
Indonesia 
 
Startdate * 01/01/1976 
 
Enddate * 08/31/1978 
 
Comments on start- and enddate. Insert comments on problems/ambiguities with the start- and 
enddates of the conflict here. 
The conflict had been ongoing since 1963, however it did not reach the 25 battle death threshold 
until 1976. The start and end dates are taken from the PRIO data set. 

IncGov * Provide the name of the incumbent government/regime (head of gov't/regime, party) 
President General Suharto’s regime 
 
Rebel1 * Provide the names of the opposition group(s), rebel group(s) and other actors that were 
identified as opposing the central government 
OPM (Organisasi Papua Merdeka /Free Papua Movement) 
 
Rebel2 
 
Rebel3 
 
Rebel4 
 
Coup * Is this conflict best described as a coup? Is the government defending itself against or 
reversing a coup -- rather than a case in which there is an armed insurgent movement? If YES 
(=1), do not continue coding this case for now and mark the case’s status as “Coup” in the 
Conflict_Cases document. If NO coup (=0), and an insurgency is present, continue coding the 
variables below. 
0 

 
Region * Geographic region of the country in which the rebels and/or the fighting was 
concentrated. Depending on the conflict this could be the name of a province, state, or 
administrative district in the conflict country, a description (e.g., “primarily the southern half of the 
country, south of the capital to the border with Pakistan”), or a named region (e.g., the Darfur 
region of Sudan). If dispersed throughout the county, enter “entire country”.  
Parts of West Papua 
 



Concentration * Estimate the percentage of the geographic area of the country experiencing 
significant violence related to the conflict at any point during the conflict. Violence should be 
considered significant if battles/clashes between the rebels and government forces took place in 
a region, civilians were killed by government or rebel forces in a region, or government or rebel 
attacks occurred regularly in a region. Coding: 1 Less than 25% 2 25-50% 3 50-75% 4 More than 
75% 
1 
 
IGO * Dummy variable set to 1 if an intergovernmental organization (NATO, UN, etc...) organized, 
participated in, sponsored, or sanctioned a military intervention to maintain the regime. 
0 
 
IGOname * Name of the IGO mission that organized, participated in, sponsored, or sanctioned 
the military intervention to maintain the regime (if any). 
NA 
 
 

2. Counterinsurgency characteristics 
Note: These variables should be coded in reference to the entire conflict, from Startdate to 
Enddate. Even in conflict in which the government began COIN operations with a light force 
model, if the majority of the conflict featured a heavy force model, this variable should be coded 
as 2. 
 
ForceModel * Primary type of force used by government troops. Coding: 1 Light force: Primary 
use of ground combat units that do not include large military equipment (may include close air 
support) 2 Heavy force: Primarily large-unit, concentrated firepower combat with mechanized 
units (may include strategic bombing) Close air support is defined as “air action by fixed-wing 
(FW) and rotary-wing (RW) aircraft against hostile targets that are in close proximity to friendly 
forces. […] It is planned and executed to support ground tactical units. CAS execution is tightly 
integrated at the tactical level with the fire and maneuver of supported ground forces.” (Joint 
Chiefs of Staff, Joint Publication 3-09.3). Close air support can be provided by any unit of the 
armed forces. Strategic bombing is defined as the massive, centrally coordinated bombing of 
military and civilian targets for strategic purposes, usually conducted by an air force. 
1 
 
StrategicAir * What role did strategic bombing play in the government’s military strategy? (see 
definition above). Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 

 
Resettle * What role did resettlement play in the government’s military strategy? Resettlement is 
defined as the forced relocation of civilian populations to deny guerillas access to resources, 
sanctuary, and other types of support; provide greater security for noncombatants; and/or 
separate combatants from noncombatants. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 
 
CivAction * What role did projects intended to improve the material well-being of play in the 
government’s military strategy? Examples: building schools, roads, bridges, hospitals; providing 
medical care, clean water or electricity; and creating jobs for local residents. Coding: 1 None 2 
Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 
 
CivSecure * What role did attempts to protect noncombatantfs from harm caused by the 
insurgents play in the government’s military strategy? Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 
Extensive 
1 



 
Decap * What role did attempts to capture and kill the top leader(s) of the insurgent movement 
play in the government’s military strategy? Compare this variable to Jenna Jordan’s decapitation 
data. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
2 
 
CivKill * Did mass killing of civilians occur? Mass killing is defined as > 50,000 intentional civilian 
deaths in a campaign (within <6 years) (Valentino et al. 2004) Coding: 0 No 1 Yes 
0 
 
CivTarget * To what extent did the military forces of the government intentionally select civilians 
as direct objects of attack or consistently fail to discriminate between combatants and 
noncombatants in their military operations? Combatants are defined as individuals that engage in 
armed resistance against regime forces. Coding: 1 Rarely 2 Moderately 3 Extensively 
1 

New Code: 2 
 

ForceDescrip * A narrative description of the type of force used by the government. Describe the 
strategy (or strategies) that the government used to counter the domestic threat. Note changes in 
strategy over time and major differences between the strategies and tactics used by different 
military units, different governments, or in different regions. This space can also be used to 
provide clarification on the variables coded above. 
OPM tactics consisted of attacks against Indonesian government buildings and by destroying oil 
pipelines. 
 
There was a lack of clear information on government strategy, but it is said that COIN forces 
combated the OPM insurgency by committing a regular army battalion to the border area where 
troops raided villages thought to support OPM. COIN forces repeatedly transgressed the Papuan 
border to conduct these raids, and while Papua New Guinea tolerated the incursions, the 
government there did not approve of them. Other tactics used by COIN forces included 
parachuting troops to areas where rebels were known to be to crush any rebellion.   
 
To better combat the rebel groups, the Indonesian government established legislation that 
seriously curb fundamental rights.  By labeling the OPM terrorists that threaten Indonesian unity, 
the government can better legitimize their more controversial and hard-line tactics. 
 
NumTrps * Number of government troops at height of conflict. Measured as maximum number of 
regular military personnel (air, ground, and sea) under central government authority during the 
conflict. When exact numbers cannot be located, coders may estimate from information about the 
military units. If even estimates are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and 
ambiguous information, NumTrps is coded as missing (enter NA) and only TrpCat is coded. 
247000 
 
TrpCat * Categorical measure of the number of government troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 
less than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 
More than 30,000 troops 
4 
 
GovCas * Number of government forces members killed during the conflict. Please enter 
numbers without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of 
ranges (750 instead of 500-1000). If missing, enter NA. 
NA 
 
RebelNumTrps * Estimated number of total troops on rebel side at height of conflict. If even 
estimates are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, 
RebelNumTrps is coded as missing (enter NA) and only RebelTrpCat is coded. 



10000 
RebelTrpCat * Categorical measure of the total number of rebel troops at height of conflict. 
Coding: 0 less than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 
troops 4 More than 30,000 troops 
3 
 
RebelCas * Number of rebels / opposition members killed during the conflict. Please enter 
numbers without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of 
ranges (750 instead of 500-1000). If missing, enter NA. 
500 
 
ThreatSource * Role of internal and external actors with regard to the rebels in the conflict. 
Coding: 1 primarily internal conflict with minor to moderate level of support to rebels from external 
actors 2 primarily externally sponsored conflict with local insurgents 3 entirely domestic 
opposition (no external assistance). 
1 
 
TargHelp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state committed any military troops to assist or 
advise the rebels. 
1 
 
AsstCombat * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state engaged in combat to assist the 
rebels. 
0 
 
AsstArms * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided arms or other material aid to 
assist the rebels. 
0 
 
AsstEcon * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided economic support to the rebels. 
0 
 
AsstSanct * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided, on its territory, sanctuaries for 
the rebels. 
0 
 
TargSupp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided any type of support to assist the 
rebels. 
1 
 
ConflictEthnic * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ethnic conflict. Following a 
conventional definition, ethnic conflicts involve “groups that identify with a distinct ethnic or 
cultural heritage” (Regan 1996: 338). Ethnic wars have been defined as “wars among 
communities (ethnicities) who are in conflict over the power relationship that exists between those 
communities and the state” (Sambanis 2001: 261). Additionally, the groups in ethnic conflicts 
“hold irreconcilable visions of the identity, borders, and citizenship of the state. They do not seek 
to control a state whose identity all sides accept, but rather to redefine or divide the state itself” 
(Kaufman 1996: 138). 
NA 
 
EthnicGroups * When applicable, name the primary ethnic group or groups contributing rebel 
fighters to the opposition movement. Separate group names with ;. Please try to use ethnic group 
names that are listed in http://www.icr.ethz.ch/research/greg/groups.xls. If not applicable, enter 
NA. 
0 
 



ConflictRelig * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a religious conflict. The primary 
feature of religious conflicts in this definition is that insurgent leaders frequently and 
systematically invoke religion as a motivation and justification for the conflict (cf. Juergensmeyer 
2003: 57). 
0 
 
ConflictIdeol * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ideological conflict, with 
alignments across ethnic borders. Insurgents may strive for a different regime type and/or political 
order, but their primary aim does not contain the systematic exclusion of specific ethnic or 
religious groups. 
0 
 
ConflictSecess * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a secessionist conflict and 
the insurgents aim to create a separate state outside the current regime’s authority. 
1 
 
LastCW * Years since last civil war. Enter an integer number of years. If no civil war occurred 
before, enter NA. 
0 
 

Conflict outcome variables 
 
Win * Who won the conflict? 1 Counterinsurgents (government and/or intervener) 2 
Insurgents/rebels/rebel affiliates 3 Undecided 
3 
 
ConflictOutcome * Categorical variable that describes how the government terminated its 
military conflict. 0 Conflict ongoing. 1 Government militarily defeated the rebels. 2 Government 
negotiated a settlement that resulted in a compromise with the insurgents over governance (e.g., 
a power-sharing agreement). 3 The country was partitioned into two or more separate countries 
at the end of the conflict 4 Rebels militarily defeated the government. 
0 
 
GovComp * GovComp Who was in control of the central government at the end of the conflict 
(i.e. at Enddate)? 1 Insurgents (the previous opposition; groups associated with the insurgents; 
political wings of rebels; etc.) 2 Government (the previous incumbent government; politicians 
associated with the previous regime; etc.) 3 Foreign intervener 4 Power-sharing: both previous 
rebels and previous incumbents began sharing political power in a joint government at the end of 
the conflict 5 Unclear: failing or failed state 
2 
 
Maintain * The number of months the government remained in power after the termination of the 
conflict (Enddate). This variable varies from zero, when the regime was never stabilized, to 60, 
when the regime remained in power for at least five years post-conflict. 
60 
 
MNF * Dummy variable coded 1 if a multinational peacekeeping force was established and 
remained in the conflict region after the termination of the conflict. 
0 
 
Sources * Sources Abbreviated identifier for each source used to code a case. The full source 
citations are provided with their identifying code below. Use Chicaco 15th B citation style. 
Brogan, Patrick.  1998. World Conflicts.  Lanham, MD: Scarecrow Press, Inc. 
 



EACD 2009 
 
Fernandes, Clinton. Reluctant Indonesians: Australia, Indonesia, and the future of West Papuans.  
Victoria, Australia, Scribe: 2006. 
 
“Free Papua Movement (OPM).” START.  Accessed June 12, 2011. 
http://www.start.umd.edu/start/data_collections/tops/terrorist_organization_profile.asp?id=4023. 
 
Harvey, Rachel. "Papua’s Struggle for Independence" BBC. Last modified March 13, 2009. 
Accessed June 12, 201. http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/asia-pacific/7942026.stm. 
 
Human Rights Watch. In the Name of Counter-Terrorism: Human 
Rights Abuses Worldwide. New York,  New York. Human Rights Watch: 2003. 
 
Keesing’s Record of World Events. 1976-1978. Ed. Roger East. Cambridge: Longman. 
 
The Military Balance (1978) 
 
PRIO 2010 
 
Sambanis 2006 
 
Scott, Catherine, and Neles Tebay. 2005. "The West Papua conflict and its consequences for the 
Island of New Guinea: Root causes and the campaign for Papua, land of peace." Round Table 
94, no. 382: 599-612. Academic Search Complete, EBSCOhost (accessed June 12, 2011) 
 
UCCP 2010 
 
  
Notes * 
The conflict had been ongoing since 1963, however the fighting never reached over 25 battle 
deaths until 1976. The conflict went to low activity after 1978 and is still ongoing on a very low 
scale.  

There are claims of human rights abuses by the Papuans, but there is no way to verify the claims. 

It is said that the Libya and the New People's Army (NPA) have provided training, but the extent 
is unknown. 

There was a lack of information on the death count of COIN forces during the conflict or the total 
death count for the entire conflict, but there was an estimate of how many rebels deaths there 
were during the conflict.  

Conflicting Cases Notes: 
Sarkees: No clear conclusion, OPM internal fighting lowered its level of activity; Not in Brogan, 
Clodfelter. UCDP: Concurs with Sarkees 
 

http://www.start.umd.edu/start/data_collections/tops/terrorist_organization_profile.asp?id=4023
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/asia-pacific/7942026.stm


Conflict Cases Research Journal 
 
* Required 

 

1. Conflict identifiers 
 
Conflict ID * Which conflict from the list of Conflict Cases is this? Please provide ConYr. (Please note 
that ConYr may have to be adjusted based on new start dates: if you find that the actual start date of a 
conflict diverges from the one provided in the Conflict Cases list, please update this Conflict ID to reflect 
the correct start year. E.g. if the Afghanistan conflict 7001980 actually started in 1978, please provide 
7001978 as the ID.) 
 
 
ConflictCountry * In which country did the conflict occur? 
Indonesia 
 
Startdate * 11/15/1998 
 
Enddate * 08/15/2005 
 
Comments on start- and enddate. Insert comments on problems/ambiguities with the start- and 
enddates of the conflict here. 
No specific start date was given to mark the resurgence in GAM activities, but several sources cited a 
November / December time frame. 
 
IncGov * Provide the name of the incumbent government/regime (head of gov't/regime, party) 
Republic of Indonesia (Presidents Wahid, Sukarnoputri, and Yudhoyono) 
 
Rebel1 * Provide the names of the opposition group(s), rebel group(s) and other actors that were 
identified as opposing the central government 
Free Aceh Movement (GAM) 
 
Rebel2 
 
Rebel3 
 
Rebel4 
 
Coup * Is this conflict best described as a coup? Is the government defending itself against or reversing a 
coup -- rather than a case in which there is an armed insurgent movement? If YES (=1), do not continue 
coding this case for now and mark the case’s status as “Coup” in the Conflict_Cases document. If NO 
coup (=0), and an insurgency is present, continue coding the variables below. 
0 

 
Region * Geographic region of the country in which the rebels and/or the fighting was concentrated. 
Depending on the conflict this could be the name of a province, state, or administrative district in the 
conflict country, a description (e.g., “primarily the southern half of the country, south of the capital to the 
border with Pakistan”), or a named region (e.g., the Darfur region of Sudan). If dispersed throughout the 
county, enter “entire country”.  
Primarily the northern region on the island of Sumatra known as Aceh.   
 
Concentration * Estimate the percentage of the geographic area of the country experiencing significant 
violence related to the conflict at any point during the conflict. Violence should be considered significant if 



battles/clashes between the rebels and government forces took place in a region, civilians were killed by 
government or rebel forces in a region, or government or rebel attacks occurred regularly in a region. 
Coding: 1 Less than 25% 2 25-50% 3 50-75% 4 More than 75% 
1 
 
IGO * Dummy variable set to 1 if an intergovernmental organization (NATO, UN, etc...) organized, 
participated in, sponsored, or sanctioned a military intervention to maintain the regime. 
0 
 
IGOname * Name of the IGO mission that organized, participated in, sponsored, or sanctioned the 
military intervention to maintain the regime (if any). 
NA 
 
 
 
 

2. Counterinsurgency characteristics 
Note: These variables should be coded in reference to the entire conflict, from Startdate to Enddate. Even 
in conflict in which the government began COIN operations with a light force model, if the majority of the 
conflict featured a heavy force model, this variable should be coded as 2. 
 
ForceModel * Primary type of force used by government troops. Coding: 1 Light force: Primary use of 
ground combat units that do not include large military equipment (may include close air support) 2 Heavy 
force: Primarily large-unit, concentrated firepower combat with mechanized units (may include strategic 
bombing) Close air support is defined as “air action by fixed-wing (FW) and rotary-wing (RW) aircraft 
against hostile targets that are in close proximity to friendly forces. […] It is planned and executed to 
support ground tactical units. CAS execution is tightly integrated at the tactical level with the fire and 
maneuver of supported ground forces.” (Joint Chiefs of Staff, Joint Publication 3-09.3). Close air support 
can be provided by any unit of the armed forces. Strategic bombing is defined as the massive, centrally 
coordinated bombing of military and civilian targets for strategic purposes, usually conducted by an air 
force. 
1 
 
StrategicAir * What role did strategic bombing play in the government’s military strategy? (see definition 
above). Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 

 
Resettle * What role did resettlement play in the government’s military strategy? Resettlement is defined 
as the forced relocation of civilian populations to deny guerillas access to resources, sanctuary, and other 
types of support; provide greater security for noncombatants; and/or separate combatants from 
noncombatants. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
2 
 
CivAction * What role did projects intended to improve the material well-being of play in the 
government’s military strategy? Examples: building schools, roads, bridges, hospitals; providing medical 
care, clean water or electricity; and creating jobs for local residents. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 
4 Extensive 
1 
 
CivSecure * What role did attempts to protect noncombatantfs from harm caused by the insurgents play 
in the government’s military strategy? Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 
 



Decap * What role did attempts to capture and kill the top leader(s) of the insurgent movement play in the 
government’s military strategy? Compare this variable to Jenna Jordan’s decapitation data. Coding: 1 
None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
3 
 New Code: 1 
 
CivKill * Did mass killing of civilians occur? Mass killing is defined as > 50,000 intentional civilian deaths 
in a campaign (within <6 years) (Valentino et al. 2004) Coding: 0 No 1 Yes 
0 
 
CivTarget * To what extent did the military forces of the government intentionally select civilians as direct 
objects of attack or consistently fail to discriminate between combatants and noncombatants in their 
military operations? Combatants are defined as individuals that engage in armed resistance against 
regime forces. Coding: 1 Rarely 2 Moderately 3 Extensively 
3 
 
ForceDescrip * A narrative description of the type of force used by the government. Describe the 
strategy (or strategies) that the government used to counter the domestic threat. Note changes in strategy 
over time and major differences between the strategies and tactics used by different military units, 
different governments, or in different regions. This space can also be used to provide clarification on the 
variables coded above. 
Government forces, of which a large majority included policemen and special counterinsurgency units, 
committed substantial human rights abuses throughout the conflict. During Operation Sadar Rencong III, 
government forces sought the capture and arrest of GAM members, but also committed extrajudicial 
killings. During such an operation, policemen would arrive en mass and conduct village by village 
sweeps, using informant information. In 2003, the Indonesian government sought to wipe out the GAM by 
direct confrontation, launching an offensive that brought over 40,000 soldiers to Aceh. This operation was 
somewhat successful, but the resulting civilian casualties increased anti-government feelings in Aceh. 
 
NumTrps * Number of government troops at height of conflict. Measured as maximum number of regular 
military personnel (air, ground, and sea) under central government authority during the conflict. When 
exact numbers cannot be located, coders may estimate from information about the military units. If even 
estimates are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, NumTrps 
is coded as missing (enter NA) and only TrpCat is coded. 
300,000 (This is total military for Indonesia, with around 50,000 troops stationed in Aceh) 
 
TrpCat * Categorical measure of the number of government troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 less 
than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 More than 
30,000 troops 
4 
 
GovCas * Number of government forces members killed during the conflict. Please enter numbers 
without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of ranges (750 instead of 
500-1000). If missing, enter NA. 
NA 
 
RebelNumTrps * Estimated number of total troops on rebel side at height of conflict. If even estimates 
are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, RebelNumTrps is 
coded as missing (enter NA) and only RebelTrpCat is coded. 
27,000 (3,000 fighters and around 24,000 militia members) 
 
RebelTrpCat * Categorical measure of the total number of rebel troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 
less than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 More than 
30,000 troops 
3 
 



RebelCas * Number of rebels / opposition members killed during the conflict. Please enter numbers 
without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of ranges (750 instead of 
500-1000). If missing, enter NA. 
NA 
 
ThreatSource * Role of internal and external actors with regard to the rebels in the conflict. Coding: 1 
primarily internal conflict with minor to moderate level of support to rebels from external actors 2 primarily 
externally sponsored conflict with local insurgents 3 entirely domestic opposition (no external assistance). 
3 
 
TargHelp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state committed any military troops to assist or advise 
the rebels. 
0 
 
AsstCombat * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state engaged in combat to assist the rebels. 
0 
 
AsstArms * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided arms or other material aid to assist the 
rebels. 
0 
 
AsstEcon * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided economic support to the rebels. 
0 
 
AsstSanct * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided, on its territory, sanctuaries for the 
rebels. 
0 
 
TargSupp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided any type of support to assist the rebels. 
0 
 
ConflictEthnic * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ethnic conflict. Following a 
conventional definition, ethnic conflicts involve “groups that identify with a distinct ethnic or cultural 
heritage” (Regan 1996: 338). Ethnic wars have been defined as “wars among communities (ethnicities) 
who are in conflict over the power relationship that exists between those communities and the state” 
(Sambanis 2001: 261). Additionally, the groups in ethnic conflicts “hold irreconcilable visions of the 
identity, borders, and citizenship of the state. They do not seek to control a state whose identity all sides 
accept, but rather to redefine or divide the state itself” (Kaufman 1996: 138). 
0 
 
EthnicGroups * When applicable, name the primary ethnic group or groups contributing rebel fighters to 
the opposition movement. Separate group names with ;. Please try to use ethnic group names that are 
listed in http://www.icr.ethz.ch/research/greg/groups.xls. If not applicable, enter NA. 
NA 
 
ConflictRelig * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a religious conflict. The primary feature 
of religious conflicts in this definition is that insurgent leaders frequently and systematically invoke religion 
as a motivation and justification for the conflict (cf. Juergensmeyer 2003: 57). 
1 
 
ConflictIdeol * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ideological conflict, with alignments 
across ethnic borders. Insurgents may strive for a different regime type and/or political order, but their 
primary aim does not contain the systematic exclusion of specific ethnic or religious groups. 
0 
 



ConflictSecess * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a secessionist conflict and the 
insurgents aim to create a separate state outside the current regime’s authority. 
1 
 
LastCW * Years since last civil war. Enter an integer number of years. If no civil war occurred before, 
enter NA. 
0 
 

Conflict outcome variables 
 
Win * Who won the conflict? 1 Counterinsurgents (government and/or intervener) 2 
Insurgents/rebels/rebel affiliates 3 Undecided 
1 
 
ConflictOutcome * Categorical variable that describes how the government terminated its military 
conflict. 0 Conflict ongoing. 1 Government militarily defeated the rebels. 2 Government negotiated a 
settlement that resulted in a compromise with the insurgents over governance (e.g., a power-sharing 
agreement). 3 The country was partitioned into two or more separate countries at the end of the conflict 4 
Rebels militarily defeated the government. 
2 
 
GovComp * GovComp Who was in control of the central government at the end of the conflict (i.e. at 
Enddate)? 1 Insurgents (the previous opposition; groups associated with the insurgents; political wings of 
rebels; etc.) 2 Government (the previous incumbent government; politicians associated with the previous 
regime; etc.) 3 Foreign intervener 4 Power-sharing: both previous rebels and previous incumbents began 
sharing political power in a joint government at the end of the conflict 5 Unclear: failing or failed state 
2 
 
Maintain * The number of months the government remained in power after the termination of the conflict 
(Enddate). This variable varies from zero, when the regime was never stabilized, to 60, when the regime 
remained in power for at least five years post-conflict. 
60 
 
MNF * Dummy variable coded 1 if a multinational peacekeeping force was established and remained in 
the conflict region after the termination of the conflict. 
0 
 
Sources * Sources Abbreviated identifier for each source used to code a case. The full source citations 
are provided with their identifying code below. Use Chicaco 15th B citation style. 
Farrier Marion. 2001. Facts on File Yearbook 2001. Facts on File News Service. USA 
 
Lacina Bethany. The PRIO Battle Deaths Dataset, 1946-2008, Version 3.0 Documentation of Coding 
Decisions  
 
Nicholas, Sambanis. 2004. What is Civil War? Conceptual and Empirical Complexities of an Operational 
Definition. Journal of Conflict Resolution 48 (6): 814-858 
 
Project Ploughshares. Armed Conflict Report: Aceh-Indonesia. 2010  
 
UCDP 2010  
 New Sources: 
 RAND Notes 
 
Notes * 



UCDP lists total number of battle-related deaths at 2,255. 
New Notes: Concern: Coder said 3 for Decapitation, but no evidence that democratic 
governments’ tried to target GAM leaders  *maybe under Sukarno yes. Go back and 
resubmit form.   

  
  



Conflict Cases Research Journal 
 
* Required  

 

1. Conflict identifiers 
 
Conflict ID * Which conflict from the list of Conflict Cases is this? Please provide ConYr. (Please note 
that ConYr may have to be adjusted based on new start dates: if you find that the actual start date of a 
conflict diverges from the one provided in the Conflict Cases list, please update this Conflict ID to reflect 
the correct start year. E.g. if the Afghanistan conflict 7001980 actually started in 1978, please provide 
7001978 as the ID.) 
9101989 
 
ConflictCountry * In which country did the conflict occur? 
Papua New Guinea 
 
Startdate * 10/28/1989 
 
Enddate * 12/31/1996 
 
Comments on start- and enddate. Insert comments on problems/ambiguities with the start- and 
enddates of the conflict here. 
The start date in many sources is listed as 1988, however the date did not correlate with a death  toll of 
over 25, this occurs doesn’t occur until 1989. Also, the start date is the UCDP estimate for when conflict 
reached 25 battle related deaths, however it include deaths before independence was officially declared, 
also could include civilian deaths   The end date is listed as the year when the last number of 25 deaths 
occurred according to PRIO. The exact date varies amongst sources.  
 
IncGov * Provide the name of the incumbent government/regime (head of gov't/regime, party) 
Prime Minister Rabbie Namiliu, Pangu Party (1988-1992); Prime Minister Paias Wintu, People’s 
Democratic Movement (1992-1994); Prime Minister Sir Julius Chan, People’s Progress Party (1994-1997) 
 
Rebel1 * Provide the names of the opposition group(s), rebel group(s) and other actors that were 
identified as opposing the central government 
Bougainville Revolutionary Arm (BRA) 
 
Rebel2 
 
Rebel3 
 
Rebel4 
 
Coup * Is this conflict best described as a coup? Is the government defending itself against or reversing a 
coup -- rather than a case in which there is an armed insurgent movement? If YES (=1), do not continue 
coding this case for now and mark the case’s status as “Coup” in the Conflict_Cases document. If NO 
coup (=0), and an insurgency is present, continue coding the variables below. 
0 

 
Region * Geographic region of the country in which the rebels and/or the fighting was concentrated. 
Depending on the conflict this could be the name of a province, state, or administrative district in the 
conflict country, a description (e.g., “primarily the southern half of the country, south of the capital to the 
border with Pakistan”), or a named region (e.g., the Darfur region of Sudan). If dispersed throughout the 
county, enter “entire country”.  



Conflict occurred on island of Bougainville (East of Papua New Guinea) 
 
Concentration * Estimate the percentage of the geographic area of the country experiencing significant 
violence related to the conflict at any point during the conflict. Violence should be considered significant if 
battles/clashes between the rebels and government forces took place in a region, civilians were killed by 
government or rebel forces in a region, or government or rebel attacks occurred regularly in a region. 
Coding: 1 Less than 25% 2 25-50% 3 50-75% 4 More than 75% 
1 
 
IGO * Dummy variable set to 1 if an intergovernmental organization (NATO, UN, etc...) organized, 
participated in, sponsored, or sanctioned a military intervention to maintain the regime. 
0 
 
IGOname * Name of the IGO mission that organized, participated in, sponsored, or sanctioned the 
military intervention to maintain the regime (if any). 
NA 
 
 

2. Counterinsurgency characteristics 
Note: These variables should be coded in reference to the entire conflict, from Startdate to Enddate. Even 
in conflict in which the government began COIN operations with a light force model, if the majority of the 
conflict featured a heavy force model, this variable should be coded as 2. 
 
ForceModel * Primary type of force used by government troops. Coding: 1 Light force: Primary use of 
ground combat units that do not include large military equipment (may include close air support) 2 Heavy 
force: Primarily large-unit, concentrated firepower combat with mechanized units (may include strategic 
bombing) Close air support is defined as “air action by fixed-wing (FW) and rotary-wing (RW) aircraft 
against hostile targets that are in close proximity to friendly forces. […] It is planned and executed to 
support ground tactical units. CAS execution is tightly integrated at the tactical level with the fire and 
maneuver of supported ground forces.” (Joint Chiefs of Staff, Joint Publication 3-09.3). Close air support 
can be provided by any unit of the armed forces. Strategic bombing is defined as the massive, centrally 
coordinated bombing of military and civilian targets for strategic purposes, usually conducted by an air 
force. 
1 
 
StrategicAir * What role did strategic bombing play in the government’s military strategy? (see definition 
above). Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 

 
Resettle * What role did resettlement play in the government’s military strategy? Resettlement is defined 
as the forced relocation of civilian populations to deny guerillas access to resources, sanctuary, and other 
types of support; provide greater security for noncombatants; and/or separate combatants from 
noncombatants. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
3 
 
CivAction * What role did projects intended to improve the material well-being of play in the 
government’s military strategy? Examples: building schools, roads, bridges, hospitals; providing medical 
care, clean water or electricity; and creating jobs for local residents. Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 
4 Extensive 
1 
 
CivSecure * What role did attempts to protect noncombatantfs from harm caused by the insurgents play 
in the government’s military strategy? Coding: 1 None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
1 
 



Decap * What role did attempts to capture and kill the top leader(s) of the insurgent movement play in the 
government’s military strategy? Compare this variable to Jenna Jordan’s decapitation data. Coding: 1 
None 2 Minor 3 Moderate 4 Extensive 
2 
 
CivKill * Did mass killing of civilians occur? Mass killing is defined as > 50,000 intentional civilian deaths 
in a campaign (within <6 years) (Valentino et al. 2004) Coding: 0 No 1 Yes 
0 
 
CivTarget * To what extent did the military forces of the government intentionally select civilians as direct 
objects of attack or consistently fail to discriminate between combatants and noncombatants in their 
military operations? Combatants are defined as individuals that engage in armed resistance against 
regime forces. Coding: 1 Rarely 2 Moderately 3 Extensively 
2 
 
ForceDescrip * A narrative description of the type of force used by the government. Describe the 
strategy (or strategies) that the government used to counter the domestic threat. Note changes in strategy 
over time and major differences between the strategies and tactics used by different military units, 
different governments, or in different regions. This space can also be used to provide clarification on the 
variables coded above. 
Sent large number of troops to Bougainville, but there was wide-spread insubordination.  Govt. 
surrounded island with blockade so that supplies could not reach the island and public support for the 
rebels would fall, however it largely failed and the population threw more support towards the BRA.  
There were directed attacks against the BRA by the govt. troops, but these largely failed as well.  The 
govt. later instigated small village gangs to fight against the BRA, however they began to commit more 
atrocities against the civilian population. In terms of 'Decap,' the data suggested that the govt. did try to 
search for rebel leaders, however it was not their main strategy. 
 
NumTrps * Number of government troops at height of conflict. Measured as maximum number of regular 
military personnel (air, ground, and sea) under central government authority during the conflict. When 
exact numbers cannot be located, coders may estimate from information about the military units. If even 
estimates are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, NumTrps 
is coded as missing (enter NA) and only TrpCat is coded. 
3800 
 
TrpCat * Categorical measure of the number of government troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 less 
than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 More than 
30,000 troops 
2 
 
GovCas * Number of government forces members killed during the conflict. Please enter numbers 
without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of ranges (750 instead of 
500-1000). If missing, enter NA. 
 
RebelNumTrps * Estimated number of total troops on rebel side at height of conflict. If even estimates 
are unreliable because of a lack of data or contradictory and ambiguous information, RebelNumTrps is 
coded as missing (enter NA) and only RebelTrpCat is coded. 
2000 
 
RebelTrpCat * Categorical measure of the total number of rebel troops at height of conflict. Coding: 0 
less than 500 troops 1 500 to 2,999 troops 2 3,000 to 9,999 troops 3 10,000 to 29,999 troops 4 More than 
30,000 troops 
1 
 



RebelCas * Number of rebels / opposition members killed during the conflict. Please enter numbers 
without any separators (i.e. 10000 instead of 10,000) and best guesses instead of ranges (750 instead of 
500-1000). If missing, enter NA. 
 
ThreatSource * Role of internal and external actors with regard to the rebels in the conflict. Coding: 1 
primarily internal conflict with minor to moderate level of support to rebels from external actors 2 primarily 
externally sponsored conflict with local insurgents 3 entirely domestic opposition (no external assistance). 
1 
 
TargHelp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state committed any military troops to assist or advise 
the rebels. 
0 
 
AsstCombat * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state engaged in combat to assist the rebels. 
0 
 
AsstArms * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided arms or other material aid to assist the 
rebels. 
0 
 
AsstEcon * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided economic support to the rebels. 
0 
 
AsstSanct * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided, on its territory, sanctuaries for the 
rebels. 
0 
 
TargSupp * Dummy variable coded 1 if any other state provided any type of support to assist the rebels. 
1 
 
ConflictEthnic * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ethnic conflict. Following a 
conventional definition, ethnic conflicts involve “groups that identify with a distinct ethnic or cultural 
heritage” (Regan 1996: 338). Ethnic wars have been defined as “wars among communities (ethnicities) 
who are in conflict over the power relationship that exists between those communities and the state” 
(Sambanis 2001: 261). Additionally, the groups in ethnic conflicts “hold irreconcilable visions of the 
identity, borders, and citizenship of the state. They do not seek to control a state whose identity all sides 
accept, but rather to redefine or divide the state itself” (Kaufman 1996: 138). 
1 
 
EthnicGroups * When applicable, name the primary ethnic group or groups contributing rebel fighters to 
the opposition movement. Separate group names with ;. Please try to use ethnic group names that are 
listed in http://www.icr.ethz.ch/research/greg/groups.xls. If not applicable, enter NA. 
Melanesians of New Guinea 
 
ConflictRelig * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a religious conflict. The primary feature 
of religious conflicts in this definition is that insurgent leaders frequently and systematically invoke religion 
as a motivation and justification for the conflict (cf. Juergensmeyer 2003: 57). 
0 
 
ConflictIdeol * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily an ideological conflict, with alignments 
across ethnic borders. Insurgents may strive for a different regime type and/or political order, but their 
primary aim does not contain the systematic exclusion of specific ethnic or religious groups. 
0 
 
ConflictSecess * Dummy variable coded 1 if the conflict is primarily a secessionist conflict and the 
insurgents aim to create a separate state outside the current regime’s authority. 



1 
 
LastCW * Years since last civil war. Enter an integer number of years. If no civil war occurred before, 
enter NA. 
NA 
 

Conflict outcome variables 
 
Win * Who won the conflict? 1 Counterinsurgents (government and/or intervener) 2 
Insurgents/rebels/rebel affiliates 3 Undecided 
2 
 
ConflictOutcome * Categorical variable that describes how the government terminated its military 
conflict. 0 Conflict ongoing. 1 Government militarily defeated the rebels. 2 Government negotiated a 
settlement that resulted in a compromise with the insurgents over governance (e.g., a power-sharing 
agreement). 3 The country was partitioned into two or more separate countries at the end of the conflict 4 
Rebels militarily defeated the government. 
3 
 
GovComp * GovComp Who was in control of the central government at the end of the conflict (i.e. at 
Enddate)? 1 Insurgents (the previous opposition; groups associated with the insurgents; political wings of 
rebels; etc.) 2 Government (the previous incumbent government; politicians associated with the previous 
regime; etc.) 3 Foreign intervener 4 Power-sharing: both previous rebels and previous incumbents began 
sharing political power in a joint government at the end of the conflict 5 Unclear: failing or failed state 
2 
 
Maintain * The number of months the government remained in power after the termination of the conflict 
(Enddate). This variable varies from zero, when the regime was never stabilized, to 60, when the regime 
remained in power for at least five years post-conflict. 
60 
 
MNF * Dummy variable coded 1 if a multinational peacekeeping force was established and remained in 
the conflict region after the termination of the conflict. 
1 
 
Sources * Sources Abbreviated identifier for each source used to code a case. The full source citations 
are provided with their identifying code below. Use Chicaco 15th B citation style. 
Clodfelter, Micheal. 1992. Warfare and Armed Conflicts. Jefferson, NC: McFarland & Company, Inc. 
 
Ciment, James. 1999. Encyclopedia of Conflicts Since World War II Vol. II. Chicago: Fitzroy Dearborn 
Publishers. 
 
Facts on File Inc., 1989, 1990, 1991, 1992, 1993, 1994, 1995, 1996.  Encyclopedia of World History.  
Facts on File Library of World History.  New York: Facts on File. 
 
 
Keesing’s Record of World Events. 1989, 1990, 1991, 1992, 1993, 1994, 1996. Ed. Roger East. 
Cambridge: Longman. 
 
Lacina 2009 
 
The Military Balance 1995/1996 (1995) 
 
Mullenbach 2010 



 
RAND 2010 
 
UCDP 2010 
http://www.pcr.uu.se/research/ucdp/ 

 
 
Notes * 
Casualty numbers that differentiated between govt. deaths and rebel deaths were not given except for the 
first year. I have provided the total numbers at the end.  It can be assumed that the death toll for the govt. 
troops was higher since they lost the conflict, however if the coder wants to sort this as 50/50, it is in no 
way inaccurate since these are only estimations without any real qualitative data.   
 
The total death count for the event was 329. There was information stating that there were 12 govt. 
deaths and 13 BRA casualties the first year. 
 
There was a question as to whether to separate the case into 2 different ones b/c of a peace agreement 
that was signed in 1991, however fighting had not completely stopped and whatever peace there was did 
not last for over a year. 
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